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Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
A few days ago, quite unexpectedly, it was announced by the Holy See in Rome that two changes would be
made in prayers used by the Church. First, the prayer
said at the moment of administration of Holy Communion was to be changed to: "Corpus Christi," to which the
communicant was to respond: "Amen." Secondly, an
invocation was to be added to the Divine Praises which
are frequently recited especially at Benediction with the
Blessed Sacrament. This was to read: "Blessed be the
Holy Spirit, the Paraclete."
The first change is in keeping with the principles of
the liturgical refor m proposed at the II Vatican Council
and no doubt has been explained from the pulpit. But
why this special prayer, honoring the Holy Spirit?
The answer seems to be that today we are experiencing a kind of new Pentecost-a new outpouring of the
H oly Spirit. We read in The Acts of the Apostles. the
book which is the history of the beginning of the Church,
that the Holy Spirit descended visibly upon the Apostles and the first Christians, filling them with new life
and marvelous power so as to inaugurate a new era in
the history of the world. "When you send forth Your
Spirit they are created, and You renew the face of the
earth" (Wis. 1,7). Today, the Church is experiencing a
deep and far-reaching renewal. Th e Biblical revival, the
Liturgical reform and vast impact of the TI Vatican
Council are generating a fullness and intensity of supernatural grace and life in the Church that is trulv
another Pentecost.
·
The Holy Spirit is Chirst's great gift to the Church,
inspiring her in preaching the Gospel and enabling her
to carry out in the world to the end of time His redemptive and sanctifying work. Christ promised that He
would be witness to truth: "He will teach you all things
and bring all things to your mind, whatsoever I shall
have said to you" (Jn. 14,26). The Holy Spirit is the Person of Divine Love, binding together Father and Son
mto a Holy Trinity, and enkindling men of all races and
ages into a body of baptized believers who have "but one
heart and one soul'' (Act. 4,32). And He strengthens th em
to withstand all the assults of the evil one and the mighty
forces of this world with an invincible courage and
power.
The word "Paraclete" means "advocate." An advocate
is one who has both lhe knowledge and power to plead
the cause of his client. H e abides in us as in a temple, the
spirit of truth, of love, and of fortitude. He is in life principle of the Church, animating it and quickening it as
it labors to bring forth the holy people of God to the
ends of the earth.
God's Holy Spirit of Wisdom and L ove! O. how much
we need Him-how fervently we ought to pray for Him
to rule the Church and govern our daily lives!
Gratefully in S t. Benedict,
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The Gifts of God
By Bernard Schumacher. O.S.B.
"Every good gift is from above." Gifts of
all kinds are offered Lo us and they are offered for a purpose. We musl learn Lo accept
gifts with care. We need the good gifts from
heaven to save ourselves. but the bad ones
from Sa tan will ruin us.

•

•

Every good gift is from above. If we use
these gifts properly there will be frienclshlp
between us and the Giver. God bestows His
gifts freely to all, but to some He gives more
than to others. 1t is not right to be envious
because God is generous and if we have profited more by the generosity of God than
others it should not make us proud. God not
only gives but He takes away . The one who
is first will often end up last and the one
Who is last may end up first.
*
•
•
*
The noble gifts of God are gi\•en for lofty
purposes. The greatness of the bounty of
Goel shows us how to be liberal in sharing
the good gifts from above. We show appreciation for God's gilts when we use them
With consideration. Ii we use them well we
Will be profitable servants of God.
*
*
*
,.
It is very presumptuous to think that we
can use God's gifts in just any way. When
they are used badly they are eventually lost.
They do not help the individual but harm
him. Thev are not means he uses for saving
his soul but for losing it.
Salvation is not going to come to us b~·
accident but by our deliberate choice and
effort. Sometim.es the way to God seems toilsome. al other times easy. But by and large
1t is going to be pleasant
if we bend our will
to the will of God.

•

The grinding action of the unpleasant
things in life as well as the pleasant ones are
gifts from above. It is natural for us to be
Prejudiced in favor of the pleasant things
but it is improper for us to rail against the
unpleasant ones. because it takes both kinds.

*

THE COVER

One of Ute clerest.or)' windows in
lhe Abbey Church, depicting an
event in the life of t. Benedict.
See page 17.

We should no\ then grow resentful about
Jot in UJe. Our Jove for God is better
Proven bv the hard things we bear than the
easy ones w? enjoy. Whatever happens we
must persevere in lhe service of God. Per-

0 ur

severance in good will lead to better and
greater gifts. God never l!res of bestowing
His good gifts upon all.
Of all people the Ble sed Virgin Mary. the
Mother of God, has the most gifts. She is the
most gifted of us all. "Happy indeed art thou
0 Holy Virgin Mary and most worthy of aJl
praise." The life of the Blessed Virgin Mary
is a record of triumph over sorrow and calamity. God ga,·e much to the Blessed Virgin
Marv and asked much of her in return Her
life is proof that hardships. even though undeserved. serve useful purposes in the service
and man. God had great designs for the
Blessed Virgin Mary. and he bestowed His
gifts upon her accordingly. He played favorites with her from the beginning, and a
sure way to get in to the good graces of God
is to be 111 good fa,·or with Mary
Marv 1s like a mother in the midst of her
childr~n. directing them, watching them, and
seeing to their happiness. We see good and
,·irtuous living al its best in the life of l\1ary
She makes the most difficult virtues seem
ea-y and commonplace.

•

•

With the help of Mary we become prompt
in obedience to God. But there is no doubt
about it that at any stage in our life we are
still a Jong way from heaven. and no matter
how much has been given us we a1ways have
more needs to be filled. We suffer injurie:;
all along the way. and there is not one person who does not get his share of cuts and
bruises. We still have many prayers to say
before we get to heaven; we still have our
portion of sickness and sufferi11g ahead of
us. We have our days of glory; our times of
sorrow; and our experiences of joy. But
through it all. whatever happens. Mary is
like a mother who is equal to every occasion.
3

Not De-emphasis, but Clarification
Church, above all when they are ordered by
the Apostolic See . "
Al the same tin1e the Constitution points
out tbat such devotions must not be divorced
from the liturgy. but rather Ilow from it
and be in harmonv with it: "But these devotions should be so drawn up that they harmonize with the liturgical seasons, accord
with the sacred liturgy, are in some fashion
derived from it. and lead people lo it, since,
in fact, the liturgy by its very nature far surpass~s any o[ them."'

Mary and the Church
By the Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
plainly in its chapter on the liturgical year:
ONE OF THE by-products of Vatican Coun- "In her (Mary) the Church holds up and
cil II is speculation about the role of Mary admires the most excellent fruit of the rein the Church. There have been reports that demption, and joyfully contemplates, as in
in general the Church wants to "de-empha- a faultless in1age, that which she herself (the
size" Mary and play down devotion to her Church) desires and hopes wholly to be."
in Catholic life. This is false and misleading. Everything that Christ expects of His
What the Council is concerned about is to Church, the new people of God, is foreclarify the relationship that exists between shadowed, symbolized, realized in advance
and perfectly fulfilled in the Virgin Mary.
Mary and the Church.
This is what Pope Paul VI asked for in his From her Immaculate Conception to her
address at the closing session December 4. Assumption, Mary is the model of what God
He told the Council Fathers that part of intends for the members of His Mystical
their w1finished business was "the unani- Body the Church.
mous and loving acknowledgement of the THE LITURGY CONSTITUTION points out
place, privileged above all others, which the Mary's direct and unchangeable association
Mother of God occupies in the holy with the redemptive work of her son: "In
Church ... " It is clear that he does not mean celebrating the annual cycle of Christ's myde-emphasis because he added: "After steries, holy Church honors with especial
Christ, her place in the Church is most ex- love the Blessed Mother of God, who is joined
alted, and also the one closest to us, so that by an inseparable bond to the saving work
we may honor her with the title Moilier of of her Son." By her free consent to God's
the Church, to her glory and our benefit." invitation, Our Lady enters so profoundly
No doctrines on Mary can or will be into the redemptive work of Jesus as to bechanged or even de-emphasized. The Church come the spi..ri tual mother oi the mystical
will always hold that Mary was conceived members of Christ. Mary's association with
without sin. that she was ever a virgin and the Redeemer on Calvary is crowned by
truly the Mother of Goel, and that she was her queenly association with the risen
taken, body and soul, to heaven, into the Christ.
company of the Risen Christ. By conceiving
Thus the Council is especially empasizing
and giving birth to Christ. Mary provided Mary as the Mother o[ the Church and as
the human nature of Jesus and made pos- the model of the Church-the example of
sible His passion. death. and resurrection, perfect cooperation with the redemptive
by which we are saved. Therefore the Church graces of Christ's mysteries, which cooperahas always taught that Mary is involved in tion results in sublin1e sanctity and everthe redemptive work of Christ. Furthermore, lasting glory.
by her free consent to God's plan at the
Annunciation, she began her spiritual moth- WILL THERE be no changes in Marian docerhood of Christ's Mystical Body. Today she trine and Marian devotion as a result of the
continues to fu11i.ll her maternal role in asso- Co=cil and the aggiornarnento that is
ciation with the suffering and risen Christ. sweeping over the Church? We can say withThis traditional doctrine is not being set out hesitation ilial there will be no changes
aside or played down. Rather, what is hap- in the officially defined doctrines on the
pening js that a new aspect of Mary's re- Blessed Mother. But undoubtedly there will
lationship to the Church is being empha- be more fully developed doctrine concerning
sized, namely. that on Calvary her offi~ial her relationship with the Church, which will
role was to receive the greatest and sublime complete and perfect our understanding of
graces and therefore became ilie model o[ her place in our spiritual life and correct
the Church-of the perfection and sanctity exaggerations and tendencies which seem to
to which all of God's people are called. The formulate a kind of Marian religion distinct
Constitution on the Liturgy asserts this from Christ and His Church.

Above all, there will gradually be a more
sound and balanced popular understanding
of the Church's teachings on Mary, and especially a new look and evaluation of the
rnany Marian devotions that have flourished
the past one hundred years. With the promulgation of the Constitution on the Liturgy,
the Church has definitively and officially
Proclaimed that the liturgy is the primary
and indispensable source of the Christian
Spirit. Any spirituality that is not rooted in
active participation in the celebration of the
sacred mysteries is deprived of the greatest
and most efficacious source of grace.
WE ALL KNOW that there has been controversy about popular devotions, and particularly Marian devotions, in relation to the
liturgical movement. The "extremists''
among liturgical enthusiasts would like all
devotions to be buried forever in oblivion.
The "Conservatives'' cling to the old order;
tnanv of them still want lo live nineteenthce.ntt1ry piety with their --manuals of devotion•· and rosary beads al Mas in a silent
church where the Mass itself is a private
devotion. Of course, this is stating it in the
extreme. perhaps. but that is the general
background. Most of us are beginning to
Wonder just what place devotions should
have in our spiritual life, and particularly
What is the place of the rosary.
The Constitution on the Liturgy is deunite
in defending the spiritual value of popular
devotions. It states as a basic principle:
"Popular devotions of the Christian people
are to be highly commended. provided they
accord with th~ law, and norms of the

No devotion has been more highly recommended nor more urgently promoted by the
Holy See than the rosary. Yet when one
reads the writings of some liturgists, one can
hardly escape drawing the conclusion that
the rosary is an anti-liturgical devotion. that
one cannot be truly devoted to the liturgical
and biblical redval without being critical of
those devoted to the rosary.
When we think of the rosary. often enough
we picture to ourselves. in sentimental fashion, the poor. old woman fingering her wornout beads. Or perhaps we think of the three
little Fatima children through whom Our
Lady urged the devotion of the rosary for
the peace of the world. Unfortunately, people too often miss the point of her message
and are inclined to grasp at the superficial
saying of the rosary. or a certain number
of rosaries. as a kind of •·magic" formula by
which their requests will be infallibly granted. This kind of thing, like .. novena spirituality" leads to a kind of superstilution which
has· no real connection with Catholic doctrine and the spirit of faith, and may justly
be criticized as an abuse.
But wh·n we consider the rosary in itself,
there is no reason why it should not harmonize with the liturgy and serve to deepen the
faithful in the true liturgical spirit. This
will happen if it is understood properly. This
understanding could be fostered if there were
more meditations on the mysteries written
from a true liturgical ,,iewpoint and fewer
from a sentimental, subjective or analytical
point of ,•iew. After all, praying the rosary
well is not so much a matter of forming
imaginative pictures of the scenes o the
mvsteries and of making resolutions lo rid
ou'rselves of thjs or that sin and to practice
the corresponding virtues. It is a matter of
simply pulling on Christ in His whole mystery of death and life. Surely □ o other devotion is more in accord with the liturgical
year. since it actually sums up in its fifteen
(Continued on Page Twenty)

The Voice Materializes

An Interview Wi th

Abbot Laurentius Klein
By Gabriel Franks., O.S.B.
EVER SINCE FATHER Colman Barry, editor of the American Benedictine Review, h id
a tape recorder under the breakfast table
one morning in Trier, 1 Father Abbot L aurentius has been wary of being "bugged."
So I have to rely on sheer and scarce memory
for the onl y serious interview I h ad wHh
h im a conversation whicb took place while
I w;s driving him to and from Fort Smith
to talk to the Benedictine Sisters of S t. Scholastica Convent.
I asked him how he had become interested
in the ecumenica l movement. "It started in
a very strange and unpremeditated way," he
confided. (Or something like that-no Webcor , I.)
Most really important things do, I averred,
sagely. He con linued:
"I had been working on my thesis and had
run into difficulties. S o Abbot Eucarius (my
predecessor) told me I should rest up for
a while. One day he told me that he had been
invited to take part in an ecumenical conference with a group of Catholic priests and
Protestant ministers. He said that he was
busy and asked me if I wouldn't like to ta_ke
his place since, I might find 1t rather in teresting. I accepted.
"When I arrived al the conference I found
that the one other Catholic participant had
not arrived and that I would have to represent the Catholic view all by myself. Someone said something about the program being
broadcast by radio, but in the confusion of
the moment it didn't make any impression
on me.
'·Later on after the conference was over,
1 stopped b~ home to visit my mother, and
I was quite surprised when she told me th_at
I had given a wonderful talk on the rad10.
It was only then that I fully realized that
everything I had said had been broadcast.
When I returned to the monastery my abbot
also congratulated me on my performance.
I found that a lot of other people had tuned
in and that suddenly I had acquired some
sort of local fame. So it came about that I
1 The result of which strategem may be read
in the March issue of the ABR.

was asked to participate in a number of similar programs and I was advised to continue
the work on my thesis in an ecumenical
direction."
IF I HAVE A SORT of fixation about Abbot
Laurentius and tape recorders it is because
for a long time he had been for me ju st A
Voice. To explain: several of our clerics
(seminarians) attended a series of his lectures at an institute of pastoral theology
at Conception Abbey last summer. They
brought back some forty of his hour-long
lectures on tape and I had listened to fifteen
of them out of sheer interest. The scholarship and depth of the lectures had led me
to expect a much older man than he actually
is. That, and the abbatial dignity. He is in
his middle thirties.
I asked him about one of the few things
in his taped lectures with which I was not
inclined to agree. He bad maintained that
the purely lay state which is impartial to
religion must necessarily generate a pseudoreligion of its own . If pushed to its logical
conclusion this thesis would lead to the conclusion that the principle of separation of
Church and State as defended by many
American Catholic theologians would be untenable. In defense of his own view, Abbot
Laurentius pointed out that a national state
must necessarily generate a mystique to capture the devotion of its people; that both the
Nazis and Communists developed r ites and
ceremonies which parallel Catholic liturgy.
He maintained that this is the real and ultimate evil of Communism.
When I pointed out that it is possible for
religion and patriotism lo exist side by side
without conflict as in the UnHed States, he
countered with the objection that it is a conflict between religion and pseudo-religion
that lies at the base of our present school
controversy. I bad to agree that be might
have a point there. Then I hastened on to
other things.
I ASKED HIM WHAT sort of work they
do at bis abbey in Trier. He said that they
had a large parish attached to the abbey
church, and that they were beginning the
(Continued on P age Eleven)

cisco, Omal1a, Pittsburg, and New l'ork. He has

conducted summer courses at Conception Abbey

Abbot Laurentius Klein is one of Europe's mos l
outstanding leaders in Chistian Unity movement:5.
He is an official adviser to the Germ.an Cathobc
Bishops in ecuruen.ical activities . and for over ten
Years be has been meeting with Christian leader~
o[ many denominations in stud ying wa ys of reuniting Ohristians.
. JJe is in frequent ,md official contact with Ca~dinal Augustine Bea, who beads the Cathohc
Church's ecumenical activities. During the most
recent session of the p·r esent Vatican Council be

~Pened a special center in Rome for Orthodox and
Lrotestant visitors. Jn the United tates Abbot

il.t.Lrentius has lectured in Chicago. San Fran-

in Missouri and had jus t. begun a six- w eek lee•
titre tour when he SJ}Oke at ubiaco.
In 1963 he was elected Abbot of his monru,i ery,
the oldest in Europe and t.TadiUonal burial place
of I. MaU1ias, the only apostle whose relics are

north or the Alps. Abbot Laurentius holds the
degree or doctor or theol~gy fro~ the Un!versity

of Trier and has also studied at NiederaltaicJ1 and
Paderborn.
On A1iril 18 Abbot Laurentius gave two major
addresses at ubiaco : one to the Subiaco Alumn i
Association a t its annual reunion banquet. and the
other to the general public. ~L,n y Protesta.nts, in -

cluding a half dozen clergymen, attended the second adclre . Re also spoke to the Benedictine
isters of

t. Scholastica Con,,ent, Fort Smith.

Americans Have a Mission
Ladies and gentlemen - Meine sehr verehrten Darnen und Herren:
I'M SUPPOSED to give only a very short
talk about the ecumenical movement in
E urope and it is of importance in order to
Understand the present situation in Europe,
especially in Germany, to have first a short
0 utline of the
historical background. You
know, when Lu ther, Calvin, and Zwingli
Preached the gospel as they understood il,
many of the local rulers of the different
States in Eu rope decided to follow the new
refor mers an d their ideas. Fu rthermore, they
cornpelled all their subjects to adopt the same

Te:rt of Address of Abbot Laurentius Klein
to Subiaco Alumni Association. April 18.
religion they had. It was up to the rulers
to decide about the religion of their subjects.
And thus it came about that already during
the lifetime of Luther more than two-thirds
of Germany followed the new gospel preached by the reformer.
In this wav lhe rise of the new states began. There · were states which remained
Catholic, entirely Catholic. and the other
states became Protestant, and everyone living in these stales had to become Protestant
because the ruler changed his religion and

became Protestant. Everyone who did not
adopt lhe religion of the ruler was persecuted or '·converted" or killed. And so it
happened, for example in France, that
everyone who wanted lo become Protestant
was persecuted, was displaced, or was even
killed, and in thjs way France remained
Catholic. In other places. in Saxony for example, everyone who wanted to remain
Catholic was persecuted, and everyone eventually became Protestant.
Now these states of different religions
lived together in a very cold co-existence,
and finally they fought against each other
in the Thirty Years War. Their citizens killed
each other ·because of religion: Protestants
killed the Catholics because they were Catholics. and Catholics killed Protestants because they were Protestants, and especially
this war poisoned the hearts and poisoned
the atmosphere all over Europe. Even after
the German states had been united into
Greater Germany the ill-feeling of Catholics
toward Protestants and Protestants toward
Catholics endured.

,ccond thing Catholic priests, and Protestant
ministers discovered in the concentration
camps was that lhey were in prison together
because of their Christian faith. Catholics
saw that Protestants were Christians indeed
and suffered persecution. On the other hand,
Protestants realized that their Catholic fellow-prisoners in the concentration camps
were Christians too and that they also suffered persecution because of their Christian
faith. They dfacovered what !hey had in common, their common Christian faith , and so
they prayed together in the concentration
camps; they suffered together and a lot of
them died together because of their religious
convictions and because o[ their common
Christian faith. There are indeed Protestant
martyrs who suffered death because of Christian motives which they have in common
with us. The result of this persecution and
of this experience was that they decided to
stay together even after they were liberated
by the allied troops. And therefore, after the
war, Protestants and Catholics set up a common Christian party. the Christian Democratic Union. This is at once a Catholic and
a Protestant party.

IN THE LAST CENTURY, especially in
Germany, Protestant and Catholic political
parties were set up, and these parties also BEFORE THE REGIME of Hitler we had
fought against each other, not in open war, both Catholic and Protestant parties, as I
but rather on the battlefield of politics and have already noted, which fought against
diplomacy. Because of this disunity of Chris- each other, and now after Hitler we have a
tians it was very easy for Hitler to achieve common Christian party. This party unites
success. He marched to power between the Protestants and Catholics. and Protestants
battlelines of separated Christians. In order and Catholics work together on the social
to understand the success of Hitler it is im- level. Catholics and Protestants, for example,
portant to know this peculiar situation. Be- take care of the refugees and help each other
cause Protestants and Catholics did not stay also in divine services. For example. in the
together but rather fought against each oth- diocese of Hildesheim the Protestants lend
er, because of this il was easy for Hitler to more than two hundred churches every Sunday to CathoUcs for Holy Mass. In other
take over all power in Germany.
Now the brain-child of Hitler, National places, where Protestants are in a minority,
their
Socialism. was a reUgion in itself. It was they can use the Catholic churches for
a mere natural. human religion. a pseudo- services.
Furthermore, there is common action in
religion . It was to be in the hearts of the
people instead of the Christian religion . And the whole social field, with the aim of caring
therefore when Hitler came to full power in for the Christian character of public life in
Germany he persecuted both Catholics and Germany. So we have a common Christian
Protestants, and he sent adherents of both press, radio service, television service. 0[
course, there are Protestant papers and radio
religions to the concentration camps.
Here is one of the roots of the ecumenical programs, and so on-as well as purely Cathmovement, because Catholic and Protestant olic ones-but many are produced by both,
ministers and priests were brought together by Catholics and by Protestants together.
Finally, there are the so-called ecumenical
in the concentration camps, and they lived
together in the permanent danger of death. dialogues on a strictly scholarly level, in
There they discovered what they had in com- which Catholic and Protestant theologians
mon. The first thing they discovered was come together to find out what separates us
lhal they had common persecutors and and what unites us. There is no danger of
that they suffered common persecution. The indifferentism in these, because both Calho-

lies and Protestants want to £ind out the
truth, want to find out the facts which really
separate us, because there are so many things
Which we beUeve to be obstacles or hinderances lo unity which really are not obstacles at all, which are misunderstanding;
caused by ill-feelings and incorrect information. We came to realize that most obstacles
to reunion are misunderstandings, are misinterpretations of Catholic doctrine or of
Protestant doctrine. One thing which we
learned in these ecumenical dialogues-a
thfag which is of importance for every ecurnenical dialogue-is that we can mean the
same thing and express the same truth by
different words. There is one famous example
Which I remember very well when we had
a discussion on the concept and doctrine
of perfect contrition. The Lutherans opposed
the doctrine because they said that perfect
contrition must be hypocrisy because no one
can have perfect contrition. And then they
explained their own doctrine and talked
about justifying faith, and finally we found
out that they meant the same thing which
we mean! by perfect contrition but they used
quite different words, and they expressed
by those words the same faith. And I think
that it is in1portant for you too when you
discuss things with non-Roman Catholic
Christians that first you listen to what the
other really means. it is one of the experiences we had in Europe that it very often
happens that we teach the same thing using
different words.
ONE RESULT OF THE ecumenical dialogue
1n Europe has been that we now are able
to distinguish between the essence of our
faith, the mysteries of faith, and their forrnuJation: the words and the concepts which
express the faith. And we know that uniformity in dogmatic formulation is not necessary for Christian unity.
A second thing of great importance is that
We carry out these ecumenical dialogues with
all Christian charity and truth. Charity and
truth are necessary for every ecumenical
dialogue. and we have to find the right balance between charity and truth. According
to the New Testament we have to love the
truth. but we also have to love our neighbor;
we also have lo love non-Roman Catholic
Christians. And we cannot love the truth
and at the same time neglect to love charity,
the love of neighbor. On the other hand , we
cannot love our neighbor al the cost of the
truth. Tl· e;e discoveries are a result of the
Pers~culion we suffered together in the

time of Hitler. It is strange hut true that in
way Hitler became one of the most outstanding ecumenists. By persecuting both Catholics and Protestants and bringing them together, he compelled them to discover what
they had in common.
AND FINALLY. UNITY is a grace, and we
have to pray for this grace. Therefore.
throughout Germany and throughout Europe
there are common prayers by Catholics and
Protestants for Christian unity. We do no\
ha\'e and do not want-and also the Protestants do not want-a so-called communicatio in sacris. that is, that Catholics receive
Protestant Last Supper or that Protestants
be allowed to come to Catholic Communion.
We do not want that because it would be
against truth and charily. But neYerlheless
we do pray together, saying the "Our Father"
or singing psalms together, or praying all
the prayers together which are approved by
the Catholic Church. And when we do so we
are assembled in the name of Christ who
prayed for Christian unity that all may be
one. These common prayers are allowed since
1949, at which time the Holy Office came
out with its instruction on the ecumenical
movement. In this instruction the Holv Office gave permission to say with our· nonRoman Catholic brethren any and all prayers approved by the Roman Catholic Church.
In Germanv each diocese has its own official
hymnal, a~d in these official hymnals there
are more than ninety-five Protestant hymns.
I was very happy to hear Protestant hymns
also sung in CathoUc churches in the United States. For example. the hymn which
most of you know. "Praise Ye the Lord, the
Almighty the King of Creation" is a Protestant symn written by a Protestant for a
Protestant service, but nevertheless we can
sing it because it expresses our common
Christian faith.
Generally, we do not have these common
prayers in Catholic or Protestant churches.
We have them in public places-in the city
balls or wherever it may be-but nevertheless we know that when ~e pray together the
unity of all Christians has already begun
PERHAPS IT IS of interest to you to know
exactly what it is we are currently discussing. The main concern of the present ecumenical dialogue on a purely scholarly level
is the question of the structure of the church.
And here we have already the result of the
second session of the Va.tican Council. the
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy. Accord-

s

ing to this Constitut ion on Sacred Liturgy
the Church of Christ has a corporate , has twelve d ifferent tribes, and you will rememeven a federal character . The Church of ber the Epistle of S t. P aul in which he points
Christ is not only made up of a large number out that he belongs to the tribe of Benjamin .
of Christian individua ls. The Church of The Israelites wer e proud to belong to this
Christ is made up of individua l churches , of or that tribe. But neverthe less they were
particula r churches , as the Constitut ion on convince d that they belonged lo the ch osen
the Sacred Liturgy teaches. Therefor e, the and beloved people of God.
universal Chu rch of Christ has a federal
structure . This is one of the main topics we AND NOW THE CHURCH, according to the
Constitut ion on the Sacred Liturgy bas such
are now disc ussing in Europe.
a federal structure too. We have lo bring
BUT NOW, dear friends, let us switch over out this federal structure of the Church, beto the United States. I think that especiall y cause this federal structure of the church
you here in the United Stales can make a will also be the structure of a more fully
tremendo us contribut ion to this discussion united Christend om. And because you here
because of your natural experien ce here in in the S tates have the same structure as the
the S tates. You have a natural experienc e, chosen people of the Old Testamen t you ana real gift given to you by God, towards re- ticipate already somehow the for thcoming
union. You had the experien ce of bringing structure of reunited Christend om .
Reunited Christend om must be federal and
different groups of people together on the
mere natural level. You brought together must be one. There must be particula r
here, fo r example, the Irish and the English churches , individua l churches . within rein the United States, which is a miracle m - united Christend om, but there must also be
deed, because in E urope it was impossib le unity, and this is U1e right balance between
for centuries and still is. You brought the the unity and the catholici ty of the Church
French and Germans together, who in Eu- We believe that the Catholic Church is one,
rope are like cats and dogs. Therefor e you indivisibl e, just as the body of Christ cannot
have real natural experienc e, bringing peo- be divided; but on the other hand we believe
ples o( different nations and different cul- that the Church of Christ comprise s in itself
tures together. And you have to transfer this a multiplic ity of individua l churches so that
experien ce into the ecumenic al field . I am there is a real polarity between the unity
convince d that you are also able to bring and the multiplic ity of the Church.
As you have in the United Stales the one
the different Christian communi ties together.
You have to consider it not only as a gift American people and the different states,
given to you by God; you have to consider you know it is not easy to keep the right
it also as a task, as a duty, a duty of the balance between unity and multiplic ity. It
Catholic Church in our days especiall y in the will not be easy to keep the balance either
in a reumted Christend om between unity and
United States.
Furtherm ore, you may consider the struc- uniformi ty and multiplic ity, but neverthe ture of your nation here. You have the dif- less this is a task, and therefore my dear
ferent slates, neverthe less you are one peo- friends. I want to encourag e you to make
ple. You may come from Texas or from Cali- your contribut ion lo this great challenge , to
fornia or from Maryland or from Florida: make your contribut ion to the ecumenic al
you belong to different states and neverthe - movemen t because you have the natural
less you are American s, one people. I know qualities requisite for it.
You brought different nations together.
that many American s used to stress and used
to emphasiz e that they are from this or lha l Your nation has the same structure a reunited
Christend om will have. and therefore
state and that they a.re proud to be Texas
people. or. let us say, people from Californi a, I am very optimisti c concernin g the ecumenical
movemen t here in the United States.
but neverthe less you feel that you belong to
one nation, and you have as a sign of unity The natural qualifica tions which you already
have
here
are a gift of God, but they also
your capital, Washingt on, D.C.
It is of grea t importan ce, dear friends, that impose a duty on you.
Rememb
er your motto: E pluribus unum'
vou consider this structure of your states by
comparin g your nation with the chosen and
elected people of the Old Testamen t. There
was also one nation, the people of God, Israel,
but in addition there were the twelve tribes,
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that I adopt the Holy Commun ion ritual of
the Book of Common Pra~•er for the celebration of Mass."
I raised an obJection : "I understa nd that
manv Orthodox resent the so-called Greek
and ·Russian Uniate Rites; would there not
be the possibilHy that the Anglican s would
resent to an even greater degree the formation of an Anglican Uniate Rite?"
··I conferred with the Archbish op of Ca.nterburv personall y on this matter." he confided, '·and he told me that there would be
no such resentme nt at all on the part of the
Anglican s. However , he. advised _us. not to
adopt the Anglican Rite Just at th1S ttme because they themseh· es are in the midst of a
revision of their liturgy."
This was sobering news to me, because I
had alreadv made a mental note to apply
for membe~s hip in the Anglican Rite at once,
Not onh· an I an admirer of the Book of Common P;ayer. but I have serious misgivinf S
about the viability of the Roman Rne m
English. Not only is it a question of when
and if and how much. but whether the many
liturgists in our midst whom I suspect of
being crypto-B aptisls are gomg to control the
revisions.

Abb ot Laurentius

(Continu ed from Page Si x)
formatio n of an Institute for the study of
Anglican theology.
"Why Anglican theology? " I asked.
"Well we have in Germany institutes for
the study of Lutheran theology and for Calvinist theology and for Orthodox theology.
but there just did not exist any institute
Under Catholic auspices for the study of Anglican theology. "
"Bu t wouldn't it be better to start such
an institute in England rather than in
Germanv?"
"We thought about that, and we consulted
With the Archbish op of Westmin ster and
other members of the English hierarchy . but
they were against it. Now that we have decided to go ahead in Germany , however, they
seem to have changed their minds a little.'·
Since I well recall from my summer in
England in 1955 the exaggera ted hostility
With which most English Catholics regard
the Church of England, I can well understand the advantag e of studying Anglican ism
on neutral ground. Like so many continen tal
Benedict ines who find a parallel between
WE TALKED OF A number of other things.
the Anglican and Benedict ine ideals in
lurgy, Abbot Laurenti us tends to_ be qmte of the relations hip of the Benedict ine Order
optimisti c about our future relat10ns with to the modern world; o( co-e_xistence wit_h
lhe Church of England. Not only does he Commun ism; of why Constant me moved his
maintain that there is still a possibilit y that capital from Rome to Byzantiu m. But these
We may one day accept the validity of Ang- subjects are ill-adapte d glo the present conlican Orders, but that at least two-thtrd s of text. I only want to add that Abbot Laurenthe Anglican and Episcopa lian clergyme n are t1us speak; excellent English, and with JUSt
Validly ordained priests in any case. I knew enough accent to sound distingue .
I did have one more brief talk with Abbot
that he had been commissi oned by Cardinal
Bea's secretari at for the promotio n of Chris- Laurenti us the night before he left for Kantian unity to investiga te this question, and sas City to speak for a group of Episcopalians.
I asked him how he had reached the estimate He asked me what work I do.
·'I teach philosoph y," I admitted .
o( two-third s.
•·no you use Gredt 2 as a textbook ?"
liE WAS EV ASIVE about the statistics , but
Cringing before what I thought was a
Pointed out that great numbers of Anglican typically
subtle North European thrust_ at
clergyme n, including bishops, had receiv_ed American conserva
tism, I mustered a firm
Ordinatio n at the hands of Old Catholics negative.
But then in a fit of honesty I added:
and Orthodox prelates, Orders which are un- "But I do use
a textbook which is just about
reserved ly recognize d by the Roman Church as old-fashi
oned."
as valid. He thought that if the question of
"Father Gredt was a monk of Trier, you
Anglican Orders were ever solved we would know,"
he comment ed laconical ly
have made a giant step toward eventual corI had a rough lime pulling that one out
Porate reunion. "Do you think that there of
the fire.
is a possibilit y of forming an Anglican Rite
in communi on with Rome?" I asked .
2 The Elementa Philosoph.iae A ristotelico - Tho•
misticae by Father Joseph Gredt, O.S.B. has long
"It is quite possible," he replied. "As a been
a standard textbook in many American. 9:nd
matter of fact it was suggested to me by the European seminaries. ~ vastly
up-dated rev1s1.on
Roman authoriti es that I start such a Rite, of the work was pubhshed by Abbot Eucharius
Zenzen. Q.S.B., of Trier, just before his death.
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S tirrings of the Spirit

HThe Lord God formed man out of
the dust of the Ground, and breathed
into him the breath of life."
By Clare Wolf
This is Mr. Wolfs first article in a series
on matrimony.
MAN - A rational animal.
This description of man is older than Christianity. Because it speaks the truth, it has
come to be the Christian definition of the
human creature. It says, quite plainly, that
man is an animal, but an animal who thinks
-a reasoning animal. Its meaning appears
to be quite clear, and yet, I sometimes think
that our failure to understand precisely what
is involved in this definition of the human
creature bas got us into more trouble than
almost anything else we say about ourselves.
There are a variety of ways of half-understanding this truth . For instance, there are
those who, when they see bow much like the
brutes we really are, conclude that the likeness goes all the way through-that man is
all animal.
We reject this estimate of man, mainly because those who see only the animal in us
contend that men should not be expected to
behave differently from the brutes, because,
as they see it, that is what men are. This
kind of behaviour contradicts the moral laws
which we accept; and so, in our eyes, the
error stands exposed for what it is, a falsehood. Il sees only half of what man is.
Now when we have branded this kind of
thinking for the error that it is we like to
think that we have slain the only error that
plagues us in this matter, that we have
buried it and even disinfected the ground
where we laid it. And we like to believe that
because of our timely action the wholeness
of man has been made secure.
But. every dog has his flea. We Christians
commit our own variety of error in this
matter. Of course, our error is not as barefaced and obvious as that of the other crowd.
We do not say that man is all spirit, for the
very good reason that every man obviously
does have a body.
12

AND YET, when we try to imagine what it
means for a man-a rational animal-to be
holy, we come up all too often with an ideal.
a set of requirements and a manner of behaviour that does, in fact, expect him to act
as if he were all spirit. We tend to believe
that the achieving of holiness means perfecting the spirit and ignoring the body. For
us, body and soul are like horse and rider.
It is the rider, the soul, that is to be carried
safely and unsullied to its destination. What
happens to the horse is not important. All
that is asked of him is that he carry his
rider to his destination without throwing
him off.
But, the human soul does not simply ride
the body. The fact is that neither the soul
nor the body is truly complete by itself. They
complete one another. One of the ways in
which the soul completes the body is by
giving the body its life. When body and soul
are separated the body dies and falls apart
into its elements. But, the soul itself acquires
wholeness by its union with the body , because it is only through the organs of the
body that the soul is able to do the things
for which God created it.
In fallen man, there is an everlasting tension bet ween body and soul, and the sou 1
must always be the master. But the soul
is not co,n'pleted simply by being given a
body to master. The victory of the saint does
not consist in his being able to say at the
end of his life, "0 Body, I have conquered!"
His victory consists in this, that his soul, in
its union with his body. has participated and
cooperated with that body in performing
works which neither of them could accomplish separately.
These good things which God intends to
accomplish for Himself in the creature man,
who is a body-soul being, stand in a unique
class by themselves. We cannot use the same
set of standards in measuring their value to

God that we use in judging the worth of
things done by pure spirits, any more than
We can use animal behaviour for a yardstick.
As Christians we reject the notion that man
can fulfill his purpose and be truly himseli
by acting according to the biological standards of an animal. As Christians we must
likewise reject the notion that holiness for
man means trying to do things which are
possible only for spirits. This war that is
in our members is not a struggle between
the body trying to Jive as if we were only a
body, on the one hand, and the spirit trying
to force us to live as if we were only a spirit.
on the other. We are body-spirit beings, designed and intended by God to glorify him
by accomplishing body-spirit tasks.
THE VALUE of a human act before God.
then, does not depend on how much or bow
little the animal in us may be involved in
that act. True human perfection does not
consist simply in avoiding what is physical
and always choosing those things that are
spiritual. Neither can the holiness of an action be judged by measuring the amount of
body-even animal-pleasure and satisfaction we get out of it. An act is not i=oral
because it gives us pleasure or moral because it produces pain.
Rational behaviour, moral living, holiness ,
consists in accomplishing precisely those
body-spirit works which God wants done by
Us. In this war that goes on within us, the
body wants to act as if we were all animal.
The task of the soul, however, is not to urge
us to act as if we were all spirit. It dare not
ignore the reality of the body. The task of
the reasoning soul is to urge us lo be true
to our being-to act like that which we are.
a material body and a spiritual soul commingled in one being.
For the people of God, it has never been
easy to walk the middle ground between
matter and spirit. I am not thinking here of
the difficulty men have always had keeping
lhe reason the governor of the flesh. Whal
I mean is that in answering the question
" What Is Holy Living? " we have seldom
faced up to the fact that we are animalSpirit creatures. We have never developed a
theology of everyday living that made us
feel at ease acting like a rational animal.
In the last century a number of scientists
conducted some brilliant and original investigation into the animal side of man's nature.
The results of their work were received in
Christian circles with outright hostility, not
so much because these men misinterpreted

The human soul does not simply ride the body. The fact is that
neither the soul nor the body is
truly complete by itself. They
complete one another. One of the
ways in which the soul completes
the body is by giving the body its
life . When body and soul are separated the body dies and falls
a!)art into its elements. But, the
soul itself acquires wholeness by
its union with the bod y, because
it is only throu gh the organs of
the body that the sou l is able to
do the thin gs fo r which God created it.
some of their finctings, but because they
dared to confront us with newly discovered
facts about just how much of human behavior is animal in its source and nature. Seemingly. we could not face up to our own definition of ourselves! We could not bear the
thought that so much of our behaviour is
rooted in the biology of our bocties-that so
much of what we do begins with just plain
body chemistry.
Philosophers and theologians may be quite
clear about all this in their own minds, but
the faithful certainly are not. In teaching
morality, we have rightly denounced sins
of the flesh as behaviour fitting only for an
animal. But the remedy which we have been
heard to prescribe ag~nst this kind of behaviour can be summed up in these words:
·'Be spiritual." Whether or not that's what
our words were intended to say is not important. The fact is, that's the way the faithful have understood it. We have been taught
lo abhor what is immoral, not so much because it is action unfitting for a reasoning
animal, but because there is an animal ingredient in it. We have identified sinful action with bodily action. so it is not just the
unreasoning use of the flesh that is immoral.
but our very flesh itseli seems somehow unclean through and through.
The result is that our having bodies has
made us uneasy living in our very skins.
Holiness has become something impossible.
We have come to feel. and we have actually
been told it, that our body is a kind of m;;fortune-a prison. The marvelous union of
13

spiritual soul and material body in one human person has been made to appear like
the imprisonment of a very beautiful butterfly in a very ugly bottle. And the positively
frustrating thing about it, especially for the
layman, is that the butterfly is continually
being told from every side, "Fly, fly, fly!"
We are hearing a great deal about making
the Christi an message revelan t to the age
in which we live. The message itself needs
no alteration. It is our understanding and
our preaching of it that needs updating. In
the field of human morality, it means that
we must face up to our own definition of
ourselves.
WE CAN NO LONGER look on the animal
portion of our nature and treat it as if it
were a skeleton in the closet of our being.
With full knowledge and forethought, God
created us animal-spirit beings. He commands us not to make animals of ourselves
by ignoring the spirit that is in us. He gave
us no commandment about it, but it is certainly not God's intention that we should
make another kind of fool of ourselves and
ignore the animal that is in us.
God has animals to accomplish their kind
of glory for Him. He has angels to do the
work that can only be done by pure spirits.
In between these two species of beings He
has created man who is neither entirely animal nor entirely spirit, but a marvelous
mingling of both. The worship and the
glory which God expects of us consists of
works which, like our double nature, will
have some of the ingredients of both the
animal and the spiri tual.

•
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THE DECEASED
General Douglas McArthur. Katie Knabe, D,·.
Arthur Hines. Mrs. Fred Girard, Orvil Morse, Rose
I!ijanich, Anthony Schumacher, Martin Bryey_inski, Ottilie Kasper and deceased Sauler family.
Elizabeth Walsh, Mary Miller, Clement Fury,
Veronica Lawrence., Walter Jungman, Bertha
Herring, Alvena Benton. deceased Michels family ,

!Tenry Welch. Mary Reuter. and all poor souls.
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THIRTEEN FOR CHRIST, by Melville Harcourt. Sheed and Ward, 1963, 271 pages, $5.00.
"It is not very difficult to be a Christianunless, of course, one takes it seriously." So
chides the blurb of this strikingly different
contribution to the religious literature of our
inspirited age. Thirteen For Christ is an ecumenical lile of '·saints," a child of today's
awareness of the common Christian values
that underpin the lives of separated brothers
the world over.
A Catholic publisher and an Anglican editor have compiled essays about the lives of
th irteen modern Christian figures: theologians. artists, scholars, evangelists, field
workers , journalists. It will be a surprise to
some to find tucked together between two
covers articles on Billy Graham, Pius XII,
Paul Tillich and Boris Pasternak. Figures
like Albert Schweitzer are included to re-

UN ITE D IN
Our Lord exhorted us lO "Lo,·e o ne another." Let
ui., the refo re. all unite o ur prayers in ch arit y wllh
1he mon ks al Subiaco ror Lhc Intentions sent in
si nce last month .

ubiaco Abb ey,

PRAY ER
THE LrvING
Thanksgiving and special intention; Thanks-

giving for all graces received ; For more Perpetual
Adoration with or without the Blessed Sacrament
exposed; Better race relations, especially in

churches; Holy and happy death with last riles;

Peace in family; Happy marriage; Improvement
in heaJth: Victims of alcoholism; Wife's return to
the faith; Cure of arlhrhis; Success in new business: Success in new selling ventures; Special in-

tention-Holy Infant of Good Health; More charHy and less chatter: Help for retarded child.

Preservation of sight; Protection against all
storms; Spirit of charily; Protection of purity and
Greater holiness.

tnind us that a man may live more Jike Christ
than his theology of Christ would seem to
Warrant, just as countless Christians live far
below the level of their Christian belief.
The essays are naturally of varying interest and value. The treatment of T. S. Eliot
contains notable comments on religious
drama and the relation of his Christianity
to politics. Articles on Martin Luther King,
Jr., William Temple, Schweitzer and Tillich
are especially illuminative of principles behind today's religious and social currents.
Also included in the survey of committed
Christians are Dorothy Day. Trevor Huddleston, John LaFarge, Tubbv Clayton. and
Ronald Knox.
·
·
Besides recalling to us the common basis
of all Christian striving. these essays give
new relevance to the example of forerunners in the faith. We may have become dulled
to the pertinence of Christian saints because
of unreal, halo-ized accounts of their lives.
None of the "saints" presented here is long
dead , many are still living. There has not
been time for a hedge of legends lo enshroud
their reputations. We see these thirteen witnesses for what they are: men and women
like us (save for their strength of character) ,
With the scars of everyday struggles still
fresh. The prayer, mortification, introspection, etc., which go into the makeup of a
Christian are not given undue prominence
(though they are taken for granted in persons like Dr. Schweitzer and Dorothy Day);
the sol id theme of these Jives is the total love
or the people he redeemed.
-Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B.
BEYOND THE COMMANDME NTS bv
Jarnes J. Kilgallon and Gerard P . Webe;.
1-Ierder and Herder, 224 pages, $3.95.
In Beyond the Commandments Fathers
l<i!gallon and Weber sum up a thesis that has
been constant in their work as collaborators
since 1951: love is the basic act of Christianity. The Commandments , of course must be
observed; but most important of all , it is
necessary to Jove God and neighbor. Fulfilling the commandments is an essential expression of love; but love goes beyond the
cornmandments while itself being the first
and greatest command.
The book treats of the Christian and the
rules, the Holy Spirit, faith, prayer, the sacrainents, authority, charity , sanctity and sex,
the disguises of Christ, and the layman in
the Church today. Each chapter is dotted
With examples, simple, to the point, and delightful, like this one used to point out how

we have become used to reciting prayers
rather than praying:
PRIEST (in confessional) : Now. for your penance,
spend three minutes telling our Lord in your
owo words that you love him and will try to
imitate him during the next week.

PENITENT: Yes Father, and what is my penance'
PRIEST: As I said. spend three minutes talkine;
Lo

our Lord.

PENITENT: And my penance?
PRIEST: Thal is your penance.
PENITENT: But what shall I say for my penance·•
penance?

PRIEST (defeated) : Five Our Fathers and five
Hail Marys.
PENITENT· Thank you. Father.
All the illustrations have this same deep
echo of truth and simplicity that will make
the readers feel immediately at home with
their author friends.
·
For a clear picture of what is meant by
life in Christ. this book is excellent, with
each chapter developing another aspect of
that theme; but two especially make this
point in a context apart from what we think
of as "religious" activity · The Disguises of
Christ, and the Layman in the Church Today.
Ever, reader will enjoy this book. but
more important. he will come closer to knowmg what it means to be truly a Christian.
-David Flusche, O.S.B.
SEX-CHARACT ER EDUCATION, bv .John
A. O'Brien, Ph.D .. Macmillan, 1960. 210 pages,
4.50. The place of sex education in the formation of fit Christians, with programs and
examples for the pre-adolescent and puberlive years. Very highly recommended.
CONSTITUTIO N ON THE LITURGY, issued
by the Second Vatican Council , December,
1963. Foundation for renewal of the Church's
worship in the coming years.
CONSTITUTIO N ON COMMU ICATIO S
MEDIA. Second Vatican Council. 1963. Technological progress an dthe spreading of the
Gospel
SACRED MUSIC AND SACRED LITURGY
Rites decree of September, 1958. Establishes
norms for ,·arious liturgical practices now in
effect Emphasizes methods of Jay participation in the Mass.
HISTORY OF THE MASS. by Francois
Amiot, Hawthorn, 1959, $3.50 Development
through the centuries.
THE BOOK OF PSALMS, pamphlets l and
2, Rev. Philip King, 1962, .50. Two pamphlets in the excellent Paulis! Bible text and
commentary series.

Report from Nigeria
The

Okrika
Mission
By Raphael DeSalvo. O.S.B.
of Okrika and the governmen t, and also the
Since our arrival here at Ascension High Okrika Grammar School (high scool).
A quarter of a mile further is the small
School we have undertaken in addition to
school work the spiritual care of three mis- elementary school about 50 by 20 feet in
sions, Nchia (which we call Eleme), Ebubu size. It is here that we offer Mass for about
50 people on Sunday mornings at 7:30.
and Okrika.
The altar is a weatherbea ten teacher's
Nchia has the largest number of Catholics-about 125-and they come to Ascen- table about four feet long and about two and
sion High School on Sundays for Mass and one-half feet wide. Since an ordinary table
Benediction . Ebubu has only a handful of is uncomforta bly low for an altar, a concrete
Catholics, but one of the Fathers drives down block is placed under each leg to provide the
on Sundays for Mass, although the distance desired height. We take along with us all
that is necessary for Mass with the excepis only slightly more than a mile.
The drive to Orika takes one through tion of the cross which a little Nigerian girl
Eleme, I.ram which a very good road leads brings faithfully from her home every Sunto Okrika, a distance of four miles. Driving day. School benches serve as pews and seals
down this road on Sunday morning at 7:00, are available for most of the congregatio n.
Okrika is unusual due lo the fact that a
one passes hundreds of Nigerian workers
walking or cycling lo the site of the large area of the parish is located on an island
$30,000.000 oil refinery, three miles from Ele- about two miles square in area located in
me. Every Sunday new sights appear as im- the Bonny River, which in places is several
mense oil tanks mushroom their way up, miles wide. The distance from the mainland
along with steel frames of the administrat ion to the island is about a half mile.
and other buildings, all of which are due to
About half the parishioner s come from the
be completed in 1965.
island by canoe at the cost of three pence
The remaining mile lakes one past the for a ride one way on Sunday mornings.
Okrika Joint Hospital. co-owned by the town Formerly Mass was offered on the island
by an occassional missionary priest in a home,
Father Raphael DeSalvo is tl1e superior but now Mass is offered every Sunday on
of the Abbey's missions in Nigeria. He and the mainland.
his companions. Fathers Camil!tis Cooney ,
Riding in a canoe has never had much apLawrence Miller. and Basil Wiederkehr , are peal with me, so I have turned down
offers
at Eleme, where they conduct Ascension for a ride to the island to visit the chief there
High School and care for several missions. in view of obtaining land for a church
on
Their address is Ascension High Schoo!. the mainland. But after Mass one
Sunday
Eleme, P. 0. Box 603, Port Harcourt, Nigeria. a man came up to say that he and
his whole
For safer handling of funds mission con- family were desirous of entering the Church
tributions for them should be sent to the Rt. and an appointmen t was made to meet
him
Rev. Michael Lensing. O.S.B ., New Subiaco and his family on a Tuesday evening.
My
Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.
impression was that he lived nearby on the
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mainland, but when I drove out to meet him
he told me that his home was on the island ,
and that all his children and bis wife were
awaiting the coming of the priest, so a canoe
ride was in store for me regardless of how
I felt about it.
The fact that the canoe was about 30 feet
from the shore presented no problem; the
owner of the canoe picked me up and carried
me over to the canoe, thus making it unnecessary lo remove my shoes.
Soon we were on our way in a canoe that
was a picture of strength and durability. It
had been hewn out of a huge tree and was
one solid piece of wood about 25 feet long
and about four feet wide, and was quite
heavy. The ride was smooth in spite of rising
waves as the tide was coming in , and soon
we were on the island.
A priest dressed in white was enough to
draw the attention of every passerby as we
Walked through the narrow muddy streets,
lined with houses of the poorest construction .
Streets are very narrow, and I doubt that
there is a single car on the island of a few
thousand people.
Living conditions of these people are very
bad and it would be interesting to know just
how high the mortality rate is. particularly
among the children.
It was no surprise to find on entering the
man's house that it was very crowded with
father, mother and seven children. Two small
rooms, with walls of mud, a roof of palm
branches, and the bare ground was the floor.
Their happiness was apparent as they
came to greet me, possibly the only priest
Who had ever paid them a visit. After visiting with them for half an hour and arranging for their instruction by a familJ' friend
Who is a nurse, we returned to the canoe
and were shortly on our way back to the
tnainland. The father of the family was telling how difficult life was for the Catholics
on the island, a stronghold of the Anglkan
Chtu·ch, as we were moving along passmg
canoe after canoe full of passengers on the
return trip.
Looking ahead, I saw a white-clad figure
in an approachin g canoe. It was a surprise to
see a man in while cassock. Roman colJar
and biretta. We greeted one another as our
canoes passed within a few feet of one ano_ther. He was the Anglican minister returnmg
lo his church on the island. It would have
been good to stop to talk with him, but at
three pence per ride the boalsman had no
lime for that. I hope to meet him in a friendly spirit at some future date.

This minister is said to have been responsible for a letter written lo us about six weeks
ago protesting our use of the council school
for Sunday Mass. As a result of the protest,
Mass was discontinue d for two Sundays,
Passion and Palm Sundays, until it was determined that the protest did not at all represent the attitude of most Okrikans, so
it was with special joy that the Catholics of
Okrika sang the joyful Alleluias of the Easter morning High Mass. The incident has
also spurred the parishioner s on to complete
negotiations . all but completed. for a 15-acre
plot of land where a church will be built
within a stone's throw of Lhe boundary of the
new Oil Refinery whose [uture personnel
will probably comprise a large part of a
growing parish.

The May Coi·er·

The Life of St. Benedict
The Forbidden Meal
By Pope St. Gregory the Great
IT WAS A custom of the house. strict!~• observed as a matter of regular discipline, that
monks away on business did not take food or
drink outside the monastery. One day a few
of them went out on an assignment which
kept them occupied till rather late. They
stopped for a meal at the house of a de,·out
woman they knew in the neighborhoo d. On
their retur·n, when they presented themselves to the abbot [or the usual blessing,
he asked them where they had taken their
meal.
"Nowhere," they answered.
"Why are you lying to me?" he said. "Did
vou not enter the house o[ this particular
;,.,oman and eat these various foods and have
so and so many cups to drink?"
On hearing him mention the woman·s hospitality and exactly what she had given them
to eat and drink. they clearly recalled the
wrong U1ey had done. fell trembling at his
feel and confessed their guilt. The man of
God did not hesHale lo pardon them, confident that thev would do no further wrong
in his absenc~. since they no,v realized he
was always present with them in spirit.
This passage is one or a series. oi selec.Uon~
from the biography of t. Benedict published
by Pope Gregory l in the ~ea~ 594. Our ~over
this month illustrates the mc1den( mcnboned
in the selection. SL Benedict Jived from 480
to 547.
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A Bird's- eye View
of the Abbey
Brothe r Isidore's Notes

Spring rains have helped the early pastures to grow rich and green. with the bright
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in prepar ation for early baling . Other fields
at Arezzo, Italy, they have acquir ed world their tour.
ln May the Abbey lost the servic es. of a will receiv e the same treatm ent shortly
.
fame; so their stop here was not only a treat
Frater Mario n Whitfi ll will be ordain ed
tnan who has been a most impor tant figure
Fertili zer applic ation is among the new
but also an honor for us.
to lbe priesth ood by Bishop Albert L. Fletch
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Mary and the Church
(Continued from Page Five)
mysteries the whole content of the liturgical
cycle. It could be a help in keeping the inctividual feasts of this redemptive cycle in
the context of unity, each feast being in
reality only a part of a single whole, the
passage of Christ from death to life.
THE MYSTERIES of the rosary are simply
another way of expressing the one great
mystery of redemption. The joyful mysteries
are the announcement and preparation of
that perfect oblation, which, through sorrow,
will culminate in eternal glory. The acceptance of sorrow brings joy now and glory
hereafter. The sacerdotal prayer of Christ,
after the Last Supper, shows us this plainly.
It was uttered on the threshold of untold
suffering and death on the Cross, and yet
the prayer speaks only of joy and glory in
His sanctification for love of the Father.
No one can express the mystery of Christ
more vividly and profoundly than Saint Paul.
In a few words he shows us how to put on
the mind of Christ in His mystery of joy.
sorrow, and glory:
"Have this mind in you, which was also
in Christ Jesus, who though he was by nature God. did not consider being equal to
God a thing lo be clung to, but emptied himself, taking the nature of a slave and being
made like unto men (the joyful mysteries).
And appearing in the form of a man, he humbled himself becoming obectient lo death,
even to death on a cross (the sorrowful mysteries). Therefore God also has exalted him,
and has be towed upon him the name that
is above every name ... and every tongue
should confess that the Lord Jesus Christ is
in the glory of the Father" (the glorious mvsteries) (Phil. 2. 5-9,11).
·
Praying the rosary in such a way that
our mind and heart are renewed in the whole
redemptive work of Christ as summarized
in the fifteen mysteries, we worship in the
spirit of the liturgy, for the mysteries are all
made present in the Mass. We prepare ourselves for that full inner participation which
enables Christ to make our self-oblatfon one
with His own as waler is merged with wine:
"Present your bodies as a sacrifice, Jiving
holy, and pleasing to God, your spiritual
service" (Rom. 12,1).
HAVING PLACED the rosary in a sacramental context and having brought the fif-

teen mysteries together into one simple view
of the redemption. it is interesting to sec
the close unity in the joyful mysteries. In
various ways and lo different people each
one of these mysteries is an announcement
or manifestation of the redemption: to Mary
first of all and above all; then to Elizabeth
and John the Baptist; to the shepherds; to
Simeon and the prophetess Anna; and lo the
doctors of the Law. First there is the manifestation or announcement of God's word;
then follows the response, the acceptance of
the word and an act of worship. In every
case the glad acceptance of the word brought
grace---Christ-life-and joy. In the Visitation
Elizabeth merely tells us: "The moment lhal
the sound oi thy greeting came lo my ears,
the babe in my womb leaped for joy"
(Luke 1,44) .
When we seek lo "put on Christ" by means
of the rosary mysteries. it it always through
lhe intercession of Mary. It was her oblation
to the divine will. as shown by the a1mw1ciation. by which God wrought the Incarnation, death. and resurrection mystery of
our redemption. And so her unique and
powerful intercession will surely obtain for
us our renewal in Christ whkh we seek bv
uniting our seli-ofiering to His throughoi{t
the mysteries as she herself ctid. She is the
mother of the whole Christ who ever brings
forth her mystic child. the Church, the body
of Christ. She sees God's plan for each of
us in her Son, and she cannot but work with
Him lo bring this plan to its fulfillment.
We must begin by imitating her fiat and then
she will call down the Spirit of he Son upon
us and form Him in us, making his mysteries. ours. She will give us the joys and sorrows that she may bring forth Christ to
glory again in us.
We should lake up the rosary as the book
of our life in Christ, in the spirit of the liturgy. We should approach the mysteries,
not as spectators observing a drama, nor
even just as disciples observing their master
so as to imitate Him. Instead we should allow ourselves to be wholly immersed in
these mysteries by the Holy Spirit as in the
bottomless ocean of living water (cf. John
4.19). We must seek lo be truly "buried" with
Him (Rom. 6,4) in order that we may experience by a living faith His mystery of
death and life. joy and sorrow, so that "the
life also of Jesus may be made manifest in
our mortal flesh" (2 Cor. 4, 11). as we are
"being transformed into his very image from
glory lo glory" (2 Cor. 3, 18).

Dear Young Americans,
Have you ever seen a hardl1earted person•
1 do not mean a parent who has to punish
Us, and the switch hurts, or the strawberry
shoncake we can't have hurts still more. because they are working for us, trying to
teach us something, or cor,·ect something we
are doing wrong.
It is easy to think, "I would never be hardheaned." But did you know that it would be
almosi impossible not to be hardhearted if
God cut off the supply of grace? God is not
0 bliged to keep on offering grace to people
Who do not deserve it, or appreciate it.
. Sometimes very important people get the
tdea that high position has come to them
because they are superior, and tliey need to
Work to make their position still higher, and
that means they have to push down some
other people they call inferior, or slaves. God
never lets such people stay in power forever.
All He has to do is to withhold His grace,
<ind let them try to live witl1 hardened

hearts. fearful of the people they are oppressing. They ought to see their mistakes,
and beg God for His grace, and repenr. If
they keep on oppressing people, one day God
will say, "'That is enough!"' and the proud
people will be destroyed. Ot,r history books
are full of the stories of such people.
Some people in our country are proud because their skin is pale. They think that
makes them superior to people wl,ose skin
is darker. It seems as if God is withholding
grace from some of those pale people and
their hearts are getting hard. and they are
fearful of the people they are trying to witl,ltold rights from. They ought to be fearful
of God, who will not let them act that way
forever.
Here·s hoping that Young Americans will
pray that God will not have to treai some
Americans like Egyptians befo,·e other
Americans are freed from oppression.
Loi,e to every one of you,
Tammy

let My People Go!
. Moses had just tried to back out of the
Job of leading the children o[ Israel out of
Egypt. God was angry with him.
"Aaron, the Levite is your brother," said
God. "I know he speaks ~ell, and he is on his
Way lo meet you, and will be glad when he
sees you. Speak to him, and put my words
1n his mouth: and I will be in your mouth
and in his mouth, and will show you what
You must do. He shall speak in your stead
to the people, and shall be your mouth. But
You shall be to him in those things that perlain to God. And take this rod in your hand
Wherewith you shall do the signs."
There was nothing left for Moses lo say
lo God. He returned to Jethro, his father-in-

law. and said to him. "I will go and return
lo my brethren into Egypt, that I may see
if they are yet alive.''
"Go in peace," answered Jethro.
Just before leaving. God spoke to Moses
again: "Go, and return into Egypt, for they
are all dead that sought your life."
Reassured, Moses took his wife, Sephora.
and their two sons, and set them upon an
ass, and went back to Egypt car1·ying the
rod of God in his hand.
On the way. God spoke to him again: "See
that you do all the wonders before Pharao.
which I have put in your hand. I will let
his heart harden, and he will not let the
people go. And you shall tell him, 'The Lord
21

says Israel is my son, my firstborn. I have
told you to Jet my son go, that he may serve
me, and you would not let him go. Behold, I
ki 11 your son, your firstborn.' "
They stopped lo rest at an inn. An angel
representing the Lord met Moses and would
have killed him , because he had neglected
to have his youi1ger son circumcised, according lo the commandment God had given
to his people. Sephora understood what was
wrong and circumcised the boy immediately.
and the angel let him go.
The Lord then spoke to Aaron: "Go into
the desert to meet Moses." Aaron went forth
to meet him in the mountain of God, and
kissed him.
Moses told Aaron all the words of the Lord
and all the signs that he had commanded.
And they came together and assembled all
the ancients of the children of Israel. Aaron
spoke all the words that the Lord had said
to Moses; and Moses wrought the signs before the people.
The people believed. They realized that
the Lord had visited the children of Israel.
and that he had looked down on their affliction. They fell down and adored God.
Afterwards, Moses and Aaron went to the
house of Pharao to speak lo him. When Pharao was ready to listen, they said: "Thus
sa:,•s the Lord God of Israel. Let my people
go that they may sacrifice lo me in the
desert."
''Who is the Lord," replied Pharao in contempt, ''that I should hear his voice, and let
Israel go? I do not know the Lord, neither
will I let Israel go!"
"The God of the Hebrews has called us to
go three days journey in the wilderness to
sacrifice lo the Lord, our God. lest a pestilence or the sword fall upon us," explained
Aaron and Moses.
"Why do you, Moses and Aaron, draw the
people away from their works?" contended
Pharao. "Gel you gone to your burdens!''
and Moses ru1d Aaron had to leave.
Pharao called in the overseers of the work.
"These people are numerous," he told them.
"You see how the multitude is increased.
How much more if you give them rest from
their works? From now on, you will not give
out any more straw to the people to make
the bricks, but they will have to make just
as many bricks as they cUd before. You must
not let them get away with anything less,
for they are idle, crying out, 'Let us go and
sacrifice to our God.' Let them be oppressed
22

with works, and make them fulfill them so
they will not pay attention to lying words.''
The overseers of the work aJ1d the taskmasters went out to the children of Israel
and said to them: "Th us says Pharao. I allow
you no straw. Go, gather il where you can
find it. But you have lo make just as many
bricks as ever."
There was no way to make the clay stick
together in the bricks without straw. They
would crumble into dust when they were
dried. So the children of Israel had to go
around in the fields pulling straw before they
could start making bricks for the day. By
the lime they got back to the brickyard there
was not enough daylight left to finish making all the bricks they were supposed to
make.
"You have to make all your bricks," the
taskmasters kept reminding them. They
tried to hurry, but it was impossible to finish
t.he task.
By the end of the next clay they were still
farther behind in their work. The taskmasters brought out the scourges, and lashed
them saying: "Why haven't you finished all
your bricks for yesterday and today?"
OUicers of the children of Israel came to
Pharao and cried out to him saying: "Why
are you treating your servants this way•
Straw is not furnished, but we have to make
the same bricks as before, and behold your
servants are beaten with whips. and your
people are treated unjustly."
" You are idle," said Pharao. "Therefore
you say, 'Let us go and sacrifice to the Lord.'
Get to work! Straw shall not be given lo you,
and you shall deliver your usual number of
bricks!"

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
For the Missions
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions

by sending us your canceled stamps. Simply tear

or cut them off your letters and packages and
mail them to us. Be sure to leave a small margin

Young America Contests
How is May different from ,June? Your
answer most probably is "we don't go to
school in June." In May you sit, probably
bored, in the classroom; in June you enjoy
doing things out in the fresh air. Are May
and June, then, althogether different? Do
Y_ou forget May and learning when June arrives• It would be silly to say that you only
learn while in the classroom. For example.
n)owing grass. delivering newspapers, aJ1d
any job helps you to learn something by doing it. You wouldn't be an expert swimmer
or baseball shortstop if you only read books
about sports. On the other hand, do you add
to your book knowledge by doing what you
have studied• '·Yes, I know more of that
arithmetic because I had to do precise figUi:-ing on my paper route." or "I know more
history or geography after my vacation trip.''
Your main subject also has this connection
between books aJ1d doing what you study
You don't just glance at a map or just read
about God; you take the trip following the
n)apped directions and act like a son of God.
_Think what places you in your family .
F'irst, you are born to your parents and then
You remain in the family by being a good
son or daughter to a good mother and father.
God brings you into His family at Baptism
and you remain in it by becoming like His
re_al Son, who is maJ1 (like you) aJ1d God
0tke his Father). You learn to become like
the Son by studying aJ1d at the same time
Y doing as Christ did. One way lo do thisWh_ile you are going about your day's activities you might ask yourself. "What would
Christ do now if he were in mv shoes•" Answei:-s lo such questions you re.member from
~o~•s message to us in the Gospels and
"'P1st1es.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIE

Publication of death anniversary dates is an
encouragement to friends of the deceased and to
~Ur readers to remember the departed in their

around them so as to protect the perforations. All
foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mail con- ~rayers.
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You will learn by acting. Compare yourself to the man in the storv who wore a
mask for years which made him look much
nicer than he really was. Later, when he
took it off, he found that his face had grown
to fit it. You must put on Christ; "pretend''
to be like Christ and he will help you to
become really like him. Then June will not
be altogether different than May
MARCH CONTEST WINNERS
7th & 8th Grades: (Tie)
Donna FlaJ1agan. Sacred Heart, Oklahoma
City. (Prize: Password Game)
Michael Schwartz. St. Joseph, Paris, Arkansas (Prize: Stadium Checkers)
5th & 6th Grades: (Tie)
Tommy Neumeier. St. Joseph. Paris, ArkaJ1sas. (Prize: Junior Scrabble)
Stephen Lachowsky. St. Joseph. Paris, Arkansas. (Prize: Leather Handicraft Kit)
MAY CONTEST
7th & 8th Grades:
5th & 6th Grades:
Whal do you think a Benedictine monk
is? Answer in one page.
3rd & 4th Grades:
Draw a picture of someone you like.
teacher parent, pastor, etc.
Deadline: May 30.

The BROTHER Religious
in the Order of Saint Benedict consecrates his natural abilitie to God
in the warm spirit of monastic family
life. Whether he i a cr·aftsman, teacher. or common laborer, he can contribute much to the glory of God and
the aposlolate of the monastery. God's
reward is a hundredfold in this life.
and life everlasting.
For information write:

Rl Rev. Michael Lensing, 0 .-.Bew ubiaco Abbey
u biaco. Arkansas

The Abbey Retreat has a retreat schedule for
you some time this summer, whoever you are.
Look over these dates and send your inquiry
to the address below:
Women
May 15-17 Retreat:
St. Mary 's Academy
May 22-24 Retreat;
_ _____ Commencement
May 28-30 Guests _
Benedictine Fathers
May 31-June 4 Retreat
Men
June 5-7 Retreat:
_______
Men
June 12-14 Retreat;
June 26-28 Retreat:
Oblates of St. Benedict
Couples
July 24-26 Retreat:
Women
July 31-Aug. 2 Retreat:
Family
August 7-9 Retreat:
Men
August 14-16 Retreat:

The Abbey Retreat
Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:

astical aJ)probation by lhe

How many of you have joined me in thanksgiving
and graciously extended congratulations' May God
bless and reward you, and by His almighty power make
me less unworthy of the priestly dignity and responsibility. This is my prayer for you and myselL
Christ Jesus, Our Lord, is the bridge between God
and man. He was and is the only Priest the world can
ever have. The man who receives the Sacrament of Holy
Orders does not receive power of his own. Rather, this
Sacrament puts into a man's hands the power of Jesus
to forgive sins and to bring grace and holiness to human
souls. It gives Jesus the opportunity to act on earth
again through this man.
That is why, a long time ago, people looked at the
man whom we call a priest and said: "Here is Christ
again." They called the human priest "another Christ,"
because they saw clearly that there is only one priesthood, and that is the priesthood of Jesus.
In our country there are some 57,000 CathoUc priests
today. But there are not 57,000 priesthoods. When each
of these priests offers the sacrifice of the Cross in the
Mass, it is Jesus who offers it. When each of the priests
forgives sins in the Sacrament of Penance, it is Jesus
Who works in the souls o[ the sick person.
Priests are human. They are subject to weakness,
failure and to temptation and sin. From those to whom
more is committed, more is required at the final accounting. Say a prayer for me, and pray for all priests.
Gratefully yours in Chirst,

+ ~ ~ . 0..,/.<J.
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey

Benedictine

Monks or NEW SUBIACO ABBEY, an ru-

kansas

God has given me twenty-five years in the Catholic priesthood - Christ's priesthood. Of the many
thoughts and reflections that crowd into my mind, the
one that stands out is the mystery of God's Goodness and
Love that has made me the recipient o( this grace.
Why did He call me in preference to the many more
worthy than myself? I look hack to ordination and
the years that have followed, and I find myself saying with the Psalmist: "Thou has held me by my
right hand; and by thy will thou has conducted me,
and with thy glory thou has received me." And all of
it is mystery.
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By Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.

It was a djsarranged and disorderly world
that Christ entered when he came down from
heaven. People and governments could not
keep themselves in order. We think now that
there is disorder in the world. But we now
have means to bring peace to men's souls in
Spite o[ the disorder.
When Christ came down from heaven he
courageously intruded into areas of human
interest that were dominated by Satan. Satan
had a multitude of means for corrupting and
controlling the wills of men. When Christ
came he by no means intended to take away
free will. Yet he did establish means by
\Vhkh our free will could be powerfully
innuenced for good by grace.
Christ did not propose to remedy every
result brought about by the sin of our first
Parents. But he did set up effective means
by which we can make ourselves and others
holy, and he gave us new benefits that our
first parents did not have.

*

When he went about redeeming us he did
a thorough job of it. Every heartache and
Pain Christ had was for us. He went to the
extreme to save us from our own wickedness.
When we are unjust it is the healing grace
of God that renews our souls. We are sanctified at baptism. We are re-sanctified or sancli:fied more through the sacrament o[
Penance.

•

The life and works of Christ are proof that
blessings accomplish altogether more than
curses. It was nol Christ's way to return
blow but to suffer so that transgressors
Would turn from their evil ways. He gave
Us an example of humility and long-suffering
1n the face of the severest
injustices. He
Patiently endured the chastisements that we
should have received. He was punished for
0 ur sins.
The Heart of Jesus beat to a stop on the
cross to pay our debts. The Heart of Jesus
loves men far more than they love them-

selves. It made a gift of heayen to the spiritually bankrupt human race. Jesus is generous and forgiving. The Sacred Heart of
Jesus is merciful to all people in eyery place
A dav that is not in unfon with that Sacred
Heart is one that is wasted. We make a bigger
decision than we realize when we waste
awav our time and idlv choose evil. We decide. by what we do wh.ere we will spend our
eternity.
Often people plan for weeks for a single
day or a single evening. But eternity is a hit
or miss matter for them. If we keep our
minds on God now it will be far easier for
us to die in His grace later. It seems such
a simple thing to give God the att~ntion that
is required. Yet how often thal simple duty
is neglected.

.

.

It is hard to make up at a late period in

life for the time we waste in learning about
religious things. We should not let t~o much
time slip by without learning somethmg new
about religious matters. Time will never be
heavy on our hands if the mind has many
spiritual thoughts to feed . upon. Phys1~al
vigor may decrease, but spmtual ,·1gor mcreases if we accumulate a large amount o[
sacred knowledge and know how lo use 1t.
There is more to the inspired word. the missal. and the other holy books than meets
the eye. Through them we can learn something· new about God every day.

•

•

•

By assisting at Mass we become awar~ of
many new things about Christ and the saints.
The Sacrifice of the Mass helps us to call to
mind as nothing el e can the cruel death
Jesus suffered for us. We can hardly call
ourselves Christians if we do not frequently
call to mind what He did for us. A good person does not forget his benefactor. and we
must consider Jesus as the greatest of all
benefactors. Jesus laid down His life to redeem us.

And other Christians, too

The Nun in the World
By Jerome Knoedel. O.S.B.

SEVEN YEARS AGO a small book by an
European bishop slipped almost unnoticed
onto our shores. It was entitled The Gospel
to Every Creature and endorsed with the
preface of Archbishop Montini of Milan: "The
theme of this book is so important that it
cannot leave unaffected anyone who has at
heart a love of the Church, or is conscious of
the spiritual crisis in the world." For all that.
The Gospel to Every Creature did not excite
overmuch attention. Future developments
would make its quiet acceptance passing
strange.
For in 1962 the same author, now Cardinal
Suenens of Malines-Brussel s, Belgium, using
the identical theme for a more particular
group, produced a second book that stirred
a large segment of the Catholic world with
its impact. This was The Nun in the World,
an expansion of Chapter Five of the earlier
book. Published simultaneously in seven
languages (the EngUsh translation reached
the bookstands before the French original).
The Nun in the World was an immedfate
bestseller.
Whal is so explosive about the Cardinal's
book? Nothing loo spectacular. He simply
applies to a precise area the principles of
self-evaluative renewal everywhere in evidence in the Church at large. With deft
commentary, he makes particular the probings of the Second Vatican Council as it
searches for the best ways of bringing Christianity to grips with today's world. Contradictions and inconsistencies are to be brought
into the light, useless forms discarded and
old ones renewed, and new means to Christian witness implemented. The success of
The Nun in the World (combined with the
Jack of large-scale enthusiasm for the earlier
book) shows that his audience, the sister
religious of the world, is ahead of the generality of Catholics in readiness to listen to
the voice of renewal.
Cardinal Suenens' fundamental premise is
that all Christians have an obligation to ex-

ercise the direct apostolate. This he derives
from the words and deeds of Christ and his
Apostles, the life of the early Church and
the writings of the Fathers. "Go, preach the
Gospel lo every creature" (Mark 16:15-16)
is not a suggestion but a command that falls
on all Christians-bish ops, priests, religious,
laity. We who have been padding our consciences with the sufficiency of good example must awaken to our missionary vocation. The love of God and neighbor is our
chief duty. but, says the Cardinal. "Can we
at the same time love God and take no interest in his Kingdom? ... We must put the
Church of the twentieth century in a state
of missionary activity."
Applied lo nuns (except for the strictly
contemplative) and translated into practical
conclusions. the principle that all have an
obligation to exercise the direct apostolate
gives new directions lo much of the religious
life familiar to Americans. Changes are in
the offing. And the sisters themselves feel
that, basically. the fresh orientation is all lo
the good, invigorating, challenging.
THE MODERN NUN has had to suffer the
inheritance of an historical development that
seems almost purposely designed to make
her inner life a settlement of conflicts and
her external apostolate an irrelevancy. She
shares with all women the background of a
long uphill battle for emancipation. As far
back as the third century. Tertullian was
calling her "Eve, the devil's doorway." and
the foundation of sister's congregations from
the 1200's tells a story of struggle for acceptance in a man's religious world. Even today,
canonical regulations give the impression
that Sister is an ecclesiastical minor, an unsafe risk unless fenced about with stringent
precautions. Cardinal Suenens contends that
a community of nuns often enough gives the
impression of being a fortress whose drawbridge is only furtively and fearfully
lowered.
This situation leads to a bundle of problems. Because the nun is forced to be isolated from the world, she cannot fully exert
the influence for good she has as a specially
committed Christian. If she is a teacher, for

A Nun in the World

-Jubilee magazine photo

example, her school work tends to confine
her to the children in her charge. A heavy
load of classes, plus possible turns at the
kitchen stove, housekeeping, sacristy, and
Weekend catechism classes. hamper her aclivi ty among the parents of her students.
Sometimes enclosure rules prevent her leaving the convent in the evening, the time most
advantageous for activity among wo:king
adults. (A lay organization in St. Louis recently requested a relaxing of this curfew so
relations between nuns and laity would have
a chance of development.)
TJiE CONSEQUENC E of all thi is that
Sister loses contact with the layman. He
tends to think of her as a person who does
Very well with children, but has to be "talked
down to" on any really important issue. The
image created, writes one nun. is of "moronic
'little nuns' and glamorous Hollywood nuns.
hollow-cheeked dictatorial nuns and plump,
apple-cheeked mama nuns-we are surfeited
With the whole crowd." What Sister wants
is lo be accepted for what she_ is: a mawre
Christian woman eager to dedicate her hfe,
her love. her talents to the building up of
God's Kingdom. She must. the Cardinal in-

sists, "be in a position lo com·ey the best
of herself."
Her task is more than standing outside the
world as a witness of more lasting values.
She must give Christ to others by gathering
around her other people to be fired with
God's love; the,e she can teach to proclaim
the Good News by their own lives in their
respective circles. Cai·dinal .Suenens envisions a special role for her m parish hfe:
"The Church invites her nuns to be responsible for the female laity. . . Without the
assistance of nuns, the female laity will never
play the essential part desired by !he
Church." Sisters contact with the laity
should become more frequent. more direct.
and in turn more fruitful.
Cardinal Suennns' plan for "emancipating"
nuns has met criticism in this country. The
first objection. that his ideas apply to European convents and are not practical in
America, is holly contested by the nuns. and
he personally demed such an interpretat10n
during his visit here in May of last year.
The second objection. more difficult to deal
with. is that his proposals open the door
to an activism that can cut the spiritual
heart from the apostolate. Sister will become
5

so bound up in the external mission, the argument runs, that she will neglect her inner
transformation, become a tinkling cymbal.
Defenders turn the sword's point by noting
that current windmill schedules make this
a considerable danger already, and that The
Nun in the World is not meant to be a complete treatise on religious formation but an
eyeopener, a herald of new possibilities. The
nun must not hoard her Christian vigor but
bring Christ to bear on a spiritually hungry
world. If new risks arise because of this new
familiarity with the world. these must be
faced with courage. "The argument Prudence
vs. Audacity might as well be between deaf
people so long as prudence and audacity are
assumed to be incompatible opposites . . .. To
isolate the yeast from the dough for feru· of
contagion is to miss the whole point." Even
if its f.ield is limited, The Nun in the World
seems to keep the necessary balance, and
read in its original selling within The Gospel
to Every Creature makes the charge of unachored activity appear out of place before
the author's door.
THERE IS NO doubt lhal the Cardinal expects a readjustment in the nun's formation,
in her inner and outer development as a
mature Christian. He considers it crucial
that the emphasis of religious prayer-life be
shiited back to the biblical-liturgical spirituality of apostolic times. Conventional writings of late centuries developed a stress on
salvation of the "soul" (rather than the
"person") and an individualistic savor that
gave St. Therese of Lisieux headaches. Even
The Imitation of Christ gets a knuckle-rapping for some lack of balance in this respect.
The focus is to be directed toward a communal, joyful living of the Gospels within
the Christian communHy.
Timeworn devotions are to be eliminated
or adapted to present needs. More, not less,
time for personal prayer will be needed to
allow the nourishment of daily Mass and
Office to penetrate the nooks ~d crannies
of the Christ-giving apostle. The enlarged
apostolate is a privileged type of prayer: "In
the practice of the Christian life we must
not only turn our prayers into actions but
also turn our actions into prayers."
Religious descipline will more and more
lake its cue from modern psychology.
Strongly questioned is the outlook that makes
forced repression a means of Christian fulfillment. The Cardinal gives a central role
to education in the religious virtues, especially "real obedience, ... a positive virtue. a
6

Jo,nl effort." There has been a tendency to
confuse obedience with blind passivity, faith
with credulity, humility with obsequiousness.
A natural freezing of values and attitudes
results, until even appeals like Pope Pius
Xll's suggestion for adaptation of the religious habit is received wilh timidity and
hesitancy. The image th.is presents io the
world can be gauged from novels Hke Kathryn Hulme's The Nun's S1ory and Franz
Werfel's Song of Bernadette, which with all
good intentions make convent life appear
slightly ridiculous.
AN AREA of special scrutiny in assessment
of possibilities is the allocation of time. Overloaded workdays seem to preclude any freedom for apostolic endeavor. Often this is a
perpetual illusion. Cardinal Suenens is wary
of the false sense of urgency which identifi~s
zeal with production. This attitude can flow
into the spiritual realm; then there is greater
fear of omitl111g an exercise than of performing it badly, and any departure from the
schedule is treated as a compromise. But
when our theology of time is apostolic, ''the
daily schedule of the communitv may have
to be adjusted to suit the time; con~enient
for the laity: the shepherd has to suit his
pace lo the sheep, not the olher way about.''
Despite many gasps of anxiety, it is not
the Cardinal's intention to reassign the
119,000 American sisters now engaged in
teaching and nursing. The question of direct
apostolate is mostly one of updating and
broadening visions in the present field of
work. Teachers need time to become approachable outside class, to gain an understanding of their students' backgrounds and
problems by sharing activities with them.
Nurses need time o bring spiritual health
to the patients they often meet onlv on the
laboratory level.
·
CARDINAL SUENENS visualizes in the resurgence o_f apostolic living among religious
basic solutions for many of the issues we too
often attack on the surface. An important
in ight into the crying vocation problem is
given in his analysis or "Disquiet and Loss of
Esteem." The voca lion programs and concerted prayer efforts seem to overlook some
deep-seated reasons for vocation shortage.
Generally. religious life does not present a
good image to the youth of today. Michael
Novak has pointed out that American men
and women religious, for all their good will,
do not always I.it the biblical description of
primitive Chirstians: "The observer does not

Father Marion Whitfill
Ordained May 30th

often get a sense of freedom. creativity, social
consciousness, joy, from the religious he
rneets. He gets rather (it must be confessed)
the sense of organization, tiredness, profes~tonalism, the piety of brochures and building-fund campaigns."
Th.is image is doing more to deter American youth than anv disaffection with religious ideals. There i~ a great demand for honesty in today's youth; Holden Caulfield's
Preoccupation with "phoniness" in The
Catcher in the Rye (despite his own inconsistency) is not an individual quirk. Today's
Youth may be hardheaded but he is not
tightfisted. A return to apostolic living
;rnong religious communities. predicts the
ardmal, "will be an inspiration and a great
attraction for the young."
The biggest mistake the rest of the Catholic
World could make would be to consider what
~ g_oing on in the convents as "none of my
Us1nes ." What the nuns decide to do is
going to have an effect on the whole Church.

Father Marion Whitfill, O.S.B. , of the Abbey was ordained to the priesthood May 30
by Bishop Albert L. Fletcher at St. Andrew's Cathedral in Little Rock and offered
his first solemn Mass at St. Mary of the
Assumption Church in Fort Worth. Texas
on June 7.
The second of four ons of Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Whitfill, Father Marion was born in
Fort Worth August 24, 1937. He attended St.
Mary's School and Laneri High School in
that city. Laneri. now closed, was operated
bv the Benedictine Fathers of New Subiaco
Abbey. Upon completion of his high school
work in 1955 he came to Subiaco to begin
his college work and then studied at Loyola
University in Chicago.
In 1957 he entered the novitiate of the Abbey and pronounced his simple vows on September 8, 1958. He studied at Conception
Abbey Seminary in Missouri for two years
of philosophy and then returned to Subiaco
for his theological studies, making his solemn
vows in 1961. He returned to Conception
for special studies in the summer of 1963, and
will study there again this summer.
Min.isters of his first solemn Mass, all
monks of the Abbey, were Father Fintan
Oldham, assistant priest; Father Damian
Wewers, pastor of St. Mary's Church, deacon;
Father Anselm Sheehan, subdeacon; and
Father Meinrad Marbaugh. master of ceremonies. Father Abbot Michael Lensing
preached the sermon.

Besides the fact that their special witness to
Christ gives them a leading role in building
up God's Kingdom, sisters are a very visible
and tangible part of Catholic life. The 178.000
sisters of the United States. for example,
cannot take steps toward renewal without
arousing the imagination of millions of clergy
and laity.
A fitting response to the sisters' interest in
The Nun in the World would be the interest
of the rest of us in the theme of The Gospel
to Erery Creature. which is just as important
and exciting. If the renewal among the women religious of the world is going to work
its fuU effect on the Church, we too must,
in the words of the late Cardinal Suhard,
learn to "think, plan. and love on the scale
of the world." The world groans in expectancy as "it waits for the sons of God to be
made known" (Romans 8:19); Christ needs
us to enflesh him among the men of today.
Cardinal Suenens shows clearly what that
means.

The Role of
Monasticism in Africa
An Interview With Father Boniface Luykx,
0. Praem.
By Gabriel Franks , O.S.B.

"ISLAM MAKES EIGHT CONVERTS in Africa for every three made by Catholics and
Protestants combined."
This was the answer I received when I
asked Father Boniface why he thought it so
necessary that Christianity be adapted to African ways of thought. My question had been
prompted by an article about him in the
Clarion Herald of New Orleans. According
to that article his order is building a monastery at Leopoldville which will pioneer in
the development of an African liturgy.
The article had gone on to quote Father
Boniface as saying that missionaries working in Africa in past years had put their
energies into building hospitals, schools, and
churches, that "The skin was baptized and
there was a general Christian good will." but
that "There is no Christian cultw·e ... The
African said: 'Th.is external religion is foreign. It is not for us.' "
This is a problem which interests me very
much, and the solution proposed is one
with which I sympathize in principle. I agree
that the Church must change many accidental aspects lo become viable in a particular society. But to de-Westernize Catholicism
entirely is a different matter. I objected:
"It is all very well to say that Christianity
must be adapted lo the culture in which it
is planted. But it seems to me that religion
and culture are inseparably inter-related.
that Christianity not only developed in the
midst of a Greco-Roman culture, but it origihated in that culture and used its modes of
tho ught in its process of development. Furthermore, we cannot even speak of our modern
technological culture as being Western; it
is international: every large modern city resembles other large modern city more than
any one of them resembles the often primitive countryside which surrounds it."

The Rev. Boniface Luykx, S.T.D., belongs to

the Premonstra.tensian or Norbertine Order and
is a member of Po tel Abbey, Belgillm. He was

professor of dogmatic theology from 1945 until
1959 at Postel. lecturer at the Summer School ol

Liturgy at Notre Dame University i.n 1951 and
fo llowing years, and is presently liturgy specialist
for the Pastoral Center of Central Africa and
professor at lhe University of Louvanium, Leopoldville, the Congo. De is a consuJtor on the
Commission of Liturgy for the Council, author
or many books, pamphlets, and studies on theo logy , historica l and pastoral Liturgy. Be has con tributed t.o many magazines, and is a member
or several study commissions for history, liturgy

pastoral theology. Last summer he taught
Pastoral Liturgy at the Institute of Pastoral Form-

and

ation at Conception Abbey, Missouri. He visited
Subiaco briefly last August and was invited to re•
turn lo give U1e annual retreat for the priests of
the Abbey this year, June 1-4. Be has spoken at
Seton Hall University and will speak at Notre
Dan1e University on his current lecture tour of

the United States.

Father Boniface went to the Congo five years
the foun<lation of a
monas tery on a mountain

ago, and last year began

Premonstratensian

overlooking Leopoldville.

SOMEONE HAD REMARKED that Father
Boniface looks like a little chipmunk. He is
soft-spoken-almost shy-and does not at all
resemble the firebrand I had somehow expected he would be. (I was not at home when
he visited Subiaco last summer.) But he
warmed up immediately to the subject.
"To say that Christianity is intimately
bound up with Greco-Roman culture is to
say something tremendous. You forget that
it had quite different manifestations in Rome
and Byzantium , to say nothing of India and
Ethiopia." he repHed.
I am inclined to beHeve that the problem
cannot be justly dismissed quite so cavalierly,
but since my view is currently unpopular,
complicated to defend, and not a very firm
conviction even in my own mind, I did not
interrupt.

"Besides." he continued, "you fail to make
the necessary distinction between civilization and culture. This is something which
We have studied very much. It is true that
countries are beginning to resemble each
other more and more on the surface. But
Underneath the individual cultures are
stronger than ever. Think of Europe: nationalism has caused two world wars in a century. In my own country , in Belgium. the
Flemings and Walloons have lived together
for centuries, even in the same towns. and
often learn to speak one another's languages.
Yet they are quite different, and largely fail
to understand one another.
"In Africa nationalism has never been so
Strong as now. Since the countries there received independence, a real balkanization has
taken place. The Congo alone has been broken up into twenty-two slates which are practically independent."
l DID NOT WANT to gh•e up on this point
so easily.
"There is one very remarkable phenomenon I have noticed in recent years, and that
1s how much the teenagers are coming to
resemble each other the world over ," I
Pointed out. "I have seen drugstore cowboytypes in Rome. But it is especially the music.
The first rock'n'roll records I ever heard
Were played for me by a high school girl in
Germany. Last summer I discovered that one
radio station in Mexico City plays nothing
but rock'n'roll with Spanish lyrics. I have
seen Japanese rock'n'roll artists on TV. 1
read recently in LIFE about France's Ye-Ye
girls. Let us not even speak of the Beatles."
. "Modern popular music has brought to
light some basic human themes and values,"
Father Boniface replied. "European classical
music developed melody, but forgot about
rhythm. It was through the Negro that jazz
rhythm was developed in America. The pass!onate emphasis on life. love. death had a
similar origin but correspond to the innermost nature of human beings the world over.
It is no wonder that their musical expression
is becoming so universalized."
TBIS DEFENSE of the top forty by the
diminutive white-robed cleric was about to
l~ad me to think on Ringo Starr in a kindlier dimension, but Father Boniface hastened
0 n to observations of a quite different sort:
"One of the professors of the University
o( Louvanium said a quite stupid thing. He
Said, ' When we put these people in houses

like ours and give them air-conditioning then
they will be just Hke us.'"
(The present writer has entertained imilar speculations.)
"But it is not so. Things are so much different in Africa. Take the sun : it is so much
brighter in Africa: it makes things grow so
Ia -t you can almost see them grow. In Europe the sun is weak and we gather in every
bit of sunlight; in Africa the sun is terrible
and everyone lives in the night. People Jive
more from the unseen than the seen. Everyone has visions. li a boy W1Shes to leave the
seminary. vou cannot reason with him. He
will teli y~u he has had a vision o( his ance tors and they have commanded him to
leave.
·'The people dance and sing ; they feel
much more than we do. They live in the
open since shelter as we know 11 is not so
necessary. Individuahsm is unknown, and
even th~ family in our sense is not very important. It is the tribe which counts. If you
meet a boy on the street in Leopoldville and
ask him what family he is from he will tell
you he is from
tribe or that tribe. It is
a very real identification for him even
though be may be a thousand miles (rom
the homeland of that tribe.
·'BUT," I OBJECTED. "was not all this true
of your ancestors and mine a scant thousand
years or so ago in Northern Europe?"
"No." he said. "it was not the same thing.
Our people lived in a harsh climate. They
lived in huts for protection and they developed handicrafts to cope with their environment."
I returned to an earlier theme. "I have
heard it said that missionaries in Japan have
encountered opposition from the Japanese
themselves to the process of de-Westernization of Christtianity. The people there want
to be Western and thev want their religion
to be Western. Even ·many Buddhist and
Shinto sects are taking on Western characteristics."
"There is a double current in Japan," Father Boniface countered. "It is true that many
people want to be Western, but many writers and intellectuals are opposing this. The
same is true in India. Several years ago I
talked to Cardinal Garcias of Bombay. At
that time he held the view that many typically Indian values should no longer be
maintained. Now he has changed completely.
Indian nationalism has become a very important thing and if the church is_to flour)sh
in India it must integrate itseli into Indian
culture."

th.i;

I CLOSED IN FOR the kill: ''If it is true,
as you say, that Western ways of ille are
not applicable in Africa, then how is it possible that monastic life can be established
there as you are trying to do?"
"But monastic life is not exclusively Western," he answered . "It actually began in
Africa, in the upper Nile valley, not too far
from the Congo. It embodies three elements
which are very important for African life:
worship, community life, and witness to
these things.
"ll is especially the communitarian life
which makes monasticism so very natural
to Africa. That and the lack of all kinds of
complicated methods of sanctity developed
by modern congregations which make no
sense in a more primitive society."
I had a question: "Do you Uunk that the
form of monasticism which will prosper in
Africa will be one which attempts to return
to prinutive ideals much in the way Father
Gregorio Lemercier has done in his Benedktine monastery at Cuernavaca, Mexico."
"Yes," re replied. "From what I have beard
Father Lemercier is doing very good work.
one whlch is admirably suited lo a more
primitive environment By the way, do you
have his exact address 1 "
I PROMISED TO LOOK IT UP. Then continued: "I gather from what you have said
here and from your confrences that in speaking of the communitarian aspects of monastic
life you mean the communion of which Gabriel Marcel has so beautifully written, the
I-thou relationship ideal of Martin Buber,
but in a context of worship."
"Yes."
"I don't know much about the Premonstratensian Order. I understand you follow
the Rule of St. Augustine, but that in many
ways you are like Cistercian monks. Perhaps
this communitarian ideal is really intrinsic
to your rule and way of life. You know. there
is a current movement to put this sort of
interpretation on the Rule of St. Benedict,
and fundamentally I am in favor of this. I
mean the idea of the monastic community as
one structured for the practice of brotherly
love. And perhaps if this is a good thing it
doesn't really matter whether this is what
St. Benedict really bad in mind in founding
his monasteries or not. But really, from my
rather limited knowledge of the life of St.
Benedict, his background, and the Rule, I
must confess that it seems to me that he always held the life of the hermit to be the
ideal, and that he set up community ille as
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a sort of second best. a sort of concession to
h u man nature. This is something which we
have discussed much among ourselves recently. Or perhaps, is it unfair to ask you to
tell me what the Benedictine life should be?"
Father Boniface reached for a copy of the
Rule. "I think," he said, "that the answer
is in the very first chapter of the Rule. Here
it is. S t. Benedict says: 'Let us set to work.
by the help of God, to Jay down a rule for
the Cenobites, that is, the strongest kind of
monks.' And I think that by 'Cenobites' he
means the sort of monks who live in a community."
"That is true," I replied, "but S t. Benedict
himself first set out to be a hermit, and only
founded monasteries when disciples gathered
around him. In that same FiJ:st Chapter of the
he speaks of the Hermits or Anchorites as
'those who, not in the first fervor of religious
life, but after long probation in the monastery, have learn ed by the help and experien ce of many to fight against the devil;
and going forth well armed from the ranks
of their brethren to the single-handed com·
bat of the desert, are able, without the support of others, to fight by the strength of
their own arm, God helping them , against
the vices of the flesh and their evil thoughts."
And at the end of the Rule he speaks of 'This
least of Rules which we have written for
beginners.' It seems to me that ultimately he
retained contemplation as his ideal."
" Yes," answered Father Boniface, "but
isn't this to make a false opposition? Pure
con templation is something quite rare;
mostly it comes just in doing t.he work
that we do. And is it not true that it
is just because we live in communities in
which there is division of work and duties
that we have time for prayer and contemplation?"
lt is quite pleasant to lose an argument
which you don't want to win, so I conceded.
Besides, the bell was ringing for Matins. I
want only to add that last winter we received a letter from Father Boniface when he
was in a Congo jail. Though he was released
shortly thereafter by an official who was a
former pupil of his in the University, he adnutted that it was not a pleasant experience.
Perhaps this is one of the things St. Benedict
had in mind when he wrote of the "singlehanded combat of the desert."
MOVING?
If you move please send us your complete
OLD address and the complete NEW address. This will be of great help to our office
per onnel. Thank y ou very much !

Report from Nigeria
Father Raphael DeSalvo, head of the Abbey's mission in Nigeria, reports on a meeting of Benedictine and Cistercian religious
superiors in Africa. The meeting was held
at Bouake, Ivory Coast, May 21-26. Tlie
Subiaco missionary monks presently are at
Eleme, near Port Harcourt , Nigeria, where
they are operating Ascension High School
this year while trying to determine what
Permanent nature their foundation should
take. Their address is Ascension High School.
P . 0. Box 603, Eleme, Port Harcourt , Nig_eria. For safer handling mission contributions to them should be sent to the Rt. Rev.
Michael Lensing. O.S.B .. New Subiaco Abbey , Subiaco, Arkansas.
Bouake, Ivory Coast
May 26, 1964
The Benedictine monastery at Bouake in
Ivory Coast (West Africa) was the scene
of a meeting of religious superiors of Benedictine and Cistercian foundations of all of
Africa from May 21 to May 26.
The meeting was called by Abbot Marie de
Floris, head of A.I.M. (Aide a L'Imp!antation
Monastique) Rue d'Issy, Vannes (Seine)
:France, for the purpose of coordinatin g the
aims, approaches and methods of implanting
monasticism in Africa. An equally important
Purpose of the conference was mutual help
through an exchange of views and experiences from the representatitves of African
monastic foundations, particularly from those
Who have been in Africa for more than a
few years.
Present for the meeting besides the suPeriors and Abbot de Floris was Abbot Theodore Guesquiere oi S t. Andre, Bruges, Belgium, Abbot Loui, Cistercian Abbot of Mont
de Cats in France and Father Jean Leclercq ,
eminent Church 'historian. writer and lecturer on monasticism and modern monastic
trends. Hosts of the conference were Father
Denis Martin , acting Prior at Bouake and
:Father Placide Pernot, Subprior at Toum~line in Morocco, and the monks at Bouake.
Bishop Duirat of Bouake was present and
Contributed much to the discussions. He also
graciously permitted concelebrat.ion for the
duration of the conlerence, and he was the
Principal celebrant at the conventual Mass
on Tuesday. May 26. and distributed Holy

ubiaco's Nigerian missionary-monks: Fathers Law r ence Miller , Basil Wiederkehr.
Camillus Cooney, and Ra phael DeSalvo,
wiU1 B isho p Godlrey Okoye, C.. Sp., of
P ort Har court.

Communion under both species to the nuns
and laity present.
Participants in the meeting came from
most of the monasteries and convents of Africa and Madagascar. The extent of the Benedictine Order in Africa is remarkable, and
is characterized by its vigor and optimistic
outlook for its future growth . At present,
according to the findings of this writer, there
are 32 monastic foundations in Africa, 22 of
men and 10 of women, and among these there
are 9 Cistercian foundations . The following
countries have foundations , most of which
were made in the last ten years, several in
the last three or four years: Morocco, Algeria.
Senegal. Ivory Coast. Upper Volta, Togo,
Dahomey, Nigeria , Cameroon, French and
Belgian Congo, Rwanda, Kenya, Tanganyika ,
Ethopia. Madagascar and South Africa. Most
of the foundations are priories, and none have
obtained the rank of an abbey.
Among the characteristic notes of the conference was the genial Benedictine hospitality of the monks or Bouake ("Let e,•ery
guest be received as Christ himself.") Another dominant note was the gennine brotherly
Joye and mutual interest among the two
great branches of the Order, the Benedictines
and Cistercians. The contribution made by
the native Benedictines and Cistercians was
enormous. The discussions were characterized by great competence on the part of
those with leading parts in the sessions, and
also bv the sincere concern for the problems
of others. There was also the frank presentation of facts as they exist.
(Continued on Page Seventeen)
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Abbot Michael and Five Classmates
Mark 25th Ordination Anniversary
Father Abbot Michael Lensing and five
classmates marked the 25th anniversary of
their ordination to the priesthood this spring.
Others of the Abbey in the June 3, 1939, ordination class, were Fathers Christopher
Paladino, Herbert Vogelpohl, Cletus Post,
Harold Heiman, and Meinrad Marbaugh.
Foremost among the jubilarians, Abbot
Michael held a public observance of his jubilee at Subiaco on J une ll, when he offered
a solemn pontifical Mass, with Bishop Albert L. Fletcher of Little Rock and six visiting abbots present together with a large
gathering of clergy, religious, and laity. Abbot Alfred Hoenig of Corpus Christi Abbey
preached. Bishop Fletcher, Father Raymond
Wewer s, prior of the Abbey, and John J.
Lueken, Jr., president of the Subiaco Alumni
Association were speakers at the dinner.
The other jubilarians celebrated at various
dates in their home towns or places of
their present assignment.
Abbot Michael was born in nearby Scranton on January 11, 1916. After completing
his grammar school work at St. Ignatius
School there he came to Subiaco in 1928 to
begin his studies for the priesthood. He made
his first profession of vows on September
16, 1934, as did his classmates. Following
his ordination he was the first editor of The

Abbey Message and secretary of lhe Subiaco
Alumni Association. From 1943 to 1954 he
was novicemaster and director of the clerics.
He was elected abbot on September 23, 1957.

Father Christopher Paladino. subpdor and
procurator at the Abbey, was born in Center
Ridge March 9, 1909. He came to Subiaco in
1928 to begin his studies for the priesthood.
Immediately after his ordination he became
an assistant prefect in Subiaco Academy.
Two years later he was appointed head
prefect and served in this assignment until
1953. His next assignment was at Sacred
Heart Church and School in Muenster Texas, where he was assistant pastor and head
of the school. In 1958 he was appointed pastor of the parish. Father Christopher was
recalled to Subiaco in 1960 to become subprior and business manager.
Father Herbert Vogelpohl was born within
a few miles of the Abbey on December 3,
1911, and attended St. Benedict's school and
then entered Subiaco Academy to begin his
studies for the priesthood. Poor health threatened his vocation, and he had to drop out
a year before returning to join his present
classmates. Following his ordination he was
sent to Corpus Christi College-Academy for
a year. In 1941 he went to Laneri High

Christoph er
O.S.B .

School in Fort Worth, Texas. At Laneri he
Set up the athletic program and served as
~oach. He was active in youth work and was
:n charge of the city-wide CYO and a leader
1n Boy Scout work. He became superintendent at Laneri. In 1953 he returned to Subiaco as head prefect. Two years later he became librarian for several years, beginning
the modern development of the school library. Father Herbert is now in charge of
lhe Abbey's retreat program and director
of the Coury House. He is also moderator of
the Oblates of St. Benedict.
Father Cletus Post was born al Fort Smith
on June 5, 1913. He attended grade school at
St. Mary's in Altus and came to Subiaco in
1928 to begin his priestly studies. Following
his ordination Father Cletus was in charge
of the Abbey's fund-raising program until
1946 and also taught in the Academy. He
then served as an assistant prefect in the
Academy for four years. Then followed three
Years as an assistant at Sacred Heart
Church in Muenster, Texas, and three
Years at Laneri High School. In 1956 he returned to Arkansas to become pastor of St.
Joseph's Church in Paris. In 1962 he received
his present assignment as pastor at St. Mary's
Church, Windthorst, Texas.
Father Harold Heiman was born December
23, 1913. in St. Bernard, Nebraska, and received his grade school education in Nazareth, Texas, before coming to Subiaco in
1928. Shortly after his ordination in 1939 he
Was sent to Corpus Christi College-Academy
Where he remained until 1953. He then was
:::ailed to Subiaco to serve as assistant pre-

feet and athletic director. Heading back to
Texas in 1956, he joined the staff at Lanen
High School. When this school merged with
Monsignor Nolan High School in 1962. he
joined the faculty of the new school. He will
return to Subiaco later this summer to rejoin the Subiaco faculty .
Father Meinrad Marbaugh was born in
Monterey, Indiana. October 2, 1907. He made
his preliminary studies at the Pontifical Josephinum CoJlege in Columbus, Ohio, and
joined his classmates when they entered the
novitiate of the abbey. After two years on
the faculty at Subiaco, he was sent to Tyler.
Texas, where he served as assistant at Immaculate Conception Church and chaplain
at Mother Frances Hospital , remaining until
1946. Two short assignments followed at
Athens and then Longview, Texas. In 1948
he went to Fort Worth as an assistant at All
Saints Church. In 1949 he received bis present assignment, assistant at St. Mary's
Church in Fort Worth.
It is interesting to note that when most
of these jubilarians first came to Subiaco
in 1928 the monastic building was largely in
ruins because of a disastrous fire on December 20 , 1927. As high school students and
major seminarians at the Abbey much of
their time was spent in the years-long project of clearing rubble, improving the
grounds, helping on the minimal reconstruction that finances of that time would permit.
But of far greater significance is the 25
vears that each bas spent in the priesthood
~o worthily building up God's heavenly mansion in the hearts of men.

Stirrings of the Spirit

HMale and Female He Created Them"
By Clare Wolf
EVERY PERSON KNOWS that deep within
him lie a variety of powerful urges and desires. He knows too that these cravings and
these instincts push him toward performing
actions that give him pleasure or satisfaction
of one kind or another. This is the normal
way in whkh the animal portion of our nature works. Of itself, it comprehends no other reason for acting than the satisfaction that
is received by performing the act that is
desired.
Those who see only the animal in us contend that these desires should be given completely free expression. They say that our
ideas about right and wrong are only fabrications of the mind. Their argument is that
this is exactly what animals do , and they
point out further that in giving their desires
unhampered expression they always accomplish, without fail , the very things they
ought lo do. When an animal is hungry he
eats and thus (ills his body's need for fooda need which produced the hunger in the
first place. When he is thirsty he drinks and
replaces his body fluid and when he is sexually excited he mates and. in the end, young
ar~ born as a result of it.
Th 0 re are two serious oversights here. In
the first place, it is assumed that lhe animal's
behaviour is utterly spontaneous and promiscuous-that the animal acts without control or governance of any sort.
MY POINT HERE is not to inquire into the
physiology of animal sexuality, but to point
out th~t. promiscuous, erratic and ",iust plain
natural" as it may seem , the sex aclivity of
the animal is rigidly controlled and governed
from start to finish by processes within the
animal himself. He has a control built into
him. It is a mechanism which does indeed
bait him on with the prospect of pleasurabl
sensations, but it as a governor which, like a
kind of miser, doles out the prospect of that
pleasure only when it stimulates him to perform actions by which the animal achieves
a purpose.
This is true not only of the animal's sex
urges, but it is true ;r every other an imal
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desire and instinct. The need for food or
drink produces a sensation of hunger or
thirst, a sensation which makes eating or
drinking a pleasure. And so the animal eats
and drinks and in so doing fulfills his bodily
need for food and fluid. In none of this is
he ever free to pick and choose. He is the
unerr ing slave of his own animality.
It is in this very respect that the human
creature, for all his likeness to the animal.
differs from the animal. The failure of the
materialist to understand this difference between man and the animal is his second
oversight. Human beings do not have any
such control built into their physcial nature.
Man is, in fact, an incomplete animal, not
because he is part spirit, but because there
is nothing in his physical makeup to govern
or limit the satisfying of his desires once
they have risen up in him. The animal in
him would eat or drink or fight or mate until
physically exhausted. And as soon as he recovers, he will get up and go through the
same senseless process all over again.
DESPITE ALL HIS likeness to the brute,
man is not just a brute body into which God
has inserted a human soul. The human body
is strictly a human body, and in no respect
is it more truly human than in its inability
to control the powerful drives and desires
that arise out of it. Without the governance
of the spiritual powers of intellect and will,
man's behaviour is not only less than human,
is is less than animal. It is the behaviour of
a monster. His body seeks and is meant to
achieve pleasure, but of itseli it cannot accomplish that purpose beyond pleasure
which even the behaviour of the animal is
able to achieve.
Purpose beyond pleasure. It seems to me
that this concept could be most help(ul in
cutting through the confusion and unreal
kind of thinking that affects our attitude toward sexuality and marriage.
Even for the people of God, sex seems to
be the one flaw in our being. No one is quite
sure how we came to feel that way about it.
Some have thought Uiat it is because sex has
been the source of so much havoc in human
behaviour. Next to the instinct of self pre-

servation it is the most powerful, the most
subtle and the most unpredictable of all our
instincts. And, more than any other desire,
it finds raw material to feed on almost everywhere-within our own bodies, in our imagination and in the world around us.

AND YET children and the family , which
are the ob;ious fruit of sex , are held in the
highest regard by Christian people. To beget
sons and daughters is the highest natural
function of the human person. Children and
the family are the fullest realization of man's
Physical powers.
And so our attitude is shot through what
has com~ to be an almost unbeai-able inconsistency. Christian couples feel _obliged
lo act out a kind of fraud. We look with real
Pride and holy joy on children which are the
fruit of our sexuality , while, at the same
lime, we feel absurdly tempted to pretend
that we order ow· children from Sears and
lloebuck'
Married couples more than anyone else,
know that the sex act is almost never performed in real life for the conscious and
express purpose of having children. 1:he .act
does not have that i.ntellectual a begmnmg.
It is entered into in response to a desire that
springs from deep within their _animal selves.
It is carried out to completion, and thIS
should scandalize no one, because it gives
Pleasure and in giving that pleasure satISfies
a mutual craving and desir~.
.
.
What married couples obiect to 1s the msinuation that sex in marriage has only two
Purposes-that it must be the source of
children or else be regarded as a kind of
Valve through which they release that ~exUality which is in excess of that reqmred
to produce a family. The adiust~d coup_le
knows, because they have expenenced it,
that the sex act is not just a form of release
or a drowning of the desire. Nor is it si_mply
an act in which man and woman simultaneously seek to take all each can get for
himself. It is a true love act. Its purpose beYond the pleasure of it is to express love
and affection by giving.
'l'B:E GIFT THAT is given by each partner
lo the other. is the joyous pleasure of the
act. Here may be the root of our trouble.
After all these many centuries it appears
that we are still tainted with a very old
heresy-a heresy and an error older th?n
Christianity which says that the body, its
Urges and its pleasures are the crea lion of
some evil genius.

The fact is that man was created male and female because
through this maleness and femaleness God was trying to express Himself. Christian marri~ge
as it is lived out by every bride
and groom , in soul and body, in
the totality of their being is a
mode , a facet , an aspect of and a
means by which the Eternal God
expresses to Himself His own
limitless love for Himself.
No one would admit that he holds such
an error, in real life but it amounts to. much
the same thing, for we try to explam sex
apart from God. Marriage we can relate ~o
God, but sexuality, no. We _try to ex\llam
it as if it were something which God willed,
but only because He could not avoid it.
THE FACT IS that man was created male
and female because through this maleness
and femaleness God was trying to express
Himself. Christian marriage ~s it is lived
out by every bride and groom, m s~ul and m
body. in the totality of their bemg 1s a mode.
a facet, an aspect of and a means_ by which
the Eternal God expresses to Hunself H1
own limitless love for Himself.
That this worship of God for God should
have its beginnings in the animal portion
of our nature only makes the mystery more
beautiful and immense. Thal an urge of the
body should draw man and woman together
for the performance of the sex act 1s only
the beginnmg of it. That this urg~ se~ks
pleasure is no argument agamst Gods bemg
in the midst of it. For , beyond the pleasure
which is sought, there is the further and
specifically human purpose, the expression
of love be.tween man and wife. Nor does the
chain of purposes stop here. Beyond _and
contained in that expression of love 1s a
further purpose, the begetting of chHdren.
And even beyond conceiving and _r~armg _of
children there is an almost mim1te heirarchy of purposes leading upw?rd tow~rd
God Himself. In Christian marnage, which
appears to be only a fitting, workable sexual
arrangement through which man and woman
continue the race, in the very heart of all
that is fleshly and animal and sexual, as well
as spiritual. God lives and_moves and _h as ~
portion of His being. In it, through ,t, b)
means of it. God worships Himself.
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Religion, Rope-tying. Big Shoulders-

PAVLA Means Many Things
Papal Volunteers for Latin America
(PAVLA) is the progrnm formed to answer
the call sounded by Pope John XXIII to aid
in the Herculean task of bringing Christ's
message to God's people in these southern
councries. Though the populations are largely
Catholic by baptism. only a small percentage are practicing Catholics. The need for
200 .000 priests in La tin America is being releived somewhat by the work of the Volunteer teams in forming instructed native lay
people who in turn will build up the Mystical
Body of Christ in their communities. The
community at Subiaco was privileged to hear
Raymond Schroeder relate some of his experiences as a Papal Volunteer serving in
Peru.
By Ephrem O'Bryan, O.S.B.
"If you accept them, lhey accept you." Raymond Schroeder told a gathering of monks
and sludents on the afternoon of May 7.
Brother of the Abbey's Brother Leonard and
Papal Volunteer sponsored by St. Gregory's
parish, Maryville, Kansas, Schroeder described his work in Our Lady of Guadalupe
parish in Lima, Peru. Answering the question of what his main activity among the
35,000 parishioners packed in a six-by-eight
block area, Schroeder said he had been
"teacher. cook, carpenter, camp leader. sports
instructor, clinic assistant, and whatever else
was needed." Schroeder had recently finished the three-year PAVLA term in Lima
where he had been since his graduation from
S t. Benedict's college in Atchison, Kansas.
Preparation for Volunteer work included a
(our-month course in Latin American culture and language in Cuernavaca, Mexico.
"We realized that we didn't know it all, and
naturally we made mistakes, but, nevertheless. pit~hed in and had some success," explained Schroeder. "I started with a basket-
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ball, and soon attracted some boys who later
were organized into an O.J.C. group, the Peruvian counterpart of C.Y.0.''
Describing a breakfast program for the
the hungry children o( the parish, Schroeder
noted that the Volunteers' purpose was to
teach the people to help themselves. After
starting a hot chocolate and bread line he
gradually left this in charge of the parish
women. At a summer camp Schroeder cooked
for forty-five boys, daring not let the boys
realize that he had had no previous culinary
experience. There he taught religion, knottying, and other useful skills.
After showing slides of the area in which
the Volunteers did their work in cooperation
with the pastor, Schroeder told the gathering
at Subiaco of his felt obligation to spread
his message by such talks. He had seen first
hand the urgent need for more Papal Volunteers in Peru, a country where 97 per cent
of the population is Catholic and only 8 per
cent are practicing Catholics, and the priests
are overworked to help the eight per cent.
Schroeder said that if all the Catholics come
to Church on Sundays in the parish where
he was, sixty-five Masses would have to be
celebrated each Sunday. Despite the present
building efforts, only one hundred twenty
children could be admitted to the kindergarten out of the four hundred applicants. Unfortunately parents of the children who did
not get in often refused to come to church
any longer. The parents would come with
their complaints to the Volunteer who had
"big shoulders to cry upon," but, because of
conditions, little help to offer.
Though he returned with only seven cents
in his pocket, Raymond Schroeder, the listeners could sense, had reaped benefit in his
valuable Christian experience of helping fellow Christians.
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THE LNING

THE DECEASED

Integration in Catholic schools: More openness
to the action of t.he Holy Spirit in our times; Return to the Sacraments; Daughter's decision to
enter 1he convent now or later; A profound Christian awareness among this year's graduates; Special intention-Infant Jesus of Good Health:
PeacefuJ desegration of nation's schools; Peace in
the family.

Mrs. Dolores Moyles; Kathennc Hogan; Mrs.
Catherine Metz: Mr. and Mrs. William Thron; Mr.
and Mrs. George Nulph; The Ihle Family; The
Lemper Family; Christine Roman; Mr. Hiram
Weber; Alice Clark; Mrs. Ben l hle; Arnold Stallein; Ben Harper; Frank Roman: Mrs. Janet Cummings; Mrs. Hannah Alkiewicz: Mr. Fred T Ley;
Mary Schnitzer.
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Report From Nigeria
(Continued Irom Page Eleven)
The topics of discussion were as follows:
1. What has the Church the right to exPeet from monasticism which has been implanted in Africa?
2. What kind of monasticism do we want
to implant?
3. Conditions 0£ recruiting candidates.
4. Intellectual and religious formation of
candidates for the monastery .
5. The Divine Office.
.
6. Economic problems of new foundations.
Each day was devoted to the discussi_on
of one topic under its vario~~ asp_ects with
Particular reference to conditions rn Afnca.
Personal experience from vario~s superrnrs
Was enlightening and helpful. Smee most of
the foundations are young. most of the problems are common to all. Father Lecler_cq
Pointed out that it required two centuries
for monasticism to take root in Europe, so
there is no room for discouragement here.
In Europe monasticism took root in a culture
due in great part to the Chu~ch. Such _a culture is not present for the implantation o~
monasticism in Africa. There IS hardly ~ny
recorded historical past in most of Afnca.
!n a way. this is an advantage fo'. the. Church
1n our time of aggiornamento, since it 1s _not
at all bound by local tradition; thus the f_teld
is open. The same is true for monasticism.
There is a golden opportunity which monks
and nuns should look upon as an opportunity of a lifetime.
The point was made cle~r that monks are
not missionaries in the stnct sense. as other
missionaries are. They have more l~ give
than other missionaries, and more 1s ex-

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
For the Missions
Help us raise funds to aid the needy m/ss[ons
by sending us your canceled stamps. Simp Y ead
or cut them off your letters and packages an
man them to us. Be sure to leave a sn1al~ margin
around them so as to protect the perforattoris. All
foreign stamps are especially valuable. ~ail co;:tributions to: Young America, New Subiaco A hey, Subiaco 1 Arkansas 72865.
Sta mp Contributors for May
Arkansas: Holy Rosary School. Stuttgart, Ark.
A.ustria; Irene Holzer-Wemek
California : A. R. Schoenbachler
.k
l!linois: Frank A. Montesi. Mrs. Aanton Uradnt
Kansas: Mrs. Lena Schlagel
bb
Minnesota: Mrs. R. P. Crellin, Mrs. H. E .•YI• , er.
Missouri: Mrs. Robert Le Fort. Nora McKinlei
New York; Mrs. P. Werschmg
Ohio: Doris Hannon
Oklahoma: Mary Donnelly
Tennessee: Patricia Pools

peeled of them. The mo~astenes must pr~sent the Church as radiatmg beauty and holiness and they must properly undertake
works of penance and reparation and be fully
devoted to public worship, the liturgy. These
things are expected of the monks by the Africans. Thus there is a definite demand for
a more contemplative life than is usually
found in many monasteries among the Benedictines. Monasteries have a special function
in tbe Church, and this tends lo contemplation. But tlus does not mean that the
people of the monastery's .en".ironmenl are
to be ignored. The monastic life mu~t be a
living witness of Christ among men; it m~st
radiate charity for God and men by praise
and worship of God, thus drawing men to
seek God more truly .
African monasticism must accommodate
,tself to all that is good in African genius,
variations must be made according to conditions peculiar to Africa. Customs found m
Africa must be weighed and appreciated at
their true value. Many of these customs ca_n
be and should be adapted to the,, mon_asli~
and liturgical life; they should be baptised
and used.
Much time was devoted to variations in
the Liturgy geared to utilize nath'.e. methods
of doing things which are not familiar to the
Western mind, but full of meamng and ~er_y
expressive and helpful to A(ncans. This 1s
especially true of music and art an? gestures.
The new Constitution on the Liturgy encourages such accommodations.
Diversitv of languages in Africa presents
a problem: and thus a liturgy ~ the yernacular is much to be desired. Smee French 1s
Uie national language of the Ivory Coast, the
monks of Bouake have received permJssion
to use French in the recitation of the D1vme
Office, and it is also used in parts of the
Mass. Attending Mass here was a real inspiration.
Other subject· discussed were equa~ty
among members of a monastic comm:1-nity.
the role of the priesthood in monasuc1sm.
the financial problems in new foundations.
The lively conferences on mona ticism in
Africa will long be remembered by all wh_o
were al Bouake. The memory of the d1g111fied performance of the Divine Office. the
daily concelebration of the Conventual Mass,
and the warmth of the welcome here will
always be cherished by all who had the p1:,vilege of taking part in a meeting which will
surely result in much gam for Afncan
Benedictinism.
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Len ding
Libr ary
Note s
Readers are invited to use th e free lending
library service of th e Abbey. The books referred
to be low are part of a shelf of several hundred
books available. Additions are constantl y be ing
made to the library. Write for an y of these books
or ask for a complet e list. Address th e Lending
Library, Ne w Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

THE LITURGY AND THE LAITY, by James
W. King, S.J .. The Newman Press, 1963, 167
pages, $3.50.
The Constituti on on the Liturgy is not by
its mere promulgat ion a panacea for disinterestedne ss in the liturgy. Even what this
document proposes, that of making the liturgy more meaningfu l to us in our age, will
not of itself explain what the liturgy really
is and our part in it. It can give us the opportunity of witnessing more personally and
socially to Christ. but it presuppos es a deep
awareness of the mystery of Christ which,
although its deepest realization comes in the
liturgy, can be aided through study and meditation outside the liturgy.
What Father King attempts to do and
which he accomplis hes remarkabl y well, is to
present the Ii turgy in easily understan dable
terms so that the laity may more fully grasp
its meaning in their lives. By explaining , he
hopes to instill enthusiasm for living and participating in the worship of God. Just as the
liturgy disposes one for life in the world, life
in the world prepares one to participate in
the liturgy.
Quoting and paraphras ing, he summariz es
the theology of the great encyclical s, Mystici
Corporis and Mediator Deo. A history of the
liturgical movemen t is given which gives
perspectiv e to the pronounce ments of Vatican II. This is preceded by a chapter on the
Jewish and early Christian influences on and
its developm ent into our present rites. The
18

Mass is viewed as the act of worship. not simply an occasion for receivi.ng Communio n.
He repeatedly emphasize s that the Holy Eucharist is not only the sacrifice of Christ, but
also the sacrifice oi the Church, and that we
are the Church. The Mass is a covenant meal.
a gathering of God's people into unity. The
sacrament s are not just things given by God,
a mere reception on our part. but an involvement and encounter with Christ, a realization
of the brotherhoo d in our Brother in the active and positive worship of the Father. This
book reveals insights into what it means to
be a Christian worshippe r.
-Guy Pels. O.S.B.

STRENGT H TO LOVE, by Martin Luther
King Jr., Harper and Row, 1959, 146 pp. $3.50.
When dealing with the race question, very
few writings of our time can compare with
the works of the now famous Martin Luther
King. Strength to Love, Dr. King's book, is
no exception for in its pages we find Dr. King
going to the heart of the problem by a unique
way: the way of Christ. Christ and his new
doctrine of love as found in the New Testament are presented on every page of the remarkable volume. And the down-to-e arth
applicatio ns of this Christian love to our
present day racial problem merit to be read
and digested by every American who wishes
to cope with the problem in a Christian fashion. That this book is the fruit of much
thought and meditation by the author can
be seen from the way that Chirsl and his
teaching shines forth in each of the seventeen
sermons that make up the contents of this
book. Dr. King does not have the solution
to our problem; rather he gives and presents
to us a solution that can be used for all problems; a solution which is bound to work because it is the way of God Himself- the way
of Love.
Dr. King writes in a smooth flowing style
that is enjoyable to read, and the intellectual nature of the book is confirmed by the
footnotes and quotations from many of our
greatest wise men of the past.
-Frowin Schoech, O.S.B.

COUPLES OF THE BIBLE, by Marcian
Strange, O.S.B .. Fides, 1963, 192 pages, $3.50.
One gifted observer has noted: after two
thousand years we still seem to lack an adequate theology of matrimony . This is neither
an unjust or bitter lash. God's people o( our
day are searching for a workable theology
of marital living. An abstract and dogmatic

approach. crumbly as an autumn leaf. simply
Will not do.
When you see a concrete and historyOriented approach, then your hopes revive.
Moreover, when the concrete, historical lessons come from God's book, vou know that
here will be no room for ch~ap moralizing
F'ather Strange's basic tenet is that the Bible
IS Written for our instruction ; it has a message for us todav. No sentiment al message.
either: "The Bib.le gives us God not as we
lllight !Jke him to be. but as he is in realityoften puzzling." And so with marital loveWe are given insights into the real meaning.
F'rom Adam and Eve, the author draws a
balanced lesson about sex. We should teach
control of this gift. But never. never should
We let the warnings becloud the truth of the
goodness of sex. The Book of Genesis reads :
"God saw that all he had made was very
good." The near-sacra mentalitv of children
(as signs of God's presence) comes through
from the storv of Noah and his wife. From
sights (or daily married li(e flow without
0 verstretch
ing.
Not all the marriages are happy and successful. Abigail had a worthless drunk (or
a mate. David's wife (one of them) Michal, a
sophistica te. let a thing like "dignity" separate them. Again and again the point is made
of how couples today can truly serve love
by absorbing the Biblical messages.
Two great themes form a strong current
through the entire book. The incarnatio nal
theme: God works in and through persons.
l\!J that which God touches or can touch
brings salvation. This points to the all-embracing message of the Bible. God comes in
the flesh to liberate the flesh. Then the theme
Of "openness " to God and lo others. The virtue that makes wholesom e and happy marital
living is the virtue of making oneself "transParent" to another. It is simply the gift of
Self. This again is the sign of Christ-Go d's
gift of Himself.
-Brian Adams. O.S.B

'l'B:E

NUN IN THE WORLD, by Leo-Josep h
Cardinal Suenens, Newman Paperback . 1962,
l80 pages. $1.95.

'l'B:E

GOSPEL TO EVERY CREATUR E,
Suenens, Neyman, 1957, 163 pages, $3.00.

A Bird's-eye Vieu,
of the Abbey

Brother Oblate Thomas last month received word that his son. Father Robert Anglim. C.Ss.R .. has been named_ Prelate_ Nullius of Coari, as ordinary of this new diocese
being formed in the state of Amazonas . He
wi!J be invested and installed on July 26.
Father Anglim has been a missionary in Brazil for the past 15 years. Previous to his new
appointme nt he was superior of the \Ianaus
\'ice-provi nce. We all share in Brother Thomas's joy on this new appointme nt for his son.
As summer movies in quickJy, the abbey
seems to grow smaller daily in personnel as
many lea,·e for summer help in parishes or
LO attend school. The summer-sc hool list includes Fathers Eugene, Anselm, Daniel. Felix, Sebastian, Victor. Brendan. Marion; Fratres Donald, Timothy, Jerome, Kilian, Joachin1 , Pius; and the three laymen on_ the
faculty. Reynold Maus. William Galligan.
and Philip Grummer. Frater Frowm and
Brother David are staying at home and
studying by correspond ence.
Many of the other Fathers have gone or
will leave soon for temporary parochial work.
But activities wiil continue vigorously here
al home. Fathers Fintan and Stephen will
welcome about 100 boys for vocation week
June 14-21. In this program they will be
assisted by other Fathers. clerics. and Brothers. Then after a short respite Camp Subiaco
will get under way for two weeks in July
with Father Stephen in charge assisted by
(Continue d on following page)
ABBEY DEATH ANNJVERS ARIE
Publication ot death anniversary dates is an
encouragem ent to friends of the deceased and to
our readers to remember the departed m therr
prayers.
Rev. Gregory Lulhiger.
Brother And re \\ Zwyssig
Rev. Anthony Vorster
Rev. J ohn Baptist Troxle r
Novice Me inrad B isig
Brother Gall Bis egge r
Ven• Rev. Benedict Borgerding
Rev: Tho m as Keller
.
Frater Edmund Lazzart
Rev. A loysius Walbe
Bro the r J oseph Kaiser

J u ne
J une
June
J une
Ju ne
Jut y
h ly
July

9.
12,
15,
22.
25,
2,
9.
15,
Jut v 18.
July 19,
Jul y 30,

1892
1952
1922
!902
1881
1898
19~8
1910
1934
19~6
1930
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Brorher Isidore's Notes

on the abbey fields. More importa nt still was
the filling of the lakes which provide the
monaste ry as well as the town of Subiaco
with water. These lakes reached their capa·
city and even ovcrfolw ed for the first time
in two years.

This month also proved to be one of in·
tense activity on the farm. First on the list
The month of May gave us a bit of variety was
bay baling. And along with this there
weather wise. During the first four days we
was the
had two downpo urs of rain to give us (ive crops. seeding of sudan pastures and silage
inches. The rain stopped abruptly , however ,
In baling, oats fields provided the most
and during much of the month the skies remained clear and cloudless. It was only in producti ve yeields. Along with the oats some
the last four days of the month that a cool meadow hay and native grasses were baled.
front brought cooler tempera tures and ac- Also providin g excellen t hay was one large Dea,·
Young America ns,
field of fescue. clover, and vetch. Already
compan ying showers .
Now that school is out many oj tis are
The two large rains helped fill the ponds a great deal of the season's hay has been har· Probabl
y thinking that our hard work is ot•er
vested. Howeve r, further haying operatio ns
Until next fall.
will continue through out the summer .
.
POLLY PARAD E
We look out the window at brother. trying
(Continu ed from preceding page)
The complet e haying operatio n consists in to walk upside down. using
his
hands inFather Nicholas and many of the same ones four major steps. First with tractor
and .nead of his feet. He works and str_ams to
who helped on vocation week.
mower the properly develope d plants are keep both legs in the
afr
and
make
h ts a_rms
Late May was its usual hectic self as the mowed. This is immedia tely followed by the carry him
a few more reaches each ttme.
close of school drew near. A major event of crimper , a machine which conditio ns the hay 1-Ie gets tired,
winded, but thinks walkrng
that time was the triennia l visitatio n by Ab- for speedy baling. The final step is the actual lLPside down
is a lot of fun. and can hardly
bot Gilbert Hess of Blue Cloud, presiden t of baling with the baler, which is followed
by Wait until he can go that way across the
the Swiss-A merican Congreg ation of Bene- a trailer on which the bales are stacked to
be Whole yard,
dictine monaste ries. The purpose of a visi- hauled and stored in barns.
Suppose Father was a Pharao, and /~ad
tation is to look into the spiritual conditio n
Each step in the complet e process requires •olemn! y bellowed to brother on rite first
and tempora l affairs of the monaste ry and
drivers and operator s. Brother Richard has day of vacation that from hencef?rtlt h';
is a part of regular Church law.
been in the lead mowing and raking. Follow- could use only his hands for v:alking. bu,
Father Benno and many other faculty ing soon behind was Father Prior, our
driver Would be required to go as far et'ery day
member s and students combine d to present of the tractor pulling the baler.
Brothers as before, or else get strapped with the belt
one of the most interesti ng program s of Henry, John, Louis and Nicholas
.
along with Until he did.
Subiaco stage history. On the night before much student help have been handling
the 11 Brother would hai:e to work and stram
graduati on they presente d "This Was the stacking and unloadin g operatio n.
arder titan ever. This would be no fun ~t
0
Year That Was," reviewin g the past school
1!. But by the end of summer brot11er s
Garden crops are looking well, though
year. Their producti on far surpasse d its TV
hands
would be tough. his arm muscles hard.
namesak e. Many parents were present for many have begun to show the need for rain. and he would be able to elbou: his way
all
the program . At the commen cement exer- Cabbage and onions are already nearing ma- around the block without jailing down.
cises the next morning , May 29, Subiaco con- turity. Somewh at ahead, the radishes for
Tlie children of Israel did not think it was
ferred honorar y degrees on Douglas G. sometim e have been providin g the extra tang
any fun to have to hurry all over the counWright of Tulsa, Oklahom a, Adminis rtator to the monks' diet. The tomato plants have
tryside gatherin g straw to make their bricks.
done
well,
and
soon the now green tomatoes
of the Southwe stern Power Adminis tration.
They were not used to walking great diswill
be
ready
for
picking. And in a two-acre
and Jeta Taylor of Ozark, presiden t of the
tances. They needed all that practice befo_re
Arkansa s Basin association. Both were re- plot some distance from the garden the po·
they .~tarted back 10 their ow,i land. No airtato
plants
have
started
bloomin g, arousing
cognized for outstand ing work in developPlanes would come roaring down out of the
ment o( the Arkansa s River Valley. Fifty- hope for a good crop next month.
sky to take them away. No railroad.1 reached
On the hog section of the farm, spring
eight high school seniors received their difrom Egypt to Chanaan. there were no
plomas and heard wise words of counsel from feeder pigs have gone to market. The pigs
busses. no cars. 110 bicycles, and not ei·en
J. C. Smiddy, director of Clinch Valley Col- were weaned recently , and have gone to the
any roads ot•er much of their journey.
lege of the Univers ity of Virginia .
pens for fattening . It seems we have found
When we look back at Pliarao. he seems
•illy trying to hold the Israelites in Egypt
Back for our retreat was Father Dominic , a new and prolific produce r of these pigs.
by_ ntaki11 g them gather their ow11 sirnw Jor
an Air Force chaplain . Father Dominic had Brother Leonard mention ed recently that at
lit•icks when he was really gett111g tltem m
just returned from Thule air force base in the last farowing one sow produce d 20 pigs.
fine shape fot their hard walk home' T11ere
northern Greenla nd . He has now been as- She is slipping in her efforts, however , for
on last year's farrowin g her litter n umhe Was on his throne, thinking hou: /ugh a11d
signed to Scott Field in Dlinois.
bered 21.
lnighty he was. when God cut of/ the grace.
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meltiea
and gave him a fair chance ro see e.ractly
u:hat the culture. and learning and migltt ~f
a Pharao u:ould amount to without Gods
help.
Lore ro Hery one of 11011,
Tammy

Double Trouble
The officers of the children of Israel were
stunned. Pharao had roared out al them to
get back to work, and had plain_Iy demande ~
that thev would have to make 3ust as man)
bricks as ever. besides gatherin g the straw.
They did not know they were in trainjng :
they only thought they were in terrible
trouble, and blamed Moses and Aaron.
•·You have made us stink before Pharao
and his servants . and you have given him
a sword to kill us'." complai ned the Israelnes bitterly.
Moses went aside to pray. "Lord." he
asked, ·'why have you amicted this people?
Why did you send me to tb~m? Ever smce I
went in to Pharao to speak m your name. he
has been laying it on the people harder than
e,·er. You have not deli,·ere d them'"
·'Now vou shall see what I will do to Pharao." said the Lord. "For by a mjghty hand
shall he let them go, and with a strong hand
shall he cast them out of the land. I am the
Lord that appeare d to Abraham . and Isaac
and Isarel as Almight y God. 1 did not show
them the part of my name that means eternal self-exis tent Being. I made a co\'enan t
with them to gi\·e them the land of Chanaan
the land of their pilgrima ge wherem they
\\'ere stranger s. I h:we heard the groaning
of the children of Israel, from the Egyptian s
oppressi ng them, and I ha\'e rememb ered
mv covenan t.
:.Theref ore tell the children of Israel: I
am the Lord who will bring you out ?f the
work prison o( the Egyptian s. and will de21

liver you from bondage, and redeem you
with a bigh arm a nd great judgment s. I thmk they were too powerful . at times, and
will take you to myself for my people, I will it was a good lesson to them for a Hebrew and helped to cover the land with frogs even The June Cover:
faster
be your God. And you shall know that I magician to outsmart them!
Tha·t was too much hopping and croaking
"Pharao's heart is hardened ," said the Lord
am the Lord your God, who brought you
out from the work prison of the Egyptian s, to Moses," and he 1s in no mood to let the for Pharao. This time, when he went inside,
and brought you to the land I lifted up my people go. When he goes out to the waters he couldn 't walk without stepping on frogs.
hand to give lo Abraham , and Isaac and in the morning, stand on the bank of the riv· he couldn 'l lie down because of frogs hopIsrael. And I will give it to you to possess. er to meet him, and carry your rod that Ping all over his bed, he couldn't get his
was turned into a serpent. Say to him: The supper on time for frogs filling up the ovens.
I am the Lord!"
Moses Lold all this to the children of Israel Lord God of the Hebrews sent me to you Trouble was just fine as long as he was giv- By Pope St. Gregory the Great
but they were too disappoin ted to believe saying. Let my people go to sacrifice to me ing it to other people. but when it came lo
and too tired to listen. Moses went back to in the desert. So far. vou have not heard him. the ven· Pharao. it was too much of a THE MONK Valentini an. mentione
d earlier
Him. Therefor e in this ·you shall know that good thing. ·
pray, waiting for the Lord to speak first.
'·Where are Moses and Aaron?'' he de- in our narrati,·e , had a brother who_ was
"Go in," said the Lord," and speak to I am the Lord . I will ~trike. with the rod
a
verv
devout
layman.
Every
year he VISlted
Pharao, the king of Egypt, that he let the that is in my hand. the water of the river. manded.
the abbey in order to get Benedict 's blessing
and it shall be turned in to blood. And the
(to be continued )
children of Israel go out of his land."
and see his brother. On the way he always
"The children of Israel do not listen to me." fishes that are in the river shall die, and YOUNG AMERIC A CONTES
T WINNER S used to fast. Now, one time as he was making
answered Moses. "How will Pharao hear me. the water shall be poisoned. and the Egypt·
this journey he was Joined by another travelians will get sick when they drink the river APRIL CONTES T
especially with this speech defect?"
er who had brought some food along. _
"l ha\'e appointed you as a God lo Pharao, water.
"Come." said the stranger after some time
7th and 8th grades:
"Tell Aaron to take his rod, stretch froth
and your brother Aaron as your prophet,"
Jackie Bordenet , St. Joseph School. Paris. had passed, 'let us have somethin g to eat besaid the Lord. "You tell him everythin g I his hand upon the waters of Egypt. and upon
Arkansas .
fore we become too fatigued. "
.
sa~· to you, and he shall speak it to Pharao, the streams, and pools and all the ponds of 5th and 6th grades:
"I am sorry." the devout layman replied.
that he let the children of Israel go out of waters that they may be turned into blood
·']
always fast on my way to visit Abbot
David Willems, St. Joseph School. Paris.
his land. But I have cut off grace, and his And let blood in all the land of Egypt. both
Benedict. ''
Arkansas .
heart is hardened . I will multiply my signs in vessels of wood and of stone."
Then, after they had covered a great dis3rd and 4th grades (tie)
Moses and Aaron did as the Lord had
and wonders in the land of Egypt, and I will
Jane Ann Eckelhof f, St. lgnallus School. tance together and were very tired from the
lay my hand upon Egypt, and I will bring command ed, While Pharao and his servants
long hours of walking, they came upor: a
Scranton , Arkansas .
.
forth my army and my people. the children watched, the rod struck the water and it be·
Stephen Collier. St. Joseph School. Pans. meadow and a spring. The whole settm?
of Israel out of the land of Egypt by very came red before their eyes. The flesh gasped
seemed ideal for a much needed rest. "Look, '
Arkansas .
great judgment s. The Egyptian s shall know and died. The water smelled terrible, and
said the stranger, •·water and a meadow'.
that I am the Lord, who have stretched forth the people could not drink it. The magician s
l\lfAy CONTES T
What a delightfu l spot for us to_ hav~ some
my hand upon Egypt. and have brought came out with other rods and went around
refreshm ents! A little rest will give us
7th and 8th grades:
forth the children of Israel out of the midst striking waters. exulting in the fact that they
Michael Wolf, St. Ignatius, School, Scran- strength to finish our journey without any
of them."
could make them turn into blood, too, so
discomfo rt.''
ton, Arkansas .
Moses and Aaron did as the Lord had com- power hungry that they forget what water
It was such an attract,ve sight and this
5th and 6th grades:
manded. Moses was 80 years old at that time was supposed lo be used for. The people had
. Patricia Schneide r. S t. Joseph School. Par- third invitation sounded so appealmg that the
and Aaron was 83. The Lord then spoke to to try to dig little wells beside the river
devout layman was complete (y won o_ver
ts, Arkansas .
for water to drink.
Moses and Aaron.
d stopped there to eat with his companio n.
Pharao went inside. so he would not have
3rd and 4th grades :
''When Pharao tells you to show signs,
!Monica Martin. St. George School, Fort ~~ward evening he arrived at the monaster y
Moses will tell Aaron to take the rod, cast to look at the bloody rh•er, his heart as hard
d was presented to the abbot. As soon as
Worth, Texas.
it down before Pharao, and it shall become a as ever. He did not have to wash anv dishes
~~ asked for the blessing. however. the holy
or do any laundry.
serpent."
man reproved him [or his conduct on th_e
Seven days later. the Lord said to Moses.
Aaron was ready when Pharao asked for
journey. ·'How is it," he said. " that the evil
the signs. The rod in his hand looked like a ·'Go tell Pharao to let my people go sacri·
spirit who spoke with you in the person of
walking slick. He threw it down before Pha- fice to me. If you do not let them go, I will
your traveling compamo n could not persuade
strike all your coasts with frogs. They will
rao, and it became a slithering snake.
in
the
Order of Saini Benedict con you to do his will the first and second tn~~
"Where are my magician s?" demande d come up out of the river, and go into your
secrates hi natural abilities. to G_od
he tried, but succeede d in his third attempt.
Pharao, and his magician s brought in their houses, all the way into your bedroom, on
in
the
warm
spirit of monastic family
At this Valentini an's brother fell at Benerods, threw them down. and by certain en- your bed, in the houses of all your servants
life.
Whether
he
i a craftsman , teach dict's feet and admitted the weakness of his
chantmen ts and secrets. their rods became and your people, into your ovens and the
er, or common laborer, he ca11 conwill. The thought that even from such a dissnakes, too. but Aaron's rod swallowe d their remains of your meats. And the frogs shall
fribute
much
to
the
glory of God and
tance the saint had witnessed the wrong he
come to you, and your servants, and your
rods.
the
apostola
te
o[
the mon~ter y ._G~d's
had done filled him with shame and remorse.
Without grace, there was nothing so far people. Tell Aaron to stretch forth his hand
reward is a hundredfold m th1 hfe.
to soften P ha rao's heart. What if Aaron 's upon the streams and rivers and pools and
1'his passage is one of a serieh _of selec_Uons
and
life
everlasti
ng.
rod did swallow the rods of the magician ? bring forth frogs u pon the land of Egypt."
from the biog raphy of t. Benedict published
For informatio n write:
Aaron stretched forth his hand and the
There were too many snakes around the
by Pope Gregory l in the yea r 594. Our ~o\le.r
Rt. Rev . Mi ch ael Lensing;, 0 .S.B.
this month illust.(ates the incident mentioned
place. anyway. Also, the magician s could frogs started hopping. Not to be outdone, the
magician s stretched forth their hands, too.
New ubiaco Abbey
in
the selection. L Benedic t Ii ved from 4 0
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The Life of St. Benedict

A Broken Fast

The BROTHER Religious

ubiaco, Arkansas

lo 547.

That"s a silly question, of course; but we still
mean it. When was the last time you really
slopped and really tJ1ought-like in a retreat?
The stopping alone i worth while in the airconditioned comfort of the Coury House. But
the thinking is what matters, and our retreat
program is your best aid for that. Pick a date
and sign up; There's a retreat here just for
.\'OU.

June 26-28 Retreat:
Oblates of St. Benedict
July 24-26 Retreat:
Couples
July 31-Aug. 2 Retreat:
Women
August 7-9 Retreat:
Fanilly
August 14-16 Retreat:
Men
October 2-4 Retreat:
Women
The Abbey Retreat
Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco. Arkansas

Abbot Michael's Letter

Man· leads us to that light. She teaches us
how· to live. She obtains the graces for u ·
that "·e so badly need.

THE ABBEY MESSAGE
Found ed May, 1940, Sub iaco , A rkansaS

Pub Ushed ten times a yea.r with Ecclesi·

My dear Friends and Benefactors,

astical approbation by th e B e.n ed.i ctint
Monks or NEW S UBlA CO ABBEY, an Ar•

Wi th the end of May and lhe school year, the monks
at Su biaco sit back a li ttle in their chairs, take a deep
breath and dream about all lhe quiet and leisure of
the three months vacation. It is a very brief dream and
has become pure fantasy. Summertime may be vacationlime from day-to-day class work, but it is far from
being time of quiet and leisure.

kansas

. Some_ of the Fathers rush from Commencement to
six or eight weeks of summer school. These summer
courses are no picnic-they seek to concentrate vast inst~uct1on material in a short period of lime. Other
pnests hurry off to summer pastoral or week-end assignments_ in Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma, Tennessee
and Lou1s1ana.
At the Abbey there is activity and excitement
aplenty. The Commun ity retrea t, a series of lay retreats, the Vocation Week, Summer Camp and special
programs for visiting groups.
And ~11 the while, there are the necessary summer
P;eparallons for the coming school year. One of our
bi~gest problems is to find time to make necessary repairs, renovations and alterations in school facilities
when they are not needed in the summer programs.
At pre~ent, it looks like we shall have a large enroll ment rn the mmor seminary. This, together with
an arrangement with St. Bernard Abbey in Alabama
to ~nrolJ their high school seminarians in our scholaslicate, promises to give us 100 students for the
Benedictine priesthood in 1964-65. Our normal nonsem manan Academy enrollmen t w ill no doubt add
up to a new record student body.
In straining our resources and facilities to provide
educal10nal opportunity for every possible priestly vocallon, we feel we are trying to meet the greatest need
,f the_ Church. We have asked many of you to help us
materially, 1f you fmd it possible. May God bless and
reward a hu ndredfold yo ur gen erous response.
Gratefully yours in Christ,

+ ~ ~ ' 0,,,1.8.
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey

By Bernard Sclwmacher. O.S.B.

corporation, and

non-profit or·
gan lza Lion, SUBIA CO, ARKANSAS, to
dissemina te a w ld<>r knowledge or Utt
works and teach ings of St. Be nedlct.,. and
as a medium or keepin g its benefacto r~•
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Mary and the Trinity
If we believe firmly in the power and
greatness of the Blessed Mother then it will
be easy for us to have that all important and
most necessary faith in her son. Mary helps
Us to believe· in Chr ist. If anyone is losing
his battle to gel to heaven it is not due to
lack of resources, but to lack of faith in
Christ and the lack of right thinking and
courage that goes with that faith. The power
of heaven will win everv time over e\'ery
<lther power.
•
W ith the help of the Blessed Mother we
Christians will never be overcome. Even
though we are outnumbered, Mary is our
help. She is the help of all Christians. She
gives us what we need when we pray. Even
though we may ask for the wrong thing,
ou.r prayers are never wasted. Mary will see
to it t hat we are given the right things
1
nstead.

•

•

•

I t is bad not to ask fo r what we need. If
We do not have the things we need it is our
own fault. We offend tbe Blessed Mother
by not ask ing. We never offend her by asking. Tbe gifts of h eaven are ours al our simPle req uest. Mary is the giver of heavenly
gifts .
·
The Blessed Mo ther leads us to the Blessed
Trinity. She leads us straight lo the Father,
Son, and H oly Spirit when we say the prayers that honor h er. When we say her prayers
We show our in terest in the Blessed Mother.

*

. We know that Mary has a great interest
111 Us. Places li ke Lourdes and Fatima stand
as rnon uments to that in terest. She has apPeared on earth many times to guide and
Warn her chil dren. If we were left to our
own carelessness and negligence we would
lose our way. On our own we would never
5 lay on th, right path for any length
of time.
banger lie, concealed in a thousand places.
Our ,·is;on is poor and we live in a world
\hat is dngaous and d3r·~- God d,'.ell, in
.gh( macce,sible to us without a,s1stance.

We prepare ourseh·es to receive a large
amount of grace, when through prayer and
good works, we make ow·selves worthy of
receiving a large amount. The amount of
grace we ge1 from the Sacraments can vary
greatly. ·we put ourselves in the way of receiving more if we develop ourselves well
in prayer. We must make good use of prayer
to receive the Sacraments in the best of
d isposi \ions.
Grace and holiness come to us principally
through the Sacraments. H we wish to acquire the holiness we need lo get to hea\'cn
we must cooperate with the Holy Spirit.
who dispenses the grace Christ merited for
us. To carry on the work of making the members of the Church holy Christ sent His Holy
Spirit into the Church. He Himself returned
to His Father in His humanity and divinity.
but by suffering and dying for us he merited
more grace for us than we ever could possibly need. By so doing he rescued us from
the clutches of Satan.

•
Both faith and experience make known to
us the mercy of God. We see God now in
an obscure way ,but it is possible for us one
day to see God face lo face as He is.
If by our prayers and good works we give
God the praise and glory that belongs to
Him God will accept us as his own. Our souls
must finally leave our bodies to go to the
spi ritual and eternal beyon~. Right no,~ we
are pinned down by our bodies. The spmtual
world is not very familiar to us. We do not
even see the ends of the material world . But
we do see something o[ the glory and majesty
of God in the world. When we recognize and
acknowledge that glory, we are fulfilling our
role as intelligent beings. We owe praise lo
God and the Most Holy Trinity. "Praise and
everlasting glory to God the Father and the
Son toge~er with the Holy Spirit forever
and ever.

jL
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The Assumption

~issionary Brazil

of the Blessed Virgin MaryThe

Birth of a Diocese

Sermon of St. John Damascene
Today the sacred and animated ark of the
living God, who conceived her Creator within her womb, rests in the temple of th~ Lord
which has not been built with hands. And
David as her forefather rejoices and leads
the choirs of the angels on with him; the
a1 changel_s cJlebrate; the \"irtues glorify her;
the pnnc,pahtJes are in joy; the powers are
gladdened; the dominations rejoice· the
powers are gladdened; the Seraphim' proclaim her glory.
Today Eden receives the Paradise of the
new Adam. where condemnation is rescinded; where the tree of life is planted· where
our nake~ness is clothed. Today the i~maculate Vtrgm, who was sullied by no earthly
attachments, but now·ished with heavenl;though t, has not returned to dust- rather
since she was a living heaven, she /s placed
w1thm the celestial tabernacles.
_For how should she, from whom the true
Life flowed out lo all men. taste death?
Yet she accedes to the Law enacted by Him
whom she begot. As the daughter of the old
Adam she suffered the primal punishmentfor even her Son, who is Life Itself, did not
refuse 1t-:-an~ as the Mother of the Jiving
God she ts r·ghtly taken up to Him. Eve.
who gave assent to th2 serpent's sugge;lion.
1s condemned to pain in giving birth and to
the punishment of death. and i.; set within
the chambers of the lower regions.
But how was death to consume this
ble.;sed one, wno gave heed to God's word
a nd was_ '.i!Jed with the operation of the
Holy Spmt, and, at the spiritual greeting
of_ the Archangel, conceived the Son of God,
w~thout any voluptuous desire or the cooperahon of man, and brought Him forth without
pam, and consecrated her whole self to God?
How could the regions below admit her?
How wa_s corruption to attack that body i~
which Life took Its beginning? For her there
was prepared a straight, smooth, and easy
path to h_eav,en. For if Christ, the Life and
Truth, srud, 'Where I am, there also shall
my minister be," how shall not His Mother
with greater reason be with Him?

'l'li:E CHURCH IN Brazil is undergoing a
new birth as the faith is being brought to
new areas or being reestablished in places
;here it had once flourished but has since
. led out. One such territory for the Chu rch
~ the newly-established Prelacy Nullius of
0 ari, far up the Amazon where, except for
a few jungle trains and city streets, rivers
are the only road. This territory is of special
' 11 terest at Subiaco because it has been placed
ll~der the jurisdiction of the Rev. Robert An1rn, C.SS.R., son of the Abbey's Oblate
rother Thomas. On Julv 26 Father Robert
A.nglim was placed in chirge of this territory
1
; th the title of Prelate Nullius and was
/ 51 gnated a Bishop-elect. (A Prelacy Nul is an independent administrative division
~ the Church which has not yet received
he designation of diocese. Its prelate fulfill
alJ the offices and responsibilities of a bishop.
ei,;cept that he cannot confer Holy Orders.
. When Father Anglim* came int~ this territory with his fellow Redemptorist mission-

ari s in 1949. there had not been a priest
stationed in this 90.000 square miles of jungle
for o,·er fifty years and only rarely had a
chance missionary come through. The Faith
had become little more than a vague memory mixed with jungle ritual. Now the maJorit~· of its 86,000 inhabitants are practicing
Catholic;. ser\'ed by the nine Redemptorists
who ma1<e up the clergy of the diocese.
Whe·1 I a;ked Father Anglim how a handul o mi,-io,iary priests could have achieved
1,., tran;,ormation he was quick to point out
th , have had heroic assistanc~ from the
Prc·c ous Blood Sisters of Wichita. Kansas.
The S:ste:·s now conduct three grade schools.
two teacr.ers' schools. one high school. one
1un:or coUege. three dispensaries. and one
hospital in the territory. By their institutions
they ha\'e given stability to Catholic life.
rerrapa even more so than the missionaries
who are always on the move up and down
the rivers. There are only three established
parishes in the prelacy •
Papal ,·olunteers too have
more recently come to join
the priests and Sisters. Fi\'e
will be working in the territory this year.
But the local citizens ha,·e
been the most important ingred,cnt in the development
of the Church. The Legion of
Mary is the strongest tool of
the lay apostolate and the
missionaries are quick to establish a new curia of the Legion in every mission. The
Legion program is well-disciplined and emphasizes perth Oblate Brother Thomas A.nglirn of the Abbey with his son
sonal holiness together with
0; e Rt. Rev. Rob ert A.ng lim, C. S.R., Prelate Nullius and Bi hopdirect apostolic action. Bv it
1/< t of the newl y-established Prelacy of Coari in Brazil. The
and through it the layr"iien
13 Sh?P-elect visited his father here in Jun e before returning to come to feel a sense of perd r-a z,t to assume his new duties. Previous ly he had been a Renetnptoris l vice- provincial in charge of lhe sub- province of Masonal responsibility of the
y aus in Brazil, where he has been a missionary for the past fifteen
Church and their neighbor's
tJa rs. B e is one of three children of Brother Thomas in religous
spiritual welfare. Father Ant" e. An other son, Brother i\laurice, F C is a member of the Chrisglim remarked, while we
•~n BroU1ers, and a daughter, ister M. Rose Francis, B~l is a
speak
of the ·'emerging lay81.' Sler of Charily BVl\1. Three other married sons and one
man" in this country and in
8 -!lglc son round out this interesting family , Another daughter,
•ste, M . Jean Rita . BVM . died in l956.
E urope, the layman has

I

'ts

0

"emerged" in mission territories and is the

key o( the apostolate.

survives. Father Anglim told of coming upon
a remote village and hearing the natives
singing in Latin the litany o( the Blessed
Virgin, even though it had lost all meaning
for the people.
There would be no way to reach these remote people regularly because the river is
the only means, and the Amazon will rise or
fall as much as 90 feet during a year. Perhaps only once every five or six years will
some smaller tributaries have water enough
to permit boat passage. Others can be visited
only once a year. during the rainy season
A shallow river boat with tiny living quarters and a chapel-this is the common parish
church, and it anchors wherever there is a
settlement.
Father Anglim sees the vernacular a tremendous boon to his territory. The people
can hardly read and write their own language. and Latin is just a ritual language
without meaning except that it might have
symbolism like voodoo incantations. rt is necessary for the people to see their religic,n as
a part of their life, not as a rite removed
from it. He believes too that the greater freedom being given bishops for local adjustment
will be a big help in adapting apostolic endeavors to local needs. In certain circumstances, as in baptisms and burials, the people follow the religious ceremonies with
their own observances because the religious
ceremony h~ no meaning for them and they
must re-enact it in their own terms.

THE STRONG LAY interest in the Church
and in the welfare of its members has been
a factor in the development of social programs for economic reform. Cooperatives and
credH unions are blossoming everywhere in
order to help the people overcome their economic slavery to the patrao. The people barely subsist while harvesting the wealth of
latex rubber, brazil nuts, jute, fruits, and
cocoa for their patrao. About the only private enterprise possible is fishi11g.
Education is another area receiving strong
lay support. Almost 75 percent o( the people
are illiterate, and this deprives them of the
right to vote. "Unless we educate Brazil we
can't get anywhere," Father said. This has
led lo the establishmen t of radio schools. A
transmitter is being built powerful enough
to reach the 5,000 villages in the prelacy.
The Redemplorist s hope to bring into Coari
at least one person from each settlement to
train him as a monitor (instructor) for the
radio schools and to somehow provide transistor radios for the villagers. They are finding it necessary to personally train their
monitors because Communists have infiltrated radio schools in other parts of Latin
America. To best insure against this Father
Anglim plans to use graduates of their own
mission schools in so far as possible. The
primary purpose of these radio schools is not
religious instruction. but rather basic education.
COAR! IS JUST one of several new ecclesiFor religious training each mission has a astical territories now being opened in Bracatechist who is the spiritual leader o( the zil, and it is typical of the others. With nine
community. It may be months between stops priests and almost 90,000 people in an area of
by the priests who move up and down the 90.000 square miles, it's almost like starting
Amazon and its countless tributaries. The off with a novena, Father Anglim remarked
catechist assembles the people o( his com- And there's much need of prayers. With no
munity for daily evening prayers. On Sun- seminarians and meager funds a beginning
days he reads the text of the Sunday Mass has been mad . The Right Reverend Monusing the scripture as a basis for religious signeur Prelate Nullius Anglim will wear his
instruction. These catechists are paid for title lightly as he continues his riverboat
their work. This makes it possible to demand apostolate in the jungle. He has been desigtraining and lo replace them more easily nated the first bishop of Coari, but points
whenever necessary. The catechist baptizes out that the customary practice in Brazil is
whenever necessary and may also witness to establish the prelacy for abou a year bemarriage ceremonies and keep records.
fore designating it as a diocese and consecrating its first bishop.
BUT NOT ALL the people are Catholics.
This will be a day of special JOY for our
Along many still unexplored and unnamed Brother Thomas. It's a rare monk who can
rivers Indian tribes live, teeped in their boast o( a son in the episcopate.
Macumba (jungle voodoo) with devil wor• When 1 ap;ked his proper title he said ,t ran
ship, amulets, love potions, seers, and doUs
rometbing like thi_s; The Right Reverend Monsigto be stuck with pins. Occasionally among
nor, Prelate Nullius, Bishop-elect of Coari_ '·But
these tribes some remnant of Christian faith for
the present at least. let's stick lo Father."

letters of Our Founders:
The Erection of an Abbey
On Aug,<st 2. 1891 the Holy See rmsed i.e. our school with fourteen small missions.
.St. Benedict's Priory at Spielernille. Arkan- But if we should get the large
Irish parish
sas to the rank of an abbey with the title. at Fort Smith, and the surrounding
territory.
New Subiaco. On each recurring date u·e ob- a radius of 12 miles. then
our foundation
serve this anniversary with at least some would be more secure.
About two years ago
fo1·m of celebration.
the Bishop thought that we should wait with
To commemorate this anniversary pub- our application to Rome until
the parishes
licly in 1964, The Abbey Message in its Au- are larger. and the missions
become profit9Ust and September issues presents to its able. He then also had
his doubts about our
,.eaders the record of this momentous occa- existence, and the conditions
sion as seen in the writings of the founder same today, and who knows are about the
what the future
Of Subiaco: Father Wolfgang Schlumpf. might bring? But, if the Bishop
and Rome
0 ..S.B,
want an abbey in Arkansas, they will have
In the spring of 1964, the Church History to a sure their existence
with jurisdiction
Class at Subiaco began a study of the letter
over Fort Smith. We will have to confront
Of Father Wolfgang as found in the abbey the Bishop
with this statement if he hesitates
archives. These Letters, all in German. have to give us
Fort Smith ..
been arranged and translated by various
With the kiss of peace
members of our abbey and it is the results
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B
of their work that is presented here. The
'"ecord that this man. at once spiritual and
Much in the same rein of thought, Brother
Pl'acticat, sterl! yet kindly. has Left us, re- Stephen. a young and evidently energetic
counts the thoughts, the problems. the plans member of rhe community. wrote to the Dean
and the hopes of the small struggling out- of the Abbey of Einsiedeln a letter which
Post of Benedictinism in western Arkansas. contained the following information:
Tliese letters are not without a certain charm
March 6. 1891
and warmth, and it is with great pride that
Abbot
Fintan
(St.
Meinrad)
is at pretoe publish this glimpse of our past from
sent negotiating with the church authorities
the viewpoint of the founder of Subiaco.
regarding the erection of an abbey and the
By the beginning of 1891, concurrence of requirements entailed. I have been praying
Opinion. both at St. Meinrad and at the Ar- a long time for the future abbot of St. Benekansas priory, indicated steps should be taken dict (now Subiaco); Please help us pray and
to petition Rome for abbatial status. On help the new abbot interiorly and exteriorly.
li'ebruary 27, 1891, Father Wolfgang could Please give my regards lo Father Abbot BaUJ,-ite to the Abbot of the Indiana mother- sil . . he should remember us for God's sake.
and send us some money one way or the
house:
other. Other difficulties than financial we
have none, at least not for the start. Our ex... 1 have re-read the petition for Lfte rais- istence will be secure i( the Bishop ratifies
ing of our priory to an abbey, which you in writing what he has promised us verbally.
sent some lime ago. I think, too, that it would Abbot Fintan will see to that.
be a good idea to tackle the thing in earnest.
. Do not forget the first Abbot o( St.
l Will have a conference with the confreres Benedict at the altar, and receive the most
in a few days.
heartfelt regards from Father Prior /WolfI just wonder whether Rome will be sat- gang) and ...
is[i0d with our present material possessions.
-Brother

Attached to this letter was a note echoing
the same sentiments from Father Wolfgang
himself.
By April of this year there were evidently
no new developments, but the Arkansas
prior wonders on paper to his abbot in Indiana:
April I, 1891
Rl. Rev. Father Abbot (Fin tan):
. The young fathers and fratres should
make their solemn profession in the near
future, and the young fathers put on active
duty. This is a momentous period for St.
Benedict's Priory, and I think it necessary
that we have an abbot, or a new prior together with a subprior. Either one would tend
lo put new life into lhe new situation.
An Abbey would be preferable to an unstable priory. It must provide more dignity
and stability, while the other would still
leave some uncertainties. The 14 young professed monks should be started on a firm
footing. A priory would hardly provide lb.is
for them.
.. We have a new high altar for Easler.
The old one will be put in the chapel on
the hill.
-Father Wolfgang. O.S.B.

Th e name of the new abbey was discussed
in this letter from P,·ior Wolfgang to the
Abbot of St. Meinrad:
May 14, 1891
R,. Rev. Abbot:
In the essential parts the enclosed document

is filled out as you directed two years ago.

A Wheeler-Dealer

In your last letter you left it up to me to

either revive the plan about "Fishingen," or
drop it. The name "New Fishingen" does not
s~em lo make much of an impression. It
seems that lhe name "Saint Gall" would rate
the preference if we want lo revive the old
Swiss monasteries in America. The earlier
small Fishingen would fit better for St. Benedict than lhe magnificant Saint Gall.
As Bishop Martin (Marty) wrote me: the
new monastery should have our Holy Father
Benedict as its patron , and the place or district should be called Subiaco. This pleased
me very much, but I did not name the place
Subiaco, because a number of houses already
belonged to the district around the monastery. When the Post Office, Creole, Arkansas,
was to have a new name, I suggested calling
the new Post Office "Subiaco," but the
Spieler family won the argument. (Ed. note:
For years our address was Spielervi.lle, Arkansas ,before the Post Office was finallv
moved to Subiaco. The town of Spielervili'e
is no longer in existence.) ... St Benedict
can remain the name of the Church, and the
place or the monastery can be called Subiaco . . (and St. Scholastica can be Nursia.
as Bishop Martin suggested earlier).
To change the Priory of St Benedict to St.
Gall just does not seem to fit, and we can
not ca11 it St. Benedict's Abbey, since there
is already one in Kansas. You may either retain the passage, or change it as it suits you.
Lf we have a Fishingen here, we can always
found a St. Gall somewhere
else..

By June, 1891, Father Wolfgang could W1'ite hopefully to
the Abbot of St. Meinrad:
. the document for the
erection of an abbey has now
taken definite form.
... Father Bonaventure has
written me that he would like
to invite you to attend the
Staie Convention of the Catholic Union at Little Rock on
July 5-6. U you could accept
this invitation we could talk
the whole thing over here, and
pre ,enl the situation to the
Bishop. I have heard that the
Bishop is leaving again after
July 6.
(Continued on page 23)

Mother Cabrini:
Twentieth Century Style Saint
By Gabriel Franks . O.S.B.

Aiter the Civil War the United States of
America became a melting pot of many nationalities and races. There had been immigration from non-English-speaking nations
almost from the beginning of the colo:1izalion of the Atlantic seaboard. but it had
Corne mainly from northern Europe. EsPecially after about 1880 droves of human
beings began to pour in from South and Central Europe as well.
This situation posed grave problems for
the Catholic Church. Since these people usually knew little or no English they required
te\igious ministrations in their own language_ They were also despised, exploited by
the English-speaking majority , and for the
111ost part were desperately poor.
Of all the nationalities, the lot of the Italians was probably the worst. Unlike the
Germans, (or example, they did not settle
in well-organized and largely agricultural
communities. They did not bring with them
Priests and religious. They came to America
lo escape the poverty and chaos which was
afflicting their own Sicily or Na pies or Calabria and settled in the slums of Lhe large
Cities 'where they were able to find only the
111ost menial and ill-paid employment. Many
cl.id not intend to stay permanently; they
Wanted nothing so much as to earn a few
dollars to pay off th?.ir debts. to buy a _bit
of land in Italy to which they could rellr~.
llirore often than not. this hope was bitterly
disappointed.
Even the Church seemed to have abandoned them. The bishops were largely of
lrish origin, and, engaged as tbey were with
the attempt to prove that Catholics could be
good English-speaking Americans. they were
111or:, inclined lo be embarrassed and puzzled
by these new aliens than to be helpful and
Understanding.
It was to face thi grave situation that St.
li'rances Xavier Cabrini arrived in New York

Cit v wi ll1 a small group of Italian Sisters in
18E9. She had been se nt by Pope Leo XITI
himsel'.
Franc £ca Cabr;ni wa; born a, Sant' An;::elo. a snal] !cw,1 'n the North of Italy on
Jt•lv 15, 1850. From earliest c!-iildhood she
had cl.rea ned of being a missionary to foreign
lands. This a:nbition clid not spring from a
mere desire for adventure. Although Francesca's father wa; a cousin of Agostino Depretis. who was twice prime minister of
Italv. her L-nmediate family was of sturdy
peasant stock which never wandered from
her native Lombardy. It was to China that
she longed to go. and while she was never
able to penetrate the Far East, it long seemed
that. far from carrying the gospel to China,
she was destined nol to enter religious life
at all. At that time there were no religious
congregations of women in Italy dedicated
lo missionary work. and because of poor
health she was twice refused admission to
existing orders of nuns. She studied for and
obtained a schoolteacher's certificate and
seemed destined to become no more than a
viUage schoolmistress when she was called
upon to enter the religious li(e in the most
unorthodox manner imaginable.
A woman bv th~ name of Antonia Tondini
and her fri~~d. Teresa Calza, had entered
into an agreement with the diocese of Lodi
to start an orphanage at the town of Codogno. Antonia Tondini provided the house into
which infant homeless girls were to be received , and they were promised a certain
income for their maintenance. Tondini, however, squandered the income o( the institution on a profligate nephew. They neglected
their charges miserably, and were given to
constant bickering. In order to bring them
to a fuller sense of responsibility they were
given a religious habit by the bishop and
admitted to vows, but far from changmg
their ways, they only succeeded in bringing
disgrace to the religious stale.
0

t1caJly penniless, and without letters of recommendat ion. Her advisors in Lombardy
thought she was moving too fast and did not
whole-heart edly approve of her plan lo obtain papal recognition. But perseveranc e and
a firm sense of purpose finally won for her
the backing of the Cardinal-Vi car o[ Rome.
Lucido Maria Parocchl, who commissioned
her to start not one, but two institutions, a
free school and a kindergarte n.
When the rules for her missionary sisters
were fil'St shown lo Pope Leo XIII he immediately and enthusiastic ally approved
them. In a personal interview the pope him·
self counseled Mother Cabrini to go to Amer•
ica rather than China. Bishop Scalabrini of
Piacenza had already begun the work of
£ending Italian priests to the United States
and had interested Leo in the importance of
relieving the plight of the Italian immigrants there. Even before Francesca had received the advice of the pope, Bishop Sca·
labrini had attempted to enlist her coopera·
tion, but it was not until the pope concurred
that she manifested any enthusiasm for what
later developed to be her principal work in
life.
·Mother Frances Cabrini

It was to bring order out of this chaos that
Francesca Cabrini was called upon by Bishop
Gelmini and Monsignor Serrati, her spiritual
director, in 1874. She succeeded so well in
caring for and winning the affection of the
orphans under her care that seven of them
joined her in religious profession. After the
e' ection of the two original nuns from the
"House of Providence, " as the institute was
called, and their retum to the lay state,
Mother Cabrini soon found herself the head
oi a small but flou1·ishlng religious communit~·- She built a convent in Codogno, and after founding several others in nearby villages, she opened a house in Milan which
would operate a hospice for young girls
studying al the normal institute.
Mother Cabrini combined common sense
with ingenuity and audacity to transform
the ill-starred House of Providence into a
new religious congregatio n. The latter trait
became eminently manifest in her next move,
which was to found a house in Rome, the
capital of Christendom . She had not forgotten her missionary vocation; she realized
that her institute would remain merely a
provincial one if she did not make a foundation in Rome. She ar rived there in 1887 prac10

She was thirty-nine years old when she
arrived in New York for the first time. Although she had come at the invitation of
Archbishop Corrigan ,she found that he was
not at all prepared for her immediate ap·
pearance, and that the orphanage he had
originally in tended that she take over had
subsequentl y fallen into his disfavor. The
Contess Cesnola, wjfe of the director of the
Metropolita n Museum of Art, had secured
a house in a fashionable district of New York
to house this work, and the archbishop feared that the neighbors would object to the
presence of ragged Italian orphans in the
district. He also doubted whether funds
could be raised for the continued maintenance of the ins ti tu lion.
But Mother Cabrini prevailed upon him to
let her try. By dint of constant begging
among rich and poor alike for the sake of
Christ's poor she and her companions were
able to make the orphanage a success. Although the archbishop eventually proved to
be right about the unsuitab le location of the
orphanage, Mother Cabrini was soon able to
move it lo an estate outside New York city.
She acquired this property from the JesuHs
at a bargain price after having seen it first
in a dream. In the following years Francesca
often combined prophetic dreams with good
business sense to obtain excellent properly

at bargajn prices. She changed the name of
the former J esuit novitiate from Manresa
to West P ark.
In 1892 Mother Cabrini under took the operation of her first hospital , the Columbus
l-iospital in New York. The hospitals she
later opened in other cities also bore this
name which was dear to all Italians alike,
Whether Catholic or anti-clerica l, and to all
Patriotic Americans.
In 1909 Mother Cabrini became a citizen
of the United S tates. Although th e Italians
livi ng in t he United States were now her
Principal interest, she did not confine her
Work to aiding th em only, and she eventually foun ded houses in Centra l and South
America. in France, Spain, an d England.
Some of these operated private academies
for the wealthy; some were opened primarily
to f urnish recruits for her American foundations. The main areas of her work in the
1Inited States were New York, New Orleans,
Chicago, Denver, Seattle, and Los Angeles.
'I'he principal work car ried on by the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart was that of
operating schools, orphanages, and hospitals,
but the Sisters also engaged in much direct
aid to the poor. In the mining areas around
Denver, Colorado, they often descended into
lhe pits to visit and counsel the Italians
Working there, and at S ing Sing prison in
New York S tate they were often to be seen
consoling the convicts condemned to death.
Within her lifetime Mother Cabrini established sixty-seven foundations , and when
she died in Chicago on December 22, 1917,
there were 1,500 Sisters in her convents.
At that time there were more than 5.000 orPhans under the care of the Sisters. and more
than 100,000 patients had been treated in her
hospitals. Since her death operations have
been extended to Switzerland and Austrailia.
and in 1964 there were 3,500 members in the
congregatio n.
Despite the poor health which almost prevented her entering the convent at all, and
Which plagued her all her life, she crossed
lhe Atlantic an uncounted number of times,
and journeyed to Guatemala, Panama, Chile,
Argentina, and Brazil. She repeatedly declared that the world was too small for her,
8 nd this was almost
literally true.
'I'he most famous miracle which led to the
canonizatio n of Mother Cabrini had to do
With the restoration of sight to a baby blinded by an accid ent shortly after birth. A
nurse in the New York Columbus Hospital
had put a fifty percent solution of nitrate of

silver in the baby's eyes instead of the prescribed one percent. By the time the mistake
was noted the corneas of the eyes had bec,n
completely destroyed, a fact attested to by
several doctors. A relic of Mother Cabrini
was pinned to the child's clothing, and by
the following day the corneas had been completely restored. The boy in question, Peter
Smith, later became a priest of th<? diocese
of Corpus Christi, Texas.
St. France; Xavier Cabrini wa; canonized
on J uly 7, 1946, the first citizen of the United
States of America to b~ so honored.

The Life of St. Benedict
A Disguise Revealed
O CE WHILE THE Goths were still in
power Totila their king happened to be
marching in the direction of Benedict's monastery. When stm some distance away he
halted with his troops and sent a messenger
ahead to announce his coming, for he had
heard that the man of God possessed the gift
of prophecy. As soon as he received word
that he would be welcome, the crafty king
decided to put the saint's prophetic powers
to a test. He had Riggo, his sword-beare r,
fitted out with royal robes and riding boots
and directed him to go in this disguise to the
man of God. Vul, Ruderic and Blidin, three
men from his own bodyguard, were to march
at his side as if he really were the king of
the Goths. To supplement these marks of
kingship, Totila also provided him with a
sword-bear er and other attendants.
As RJggo entered the monastery grounds
in his kingly robes and with all his attendants, Benedic caught sight of him and as
soon as th e company came within hearing
called out from where he sat. "Son, lay a ide
the robes that you are wearing," he said.
"Lay them aside. They do not belong to you."
Aghast at seeing what a great man he had
tri<.: d to mock, Riggo sank to the ground , and
with him all the members of his company.
Even after they had risen to their feet they
did not dare approach t.he saint but hurried
back in alarm to tell their king how quickly
they had been detected.
This passage is one of a series or selections
from th e biogra ph y of t. Benedi ct published
by Pope Gregory [ in th e year 59-1. Our cover
this month illustrates the incident mentioned
in the selection . St. Benedict li ved from 480
to 547 .

Report from Nigeria
Father Raphael DeSalvo. O.S.B .. head of
the Abbey's mission in Nigeria, reports on
l'ecen t activities.

and suddenly almost backed into our path.
he got a slight dusting. The standard advice
given here to whites, and blacks. too, for
Elerne, Port Harcourt that matter. is not lo stop in case you hit
July 6, 1964 someone. but to drive to the nearest police
I returned yesterday from a more or less officer and report the accident. These people
forced vacatio·n at the hospital in Anua; Fath- who gather at the scene of an accident seem
er CarniUus and I drove up on Saturday. lo lose all control of themselves. going so far
June 27 so that I could have a checkup; I as to kill drivers who have injured Nigerians.
had been feeling bad for more than week, Driving must be done with care since so
then caught a cold and with it came chills many people are walking along highways
and fever. We drove lo Port Harcourt to see and you never know when one will step out
a British doctor, but he never diagnoses in front of you; we have had a few close
things right. After many aches and pains and calls .
I agrPed a few weeks ago to give an eightone almost sleepless night in spite of sleeping
pills, I decided to go somewhere where they day retreat lo lhe Sisters at Anua hospital
could put me out. They did in short order. and surrounding area. While al the hospital.
Blood test showed malaria, which they I lea~ned that the retreat will be held at
quickly got under control with injections and Ikot Ene. which is a peaceful place near Calanti-rnalariaJs ; about Wednesday I was ready abar. They will pick me up here and drive
to get out, but the Sisters there insisted that me as far as a car can go, take a ferrv for
I slay several days for recuperation. So I about 15 miles and then by another· car
had almost a week of complete rest. which I It should be interesting. since CaJaba.t· is an
didn't need; caught up on corresponden ce area which has many pythons and even a
more or Jess, read some. slept much, prayed few elephants. It was once the leacling seaenough, and improved my vocabulary with port of the East.
I have been feeling well since returning
many games of scrabble with an Irish Kilteegan Father. a young priest who is in not- here. and apparently I will not have nearlv
the
trouble of regaining slTength as Father
loo-good health. About a week or two ago he
had the misfortune to run over a Nigerian Basil did. [ felt woozy at the hospital for a
who stepped out in front of him suddenly; few days, but now I feel like full strength
fortunately lhe man was directly under the has returned; however, [ will take a little
car and suffered only a broken arm and a more re~t for a few days. My schedule has
few bruises, but it almost sent the Father been light since the beginning of the second
into shock; he is still trying to settle down term. We took on a new teacher to replace
and put on some weight. The hospital has a the one who had left. doing this right before
special section for priests nicely fixed and I went to Bouake I am taking care of the
private, and there seem to be a few priests parish business here for the three mission .
there all the time, and mostly younger ones which is not not much except for seeing to
it that a number of people get instructions.
(there are not many old priests around)
Yesterday morning Dr. Stewart. a British at present at least. I intend to do more as
dentist who is on the hospital staff, drove time goes on . since I will have more of an
me down the 80 miles to Eleme. I could not opportunity. I am also confessor for the Immaculate Heart Sisters (Nigerian) and the
call here since we don't have a telephone.
Holy Rosary Sisters (Irish) in Port Harcourt.
Driving around here can be a bit nerve
wracking; taxi drivers drive like mad; it is and I give each group a monthly conference.
About two weeks ago Father Camil.lus
said that many of them drive day and night,
pulled something in his back or neck when
and take dope lo keep them going. A small
he got up for Lauds one morning and reached
bus while passing seemed to aim right for
up to put his mosquito net up. Father Basil's
us, but we were able lo swerve out of his
chiropractic 'skiJI' did not produce anv notpath; further down the road a pedestrian
able results. so Father Camillus ~alked
was near the highway looking up al a tree
around like an eighty-year old for a whole

day, hoping that he would snap out of 11 as
1n the past; but he remained
the same so we
drove in to the Shell Hospital in Port Harcourt. He saw a doctor who listened to his
story and gave him some medicine. The total
cost was $14.70. Charges there are astronomical; the bill was three guineas before he got
out of the car. He was okay in a day or two.
I almost forgot to mention that I had heard
from Archbishop Pignedoli. the Apostolic
Delegate. r will quote his letter in full:
Apostolic Delegation
Lagos
June 6. 1964
Reverend and Dear Father:
I wish to acknowledge receipt of your recent letter regarding the scope of your Benedictine foundation in Nigeria.
It seems to me that your apostolare in Nigeria can hat'e a double scope: that on rite
diocesan lei:el. and that on the nanonal scale.
You will see what form oJ the apostolate
You can adapt to be of assistance to the diocese in which you are working, which is 110w
fl1at of Port Harcourt.
On the national lei·el. I think that. as you
mention in your letter, it would be very useful for your monastery to become a center
for tlie littirgical mot•ement in Nigeria. as
1bel! as a place for days of recollection. retreats, clergy conferences, etc.
Connected with the monastery, it would
•eem advisable that you might have a school,
1bhence vocations might be encouraged for
the monastery.
I am offering this advice despite the fact
that. as you. are probably a.ware by now. I
liave been transferred from Af,·ica to the
new post of Apostolic Delegate in Canada.
God bless you and all the monks. a.s well
a.s your Nigerian foimdation.
With all best wisl1es. Re1·erend Father . I

Dei·otedly you.rs in Our Lord.
Sergio Pignedoli
Apostolic Delegate
The strike here seems to have accomplished its purpose, higher wages. However. even
now there is a threat of a new strike, since
many firms are unwilling to pay the wages
of the two weeks when workel'S were on
Strike. But I suppose they will pay it and
get moving.
. We had some interesting incidents during the strike. Somehow the rumor got out
that we had been beat up and our car wrecked. Bishop Okoye said he was worried about
Us, so Father O'Mahoney showed up here at
tnidnighi to check up. We had a good cha .

Nothing had happened.
About a week later one rainy night at 2:30
a.m . I heard foot steps outside my door. I
thought I had overslept and that the boys
were corning to call me for Mass. Then someone knocked. and I got up and opened the
door and found ·ix policemen waiting. They
had received a report that armed robbers
had raided the compound here. and e,·en before coming here they had searched the
whole compound thoroughly and found nothing, not even the night watchmen. The
next day we found out that the night watchman was the cause of the whole thing. He had
been complaining of seeing the devil for a
few nights predous to that night. We told
him to come over and tell us when he saw
the devil. so we could gi\'e 'ale Nick a dash
of holv waler. He came over one night and
said: ,;Father. there the devil is. right there.
about ten feet away." I looked but could not
see anything at all. So the old Hausa man
star Pd chasing the devil; we still could not
see anything. On the night or the incident.
he must have seen something imaginary. so
he ran away without saying anything and
sp1·ead the alarm that armed robbers were
here; right next to us there is the Eleme
County Council buildings with a postal agency. which had been broken into a few weeks
b°efore. Three night watchmen were on duty
there; and they all look to their heels with
uur night watchman and spread the alarm;
people were afraid to come out. so the police
got word about it and there happened to be
plenty around their car on the road near the
entrance here, and fanned out over the compound. finally coming here to see what we
knew. The three night watchmen ran away
about midnight as ours did also; they returned to their job about daylight, and ours
about 8:00 a.m. with a sad story. In his
flight he lost or was robbed of his torch (we
had just fixed up a good one for him). We
told him he was going. We have a new man
now. but prowlers have been on the compound twice at nights; once around the classroom building, and once they tried to break
into the kitchen. Each time they got away
without anything. Armed robberies happen
occasionally a.i·ound Onilsha and Enugu. All
establishm~n ts and all Europeans have night
watchmen; they are a sort of deterrent. since
when they start running (the other way usually) they tend to scare thieves away. It all
helps to make life interesting here. It is a
good idea not to have much mon~y in the
house. since over the years many missions
have been robbed.

Len ding
Library
Not es

Pacem in Terris and Mater et Magistra , been
too tied to an individua lism which makes us
"return less a man wheneve r we encounter
another man;" if we have been a part of
these things then the future may, dependin g
on our personali ty and outlook, appear very
dangerou s and precipito usly chaotic, or excitingly challengi ng and magnific ently purposeful.
-Donald Price, O.S.B.

olic Church for "explana tory purposes only.''
Lucile Hasley in turn was "compell ed" to
answer this letter in her own humorou sly
sarcastic way, and replied, •· ... me. a light
essayist, should explain the Church lo real
live heretics? You're kidding, of course."
But they couldn't resist each other, and
the ball was rolling with ecumenis m at the
housewif e level. The correspon dence developed into a serious (but ever humorou s)
exchange of ideas on everythin g from Original Sin to the Catholic Index. And accomPlish practical ecumenis m they did, as well
as prove it is somethin g all of us can accomPlish with a little practice.
It wasn't until the correspon dence had
gone on for some time that the idea was
conceived to put it in print. Though the earlier letters were written without this knowledge, the rest had to be written unselfcon sciously. as if only each other were readfag
them. In this they surely succeede d-the exchange continued in their clever. witty style
and remarned believabl y unseltconsc1ous.
These two are a ma lch for each other ln
their verbal battle, but emerge unscarred
from the seriousne ss beneath the banter.
'I'hey become close friends, more understan ding of each other's beliefs, and remain rndividuals .
Mrs. Mills gives us Catholics quite a few
things to think about, as in her sum-up letter, " ... it must be somethin g to feel a part
of this great chain rn history- to be a part
of the Mystical Body that stretches for almost 2000 years and goes beyond mortal time
into infinity in one great pattern." How many
of us realize what a great gift from God is
our faith?

MI ND IF I DIFFER? (A Catholic Unitarian
Dialogue ) by Betty Mills and Lucile Hasley;
with a note, "Ecumen ism at the Grass Roots,"
by F. J. Sheed . (Sheed and Ward, ew York.
1964, 210 pages, $3.95).
"Ecumen ism" is a word which is tossed
Readers are in vited to use th e free lending
around rather frequentl y today. We Catholibrary service of th e Abbey. The books referred
lics speak of the Ecumeni cal Council with a
to below a r e part or a sheU or several hundred
books available. Additions are constantly being slight air of authority as if we know what
we're talking about-w hen actually we think
mad e lo th e libra ry. Write for a n y or th ese books
or ask for a complete List. Address the Lending of it as so much "to-do" with the hierarchy
Li brary, New Sub iaco Abb ey, Subiaco, Ark.
over there iu Ro,ne, and are puzzled and a
little a.ra'd of it.
NEW GENERA TION: American and CathoBut what our beloved Pope John had in
lic, by Michael Novak (Herder and Herder,
mind to be the result of all this "to-do" in
1964, 250 pages, $4.50.
"New Generation," New Breed," New Rome is cleverly contained in the two hunLook," " New Pentecos t;" these and many dred or so pages of this little book. I t is simmore slogans are common today and they ply a collection o( letters exchange d over a
all have one thing in common: an implicit three-yea r period between two housewiv es,
r eference lo resolving the conflict cetween Catholic convert and author Lucile Hasley.
past traditions and the pressure of present and Unitarian Betty Mills. But, as publisher
Frank Sheed so aptly puts it, this is "ecucircwnsta nces.
In this book, which is a reworkin g of re- menism at the grass roots."
Mr. Sheed says. "Ecumen fam has come to
cent articles, Novak proposes some possible
solutions to the relations hip of theory to mean a drawing together of religious groups
practice (which , he laments, must not be long sundered . Even if union of mindspitted against each other). of laymen to the agreemen t as to the doctrines and practices
clergy, nuns to the world, and Catholic to which sunder them-m ay be far off, what is
secular education . Here are some of the there to keep the union of hearts from beAnd how many of us deserve her comment :
though ls that came to me after reading lhe ginning here and now?"
"'You Catholics are an inspiring crew-loa dAnd Betty Mills comment s, "Practica l ecu book: If we have in the past lived and labored With logic, reverenc e, and a faith so strong
ed under the impression that history was menism (no wonder it's so hard lo accomthat if I were a mountain , I'd be nervous."
mere!~• a succession of events, the result of plish-yo u can't say or spell it) would be for
-Patrici a Poole
reactions and opposite tendencie s on each us to look for what unites us and learn to
Jackson , Tennesse e
other without any aim; if we have viewed live what still divides us."
But don't let so much ecumenis m frighten
the Church as merely a body of the elect
VISI01 OF PEACE, by Wilfrid Tunink,
who were fortunate enough to have been you away from this downrigh t delightfu l
O.S.B., 332 pages, with Bibliogra phy and
born into the faith and which must faith- book. It is a witness to the beginning of a
footnotes , New York : Farar and Straus Co. ,
fully guard her deposit of teachings and union of hearts.
1963.
Betty Mills, wife of an attorney and mothinstituUo ns against any error, awaiting the
Vision of Peace is a study in Benedict ine
final return of the Lord; if we have lived er of four children , started the whole thing
monastic life, written by a contempo rary
with the platonic view of man as a body im- when she felt compelle d lo write a letter
monk in which all aspects of Benedict ine
prisoning an immortal soul striving only to lo Lucile Hasley after reading her book "Relife are given a rigorous examinat ion The
be freed for God; if we have been somewha t proachfu lly Yours." She said " it takes a deft
Purpose of the book is twofold: first, to exbesmirch ed by that erroneou s dualism which cook to mix wit and wisdom and not spoil
amine Benedict ine monastic ism in such a
views the material world in which we daily the broth" bu l she "couldn't swallow the reWay that the Rule can explain itself to the
labor as intrinsica lly evil; if we have, despite ligious porridge you serve up." She wanted
Mrs. Hasley to write a book about the Cathreader; and secondly, to distingui sh the mon-

OJ

astic life according to the Rule of St. Benedict from the monastic life existing prior to
St. Benedict' s time. Father Wilfrid has succeeded quite well in fulfilling these two objectives.
The book is both timely and ,·aluable for
the modern era of American Benedict ine
monastici sm. with its many necessary adaptations to the American way of life. It again
focuses the reader's attention on the "what,
whv and how" of SL. Benedict 's concept of
the· spiritual life as it is embodied in hjs
Rt,le. And from this focus the author reveals
manv areas 111 American Benedict ine life
that ·would indeed be a surprise to St. Benedict. The central theme running through the
book is the idea that "purity of heart" is the
core of all Benedict ine liie. It is from this
viewpoin t that the study is made._ and H is
thjs which gives the book its basic unified
approach which makes for easy reading and
understan ding.
Father Wilfrid writes in a style easy to
read and furnishes the more ambitiou s
reader with ample footnotes. reference s, and
a select bibliogra phy. I highly recomme nd
this book, not only to all religious, but also
to every layman who wishes to profit from
the spiritual program of the Benedict ine way
of life.
-Frowin Schoech, O.S.B.

The following books hcive been donated
recently to the Lending Library by se~'eral
of our friends and are now available to o~r
readers. Tl1ank you, our donors: Patncta
Poole Edna Henderson, Rosalie 0-Dea, Mr
and Mrs. Mitchel Allen, Dolores Budelis.
WITH LOVE AND LAUGHT ER, by Sister
Maryann a, O.P. Image books, 1960, 200 pages.
VISION OF PEACE, a study of Benedictine Monastic life. b.:,,: Wilfrid Tunink. O.S.B ..
Farrar, Straus and Company , 1963, 332 pages.
NO LASTING HOME, by Joseph Dever, The
Bruce Publishin g Company , 1947. 432 pages.
THE QUESTIO N BOX, by Bertrand L. Conway, C.S.P., Paulist Press, 1962. -169 pages.
(Conti11u.ed on page 16)

S1irrings of the Spirit

The Left Hand of God
By Clare Wolf

V:c do well to remind our young men and
young women of marriage age of the tremendous, lifelong duties of that state in life.
It is part of fallen human nature to see the
privileges and advantages of marriage more
clearly than the duties and sacrilices that are
built into it. Moreover. the future always
looks better than it really is.
But for the Christian couple, these duties
and sacrifices should have an altogether diffcren , and higher meaning. For the Christi3,l , marr:age is not Just the bindin " oJ' oneself to another for the sake of a ~ommon
meeting of life's problems. Marriage is the
LENDING LIBRARY NOTES
(Continued from page 15)

THE CARDINAL SPELLMAN STORY, by
Robert I. Gannon, S.J ., Doubleday and Company , Inc., 1962. 447 pages.

SECRET SERVICE CHIEF, by U. E. Baughman, Harpers and Brothers. 1962, 266 pages.
THE MARYKNOLL FATHERS , by Glenn
D. Kitller. Al l Saints Press, 1962, 304 pages.
JESUS AND HIS TIMES, by Daniel-Raps,
Image Books 1958, (vol. 1) 214 pages.
THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD. by
Flllton Ollrsler, Permabooks. l949. 396 pages.
THE FBI STORY: A REPORT TO THE
P EOPLE, by Don Whitehead. Random House
1956, 368 pages.
'
BERNADETTE AND LOURDES bv Michel
De Saint-Pierre, Image Books.' 1955, 266
pages.
MARYKNOLL'S FIRST LADY, (the lile of
Mother Mary J oseph, Foundress o[ the MaryknoJl Sisters), by Sister J ean ne Marie, Dodd,
Mead and Company, 1964. 327 pages.
Jf,

enter:ng into and the living out o[ a mystery
E ery contract or agreement between two
people, whether permanent or temporary
•nvolves an element of mystery for the simple reason that the parties to it are free
human being, . No two people think and fe:,l
and react alike, even if they are both men
or both women.
But marriage is a permanent contract bet w.::en a man and a women. This, of itself,
ma es the !T'ystery of it deeper, simply beca..tce r,ean and woman always remain even
within marriage, something of a sec;el to
each other. Their being male and female
pulls them together like a magnet, but at
the same time the physical and emotional
differences that arise oul of the nature of
n:ian and woman fixes them both in the pos1tton of always being a wonder and a mystery to each other.
This element of mystery that comes from
their being man and woman joined intimately together-always alike, yet ever different
--o~ght not to hold them apart, because
the1.r reaction to this mystery is the source
of another-th e child.
Together, man and woman explore into
the ~ystery of each other, intellectually,
emot10nally and physically. They do far
more than meet each other and reveal themselves to one another by word of mouth.
They experience each other to the full without their being any words or signs between
~,hem. As the Holy,, Writer expresses it. they
know each other. It 1s out of this knowing
each other with their minds, with their emotions and with their bodies-that the body
of a child is conceived and born.
I say that U1e body of a child is conceived
~nd born, for, al the moment of their knowing each other in the marriage act, they
~eet w 1lh God and He becomes involved
in the mystery: At t~e moment of conception God exe1·c1ses His creative power and,
out of nothing. creates an immortal soul for

The marriage of the Christian
couple, then , becomees a contract between God as Father and
a man and a woman as His son
and daughter. The stuff of this
three-part agreement is the power to beget other beings like
themselves - like God Who is
Fathe r and like the Christia n couple who are His son and His
daughter. The fruit of this union ,
if it is to be a real fruit from a divine root, must also be like God ,
destined to be "poured fu ll" of
God in eternity. Moreover, all
three of the parties to th is contract - God, the bride and the
groom-bind themselves to whatever is necessary to produce th is
divine fru it.
the child that is to be.
. And so, the mystery comes to thls. that
in the very act of penetrating the mystery
of each other, in lhe loving knowing of each
0 ther, the couple meets and joins with
God,
so that the fruit of their love and knowledge
1s a third being like themselves.
. All th.is wondrous activity involves and
1llcludes a multitude of natural processes
lhat we are only beginning to understand.
'.r he physical laws that come into play here
are a mystery in themselves. Who really understands why man and woman are so mightily drawn lo each other in the first place?
Who can explain how lhe bits of living matter contributed by man and woman can grow
against almost impossible odds and be born
as a child? And who has seen the hand of
Goa create a human soul?
And yet, marvelous and complex as all
lhis may be, and even though this knowing
of each other proceeds to the point where
Goa Himself acts as the creator of the souls
of their children, still , in Christian sacralllental marriage, this is only the beginning
of lhe mystery. It is only the foundation of
another and greater one-the raw material
Which God builds into a supernatural divine
event.
Thus far, we have seen the married couple
acting in a mar"elous way, it is true, but

acting only as human creatures of God. They
have been more or less following out the
insti ncts and desires whlch God, their Creator, buil t into them. They have been acting
so "naturally" that God does not seem lo
have much par t in it. True, God is the source
of the sou l of the child. but God's part in all
this is only an act of creation, the same kind
of action by which He called the rest of
visible creation into being. He is the creator
of the soul of the child. but He is not its
Begetter, its Father.
To understand the real divine mvsterv of
Christian sacramental marriage. ;_,e ~ust
first remind ourselves what kind of beings
are involved in it. In marriage before the
time of Christ, and nowadays in marriage
between the unbaptized, bride and groom
are only created children of God . Theis purpose is to act as full human beings in this
life and to achieve a natural created happiness in the next. Their purpose in marriage
is to beget and rear upright, God-fearing
sons and daughters who are destined for the
same kind of immortalitv as themselves-a
happy existence afte.r de~th.
The marriage of a Christian couple has an
altogether hlgher and divine dimension . In
Baptism the couple was grafted into Christ.
They became the 0esh and lhe bone of Him
-a son and a daughter begotten by God to
be His kind of being.
All lheir capacities and abilities were consecrated to God. The power to beget and
rear children is also His. But they are no
longer mere creatures of God. They are sons
of Him. They are destined lo live the life
of grace here, and lo see and know what
God sees and knows for all eternity, to possess God as He is in Himself.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
Publication of death anniversary dates is an
encouragement to friends of the deceased and to
our readers to remember the departed in their
prayers.
Rev. Wolfgang clllumpf, Fo und er of
th e monastery
Aug.
BroU>er Benedi ct Bulle
Aug.
Rev. J erome Pohle
Aug.
Frater Pa ul Saelinge r
Aug.
Obi. Bro. Herman Wibberding
Aug.
Brother Ra1>1me l Steinberg
Aug.
Brother Frank Moral
Au g.
RI. Rev. P a ul M. Nahlen, Abbot ID Au g.

1,
I,
5,
12,
20,
20,
27,
31.

1904
1934
1959
1894
1923
1956
1961
1957

Let Us Pray

0 God, the Lord of Mercy, grant to the soul of
Thy servant. N
, whose anniversary we
commemorate, a place of refreshment, rest and
happiness, and the glory of Thy light. Through
Our Lord J esus Christ. Amen.

The marriage of the Christian couple, then.
becomes a contract between God as Father tract. Almighty God, performs His parl of
and a man and a woman as His son and the love act. He pours His own life and nadaughter . The stuff of this three-par t agree- ture into the newborn. He makes a son out
ment is the power lo beget other beings like of what was only a creature. In that instant.
themselv es-like God Who is Father and like the marriage contract between God and the
the Christian couple who are His son and His bride and groom, which was entered into for
daugnter . The fruit of this union, ii it is to the express purpose of producing other true
be a real fruit from a divine root. must also children of the Father becomes th~ full and
be like God, destined lo be "poured lull" of true likeness of the threesom e tha l begot him.
Nor does the mystery cease here. No soonGod in eternity. Moreover, all three of the
parties to this contract -God, the bride and er has the child been transform ed from a
tne groom-b ind themselv e to whatever is creature into a son of God than the Church
hands hi,n back to his parents. Between h.is
necessary to produce this divine fruit.
There would seem lo be a diflicultv here. Baptism and adulthood he will have to be
The fruit of this sacramen tal uni;n, lhe brought back to the Chw·ch for other minichildren, are born into the world without strations. They will increase and perhaps regrace. As they come from the womb. they store Christ in him. But those Sacramen ts
are not children of God. This union between will be like the planting of seeds in him.
this man, this woman and God has not pro- The cultivatin g of these seeds of Christline ss
duced a son of God. Has it, then, produced a will be the duty and the privilege of the
father and mother who begot him . The best
kind of bastard?
nursery for the new son of God is in the
Not al all. God is a partner in every Chris- compa~_v
of that son and that daughter of
tian sacram ntal marriage , not just as crea- God
who brought him into being in the first
tor, bul as Father. Because of the dignity place.
and status which he gave to lhe bride and
When the
groom at Baptism, God's portion in the mar- tal marriage mystery of Christian sacramen is seen in this wa_v, it is obriage contract includes more than an obli- viously
not a personal arrangem ent between
gation to create souls for their children. He two
people who happen lo belong to the
does this even outside of marriage .
Church. And the special care which the
In Christian marriage , God freely bul ir- Church has for marriage does not come from
revocably binds Himseli lo make the chil- a sin1ple fear that the couple may
sin and
dren of that union into His sons. He does it lose heaven. The Church has a tremendo us
out of loyalty, not just to the Christian cou- stake in every Christian marriage . Although
ple, but oul of loyalty lo Hirnseli. If He did the Church, through the Sacramen ts,
does
nol take on this obligation He would be part- make the children that come from her faminer to a contract entered into for the express lies into sons and daughter s of God, she sees
purpose of begetting sons and daughter s of that Christian married couples are vitally
God without any such sons and daughter s involved in making her Sacramen ts bear
ever appearing .
their proper fruit. Her priests are the right
And so, the Christian couple take the na- hand of God planting the seeds of Christ.
tural fruit of their love act to the font of Her married couples are the left hand of
Baptism. There the third partner to the con- God nourishin g, cultivatin g and pruning that
growth tq full divine fruitfulne ss.
0

UNI TED IN
THE DECEASE D
James and Ellen Unferfate: Francis A. Kohlberg; Fred Hoedebeck ; Antoine L. Barobe: Dora
Saab: Mother M. Perpetua, O.S.B.; Charles Cianciola; John Leeuwen; Mary Hartman: Julia Mues;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reith; Joseph Warth; James
E. Doan; Joice Wilhelm; Nora Harmon; Joseph
II. Campbell; Katherine Arnold; William Dolan;
John T. Clark, Sr.; Alfred E. Largo; John Dillon.
Sr.; Thomas Niland; Frank Weske; Frank Joseph
Jay; Sister Henrietta. O.S.B.; Mrs. Henry Koch;
Evelyn Fitzpatrick ; Mr. and Mrs. William P.
Rosar; Kathryn de Pe rriar: Mary Walters; Andre
Viret; Rose and Alphonse Hebert; Erwin Beumer:
Dorsey Herr: and Joseph Fuhrmann.

PRA YER

THE LIVING
Successful surgery; Sale of property; Peaceful
acceptance ol the Civil Rights Bill; Recovery and
restoration to good health; Vocations: Third session of Vatican II: Successful school year; Guidance of religious superiors; Return to sacraments;
Peace in Vietnam and the Congo; Blessed and
happy marriage; Blessing on the ecumenica l
movement; Pope Paul VI; Greater realization of
cach's roJe in the Church: Guidance in this elect.ion year: Racial justice; Greater witness to personal convictions; Re-Christianization of Russia:
Peace in the community: Relief of orphans; Lapsed
Christians and Hal)' marriages.

~ Bird's-ey e View
Of the Abbey

house hunting, frog-gigg111g, and go-kartin g
one activity soared above the rest. In the
above picture our photogra pher caught one
of the boy,s in mid-air being pulled by a car
on a para-kite .
Young campers did not provide the only
noise heard during July. Having been moved
from the new water-fil ter plant. jack-ham mers resounde d from the being-rem odeled
kitchen, and mixers could be heard south
of the building where cement was being
poured. The fish pond there will soon be an
island of gra s.

Subiaco seemed not so deserted for two
\\reeks during Jul_v. For most of the summer
the monastic communi ty has been scattered ;
F'rater Donald and Father Daniel at Catholic
Universit y and Georgeto wn in Washingt on,
D.c., our deacons studying at Conceptio n
Abbey and working in a rural Kansas parish
and a large St. Louis negro parish, our priests
helping out in parishes and going to college
from Texas to Tennesse e. Though we do hear
by mail from our members working away
fron, the Abbey and even from our singing
lllonk-F ather Kevin, who communi cated by
Postcard from his stopping points with the
Arkansas Universit y Schola Cantorum in
European cities, neverthel ess. the communi ty
at home feels their absence. o one doubted
for two weeks that we had a large. new
fan, ily with us. Over one hundred yougsters ,
ages eight to fourteen, kept the Fratres and
F'athers Nicholas, Stephen and Denis occuPied Julv 5-19 . Frater-co unselors and the in€enious ·Fathers undoubte dly enjo_ved and
Were as fatigued by Camp Subiaco as were
the boys themselve s. Among such highlight s
as overnigh t camping in the woods. haunted-

Special joy was ours 111 the investitu re of
Frank McElvan ev from Kermit. Texas. as an
oblate novice and Robert Gorman of Dallas.
Texas, as a brother novice. Novice Robert
has been one of the Abbey Message printers
since his arrival.
Two of our parish men, Father Thomas and
Father Aloys are recoverin g from operation s
Several of the Abbey priests journeye d to
Muenster . Texas, for the funeral of Mr. Fred
Hoedebec k, father of Father Paul. Two weeks
later several members nf the Abbey attended
the funeral of Mr. Joseph Fuhrman n, father
of Brother Michael and Father Bruno.
A first for the Abbey retreat movemen t
is the Fan1ily Retreat. Thirty-li ve children
and eighteen par en ts are expected for this
August 7-9 weekend. Father Herbert is planning some activities for the parents and offspring together and some separatel y.
Adding to the month's activity, or better,
giving relaxatio n from it are the annual vacations. Over a dozen Brothers spent a few
days at Alumnus Leo Byrne's lakeside cabin
at Hot Springs and the ten younger Fratres
are golfing, swimmin g. and
iishing at Mountain Home.
Arkansa , July 27-31. The
summer school Fratres will
vacation a week 111 August at
Harrison , Arkansas .
Not onl,v are monks away
from the monaster y in numbers during the summer The
ten youngest Fratres will
journey to Concepti on Abbey
in Missouri for the 1964-65
term Whoever heard of a college of philosoph y with only
ten students. This is the reason they and Father Gabriel
will be at the larger school.

meuea
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Dear Young Americans.
One August, I lived in a place where somebody had to stay clo.,e to every ba 1,y eve,·y
min•,te fro"t daylight to dark, to keep the
nu111erous gnats from burrowing into the
comers of lheir eye.~ and swarming up their
noses. Smoke that was strong enough to chase
the gnats away would stifle the babies, and
sp,·ays that would kill the gnats would make
1 he babies very sick.
The weather was hot, dry and dusty. Millions of thirsty gnats were desperately trying to suck water out of people's eyes and
noses, leaving them swollen and sore. Nobody could open his mouth to say very much
without having to spit out gnats afrerwards.
Gnats taste le,·rible!
Sometimes the gnats would be more exasperating than at other times. If we stai·ted
stomping around wildly and slapping at
them. more of the pests than ever seemed
to find their way to our faces. If we roared
oui anything hateful at anybody. the gnats
were surn to crowd into our throats lo cl1oke
us. If we dawdled with ow· chores. and had
to hurry fret(tilly at the last minute, they
worried us nearly to death.
In our story this time, the people in Egypt
were plagued by sciniphs. little flying creatures somewhat like our gnats. Maybe ,hey
were named sciniphs, because people had
so much trouble sniffing them out of ,heir
noses. And when Pharao would not learn
cinything from the sciniphs, God sent larger
insects-many, many kinds of f!ies, swa,·ms
of flies, and there wa.s no fly sp,·ay in Egypt'
Love to every one of yo11,
Tammy

The Finger of God
Pharao was roaring for Moses and Aaron
at the end of our last story. Frogs were hopping all over everything. There was nowhere
ior Pharao lo sit, nowhere lo walk, and nowh0re lo lie down. He couldn't have a decent
meal because of frogs hopping into (he ovens.
Moses and Aaron came. This lime, Pharao
spoke first.
"Pray to the Lord," Pharao commanded.
"to take away the frogs t'rom me and my
people, and I will let your people go sacrifice to the Lord."
"Set me a time," answered Moses/' when
I shall pray for you. and for your servants,
and for your people, that the frogs may be
driver. awa,v from your house, and from your
servants and from YOW' people, and remajn
only in the river."
"Tornorrow/1 said Pharao.
"I will do according to your word,'' answered Moses, "so that you may know that
there is none like the Lord, our God!"
Moses and Aaron left Pharao's house and
Moses went aside to cry to the Lord to bring
to pass what he has promised Pharao concerning the frogs.
God answered. The frogs dropped dead.
People raked them off the tables and chairs,
dumped them out of the beds, scooped lhem
off the floors, and carried them outdoors,
where they were stacked into huge piles.
Pharao held his nose. The frogs were dead.
and made a terrible odor all over Egypt, but
[or sure, they would never hop around his
house any more. There was no longer any
need for him to listen lo any talk about the
children of Israel leaviJ.ig their work to go
and sacrifice. '·No!" he stormed at Moses and
Aaron, when they came for permission to
start.

"Tell Aaron to stretch forth your rod and
Strike the dust of the earth," said the Lord
lo Moses, "and let there be sciniphs in all the
land of Egypt."
Moses spoke to Aaron. Aaron stretched
forth his hand, holding the rod. Aaron struck
the dust of the earth with the rod. Immediately, there came up a swarm of scmiphs all
over Egypt. All the dust of the earth was
tLtrned inlo sciniphs. and they fidgeted all
over the cattle as well as the people.
'·This is an entirely new trick," said the
tnagicians to each other. "We will haYe to
learn it." They could make frogs seem to be
Whe,Q there wer~ no .. rog.s before. and clear
\va• er s~em to turn to blood. It mav b<;? that
Goct even used them to help h'urry the
Plague, along at first. One traveller to Eg?pt.
tnany y · ars ago. found the Egyptian magic an, still wrn ·ng ro,l; to snakes and Lhe
rnak~s back into rods. There was a snake
:n Egypt that loo'.,~d like a walking stick
W 1en it wa ; stretched out sLiif. Tltis snake
could be tramed by its owner to slay s,L..,
like a rod until he threw it down, and then
lo g 2t stiff again when he stretched out hi
hand to take it up.
Pharao's magicians tried to practice with
lhe sciniphs, but the little pests would not
Stay put anywhere, let alone come up al a
Particular signal. The magicians were wortied for fear Pharao would cul down their
talaries. They were supposed to be the very
est magicians in all Egypt, not to be outd~~'." by anybody.
What can we do?" they asked each other
tn alarm, "until we can master this trick?''
"We can never master these sciniphs," the,v
decided. "They worry us instead. We should
iut the blame on the Hebrew's God before
harao gets wise."
l'he magicians came before Pharao. Pharao
Waited to see iI thev could do the trick. too.
"This is the finge~ of God.'' tbe magicians
Lola Pharao, trying to sound solemn.
Pharao was not pleased wilh magicians
Who were Oops. His heart was hardened to
their claim that the sciniphs were a mark
of the finger of God. Definitely, be did not
ltJ.tend to give up the Israelites. the best
Workers in Egypt, for anything as insignificant as sciniphs. Pharao did not have to look
ffter any little babies. Servants with huge
pa.us could keep most of the pests away from
harao's face. Pharao had been without
gl'ace for so long that he was forgetting that
he Was supposed to look after the people he
ruled over.
"Arise early, and stand before Pharao,"

said lhe Lord lo oMses, after Mos , and
Aaron had stopped begging for the I Ta ·•l'tes,
for the lime being. "Pharao will go down lo
th~ waters. and vou shall tell him: The Lorl
says. Let my p.'ople go sacrifice lo i.\1° But
,: Y<': will not let them go. behold. I will
"end in flies of many kinds. all over P. ypt.
m vour houses and in the houses of all the
Egyplism, wherever any of you are. And I
w,ll ma\<• the !and of Gessen. where m~' people lJVe. won~eriul during thal time. so that
,lie3 will not be there al all. And you ,hall
k,ow that I a:n lhe Lord in lhe midsl o the
earth! I will make a division between m.v
p 0 ople and your peeopl e. This sign will come
to pass: tomorrow."
Moses got up early, waited for Pharao.
and told him what the Lord said. Pharao
ought to have been remmded enough a:,out
his p ~ople. to consider them, but when peop·e's rdler, try ,o act without grace. all
they seem to consider is them~elves. Nooody
w3; co'n;,; to tell h,m ½ow to mana ge h:is
~l&, (..).

Pharao started back to his house. On the
way, the iEes started swarming around him.
Some o( I.he flies mad ~ annoying buzzes in
his ear. Some oi the flies were the crawly
k.nd. that will not shoo away, but only mo,·e
farther up on the arm to crawl around. or
na ke excursions in the edge of the hair Th'c'
biting Hies came, too, that zoomed down
on any piece of bare nesh without warning,
bit, and sucked blood before they could be
dapped.
Pharao hurri~ faster. The flies swarmed
thicker. making him miserable. He would go
(Continued on page 22)

Send Us Your Cancel ed Stamps!
For the Missions
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions

by sending us your canceled stamps. Simply tear
or cut them off your letters and packages and
mail them to us. Be sure to leave a small margin
around them so as to protect lhe perforations. All
foreign stamps are especialJy valuable. Mail con-

tributions to: Young America. New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas 72865.
Stamp C011tr1bu.wrs for June and Jttf!J

.4 rkansas: Berge Abernethy. Myrtle Dixon. Frances Ann Euper, MJ·s. J. A. Hicks
California: Mrs. Barney McGlnle:v and Miss Betty

Thompson

Flawa,I: Phyllis St. George
Louisiana: J. J. Blake

Missouri: Reliable Investors Group. Inc.
Me:r1co: Anna Brown. Mrs. Beatrice S.

New

Jenkins

New York: Adrian Grobsmith, Mrs. Wersching
Ohio: August J. Knapp. Lillian Tannreuther

Su:irzerland: J. Eglof1
Texas: Anonymous
Ut.ah: Miss Viola Bezner

Brother Isidore's Notes

set backs as the usual showers failed to
show.

Drought and the beaming sun seem to be
our standard of weather during late spring
and summer. Each day hopes faded for the
crops to provide the expected hay and grain
yields of summer. Of all the crops in this
area. the corn was the first crop to feel the
dryness, a.s drying leaves and stunted ears
were noticeable. The hay fields also received
THE FINGER OF GOD

(Continued from page 21)
jpto his house until this latest trick. or whatever it was. died down.
As he opened the door to go inside, there
seemed to be a great commotion, servants
hurrying here and there, waving branches.
slapping themselves, moaning and grumbling.
"What is the meaning of all this?" roared
Pharao.
"Flies. 0 Pharao," they mourned. "We
cannot get rid of them. They are as thick in
the houses as they are ou tdoors. "
"I will go lo another house," said Pharao,
"until you get tltls one cleared."
There was a commotion outside as Pharao
started to leave. Servants from all his houses
were pushing and shoving, trying to get to
the door first. People were coming towards
the palace from all directions.
"What is the meaning of this tumult?"
roared Pharao.
"Flies, 0 Pharao," they answered. "All of
your houses are full of them. All the ho use
~1 Egypt are fulJ of them. The courtyards
are fuj] of them, the gardens are full of
them, lhe roads are full of them, all Egypt
is ruined with flies. T hey are too many for
your servants and your people, 0 Pharao!
We cannot deal with flies like this. This is
a matter for our great and powerful king
to manage, 0 Pharao!"
"Get Moses and Aaron immediately,"
Pharao told his messengers. "It is time to
make a little deal with that stuttering cowtender and the sniveling Hebrew that
mouths for him-my kind of a deal!"

( to be continued)

Despite th.is dryness of late, the spring
rains were adequate to help produce excellent early oats and barley yields. These crops
were combined in late June and stored in
the barns for feeding. Aside from the oats
which was combined for grain, a greater
portion of the oats fields were baled for bay.
Like the combined oats, the barley will be
used for feed. Although this is our first al·
tempt for some years al raising barley, it
survived the winter frosts to give a good
harvest.
Along with the oats hay, several fields of
meadow hay were harvested and stored for
winter use. These two crops have produc~d
all the hay harvested to date; the excellent
quality lespedeza hay crop which is usually
ready for cutting has been held back beca1.15e
of the drought. Although still alive, immediate rains and favorable growing conditions
are now necessary for any yields to be forth·
coming from these fields.
Also in early summer Sudan grass and
,;tlagc crops were planted when there was
.vet adequate moisture (or germination . Now
up and growing, both crops show their need
for immediate moisture. The silage is usu aJly cut and stored in the fall, while the Sudan grass can serve as grazing or as silage
when needed. Maize, closely akin to the
sorghum planted, was also planted during the
summer. Growing to proper height for com·
bining and somewhat drought-resistant, this
grain crop shows some promise of producing grain.
The garden, equipped for irrigation, gives
us the best hopes for good yields. While field
crops wilt, these in the garden continue to
produce harvests. A.side from the spring vegeta,bles, tomatoes have consistently held
their own during the heat. And to insu re
falJ harvests, chinese cabbage and potatoes
were planted recentlly.
Brother J ohn and crew took time out of
summer work recently to wean this year's
first group of calves. Born during the winter.
the group was able to benefit from early
spring pastures for the added boost to t heir
growth. After separation from the cows, the
calves, the greater part of which were An·
gus, were weighed and the results tabulated.
The results showed the average weight of
the group to be well above average.
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LETTERS OF OUR FOUNDERS

(Continued from page 8)

lo do it any damage.
-Father Wolfgang. O.S.B.

Our wheal and oats have turned out fairly
Well. The threshers will be here the day
after tomorrow.
With greetings to all
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B.

Father Wolfgang was emtneni!y a practical
man. We find ei,ide11ce of this creeping into
his lette,· of September 11. 1891 10 rite Dea11
of Einsiedeln:

Tize n.eu s of Rome·s elevation of the new
abbey arrived in Arkansas in September.
1891, though r.he document was dated . Au9Ust 2. 1891. On Septembe,· 4. 1891 a jubilant
Prior wrote to Indiana :

ltt. Rev . Abbot:
Your joyful news arrived here on September 2 and I read it to the Chapter this morn•ng. Since today is the First Friday of the
tllonth , and we have the permission of U1e
Bishop to recite the Rosary and sing ComPline before the Blessed Sacrament exposed
0
n that day, we will add a solemn "Te Deum"
tonight. and will drink a toast lo the Holy
Father at table todav. From now until lhe
election of an abbot, ·we wiJl sing the "Veni.
C\·eator Spiritus" with verse and oration every night. The election will probably not
lake place until November. The Holy See
ll"light send some more decrees as it did to
St. Meinrad.
F'ather Gall will evidently return after the
"Engclweihe" (feast of the Consecration of
lhe Abbey Church at Einsiedeln) al Einsiede1n. His Grace (the Abbot of Einsiedeln)
has provided a richly decorated ring, miter
and crosier for the new abbot.
We will have a lot of celebrations this fall.
1'he arrival of Father Gall with the candidates for the novitiate. various blessings,
first Masses, solemn professions, election of
the abbot, etc. May God shed His blessings
0 n alJ.

Three days after this letter, Father Wolf9ang. on September 7 again dispatched a
letter to St Meinrad:
• .. I notified lhe people here yesterday that
St. Benedict Priory has been elevated to an
Abbey, and at the end of the services we all
sang an inspired "Grosser Gott."
· .. Father Gall made the suggestion from
Einsiedeln al the end of July to build the
Abbey at Altus .... I do not know what the
Others think of it. and have heard no discussion about it. Rome has now given its
answer to these imaginary ideas, and on this
reply I will build. The foundation is solid,
8
nd I hope the vibration is not strong enough

... That Sunday (Sept. 6. 1891) I told the
people that they had come to St. Benedict's
ior the last time. and would return home the
lirst lime from Subiaco. After Benediction
we all sang a spirited "Grosser Gott.'' Then
we had a parish meeting and asked them to
build a new road to New Subiaco. It was
unanimously agreed that every communicant between 18 and 60 should work 4 days
in Che next two weeks, and whoever could
not come should pay 75 cents for the day's
work missed.
The new name of our monastery is agreeable lo all the confreres, as far as I ba,·e noticed. It seems that Abbot Fintan has not
r-,commended any conirere as lhe new abbot. Until we have a new one, and that will
probably be in November. Subiaco will have
to have faith.

Meanwhile the good neu:s was anllounced
to Arkansas society in the newspapers in the
florid. Victorian style of the nineties: The
following is an e:ccerpt from a newspape,·
clipping:
Subiaco - A New Benedictine Abbe~ in
Logan County
The Priory of St. Benedict in Logan County
is no more. On August 2, Pope Leo XII1
raised St. Benedict's to an abbey, under the
honorable and historical title of Subiaco. The
change of the former name is in order, to
avoid confusion, since, in the neighboring
state of Kansas there already exists an abbey
by the name of St. Benedict.
On September 2, exactly one month later,
the Pope's decree, in which St. Benedict's
Priory was raised lo an abbey, reached the
Benedictines here. Th.is day was observed
with proper Church festivities.
The naming of the first abbot of this abbey will take place shortly, perhaps in Noveinber. of which we will keep you informed.

The expected November abbatia1 election.
did not materialize. however, d,ie to many
compLications. In the next issue of Tbe Abbey Message we will consider Father Wolfgang's views of lhe thorny path leading ro

the election of an abbot.

The peace which a retreat provides is not an
empty thing. Meditation, participation in the
liturgy, and private prayer help the retreatanl
to renew himself or herself spiritually. The
comfort of the Coury House is a big aid also.
Siirn up for a peaceful weekend at Subiaco.
Men
Au gust 14-16: Retreat
Y.C.S. Regional Stud)' Week
Au gust 17-21:
Sep' ember 27:
Oblates· Quarterly Meeting

The Abbey Retreat
Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors,
More than a year has passed since four priefit monks
of our Abbey of New Subiaco went to the diocese of
Port Harcourt in Nigeria, Africa, to begin a mission
foundation. After several months studying the principal tribal language in the area and getting orientated
for the missionary apostolate. the founding group look
over the operation of a boy's secondary school at Eleme,
15 miles from Port Harcourt, and the care of mission
churches in the neighborhood. This was done on a trial
basis, with a final commitment being delayed until
some time in 1964.
A definite decision now has been made to establish
a permanent foundation at the Eleme site. The Bishop
of Port Harcourt has offered our missionary fathers
sixty acres of land and the school buildings that have
been constructed there.
The school is planned to be a five-class school, corresponding roughly to our junior-senior high grades.
S ince it is only three years old, there are at present
only three classes and about 180 boys. Next J anuary
a fourth class will be added and an enrollment of 240
boys is expected. In order to meet this expansion, classroom and dormitory facilities are needed, including expensive science laboratory equipment. Furthermore,
the Fathers hope to build a modest monastery building, large enough lo house some 12 monks, so that
there will be opportunity to receive native vocations
to the brotherhood and priesthood. They also dream
accommodate the student body for divine service,. Thev
estimate costs of about $25.000 for construction.
·
Our Community is preparing to send two Benedictine
Brothers to join the four Fathers at the mission foun dation. They will be leaving late this fall. We have
also assured the mission aries that we shall make every
effort to help them provide the facilities that are necessary if they are to succed in their educational work
and develop into a permanent monastery.
I want lo thank our many friends who are helping
us with the Nigerian mission foundation. Thev are
co-missionar ies with our F athers by their pr aye;s and
sacrifices. God bless and reward them each and all
a hundred fold.
Gratefully in Christ,

+ ~ ~ ' O..).Q.
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensi ng,
Abbo t of New Subiaco Abbey
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The Mercy of God
By Bernal"d Schumacher, O.S.B
The next best thi ng to a sinless soul is one
that is penitent. If we are not deserving of
the reward God planned (or us then we
Should make ourselves deserving. It is imPossible to estimate the great reward God
has for His faithfu l servants. Because those
servants have been faithfu l over a few things
God will place them over many.
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Satan has many schemes to defraud us
of our eternal inh~ritance. He commiserates
With us when we think God's law i too difficult to observe. Those who fall victim lo
his blandishments soon fin d that their troubles are m ultiplied. If they are fortunate they
Will soon become convinced that God and
ho other is their help. This is a big step in
being released [rom the grip of Satan. God
offers His help. If we do not accept it he lets
Us fall back on our own resources.
Those resources are not sufficient for us
to resist the world . the flesh, and the devil.
Before long we are bespattered with sin.
We are willing to trade our eternal reward
lor a few worldly pleasures.
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Ir we make light of God's invitation we
Will be treated with stern justice when we
corne before the judgment seat of God. We
have to plan on living in the midst of the
evils that surround us. The whole world is
not going to change just because we think
tt ough t 10. If we are goi ng to overcome the
evils of the world-and we must if we are
going to save our souls-we must be willing
lo pay the price. Individual responsibility
and determination enter strongly into the
tneans we have at our disposal for saving our
souls.
O ne of the most profi table things we can
do lo save our souls is to think about the
Passion and death of Our Lord J esus Christ.
It will teach us wh at to expect and how to
deaJ with the futur e. Life as we know it is
someth ing of a disappointment from the hutnan point of view. What we need to do is
lo live our lives in such a way that our journev to the next life will be a homecomin g
for us. Many people long for days that are

gone. Thi; shows w2 do not ordmarily realize
how ~uod we have had ii until misfortune
strikes us. It we have a good day we should
thank God for it and try to realize how bad
things could have been and can get in the
future.

*

•

·'Boast 110t of tomorrow. for you know not
what any day may bring forth:·• We are not
at all certain about the future. A little wind.
water. or lire and whole cities are wiped out.
When a weak thing like nature starts tossing
its weight around, what can man do with all
the engineering ability be boasts of having.
Nature is weak in relation to God. We do
well to give glory to God by acknowledging
his power and his supreme dominion over
all things.

•

God does not fully reward or punish in
this life, but he does ·give us a taste of things
to come. God makes no mistakes. We may
re,ent getting punished along with everyone
ebe when we are conscious of having done
little that is wrong. But God has set up rewards and punishments no only for individuals but for society.
We gel punfahed along with others for
social evils and suffer on account of our own
wrongs and weaknesses. We have inborn and
acquired spiritual weaknesses. We may have
poor intellectual gifts or physically shattered
nerves. It may be tha we do not have enough
of the world's goods.
The misfortunes that befall us may come
[rom many directions. Yet whatever happens
to us we ,'.nay be sure that events will prove
God has not· been unjust with us. But there
i; no harm in a ·king God to let up a little
when things get too hard and to say. "All
that thou hast done to us, 0 Lord. thou hast
done m true judgment. But give glory to
thy name. and deal with us according to the
multitude of they mercy."

♦
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Wirh the help of the Swiss guards

A Visit With Pope Paul
Fathe1· Kevin Watkins of our Abbey toured Europe this summer as a member of the
Schola Caniorum of the University of Arkansas. The Schola gave concerts in Paris,
Nancy. Stuttgart. Munich, Salzburg, Innsbruck. Venice, Florence. Rome. Siena, Pisa,
Nice. Aries, Perpignan. Barcelona. Montserrat, Andorra, Carcassone, Avignon, Lyon. and
A ix-en-Prove nce. Father Kevin here describes the papal audience in which the
Schola took part. Mr. Richard Brothers of
the University of Arkansas is the director
of the Schola, which has won many honors
in recent years. Father Kevin was a member
of the Schola for a year when he attended
the University in 1961-62.
By Kevin Watkins, 0.S.B.

would allow, the members of the Schola
alighted from the bus and made their wav
toward the "bronze doors," a sort of check
point for audiences in the papal apartments
next to the basilica. As we approached the
colonnade. our high spirits dropped a few
degrees when we saw a sizable crowd lining
up from the bronze doors down the colonnade. "Say, Padre," one of my companions
hailed me. "what's the deal? I thought we
were going to have a special audience." Il
seemed that we were going to have some
company, around 300 other audience seekers.
Actually, we were rather fortunate in getting
this "special" audience in the Sala Clementina. Most applicants are put into one of the
general audiences. usually numbering se,·eral thousand. in Saint Peter's.
Although we weren't early enough lo get
at the head of the line, we were early enough
to taste a bit of that proverbial "eternity"
which is Rome while waiting for the crowd
to start moving. The interim, however. was
not too tiring. By tbis time all of us had
become accustomed to waiting. Some of the
schola members, overhearing a phrase or two
of the mother tongue, struck up a conversation with other touring Americans; some
headed for the nearest gel!ali (ice cream)
stand (never far away in Rome); others dashed off a few more post cards lo friends and
relatives at home. I had a chance to chat with
my filth grade teacher, Sister Marv Ann
from Shreveport. Louisiana, who, by a· happy
stroke of Divine Providence, was also in
Rome at the lime.

EXCITEME NT WAS dailv fare for the
forty-memb er Schola Cantoi·um of the University of Ai·kansas on tour in Europe this
summer. Almost at every turn there was
some outstanding historical monument, a
renowned museum filled with priceless treasures of art and antiquity, and, of course, the
thrill of being received so enthusiastic ally
in the places where concerts were given.
Excitement was certainly on the menu on
the morning of June 27. If anything. it was
a bit more "highly spiced" than ever, as we
mounted the bus and began to face the challenge of mid-mornin g Roman traific. Our
destination: the Vatican and the "Sala Clementina" where we were to be given an
audience with His Holiness. Pope Paul VI.
If we had had some memorable experiences
so far, surely the prospect of seeing the
Father and leader of over 500 miJJion Roman
Catholics would be high on the list.
About twenty minues later, during which PRESENTL Y. THE TWO stalwart Swiss
Didier. our French chauffeur amply illus- guards at the bronze doors raised their fortrated his driving skill, we turned a corner bidding lances and the crowd began to move.
and were rolling down the Via della Concila- What had been a loosely connected gatherzione in a direct line with the majestic Saint ing a few minutes earlier became a compact
Peter's Basilica. As we drew closer the arms mass of humanity, a mighty river in which
of the famous Bernini colonnade seemed to the individual "drop" had to fend for himself. One would expect a bit more civility
reach out in welcome to us.
Didier eased '·la Petite" (our touring bus) on an occasion like this. but such was n~l
to a stop on the north side of the huge piazza, the case. Everyone seemed to be trying to
near one of the bubbling fountains. With as get just a bit closer to the head of the procession.
much haste as their colorful choir r obes
The members of our group tried to sta~·

Father Kevin , Linda EIJis1 and

~tr. Riehard Brothers (back lo
C!an1era) greet Pope Paul during

lhe audience in wtlich the chola
Ca.ntorum took part.

together as best we could since we were
given only one pass for the whole group. I
clutched the precious document to my scapular as if it were pure gold, expecting at any
tin,e to be halted by one of the papal gendarmerie. The crowd was so unmanagab le.
lhough, and so ''heaven bent" on getting to
the audience hall that such an inspection
Proved impossible. I think even staff members of "l'Unita" (Roman communist daily)
could have gotten into the audience that day
Without any trouble!
Halfway up the second flight of stairs, the
Procession halted. Far in the distance I could
!let a glin1pse of the frescoed ceili!l~ of the
Sala Clementina . I imagined that corps of
Vatican attendants was trying to map out
some arrangemen ts for the crowd about Lo
tlow into the hall. In a few minutes the upWard movement resumed and we at last
reached our destination. Due to our arrival
at the Vatican and our inexperienc e in the
Italian game oJ worming one's way toward
I.he front, we wound up prett~• far back.
\Vith a bit of tip-toeing and neck-cranin g.
though, we could see that there was a special
section at the other end of the room with a
lhrone mounted on a platform.
. Presently. a young man in highly decorative livery hurried through the door through
Which we had just passed, and calleJ for
11r. Brothers. It seemed that several of the
ll'lembers of the group were to be chosen to
represent the Schola Cantorum and to meet
the Holv Father personally. After some discussion: liberally punctuated with excited

. lal, .n g , lic'1lation. the attendant escorted
Mr. Brothers and Linda Ellis, the on!~· other
Catholic member of the group besides myself. to the special section at the other end
of the hall. I was a bit envious of them but ,
at th same time, very happy that they were
chosen for this once-in-a-li fetime privilege.
My resignation paid off. In a few minutes the
same handsomely dressed gentleman again
came through the door and motioned for me
to follow him. I asked no questions. Out the
door we went. down a corridor. then through
a side door to the sala and the place reserved for dignitaries and the reprcsentath·es of the \'arious groups.
I sat down next to Mr. Brothers and Linda
and tried to compose myself for what was to
follow . La,t minute preparation s were being
made b2for the Holy Father's arrival. Every
once ,n a while, someone would amble into
the room and his place, predetermin ed. I
suppose. by papal protocol. I was constantly
reminded of Morris West's The Shoes of the
Fi -;llennan and wondered if the author's tale
was as fanciful as I had imagined.
Suddenly there was a flurry of excitement.
A Sw:ss guard closed and lock ed the side
door. All eyes shifted to the opposite door
through which the Pope was soon to pass.
Present!~• a stately escort began to file into
the room, and finally there appeared the
central figure of this impressive setting. the
slend 0 r. white-robed pontiff.
As he entered the room. a hearty round
(Continued on page nineteen)
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Let1ers of Our Founder

The Election of Subiaco's First Abbot
In tl1e August. 1964 edition of The Abbey
Message we presented a commemorati ve
sketch of tile erection of the priory of St.
Benedict imo New Subiaco Abbey. Thi.s
month we present the fo!low-1,p letters of
Father Wolfgang, immediately preceeding
the election of the first abbot. It had been
expected to ((Ike pl(lce in November of 1891.
but delays, problems, difficulties of all kind.~
crept up and it was only in the spring of
1892 th(lt Su/Ji(ICO received its first abbot.
In a series of letters to the Abbot of Saint
Meinrad, Prior Wolfgang outlines tile state
of affairs in the fall of 1891:
October I. 1891
Rt. Rev. Abbot:
I received vour post card yesterday. I
think it necessary that we buy some new
seed wheat. .
The decree of erection has
arrived. It is short but contains all that is
nEcessary. I also received a Jetter from Father Gall yesterday, dated September 14. staling that he intends to return as soon as possible from Switzerland. He has talked lo
about 20 Brother Candidates. He could not
tell how many he would choose.
I expect Father Gall to return via Saint
Meinrad. Perhaps you could accompany him
here to prepare for the election, and help
put a Jot of things in order. Our Bishop will
undoubtedly have to be here too. I have not
yet sent him the contents of the decree, but
I intend to do it in a few days.
Our new annex frame is up and most of
it under roof. The interior will not be completed until November, and if the Bishop and
all the expositi (Fathers outside the monasLery) come it will be inhabitable, ii not
completed.
I must close now, since I have the opportunity Lo have this mailed at Altus.
Father Woligang, O.S.B.
Upon his retun, from Eu.rope, Father
Ga!! brought news of further delay in proceedings:
November 9, 1891
Rt. Rev. Abbot:
Father Gall arrived here yesterday noon,
alone. He says that he was told at Einsiedeln

that neither you nor the Bishop can preside
al the election. We must first obtain permission from Rome!
In this lett.er U'e find a telling detail ltou.·-

ever·

Father Ignatius Conrad (the future abbot,
though not at this time a member of St.
Benedict's Priory) returned to Saint Louis
with Father Gall. He was given orders in
Einsiedeln to work for us in the future and
not for Conception. Father Gregory intends
lo stay in Saunnberg in Thurgau until next
spring lo try to regain hb health. I hope he
does not study himself to death.
Best wishes for your ieastday.
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B.
In November, 1891, Father Wolfgan9 wa<
again approached by the Holy Ghost Fathers
to staff their central Arkansas missions. His
opi11ion, expressed to tile Abbot at St. Mei11rad was a prudent:
I received another inquiry from the Holy
Ghost Fathers yesterday. whether we want
lo lake over their missions in Arkansas:
Morrilton, Atkins, Conway and St. Vincent.
I answered that the decision would have to
be po,lponed until after the election of the
new Abbot. There is not much talk here
about that subject, but we are reminded of
it daily 111 the recitation of the '·Veni, Creator Spirilus."
Since our recent Solemn Profession we
have Prime at 6:00; Terce at 7:30; Sexl after
the Conventual Mass; None at 11 :45; and
Vespers al 4:00. After Prime we have the
reading of the Holy Rule in Choir at the
lectern, which is also used for the lessons
in Matins. and spiritual reading in the evening. After this reading we have the Rosary
and Compline.
December 19, 1891
Rt. Rev. Abbot:
The answer lo your letter of December 13
was delayed because I had to go to Little
Rock. Last Sunday at 9:00 came the dispatch
from the Bishop: Father Bonaventure is dying. I went there immediately ...
Father Gall brought some abbatial insignia
from Fishingc:1 and Rheinau; an expensive
crosier, a jeweled pectoral cross. several

Father Wolfgang Schlumpf

Abbot lgnntius Conrad

tings and a large silver basin. In all, there
are no less than 17 different articles. Father
Bonaventure said the cross alone would cost
several thousand dollars. (Ed. note: some of
these articles are still in use on major occasions at Subiaco.)
Many joys for Christmas, and blessings
for the new Year.
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B.
A~er the turn of the new year, 1892. Father Wolfgang was faced by an even more
Perplexing situation . . . the proposed plan
of F<tther Ignatius Conrad, the future abbot,
to found a new monastic-edu cational foundatio11 at Nevada, Missouri. An apparently
disgrunlled Arkansas prior places the burden upon his abbot in Indiana:
February 17, 1892
Dear Father Abbot:
Father Gall received the news from Father
lgnatius on February 15, that he had concluded the deal at Nevada, Missouri. Father
!gnatius has paid $20,000.00. In May $3.000.00
is due, and the remaining sum is to be made
i11 regular payments. He said that he can
and will take care of the whole deal. The
d~e:i is made out in his name!
Now he insists that:
1. Father Placidus is to come to him al
once in St. Joseph, Missouri.
2. Father Bernard and Frater Joseph are
to go to Conception to prepare themselves
for th2 school.
3. Two Brothers go to Nevada, to take
Possession of the buildl.ng and the 20 acres

Father Gall D'AujourdJbui

of land. He will go to the new school and
fi'ather Placidus is to take his place at the
Ca1hcdral in St. Jo:;eph.
4. He would like for Father Gall to explain the situation to me and the community
here,
1t will be necessary, in order to conform
wHh the Statutes. to submit the whole thing
to you. as you are still abbot, and we can
not establish a new foundation without your
approval.
fo my last letter I mentioned that I had
p~rsonally given Father Gall the same answer that I had given the Holy Ghost Fathers in Morrilton. We can take these steps
only after the election of an Abbot, whether
thev be in Nevada or Morrilton. Now Father
I:;n;tius has proceeded arbitrarily, had made
the pLu-chase, intends to pay with the means
lr• has on hand, and has made the deed in
his name, and demands that we supply 2
Father , 1 Frater, and 2 Brothers to carry
out his plans.
.
l conclude from this that Father Ignatms
i,; congenial with Father Vincent, and that
he intends to begin a persona! foundation
in Nevada with our help. It is also qlliie
likely that he will be elected abbot here.
(Italic, mine ... ed.)
I would prefer to let it up to your judgment lest I be deceived in the matter....
I believe that the matter must be postponed
at least a year....
In the meantime I am leaving it up to
your judgment.
Father Wolfgang. O.S.B.
(Continued on next page)

By the next month, March, 1892. Father
Wolfgang was in a better frame of ndnd as
he begins proaimate preparations for the
long-awaited election.

been lying around and delayed. So I will
briefly repeat th<! essentials.
The expositi have been invited here on
March 2!. Would you also invite the Bishop
to attend? Since the Einsiedeln order of election prescribes two witnesses, I have asked
Father Ignatius (Conrad} and a Holy Ghost
Father tram Morrilton . I expect you to bring
the Apostolic Father if one is necessarv.
If we have not received an answer -from
you by March 18, or if you have not arrived
by March 21, we will meet you at Spadra
(the nearest depot across the Arkansas river)
March 22, and if necessary, on March 23.
The rest of this letter has a warming.
homey touch often found in these pages:
Would you please bring with you $2.00
worth of "Wonder plaster"?
It is still very wintry here. No green is
showing outside as yet. We are still wearing
our winter clothes and today we have a
strong cold wind.
We have received the information that
Father Gregory has no hope of recovery in
Switzerland . He has named a proxy for the
election.
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B.

Dear Father Abbot:
As soon as I received your letter of March
2. I spoke to the reverend confreres regarding the Lime of the elections. I suggest d,
and won appro\'al for, March 2-1. I am notifying all the expositi today, asking them
to be here March 21, and not later than
March 22. We are having Forty Hours Devotion on March 19. 20 and 21. Could you
p 0 rhaps lea\'e Saint Meinrad in order lo be
here before the feast of Saint Joseph? Please
notify me when and where lo meet you.
The Bishop has asked Father Bonaventur e,
Father Matthew and me several times when
the e}action is to lake place. It seems that
he would also like to be here. The con [reres
think that he should accompany you to the
election, end then we would have two "Praesides." The Order of Election of Einsiedeln
repeatedly refers to the "Praesides." That
the Bishop is pleased with the fact that St.
Benedict has been raised to an abbey is evidenced in the fact that he offered me $1,000.00
And so the elecrion took place March 24.
shortly after the Jubilee celebration.
1892. To the surprise of some, perhaps, FathHe is at present in New York, but will
er Ignatius Conrad was elecred the first abbe in Morrilton March 20 to lay the cornerbot in Arkansas. With this act, the burde11
stone for the new church. If you think it
advisable for him lo accompany ·you. it might of Farher Wolfgang was lified for the most
part. We find this attitude expressed in a
be better for you to arrive in Little Rock
mid-summe r missive to St. Meinrad:
on March 19, and then come with the Bishop.
I would rather for you to arri\'e before the
July 12, 1892
Bishop, and that the Bishop should come Dear Father Abbot:
March 23. If an Apostolic Father is required,
I herewith extend the best wishes and
will you please bring him with you.
blessing for your birthday today.
I have written LO Father Ignatius that he
The other day I brought Father Abbot Igwill have to settle the Nevada problem per- natius the deeds which had been issued in
sonally with the new abbot.
my name, and remarked that they should
With the kiss of peace be transferred to his name....
Father Abbot is leaving for Nevada, MisFather Wolfgang, O.S.B. souri next Monday, and will probably be
gone until September
The new statutes for the congregatio n have
The early sprmg weather of 1892 did not
allow the U.S. mail to go through and the not yet arrived. I am glad that these are
above letter was delayed. The following ur- being prepared, and that we will soon receive them. Father Gall was appointed dean
gent note soon followed:
of the monastery in Chapter last Friday. He
will be in charge of all the internal affairs
Father Abbot:
of the abbey; in rank he will be under the
My last letter with the announcem ent was Prior.
·
sent with Father Louis to be mailed at Shoal
Our new abbot likes it very much in ArCreek. Now I hear that the mail was delayed
several days at the river because of high kansas. His health is better here than in
winds, and it is possible that my letter has Missouri. He has had a number of confer(Concluded on next page)
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Investitures, Vows
Mark Past Month
In a period of htlle over three week, during August and September many members
or the Abbey took important steps forward
in religious life. On the feast of Our Lady's
Assumption Brother David Bellinghau; en of
~hineland, Texas, pronounced his perpetual
Vows (see photo at right) as a monk of New
Subiaco Abbev. Brother David is an Abbey
lV!essage staff ~,ember and the linot~·pc operator in the abbey print shop. He is also
studying journalism. During lay retreats at
Subiaco Brother David often addres-es relreatants on the subject of the religious life,
Particularlv the religious Brother in a Benedictine mo~astery
On September 7. the following nine candidates were received into the novitiate: Paul
Gtiesemer, Billings. Missouri; Ralph Knoedel. Clarksville; Patrick Brown, Subiaco,
ltobert Stengel, RatclHf; Robert Edward
Strobel. Subiaco; Phillip Fredrich. Little
flock· John Schmitt, Fort Smith; Melvin
Benedele. San Antonio. Texas; and Fred
.Janecek. Victoria. Texas. The last two named
ar., candidates for Corpus Christi Abbey.
1'his class of nine will have a year of nodliate as an introduction and training in the re-

LETTERS OF OUR FOUNDER:
(Continued from previous page)
ences and about ten Pontifical Masses. not
only here but also m St. Scholastica. Paris.
IVIorri ·on Bluff, Fort Smith and Caulksville!
The threshers are coming next week. The
Wheat and oats seem to be good. The grapes
are beginning to change color and indicate
a good harvest if the rot does not start. I
ha\'e not vet forgotten Father Abbo1 Ignatius' permission to visit Saint Meinrad when
I leave. I will remind him when h<! returns
frorn Missouri.
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B.
After his rewrn to his ,wtive Switzerland .
F'ather Wolfgang did nor forget the home he
had known in Arkansas fo,· so many and so
hanh years. His leHers continualty point our
this affection, and his practical lielp to the
Young abbey will cause him always to be
revered in our memory. On Augllst 1. 1904.
lte died quietly in Swit:erland .

ligious li.!e. after which they ma~· make religiou, vows for a period of three yea.rs a
me'!lbers of their respective monastenes .
Tu·o Make Simple Profession
-ovices 111ichael Kleiss and Bruno Mimms
on September 8 completed their year of no\'itiale and made simple profession of ,·ows
for three years, taking their new religious
names. Novice Michael of Muenster, Texas.
1s now known as Frater Xa\'ier Kleiss: and
Novice Bruno as Frater Wolfgang Mimms.
The two have now gone to Conception Abbe,· in Missouri for their philosopb~· studies
So.lemn Professwn for Two
Climaxing the ceremonies on September
8. Fratres Malachy McNerney of Verona.
!lfissouri. and William Wewers of Fort Smith
pronounced their solemn ,·ows as members
of the Abbey. having completed the three
vears of simple profession. Fratres Malachy
~nj William wlll continue their study of
theology here at Subiaco. The act of solemn
profession binds them to the monastery for
life in the five Benedictine vow, of poverty.
chastit\'. ubedi,mce. stability, and com·ersion
o: life.-They become members of the monastic chapter. the abbey's deliberative . body
and thev assume the personal respons1b1l!ty
for pra~;ing the Divine Office.
.
Earlier in the summer two other candidates were received into the novitiate: Robert Gorman of Dallas. Texas, was in\'ested
(Continued on page eleven)

Brother Louis and Brother Paul
Assigned to Nigerian Foundation

and Mrs. Robert Hallibu rton. Jr .. Fort Smith.
Arkansa s. He made his vows on July 11,

hope to build simply and_ in ~ style that will
harmon iz e with other N1genan constru ction
in order to embody the spirit of monasti cism
in a Nigeria n atmosph ere. But the id~ahzed
structu re even poor and simple as 1t w11l
need be to achle\'e this harmon y. may have
to yield for the present lo the urgenci es_of
the momen t and the economic facts of life.
Benefac tors who would like lo help in the
erection of this first monasti c building in
Nigeria are invited to join in this ventur_e
bv sending contribu tions lo the Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing , O.S.B., Abbot of New Subiaco
Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansa s.

1962 and has been fuUilling a variety of as-

signme nts includin g such diversit y as work
in the Abbey laundry and speakin g lo. retreat groups about the Benedic tine vocalwn .
The two Brother s have now begun the
Process of securin g passpor ts and vis_as and
making the other necessa ry prepara tions. It
Will probabl y be about three months before
they will be ready lo go.
.
In the meantim e the Fathers at Eleme w1ll
be clearing the necessa ry land for the erection of their small monasti c building . They

Brother s Louis Fuhrma nn and Paul HalliAs the number of student s at Ascension
burton have been designa ted by Abbot Michael Lensing to join Subiaco 's four priests High School continu es lo grow. the monks
at Eleme, Nigeria , to enlarge the Benedic t- hope to add more Jay teacher s (they now
line commu nity there and to strength en its have several Nigeria ns on the faculty) . It is
monasti c life.
the Bishop's bope that eventua lly two monks
Almost simulta neous with this announ ce- will be able to handle the adminis tration of
ment in late August was the news that with the school with a lay staff, and the remainINVEST ITURE, VOWS
the approva l of the monasti c chapter the der of the monks give their labors to the
the mission ers have accepte d 60 acres of land missions in the area.
(Contin ued from page nine)
Though we do not have a late report on
and perman ently assume d the operatio n of
as a Brother Novice on the feast of the SoAscension High School and the care of the the status of these missions, the mission s are
lemnitv of St. Benedic t on July l 1, and
mission territor y around Eleme. The Abbey's develop ing, and this develop ment hinges on
F'rank ·Mcllva ney of Kermit, Texas, was inpriests, Fathers Raphae l DeSalv o, Camillu s the opportu nity of the priests to give their
altentio
vested
n to the missions. Present ly all the
as an Oblate Novice on the same date.
Cooney, Lawren ce Miller, and Basil WiederAll of the above named -in whatev er rank
kehr in January underto ok the operatio n of Fathers have Sunday mission work in addition
to
-have
their
school work.
respond ed to St. Benedic t's invitaAscension High School, with the option of
tion to "run the way of God's comma ndThe addition of the two Brother s will
choosin g it as a perman ent site or selectin g
rncmts" as monks serving under a Rule and
some other location.
bring the commu nity to six membe rs and
an Abbot. The way that he points out is simMuch of the mission ers' scant spare time will permit its eventua l designa tion as a
Ple enough -to seek Christ; and the means
in the past months has been spent in ex- priory. Their presenc e will lend stability to
of finding Him is through the "slro?~ brigh t
ploring other possibilities, but none seemed the monasti c house and make a monasti c
'weapon of obedien ce," prayer, hum1lity. selfpractica l, and so, uJtimat ely, the decision routine more possible. The foundat ion now
lessness, charity.
came to tay at Eleme.
has several prospec tive candida tes. Their reBishop Godfrey Okoye, C.SS.Sp., has ception is awaitin g the establis hment of
In each ceremo ny there is a rite of clothagreed to turn over the 60 acres of land and monasti c quarter s and adequa te personn el
ing, to indicate that the monk puts ?n _the
its building s to the Benedic tines, probabl y for their care.
''new man who was created by God m JusBrother Louis and Brother Paul are both
in the form of a long-ter m lease. for Nigeria n
tice and h~liness of truth." At the first prolaw does not present ly permit the sale of graduat es of Subiaco Academ y. Brother
fession of vows there is the adoptio n of a
land to non-Nig erians. The Bishop will offer Louis. 33, is a native of Lindsay , Texas, the
new name to emphas ize this change into the
new man. And for each step there must be
some help in the complet ion of the school son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fuhrma nn. He
lhe volunta ry request on the part of the inbuilding s; and the monks will be respons ible made his vows as a membe r of the Abbey on
dividua l for the next advance . in order to
for the erection of their own monasti c build- March 19. 1950. During his years in the monestablis h this free surrend er to Christ.
ings and the mainten ance of all building s. astery he has worked primari ly on the Abbey farm. Brother Paul, 24, is the son of Mr.
Admitta nce to a Benedic tine monast ery is
admitta nce to a particul ar religiou s family.
'I'he membe rs may face a variety o{ assignme nts as differen t as tasks underta ken
by membe rs of any large househo ld . The

UN ITE D
Brother Paul Halliburton, 0 ..B.
Bro th er Louis Fuh rmann, 0 .. B.

clerical candida te or the Brother must
be readv to accept any respons ibility in the
monast.;,.y or e\'en away from the monaste ry.
as his share in the monast ery's witness of
Christ. In addition to his daily relig10us exercises. the Subiaco monk can expect lo become involve d in one or more of the works:
working with high school and seminar y students. care of the monasti c househo ld and
farm arts and crafts in the abbey's many
shop~. care or souls in par_ish~s, missi?ns,
chaplain cies. work in the N1ger1an m1ss1on.
adminis trative tasks, and so on.
But for the religiou s the nature of his
work IS seconda ry, for wherev er it may be
or whatev er it may entail , it is a part of hIS
endless task of seeking Christ through
obedien ce.
We pray that God will grant perseve rance
alona that path to all of these who ha\'e Just
take~ their respecti ve steps forward In the
ranks of the monaste ry.

IN

THE LIVING

Thanksg1vmg-Holy Infant:
mtentio nlioJy Family; Peace in family: Special
Special mten!Jon Mother of Perpetual Help; Happy deat_h;
Thanks~

giving for rain; Persever ance; Suc<;ess m bus1i:ies~
:
Recover y of uncle; Grace to resist temptauo
n:s.
Nervous · tension; Setlleme nt of estate; Tha~ksgiving for a favor: Aid in religious vocation
Special help for missiona res m_ the Con~o: _For :
good Presiden t; Pass civil service ex~mma t?0!'S-a
St. Joseph;

Help m paying for medical clime.

PR AY ER
THE DECEASED

Fred Hoedebeck: Wm. Medley:
Donnell)':
Eugene Heitkamp; Paul Plafca, Helen
Sr.;
Mo1·gan: A. M. Landenberger: Mary Kaup:Belle
Catherin
Hart: John Riordan; Mrs. Ben lhlc ; Herman Krall-e
man · Marv Martinous: Edward Heitkamp: John
Clark. Sr.; Nora Harmon; Joseph
Worth: John
F. Kennedy ; Mary Hartman: Joseph Fuhrman
n
Mrs. Wm. Gerke.
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Correspo ndence
kind-I do not cry once a vear. 1f then. And

Three Views on Anglicanism
The May issue of The Abbey Message
carried Ll,e text of an address hy the Rt.
Rev. Laurentius Klein , 0.S.B., Abbot of
Trier, Ge rmany, concerning Catholic -Prn testant re a tions. In the same issue a n interview witl1 Abbot Laurentius by Fatl1er
Gabriel Franks, O.S.B., appeared. Two
q uite critical letters were subsequent ly re ceived. We reproduce them here together
witl1 a reply by Father Gabriel and a reply
by Ll1 e Rev. Thomas Keithley, assista nt lo
the Dea n of St. Matthew's Cathedral, Dallas. Texas.

stitution which will ever compromise Its
"principles" but never 1ls "intere ts''-such
an outfit seems a mighty shaky proposition
for a reunion. Not tbat they couldn't accommodate Catholic Doct-rine. They could-and
do-along with other doctrine (or lack of it)
Dally contradictin g the Catholic Faith.
In fact. it looks as if concessions are entirely out of order in dealing with such an
evasive institution. Flat. uncomprom ising.
total insistence on the truth and authority
of the Catholic Faith - and the absolute.
unique authority of the Catholic Churchthis seems lo be the only method of dealing
with such an altitude. And if they do not
recognize the authority of the Church-it is
better all around that they remain out. For
they would be either compromisi ng their own
conscience, or perverting the truth of the
Faith. And if this be "exaggerate d hostility,''
I'm glad to be guilty of it! It is a fact that
there is no other Church to which I feel this
vivid irritation. Mormons T know, and Baptists. Presbyteria ns, Methodists, Jehovah
Witnesses, etc. There are myriads of attempted answers to the old problem of our
"outlook." And aU these, being something
d~finite can be respected. even if considered
mistaken. But Anglicanism resembles a prostitute. ever willing to do business with
whoever, at the moment, has the price.
If you gather from the above that there
is a certain mild irritation in my attitude
to Anglicanis m-you may be right!
Be that as it may-let's have more articles
by Father Franks-ma ny more of them.
Ezra Brumbach

Parma, Idaho
Dear Sirs:
Just a note to say how much I enjoy your
articles by Rev. Gabriel Franks, O.S.B. His
articles are always interesting and informative, and usually provocative . That is. they
usually leave one with the wish that he had
written more (which is greatly to be preferred to wishing the author had written
less). And it leaves one with the wish that
more could have been said on a number of
side issues to the author's topic. For instance,
Father Franks refers to the '·exaggerate d
hostility" with which most English Catholics
regard the Church of England. In my own
personal opinion, I'd say that "inadequate •·
would be far more appropriate than ·'exaggerated." This. of course, is a personal
quirk, arising out of the way that the Anglican Church-as an institution- plays fast
and loose with the truth. Individual Anglicans can have a high degree of sincerity-a s
witness Newman, or Knox. and many another, who bear testimony to it. But an institution including clergymen professing to believe in the Real Presence, along with others
who flally deny it; which claim valid orders
-and then sneak around the back way to be
Vancouver IO, B. C.. Canada
ordained by "Old Catholic," or Orthodox
I have been reading the May Abbey MesBishops; that first Jlatly and uncondition ally
rejects, then condones, then finally approves sage, and to say that I find Abbot Laurencontraceptiv es; that claims to be concerned uus Klein, O.S.B., disquieting is the underabout valid orders-the n enters into inter- statement of the year. I have been all along
communion (in India) with those who neith- seriously confused and disturbed by the out•
er have nor pretend lo have them! In short, pourings of the ecumenical crowd; bul.
an institution whose estimate of truth seems Father, I am most unhappy to have to state
to be that it is entirely relative, so shifting that it took a Benedictine lo send me to my
with every change of circumstanc es: an in- knees in sobs and tears with a cry to God
lo preserve my faith. I am not the weepy
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it was not mv er,;olions that were attacked.

it was my intellectual faith. Some of Abbot
l<lein's statements might be perfectly acceptable. if c1arified. But, for one thing, to
lllaintain that there is still a possibility that
We may accept the validity of Anglican Orders-was it not an infallible pronouncem ent
against this validilv? And bv the wav. Father, the research o;, this qu°eslion w~s done
by vour own brother in St. Benedict, the
late· Cardinal Gasquet. So; we are now to
believe that "infallible" pronouncem ents are
in fact not infallb1le; that they may later be
reversed, in short, that they do not mean
a thing.
Father. I write you these things in the interests of other souls who may be hurt by
reading of such views. I realize that to trained theologians there may be quite Catholic
1
11lerpretations of this ecumenical trashbut not, I think. the question of Anglican
Orders, already turned down by the Pope
spca:<ing ex cathedra. However, you mu;l
remember that the majority of lay people,
far from being trained theologians. tend to
have a poor knowledge of their faith. and
can very easily be confused and djsturbed.
Yes, I have heard the view that in his sort
of thing difficulties and harm arc inevitable
--One priest remarked to me that in a battle
some are sure to be wounded. However, J
shocked him somewhat by remarldng that
evidently he believed that some of God's
Preci'l<t1s immortal souls are expendable , in
lhe interests of cozying up to a bunch of
heretics. I beg or you, Father, to consider
Prayer[ully the possible--th e probable--r e5Ults upon ordinary lay Catholic readers, of
5
Uch heady stuff as Abbot Klein's views.
Any priest who is experienced in parish work
Would back me in this, I am sure. T see no
reason :o believe that lay human nature in
Arkansas diife.rs greatly from the same here
1
n Vancouver!
I wish that Abbot Klein had made clear
iust exactly what he means, in his address,
by "There must be particular churches, individual churches, within reunited Christendom." Presumably . he means a number of
different Rites. He should have said so. The
Statement, as it stands, gives the impression
of a loose federation of Christian churches~bich seems to be the general Protestant
tdea of "re-union." This word in itself gives
a false impression, as does "unity." Because
What is actauUy necessary is for non-Catholics lo see and accept the truth. Yes, a hard
saying-the truth is usually so. We do these

people no kindness by foolin.E( them wilh
false hopes that the Catholic Church is compromising her faith in order to come nearer
to them-thou gh I am afraid many Ca1holics
are doing just that.
As for an Anglican Uniate RIie-] did read
that Rome had actually studied this for six
months! Which only goes lo show that continental Europeans are completely incapable
of understandi ng the Anglican Church. the
product par excellence of the woolly AngloSaxon mind. No other race could. I think.
have produced such a marvellous welter of
art, literature, music. ritual. and complete
illogical nonsense. You mention the "'exaggerated"' hostility of En~lish Catholics to the
Anglican Church. Father, are you not willing
to concede that English Catholics, who live
side by side with the Anglicans, have reason
for their attitude, and know a lot more about
it than you do? And most certainly a h ...
of a lot more about it than does any German.
Anglicans. as you probably know ·well (that
i.;, the High yariety) claim that in fact at
the time of the so-called Reformation . the
Pope of Rome broke away from the Anglican
Church. A former Anglican once assued me
to my great astonishmen t. that they believe
and teach just exactly this farrago of selfevident nonsense; he said he had read it in
their spiritual books. This man. by the way.
was a devout Anglican into his seventies, and
daily received what he firmly believed to be
the Body and Blood of Our Lord. A chance
remark hy the minister who gave him Communion revealed that the minister did not
believe in the Real Presence; whereupon the
old man became a Catholic as soon as possible, thus alienating himself from his wife,
who scarcely spoke to him from then until
her death. I read years ago in The Universe
of a High Anglican who was discovered by
a priest who happened to know him by sight,
vesting to say '·Mass" at Lourdes. ha\'ing
fooled the French Church authorities. The
priest of course had only to speak to him for
him to retreat. Surely no Christian sta,1dards
could possibly justify such sneaky conduct?
As for Anglican who have received ordination from the East-I think it shocking
that they thereby admit that their own
Church lacks the power of even ordaining

her ministers-yet they stay on as such ministers, teaching what in many cases they
cannot believe themselves. Is it any wonder
that English Catholics are very wary in their
dealings with such people? Father, can you
calmly contemplate the heretic usurpers of
ancient Benedictine sees, of marvellous
houses of God reared in the ages of Faith by
your own brethren, and now stolen openly
and used for heretical worship? or most likely, practically empty at all times.
On lhe surface it seems good to cooperate
with the non-Catholics in social works etc
But human nature being wht it is, th~re i;
always the danger of indifferentism creeping
in. I think any sort of joint prayer service
presents a very grave danger here. It is almost inevitable.
Only God in His mercy knows where His
Church is heading these days. Many souls
will be lost by all this. It is interesting to
note that not all converts "go for'' the recent
changes, such as vernacular. I know several
converts, and they have no use for any of
this modern stuff-of course, if they had
wanted it, they would just have stayed where
they were, where they already had it. I do
not doubt that the drop in conversions is in
fact due lo our having given non-Catholics
the idea that our Church is moving in their
direction, so there is no need of conversion.
This is a very serious matter. In my opinion.
the salvation of just one of God's precious
immortal souls for whom He died, is of in finitely greater importance than any amount
of "togetherness" with a bunch of heretics,
however good and well-meaning. I am well
aware that many of the parish clergy a.re
also seriously disturbed by some of these
trends. Father, the only Catholic publication
which I am able now to Tead with any sense
of consolation is Our Sunday Visitor. Thank
God for Father Ginder! In passing-Dale
Francis did an article on that "bad guy" Cardinal Ottaviani-for which the Cardinal sent
a letter of thanks. Does Dr. Kung acknowledge thus courteously the plaudits of his
sycophants? Perhaps God is punishing ms
Church. I no longer know what gives in
anything.
Well, I got that off my chest. (And this is
several hours after I first read the articles,
so I have cooled down a bit.) I suppose you
will not at all see my point of view; bul I
repeat, I do this in the interest of souls. I
hope that you are well, and that Subiaco is
flourishing, spiritually and temporally. With
all best wishes, 1 reman. -Kathleen Marson
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Reply by Father Gabriel: The foregoing
letters placed me in something of a quan·
dry. In the case of Miss Marson, I consider
her an old and dear friend of mine, although we have never met personally. 1
think that it must be more than ten years
that she has been an avid, if somewhat
crit ical reader of my articles on a variety
of subjects. We have corresponded frequently in those years, and have even engaged in a little petty international smuggling. Mr. Brumbach is also a long-ti.me
subscriber to TAM, and although I do not
recall having received any comments 011
my own work from him in the past, it is
seldom that I have received such fulsome
praise as that contained in his present letter. Nevertheless, I could not fully agree
with the views contained in these two
letters.
I was considering writing somewhat detailed replies to these two letters when 1
received a third from an Episcopalian
priest of Dallas which was generally favor·
able to the views of Abbot Laurentius.
Since I was in Dallas at 1.b.e time-I recently spent more than two months there,
as a matter of fact-I contacted Father
Keithly to ask pointers as to how they
should be answered. Eventually I sue·
cumbed to an even more drastic temptation: slouch that I am, I asked if he would
be interested in doing the job himself, a
task which he readily accepted.
If this procedure seems more than a
little unfair to Mr. Brurnbacl1 and Miss
Marson, be it admitted here that Father
Keithley and I share the same misgivings.
Nevertheless, it is quite the "in" U1ing to
open the columns of Catholic publications
to non-Catholic clergymen thee days, and
it is with a heavy presumption on the
Christian charity of Mr. Brumbach and
Miss Marson that I take one of the rare
opportunities I have to be fashfonable and
present below the reply of Father Keithley.
Before letting him state his side of the
case, however, there is one point which I
would like to clarify. Miss Marson states
that Leo XIII's decree on Anglican order5
was meant lo be infallible, while Father
Keithley declares that there is no universal consensus on this point. I feel that Fatb·
er Keithley's statement requires a little
documentation. Father E. C. Messenger
(Catholic) states on page 733 of his The
Reformation, Th e Mass and the Priesthood,
that Leo's decree was not meant to be in·

Reply of Rev. Thomas Keithley (EpiscopCLl):

OJ
fallible, as does Father P. R. Rust ( Catholic) in the July, 1961. issue of The Homiletic and Pastoral Review ( a very con erVati ve journal) , in an article titled ·'Leo
XlU's Decision on Anglican Orders ... Both
these writers argue wholeheartedly against
the validity of Anglican Orders, but if I
understand them aright. they hold that Leo
l"rtea.nt to exercise only the authority of
h_1story and logic. plus the unquestioned
l'tght lo legislate the juridical procedure
to be followed in those cases in which forl"rter Anglican clergymen seek admittance
~ the P:iesthood of the Roman Catholic
ommumon.
I have come across a reference to an article by F. Clark in the September, 1962
Issue of the Clergy Review titled "A Re0Pening of the Question of Anglican Orders?", which, I suspect, takes a more benign view toward the validity of Anglican
Ol'ders. But I have been unable to obtain
a copy of tl1is article.
liere I must make a confession. I have
slorne doubts myself about the accuracy oi
he Leonine decree, doubts which were
awakened when I read Shane Leslie's
. tography of Cardinal Gasquet, in which
tt becomes clearly apparent that Gasquet·s
emotional involvement in the qnestion
rendered his impartial judgment suspect.
ihese doubts were buttressed when I read
orn Gregory Dix's arguments in The
Shape of the Liturgy some years ago that
the only English prelate who accepted
;.ranmer's Ordinal (the crux of the ques10n) in Cranmer's sense was Cranmer
hunself. These doubts blossomed into an
t-uglican-slanted uncertainty when Abbot
aurentius pointed out in his Conception
~~ctures that certain Oriental rites of or1na tion which a.re accepted by Rome as
"alid do not men lion the word "priesthood"
---the very cornerstone of Gasquet's case
!gainst Cranmer's supposedly defect.ive
ormula for ordination.
Without more ado about the admittedly
cornplex technicalities of this thorny question, I yield to make way for the obserVations of Father Keithley.

t1;t'st

There is a wide-spread tendency among
the human race for each of us to see hjmseli
as he would like Lo be, as he would be if he
lived up to his ideal image of perfection. and
in so doing compare himself unfairly with
his neighbors as Lhey really are-fallen , fallible creatures. And in the area of relations
bet ween Christian bodies there has been too
much of U1e same unfair and unreal comparison. Even though a healthy self criticism
may obtain within a Christian body. when
it comes lo a comparison with other Christian bodies the polemicist has to fight a
tendency to compare his Chmch as it should
be and would be if it lived its principles to
perfection, to other corporate groups in
Christendom as they are in fact-or, dwelling on and exaggerating the fauJ ls of others.
making them worse than they are. No faction has been immune to this fault-ProtesLan L or Roman Catholic, AngUcan or Orthodox-and in all the major divisions of
Christendom certain attitudes towards the
others have become more-or-less "traditional" with little attempt to take a fresh
and impartial look at oursel[ and each other
as we really are:
I believe the current groping for Ecumenical cUalogue, so greatly enhanced by the
good will and love of Pope John XXIII, can
be characterized as an attempt to turn the
tide at least to the point of being honest in
our appraisals of each other. The other side
of the coin is that we must ea.ch of us be
honest with ourself. If comparisons must
be made, uniform criteria mu t be used. We
can either compare our ideal selves to the
others' ideals (although this is an unreal
sort of thing which I do not expect would
be very fruitful), or else we must be as
ready to see the good in other Christian
bodies as we are to see it in ourselves. and to
see the faults among ourselves as we are
to see il among others.
Because of my own interest in Ecumenical
relations (I have been especially interested
in helping achieve a clearer understanding
and appreciation between Anglicans and Orthodox) I was particularly interested in
Father Gabriel Frank's interview with Abbot LaurenHus Klein (Abbey Message, May,
1964) . For hjs proposal lo have the Monastery of Trier, Germany specialize in studies
of Anglican theology, and perhaps even eventually follow an Anglican Rite is, I think. a
valid attempt to do something concrete to
further a real and deep understanding be-

twe.n two divisions of Christianitv. This is
not to say we should expect miracles. Although I believe firmly that God can and
doe; perform miracles. we usually find him
working in and through men in a quiet, unassuming way. Actually, the proposal should
be no more (or less) controversial than the
other monastic institutions which have already been specializing in Orthodox, Lutheran, and Reformed theologies.
However, I knew this would be controversial. As Father Gabriel pointed out, the
"Eastern Rite'' groups within the Church of
Rom e have been a cau e of dissension. Certainly from the Anglican side of the fence
Abbot Laurentius' proposal would be a cause
of bitterness if it were part of a design to
proselytize among Anglican Christians to
wean them away from their Church. The
post-reformation attitude that "my Church
is entirely right, yea even perfect. and the
others are all wrong; therefore Christian
unity mus1 b~ achieved by making the othen come and join us," is a thing of the pasl.
I, for one Anglican, will trust in the goodwill of Abbot Laurentius, and not look for
any uJ terior plot in his proposal unless someone can prove there is one.
On the other hand, there certainly will be
those in the Roman Catholic Church who.
because of the fixed modes of thinking in
the past, will fear this is designed, al least
unintentionally, lo "sell out" to heresv and
schism. In fact, the letters which Father
Gabriel is publishing in this issue exhibit
just such fears. I don't propose to write detailed. specific answers lo detailed criticisms
they have lo make. This is not that I don't
think there are answers, bu l because there
is not the space, nor am I sure this journal
is the proper place for such "dialogue." In
any case, what we should not do is get involved in throwing stones. You could mention the evils of Henry VIII, I could mention Rodrigo Borgia (Pope Alexander VI);
you could mention martyrdoms under the
Tudors, I could mention martyrdoms under
the unfortunate Queen Mary Tudor-or St.
Bartholomew's Day. 1572, etc. It seems that
in the past, we Christians have scarcely
shown lo one another the understanding and
courtesy we are willing to show lo nonChrislians.
What we must remember is that we are
living in a world in which redemption is not
fulfilled, which is mostly non -Christian; and
that the non -Christian part of it is gaining
on us. Yet this is the world for which our
Blessed Lord died-not the Anglican seg-

ment of it, or the Papal segment of it. but
all of it. Although for each of us (ii we be·
lieve we are in the true Church) we kno\\'
we realize here and now a microcosm of the
One, Holy, Catholic, Apostolic community.
from the world viewpoint the Church is in
the process of becoming Catholic. To put it
another way, before the Gospel was carried
from the em•irons of Palestine it was Catha·
lie, in the sense that the faith once delivered
to the saints was for all people. in all places.
al all times; but in another sense this was
only potential. which has not yet been
realized.
To those of the Roman Catholic Church
who do fear this involvement in the Ecu·
menical Movement I would like to make
S:?veral observations.
I. Whal is it that you fear? Do you fear
that your own individual faith is so weak
that you might be Jost? Or is it the faith o!
your Church-the laity or clergy in general.
that is in danger of corruption? We say in
our catechism the Church is Holv "because
the Holy Spirit dwells in it, and sanctifi~s
its mem hers." Do you not believe in the
power of the Holy Spirit to lead the Church
into all holiness and truth?
2. One of the criticisms of the Anglican
Church made by Father Gabriel's corres·
pondents is that we don't agree among our·
selves. This is true, although I feel it has
been somewhat exaggerated. The irony o!
this criticism is that the correspondents, in
taking strong exception to the proposal of
Abbot Laurentius, themselves are demon·
strating disagreement among Roman Catbo·
lies. The point is, we finite, fallible, fallen
human beings cannot possibly see eye-to-eye
on everything, and there will be some dis·
agreement within any religion as long as a1
least two members belong to it. (I know we
must have agreement on "essentials," but
just where lo draw the line between rigid
conformity and freedom is a complex and
involved question, and itself a subject of
disagreement, even within the system of any
one Church). We must all be disabused of
the fallacious belief that the Roman Church
is such a monolithic structure that there is
total and absolute uniformity and agreement
withtn il.
3. On the question of Anglican Orders, one
of the correspondents says this bas already
been the subject of an '•infallible" Papal pro·
nouncement. But as I understand it there is
not any general consesus within the Church
of Rome as to the precise occasions on which
a Pope has spoken ex calhedra on matters

of faith and morals, and therefore infallibly.
Since the first Vatican Council accepted that
dogma. In any case, it seems to me a decision
for or against the validity of a succession of
consecration is a judicial one, and not a theological or moral judgement. One of the correspondents goes so far as to suggest that we
0 u.rselves were so doubtful of the validity
Of Anglican orders that we went "scurrying
about" to get old Catholic and Orthodox
Consecration. This is not the case. It bad
11 ever occurred to me to trace the •'pedigree"
of Lhe bishop who ordained me to the priesthood to see il my orders had been "validated"
by Old Catholic participation in Anglican
Consecrations, and I know of no Anglican
Who has ever thought in such terms. In fact,
the joint participation in sacramental acts
between Anglicans and Old Catholics is simthe naturnl expression of our brother0od in Christ between two segments of the
Church wbkh are in inter-communion and
fully recognize each other.
l am not here trying to convince others
of our point of view, but to plea for that to!-

ry

erance and charily which is necessary for
each of us to understand and love one another. A tolerant attitude does not require that
we be indifferent lo the truth of our religion
as each of us sees it, bul it does require that
we be honest in our appraisals of each other
and of ourselves. ll has been too typical of
the polemics of Protestants. Roman Catho1ics, and Anglicans in the past to make a
caricature of the other fellow's religionlo misrepresent it by dwelling on the worst
faults and abuses, by quotLng out of context.
by making a whole system out of a chance
(and perhaps misunderstood) remark that
an individual may have made. What we must
seek for is an understanding of each other
in depth, not a superficial characterization
of each other as an easily disparaged paper
tiger. It is just such a true and honest appraisal of Anglicanism on the part of Roman
Catholics that Abbot Laurentius' proposal
promises to serve. For this purpose I will
hold a continuing interest in the work of the
Benedictine Monastery of Trier, and pray
for its success.

'l'he September Cover:

The Life of St. Benedict
Benedict Meets Totila
Ely Pope St. Gregory rhe Great

!(ING TOTILA then went to the monastery
1
n Person. The moment he noticed the man
of God silting at a distance, he was afraid
10 come any closer and fell down prostrate
Where he was. Two or three times Benedict
asked him to rise. When Totila still hesitated
to do so in his presence. the servant of Christ
~alked over to him and with his own hands
elped him from the ground. Then he re~Uked the king for his crimes and briefly
0 retold everything that was going to happen
t
0
_him. "You are the cause of many evils," he
Saia. "You have caused many in the past. Put
and end now to your wickedness. You will
enter Rome and cross the sea. You have nine
trl?re years to rule, and in the tenth year you
win die."
f Terrified at these words, the king asked
or a blessing and went away. From that
time on he was less cruel. Not long after, he
tent to Rome and then crossed over to Sicily.
~ the tenth year of his reign he lost his
1
~ 11gdom and his lile as almighty God had
ecreed.

There is also a story about the bishop of
Canosa, who made regular visits lo the abbey
and stood high in Benedict's esteem because
of his saintly life. Once while they were
discussing Totila's invasion and the downfall
of Rome. the bishop said, 'The city will be
destroyed by this king and left without a
single inhabitant."
"No." Benedict assured him, "Rome will
not be destroyed by the barbarians. It will be
shaken by tempests and lightnings, hurricanes and earthquakes, until finally it lies
buried in its own ruins."
The meaning of this prophecy is per[ectly
clear to us now. We have watched the walls
of Rome crumble and have seen its homes in
ruins, its churches destroyed by violent
storms, and its dilapidated buildings surrounded by their own debris.
Benedict's disciple Honoratus, who told me
about the prophecy, admits he did not hear
it personally, but he assures me that some of
his own brethren gave him this account of it.
Th.is passage is one of a series of seleetions
from Ule biogra phy of St. Benedict pu blished
by P ope Gregory I in t he year 59~. Our cover
U1is month illustrates Ute incident mentioned
in Ule se lection. St. Benedict Jived from 480
to 547.

Lending
Library
Notes
Rea ders are invited to use Ute free lending
library service of the Abbey. The books referred
to be low are part of a she lf of several hundred
books available. Addi_tions are constantly being
made to th e library. Write for any of U1esc books
o~ ask for a complete lis t. Address the LendingL1brary, Ne w Subiaco AbbeyJ S ubiaco, Ark .

THE CHRISTIAN COMMITMENT, by Karl
Rabner. S.J., Sheed and Ward 218 pages

$4.50.

'

'

Since the Reformation, the Church has
tended t? b_e juridical in practice and polemical m Its theology. Now in the "new
Pent~cost'' the Church must be pastoral in
practice and ecumenical in theology.
Karl Rahner is pre-eminently a theologian
of the new Pentecost. He is one o[ those
whose thinking and writing have helped lo
develop that openness of mind, head and
heart so wonderfully expressed at the Second
Vatican Cou11cil.
His gifts as a U1eologian are bri ll iantly exp_ress~d in this volume. First treating the
situation of Christians today, he goes on to
cover such Iields as the order of redemption.
redemptive history, Mary and the apostolate
and the Sacrifice of the Mass and youth. He
concludes the book with brief though comprehensive treatments on developing Euchansllc devotion, and on televising the
Mass.
Rabner writes with precise philosophical
and theologica l distinctions. His sentences
and paragraphs are long and complicated.
H is writing does require close attention. But
th_e reader who perseveres in t he reading
will discover the author's breath of view
depth of concept and yet practical approach'.
Abo:,re _all, the. reader will have a deeper
reahzat1on of his privilege and challenge to
be a committed Christian in today's world.
-David BeUinghausen, O.S.B.
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PEACE ON EARTH, a commentary oP
Pope John's encyclical, by Peter Riga. Her·
der and Herder, 1964, 254. $4.95.
Commentaries have a tendency to become
outlines or uninteresting rehashings whk11
live on the authority of the original. One
Lhen, which lives in its own r ight is worth1
of special mention. Such a commentary i,
Peace on Earth.
·
In _this book. applicallons of the papal
teachings are made to the many practical
problems ?f our complex life; for examplerace relations, freedom in the Church. Roman Catholic-Protestant relations economic
justice, etc. And through these applications
we are brought lo a fuller awareness of what
it means lo be a Christian in the world toda\'
One important question discussed is th~t
of tolerance in the field of ecumenism. How
is tolerance of non-Christians to be recon·
ciled with the belief that the Christian re·
ligion is the true religion? First of all, toler·
ance is not the attitude of indifference. but
!s an understanding that these people art'
m error. "It permits the existence of errone·
ous religious teachings.'' But tolerance could
not be justified were it not for another Chris·
tian doctrine, freedom of conscience. N
Father Riga says, "Freedom of conscience
is the ultimate justification for allowing tbe
existence of false religious teachings."
Because o_f the technical language used.
th1s book will be of more interest to those
with some backgound in sociology or the·
ology.
-Richard Walz. O.S.B
HOW THE REFORMATION CAME, by
Father J oseph Lortz, Herder and Herder,
1964, 115 pages, $2.95 . The author's The Re·
formation in Germany has long been recog·
mzed as a classic. The present volume is a
popular summary of the dominant theme of
that book.
COME LET US EAT. by Sister Mary Charles
Bryce, O.S.B., Herder and Herder, 1964, $.95
(accompanying parent-teacher 's manual.
$1.75). Booklet for children preparing for
First Communion. Based on modern devel·
opments in psychology and calechetics.
THE INTERIOR FOUNTAIN, by Michael
Day, Cong. Orat., Herder and Herder, 1964,
141 pages, $1.75. Short meditations on bi bli·
cal themes for daily prayer.
A GUIDE TO READING THE BIBLE b~
the Chicago Adult Education Center. 1960-63.
(Continued on next page)

A. VJSIT W ITH POPE PAUL
(Continued from page five)
of applause and vivas burst from the visitors
and penetrated the delicate frescoes on the
~eiling. The Holy Father smiled gently as
e acknowledged the ovation with that gracious movement of the hands that has beCorne a sort of trademark.
h Arter the Pope had seated himself on the
:. rone, the Maestro da Camera read vff the
/st of the various groups in attendance. Then
/e Holy Father addressed the assembly in
lahan, directing his words, for the most
Part, .o the representatives of the Italian
edllion of the Catholic Digest, which was obs~rvtng some sort of anniversary. Fo!Jowing
t e main address. the Holv Father acknowl;dged each of the visiting 'groups separately.
h he . reader can well imagine the thrill of
"earing the Pope annou nee in English,
And next. the Schola Cantorum of the Uni"ersi ty of Arkansas.'· The response of our
ln'oup was something worthy of a Razorback
Pep rally!
·
After the pontiff had announced the final
~roup, he stepped down from the platform
S~eak to the representatives individually.
e tdinarily he would have started down the
~d of the line where we were, but the peop e next to us ''jumped the gun." When I
~Oliced that the Holy Father was mo,•ing
b0 wn the line, I started to walk toward him,
lit l was restrained by the strong arm of
0
ne of the Swiss guards. Before the audience
~as over, there was ample proof of the fact
.pat the Swiss guards are not '•just for show"
hey mean business!

0

6

Fortunately. the Maestro da Camera came
to our rescue, repeating "Schola Cantorum"
to the Holy Father to get his attention. Finaly he turned and spoke to each of us. He
seemed to completely disregard the noise and
excilement that surrounded him and to direct his lull atlention to our greetings and
good wishes. It would be very difficult to
forget his kindly manner and the simplicity
and sincerity wHh which he said. "God bless
you. I will pray for you."
The genuine fatherliness of the Pope wa.
illustrated in a \'ery moving way toward the
end of the audience. After speaking with
the representati\·es of the various groups.
he walked over to the railing to the people
who had not been fortunate enough to get
into the reserved section. From all sides.
they strained forward to take the hand
of the Holy Fathei· or al least to touch him.
I'm sure that if it had not been for the two
Swiss guards. one on either side of the pontiff. he would have been physically injured.
At last the Pope seemed to realize that he
could not spare any more of his time, so he
graduallv made his way to the side door and
disappea°i-ed from sight. Reluctant!~·- the
crowd flowed toward the main entrance of
the hall and descended the stairs to the
piazza.
When a roll call had been made, Didier
roused "la Petite" from her midday nap, and
began to thread his way through the maze
of sight-seers and touring buses. It had been
a tremendous experience. our visit with Pope
Paul. one that all of us, whether Catl1olic.
Baplist, Methodist. Presbyterian or Unitarian would treasure for the rest or our li\'es.
To each of us, according to our Faith and
background, he meant something different.
But to all he gave the impression of greatness: greatness of scholarship, culture. and
of human sympathy

LENDING LIBRARY NOTES
(Continued from previous page)

~et of four booklets. $3.75. This series consains background, commentary, and reading
l~ggestions for an understanding of salvaton history and biblical theology. Four titles:
Part One - God Begins
Part Two - The Stage is Set
Part Three - The Mystery of Jesus
Part Four - The Whole Christ
~ORE THAN MANY SPARROWS, by
ather Leo Trese, Fides, 1958. 128 pages,
baper. A practical guide to Christian living
Y the popular columnist.

COLUMNIST CA.lVlPAIGNI G

Clare WoU-s regular monthl y
column will be resLrmed in December. Mr. Wolf is presentl y
campaigning for election lo the
state legislaturn. For the present.
he explained. lie finds that he
can't keep his hat in the ring and
his feet under the :!-,sk at the same
time.

A Bird's-eye View
of the Abbey

For many of the monks August was a
month of assuming new assignments. The
following appointments were made by Father Abbot effective during August: · Father
Raymond Wewers, who had been Prior of
the monastery since I 958, became pastor of
St. Joseph's Church in Paris. Father Bede
Mitch I became pastor of Holy Redeemer
Church in Clark;ville; Father Martin Fischer,
chap,ain a: Clark,;villc Municipal Hospital
and a-s:stanl for Sacred Heart Mission, Hartman; Father Matthew Wiederkehr, pastor of
Sacred Heart Church. Charleston; Father
Andrew Wewer, assistant at Sacred Heart
Church. Muenster. Texas: Father Peter
Sharum, pastor of St. Benedict's Church.
Subiaco; Father Joseph Fuhrmann. substitute pastor and missionary wherever needed.
0

F~ther Robert Lazzari, former principal of
Subiaco Academy, was named Prior of the
monastery and superintendent of education;
Father Clement Schmidt, subprior of the Abbey and farm superintendent; Father Harold
Heiman, director of m111or sem inarians and
vocation director; Father Fintan Oldham,
director oI Brothers and co-vocation director:
Fat11er Paul Hoedebeck. secretarv of th~
Subiaco .\lumni Association; Fath~r Benno
Schluterman, principal of Subiaco Academy;
Father Stephen Eckart, assistant in athleUc
department of Subiaco Academy; Father
Benedict Buergler, chaplain of minor seminarians and as:;istant retreat director; Father
Bartholomew Landwermeyer. assistant prefect in Subiaco Academy; Father Daniel
Geels. assi.;tant director of novices and
clerics.
The community honored Father Prior Raymond with an informal lunch and hootenanv
as he bade farewell to his tasks as Prior and
director of the Brothers. A heavily-laden
spiritual bouquet from the Brothers was a
particularly valuable treasure to him as he
went out to his first pastorate in 32 years as
a priest.

Another appointment of particular signifi·
cance was the assignmznt of oul' editor Fath·
er Gabriel Frank, to Conception Abbev
Conception, Missouri, where he will be · a
professor of philosophy. Father Gabriel will
continue his writing for the Abbey Message.
Father Gabriel's move to Conception is a
part of a new arrangement with that abbe\'
We will send our philosophy students io
Conception for the linal two years of their
college course. Accompanying Father Gab·
riel to Conception were the following ten
fratre,: Luke Baltz, Ephrem O'Bryan, Luc·
ian Gehrig, Edwin Shelby, Guy Pels, Ber·
nardine Wray. Regis Buss, Leonard Wangler
Xavier Kleiss, and Wolfgang Mimms.
Subiaco alwnni were busily working for
the alma mater in two ditferent places on
the Labor Day weekend, in sponsoring ba·
zaars. Father Finlan and local alumni were
in charge of the Subiaco event: and Father
Alcuin Kubis. pastor of Sacred Heart Church
in Mu~nster, Texas. arranged a similar event
tn his par.s:1. Father Abbot and Father Paul
Hoedebeck drove down lo Muenster to take
part. Subiaco continues lo owe a big vote
of thanks to its alumni and friends for their
devoted support.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell H. Allen, who have
been managers of the Coury House with
Father Herbert since its opening sixteen
months ago, took their leave from this responsibility on September 1. Tbe parents of
Brother Anselm, they came to Subiaco se,"
era] years ago to spend their retirement
years. Then last year they agreed to help
get the Coury House off to a good start. we
owe them eternal thanks for putting aside
their dream of quiet retirement and spend·
ing these months as wonderful helpers and
managers in the abbey's retreat program and
in the care of guests. Now thev have finalh'
had the opportunity to move· into the ne,~
house they built just before beginning their
work with us. We wish them the best.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
Publication of death anniversary dates is arl
encouragement to Uiends of the dec.·eased and t,1
our readers to remember the departed in theif

prayers.

Rev. Justin Wewer
Sept. 3, 1963
Rev. B•rnord Zell
Sept. 5, 19~8
Rev. Leonard Knoff
Sept. 12, 196)
Rev. Justin Ruwyter
Sept. 15, 189f>
Brcther Mark Voneu
epl. 15, 190Z
Let Us Pray
0 God. the Lord of Mercy, grant to the soul of
Thy servant, N
. whose anniversarv \\'t.'
comn.,cmorate, a place of refreshment rest· and
happiness, and the glory of Th)' light. Througll
Our Lord J esus Christ. Amen.

1)~ ~
Dear Young Americans.
StLppose a new boy named Di!!er comes to
our school this year. and his father has start;d him out witlt a dollar a week allowance.
, ~Ppose Diller glues his first dollar to a
?tck and waves it so i:iolently iu the wind
Or a flag, that it blows away.
. M«ybe Diller will get a silver dollar 11ex1
ti,ne, but if he purn it in his shin pocket
?relessly, and then goes out in the fields
or « shirt fight with his playmates. and
comes home withot,t the do!!ar, Diller will
Probably have his allowance cut off.
Our Heat•enly Father gives allowances of
grace to His childern. If they use rite grace
loe!!, they may get an increase!
fi God does not give eyesight to everybody.
t e does not want anybody to use his eyes
d~ look down on anybody else with preju'ce because of a different colored skin. If
anybody uses his eyes in such a wrong manner, he wit! become more and more blind
~n his understanding, so that he sees less and
bess good in the people God gai•e him for
rothers. Fina!Iy he gets so bitter, and furious and hateful that he loses all of God's
ieace and joy. Then. all he can do is try
c!t make his brothers more miserable ,rntil
°d steps in and says. "That ·s enough!" Af1
h''.7 that, if he does not repent and change
f 18 ways u:ith his brothers. and ask God's
org1veness in a hurry, God will say one
'lltore thing, "Get lost!" and he does.
The Bible tells ILS about two kinds of Phoroes in Egypt. God gai•e extra grace to both
~f them to make them rulers. During t11e
,:ine of Joseph. the Pharao used grace to
'llJ0 nor God's people and cooperate with God's
1 !!. In those days, Egypt
became the best
country in the world.
to By the time Moses was born, the Pharao
t as using the leadership God gave him ro
ake away the rights of God's people and

oppress them. God rook au:ay His wace.
hardening Pharao's heart
The heart of ei:ery real ruler must po our
to his people at all times. concerned for their
welfare. and up LO God at the same time.
in rhanksgit·ing and looking for His will.
Ei-ery now and then. Young Americans are
raised up for a little while to took after
1:oun:7er brothers a,d sisters. Most of us already know that when we go into our job
wtth a smile. and do things to help them
and please our parents. u.·e hare a wonderful
time. Btlt erery time u•e start thinking about
what we are going ro do for oursel1·es during
that time. and making the mischiet·ous little
rascals know we are boss, u·hew! We are in
trouble! Bur !et us get on with the story.
Love to erery one of you.

Tammy

Poor Pharao!
Poor Pharao' Stripped of the grace o[ being a real ruler. he still had to go through
the motions of what he thought was a Pharao. because that was his job.
There he sat on his throne, waiting for
Moses and Aaron, trying to look important,
with the flies swarming all over him. in
spite of the work of his servants waving big
fans. Moses and Aaron came.
"Go!" commanded Pharao. •·and sacrifice
to your God in this land."
·'It cannot be done that way." explained
Moses. "for we shall sacrifice what is sacred
to the Egyptians. Now if we kill those animals that the EgypUans worship, in their
presence, they will stone us.
"We want to go three days' journey into
the wilderness and sacrifice to the Lord. our
God just like He commanded us to do."
Pha~ao tried to take command. "l will let
you go to sacrifice to the Lord your God

in lhc wilderness, but go no farther. And
NO YOUNG AMERICA CONTEST S
you must pray for me!"
~her lsidore's Notes
The most striking comeback ca.me from
"I will go out f.rom you and pray to the
The Young America contests will
the bermuda grass pastures. the sudan grass
Lord." promised Moses, and "and the flies
not appear tlti year because so few
and silage fields. Before the showers came,
shaJI go away from Pharao, and from hisserschools have been participating. We
bermuda grass pastures had turned to a
vants. and from his people tomorrow. But
wish to proclaim our thanks to Miss
light brown from the lack of sufficient moisdo not deceive us any more, in not letting
Mildred Payne of San Diego, Caliture. The silage crops likewise had been
the people go sacrHice to the Lord."
fornia, the generous (but anonymous ,
somewhat stunted in growth: and the ~udan
Moses went out from Pharao and prayed
at her insistence) be nefactor who has
fields had hardlv staved alive. Now these
to the Lord. And the Lord acted according
been financing the purchase of prizes
With the coming of August showers. the fields are tall witb proiific growth and promto the promise of Moses. talcing away all the
for over 20 years and was ready to do early greeness
of
summer
has
ise
returned
good yields.
to
!lie, from Pharao, from Pharao's servants,
so again Otis year. We invite the pre- lhe foothills
of the Ozarks. After two months
Perhaps the biggest project on lhe farm
and from all his people so that there was
sent and past generations of Young Of severe
drought the countrvside has re- this summer has been the
not a single fly left.
grape har\'est
A merica prize winners to join us in Vived its early
vigor to give us ·a brief period which was recently completed.
Lasting two
prayers of thanks for her generosity. Of freshness
'·What a relief!" thought Pharao and his
before the sting of autumn weeks. the cutting was interrupted
se,eral
people, as the flies started moving. When
touches the plants. Many of these plants umes by small
mtermitten t showers, Howthey were a!! gone, and Pharao did not have
thought to be dead for the sea.son have slag- ever, during the
periods between ·howers
to worry about them any more, Pharao deThe messengers hurried back to Pharao ~ a quick comeback.
many different cutters were on hand for the
cided that there was no need for the children
with
the
news.
extended
"Good:'
harvest.
thought
for most of the monks
Pharao. hi! e
of Israel to stop their work and go off into
the wilderness. He gave orders lo keep them heart harder than ever "There arc plent, 5 arth. For I will stretch out my hand to Joined in the project. The quantity of grapes
ttik e you, an d your peop_Ie wit
of animals left. We can• re-stock from (he• an
. h pest iJ cnce, certainly exceeded the past years, ye their
on their jobs.
salves. After all. what a.re slaves for, if the' I d many of you shall pensh from
the earth , quality was below par from drought damage.
Moses went back lo God in prayer. God can't be
itseful?"
· . raised you up that I might show My power Breathing the deepest sigh of relief after
told him. "Go in to Pharao and speak to
the finished job were Brothers Robert and
The Lord spoke lo Moses and Aaron ~} You, and that My name may be
him: Thus says the Lord God of the Hespoken Meinrad,
"G th f
who had put a vear's work mto
l
h df l f h
throughout lhe earth.
brews. let my people go to sacrifice to Me.
a er _or yourse ves an us
o _as es o~ I
''Do vou still hold back my people• And the crop.
But if you refuse, and still hold the back. of the chimney, and let Moses sprinkle ,t 1P Wi)J
t
th
?
If
I
·u
Brother Michael, our woodsman, has comyou_ not 1e
my hand shall be laid upon your fields and the air, in the presence of Pharao. And tel it
em go· . so, WI cause
cause a very grievous dying of! among your there be dust all over the land of Egypt th. e" :0 r?m 1omorrow _at this same hour, an pleted two months of work in the forest with
horses, asses. camels, oxen and sheep. And shall bring boils with swelling bla.i.ns in meii i Ceedmgly great hail, su~h as has not been his congenial companion. Brother Boniface
and in beasts."
l~ Egypt from t~e day 1t was founded to of St. Meinrad Archabbey An experienced
the Lord will make a wonderful difference
.
e present time.'
forester. Brother Boniface has been with us
between the possessions of Israel and the
Moses and Aaron ca.me before Pharao :,"_in
_Moses came before Pharao again, and told the past two months while studying and
obpossessions of the Egyptian. so that nothing the ashes. Pharao narrow~d his eyes, wai.tmf h1in
everything the Lord had said. Pharao sen•mg our abbey's forestry procedures.
at all shall die of those things belonging to for _them to speak. They did not say anythm~ 5at
haughtily
upon
his
the children of Israel."
Moses Just took the ashes and sprinkle Upon Moses with scorn.throne, loolcing down Judging from their suntanned faces and
brawny arms. they must ha\'e blazed many
And the Lord appointed a time saying, them into th_e air, and itchy dust wall all over
"Send therefore, now, right away. and have new trails in our forest south
of the Abbey
"Tomorrow , will the Lord do this thing in Egypt, makmg sores and pamful lumps or Your cattle and all the people who work
in
the land ."
a.I~, the people.
. .
"
;,he fields gathered together," pleaded Moses.
Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
Send for my magicians, ordered Phara~ f Get everything you have out of the
l\foses went to Pharao and warned him
fields,
For lhe Missions
Pharao just sat there, bored. The next day, and _the messengers went to get_ Ph_arao t or tnen. beasts, and everything left outside,
people in Egypt hitched up their oxen to the mag1c1ans. but came back ma huny w1thou ?d not brought inside to safety. will die
Help us rai:-e funds to aid the need? mis!!ilon~
them.
bv
sending
us your canc1.lled stamps. S1mply tear
plows, but the oxen dropped dead. They
tom the hail."
oI'
them ofl vour letters and packages and
"Where are my magicians?" demande-0
loaded sacks on the backs of asses as usual ,
'I'he servants of Pharao stood for awhile, mailcutthem
to us. Be sure to leave a small margin
Pharao.
but the animals died before they could carry
Waiting for him to give the order. Pharao around them so as to protect the perforations. All
''They are very sick," answered the mes· sat sneeri.ng in silence.
foreign stamps are especially valuable, Mail conthe loads very far. They hitched up lhei.r
tributions to: Young America. New Subiaco Abhorses to the chariots, but nobody went for sengers. "They are covered grievously wil11
'I'hosc among Pharao's servants who feai.·- bey, Subiaco, Arkansas 72865.
a ride. All their caravans of camels perished. boils and blains. They cannot even stand up. ect the Lord, LOok matters in their own hands
Arkansas: Frances Euper ~trs. Henry C Johnson.
Sheep stopped right in the middle of grazing
"A lot of good they are," thought Pharac anct hurried their workers and cattle
to safeJr .. Regina
The Spectator
and rolled over dead. People came running angrily. and would not listen to anythin)! ty_ 1'he other servants, who ilid not regard Bolii,ra: SisterRitter.
M. 1rwin
to Pharao in alarm.
CaHfornia: MichneJ T Coogan, Mi..,s Mar~· M
about letting the children of Israel go, hif lhe word of the Lord, left their workers
and
Murphy
Cattle in the fields.
"Go to Gessen," commanded Pharao. "And heart getting harder and harder.
Illinois: Emma DoJan Mr$ Hr..-Jen
weenl•Y, Leo
L. Walsh
inquire about the animals there."
And the Lord said to Moses: "Arise in th< , When the time came, God said to
Moses:
Ke11tucky:
Alice
A.
Kerin~
11
morning,
and
Messengers hurried to Gessen. "Are any
stand before Pharao, and yo
'Stretch forth your hand towards heaven, 1\lnryland· ~irs. William A. Craig
of your anima ls dying?" they asked the shall sa~, to him: Thus says the Lord God ot ~hat lhere may be hail i.n the whole land of Mich.igon: Rev. John C. Sullivan
children of Israel.
Nebraska. Mr. Albert Tharnish
the Hebrews, Let my people go to sacrificl' ""tLgYPt, upon men, upon beasts, and
upon all New HmnpshiTe~
Joseph L. Cronan
''Nothing al all has died." answered the to me. Or else, I will at this time send ail •1e growing things in the land of Egypt." New
York. Mr. Adrian J Grobsm1th, ~!rs. P
Israelites. "There is not even anything sick, my plagues upon your heart, and upon you 1 LMoses stretched forth the hand that
Wershing
held
servants, and upon your people, that yo~ toe rod.
Ohio· Anonymous
ready to die.''
Oklahoma· Miss Mary Donnelly
may know there is none like Me in all th<'
.
TeJ.·as · Barbara Anglim, Susi, Hope, Laura Plnl(to be continued)
lips. Miss Bea Rubeck

The Coury House is open Lo private retreatants the year 'round. A well-stocked library
is at your finger tips, a priest counsellor is
always at hand, and you are only steps away
from the monastic church . Or, if you prefer a
group retreat, here are the possibilities open
to you this fall.
Sep:embcr 27:

Oblates' Quarter!~· Meeting

October 2-4: Retreat

Women

Oc tober 9- 11: Retreat

Couples

October 30-Nov. I: Retreat

The Abbey Retreat
Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

Men

ABBOT MTCHAEUS LETTER
My dear Friend and Benefactor,
The greatest foreign mission society in the U. S . is
Maryknoll. The society publishes a monthly bulletin
for priests, entitled The World Parish. I would like to
pass on to you some passages from the October, 1964.
bulletin:
Spotlight on Nigeria-the backbone of the African
Church
"There is no intention of ignoring Catholic action
in other African countries, but it's increasingly evident
that the Church in Nigeria should be seen with new
importance. In this the largest and most populous African country (55 million people) about 9 11:l percent are
Christian (5 million), and of that number 3 million are
Catholic. Also, there are nearly 900 priests, (1 00 native), 100 Brothers, 600 Sisters, over 200 senior semi narians and almost 12,000 catechists.
"An indication of Catholic activity in Nigeria is
seen in the 1960 figures of JOO hospitals and dispensaries
and more than 3,800 schools with 600,000 students. However, the needs are so great that much, much more
should be done. . . . As one Catholic government offical has explained: 'Nigeria is the battleground ... All
the resources of the Church should be concentrated
here..
"There are about 25 million Catholics in Africa, 10
million non-Catholic Christians, 110 million pagans and
and about 90 million Moslems. the latter having a very
extensive missionary program.
" 'The people of Africa will be won or lost to Christ
in this generation,' says Bishop Michael Moloney,
C.S.Sp., of Bathhurst, Gambia. 'If the Church does not
act quickly the forces of Mohammedanis m will overrun the vast territories ... .'
"It will be interesting to witness the future of this
vital 6,000 mile long by 3,000 mile wide continent which
has 47 political divisions for nearly 250 million people
who speak 850 known languages and dialects. Generally forgotten is the fact that Africa is bigger both in
size and population than Latin America, and that there's
a comparable amount of mineral and economic potential. But Africa only has one-tenth the number of Catholics. The big q uestion is whether the 2 continents are
or should be r ivals in importance. If so, then more
missioners are needed and more attention to the African Church is necessary"
New S ubiaco Abbey, after a study of the Church's
needs in Africa and Latin America, particularly in Nigeria, decided in 1963 to make the first monastic foundation in Nigeria. May we ask your prayers and support that the little seed we planted may sprout, grow
into a great tree, and bear much fruit fo r the salvation
of souls ad the glory of God in Africa.
Gratefully yours in Christ and S t. Benedict,

+ ~ ~• O..).Q.
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The Lord of Saints
By Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.
When the just are triumphant there is
great jubilation. No one was ever so just
as Christ, and no one has ever won so great
a Victory. People are often forced lo go into
hiding when the wicked gain the upper hand.
There have been many men in the past who
did not hes itate to defy God and enslave
their fellowmen. They had everything and
their fellowmen had nothing. They became
Self-satisfied, and made themselves independent of God .
God wisely deprives us of things we would
like to have to keep us on the straight and
narrow path to heaven. Our trouble is that
we do not know what is good for us, even
though we consider our life as being a disappoip.tment that is going to turn out well
for us if we stay with the Church. With the
Church we are guaranteed a safe passage
1n to the next life. W
ithout the Church we
Wi]] be the most luckless travellers ever to
Undertake a journey.
T he Chu rch is an everlasting kingdom of
truth and life. But sometimes we do not
Pay much attention to the Church. We do
not listen to the voice of the Church that
Cornes to us through Scripture and the prayers and the teaching of the Church. The voice
of the Ch urch is the voice of Christ. He is
the immortal King of the ages. Our Lord
God Almigh ty.

*

Letters of our Founder

Lending Library Noles
Why Pray U1e Rosa r y

A. Meditation

Zl

THE COVER
One of the clerestory windows ill
the Abbey Church, depicting aJI
event in the life of St. Bcnedici
See page 20.

•

•

•

Only H e can lead us to the one goal we
need to reach. Goals and objectives other
than the one He has in mind may beckon to
Us. But they will leave us disappointed even
if we reach them.

•

The Saints in heaven have reached their
goal. They now see God face to face. They
Were guided to the beatific vision of God
by the light of reason and the illumniation
of faith. We have the same light to guide
Us. "We give thanks to God the Father, who
has made us worthy to share the lot of saints
•n light."
Mary is the greatest and the most helpful
Of all the saints. Many a poor sinner has been
saved from his own folly by Mary, the Moth-

er of God. We are not able to save ourselves
but Mary can come to our assistance. She
can plead for us as no one else can before
the thl'One of God. Through her intercession
God will grant us true health of soul. When
we do not enjoy true health of soul we do not
trust God as he deserves. We are not committed totally to Him. What little we have
given of ourselves we want lo take back. We
stop far short of giving ourselves completely
to God as Mary did. Her one thought was to
be a lowly servant of God. The thought of
our own littleness and the greatness of God
should make us feel something like Mary
when she exclaimed, "Behold the handmaid
of the Lord. Be it done to me according to
thy word."
We should dedicate ourselves completely
to God as Mary did. We need to devote less
time to ourselves and more to God. If our
love for Him increases we will also take
the pains to gain in knowledge of Hirn. The
more we find out about God the more we
will stand in awe of Hirn. Wicked people do
not fear God. but good people do. If Mary,
holy as she is, is filled with the fear of God
how much more should we be.
We study the life of Mary and Jesus as
we pray the Rosary. The Rosary stirs up in
us the desire to be united to Christ and His
holy mother. No matter what our spiritual
condition may be we can pray the Rosary
w ithout hesitancy. The Blessed Mother is
pleased by hearing us recite the Rosary. The
Blessed Mother willingly helps us. What
others can do for us she usnally can do better. There are other things that .nobody else
can do for us tha L Mary can do. She is the
Queen of the most Holy Rosary who wants
us to ask for help. She willingly comes to
our rescue any time we say to her, "Queen
of the most Holy Rosary, pray for us."

here at school, but with constantly increasing numbers a crowded condition has resulted and for that reason we have been
urging the people to build a church for themselves in the town of Eleme; this would relieve congestion here and make it easier for
arrive.
the people to go lo church.
Father Rapha el DeSa.lvo reecntl y wrote to
Many people have offered land for sale,
8is hop Albe.rt L. Fletcher of Liltle Rock , t e ll ing
and a few weeks ago Bishop Godfrey
of th e missions cared for by Subiaco's four NiOkoye. after several trips to look at sites,
gerian missionaries. \ Ve reprint his acco unt or purchased a plot centrally
located, on which
these missions from th e Gua rdian, Littl e Rock's
the church wilJ eventually be built. The plot
diocesan pape r.
is 400 feet by 200 feet and the price was
During the last few months I have. been $1120.00. The people are enthusiastic_ about
abJe to devote more time to the affairs of the prospect of having a church of their own,
the three parishes or missions here. Although and a church committee of 12 men is making
the surface is barely scratched in regard to a study of ways and means of building. To
the amount of work that should be done, say that it will be a big job is an understateWe have at least made a start. The Legion ment, when the poverty of most of the peoOf Mary has been organized in one of the ple is taken into consideration. But if they
Parishes and also here at our school. Mem- have the determination, much can be acbers of both groups have been busy instruct- complished.
The Sunday collection here in Elerne is
ing chUdren, both Catholic and catechumen,
and they are enthusiastic in their work. In about 50 cents per Sunday. This, however, is
the next few months we hope to set up the not the only source of revenue. In Nigeria
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine. which there is what is called the A.M.C. (Annual
Mission Contribution) which is an assessWill be able to do great work.
Just how many Catholics are in each of the ment on every adult and student of each
missions, with the exception of Ibubu, is un- parish. Each man is expected to pay $1.19
known since no census has been taken. But per year, each woman _91 cents and each stumemb~rs have been increasing in all, par- dent 35 cents. If a parish 1s large, these c~nticularly here in Eleme where j_ob_ oppor- tributions go a long way in caring for parish
tunities are present due to the bu1ld1J1g of a e,rpenses. It came as a surprise lo us to learn
refinery, which is employing several thou- what people were expected lo contribute in
sand people. Just what will happen when a year's time. but for many people this small
the refinery is completed is unknown, but a a,~ount is a sacrifice. In more prosperous
decrease in the number of Catholics JS m- areas it is somewhat higher. When a big j_ob
evitable. Completion of the refinery will like building a church or another parJSh
Probably take place in about six months, and building is necessary, the people ar_e assessed
after that time the personnel will be only a c2rlain amount and work begins; whe~
a few hundred technicians and ordinary money runs short, work is stopped until
more funds are available. But as soon as the
laborers.
roof of a church is on, the building. inco_m'l'he Eleme parish is an unusual one in the plete as
it may be. is used for Mass. Heatmg
Sense that all the members come from other is no
problem, so it can be used the year
Parts of Nigeria. Very few of the nat!ves are
round.
Catholic. However, many of the natives beThe people at Okrika are very happy about
long to the Anglicans, who have been here
for many years. But we hope that in the ~ear their good fortune of obtaining 1~ acres of
future there will be converts to Catholicism. land for a parish site. The deal 1s all but
lVIembers of the parish are enthusiastic about completed and we hope that no strings are
Possibilities of rapid growth. Although some attached to the grant, which was made posof the leading members will be moving with sible by the good will of the Chiefs and their
the completion of the refinery, several o[ the people. The members of the parish 3:e lookmost active are members of the police force ing forward to the day when they will have
Who wiU be here permanently guarding the a small church of their own, adequate for
the immediate needs and able to be enlarged
refinery.
. .
Up to the pre~ent time the pansluoners inexpensively when the need arises.
(Continued on page twenty-three)
have been attendmg Mass and Benediction

continuing their preparations for departure
to Nigeria. They have their passports, the
Visas have been applied for, and they are
getting an endless round of ~hots .. No _deParture time can be set un ti! their visas

Report from Nigeria
ON AUGUST 13, twenty-five members of
St. Mary's Parish, Port Harcourt, Nigeria,
were invested as Oblate Novices of Saint
Benedict by Father Raphael DeSalvo (al left
in photo). Father W. O'Mahoney, C.S.Sp ..
(right rear) pastor of St. Mary's pro-cathedral, assisted in the ceremonies. Those invested were the following: Catherine Dun,,
Grace Emeghara, Helen Obasi , Cecilia Omofia, Bernaditte Unadike, Juliana Amasike;
Louis Uche, Celestine Obinna, Theop_hilus
Okujo, Fred Omofia, Clement Ononigwe,
ChTistopher Ozonweke, Michael Umeh, Samuel Ugwu , Richard Nwurka, Christopher
Nwaosu, Augustine Nwaneri, Boniface Irechukwu, Michael Ikejiaku, Christopher Idenmili, Celestine Emeruen, Gregory Emeghara ,
Aloysius Ekeoma, Nicholas Anyanwu . In?ocent Amasike. The new Oblates are prayrng
the skeletal Divine Office available in their
Manual for Oblates and are hoping for the
day the can afford to purchase full length
breviaries in English.
Father Lawrence Miller has been relieved
of most of his work in teaching at Ascension
High School so that he can devote his attention to construction supervision. At present additional classroom and dormitory

space is being constructed in the hope of
having the school ready for January's expected increase in enrollment and in order
to provide education facilities, especially in
science. still needed. Before leaving for the
Council Bishop Godfrey Okoye provided
funds for this additional school construction.
The monks still need to build additional
quarters for lay teachers and then begin
work on their monastery. They hope to begin on this later in the fall. Some work iS
now being done in clearing parts of their 60
acre plot for this construction.
Father Basil Wiederkehr as principal and
Father Camillus Cooney as prefect of discipline and coach continue their heavy wor~
loads at the school. All four of the Fathers
take part in caring for the missions.
Father Raphael recently conducted a re·
treat for the Medical Missionaries of Mary.
He writes of this: "The setting was most
conducive for a retreat-a fine hospital com·
plex literally carved out of the wilderness.
Am amazed at the work this 27-year-old
congregation is doing in hospital work: gen·
era! hospitals, maternity clinics, leprosaria,
In one area they are caring for 7685 lepers.''
Meanwhile Brothers Louis and Paul are

Letters of Our Founder:
Father Wolfgang Prepares to Come
To 'a Paradise fallen from Heaven'
Edited by Hugh Assenmacher, O.S.B.
In the past two issues of The Abbey Message we have presented for our reade ts excerpts from the letters of Father Wolfgang
Schlumpf, O.S.B., the pioneer founder of
Subiaco Abbey. These letters were culled
from those written by this man in the years
1891 and 1892 and cencerned the raising of
St. Benedict's Priory in Arkansas to the dignity of an abbey and the election of the
first abbot.
In the next several issues of this publication we will consider the founder's outlook
i~ the years 1878 and 1879 .. . and the beginnings of the Arkansas monastic foundation.
{ _Father Wolfgang evidently was familiar
with _the proverb: Every beginning is hard;
and m these early years he suffered more
than his share of trials and difficulties of all
Fa th er Wol fga ng Sch lu m 11f, O.S.B.
types. However, as his later letters indicated
a great faith and spirit, even humorous, so present from a railroad company. Father Abtoo, we find in these early letters a triumph- bot wrote from Saint Louis that Father WoUing optimism that is never entirely obscured. gang should come to Saint Louis at once and
This month we present the few instances travel to Arkansas from here in company of
of reference to his new assignment found in three men and there to select 600 acres of
his letters of 1877 and 1878 previous to the land, suitable for founding a monaster)'
trip to western Arkansas. The later sketches thereon, out of a tract of a million acres.
will be taken from letters written after St.
Then follows a familiar human touch so
Benedict's was already 'home' for the three
common in these letters:
pioneer monks.
The first intimation of a proposed Arkansas project that Father Wolfgang mentions
I was not able to go because I have had
is in a letter to the Dean of Einsiedeln in the an operation on November 20. Since the earl)'
early winter of 1877. This was written from days of my life I had a wart on top of one
the town of Maria Hilf, Indiana where Father of my feet, which caused me a great deal of
Wolfgang, the procurator (business manager pain at times. I spoke to Father Abbot about
of St. Meinrad's) was temporarily staying:
it before he left. He gave me permission to
go to a doctor, who told me il needed cutting
Very Rev. Dean:
out because it might otherwise cause serious
I am sending you a copy of America of the trouble later. The wound resulting from the
above date, (Nov. 30, 1877) carrying the an- operation was longer than six inches and
nouncement that Father Abbot has acquired had not yet healed when the letter to go
600 acres of land in Arkansas for the pur- to Arkansas arrived. Father Prior therefore
pose of founding a new monastery, that is, sent Father Isidore to Arkansas, and prob·
he he has been promised 600 acres as a ably he has arrived there by this time.

At present I do not know any details about
the abbot's plans. After Father Isidore's retu_rn and after I have more information, I
ill write you again.
With best wishes:
Your devoted,
Father Wolfgang, 0.S.B.
~ fter this letter of the end of November ,
erious iUness seized the companion of Fath,. Wolfgang at Maria Hilf and he was preccupied with reports of improvements and
ela.pses and his letters make no mention
f the first expedition to the southwestem
tate. But one month later. December 20
877, he again writes the Dean of Einsiedel~
fnd in a postscript to this Christmas letter
~e gives a first report of what the romantic
at her l sidore had seen.

P.S. Father Isidore has returned from Arkansas and will send you a report on his trip
Best wishes for the New Year.
Today I am also sending you a description
of the Arkansas Valley.
. . "A paradise
Which fell down from heaven!"

50 on.

On December 29, 1877, Father Wolfgang,
still nursing the failing Father Eberhard at
Maria Hilf, had to forward another letter
to the Einsiedeln Dean. At this time he enclosed the letter that he had received from
Father Isidore written in Little Rock. Here
we find the glories of Arkansas extolled for
the first time. In later years one can perhaps detect from the tone of Father Wolfgang's letters th~t he no longer appreciated
the first fervent impressions of Father Isidore.
I arrived here again in Little Rock yesterday evening at nine o'clock. The Arkansas
valley is beautiful country. About 100 miles
west of Vttle Rock. 40 to 60 miles east of
Indian Territory (Oklahoma) and south of
the Arkansas river, thue lies a large. fertile
tract of le\"el land. partly limber and partly
prairie.
Tomorrow, December 8, the deal will be
closed in the land office. So far I have been
well. Heallhly country , air and water.
Father Isidore

And for good measure, Father Wolfgang
adds to this glowing report the contents of
a postcard from his 'land commissioner' in
Arkansas. It sounds typical for a tourist, but
is memorable because this tourist, Father ls·
dare, wrote in Latin:
Paris, quattour 'miles' a loco quem ele
die 5 to Dec '77; hora accurate duodecim
t>el meridie.
Omnia fausta sunt quoad projectionem no
strmn.

Valeo. Sanitas mea adhuc optima.
40 miles a territorio "indian" et 123 miles a
Little Rock.
Tuus:
I.

Translation: Paris, four miles from the
place I chose; Dec. 5, '77. Right at noon.
Everything accomplished with regard to our
proj ect! Good-bye! My health is still very
good. Yours ; I,idore.)

In January of 1878, Abbot Martin Marty,
the inveterate missionary, began to set the
wheels of a founding party and assignments
in motion. Again in a letter to the Dean of
Einsiedeln containing bu.siness affairs regarding a copy of the Einsiedeln Constitutions for Saint Meinrad, Father Wolfgang
begins to dimly foresee his future destination. He is still at Maria Hilf aes he wrote
on January 28, 1878:
The Rt. Rev. Abbot wrote me from the Dakotas on December 18 as foliows: Think of
closing accounts with our creditors at St.
Meinrad as soon as possible, so that you may
be ready to go if it should be God's will that
you be assigned to another place. (Underlining mine.)
It must be remembered tlwt Father Wolf

gang is still business manager for the Abbe1
St. M einrad at this stage. The letter con
tinues:
I complied with his wish immediately af
ter the New Year. and spent most of my tim
at St. Meinrad in January. I rear my metho
of procedure will cause a lot of comment.
used energetic measure in dealing with deb
tors. I demanded that every debtor who ow
property give security. Father Abbot has advanced a great deal of money to people,
which he had borrowed himself, and was
usualiy satisfied with a note, often did not
even demand a note. As a result many losses
were incurred during this period of wholesale bankruptcy.

(This was the era of a great financial

slump in American economy, and it is in- _Scripture Announces Tl,eir Praise
teresting to note that it affected Father Wolfgang and his duties!)
I have completed the work , and will return
to it again today. When I will get through
with it. I suppose people will be satisfied
ii the rigorous gentleman (meaning himself) should leave for Arkansas.
On January 26 a message was received
from the Abbot that he is through with the
Indian mission (lo the Sioux in the Dakota
territories) and that he will go from St. Louis
lo Lillie Rock, and return to St. Meinrad
from there. Fifty Catholic heads of families
have already bought land near the new Ben·
edictine foundation and after returning home
the abbot will have to appoint a pastor to
take charge.
The abbot has never aid definitely whether he will appoint me for the office. God's
will In don e!

What transpired between this Letter i11
January and the next one to the same person on February 14 there is no record i11
these letters. But the February letter, besides contains two historical events: the
death of a Pope and appointment of a leader
to Arkansas, is one of the most moving of
all that Father Wolfgang has left us:
Maria Hill
February 14. 1878
Very Rev. Dean, dear Confrere:
We received the message of the death of Pope
Pius IX on February 9. On February 12 I
went to St. Meinrad to greet the abbot who
had returned on February 9. On the 13th the
Abbot celebrated the requiem. AU of Matins
and Lauds were sung! In the afternoon J
returned to say good-bye. Towards the end
of this month I will leave for Arkansas. We
shall find out who is going along and other
particulars on my return to St. Meinrad. If
God's providence will allow me to arrive al
my destination, you will receive my next letter from there.
I do not like to leave St. Meinrad, but I
can also become enthusiastic about Arkansas.
Father Abbot has given the orders, and I
know now and firmly believe, that it is the
will of God. When I was reader at table a
week before leaving Einsiedeln for America
many years ago, the words of the Acts of
the Apostles, Chapter 20, occurred in the
reading of the Scriptures: (Here Father Wolfgang quoted in Lalin the following:) "And
(Continued on page eleven)

Let Us Now Praise Famous Men

By David Flusche. O.S.B.

When the little Irish woman's cow was
sick, she hastily put a statue of Saint Patrick
in the manger and tearfully implored the
good saint to restore her cow. Patrick's voice
suddenly came from the statue interrupting
the woman to say, "Why don't you ask
Our Lord about this? After all, Jesus knows
rnore about cows and mangers than 1 do."
"Glory be!" responded the woman. "Who
arn I to be bothering the Lord Himself about
a poor old woman's sick cow?"
Arnong devout Catholics from pope to pilgrim to pauper there are many devoted to
the saints in so personal a way that the above
Conversion seem quite natural. This devotion
Cornes from a deep sense of the Mystical
l3odv and the Communion of Saints, even
though perhaps devotees could not explain
1t in these terms.
But this devotion can go amiss, so the
Church in the Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy calls us back to the true devotion
to the saints: "The Church has also included
in the annual cycle days devoted to the
memory of the martyrs and the other saints.
Itaised up to perfection by the manifold
grace of God, and already in possession of
eternal salvation, they sing God's perfect
Praise in heaven and offer prayers for us.
By celebrating the passage of these saints
from earth to heaven, the Church proclaims
lhe paschal mystery achieved m the saints
Who have suffered and been glorified with
Christ; she proposes them to the faithful
a; examples drawing all to the Father
through Christ, and th.rough their merits she
Pleads for God's favor."
If the sainis were not to be honored it
Would have been strange indeed that Jesus.
0 n the one occasion when He showed Himsel( in glory, cha e to appear with two of
Bi saints, Moses and Elias. Symbolically
they signified the law and the prophets. but
actually they were saints in glory ; and
Peter, whose intuitions often ran far ahead
of his uncers,andi'l(!. proposed three shrines.
knowing that honor to Moses and Elias would

not detract from honor to Christ. Their lives
were expressions of the Divine action in
them. and were worthy of honor.
THE WISE MAN SIRACH in the Book of
Sirach (or Ecclesiaslicus, ch. 44), had the
same feeling about the saints. After having
spoken at length about the practice of virtue
and the glory of God's creation, he turns to
the saints. ''Let us now praise famous men."
He goes through the catalog of Old Testar.i ent saints showing how each gave glory
to God and deserves honor from us. Though
Yague on the idea of resurrection, he longs
for their eternal living glory: '·May life
spring from the bones of the twelve prophets,
where they lie buried, men that put heart
into the sons of Jacob. and by trusting in
God's power won deliverance.''
When Stephen was at the point of his
martyrdom, he chose to address his accusers
b,· showing how their resistence to the mess~ges of the saints had been resistance to
God.
And when the author of the letter to the
Hebrews began to define faith , he chose to
illustrate it in the lives of the Old Testament
saints. This epistle too regards the saints as
witnesses of our lives: "Why, then. since we
are watched from above by such a cloud
of witnesses, let us rid ourselves of all that
weighs us down, of the sinful habit that
clings so closely, and run. with all endurance,
the race for which we are entered. Let us
(ix our eyes on Jesus, the origin and crown
of all faith .. "
And finally the Church came to realize
that the saints, swept up into God's glory,
ha\'e become eternally united with God and
so their prayers of an earthly lifetime become now in heaYen their eternal prayers,
n·er being added to.
I ITS LITURGY the Church is not hesitan1
to call down God's blessing through the prayers and merits of the saints. On the feast
of All Saints, the Church will pray in the
Collect: "Almighty and everlasting God, who
have granted us to honor in one solemn
[east the merits o[ all your saints, we beseech you that since so many are praying for
9

us. you will pour forth upon us the abundance of your mercy, for which we long."
On practically any saint's day, the prayer
of the Church will contain the phrase
"through his intercession."
The saints have always been the most perfect Christian witnesses, and we who are
concerned with witnessing Christ in our age
can ever learn something from them. The
saints' biographers have often clouded the
issue by describing the saints' lives in fanci ful rather than real terms. In such biographies the saints have become supermen or
angels and we lose the feeling of kinship
that is proper in the communion of saints.
The early martyrs (and the late one too)
were not supermen. They ate and slept and
worked and sweat and itched and scratched.
But they were so determined to hold intact
their love of Christ that they would rather
go to their death. even in a lion's mouth than
deny it. The biographer who would ~ssure
us that there was never any agony of spirit
involved, that there was never the temptation to offer incense to an idol (after all,
what's an idol?) is robbing us of that saint
for he is denying the humanity of the saint.
Following the age of martyrs there was
the golden age of the Church Fathers. These
were not men who simply awoke to supernatural insights and easily penned them for
us. They struggled with faith, with knowledge, with philosophy, and what they wrote
was the fruit of more prayer and penance
and study than we can know.
And the monks and hermits who simply
felt the call of God and followed. Was that
a ll there was to it? They took themselves,
flesh as well as spirit, into the wilds, U1ere
to do battle for Christ. If they lived on cloud
nine in ecstatic prayer, they also lived on
planet earth in rugged toil and temptations.
The missionaries who went forth across
the world had lo do more than carry a cross
in solemn procession between prostrate lines
of uncivilized pagans. They built and dug
and tried to shoo the bug away from their

candles, and froze, and kicked the mud off
their boots and hoped that just for once
something would go right. Their sancitity
Was that they did these things and still loved
Goa.
Or the married saints, most of whom have
to fit in on All Saints day, since so few of
them are recognized otherwise. They didn't
find it any easier than John and Mary Doe to
gear two Jives to one tempo. Headaches and
crying child ren and groceries and mortgages
and sorrows seasoned their joyful sharing of
life. They earned their sanctity through these
and joys, not despite them.
WHATEVER THEIR STATE, and we can
be sure it was always very human, the saints
are deserving of our honor because they proclaimed in their lives, public or hidden, the
Paschal mystery achieved, because they followed Christ through joy and sorrow to glory.
'I'hey spent their lives in focusing their attention on God but also in making hoHer
their very su rroundings. We do them no
honor if we take God out of the picture. and
focus too strongly on them alone. But we do
lhem no honor either if we take them off
lvroun t Tabor and deny them their place of
honor subordinate to but with Christ.

ABBEY DEATH ANNIVER ARIE S

Publication of death anniversary dates is an
encouragement to friends of the deceased and to
0 ur readers to remember the departd in their
Pl"ayers.
ltev. Aloysius Baumgartner
11•o. Gn briel Ri egert

Oct. 16, 1934
Oct. 24, 1910

While we possess other letters of Father
Wolfgang before he left on his missionary
adventure, tl1is is his farewell message. None
of the others so much as mention his new
appointment. his feelings, or the Arkansas
project. However, the above letter is a fitting
close to the first chapter in his life in America. The next letter, as he had promised, was
written from St. Benedict's Priory in the
rocky, wooded hills of the Arkansas valley.
In our next consideration of Father Wolfgang and his work we will begin with his
graphic description of the long, slow, multiphased trip from southern Indiana to Western Arkansas, the letters of the spring and
summer of 1878. These are perhaps his most
informative and most intimate of the collection.
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(Continued from page eight)
behold , now I go to Jerusalem where I am
ignorant of what is awaiting me; except that
the Holy Spirit cries out to me m each city
that chains and tribulations await me in
Jerusalem." In common parlance, we are
wont to call tribulations troubles here. Well.
trouble was at home in St. Meinrad, and
it will pop up in Arkansas also. And when
it does I hope to have the grace to say with
Saint Paul: "But I am afraid of none o( these
so Jong a I finish my course and the mirustry of the word , etc."
And now I commend myself to God, to our
Lady of Einsiedeln and to your prayers.
With the kiss of peace:
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B.

'I'hO God, the Lord of Mercy, grant to the soul of
, whose anniversary we
Y servant, N
0 rnmemorate, a p]ace of refreshment, rest and
J~~ tti,r!f_ri;,,_~~DThy light. Through

UNITED
''"Pray and work in Ute love of
Christ.." Thi~ in scription on U1 e
statu e of St. Benedict in our abbey church tells the story of the
he vs of all th e sai nts.

LETTERS OF OUR FOUNDER

Thanksgiving for Council; New apartment;
Special intention-Holy Infant of good health;
8 flc or house; Improvement in eye sight; Rctul'n
0
loved one to the Church: Relier of an invalid;
ihanksgiving-St. Joseph. improvement of health;

J~;c~~~~fcs~f1nt!1 ~~~at~~n~~;~
Pe arce~
~very of J A. LaFortune; Intention of Mrs. F. A.
ohlbcrg; Recovery of Major Margaret 0. Hickey;
l'hanksgiving (or favors received; Safe Lrip: Safe
0

~~vf~fc};°

PRAYER

Delivery: Stcadr employment: Sucressful change
of jobs, anJ Lo [ind a suitable home.

THE DECEASED
F1·ed Hoedebeck; Rnsalia Gerke: Frances Prause
Wm. Medley: Joseph Zakrzewski: Martha .worth:
W. P. Aertker; Joseph Eengelbergcr family; M
Gisler; Frank and Lena Ritler; Deceased Stocck
family; Joe Raible: Arnold Stallem; James Brogan; Francis Kohlberg; Deceased Welch family,
Mrs. Roger Fleming; Elizabeth Hermes; Deceased
Chudy and Bajorek families.

The Chart
of Profession
To a great extent our Jives and the lives
of many others around us are determined
by what we do with the blank sheets of
paper that come to our hands. We can Ull
them with messages of Jove or hate, of joy
or sorrow. We can fill them with trivialities
or matters of great moment.
Each of the fratres pictured on these pages
is handling a sheet of paper, and for each
this paper involves the most significant step
in his life to date. Frater Malachy Mc erney
(signing) and Frater William Wewers (reading) will never again handle a document
so important, for each has before him the
chart of his solemn profession, written out in
his own hand, signed and publicly proclaimed in the monastic church on September 8. Each, after reading the profession,
showed it to Father Abbot and then laid
it on the altar where it would become one
with the offertory of the Mass, expressing
the total offering of self to God i.n the
religious life as monks of New Subiaco
Abbey.
Three years away from that step, Fratres
Xavier Kleiss and Wolfgang Mimms, too are
handling their charts of profession. Their
simple vows are made for a period of three
years. Frater Xavier (presenting his chart to
Father Abbot and Frater WoHgang (reading, opposite page) have begun the life of
religious vows which they hope will culminate in solemn vows.
Saint Benedict saw special significance in
the candidate writing out his own profession
of vows and placing it on the altar, for tlus
more than symboUzes, it actualizes, the religious profession. The abbot is to take
this petition from the altar after the Mass
of profession and keep it always in the monastery-so that a monk's life is really offered to God and placed in the hands of the
abbot, just his chart of profession. For this
reason the profession of vows is to be
surrounded with special ceremonies which
Saint Benedict describes as follows: "Of this
promise of his let him draw up a petition
i.n the name of the saints whose relics are
there and of the Abbot who is present. Let

him write this petition with his own hand;
or, if he is illiterate, let another write il at
his request, and let the novice put his mark
lo it. Then let him place it with his own
~anc1 on the altar, and when he has placed
ll there, let the novice at once intone this
Verse: 'Receive me, 0 Lord, according to your
Word , and I shall live; and let me not be
Confounded in my hope.' Let the community
answer this verse three times and add the
Glory be to the Father. Then let the novice
brother prostrate himself at each one's feet
that they may pray for him. And from that
day let him be counted as one of the comltiunity."
What do the vows embrace that are on
the profession forms? Saint Benedict prescribed three vows: stability, conversion of
1iie, and obedience (poverty and chastity
Were taken for granted as necessary parts of
lhe religious life and were implied in the
0
ther vows. Church usage later made them
explicit so the modern Benedictine now lakes
five vo_;,s). By stability the monk binds himSelf to a particular monastic family, so that
even though he may be assigned away from
the monastery for the good of the Church,
~e remains a member of that monastic family, benefiting from its prayers and works,
anct contributing toward it in the same way.
By conversion of life the monk must try to
fulfill Saint Benedict's prescriptions that the
ltionk's life must be Christocentric, a perlletual turning toward and walking with
Christ. By obedience the monk surrenders
t? his Abbot the right of free choice and decision. It is theoceforeward up to the Abbot
rather than to the monk to determine in
What way the monk will work to serve God,
the Church, the monastery, and his fellow
lllen. This vow of obedience, together with
the two added vows of poverty and chastity
are generally placed in opposition to the
three basic evil tendencies in man: lhe concupiscence of the eyes, the concupiscence of
the flesh, and the pride of life.
'l'hus the small sheets, barely filled with
the religious profession formula, become the
sign through which life is consecrated to
Christ. They become the public avowals of
faith, hope, and love. They become perman_ent evidence that young men in the new
ripeness of maturity can look upon the world
and see that it is good, then going beyond
that, look upon Christ as the better part and
give up all to follow Him.

•

To Set Men
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Fire

The Changes in the Liturgy
We are already getting accustomPd to
hearing the words of absolution in our own
l'.'1lguage in the_ sacrament of penance. In
time all of us wtU be equally familiar with
the vernacular in the rest of the sacraments
and in the Mass. So do we rejoice and say
"Now I can understand what is going on"
and let it go at that? If so, we haven't gained
anything; we have, in fact lost ground because we have missed the point completely.
Understanding what is going on is not the
goal. It is only the beginning. Making ourselves a part of what is going on is closer to
what is necessary, but that too falls short.
The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy
tells us that th e purpose of the li turgy is
to make men "one in holiness" and that "the
renewal of the eucharist in the covenant
between the Lord and man draws the faithful into the compelling love of Christ and
sets them on fire."
But if we are to be set on fire, we must
come to the liturgy with proper dispositions.
Understanding the words is only the beginning of the beginning. We need to advance
to an understanding of the nature of worship. Liturgical worship is never simply a
ceremony which we attend. It is "an exercise of the priestly office of Jesus Christ. In
the Liturgy the sanctification of man is signified by signs perceptible to the sense and
is effected in a way which corresponds 'with
each of these signs: in the liturgy the whole
public worship is performed hy the mystical
body of J esus Christ, that is, hy the head
and his members.... It is an action of Christ
the priest and of his body which is the
Church, a sacred action surpassing all others._" The liturgy is in fact the work "through
which our redemption is accomplished." The
liturgy is simultaneously the source, the expression, and the achievement of our union
with God.
Baptism is not merely an admission ceremony which tags our souls as Christian, it
is the action wher by "men are plunged into
the paschal mystery of Christ: they die with
him, are buried with him, and rise with him;
they receive the spirit of adoption as sons."
The sacrament of penance is not merely a
proclamation of repentance and a declaration of forgiveness; it is a restoration to life.
14

Matrimony is not simply a union of man and
woman; it is a living expression of the union
of Cnrist and his Church.
The reading of Sacred scripture is not sirn·
ply an historical recall. It is the eternal Word
of God speal..-ing to us today.
Christ is ever present to his church i11
many ways, but he is especially present in
her liturgical celebrations. "He is present in
the sacrifice of the Mass, not only in the per·
son of his minister, 'the same now offering,
through the ministry of priests, who for•
merl y offered himseU on the cross' but es·
pecially under the eucharistic sp~cies. BY
h is power he is present in the sacraments, so
that when a man baptizes it is really Chris!
himself who baptizes. He is present in hif
word, since it is he himself who speaks when
the Holy scriptures are read in the Church
He is present, lastly, when the Church pray;
and sings, for he promised, 'Where two or
three are gathered together in my name,
there I am in the midst of them.' "
All of these things cannot be understood
simply on the level of theoretical knowledge
They need to be expressed in living terms
The revisions of the liturgy are meant to
help us advance to that understanding and
living.
BY THE ADOPTION of our own language
in the liturgy we lose our al ibi. It has been
far too easy simply to say that we can't un·
derstand what's being said and done, and
so we haven't been too much concerned with
the speci[ic nature of the liturgical action.
But now that we have been so clearly told
that the liturgy is the action of the whole
Church, we must know the nature of out
action. ll is precisely through the liturgy
that Christians proclaim Christ to the world
The liturgy, because it expresses the ful·
fillment of our redemption , gives publiC
witness to the faith of the people of God,
their hope, and their love.
This public witness must simultaneousl\'
form and spring from the witness of each
individual Christian, so " it is necessary thal
the faithful come to it with proper dispositions. that their minds should be attuned
(Continued on page sixteen)

Lending
Library
Notes
llblteaders are invited to use the free lending
lo rary service of the Abbey. The books referred
boobe tow are part of . a_ shelf of several hundred
ks ava.1lable, Additions are constantly being
::"'de to Ole library. Write for any of these books
l~ ask for a complete list. Address the Lending
~ r y, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

~IVING THE CHRISTIAN SEASONS, by
~arles K. Riepe, Herder and Herder, 1964,
9 pages, $2.95.
s Father Riepe approaches the reader of this
lllail volume with impressive credentials.
13f efore his ordination in 1960, he had studied
s or six years under the eminent liturgical
Ccho_lar, J osef A. Jungmann, at the Collegium
~allis1anum in Innsbruck, Austria. Father
lhepe was responsible for the revision of
tn e English-language pu_blication of Jung1?. ann's monumental work, The Mass of the
e 0 inan Rite. He also collaborated with FathSr Johannes Hofinger in planning the 1960
i lLtdy Week on Mission and Liturgy held
11 Nijimegen, Holland.
ln Living the Christian Seasons the author
0
~ rnbines solid liturgical scholarship with
h~llUine pastoral orientation. He addresses
t 1rnself to the average reader on an impor,,ant area in the field of liturgy: the liturgical
,ear
tn1'hroughout the book one is constantly relh1nded of a theme which echoes throughout
e Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, is8
1lted by the Fathers of the Vatican Council
ast November, namely, the centrality in the
tltb!ic worship of the Church of the Paschal
olstery, the saving death and resurrection
Pl Our Lord Jesus Christ. Father Riepe exC atns that, although the total work of
?vchr1st's redemption is made present in the
,, ass, it is humanly impossible for us to
1'lllentally digest" all of this at one time.
herefore, the Church spreads the entire

work of Jesus over a year's time so that we
may contemplate the whole of God's plan
for our salvation.
'!'he author points out that in the early
Church there was a vivid realization of the
fact that the Paschal Mystery lies at the very
heart or Christian worship. lt is significant
that for more than three hundred years no
other feast was celebrated in the Catholic
Church apart from Easter. The death and
resurrection of Christ was celebrated once a
year at Easter, and celebrated in less solemn
fashion once every week on Sunday. The
subsequent addition of other feasts , especially those of the temporal cycle, represents
an organic growth from the Easter Mystery.
They simply show what led up to and what
followed it.
After discussing the seasons and feasts of
the temporal cycle of the liturgical year, the
writer gives due attention to the major feasts
of the sanctoral cycle. Throughout the discussion of these feasts, he insists that they
are not simply isolated celebrations to honor
Our Lady and the saints but reflections of
the redemption mystery ; through Mary and
the saints we see the triumph of the grace
that Christ won for us in His death and
resurrection.
A minimum of technical terminology and
a clear, readable style recommend this book
for general reading. It will be a valuable aid
to anyone who is interested in deepening his
knowledge and appreciation of Christian
worship.
-Kevin Watkins, O.S.B.
THE CHRISTIAN FAILURE, by Rev. Ignace
Lepp, Newman Press, 1962, 192 pages, $3.50.
Books like this are disturbing. The author
presents all too clearly the spiritual malaise
of a world th.at has known two thousand
years of Christianity. Bafflement and chagrin cause him to ask why "Christian" civilization has produced in our time atom bombs
and apartheid, strikes in the West and starvation in the East; why the followers of Him
who had no place to lay His head are swept
along in the pursuit of financial, emotional ,
and religious security.
Father Lepp is a convert from Communism
who spent the first few years of his priesthood in France during World War II. He has
published here in diary-note form bis impressions of life within the Church from
those early 1940s till 1956. The question he
raises in taking us with him during these
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eventful years far outnumb er the answers.
One may (eel that writers who probe and
expose the weakness es of the Church in the
world-an d this is a prominen t theme today
-could apply their tools more construct ively.
They could spend more words in demonstr ating the "how" of renewal. But this jarring
honesty is also needed, even if il is difficult
to tread the path of construct ive criticism
between sugarcoa ting and carping. The men
who do this are most often just as relentless
with themselve s.
The Christian Failure is well worth reading. Those with a taste for history will appreciate the notes on the Vichy governme nt
and the resistance movemen t, on the encyclical Humani Generis. on the worker priests.
AU will benefit from seeing clearly some
defects we Christian s can correct- as Father
Lepp believes and hopes-if we get off the
sidetrack s and return to the Source.
-Jerome Knoedel. O.S.B.
SOME READER 'S FAVORI TES
THE REED OF GOD, by Caryll Houselan der.
"What a treasure it is.''
.!:1EET THE BIBLE;, by Rev. John Castelot.
... easy language.
OF SACRAM ENTS AND SACRIFI CE, by
Rev Clifford Howell. "I wish I'd read this

earlier.''

PARENT AND CHILD, by Rev. Leo Trese.
". . . very good."
CHRIST THE LORD, by Rev. Gerard Sloyan.
" ... helpful in my teaching. "
NO LITTLE THING, by Elizabeth Ann
Cooper.
THE DESERT FATHER S, by Helen Wadde!J.
THE CATHOL IC MARRIA GE MANUAL .
by Rev. George KelJy. "Our mothers' club
discussed it for months."
BLACK LIKE ME. by John Howard Grifrin.
"Everyon e should read it."
THE COUNCI L, REFORM AND REUNIO N,
by Rev. Hans Kung.
YOU ARE THE CHURCH . by Rev. James
Killgallon .
TO KILL A MOCKIN GBIRD, by Harper
Lee.

THE CHANGE S IN THE LITURGY
( Continue d from page fourteen)

~ e John Gave Some Reasons

Why Pray the Rosary?

to their voices, and that they should cooper·
ate with divine grace lest they receive ii
in vain."
To stimulate these proper dispositionsAs the pain of dying gave way to the quiet
pastors must "ensure that the faithful take
wished to identify himself with them: Among
~f death, a rosary quietly slipped from the
part, fully aware of what they are doing.
the pleasant recollections of our yo11nger
ands of the elderly woman who had been
actively engaged in the rite, and enriched Cltttching
days are the encyclicals which Pope Leo XIII
it as her soul went to God. A Bapby its effects."
list minister at the bedside reverentl y picked used to write to the whole Catholic world
as October drew near, in order to urge the
The Christian , moreover is reminded thal l!p the rosary and entwined
it gracefull y faithful to det•out
he "must also enter into his chamber and around the hand so long
recitation of Mary's roaccustom ed to hold sary di,ring that
month in particular.
pray to the Father in secret." Popular de- It At that moment he understoo
d somethln g
votions too can help in forming a true Ii· about the rosary that had
These Encyclicals had l'aried contents. but
eluded him preturgical spirit, provided "they harmonizl' viously. The rosary, he now
understoo d, was they were all wise, vibrant with fresh in0
with the liturgical seasons, accord with the
spiration,
and directly relet•ant to the pract a beaded device for counting meaningsacred liturgy, are in some fashion derived tss[y repetitiou s prayers.
tice of the Christian life. In strong and perThe
rosary
was
a
from it, and lead the people to it, since, i~ 0 ving embrace of Christ.
suasit·e zerms they exhorted Catholics to
fact, the liturgy by its very nature far surpray to God in a spirit of faith through the
B:ad
he
looked
further
into
it
at
the
time,
passes any of them."
~ he did later on, he would have discovere d intercessi on of Mary, /tis Virgin Mother. by
The present changes in the liturgy. aparl t at the rosary is the history of man's hope reciting the holy rosary. For the rosary is a
from language , actually are few. The Con· ;nd God's fulfillmen t. The rosary tells of i•ery commend able form of prayer and medistilution calls for an extensive revisions ol
?d's sharing of our humanity , and then of tation. In saying it we weave a mystic garthe texts and rites so that they will expres> l-iis dying our death so that we may live in land of Ave Maria's. Pater Noster's and
more clearly the holy things which the) l-l.is life; and it demonstr ates the fullness Gloria Patri's. And as we recite these vocal
prayers we meditate upon the principal mysignify. This full revision will be severa'
this life by showing us how it has been
steries of our religion; the Incarnation of
years in coming, probably being marked wit~ l!lfilled in Mary.
Jesus
Christ and the Redempt ion of the huintermed fate changes and adaptatio ns. TO t If we fear to speak
the honor of Mary in man race are proposed, one
et·ent after
one who sees only the changes and not thr f he repeated Hail Marys,
we are more fear- another. for our consideration.
meaning, the changes will be fruitless. Bui l!l than the Angel Gabriel
or Saint Elizabeth
These pleasant memories of our younger
if the changes make us realize our involve- or the woman described
in lhe gospels who days
hare not faded or vanished as the years
ment in the paschal mystery and translatr col!Jd see even on the Divine
Son the mark of our life
it into our lives through the teaching of thr ~f a good mother. If
hat•e passed. On the contrary. we
we hesitate to ask Mary wam
to declare in complete franknes s and
word of God, then we will be looking for·
Pray for us, perhaps we forget that Jesus'
simplicit
ward to each new change.
y
that
the years hare made .'\,fary's
trst public miracle was in response to a
We will be restless until we can throug~ eayer, or a hint, from Mary-an d this even rosary all the dearer to 1,s. We nerer fail
to
recite
it
in
its
entirety each day and we
this earthly liturgy "experien ce a forelast• t hen it seemingl y upset His Divine timeof that heavenly liturgy which is celebrated hable, for He at first objected that his hour intend to recite it witlt particular derotion
during the coming month.
a.ct not yet come.
in the holy city of Jerusalem toward whicl1
Pope John then spoke briefly about the
we journey as pilgrims, where Christ is sit
. 'I'he rosary lends itself easily to use in all
ting at the right hand of God, a minister ol ~trcttmst ances-in a crowded· bus, in the death of his predecess or, Pope Pius XII, and
the holies and of the true tabeinacl e; w•
arkness of one's bed. in the family circle. stated that he wanted lo repeat an admonition from the encyclica l Ingrue11tium Masing a hymn to the Lord's glory ,vith aJI 1n all of these and countless other
circumthe warriors of the heavenly army; venerat :tances it is a guide to lead us through medi- lorum of Pius XII: Turn in spirit wtth ei;er
ing the memory of the saints, we hope for
ative paths in consideri ng the essentials of greater confidenc e to the Virgin Mother of
some part and fellowshl p with them; wr f.llr salvation . II we object that we don't God, the constant refuge of Christians in
adversity , since she 'has been made a source
eagerly await the Savior, our Lord JesU' /ke to pray lhe rosary because we
become of salvation for the l111ma11
race.'
Christ, until he, our life, shall appear an0 a00 . distracted , we need to balance
this by
In suggestin g intention s for our October
we too will appear with him in glory.''
Siting ourselves how much more distracted
_would be in the same interval without rosaries, Pope John thought first of the missionaries "bringing the light of Christian ity
aving the rosary in our hands.
to distant people" and then of the seminary
Goad Pope John, the pope of the aggiornastudents now preparing to "give themselve s
~ento, saw no conflict between a renewal of
to God that other men might gain Christ'':
he Church and devotion to Our Lady in the
rosary. As October approach ed in the first We trust that the apostolic labors of these
young men will be commend ed 10 the VirYear of his papacy, he recalled the encycligin Mary in your devout prayers through the
cals of Leo XIII on the rosary and clearly
month of October.

f
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The nexl intention suggested by the Pope
was prayer for world leaders: T hat those
who, in great measure, hold the future of
nations in their hands consider attentively
the dangerous pass to which our age has
come. Be these nations large or small, their
legitimate rights and their inheritance of
spiritual riches are sacred and must be safeguarded.
Next he asked our October prayers that
false philosophies be overcome by the truths
which attest that God is the author of life
and its laws, that He is guarantor of the
rights and dignity of the human person.
Pope John wanted us to pray the rosary
for the coming o{ God's kingdom: That this
goal may be realized in the fullest sensethat is, with the triumph of the Kingdom
of truth, justice, peace, and charity-we exhort all our chi!dren in Christ to be of one
heart and one soul and to pour out in ardent
prayer in October to our Queen Mother in
heaven and in our loving Mother.
And finally the Pope turned his attention
to that inlen tion so dear to his heart, the
Ecumenical Council: We ask you, Venerable

Brethren, to recite Mary's rosary througl•
the month of October with particular devotion and to entreat the Virgin Mother oJ
God in suppliant prayer , .. that the forth·
coming Ecumenical Council will add wow
derous growth to the universal Church, and
that the ,·enewed vigor of all Christian vir·
tues which we hope this Council will produc•
will also serve as an invitation and incentive
to reunion for our Brethren and child,·en wh.0
are separated from this Apostolic See.
The memory of Pope John is still strong
in us; the intentions thal be proposed are
still before us; the means of prayer he pro·
posed, the rosary, is still at hand or can bC
quickly in hand. We should not be frightened
away from honoring Mary and praying her
rosary because at the moment theologians are
groping for terms to best describe the re·
lation of Mary to Christ and to the Church•
The role of a mother can never be fully de·
scribed. But a child does not need a formal
declaration to know of his mother's love,
Her very existence is cause to reach out
toward her.

<'l. Bird's-eye View
Of the Abbey

People had often been telling Father Prior
ltobert Lazzari that be needed to get some
rest, hut it took a severe case of lung congestion to get him to bed. He is now in the
hospital at Van Buren. Early in October
Oblate Brother Kuykendall returned from
Saint Vincent's Hospital in Little Rock, and
F'ather Aloys Fuhrmann is a patient in the
Veterans Hospital in that city. We ask your
Prayers for our sick.
'l'wo of our senior Fathers are back with
Us again. Father Conrad Herda, after many
10ng years in parish work, is now fully retired and living on his reminiscences . As a
forrner pastor of the local parish, Father
C:onrad likes to take afternoon hikes through
lhe nearby area, renewing old acquaintances
"nd marveling at the changes. Father Joseph
F'uhrmann too has returned to the Abbey,
but since he is a spry 70, in contrast to Father
C:orad's 79, Father J oseph has taken over
F'ather Conrad's earlier job of being an extra rnan where needed in parish help. Father
J_oseph was for many years at Corpus Christi, then at Fort Worth, and most recently at
C:\arksvi.lle in regular assignments.
F'athers Felix and Denis have gone to
St. Bernard's College and Semi.nary where
they are on the faculty this year. This is
F'ather Denis's third year there, and in ad<htion to teaching, he is a prefect and in
charge of college and seminary publications.
F'ather Felix, in his first year there, is an
art instructor. The two are there as a part
0
our exchange program with St. Bernard's
s1nce students for our abbey study
their
rst two years of college there. St. Bernard
1gh school students study here, and they
<lre r epresented on our faculty by Father
JCavier Ackle, an assistant to Father Harold
111
our scholasticate.
F'ather Marion Whitfill, is now an assistant at St. Mary's Parish in Fort Worth and
a student at TCU, where he is majoring in
l'rtatb. Father was ordained on May 30.
Although this isn't a sports report, we must

!
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SWELLING TUE RANKS - On September 7-8
th e above were invested i_n th e Benedictine habit
as novices or pronounced rcHgious vows. First
ro-w : Novices Patrick Brown, Robert Stengel,
Phillip Fredrick, Robert Edward Strobel, Paul
Griese mer. Second row : Novices John Schmitt,

Fred Janacek, Abbot Michael Lens ing, NoviceS
Ralph Knoedel, Melvin B endele. At rea r: FratreS
Wo1fgang Mimms, William Wewers, Malachy Mc·
Nerney, Xavi e r K.I eiss. Novices Me lvin and Fred
are making their novi tiate he re as future me.01•
bcrs of Corpus Christi Abbey.

tell you that the Subiaco Trojans won their
first two football games this season-some thing rare in the past decade. A defeat the
third week didn't dampen spirits too much
since the Trojans came back lo make i1 three
out of {our the following week. Coaches Holton Primm , Phil Grummer, and Father
Stephen Eckart and Athletic Director R. P .
Maus have good reason to be proud of their
season. But pity Father Victor Gillespie. He
watches all games perched on top of a press
box or light pole taking game pictures. His
ambition is to sometime again see a hall
game with both eyes. But the rest of us
profit by ms sacrifice, for he shows the game
movies to the community a few days later
When Brother Gerard (Jerry) celebrated
his 80th birt.hday on September l, his confreres honored him with a bit o{ a songfest;
and Brother Jerry responded with his threepiece musical kit: accordian, mouthharp, and
tapping foot. Brother Jerry played for the
community again on Father Abbot's feast ,
September 29, joining Fathers and Fratres
in presenting a musical program. Many of
the same group also played for Father Prior's
25th anniversary of religious profession on
September 16.
The kitchen crew (Sister Frederick and
Sisters Clare Marie, Damian, and De Lourdes,
Brothers Fridolin, Patrick, and Martin and
Mrs. Regina and Mrs. Mildred Schluterman,
and Mrs. Maria Martin are looking forward
to the time they can move their kitchen out
of the corridor and into the new kitchen
now being prepared. It will be a new and
dandy kitchen when it is finished. But in
the meantime the kitcheneers are serenaded
all day long by air hammers and other soft
tones coming from the construction area just
a plastic sheet away. Meanwhile they continue to work three miracles a day totalling
about 900 meals a day despite their present
circumstances .
Three of our deacons are getting or will
get some experience in parish work this
fall and winter. One of them accomparues
Father Clement Schmidt to Saint Scholastica's Church at Shoal Creek every Sunday morning to teach catechism and act
as commentator at the Mass. Frater Timothy
Donnelly began the program , and Fratres
Donald Price and Jerome K.noedel will continue it in succeeding months. Their classmates, Fratres Joachim Lally and Pius Brutto are getting more intensive experience m a
less extensive area, as they are both teaching
religion in the Academy .

Brother Isidore's Notes

. Though early autumn has brought with
it lowered temperatures, our pastures and
meadows_ continue to remain green. Held
back durmg most of the summer by moisture shortage, these fields' amazing vigor
and strength continues to produce excellent
forage. and hay. Frequent late summer and
fall :·ams have also helped greatly lo make
maximum use of the fading sunshine Many
o_f these fields are covered with mor~ luxuriant. forage than was available du ring the
budding spring.

it can be used as excellent hay when baled
rn 0e. proper stage of growth. Lastly, the
gram itself 1s a source of high protein feed
for feeder cattle. Aside Crom the oats fieldsa smaller acreage of barley was sowed. Thil
crop is used primarily on the hog section of
the farm.
Our garden has staged a good comebackand harvesting there continues to give thC
monks and students fresh vegetables. ThC
peanuts have been stored safely and some
have a~eady been used. The sweet pepper;
too continue to bear and always provide the
tangy touch lo our meals. Likewise Chinese
cabbage has been used from the garden recently. The_ tomatoes, after a brief drop-off
in product10n, now have become heavi11 near Young Americans,
loaded. H ere sunshine is still needed f~r t Some things are muc11 harder to learn
ripenjng to be completed before frost nipf 11lian others, an.d much easier to forget. too.
nless we keep studying them over and over
them.

A few of these pastures have been baled
for a better supply of winter hay. Most of
this hay has been a mixture of lespedeza and
native grasses, the lespedeza having made a
THERE WAS a cleric of Aquino who wa•
partial last-minute comeback. Nevertheless
the amount is rather small. As one of th~ being tormented by an evil spirit. Conslan·
Brothers described it: "the Jespedeza is tius, his saintly bishop, had already sent hirO
enough to spice the hay." Helping with the lo the shrines of various martyrs in the hope
hayrng operation were the novices and a that h_e would be cured. But the holy mar·
number of hefty students. Their wise theory tyrs did not grant him this favor, preferrin;
seems to be: Do something helpful if one instead lo reveal the wonderful gifts of (he
servant of God.
mtends to engage in physical exercise.
As s_oon as the cleric was brought to hirP·
Also baled for hay was one field of Sudan
grass_ localed north of the abbey. This field Benedict drove out the evil spirit with fer·
was mtended to provide late sumer grazing vent prayers to Christ. Before sending hin'
for the cattle. However, with the generous back to Aquino, however, he told him to abrams, 1l grew faster than the animals were stajn from meat thereafter and never to ad·
able to eat. Therefore, the field was quickly vance to sacred orders. "If you ignore thi;
cut, racked and baled to boost the hay sup- warning," he added, "and present yourself
ply. AHer the bales were counted the figures for ordination, you will find yourself once
showed th.is field to be one of th e most pro- more in the power of Satan."
The cleric left completely cured and a,
ductive th.is year.
long as his previous torments were s'till fres~
The rains_ which have revived the crops
in his mind he did exactly as the man of God
have also given the weeds a head start in
the pastures. Particularly heavily infested had ordered. Then, with the passing of yearsare the wmter feeding areas, where foreign all his seniors in the clerical stale died and
he bad to watch newly ordained young' men
weed seeds have been carried in along with
the_ hay. Brother John eliminated part of moving ahead of him in rank. Finally he prethe1r obno,aous presence by mowing many tended to have forgotten about the saint';
of these areas. Of course, this mowing is warning and, disregarding it, presented hiJtl
self for ordination. Instantly he was seized
done at a height so as not lo damage the
by the devil and tormented mercilessly until
valuable grass coverage.
he died.
Between fall rains grain sowing was also
This passage is one or a series of selections
a big task for the farm crew. Li ke previous
from the biog raphy of St Benedict published
years, this year's small grain fields were
by Pope Gregory I in the year 594. Our cover
sowed to oats. This year's crop serves sevthis month illustrates th e in cident mentioned
eral purposes for cattle feeding. Firstly, it
in the selection. St. Benedict livecl from 480
1s a good source of winter grazing. Secondly,
to 547.

The Life of St. Benedict
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again.
The things easiest to lear11 are tile Lhings
lve already know something about, thing.~
~e see, feel, hear, taste or smell, e:rciting
1
'1les when we are rescued f1·om great dang<!?-. The Lhings we remember best happened
5
eueral times and tasted long enough to make
a big difference.
The things we learn as Young America11s
a:e especially important. What we master
l'ight now wil! be stored safely in our brains.
euen if we grow so old our minds wear out
~~d can no longer learn or remembe,· any11ng new, or use what we gathered as
grownups.
God is the best teacher in the whole uni11~rse. He may always seem absent from the
~ assroom, because He has not yet given us
he kind of eyes that can grasp Him directly.

B11t everything we look at or Lhink about
Ls another way God ha., made for 11s to lear-n

a litLle more about Him, so we can enjoy
Him more in heaven. It is God's pattern.s of
sound that composers disro1.•er and arrange
111!0 the music 1 hat we hear. Truly it is
God's colors and shapes that artists discover
a11d pai11L inLo pictures. It is God's electricity
that makes the TV work.
The bright leaves. with alt kinds of shapes
a,-e His making. Soon they will fall a11d
crumble into dust, but even now, God's ne,,:t
edition of leaves are waiting. in the buds
scheduled to open ne:rt spring. We cannot
see them now, any more than we can see
God's many angels. But there wm be a spring
in heaven. too, when the angel. will no longer be hidden. I expect learning about our
angels, first hand, will be a lot of fun!
Love to ei,ery one of you,
Tammy

father and Teacher
li. Pharao tried to look unconcerned as Moses
h!ted up his hand and pointed to heaven with
ls rod. Servants and others in the court
\\>ere tense, a few of them realizing that the
0 d of Moses was spectacular to say
the
east.

f

l Crrraacckkkk!!!! went the first clap of
hunder. Rat-tat-lat-tat-tat! knock! bang!
~ash! went the large lumps of hail, making
harao's house sound like the inside of a
1
arge drum that the whole band was playing
~l the same time. Lightning was flashing
ast and furiously.
Men nearest the windows looked out to
see what was happening, and froze in terror
at the balls of fiery lightning rolling all over

the ground with the enormous hail tones.
the branches being knocked off their fruJt
trees, their flax and barley crops being wiped
out, and the pitiful sight of people and cattle in the fields being beaten into a pulp.
"We are ruined," they cried to Pharao, as
soon as they could move again, and speak.
"Everything is gone!"
"Nonsense!" argued Pharao. "None of the
winter wheat or other late grains are even
up. Extra moisture from the storm will give
a better stand and increase the yield!"
Nobody seemed lo be listening lo Pharao.
People were milling around in little clusters
whispering to one another. He would have to
lake matters in his own hands immediately,
21

or lose control of the people. Firs(, he would
get the thunde r turned off. That would bring Egypti ans, and wrough t My signs among
them back to his side!
them. And you may know that I am thr lhey were first upon the earth to the presen t REPOR
T FROM NIGER IA
day!"
"Get Moses and Aaron! " he thunde red to Lord."
Withou t waiting for Pharao to answer ,
the messen gers, and people gathere d back
(Contin ued from page five)
Water turning into blood- that story could
Moses and Aaron turned their backs to him
around the throne to see what would happen . be told, or referre d to, or remem
bered, ever) and went out. Pharao
The mission at Thubu is the poorest of the
's servan ts were scared.
Moses and Aaron came. People stood aside lime a little child wanted a drink of water,
''How long can we stand to put up with three missions and also the smalles t. At preto let them pass and reach Pharao sooner, took a bath, washed dishes, helped with thr
lhis
scanda
l?" they asked Pharao. Pharao sent about 30 people come to Sunday Mass,
laundry , or went down to the edge of tbf
hoping for relief from the storm.
\\>as taken by surpris e. He was the one that but a recent census reveale d that there are
river.
Frogs,
sciniph
s
and
flies
0
were part ol
'·J have sinned this time also,'' began Phaabout 75 Catholi cs in the area, so much work
llght to have been speakin g.
rao. "The Lord is just. 1 and my people are every child's experie nce. Childre n suffered
needs to be done. They also have a plot of
wicked. Pray ye to the Lord , that the thun- when their pets died, and when boils al· 1 "Let those men go sacrific e to the Lord land on which they hope in the next
few
heir God ," the servan ts comma nded Phaderings of God and hail may cease, that I fliclecl those they loved. Childre n sat tense
rao. "Can't you see that Egypt is undone ?" years to build a small mission church The
may let you go, and that you may stay here during thunde rstorm s, ready to listen tr
poor mud but they are using at present is a
stories. These would be stories for childre n
Pharao turned pale. Now his own ser- monum ent to the
no longer."
faith of the handfu l of
forever , that they, as well as their parents vants were getting bold! He must think of Catholi cs
there. most of whom are very poor.
"As soon as I am out of the city limits," may know
50
the
ll'lething and speak quickly!
Lord God!
One Sunday the collection was one pence!
promis ed Moses, "I will stretch forth my
Ii.is servan ts did not give him time to say Lookin g after these people is always
hands to the Lord , and the thunde rs shall
Father s must not only worshi p the Lord
a source
cease, and the hail shall be.no more, that you God, but must also teach their childre n abou 1 a Word. They took matter s into their own of inspira tion and lesson in the practic e of
may know that the earth is the Lord's. But Him, while they were young. The Lord wsf hands and called Moses and Aaron back be- poverty . Our hope is that their faith will
remain strong and grow with the passing
I am weU aware that neither you, nor your God of little childre n , too, before they gre,1 fore Pharao .
This time Pharao spoke first. "Of course. of time, and that those who
servant s, do yet fear the Lord God."
into manhoo d, even while they were small'
have lapsed
Yo1.1
may go and sacrific e to the Lord your from the faith may be brough t
back to the
Moses left, and called to God to stop the The knowle dge of God was no longer to bf God,
but
who among you are the ones that practic e of their religion. Time and
storm, as he had promis ed Pharao . The thun- a hidden treasur e. Every man was to un·
work
are
suppos
ed
to make the trip?" asked will be needed to bring about this result,
der became silent. The hail stopped falling. wrap what he had , and show it to his child· l=>harao
.
but every sacrific e will be worth the effort.
ren. and in doing so, know God, too. God'f
The rest of the rain stayed in the clouds.
''We will go with our young and our old.
"Are you really going to let those people people would be more than a possession
\\>ith
ou.r
sons
and
our daught ers, with our
more than slaves. God's people would kno\\
go?" asked Pharao 's servant s.
Sheep and herds, for it is the solemn ity of
God!
TATE:\IE~"T OF O\VNERS HIP, MANAGE
0£ course not," said Pharao, increasing
MEN1' AND
the Lord our God," answer ed Moses.
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Nature's signs tell us that it's time to get
ready for winter, and they tell us of the relentless march of time. Our early-morn ing shivers
convince us that we would like to hibernate.
But we can't. We have to face each day of a
lifetime constantly in change. We need to know
how to hold on to what is necessay and adapt
to what is changing. A retreat can show us how
to do that, how to face time and etemity. The
retreat dates below have been set up for that
purpose. Send in a reservation or write for
information.
October 20-22 St. Peter's Parish Mt. Home, Ark.
October 23-25
Nurses Guild
of St. Joseph 's Hospital, Memphis
October 30-Nov. I
For Men
November 13-15
Single Girls
The Abbey Retreat
Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors,
. Missio_n Sunday, October 18, was a memorable day
rn the history of the Church in Africa. Twenty-two
Afncan martyrs were canonized as Saints in Rome
by Pope Pius VI. According to press reports, bongo
drums and gourd ratlles were sounded during the
ceremony and a SO-voice choir from Uganda sang Bantu ~elodies while more than 1,500 Africans, many in
their brightly colored, native dress, crowded into St.
Peter's for this joyous and solemn rite.
The event was of special interest to our community
at Subiaco, since it is very probable that our Africa_;,
mission foundation in Nigeria will soon be made a
Priory and _dedicated to one of the Uganda martyr
Samts. In his sermon al the canonization, Pope Paul
asserted that the blood of martyrs is the seed of Christianity. "Africa," he said, "is rising free and redeemed.
bathed in the blood of these martyrs. the first of a
new era ."
Remarking on the rapid growth of the Church in
Africa during the past century, the Holy Father stated,
"Christianity found in Africa a special predisposition;
and in this we do not hesitate to see a mysterious design of God, a vocation proper to Africa, a promise o(
historical significance. Africa is a land of the Gospel.
Africa is the new homeland of Christ."
In closing, the Pope called upon the Church everywhere to come lo Africa's assistance: "The dioceses and
religious families of Europe and America answered
Rome's appeal for Latin America with praiseworthy
help in men and materials. help that is still needed.
We hope that they will be equally anxious to add to
this generous effort and provide no Jess generously for
the wellbeing of Christian Africa."
You have been very generous in your suppor t of our
African mission, and I want to use this opportunity to
thank you, not only in my own name but also for our
priests in Africa and for the Holy Father who is so
greatly devoted to the Church there. God bless and
reward you.
Gratefully yours in St. Benedict,

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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TUE INDEX

fies. It lends to dissipate when we become
careless about Holy Communion.

Souls of the Just

There are many things to occupy our time
and there are many things on which we may
expend our efforts, but there is no better
way to improve ourselves than to receive
Holy Communion worthily and well. Our
delight should be lo be united with Christ
in Holy Communion as His delight is to be
with the children of men.

*

Ely Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B .

f The souls of the just who have gone be0re us are in the bands of God. Many of
them suffered much, but that is not a matter
or concern (or them now. They may have had
few of the pleasures of this life. Then in the
shght of the wicked they seemed to die, but
t ey are at peace.
We know that if we do no evil, evil will
tlot overtake us; and if we avoid wickedness
It Will turn aside from us. There are innumerable wrecks on the road to the next life. The
t·easons for them may be many, but eventu ally the main responsibility for them rests
Wtth the one who is doing the traveling. If
We become involved in such a crash the corrhect and courageous thing to do is to pick up
1
e pieces and start on the road again.

.

.

Whatever may have happened, we can rest
secure in the knowledge that God does not
;eject a heart that is contrite and humbled .
} We have been unjust we can become just
gain through repentance. Our fear of God
:hou]d be balanced by our trust. People who
1st and fear God obey him readily. They
tght temptations far more successfully than
~1hers. They learn by experience that with
1le help of God they can do
thi ngs which
0
thers look upon as im possible.

t

Souls of the Just
God, th e Hourglass, and Us
More Views on Aglicanis m
Report from Nigeria

~Meditation

11

Benedictines in Africa
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It i, a grave punishment to lose our fear
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~f God, because that makes it easier for us
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THE COVER
One of the clerestory windows i~
the Abbey Church, depicting ,i
event in the life of St. Benedic1
See page 19.

(o sin. We drift often, unnoticed to ourselves,
arther and farther away from God. Our
~~n~cience becomes hard as stone. It becomes
_I{f1cu]t for us to grieve and repent for our
1
: ns. We get into the habit of committing
1ns heedlessly and carelessly.

.

.

.f It will help us to keep up our fear of God
1
We think of the threat of hell, the pains
Of pu rgatory, and the misery we can bring
0
n ourselves and others if we follow the path
Of weakness. Th e oftener we are united with
Christ in the Blessed Sacrament the stronger
We become. With the reception of Holy Com 111un,on our spirituality grows and intensi-

*

$

*

When Christ comes to us His grace permeates every fiber of our being. Even when
the Sacramental union ceases. God continues
to dwell in our souls through sanctifying
grace. It is a small thing to receive the disapproval of men when the approving voice
of God comes to us through our conscience.

.

It is from God that all good things come,
and it is God who supplies our every need.
We sometimes have worried in the past about
the way things were going. We saw that in
the future there were certain things we
would need. For the life of us we could not
see how they were going to come lo us, but
when the day came the things we needed
were there. ·· All the works of God are good
and in its own time every need is supplied."
We owe God a debt of praise for all His
goodness. It lifts up our spirits to give praise
to God. If we are always devising ways and
means to give praise and glory to God our
minds are going to be on God most of the
time. This kind of recollection is the goal of
every Christian who is worthy of the name
and Saint Paul proposes nothing less than
that kind of complete dedication lo our Lord
Jesus Christ when he says, '·Whatever you
do in word or work do all in the name of
Christ Jesus."

~

What is vocation?

God, the Hourglass, and Us
By Jerome Knoedel, 0.S.B.

It is strange that in this age when the air
is filled with speculation over "vocation"
there is so little defined awareness of what
vocation is. Slogans, advertisements, and
statements in conversation often betray the
fact that the term is not a common denominator for all its users: "Vocation counseling,"
"Find your true vocation." "I don't think my
son has a vocation," HShe lost her vocation."
Part of the trouble is that "vocation" has
been em ployed for a general field as welJ
as many spec[ics without needed distinctions.
In the Church, vocation has become a
stylized term for life as a priest or in some
religious order. Confusion has arisen of late
as Catholics bear the word used with different connotations in utterances on the
place of the layman in the Church. In this
connection, we note that one of the most
vigorous debates of the Second Vatican Council occurred during the current third session
over tbe schema on the lay apostolate.

The Originc,Z Meaning
Vocation simply means call; in its original
sense it is a religious term, but unrelated to
the religious life as such. It first appears in
lhe Old Testament, when God calls the Israelite nation into a special relationship:
"The Lord your God has chosen you out of
aJl the peoples that ai-e on the face of the
earth to be a people of his very own (Deu teronomy 7:6). God's seeking out a specific
people to be h.is own and h.is constancy despite their infidelity is an important scriptural theme. The Israelites were not always
"true to their vocation." but God did not
withdraw the urgent call to faithfulness.
"Today if you hear his voice, harden not
your hearts," urged the Psalmist; still, his
call was rejected by most of them because
their own mutterings drowned out his voice.
Gradually the people who responded and
stayed with the Lord even through hard
times and exile narrowed down to a Remnant, in whom the hope of salvation rested
and from whom the Savior sprang.
God the Father reissued the call in Jesus
Christ, his Son. The call is the same but with
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different overtones. a fuller resonance. The
pattern of narrowing down in the Old Tes·
Lament is reversed in the New. First, God's
voice finds hearers in a small group of JewisJ!
apostles und disciples and gradually spread,
to all Israel, the Mediterranean regions, the
Roman empire and the whole world. God';
plan of redemption has been diagrammed
as an hourglass. Salvation is first of all ~
process of reduction (in the Old Testament)
as the hearers of God's call grow fewer and
fewer. When Christ appears (the center ol
the hourglass) the process changes from the
One to the Many. Salvation is spread to the
world until God's hidden purpose is accorn·
plished-"that the universe, all in heaven
and on earth. be brought into a unity in
Christ" (Ephesians 1:10).
No one can make himself a member of
the People of God. The initiative comes frof11
Christ. Christ calls the sheep into his foJO
and he goes in search of them when theY
stray. He died "so as to bring together int0
one all God's children, scattered far and
wide" (John 11:52), and now he persona!lY
chooses the members of lus Body, sets thef11
free from the bondage of sin in Baptism and
makes them a holy People. The New Tests·
ment speaks of the Christians as the E~·
klesia-the called community.

The Call in Christ
This is the basic vocation of New Tests·
ment times, the Christian vocation to mern·
berslup in Christ's Church. Nobody is take11
for granted. for it is a community of thC
chosen, washed in the blood of the Lamb·
The early Christians called thcmse!vei
"saints." the holy People: St. Paul writes to
the "saints at Ephesus ... in Achaia ... al
Colossae." It is the same today. The funds·
mental call each Christian has received ii
to fellowship in the chosen community. J11
this we are all equal-pope, bishops, priests•
religious, laity-and united with one another
by the same sacramental bond .
Among the members of this redeemeil
community animated by the same Spirit an0
living the same life, there are many different
roles; the unity of the Church at all leveli
is a unity in multiformity. The meaning of

r(
''vacation" is altered somewhat to make room
for these diverse functions. Whatever role
a. Christian performs within the Church is
also termed, more specifically, his vocatton.
l-l:ere is a switch in terminology that easily
brings confusion to any discussion of life in
lhe Church. Add to it the difficulty of speaking of the places of lawyers and bankers
(married and unmarried). priests and deacons (married and unmarried), teachers and
Counselors (lay and religious), husbands and
\\rives (parent and childless). etc. All these
Christians have the same primary vocation,
the call to Chrfat's Kingdom, and yet the
Patterns of their lives may be altogether different.
One of the stresses of the Holy Spiri l's
Work of renewal in the Church is the oneness, the unity of purpose of the Christian
Vocation. This is understood as a balance to
an excessive preoccupation in the past with
the differences of states and functions among
Christians. As a result of that attitude, seri0us problems arose about the position of
Christians in the Church.
'I'he major difficulty has been that the
Slate of the layman in the Church was presented as inferior to the religious slate or to
1he state of celibacy.
According to this, when
anyone deliberately chooses to be a layman.
he is choosi.ng something fundamentally in-

ferior. But is there any such thing as a Christian marked for life as a second-rate member of the People of God?
Each Christian has been chosen to live
Christ's life in the Church. not !or any personal merit. but solelv by God's will "You
have not chosen me; I have chosen you"
(John 15:16). The expression of tha life under the Spirit's impulse may be varied, but
the task remains the same-growing in
knowledge and love of God and h.is will and
in the ability lo follow his directives. Every
Christian's decision for state in life must be
made in the light of the first great commandment to "love the Lord your God with all
your heart. with all your soul, with all your
~ind, and with all your strengtb." Conseouentlv. the decision to be a layman should
~at be· taken lightly. It is a further clarification of God's intent. a precision of the general vocation. One should enter the lay state
with just as much interior preparaUon as is
required for those who enter rehg1on or offer themselves for the priesthood.

The Rich Young Man
Certain Scripture texts are customarily
adduced as clear evidence that the religious
stale is in itself a superior calling. We recall.
for instance, the oft-quoted incident of the
rich young man in the Gospels. who wanted
to do' more than observe the commandments
he had kept from youth. Our Lord told him.
"One thing is lacking in you: go h~me and
sell e,·erything you have and d1slr1bute to
the poor, and you will have riches in heaven;
then come back and follow me" (Mark 10:21).
Spiritual writers have used this text t~ p~o':'e
the existence of a "better way of life m
Christianitv. and have found in it a general
summons to a more perfect following of
Christ that a person may accept or reject.
But biblical scholars warn us that such an
interpretation is unwarranted. The_ r!ch
young man's calling was a person~! mv,tauon
and one he had no right to reJect. Chnst
was saddened when he walked away. To one
of us Christ might say, "One tl1ing is lacking
in vou: marry and bring forth children for
my· Kingdom," and we would ha Ye no right
to reject him either.
Similarlv, when St. Paul says that virginity is better than marriage (1 Corinthians
7:26) as a way of Christian living. we must
look to his context: he was speaking in terms
of an early Second Coming of Christ. Several
non-Christian critics have failed to notice
this and score St. Paul as "down on marriage." A reading of Chapter FiYe of Ephesians
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should convince that he is nothing of the sort.
It is Catholic doctrine, however, that virginity is better than marriage as a sign of
the Kingdom of heaven. Every Christian in
whatever walk o{ Jiie is a witness before the
world to a higher set of values not ordinarily
p~rceived. The daily life of the Mystical Body
is permeated with a spirit of belief that the
center of human existence is outside the natural order of things. Our words, and especially our deeds, tell men that there is a Kingdom not of this world to which we bear allegiance. The martyrs for the Faith show
this most strikingly (The Greek martys is
the rew Testament word for "wi tness."). The
Christian states of marriage and virginity
are both signs of the Kingdom, but virginity
is a better sign than marriage because it
stands out amid the helter-skeller of daily
life. The pure foolishness of vowed virginity
(to man's way of thinking) makes one stop
and question and ponder.
Variety of Gifts
Our purpose here is not to get wound up
in discussion over the various Christian
states and functions, but to present them in
clearer perspective as expressions of the
Christian vocation. The variety of gifts
among the chosen contributes to the beauty
of their unity. Virginity is a gift, a special
gift that expects a special response. There
are gifts of preach.ing, of motherhood, of
leadership. "Everyone," says St. Paul, "has
the gilt God has granted him, one this gift
and the other that" (l Corinthians 7:7), and
to refuse any of God 's gifts out of hand is
equally immoral. Gifts may vary with the
needs of the Church. We might suppose that
the voices of the Pope and bishops today
point to new callings (and hence new gifts)
in the lields of government and social service.
The more we realize the nature of the
Christian vocation, the less easy it is to
"coast along" in the Church. Christ's call
is individual and demands response- all
through life. A person does not become a
true religious by merely pronouncing the
vows. and one does not become a true layman if he just follows the crowd and has
never really decided to Jive for Christ in the
world. The lay life and the religious life
visibly express two essential characteristics
of the life of the Church. The lay vocation
manilests that the Church's life exists harmoniously among men without demanding
that nature be destroyed. Religious life expresses the truth that " we have here no
permanent home" (Hebrews 13:14), that
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Christians look forward to the fulfillmenl
that comes beyond this life.
Our aim is final union of the entire re·
deemed community with Christ in God. None
of us has the right to go halfway; we are ail
to live solely for God, to seek him with all
undivided heart. It isn't our privilege lo se·
!eel a lower or higher place in heaven, no
matter what is our vantage point here on
earth. Generosity isn't a matter but of per·
son, though every Christian is, theological!)'
speaking, in the estate of perfection, co!ll'
milted to being Christ among men.
Mary

"Being true to one's vocation'' is livin_..
Christianity, receiving the gift of God iJl
grace-given freedom. accepting with everY
human faculty the salvation that has ap·
peared in Christ Jesus. The perfect model of
r2sponse to vocation is Mary, Christ's Moth·
er and ours. By her openness and submissioJ1
to the Father's will, the Son of God lived in
her tangibly and became flesh among usMary is more than just the Mother of God
in a biological sense; more importantly, she
is God's Mother by the fuU consent of hef
faith . As the Church Fathers liked to phrase
it: Mary conceived and was Christ's Mother
spiritually even before she conceived and
was his Mother bodily. We should seek her
help to imitate her ;esponse to God's will"Whoever does the will of my heavenl)'
Father is my brother, my sister, my mother''
(Matthew 12:50).
That the Christian calling is at once our
greatest privilege and our most demanding
obligation is only one of the paradoxes ol
God's dealings with men in Christ. To save
his life, a man must lose it. To enter by the
narrow gate, he must have arms spread wide
in love and acceptance. To bring himself to
heaven, he must bring Christ to earth. And
only if he is completely empty of himself
will he be filled with the gifts of God, good
measure. pressed down , shaken together, and
running over.

In

Christ Jesus
the meaning of death changes;
it becomes the sacrament of the passage
to another life

(Claude

J. Geffre, O.P.l.

Correspondence

More Views on Anglicanism
The May issue of The Abbey Message carried the text of address by the Rt. Rev. Laurentius Klein, O.S.B., Abbot of Trier. Germany. concerning Catholic-Protestant relations. In the same issue an interview with
Abbot Laurentius by Father Gabriel Franks,
O.S.B., appeared. In the September issue we
printed two letters commenting on these articles together with two replies. We herewith present a third letter on the subject.
Dear Father Gabriel:
The letters you published (Sept. '64 pp
12-17) caught my attention. I hope that you
don't mind me putting in my oar.
After reading your comments and the three
letters it seems to me that one basic issue
brought up by Mr. Ezra Brumbach was not
properly dealt with, when he called for "Flat,
uncompromising, total insistence on the truth
and authority of the Catholic Faith-and the
absolute, unique authority of the Catholic
Church . . . . "
At other limes and other places wc all
have read with spiritual profit of the doctrine, morals, ideals and works which are
held in common by fellow Christians of various churches. And their cooperation is very
edifying, too, when we can achieve such action. However, when Mr. Brumbach points
out the contradictory beliefs professed by
segments of one institution and that these
differing beliefs are concerned with such revealed and defined dogma of our Faith, as
the Real Presence, then no lasting purpose
is accomplished by not bringing these differences to the forefront, not being equally
aware of them along with the commonly
accepted points of doctrine, and-most importantly-not to take them into consideration when we fit our actions lo our doctrines.
Such clarification of opposing position plus
a polite refusal to share in unclear statements, misunderstandable to its hearers,
should promote true ecumenical progress
among the rank and file as well as the leaders. His Holiness, the Pope, is infallible in
teaching the world doctrine and morals, but

the rest of us, no matter how high our position, do not individually have such a privilege. St. Cyprian, both a bishop and a mar·
tyr, is such an example.
We must be courteous to Christians as well
as non-Christians, I agree. But we should
also be able to select a given doctrine of the
Catholic Church and determine whether it
is re\'ealed, defined, etc., as is done in the
theological books used in our seminary days
Others, not of our Faith and disbelieving the
selected doctrine, can just as definitely state
Lheir own views and their own beliefs. Thus,
we both clarify the position and make pro·
gress
Therefore. if it is important that we boll!
know and profess our Faith without confusion (and I believe that you will agree with
me that it is important), then we must take
Mr. Brumbach's concern seriouslv when he
calls our attention to a religion that contain;
within its membership a variety of doctrines.
some of which are contradictory to one an·
other.
Certainly. a series of talks could make
progress when dealing with a leader who iS
truly a spokesman concerning the ideaJs.
beliefs, doctrines, devotions. administrative
system and authority of all who support hiinThey look up to him, respect him and folio\\°
his direction. And I do look forward to sucll
progress being made with leaders of the High
Church, Low Church and Broad Church, but
I cannot see how true, binding progress caJ\
be made with an administrative jurisdiction
containing these same conflicting elements.
as is the present Anglican or Episcopal
Church, and our past history gives ample
proof that we can and do so deal with mern·
hers of the Anglican Church both individt1·
ally and in like-minded group.
Perhaps you include above, meaning that
you agree with Miss Marson and Mr. Brurn·
bach in these particular points while dis·
agreeing with other points, when you said,
"Nevertheless, I could not fully agree with
the views contained in these two letters." l
have noted the use of the word "fully.' That's
why I would have liked your reply, rather

than that of your friend and correspondenL.
Father Keithly, despite the fact that he is
cooperative. pleasant and polite. For, unfortunately, several points are raised by his
answer which, however accurately they portray his viewpoint, do not-to my mindPortray Catholic viewpoint.
For instance. in his fourth paragraph: "The
Post-reformation attitude that 'my Church
1s enti,·ely right, yea even perfect, and the
Others a1c all wrong; therefore Christian unity must be achieved by making the others
Come and join us,' is a thing of the past."
i\ny Catholic who would 'make others come
and join' would have been wrong at the very
Start. as the Church in the person of the Holy
Father was quick to point out to the French
Emperor in the latter's handling of the Sax0ns. But if the same phrase is meant "to
Persuade others of the truth of our claims"
then we observe the attempted fulfillment
of the admonition, "Going, teach ye all nations . . . . "

Ir wc re-phrase Lhe statement, perhaps it
'-"ill be more palatable. ··r believe that my
religion was given by God to men. and that
1t is, in what it teaches. perfect in doctrine
and morals and the chosen authority. I further believe that some, though not all. members of my religion have followed its precepts and became saints. I also believe that
Others have not done so, but I do not conSider their failures or mine in dealing with
individuals or with other church organizations to have in any way harmed the claims
of the one true religion, God's religion, to
be the sole, reUgious ideal for the human
race. Therefore, Christian unity can only be
achieved by each and every man, through
the teaching that Christ ordered throughout
the world, to recognize and personally accept this one, true religion. before which all
Other religions are wrong, whether the members of these other religions know it or not,
thus fulfilling Our Lord's prophesy " ... soon,
there will be one (lock and one Shepherd."
Further on in his letter, Father Keithly
ltiakes mention of "Fear of involvement
in the Ecumenical Movement." With due regard to Father Keithly. I would consider
this reference to the letters of Miss Marson
and Mr. Brumbach, if he so intended to refer
his observation, to be too general. The tenor
Of their remarks, despite their vocabulary,
seems to express concern and opposition lo
specific statements and acts on the part of
certain Catholic spokesmen in the Ecumenical movement. And the pressing point of

their concern seems not to the fact that statements are made nor the acts are done, but
how to understand these statements and acts
against the background of our Faith with
the implied or expressed wish that such
ecumenical activities should not be entered
into unless clarity of intention is understood
by the holders of our Faith.
Actually, I'm not ashamed to express my
own fear to the faith of some of my own
brethren due to hasty or inconsiderate action,
no matter how well meaning. of some of our
Catholic leaders in the Ecumenical movement. Whole sections of the Church, including priests and bishops, have broken from
the Church in past ages. Al though it will not
destroy the Church, it is possible to have
manv repetitions in the future. Nor can I
excl~de myself from so falUng. True, the
Holy Spirit dwells in the Church, but_ I must
stay in the Church, not stray from its doctrines.
Father Keithly's second observation concerns the disagreement of the correspondents
with the proposal of Abbot Laurentius being
compared to the disagreements among the
Anglicans. I feel this comparison is no parallel. and Father expresses Lhis lack of being
parallel by his parenthetical remarks on
"essentials." Father continues. "We must all
be disabused of the fallacious belief that the
Roman Church is such a monolithic structure that there is total and absolute uniformitv and agreement within it." If we cannot
agree on the meaning of "essentials," then
there is little point in discussion. However,
we Catholics do believe that ours is the true
Church, that the Holy Spirit has not failed
us that there has been no contradiction of
F;ith in this true Church. Further, we believe that any contradiction on the part of
anv member is nothing less than self-amputation of that member from the Church.
Thus, in this sense. we do believe in the
monoUthic structure that there is total and
absolute uniformity and agreement within it.
History gives the answer. When there has
been difference in doctrine or morals, the
historians will point to a "new" church from
the lime of Simon Magus to Father Feeney.
Again, good intentions do not count.
Perhaps l can make my point clearer by
an example: praying together. At one time
to pray together was interpreted as an approval of another's doctrine. Correctly, the
Catholic Church through its authorities objected to Catholic participation. When. at the
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present time, such interpretation is not made
we do not find the Catholic Church object'.
ing, e.g.'. pubUc prayers before Congress, Inauguration,. etc. The Catholic principle concerning uruty of worship to God equally
applies in both cases, unchanged.
I do hope that I've not hurt the feelings of
anyone ill expressing this defense of the
Church.
Sincerely yours in Christ.
Rev. Emil C. Oestreich

Reply by Father Gabriel:
Father Oestre.ich is quite right in taking
me to task for not stating "fully" just how
I did. and did not, agree with Mr. Brumbach
?nd Mis~ Marson . Certainly he is right too
ill mfernng that if I did not fully agree with
them, neither did I fully disagree with them,
and I certainly appreciate his comments as
a clarification of the issues involved.
Once more, however, I find it impossible
to give a full and complete answer of my
own. To attempt to do so would demand
more time, energy, information, and space
than are currently at my disposal. In short,
nothin~ les: than a longish book would begin
to do Justice to the questions which have
bee~ raised. I must necessarily, therefore.
hm1t myself to a few salient observations.
First of all , I have no doubt but that Mr.
Brumbach, Miss Marson, Father Oestreich
and I woul_d agree on many more things than
Father Keithly and I would. This is at least
true because Roman Catholic doctrine is
more fully developed than is Anglican doctrine: there is just more material there to
agree on. But let us take one crucial point:
"'.'e four Catholics certainly accept the principle of the infallibility of the Roman Pontiff.
I therefore agree that Mr. Brumbach is
right in calJing for "Flat, uncompromising
total insistence on the truth and authorit;
of the Catholic Faith-and the absolut~.
unique authority of the Catholic Church .... "
I cannot help but feel, however, that Mr.
Brumbach, like many other Catholics would
interpret this statement as extending 'to cover areas of thought where it would not
strictly apply. Certainly, all Catholics would
agree that we must accept the essential
truths of our Faith with unqualified submission. But it is welJ worth observing that
we have not, in the past, been entirely clear
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as to what those essential truths were how
they were to be defined, or bow they' were
to be understood. Otherwise, past councils
and papal pronouncements would have been
unnecessary. And if ambiguities have existed
in the past, what right have we to assume
that we have now entered into a new era
of dogmatic perfection in which there is no
room for further clarification?
. Mr.. Brumbach himself brought up by in·
d1rect10n one subject of current indecision.
He accuses the Anglican communion of in·
sincerity in first condemning and then approving contraception. Far be it from me to
predict what stand the Fathers of the Council
will ultimately take on "the pill," but last
summer Pope Paul stated it does not seem
necessary to modify the norms laid down
by Pius XII , thus indicating that there is
room for some doubt where a few short
years ago most of us were convinced that
all certainty reigned.
I must admit that I am as distressed a,
Father Oestreich that no one can speak with
authority for the whole of the Anglican com·
munfon. But this is a world we never made
and despite tbe fact that the human mind
Einds such untidy situations not to its liking
we would do well to make the best of it.
Let us look al the brighter side of the pie·
lure. The Lambeth Conference and the au·
thority of the individual bishops and a heav)'
reliance on tradition gives the Anglican
Communion more internal cohesion than an)'
other non-Catholic and non-Orthodox Chris·
tian church. If the about-face on contraception appears to be such a clear case of reversal of view, is it not just because none
of the other Protestant churches (most of
which have done the same thing) have such
a public machinery of decision?
I[ more evidence is needed, consider the
current controversy concerning the booJ:
Honest to God. by the Anglican Bishop of
Woolwich. The outcry against many of hiS
propositions was quite general within the
Church of England. On the other hand,
though I don't know of a single CathoHc re·
viewer who approved the book unconditionally, many Catholic theologians have been
kinder to Bishop Robinson than many of
his own co-religionists.
Father Oestreich is more pessimistic about
the value of dialogue and discussion than l
would be. I gather that this is true mainl)'
because he is doubtful whether we can reach
agreement with people who cannot agree
among themselves. But there is another fac•

ior involved. As a part-time professor of
Ogic, I am probably more fully aware than
are most people of the difficulty of saying
What we mean, or (what is even more disturbing) of being very clear about what we
tnean in our own minds. I know of no way
of clarifying my thoughts than trying to exPlain them to someone else, of discussing
them wHh him.
For this reason, I think that there is good
reason to believe that a good many apparent
~~sagreements on religious matters are really
1sagreement in formulation . Let us take the
question of the Real Presence. I have little
doubt but that some who use these two words
do not understand them in the Catholic sense,
and many who do not use them reject them
because they do not understand them in the
Catholic sense either. In talking with Epis~opaHans, I have discovered that all 1 have
nown say that they believe in the Real
l>resence. and they have convinced me that
they understand the words in the Catholic
sense. The wording of the twenty-ninth article in the American Prayer Book does indheed cause some difficulty, but I have found
t at those who have even thought about the
question can explain it in a Catholic sense,
and in the case of those who have never conSidered the twenty-ninth article it was
Worthwhile to bring it to their attention.
. lJndoubtedly, the notion of Transubstan~ation is closely linked with that of Real
resence. The twenty-eighth article, which
lias historically been the nub of contention,
~ejects Transubstantiation. But the word
. transubstantiation" has literal meaning only
t _one accepts the hylomorphic theory of
1_stotelian philosophy. Most Catholic theo(0?1ans today admit it is not a matter of
a.1th that we accept the hylomorphic theory,
~lld as a matter o( fact most twentieth-cen. Uty Catholics do reject it-if they have any
~dea what it means at all. (I accept it myself,
h Ut with so much tinkering that it isn't very
elpful in a theological context.) Must we
llot say then, that the Anglican rejection
~as strictly in terms of that terminology?
h so_, then there may be no question of our
t Olding incompatible concepts, but only muUhally exclusive terminologies. I should think
t at a discussion of this possibility would be
mutually helpful on both sides.
Before I bring this comment to a close, I
\\fish to point out one way in which I agree
10 . a specific way with Miss Marson. I share
llrtth her the fear that "cozying up to a bunch
Of heretics" (as she put it) will weaken the

faith of some people. But l think that the
ecumenical movement is worth the risk.
There is, after all , such a thing as moral
pessimism, which mav be illustrated bv the
following bit of reas~ning: If I get o~t of
bed this morning I may have an accident.
To put my life in danger is sinful. Therefore,
I must stay in bed.
I even fear a danger which few people
seem to have even considered at all, and
that is this: The typically ethical emphasis
of Protestantism has historically produced
cultures which are well-ordered. polite. and
duJl. while the mystic other-worldliness of
Catholicism has produced societies which
are chaotic but heroic. What Protestant nation ever produced anything comparable to
St. Peter's Bascilica? Or a St. Francis? If we
reconsider our attitude toward Protestant
values (even though possibly defensible in
themselves ). are we not in danger of losing
the heroic? Someday I may write more about
this.
And finally , I want to get in a word of apology to Mr. Brumbach. It seems that he was
somewhat chagrined to find his letter published. He explained that had he known that
it would be printed he would have written
in a more restrained manner. Although it
was addressed to me as editor-a post which
I have since been relieved of due to the fact
that I am teaching this year at Conception
Abbey, Conception, Missouri- I should have
checked with him before using it. If I did
not, it was not because of ill-will, but because
I am lazy by nature and chaotically Catholic
(though not heroic) by religion .

tr
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Report from Nigeria

Benedictines in Africa
By Raphael DeSalvo, O.S.B.

Bishop Okoye Lauds
Foundation's Growth
Brothers Louis and Paul are now on their
way to Nigeria. Upon their arrival the foundation wilt be raised to the rank of a dependent priory. Bishop Okoye writes to express his happiness at this and to promise
title to the !and upon which the priory wi!t
be e1·ected.
September 9. 1964
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing. O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey.
Subiaco, Arkansas. U.S .A.
Right Rev. and dear Father Abbot,
I am very glad that you, the Monastic
Chapter and the four Fathers here in Nigeria
have decided to found the Monastery at
Eleme. I have from the start always looked
upon Eleme as the most suitable site for the
proposed Benedictine Monastery and I am
very glad that I will now have the happiness
of being able to hand it over permanently
and definitely to your great Order. I thank
God for t.his great blessing that He has bestowed on my Diocese. May the Monastery
grow and flourish, be blessed with numerous
vocations, and do great things for the glory
of God and the salvation of souls. May God
in His goodness grant many other Monastic
Foundations may be made from Eleme in
the future.
I am arranging to make out a legal agreement for the handing over of the Eleme
property completely to the Benedictines
without any strings attached. I only want
the Benedictines to pray for the Diocese and
to contribute in the work of santification and
salvation of souls according to the spirit and
tradition of the great St. Benedict. I hope
to have the legal agreement made out and
signed before I leave for the Council at the
end of this week. I have been very busy the
last few days as I have just returned from
the Catechetical Conference in Uganda.
I am off to the Council in a few days. I
leave Nigeria on Friday for Rome. Please
pray that we may have a safe passage to and
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from the Council and pray specially for tlJe
success of this session of the Council.
It is with great joy that I heard the good
news that you are sending two more Benedictines in the persons of Brother Louis
Fuhrmann, O.S.B., and Brother Paul Halli·
burton, O.S.B. Please wish them every we!·
come in my name
Warmest personal regards to you dear
Father Abbot and to your community. Than~
you all for the great amount you have done
for us and for the whole of Nigeria in send·
ing us your Monks who are the pioneers of
the Monastic life in this our beloved countr)"
of Nigeria.
Asking again a remembrance in your pray·
ers and in those of your commw1ily. I will
pray for you and for all your Monks.
I remain.
Yours sincerely in Christ,
Godfrey Okoye, C.S.Sp., D.D
Bishop of Port Harcourt

May 21-27 I had the prjviJege of attending
a_ meeting of Benedictine and Cistercian religious superiors from many parts of Africa.
l'he purpose of the meeting was not only
to become acquainted wiU1 one another, but
a.Isa to exchange views and discuss the comlllon problems of monasticism in Africa, such
as recruiting of candidates, means of subsistence, work being done. gaining a deeper
knowledge of the African mentality, particularly in its relationship to monasticism. possibility of a common center for the training
of Benedictines aspiring to the priesthood
111 the monastic liie, the Divine Office, inle]Jectual and religious training and a numb_er of other problems. particularly the posStbility of adapting some parts of the liturgy
lo the African customs, so full of meaning to
l\.fricans, all this in consultation with the
Proper ecclesiastical authorities. The place
of the meeting was at the Benedictine Monastery at Boake in the Ivory Coast.
. l'he purpose o[ this article is to give an
Idea of how extensive the Order is in Africa.
1:he figures to be given are an approximahon, since all the monasteries and convents
Were not represented and thus no information
Was available. It will be of interest to give
the location of the many foundations. dates
of foundation and the total number of members in each community and the number of
11 ative members. This survey comprises foundations of both men and women.

Benedictine Monks.
l. Saint Benoit de Kansenia, Katanga Odenta1, Congo-Leopoldville, founded in 1945.
l9 members of whom 13 are Africans.
2. Christi-Roi, Toumlinine. Azrou , Mo1·occo, founded jn 1952, 15 members.
3. Saint-Maur de Hanga, P.O. Songea,
l'anganyika, founded in 1956. 36 members of
Whom 34 are Africans.
4. Notre-Dame de Mont Febe, B.P. 1178,
Yaounde. Cameroun, founded in 1956, 10
tnembers.
5. Saint-Pierre et Saint-Paul de Gihinda111uyaga, B.P. 150, Butare, Rwanda, founded
1959, 6 members.
~ 6. Saint-Placide, B.P. 450, Elizabethville,
atanga, Congo-Leopoldville, founded in
1950, nine members of whom six are Africans.

7. Monastere Benedictin. Bouake. B.P. 511.
Bouake, Ivory Coast. founded in 1960, 15
members of whom 7 are Africans.
8. Sainte-Marie de La Bouenza. Madingou,
Brazzaville. founded in 1960. 16 members of
whom 9 are Africans.
9. Monastere de !'Ascension de Dzobegan.
Palime. Togo. founded in 1962. 11 members
of whom 3 are Africans.
10. Coeur Immacule de Mane de Keur
Moussa, Kayar, Pout, Senegal. founded in
1963. 10 members of whom l is an A[rican.
11. Monastere de Koubri. B.P. 123, Ougadougou. Upper Volta. founded in 1963. 5
members.
12. Saint-Benoit des Sauces de Zagnanado.
Dahomey, founded in 1963, number of members unknown.
13. Ascension. EJeme, Port Harcourt,
Nigeria, founded in 1964, 4 members.

Benedictine Nuns
1. Notre-Dame de l'Annonciation, B.P. 61,
Lubudi, Katanga, Congo-Leopoldville. founded in 1954. 44 members of whom 38 are Africans.
2. Prieure Sa.int-Andre, Itele, Cameroun.
founded in 1958. 9 members, of whom 3 are
Africans.
3. Notre-Dame de l'Annonciation de So,•u,
B.P. 88, Butare, Rwanda. founded in 1961, 9
members of whom 4 are Africans.
4. Monastere de la Bonne-Nouvelle, B.P.
3458/B founded in 1963, 11 members of whom
4 are Africans.
5. Prieure d'Emmaus, Avenue des Sapinieres no. I 425. B.P. 3458/B, founded in 1963,
11 members of whom 4 are Afrkans.
6. Notre-Dame de Koubri, B.P. 632, Ouagadougou, Uuuper Volta, founded in 1963, 10
members of whom 3 are Africans.
7. Monaslere de l'Assomption de Dzobegan,
Palime, Togo, founded in 1963. number of
members unknown.
Cistercian Monks
L Notre-Dame de Grandselve d' Obout,
B.P. 150, M'Balmayo, Cameroun, founded in
1951, 21 members of whom 15 are African.
2. Notre-Dame de Mokoto, B.P. 152, Goma,
Kivu, Congo-Leopoldville, founded in 1955,
15 members of whom 5 are African.
(Continued on page 17)
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Letters from Our Founder
Edited by Hugi, Assenmache r, O.S.B.
Father Wolfgang arrives in "a Prairie fallen from heaven." In this issue we will hear
Father Wolfgang him.self abruptly confide
of his departure from Saint Meinrad's Abbey.
After having heard the words: "Remember man that you are dust and in to dust you
shall return" pronounced over me on Ash
Wednesday morning, March 6, orders for after dinner called for leaving St. Meinrad's
after having devoted all energy of mind and
body to promoting lhe good of that institution for 15 years. My companions were to
be Brothers Casper and Hilary, and if you
wish to include domestic animals, two mules.
two cows and two hogs.

thanks be to God, it was a pleasant 700 miles
trip Irom St. Meinrad's to Saint Benedict.
After the "Remember man that you are
dust" had been said on Ash Wednesday.
March 6, we started for Troy, Indiana, 15
miles from St. Meinrad's, equipped with an
axe just in case we should need one. The
next day we boarded the steamboat, SS Mary
Hanston, bound from Cincinnati to New Or·
leans. (Note: Father Wolfgang in another
letter remarks that the 'founding fathers'
almost missed their boat due to his desire
to celebrate Mass. The missionaries bad to
forego this privilege and clamber aboard.)
Five days later we landed at Memphis. On
the second day of this trip 1 had the pleasure
A momentous occasion couched in every- of meeting three families, totalling 21, whO
day, matter-of-fa ct detail! Further fill-ins of were to be future parishioner s
of minethe actual trip are included in a very long (Note: the families mentioned were named
and involved letter to the dean of Einsiedeln Berg and Leismann.) They travelled with
us
dated from St. Benedict, Logan County , P.O. on the same steamer from Rockport to Mem·
Paris. Arkansas, March 17, 1878:
phis, and from there on the train to Little
Rock. the capital of Arkansas. I am sorry l
did not find the bishop at home there. After
Very Rev. and Dear Dean:
If God's providence permits me lo reach buying necessary supplies, we travelled an·
my destination, you will receive my next other 105 miles up the Arkansas valley to
Hilf in the beginning of February. Well. Spadra on the train, and on the following
Friday, an Ember Day, March 15, we crossed

the beautiful Arkansas River, whose high
rocky banks on lhe south side somehow alleviated our homesickne ss for the Swiss
I\Jps. As we got over the first 15 miles of
Our trip as far as Troy with the aid of an
axe so we used an axe to get over lhe last
15 :riues from Spadra to St. Benedict.
At 4:00 we arrived at the home of the first
Settler of the new colony, who satisfied our
hunger with cornbread, eggs and coffee. After travelling further for 2 miles we were
at our destination. Who would attempt to
describe the thoughts and sentiments that
forced themselves upon us? Besides, we were
thrown completely on our own thoughts and
Sentiments. Our supper consisted of the Rosary and the Litany of the Blessed Mother!
Later that evening. a neighbor (two miles
distant) brought us enough food for Ember
Saturday. The news of our arrival travelled
through the woods like wildiire. Today, the
Second Sunday of Lent, more than 50 people,
mostly men (due to lhe lack of wagons and
easier travel for women and children) assembled for divine services. I am sorry I
CoUJd not say Mass. because the wagon that
had been sent to the river for our boxes and
baggage, came back empty. We bad to contend with many unpleasant things on the trip
by rail, because passenger trains do not carry
any freight. So we had no Mass, but we did
have a sermon on the text from the day's
Gospel: "Let us build three huts (tabernacles) . . . " One for every family, one for
Christ, and one in the heart of everyone,
so that we may reach the everlasting hut
of heaven ....

Thus did monasticism begin m Arkansas,
<l7'fl.idst the most primitive of pioneer conditions. We do not hear of any complaints,
<It least bitter ones, and as befits a true
founder, initial hardships were made light
Of, or minimized, if not mentioned at all.
On the other hand, even the description of
the 'physical plant' awaiting these early
l3enedictines fa cheery. The above letter contains a rather complete, though complex de3cription:

.-lllllllli14

'lou may ask, my dear Dean, "Into what
kind of house did you move?" Take lhe comllleinorative medal of the millenary of EinSiedeln and you have a picture of it: a log
house with one door, and one window. Miss11Jg: Saint Meinrad, the robbers and the pious
1nscription.
'I'his hut furnishes lodging for the three of
Us. Next to this but there is an old stab le

without door and without roof. which provides housing for our livestock. A third hut
without windows, with a wooden chimney
and dislodged door, floor torn loose. four
walls full of holes reminds one of the ilfe
of the American backwoodsm an. Till shortly
before we came this was the home of a man
who had squatted here many years ago without asking any questions about the owner of
the property. He had cleared 40 acres and
built a fence around lhe land. The Brothers
can start cultivating this land , and 1 hope
tha1 we shall not suffer hw1ger any more in
the fall. The 640 acres donated by the Railroad Company seems lo be good, fertile land.
A high narrow hill runs from east to west
through the southern part of this section of
land . One can see twenty miles from the
top of this hill. The top of the hill , which
is 6 miles long. resembles a wall made up
of boulders and rocks. Here and there beautiful tall pine trees have grown up from the
soil between the rocks. Between this hill
and our house, there is an artesian spring
which thev tell me. never stops flowing even
in the .driest summer. Some claim the water
of the spring has therapeutic power. (A settler has already assured me that he was completely cured from one visit to the mineral
water of this spring') A much used foot palh
leads up to lhe spring. While I am writing
this I hear the waler flowing down the
hill~ide.
On the feast of St. Joseph I hope to be able
to say the first Mass, and on the feast of
St. Benedict to sing the first High Mass,
below the open sky of course. We shall have
to put up with inconvenien ces till we have
a church. The farmers must first build a
home for themselves, and need the mon~y
they have brought along to pay for the1r
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVER ARTE
Bro. Joseph Rebholz
.
Nov. 7, 1 89
Very Rev. Augustine locker, Prwr • ov, 22, 1922
Rev Olhmar Wehrle
Nov. 7, 1925
Oblate Bro. Kilian Nille
Nov. 15, 1925
Oblate Bro. Alphonse Detzel
Nov. H , 1926
Rev. tcphen Heinkele
Nov. 26, 1938
Rev. Victor Beuckman
~ov . 22, 19~0
Rev. Basil Egloff
Nov. 23, 19•~
Rev. John Yianney tucker
ov. 24, 195,

Publication of death anniversary dates is an
encourageme nt to friends of the deceased. and ~o
our readers to remember the departed m their

prayers.

Let Us Pra y
O God. the Lord of Mercy, grant to the soul of
Thy servanL. N
, whose anniversary we
commemorate. a place of refresh~ent, rest and
happiness, and the glory or Thy hght. Through
Our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.

land. I hate making debts like I do the devil.
But I am facing problems with courage and
good cheer. St. Joseph and St. Benedict will
help. With best wishes and asking for your
prayers:
Father Wolfgang

altars. portable sacrificial tables, etc., we
find that the celebration of St. Benedict's
Day was m01·e elaborate. Writing to an unnamed confrere working in the Dakota Siou:r
missions. Father Wolfgang tells of these fes-

The promised first Mass in Logan County
was offered on the feast of St. Joseph, 1878.
This was, in alt probability, not the 'first'
Mass in this area, as it is rather conjecturable
that a Spanish ( or perhaps even French)
priest with e:rpeditions centuries earlier,
holds this honor. But we may take March
19, 1878, as a working date for the Holy Sacrifice at Subiaco, a sacrifice that since has
never been interrupted.
Father Wolfgang describes this event in
these words:

On the eve of the feast of St. Benedict.
Father Fedelis Brem, a former scholas o!
mine at Einsiedeln, came here on a visit
quite unexpectedly. He is now a pastor iil
Ohio. He delivered the festive sermon and
sang during the High Mass with Brother
Hilary to his heart's content in every possible key!
In this same letter to the Dakota terri·
torial town of Bismark, dated on April 4,
Father Wolfgang shows that the missionaries
had not been negligent in beginning a suit·
able church:

In default of other material, we cut down
some saplings in the woods, nailed them together, laid an old door across them, etc.,
and we had a high altar for the "first Mass"
in Logan County.

While these preparations sound suprisingly
modern to us in 1964, in this age of table

tivities:

At present trees are being cut and hew11
for a temporary church: 24 by 30 feet and a
choir 12 by 12 feet, which may later be re·
modelled to serve as a sisters' house and
school room. Father Abbot has already pub·
lished in America that sisters and priest are
coming in August.

Another temporary church is to be built
east of here during the corning summer in
honor of St. Scbolastica. A few days ago.
1'-ir. Anton Helmich told me that probably
a third church will be needed and that Mr.
Joseph Stutzer, also a former pupil of mine
at Einsiedeln, was coming here from Pittsburg with 40 families. To be sure, there is
Place for several hundred families.
About 40 of our 640 acres of land are cleared. There are three separate fields, one o!
Which cannot be cultivated this year, because
we do not have the manpower to repair the
rotted fence, nor to remove trees that have
toppled, nor to cut out thorns and brushwood. We have already planted 10 bushels
Of potatoes. and sowed 10 bushels of oats ....

Then fol!ows the familiar compound of
sentimentality, warmth and piety that gives
Us frequent insights into practical minded
letters:
When we arrived on March 15, the woods
Were still 'void and empty.' Today, April 4,
they are green and covered with leaves. They
say that vegetation is 3 or 4 weeks ahead of
h111e this year. We are having such beautiful
~ring weather.... I wish you were here!
b ou with me, and I with you! Or do we not
elong together? And now one is on ice,
)Note: far north in the Dakotas) and the
15 in the fire. So
far apart! But what good
does it do to bother about it now? God's
Providence has placed me here, and I am
~ell satisfied, and adore, praise and extol
1S Holy Name And though we are so far
11 t>art, we are and remain
confreres of the
same Congregation and Order.
With the kiss of peace and in the intimacy
Of fraternal love:
Little Wolfgang, O.S.B.

E:1>entua!ly Father Wolfgang's much needed chapel was completed with the aid of
'llionks, the beloved mules, and the neighbor;~g farmers, plus the expert skill of "three
ti,-ed carpenters." On May 23, 1878. the bishop of the diocese, a rough and hardy and
e~idently resourceful man bra1>ed a flooded
l'i1>e,-, deep mud, sto,·m and springless wa9ons to arrive at the outpost priory to dedicate this church. The details of the dedication of this first monastic church comes from
the pen of Father Wolfgang sounding like a
~el!-developed plot for a frontier TV, hour0ng show. When we think back to the dedication of the newest monastic church at Sub-

iaco several years ago, to the pomp and ceremony, to the gravity and complexity of ritual, to the phalanxes of dignitaries, oiie may
well envy the less sophisticated ceremonial
and celebration on a stonny day in May in
1878 when a mud-spattered bishop leaped
from his wagon, tossed his muddy boots and
coat into a corner and dedicated a little House
of God between rainstorms. With our next
consideration with Father Wolfgang we
shall see that this put "first things first."

Benedictines in Africa
3. Our Lady of Victory. P.O. Box 40.
Lumbwa. Kenva, founded in 1956. 31 members of whom ·20 are Africans.
4. Notre-Dame du Kalahari. Kazanza, Kikwit. B.P. 144, Congo-Leopoldville, founded
in 1958, 16 members of whom 8 are Africans.
5. Notre-Dame de Maromby, B.P. 92, Fianarantsoa, Madagascar. founded in 1958, 12
members of whom 4 are Africans.

Cistercian Nuns
1. Notre-Dame de la Clarte-Dieu, Mutesa,
B.P. 349, Bukavu, Kivu, Congo-Leopo!d,·ille,
21 members of whom 8 arc Africans, founded
in 1956.
2. Eliole Notre-Dan1e de Parakou, Dahomey. founded in 1960, number of members
14, of whom 2 are Africans.
Diverse
1. Fraternite de la Vierge des Pauvres,
Kibuye, B.P. 20, Rwanda, founded in 1958, 12
members of whom 10 are African. (1 am
not sure just what their status is, but the
superior was at the meeting). (They are not
directly attached to the Order.)
The dates of foundation are the dates of
the inauguration of the monastic life, all of
which, I believe, coincide; however, this is
not necessarily true. The number of members includes novices as well as professed,
and in some cases postulants. The total are
as follows:
No. of Members Africans
Foundation
Benedictine Monks
73
156
Benedictine Nuns
52
91
52
Cistercian Monks
91
10
Cistercian Nuns
35
10
Diverse
12
Totals

389

197

Len ding
Library
Not es
Readers are invited to use the free lending
library service of the Abbey. The books referred
to below are part of a shell of several hundred
books availab le. Additions a re constantly being
made to the library. Write for any of these books
or ask for a complete list. Address the Lending
Library , New ubiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

Christ; the Jews stumble over him; the
Greeks think he's somethin g foolish . The
J ews ask [or wonderfu l proofs, and the
Greeks look for wisdom." So we run up
against the stump: just why do I believe in
Christ? Try writing down a version of your
reasons.
And if you want another man's view, read
this little booklet by Father Dulles. His main
objective is to determin e if the New Testa·
ment is of any use in determin ing the reason·
ableness of Christian faith. Recent scholar!)'
study of the Bible seems at times to be so
negative, as if its sole tendency were to
undermin e the credibilit y of our faith. This
impressio n carries with it the danger of com·
pletely rejecting the New Testamen t in our
eUort to show our faith to be reasonabl e.
While accepting other foundatio ns (won·
derful sublimity of the Christian message.
durability and expansio n of the Christian
religion, innumera ble miracles recorded in
Church history, etc.). Father Dulles explores
the use of the New Testamen t in this realrn
of apologetics. He faces up to the problems
squarely, and, while refusing to accept the
exaggera ted historicis m that looks for God
from sputniks (even biblical ones), outlines
an approach to the Gospels that "leads us far
more smoothly to the personal surrende r of
faith."
-Daniel Geels, O.S.B-

APOLOG ETICS AND THE BIBLICA L
CHRIST, by Avery Dulles, S.J., Newman
Press, 1964, 74 pages with bibliogra phy, $1.50.
"My astronaut s have searched the heavens. and found no trace of God." The recently-unemp loyed author of these words was
showing how senseless it is to believe in God
and in all religion. Over the centuries men
have also sought to demonstr ate the opposite
-that religion, more particula rly Christian ity, is a most reasonab le adventur e. Many a ECUMEN ISM AND VATICA N II, edited by
knowing smile has been caused by Khrush- Rev. Charles O'Neill, S.J. , Bruce, 1964, 146
pages, $3.75.
chev's statemen t-"Of course, he couldn't
The selections i.n this volume stem from
find God; God is not a material being." The
contentio n, though, is not so complete ly ab- lectures given at Fordham Universit y. The
surd when we compare it with some of the contribut ions are competen t and. perhaps.
pretentio us for the average Catholic reader.
opposing demonstr ations.
However , they are within the reach of those
For example, the historical proof that
who
have been keeping up with the develop·
Christ is divine affirms conseque ntly that
our belief in him is not only reasonabl e, but ments at the Second Vatican Council as re·
demande d of every sane person. It goes like ported in the diocesan papers. Dealing witl1
this: from the New Testamen t we can prove issues of much concern to our separated
on historical grounds the fact that Christ brethren (e.g., the questions of the Jews,
presented himseli as God; and he furnished Church and State, and the veneratio n of
abundant proof for this claim in his prophe- Mary), leading Catholic and non-Cath olic
cies, his miracles, his resurrect ion; so the in- scholars present their respectiv e viewpoin ts
in eight essays.
evitable conclusio n: Jesus is God.
Two of the articles by non-Cath olics treat
This is getting uncomfo rtably close to seeing God from the window of a rocket. Ac- controver sies pertinent to the current third
session
of the Council. The chapter on the
tually we can't prove from history that
Christ is divine, nor that he rose from the " Contemp orary Orthodox concept of the
dead. St. Paul knew this well enough when Church" points out very positively the dif·
he was preaching a crucified God. He wrote ferences in their and our views of the place
the Corinthia ns: "We preach a crucified of the bishops i.n the Church. It is submited
that a conciliar declaratio n on collegialitY

(the bishops together with the Pope as the
head of the body of bishops in an interdePendence of authority ) will bring us closer.
In "The Ecumenic al Movemen t and the
Jews." Rabbi Reuven Siegel weighs the effects of a decisive pronounc ement on the
Place of J ews in the history of salvation . He
•hows that latent (and sometime s open) antisemitism has strained Catholic- Jew relations
in the past. The Council can make the future
Of these relations optimisti c or pessimist ic,
dependin g on its stance.
This is a volume which will help clarify
1he issues
that divide us and show some of

The Life of St. Benedict
VlliDER THE guidance of Abbot Benedict
a nobleman named Theoprob us had embraced monastic life. He was an exemplar y
religious and had long enjoyed the saint's
friendshi p and confidenc e. One day on enterIng Benedict 's room he found him weeping
bitterly. After he had waited for some time
a.nd there was still no end to the abbot's
tears, he asked what was causing him such
Sorrow, for he was not weeping as he usuflly did at prayer but with deep sighs and
arnentatio n.
. "Almight y God had decreed that this en11_re monaster y and everythin g I have proh1ded for the communi ty shall fall into the
., llnds of the barbarian s," the saint replied.
l It was only with the greatest difficulty that
could prevail upon Him to spare the lives
Of its members .
This was the prophecy he made to TheoPtobus, and we have seen its fulfillme nt in
tecent destructio n of his abbey by the Lom<lrds. They came at night while the comlliunity was asleep and plundere d the entire
0
~ nastery without capturing a single monk.
this way God fulfilled His promise to
13nenedict
His faithful servant. He allowed
the barbarian s to destroy the monaster y but
Safeguard ed the lives of the religious. Here
You can see how the man of God resemble d
St. Paul. who had the consolatio n of seeing
everyone with him escape alive from the
sl 10rrn, while the ship and all ils cargo were
Ost_
This passage is one or a series of select.ions
'•on, the biog-raphy of St. Benedict publis hed
by Pope Gregory I in the yea r 504. Our cover
this tnonUt illustrates the incident mentioned
in the selection. St, Bene<lict lived from 480
lo 547.

the reasons behind the developm ents of the
Catholic position in the Council today. Recommend ed for college readers.
-Donald Price. O.S.B.
PAULIST PRESS DOCTRIN AL
PAMPHL ETS
The Triniry (Sloyan)
The Christian in rhe Modem World (Hoyt)
What is the Liturgy? (Gallaghe r)
Theology of the Word (Tavard)
Passion , Death and Resurrec tion (Bourke)
Morality and the Loi:e of God (Curran)
Life in Christ (Ahern)
The Meaning of Sanctifyi ng Grace (Gleason)
The Mass and che Laity (McManu s)
The Hope of Israel (Moriarty )
Baptism (Hunt)
The History of Salt·ation (Johnston )
The Bible and rhe Liturgy (Hunt)
The Church in 1he New Testamen r
(Sheridan )
God Is Faithful (Sullh•an )
Confirma tion: Gifr of the Spirit (Bohen)
Death for a Christian (Marrow)
Eastern Rite Catholici sm (Taft)
Tl,e Eucharis t (Flanagan )
Life After Death (O'Conne ll)
Extreme Unction (Krause)
Holy Orders (Palrner)
Judaism and Christian ity (Donovan )
God·s Word and Man's Response (Haering )
The Historcial Setting of the Old Testamen t
Funke)

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
For the Missions
Help us raise funds to aid the needr missions
by sending us your canceled stamps. Sunply tear

or cut them off your letters and packages and

mail them to us. Be sure lo leave a sm~ margin
around them so as to protect the perforation All
foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mails.contributions to: Young America, New Subiaco Abbey,

Subiaco, Arkansas

72865.

Sramp Con.rributors for October
Arizona· Mrs. Katherine A Hess
Arkcmsa.s: Mrs. Fred Brown, Mrs. J. A. Hicks. Mr

and Mrs. F. P. Lemmer, Bob Sten~el

Illinois: Rudy Bilka, S. J. rleyboer, D.D.S , !vtrs.
Anton
Uraduik

Iowa: Anonymou s. Elwyn G. ~ein

Mis.~issippi: Mrs. Paul Beleuobt~
Missouri: Mr. and Mr::i . Fred Bick.ford, Mrs Ber-

nard Concannon
York: Mrs. William R. Breunan. Mrs. R. A.
O'Connor
North Dc1kota: Mary Nowatzki
Ohio: Lillian Tannreuth er
Oklahoma : Mary Donnnelly
Pe1111:-.-ylvan.ici: Mrs. Marcella itool
Texas: Anonymou s
Wisconsin: Erwm V, Hanlschel
New

A Bird's-eye View
of the Abbey

developing the school continues, and a larger
monastic building needs to be erected.
Exam time for the Academy and seminar)'
temporarily left everyone with an allerg)'
for red ink. To overcome this in the Academ,·
the students were granted a long week end.
with Academy officials running busses sev·
eral directions to make it possible for more
students to visit at home. And in the cleri·
cate the fratres went on a Saturday outing
to St. Peter's Parish at Morrison Bluff as
guests of Father Hilary.
The good news from Little Rock is thal
Father Aloys is recovering nicely from major
surgery. This was his second operation iO
recent months, but now be's well along oo
the recovery road. Brother Walter also ha!
had surgery and is now back, chafing at the
bit to get back to work.
While Father Aloys has been ill Father
Clement has been taking care of St. Scho·
lastica Parish at Shoal Creek, accompanied
by one of the deacons who gives catechetical
instructions and assists at the Mass as corn·
mentator. This extra activitv makes Father
Clement, our subprior. a diversified man. Be
teaches biology in the Academy, pastoral
medicine in the seminary, and directs th•
operations of the Abbey farm.
Fathers Anselm and Benedict, spiritual
directors in the Academy and scholasticate,
took part in a cursillo in Memphis the firsl
weekend in November as part of a plan to
enrich the religious activities program fof
the students. Highlight of the spiritual ac'
tivities this year came in October when Fath·
er George Tribou of Catholic High conducted
a day of recollection.

Departure ceremonies for Brothers Louis
and Paul were held on lhe evening oI November 10. Before leaving for Nigeria the
two Brothers were feted in a special program by the monks. Brother Joseph added
something delightful to the farewell fare by
composing a song for the occasion. Brothers
Louis and Paul had visited their homes for
two or three weeks just before their departure. They were due to sail from New Orleans or Houston around November 15 on
the Ghana merchant ship Lake Bosomtwe,
a Black Star liner. They will arrive in Port
Harcourt in early December.
Upon their arrival our Nigerian House will
b~ raised to the rank of a dependent priory,
with Father Raphael as prior. Our Nigerian
Fathers are planning to call their priory St.
Mukasa. in honor of one of the recently canonized Uganda martyrs. The Brothers will
arrive at the beginning of the ten weeks
school holiday. Nigerian schools take their
long vacation during December and January.
This will give all our Nigerian missioners a
better opportunity to organize their monastic
!He and become acclimated to it before
plunging into the next school term. Their
mission work, of course, will continue and
be intensified during this time. The four
To prepare for the revisions in the MasS•
Fathers presently offer nine Sunday Masses
in the territories under their care, and in the chaplains have been training the studeo1
addition often help at other parishes, so all commentators for their soon-to-be-enlarged
generally offer lhe full Sunday allotment of roles-and the monks have been doing 8
three Sunday Masses apiece. The work of lot of studying on this too.

UNITED IN
THE LIVING
Welfare oI Mrs. Anna Hoedebeck: Special spiritual an~ ~naterial aid for father with leukemia;
Thanksg1vmg-honor of Baby Jesus of Good
Health; Succesful operation; Speedy recovery;
Special aid for eyes; Spiritual and temporal welfare o[ Thomas F. Welch; Improvement in health;
Peace among relatives; Peace in family; Peace
o! mwd; Return to church of loved ones; Sale o(
business soon; Safe journey; Religious vocations;
Holy marriages; New job; For the enlightment al
the American people at the polls.

PRAYER
THE DECEASED

Ida Fladung; Arnold Hess; Deceased CathoU'
Daughters of America: Louisa Hofbauer; Deceased
Campbell families; John Donohue; Mary Baker;
Dorothy Kraft; B. J. Poll; Leon Marion; Mrs. R $
Underhill; Joseph Fuhrmann; Elizabeth Fleitm•~
Joe Otto; Mary Ann Luttmer; Andy HofbaueJ
Josephine Meyer; Mary McFadden; Deceased 1Jf'
banowski family.

Dear Young Americans,
. November seems to be the darkest month
'" the year. True, December has the longest
tghts and shortest days_. bm Christmas
tghts chase much of the dark away.
One November, as relatives gathered to9~ther at Grandfather's to celebrate Thanks9tving, the day was so dark and drizzly rhat
1he grownups talked about the time the
sun went into total eclipse, and the day became so dark they could see stars.
Two cousins from out of state started
lllhispering to each other apart from the rest

f

Of

US.

. "How many of you have ever played 'See'>ig Stars in the Daytime' " they asked,
lllatching our faces intently.
"We never heard of that game," we an'1lllered. "How do you play it?"
1
dark now," said our cou• 'You're in the
81ns merrily, "but you'll soon be enlightened!"
They called Auntie, our oldest great aunt
Qside and went with her into her room. Auntie could always be counted on to cooperate
lllith whatever the children wanted. When
She came out. slie told us to wait till our turn
to go into the room.
We tried to peek through the keyhole, but
they had pulled down all the shades and
the room was dark. We strained our ears as
the first cousin was called in. We heard him
~-Qlk across the floor . A~er awhile, we heard
tn,, gasp in amazement, and then laugh out
10 ud with the two in the room.
'Wow!" he exclaimed. "T sure did!"
. "Tammy next," they called, and T went
'"side. One of the cousins led me to a chair
Qnd told me to sit quietly while the other
focused the "telescope," really the familiar
sleeve of Auntie's jacket.
A. t first, everything was pitch dark in that
sleeve, but I kept on looking. Soon, a dash

of cold waler into my eyes made me gasp.
too. from shock. and I seemed ro see little
lights swirling about like bu.sy stars! It was
a good trick, and I was no longer "in the
dark'' about seeing stars in the dayrime.
There are so many kinds of darknessnight witliout moon or stars, far away from
any house or human dwelling; thick fog, at
sea, hiding the menace of icebergs: a bli::ard
of snow so fast and furious you cannot see
yo1,r hand in front of yo1,r face: a dust storm
that shuts out all daylight, so thick it can
be felt, even creeping throug1, the cracks
around windows, filling all t1,e houses and
stores. Then there is the darkness of the
mind that does not know what it needs to
know, the painful da,·kn.ess of original sin
that sometimes makes wrong actions look
all right until people are trapped. The darkness of a sou!. that has deliberately refused
great graces from God. is the most terrible
of all-like the Pharao in our story.
Love to every one of you,
Tammy

In the Dark
The servants of Pharao shoved Moses and
Aaron out of the palace doors roughly. What
should he do now, thought Moses sadly.
Pharao had at last given them permission
to go worship the Lord God. but to men only.
They would have to leave every woman,
child. and animal behind.
The Lord spoke to Moses: "Stretch forth
vour hand unto the locust, that it may come
i.ipon the land and eat up everything green
that the hail left standjng."
Moses stretched forth the hand that held
the rod. A burning wind began to blow,
brought in by the Lord.
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At the house of Pharao men began to mur"I have sinned against the Lord your GoO
mur. "If the locusts swarm in like the Hebrew said, we will be completely ruined!" and you," began Pharao to the Hebrews
"But now, forgive me my sin this time also.
wailed some.
and pray to the Lord your God that He take
"Nomense," argued the others. "Pharao
away from me this death," implored Pharao
has done his part in the bargain. He has
in agony
given permi, sion for the men to go, and that ruined, that comes lo a ruler whose land i,
and whose power to rule seems to
should be enough."
have died.
"That is not what the Hebrews asked for,"
Moses went ou l from the presence of Pha·
contended the wailers. Those men cannot rao Lo pray. The Lord
made a very
leave their women and children and flocks wind blow from the East, powerful stronf
enough
behind. We have already been plagued with lo blow all the locusts into the
Red Sea. WheP
bloody water, frogs, sciniphs, flies, our live- not one locust was left in all the
land of
stock has died off, we've been beaten down Egypt. Moses went back to Pharao
for per·
with hail and lightning, as if the boils were mission for God's people to go.
not enough, because we did not give them
All eves turned lo Pharao lo see what he
what they wanted!"
was going to do this time. At last, he had
·'Those things just happened anyway," the attention of the people, thought
Pharao
argued the others, "and the Hebrews have His power had not gone after all.
He would
been trying to give the credit to their God." show everybody that he was the ruler.
"If so," retorted the wailers, "why did not
"No 1" said Pharao in utter scorn, his heart
our men know what wa· going to happen? harder than ever. People turned their
at·
Do y u think that stammering Hebrew is tenlion immediatel y to Moses, wondering
wiser than our magicians?''
what new disaster would be foretold. Mose;
"Watch what you are saying!" countered went out in silence, as God had not yel
the others, '·Else, people will gossip that spoken. Some of the people were relieved·
you have taken up with the God of the but others were more fearful of the silence
Hebrews'"
than the words.
Outside, the Lord spoke to Moses: "Stretch
During all that murmuring Pharao sat unnoticed. He cleared his throat to atract at- out your hand towards heaven, and maY
there
be darkness upon the land of Egypt sr
tention. Nobody heard him. He might as well
thick that it may be [cit!"
have been a corpse on that throne.
Moses
stretched forth his hand toward 1
On and on the people argued. Every time
a new person came in, he would be asked, heaven and there came horrible darkness iP
all
the
land
o[ Egypt for three days. No ma~
"Did you see any locusts where you live?"
could see his brother. Everybody had lo stal
"No," the newcomer would reply, and the
right where he was. But wherever God·
air would soon be filled with "I told you,"
people were living, there was light.
and "Yo u just wait and see. The day is not
"Light every lamp," roared Pharao in the
over yet" comments.
dark lo his servants. Only a few servants
The wind kept blowing hard and hot. Bed
time arrived with no locusts, but it was hard happened to be near enough lo the lamps to
reach for them. The rest of the servants could
for people to get lo sleep. They could not
not move enough to reach any lamps.
tell for sure whether locusts were whirring
Hurry," ordered Pharao impatiently . f!e
around in the noisy wind or not. Every now
and then, one of them would get up to check, could hear a few servants fumbling around
straining his eyes in the darkness outside. with their arms and hands. He strained hi5
clutching in panic at every straw that blew ears to find out what was happening O'~
against his check, fearing that it was a locust. there in the dark. A few servants seemev
lo be trying to strike a light, but no fire
Morning finally came. Those watching at woul d come, not even a
spark.
the windows and in the fields and gardens
"Put some energy into your efforts," scold·
saw the wind raise up an enormous cloud
of locusts, so thick they covered everything, ed Pharao, and the servants worked so hard
and started to eat everything that could thfy spilled the oil from the lamps.
"What is the matter out there?" yelled
be eaten.
,.,
In haste, Pharao called Moses and Aaron, Pharao. "Why do you not light the lamps.
"We cannot light th e lamps in this kind
fearful lest his people might soon be muro[ darkness," his servants called back. ·'Th~
muring against him .
oil is gone, and we dare not grope aroun
22

~her Isidore's Notes

Autumn in all its splendor and brilliance
has come to the lower Ozarks. During late
October and early November the variedColored leaves blazed the hillsides and ridges
With colors ranging from glimmering gold
lo deep red. While some of these leaves fell
and were swept away by the wind. others
Continued to brighten the horizon for weeks.
'rhe cloudless blue skies provided a pleasant background for all this variety of color.
F'or many days no clouds were in sight as
the sun warmed the balmy afternoons. The
Warm sunny days came as a boost to the
8
1'l1a]J grain !ields used for grazing. But however beautiful this weather was, it did little
lo stop the drying trend of the fields. Some
Of the fields which were lately sowed lo oats
Ptoved to be too dry lo enable a good stand
Of small plants to be started. It is doubtful
Whether all the seeds had enough moisture
lo germinate.
liowever the small grain fields sowed earlier in late 'summer received adequate moisture. Of those fields, both oats and barley
have received early boosts from earlier rains.
~any of these fields are green with a truck

---

Your costly furnishings with ~reasy _and
Sooty hands even if there were Just a little
light. With
kind of darkness we cannot
See anything. anywhere. We cannot move
about."
Pharao fidgeted. Holding light to the edge
Of his throne, he leaned forward and tried
t~ find the edge of the first step down from
hts throne with his foot. He could not fmd
any edge, nor could he even tell which direction his foot was moving. He could not
•isk a fall. He was a prisoner on his own
throne.
Pharao tried to relax, but the darkness
Seemed to be pressing down upon him from
every side. Worst of all there was_ utter darkness strangling him from w1thm until he
Could stand it no longer.
.
"Moses! Aaron!" called Pharao, and hIS cry
echoed from voice to voice until Moses and
"-aron heard.

this

(To be continued)

cover of plants. Lately the cattle have ;tarted
grazing. and with adequate rams the helds
should continue to provide excellent fall and
winter grazing.
In earlv October many of the monks were
busy on · the farm helping with the silage
hai·vest. All help was welcome, for the task
is a formidable one. Requiring tractors and
several trucks for the hauling. the task was
fully accomplishe d within a week. Due to
the · tremendous volume of forage. the task
of unloading into the silo was in itself a timeconsuming job. After having a slow begmning, the crop responded well to late rams
and grew to produce an exc~llent crop. ThlS
silage, used as high quality feed for the beef
cattle, will help to give the cattle a well balanced diet during the wmter.
In mid-Octobe r two Polled Hereford bulls
were added to our herd, helping our trend
to greater herd imprO\·em ent. Purchased at
the 14th Annual Performanc e-Tested Bu!l
Sale at the Arkansas A~ricultura l Experiment Station in Fayetteville , the bulls were
two of the top performers. One is a two year
old and the other is 18 months old. These
two bulls had close to the highest average
dailv gain performanc e of all the bulls m
the ·test. Father Clement and Brothe~ John
attended the sale and were accompa_m ed by
County Agent Morris O'Quin of Paris.
It is with joy and a touch o[ sadness that
the Abbey Farm bids farewell to Brother
Louis on his leaving for igeria. He has been
one of the chief operators on the farm duri_ng
the last decade and a half. Workrng wil h
the farm crew' he has played a large role
in the farm improveme nt of the last sever~
years. We ask you to join _us_ in askmg Gods
blessings on his new m1ss1onary work m
Nigeria.

The BROTHER Religious
in the Order of Saint Benedict consecrates his natural abilities_ to G_od
in the warm spirit of mon astic family
life. Whether he is a craft man. teacher or common laborer. he can contrlbute m uch to the glory of God an_d
the apostolate of the mona~tery._Go_1 s
reward i a hundredfol d m tlus h e,
and life eve rlasting.
For information write:
Rt. Rev . Michael Lensing, O.. B.
ew Subiaco Abbey
biaco, Arkansa
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The success of the reforming of the liturgy
0

will depend on the re-forming of the Christian

in liturgical worship. A retreat can be a wonderful beginning.
Look into t.he following dates for your opportunity.
November 20-22
December 4-6
December 11-13
December 18-20

Extension Volunteers
St. Joseph's Parish Men
Fayetteville, Ark.
Special
Special

The Abbey Retreat
Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

Abbo t Micha el's Lette r

TlfE ABBEY MESSAGE

My dear Friends and Benefacto rs:
May the grace of Christma s bring each and all of
you peace and joy in full measure, pressed dow n and
overflowi ng. Grace is life-the life of Christ in us. And
it is the great gift of God's love. St. J ohn describes God's
Christma s gift to us when he says: "In this has the Jove
of God been shown in our case, that God has sent his
only-bego tten Son into the world that we may live
through him."
As I write this, newspape rs and magazine s carry the
stories of the horrible death of Christian missionar ies in
the Congo. most of them priests and sisters. These men
and women gave their whole lives to bringing the light
and love of Christ to a people in darkness and savagery.
In the end, their lot was to suffer every kind of indignity, torture and brutality. Did Christ really bring them
peace and joy?
Jesus once said, "I came not to bring peace, but the
sword." And yet the great Christma s message: Peace lo
men of good will. Christ's peace is not passive, negative
or sleepy. It is peace with a struggle. It is peace in the
midst of conflict. It is joy-the joy of victory in battle.
One of the Sisters who was rescued from the hands
of the bestial drug-craz ed rebel soldiery in the Congo
stated that her one desire was lo return as a missionar y
to the Congolese people.
Christian peace was purchased by blood-th e blood
or God's incarnate Son. It cost a terrible price, and it
is spread aboard by those who are ready to share in the
price of suffering that was paid by the Son of God's love.
This peace knows no truce with evil-wit h the devil.
There is a fight to the fin ish, but there is peace and
joy-deep , interior peace and the joy of the Holy Spirit
of love.
Christ's gift of peace is the fruit of victory over selfover the passions of emotions, by subjectin g them to
reason and reason to God. It is dying to sin over and
over again, living unto God-resp onding to God's voice,
directing us in the footsteps of His Son, Jesus. It is making a gift of ourselve s-our time, our strength, our
talents-t o our fellow-m en whether we are in the Congo or in an office on Main street, ou l of love for God.
It is rising up and being counted for the principles of
justice and charily, when this results in our being rejected, pitied or considered odd by some people dearest lo us.
Christ promised that the joy that He came to bring
is a "joy that no one shall take from you." And the
peace that He came to bring on Christma s was the peace
of which He spoke the evening before He was crucified:
"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give to you; not
as the world gives do I give to you."
Gratefull y yours in Christ.

+ ~ ~ , o , , J .6.
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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Abbey Farm

We are especially grateful to God at Christlnastime for coming down from heaven and
tniting Himself to us. We are thankful to
irn for giving us the opportun ity to be
tal.Sed up to a divine kind of life that i, far
;bove our natural level. The gain is all our,.
Od is the giver. We are the receivers of His
/lifts.

•

•

ant of Bethlehe m. They hear the song of the
angels, ''Glory in the highest." Christma s has
tliany songs and carols. They carry on and
keep up the angels' song. They help us give
el<pression to our own feelings of joy and
feace and thanksgiv ing. Watching over this
11 fant, as
Mary his Mother did, will help
Us realize the meaning and solemn dignity
Of Christma s.

..

We have the privilege o[ praising and
glorifying this Di\'ine Child. The divinity
~hd nobility of this small child is proclaime d
t Y t_he angels who come down from heaven
sing His praises and make His identity
11own. Few people have been born in such
Poor circumsta nces as this lnfan t. The bare
0
~ rnforts of a human habitatio n are denied
0
I-rim and His mother

k°

•

Nobody would claim that there is now no
violence in the world. There 1s violence and
plenty of it. But individua lly the vision of
peac~ the Christma s prophets had can be
realized by everyone . The prophet Joel said
of us and our times: "In that day the mountains shall drop down sweetness . and the
hills shall now with milk and honev." Isaias
speaking of our Messias and Klng said:
"Come let us go up to the mountain of the
Lord and He will teach us His wavs and we
will walk in His paths."
·

•

Christ taught either by word or example
from the day He rested in His manger at
Bethlehem . He exhorted and praised and
threatene d. He catechize d and spoke in
story and parable. Crowds followed Him
wherever He went.

.

.

The King of Kings does not cast men down
but raises them up. He concentra tes on the
human will. The focus of His efforts is on
the soul. The frontiers of His kingdom is
in the hearts of men. It has no limitation s of
time or space.

•

b But the world was permanen tly changed
. Y the arrival of the Babe of Bethlehe m. He
Is Emmanu el: "God with us," the Son of
Cod. Our future and the future of all the
iOrld rests in the hands of this sleeping
hfant. The Jong awaited Messias rests in a
The prophet Jeremias said that Christ
~nger. The outlines of salvation are clear.
e God-Man has now become visible for would be a krng who would rule and be wi e.
all to see. Christ was born at Christma s. At He spoke of an a Itogether new age and new
Christma s the Saviour appeared . The angels n1le. He promised long befo~~ Christ
~hng on earth. The just rejoice and say with born that a big change would come wtlh
Christ. Jeremias spoke in an age of false
e angels, "Glory to God in the highest."
philosophy and foolish kings, and he pro•
mised that there was a golden age ahead for
_We can have the peace that we dssc,ciate the just. He was
not speaking for himself
1
"" th Christma s and the Christma s season if
but for God six hundred and fifty years be\\r(! permit Christ to reign in our hearts an..-f
fore Christ our King appeared when he
tliinds and souls. We have that peace-an d said. "Behold the
days come saith the Lord,
~tiritual prosperit y with it-when we walk in and I will raise up
to David a just branch.
e Paths of the Lord. Hundreds of years be- and a king shall reign and
shall be wise."

was

•

T HE COVER
One of the clerestory windows if
the Abbey Ch urch, depicting ~
eve nt in the life of St. Benedl
See page 20.

•

f The just rejoice today in the newborn In-

fore Christ was born the Christma s prophets
promised peace for the days when the Messiah would rule.

Rise up in splendor, Jerusalem! Your light has come .
S The glory of the Lord shines upon you.
ee , darkness covers the earth ,
B and thick clouds cover the peoples.
lit upon you the Lord shines.
Nations shall walk by your light,
R . and kings by your shining radiance.
a1se your eyes and look about ;
They all gather and come to you
Your sons come from afar,
And your daughters in the arms of the ir nurses.

1 hen you shall be radiant at what you see,
Your heart shall throb and overflow ;
for the riches of the sea shall be emptied out before you
The wealth of nations shall be brought to you .
Caravans of camels shall fill you ,
Dromedaries from Madian and Epha.
A.II from Saba shall come, bearing gold and incense
And proclaiming the praises of the Lord

-Isaias 60, l-6

A Christmas Letter
From Our Founder
Edited by Hugh Assenmacher, O.S.B.

Religious Liberty:
The Beam or the Seed
By Daniel Geels, O.S.B.

In the year 1878 the practice of sending ren of the heavenly Father. To this inspil·a·
greeting cards at Christmas was stilt in a tional sally of congratulation I add the pro·
comparatively infant stage. Compared Lo the rnise to think of you al the daily Memento'
Christmas rush of modern day weU-wishers,
Mr. Anton Hellmich has issued another
Christmas mail of 80-odd years ago wa.; as
nothing. Among the lerters of Father Wolf- circular about the "Benedictine Colony." A
copy will be mailed to you. Every readel
gang that are preserved in our archives from
the years of the Civil War unti! the late will readily sense that the pamphlet ref]ecli
the viewpoint of a land agent. Often the
1890's. there are very few that were written
warning that Abbot Henry gave us not to
in December. Of these few only one makes
send fake invitations to prospective em•·
any large reference to Christmas, apart from grants
comes to mind. Effeminate cil)
best wishes, etc., in the closing line.
people usually do not have the energy t0
ln our letter for this month, we present bear the inconveniences connected with life
the letter of December 30, 1878, written to in a new setUement, although that kind of
the Dean of Einsiedeln. It contains an elabo- life may offer many advantages. Severa'
rate greeting for the New Year and interest- families that have come here lately have al·
ing notes from the circumstances of the ready returned to their former homes. BU1
first Benedictine Christmas in Arkansas. the majority of newcomers are satisfied wilt,
Father Wolfgang denies any poetic vein in circumstances and entertain good hopes fol
himself, but we of today would consider such the future. Arkansas is not a paradise, n0 1
a greeting coming from us as to be highly a desert. Everybody can earn abundaJii
unusual.
bread here "in the sweat of his brow." and
eat vegetables with it, and gradually he ma1
St. Benedict, P.O. Paris be able to drink a glass of wine with hi:
December 30, 1878
meal. By the way, at present we are bus)
with clearing a plot of land on the slop!'
Very Rev. and Dear Dean:
of the hill south of our church and house fol
I have received the post card, noting 200 the purpose of planting young fruit tree•
Mass intentions, as well as the 250 francs, and cuttings of grapevines in the spring.
representing 250 offerings. Thanks for the
Right now everything looks wintry. Theft·
favor, and for the 365 days of the New Year are several inches of snow on the ground,
I am sending you just as many good wishes. the Arkansas river is frozen over, and in our
If I had been born with a poetical vein, I airy frame house the red hot iron stove 1'
would let it gush forth on high. May all ele- fighting for the supremacy over the unju;I
ments of Logan county arise, all trees and intruder from the North. On ChristrnB;
plants begin to talk, all animals of the forest morning even the Sacred Blood in the cbal·
leap, all birds broadcast in song the pious ice froze during the celebration of MasS
wishes on your behali that flood my soul! Chilblains and chapped hands are caused b)
May the heavenly dew of grace fall abun- the extreme cold, just as in March, 1852·
dantly upon all faculties of your soul, when when I was a novice at Einsiedeln. "O Y1
early in the morning your eyes open lo be- frost and cold. bless the Lord . . . . "
hold the light of 365 days, your feet set in
Your post card was addressed to Spadr8
motion to walk through the sacred precincts Our post office
is at Paris, Logan Count)'·
of the cloister and of the magnificent temple Arkansas.
(abbey church), and when your mouth is
Aren't Fathers Albert and Bede generouS'.
opened to proclaim the praise and mercy of
God in the silent chamber of the dean's of- How would it be if they would have Benfice and publicly for the benefit of all child(Continued on page 20)

CONSIDER THIS SfTUATION: we live in
a neighborhood in which the majority are
Christian. approximately half Catholic. None
15 ashamed
to admit he is a Christian , and alhlost everyone observes the Sunday, either
by attending and assisting at 'Church ser\>tces' or by some reading and ruminating on
the Bible. This is done with the conviction
that it is the way Ch.rist would have us live.
'!'here are differences among us-Catholics
differ in their belief and worship from the
Congregationalists, and among the Congrellationalists there are notable differences of
eli:pressions of creed and cult. But we are
r.ll Christians, each according to his own
lght, according to the Spirit within him.
trorn time to time the point has been raised
lhat we ought to unite, to profess the same
Creed and worship alike-since all Christians
l:lo follow the one Christ.
'I'his has always received the rebuttal: who
alliong us is so proud as to think he is the
t:>eculiar instrument of the Holy Spirit. The
Spirit breathes where he wills; it is not up
lo us to dictate to him. Christ warned us of
1his, telling us it is enough to worry
about
0
ur own business, our own spiritual status,
"nd not to bother our neighbor; the Holy
~t:>irit is with him too. 'Judge not, that you
e not judged .. . .. Why do you behold the
lliote that is in your brother's eye, but do
11ot consider the beam that is in your own
?e? You hypocrite. first cast out the beam
torn your own eye; and then shall you see
Clearly to cast out the mote from your brolh~t's eye.' And Christ also told Peter, when
eter began to worry about how John was
doing: 'Don't you worry about John; you
JUst [ollow me.' Implying that each of us
must be concerned for our own acts, not
~hose of someone else. And St. Paul said:
Let each test his own work, for eacn man
\\riJl have to bear his own load.'
We are convinced that the Christianity
Of another fellow is his concern. not anyone
hlse's. 0[ course our example an~ our pray.er
ave an effect on others; thats as Christ
\\rants it. But even there we have lo be care-

ful not to step on anyone's toes. We are c•>mrnanded lo pray in private rather than on
the street-corner; to give alms in secret, etc.
Then we will reap the reward of the Lord
who sees in secret. The way a person lives
his Christianitv is his own affair-something
private. betw~en himseIJ and God. To attempt to interfere is deadly presumption on
our part.
Are we better than our neighbor? To
strive to make others ·more Christian,' as is
said, is an intimation that our life at present
is not Christian. 'Who is not with me is
against me.' So if you are trying lo gel us
to be with Christ, where else are we now
but against him? This is pure presumption
and pride on your part. one of us knows
what all is going on inside a man. The external expressions are like the top of an iceberg, and who knows the makeup of the
ninety percent under the water? 'Live and
let live' is our basic Chirstian principle.
Religious freedom is a precious thing; but
also a problematic one. Ideally it is the balance between enthusiasm and respect for
others' conscience. To understand it. though,
we must be aware of the extremes that always threaten to ti! l the balance. On the
one hand we have religious intolerance-that form o( tyranny that dictates what evervone is to believe and how he is to express
th~t belief. This is patently contrary lo religious freedom.
BUT HOW ABOUT the other side? The consideration above ended with the maxim: Live
and let live. Is this a true expression of religious liberty? Or is it religious anarchy?
In the situation described the people concerned are Christians; all professing to be
followers of Christ. trying to form their lives
according to Christ's will. They all acknowledge that the Son of God has become man,
and worked out our salvation, redeemed us
from our sins. restored us to God. and has
given us directives to guide our lives.
And here's where the rub comes. in- an~
it rubs two ways. Who is to decide wh~
these directives are? The decision above_ ,s
that it's a strictly personal affair how I hve
1

my Ch1·istianity. So it's up to me (with the
aid of the Spirit) to determine my belief
and its expressions; and furthermore, when
I do come to my decision, I have no right to
force this brand of Christianity onto others.
To my way of thinking this ignores an
essential part of Christianity-that Christ
is the Word of God. If God had determined
lo leave it up to each man to figure out his
own way lo God, the situation described
above would be excellent. But God has spoken to us, and spoken quite clearly, 'in many
and various ways in the old times, through
the prophets; and now through his nwn Son.'
Christ is not only the one who died for us;
he is the Light of the world, who has brought
us the way, the true way, the way marked
by his light.
'Sure,' we hear, 'but it's still up to each
individual to determine his version of this
way. And Christ didn't demand that everyone walk the same way.' Which is exactly
the question. Christ did say 'clean your own
eye before casting about in another's.' And
St. Paul said: 'each man has his own load
to bear.' These are words of caution though ,
not counsel to inaction. St Paul continues:
'Bear one another's burden and so fulfill the
law of Christ.'
And Christ's words on this angle? 'I am
sending you as the Father sent me. You

are now the light of the world-and don't g•
around hiding your lamp under a tub. Yo'
are the salt of the earth; if you don't g•
around spicing the world , it just won't b<
spiced. He who hears you hears me; wn
rejects you rejects me.'
In other words , when Christ ascended t
the Father he did send the Spirit-but 11
also sent his followers. At the Pentecost tll
Spirit came to Peter and the others, but whe
the Jews asked Peter afterwards 'What shB
we do,' he did noi say 'That's not for me 1
say. You just sit around and get your oVI
Spirit.'
How does this differ from tyranny? In ti!
first place, if this were tyranny, it wovl
be the tyranny of God, who has quite clear!
spoken through his Son, giving us the 111i1
sion to spread the I ight. But it is as far fror
tyranny as 'to enlighten ' is from 'to ford
The distinction may at times be a delicB
one-as delicate as shown by Christ hiP
self, who did not crush the bruised reed 11~
put out the flickering wick, and yet wll
gave the Pharisees a woeful time, and coP
manded his followers to preach from ti,
housetops all that he taught them; to presC
not just keep from giving bad example, B~
to preach with boldness. Religious libertY
a precious thing; religious indiffereP'
stinketh to high heaven.

A. Letter from Father Raphael

Report from Nigeria
Eleme, Port Harcourt
Nigeria
November 20, 1964
bear Friends and Benefactors,
When the students of Ascension High
School left Eleme for their summer vacation
0 n November
l3, it marked the completion
of one full year for us in the field of Nigerian
education. Nigerian boys are similar lo
.!\.rnerican boys, and to boys all over Lhc
:arid; many are studious; others need gentle
Ut firm persuasion to make the effort re9.Uired for higher education.
The Nigerian school year is broken up dil(erently from the way it is in America since
lt begins in January and is divided into three
terms. In 1964 the terms ran from January
4 lo April 23, from May 14 to August 13,
ftorn September 3 to November l3. Additional periods without school occurred on
the occasion of the nation-wide workers'
Strike and the teachers strike, both lasting
at least one full week.
_.!\.s you know, our purpose in coming to
Nigeria was to plant a shoot of the Benedictll:le Order here; but in order to give ourselves time to make a deliberate decision
about a location and the type of work we
:ould undertake an agreement was made
Celween New Subiaco Abbey and Bishop
Odfrey Okoye, C.S.Sp. , D.D., to work at Ascension High School for one school year. He
Offered us the high school along with 60
acres of land with the hope that the site
ll\ight be suitable for a monastery.
The decision has been made to remain here
and attempt tbe monastic foundation i!J Elell\e in spite of some difficulties, which would
most probably be found in any part of Nigeria. Only time will answer some of the
llroblems with which we are faced. Thus we
ar_e going ahead wilb faith in Our Lord and
With the firm bope that He will provide
\\rhat might be lacking in us and in the en"U:onmenl in which we live.
The past year has been a quite difficult
Year for all of us due to circumstances beYond our control. The Nigerian educational
system was something new lo us and strange
lo us in some of its aspects; only in the final
~e~~s of the school year did we finish. t~e
ac1bties which were needed all year; this 1s

frequently the case with new schools here ;
it is a struggle. On October 5 we were notified that Ascension High School would be
officially inspected for a period of three days
beginning on October 20. I will leave it to
your imagination how busy those two short
weeks were in making preparations for it.
We are hopeful that the report will be :l
favorable one.
Since the decision lo remain here at Eleme
was made, we have been busy preparing for
the 1965 school year which will begin on
January 20. At the present time our bui!ding
program is a large one comprising the completion of the upper story of the classroom
building. and building a dormitory for 60
boys, a house for teachers. a science building
and a small utility building. We hope to have
all completed in time for the beginning of
the 1965 school year. Local builders are doing
the building under our close supervision; we
are fortunate to have the Jong holiday. and
we have put away our books and have take:i
up the hammer, the paint brush. and other
tools in order to hasten the work and als<J
to save labor expenses.
Thus it will be about two years before the
various grants will be given from time to
time to help the school develop even further.
With all this activity going on we have
not forgotten our purpose in coming to Nigeria, that is, setting up of the new monastery. Since a [ew days after our arrival an_d
during the months of our stay m Stella Mans
College in Port Harcourt with the Holy
Ghost Fathers, and since our arrival here,
we have not missed the public recitation of
the Divine Office and other monastic exercises and we know thaL this bas brougbt
us ma~v blessings. In short, we have lived
the mo~astic life as well as possible under
the circumstances. and we will continue : 0
strive for a more and more perfect monastic
observance.
The building program that has been o_u tlined is essential for the successful operat1?n
of the school which has just completed its
third year of existence; _after . two more years
the school will be officially mspected agam,
9

enter the monastic life. Obstacles to possible
Vocations are numerous , but with more <>ducation to sacrifice and generosit y on the part
o( parents and guardian s and with a better
Understan ding of what the Church is, and
the role of lay people in the work of the
Church, the difficultie s standing in the way
O( many vocations will gradually decline.
i\t present we have 21 boys who are interested in the religous life as future Brothers
0
r Priest Monks. Although many, or possibly
most, will not persevere , it is a hopeful sign
3
nd at least a beginning. The future success
Of our work will depend on the number and
quality of Nigerian vocations to the re1g1ous life.
The number of Catholics in the Port Har~0urt area is great, but the work that must
e done among these Catholics is likewise
rreat, and the number of priests is very
1lllited.

\?e

Fa th er Raphael and the Don Bosco Vocation Club a t Ascension
High School.

and if we are approved according to government standards . we will be grant-aid ed, that
is, the Nigerian governm ent will pay all salaries of the teachers including our own, and
grants will be given from time to time to
help the school develop even further. Thus
it will be about two years before the
school will be able to help us in our overall
program, since additiona l buildings will be
needed for two more years.
But at the same time we have not failed
to consider the monastic side of things. A
monaster y consists chiefly of monks, and in
a short time Fathers Camillus , Lawrence ,
Basil and I will be joined by the very welcome addition of Brothers Louis and Paul.
As soon as Father Abbot Michael selected
the two Brothers and our number increased
to six, he designate d our foundatio n a Priory.
according to provision s of our Constitut ions.
He asked us to choose a name for it, and we
are consideri ng the name St. Mukasa Priory.
St. Mukasa was the first of the recentlycanonized Uganda martyrs lo lay down his
life for the faith and for the virtue of chastity; he was one of the leaders of a group of
iearless souls who defied the wishes of an
evil king in order to remain faithful to Christ.
Since there is no Nigerian saint who has been
canonized, we thought it fitting to take as
our patron an African from Central Africa
whkh is our general area. We shall depend
heavily on the powerful intercessi on of St.
J oseph Mukasa.

Obviously, the program which has bee
outlined above could not have been under
taken without generous support from o~
mother abbey. New Subiaco. Recentlv Fatr
er Abbot made an appeal on our bcllalf 1
many of the Abbey's friends and benefsC
tors, and to the parishes cared for by prie, 1•
from Subiaco. We are confident that mall!
will make the additiona l sacrifice for 8'
undertak ing which will in time produC'
great benefits to the Church in this missi0
pan of the world. For this help we are nio:''
grateful.
It was mentione d above that a monastcr!
consists essentiall y in the men who ma'''
up the personne l; but a monaster y mus_f h~'
also the proper material things such 3;
chapel and other buildings and surroundinf'
conduciv e to the peace and tranquilli ty an•
seclusion necessary for a good monastic ob
servance. At the present time we are usiJ1
two buildings which will eventuall y be qt1~·
ters for teachers; d uring the next school yea
we will construct another building of t!Jr
type and then we hope to begin to recei 1''.
Nigerian candidate s and set up the Novitial'
This will be our temporar y monaster y. In
year or two or maybe even sooner we w•
begin building the permane nt monaster y; i1·
size. necessari ly small in the beginning ; ,,•ii
depend on the prospecti ve number of qu:il'.
Cied candidate s we receive into the Novitial'
We are asking all our friends to pray th~
suitable young men will come to us a11 '

In our immediat e area the number of Cath0lics is small, but since we have been here,
~~e number of people coming lo Sunday
"lasses has doubled and we are told that
1here
are many who do not come to Mass.
~Uch work remains to be done among those
"-'ho have lapsed from the faith as well as
3
lllong those who have never had the gift
Of faith. In this area church facilities are
Practicall y non-exist ent. The Catholics of

Eleme have been attending Mass here at
school, hut with ne.xt year's increased enrollment of 60 boys, there will no longer be
room for outsiders . Thus the people are working hard to make their dream of a parish
church, right in town and much more convenient, a reality. To help along with the
project they organized a Harvest Festival,
the total profit of which was $148.33. They
were enthusias tic about the results of their
hard work. When this amount is added to
Eleme's share of the money generous ly given
by Bishop Fletcher last Christma s for the
missionar ies from Arkansas , a modest beginning can be made.
The Catholics in our other two missions
of Okrika and Ibubu are likewise planning
for harvest festivals, and both places are
working toward the objective of small new
churches to replace those used at present.
You would have to see these so-called
churches in order to realize fully how legitimate their desire is.
In closing we four Father and the two
Brothers extend to all of you our sincerest
greetings and wish you every joy of the
Christma s season, and we ask your continued
prayers for the success of the work we have
undertak en in this part of the Lord' vineyard.
Father Raphael DeSalvo, O.S.B.

The "churches'' of
Okrika a nd lbubu .

A Trip to lkot Ene•·
Eastern Nigeria
By Raphael DeSalvo, O.S.B.

Brother Louis Fuh rm ann, O.S.B.

BROTHERS ARRIVE IN AFRICA
Brothers Lou.is and Paul reached Afric1,
December 1, but still had about two weeks
before getting to their destination, Port H,.rcoun, Nigeria. Their Ghana Black Star Ener,
Lake Bosomtwe, docked at Freetown. Sic?T!L
Leo_ne, for fuel. Then on to Monrovia, Lib_eria, where the Brothers met an Irish missionary, had coffee with three American Peace Corps workers, and were gi1,en
a tour of tlie city by an American Catholic
Relief Services representative. Their ship
wiU contim,e to make coastal stops and the
Brothers wi!! have many sho,·e leaves to exJ:>lore their new continental home before
1oming their confreres at Eleme.

Brother Paul Halliburton, O.S.6·

On August 17 r left Eleme for Ikot Ene
to give a retreat to a group of Medical Missionaries of Mary, a congregation of Sisters
lnostly from Ireland and England with a
sprinkling of Americans and Nigerians and
a few representatives from other countries.
The Sisters bad sent their chaulieur down
to Eleme to collect (that is, pick up) me and
drive me as far as the trip could be made
by road. The distance from here to Anua,
our first stop is 80 miles through palm tree
forests, growing thicker and greener as Wl'
traveled east of here. The trip was for the
lnost part uneventful , but we did take a
camera along in case something unusual apPeared. The highway is blacktopped and
quite good so we made good time as the
driver was telling me many things about
lhis part of the country. Driving in Nigeria
requires more care than usual on account
Driving through the villages and townof the many people walking along the highships brings home again and again the dense
Ways at all hours of the day. Many are car- population of Eastern Nigeria. Market places
rying loads of firewood, baskets, something flourish, and they are busy at all hours of
that looks like sugar cane, containers of the day regardless of the weath.;,r.
Yams on top of their heads; and occasionally
As we drove through the endless palm
0 ne will pass a youngster walking along with
forests the driver pointed out the different
0 ne orange on his head or a bottle of something or other. Their sense of balance must kinds of palm trees. To the uninitiated they
be great. Occasionally there is a shrine along- all look about the same, but their products
Side the road marking the grave of some are quite diCferent. One type produces coChief. Usually the chief is depicted in the conuts with which we are all familiar: anoth -Corm of a statue with an inscriptlon below. er type produces palm nuts from which is
We stopped to take a picture of one of them extracted palm oil from which various proand found a group of young men gathered ducts are made. Palm oil is one of the, most
there passing the time of the day. When important crops of this area and an imporasked to step aside, they refused to do so, tant source of revenue. The nut~ grow in
because they wanted to be on the picture. clusters which weigh up to JO or 15 pounds
so we were able to take a good picture in or more, and in appearance they 1·e,emble
Spite of their presence on it, although the the seed cluster of the magnolia tree, but
much larger. Another type of palm tree proinscription was obscured.
duces palm wine which is a festive drink
L ater we came upon what the driver called widely used. The school boys here have a
a_ juju man, a young man dressed in a hor- treat of palm wine at one of their Sunday
rible looking mask, one you would not enjoy meals.
meeting at night. I believe he was really a
There are no crops along the road which
lnasquerader. He willingly posed with the
driver for a picture, and happily accepted a are cultivated in the way we are accustomed
to see; there is no evidence of mechanized
dash of a few pence.
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agriculture. But there are small patches of
yams, and larger patches of casava, and these
are the two most common crops. Yams are
usually planted on small terraces so as to
be protected during the rainy season, the
yam plant is a vine, and a stake is provided
for it to climb, in height about e.igbl to ten
feet. The yam is a tuber, similar to tbe
American sweet potato, but much larger.
Many are two or three feet long and six
or seven inches in diameter and thus quite
heavy. It is a food which we have learned
to like and we eat it at many of our meals;
we have learned to like many others as well,
some well known to Americans, such as
oranges, bananas and grapefruit and pineapple, all of which are plentiful and cheap.
You can buy five large bananas for three
cents, and oranges are a penny each; other
local fruits are also very cheap.
To get back to the trip to Ikot Ene. We
arrived at Anua in time for lunch al St.
Lt1ke's Hospital, and then we departed for
Oron, a distance of about 35 miles. At Oron
the highway ended and we boarded a large
motor launch, which took us to Calabar, a
distance of 16 miles. The launch would
probably accommodate 300 people and many
more if customers showed llp for the ride,
and also several large lorries and cars. It
is about 40 feet wide and about 120 feet long.
The fare on the lower deck was two ;hilli.ngs;
on the upper deck which is much smaller
the fare is 13 shillings. The passage from
Oran to Calabar took us over the Cross River
and some of its tributaries, nameless on the
maps. The part of the river we traveled was
about 25 miles from the Atlantic Ocean, into
which it empties. At its mouth it is about 25
miles in width. The trip of one and a half
hours was rainy and llncomforlably cool
for me.
At Calabar we were met at the launch by
two girls from Los Angeles, lay missionaries
who are giving a few years of their Jives to
mission work as helpers in whatever field
they are qualified and needed.
Each drove a Volkswagen and transported
us (several Sisters had boarded the launch
at Oron) from Calabar to the Kwa River,
(about six miles) which we crossed on a
ferry. Al the other side two other cars were
waiting for us and we drove another six
miles to St. Joseph's Hospital, Ikol Ene, a
beautiful new construction literally carved
out of the wilderness, a perfect setting for
a retreat. The Sisters had gathered there
from their many stations and hospitals and

took over one wing of the hospital for the
eight days of the retreat. A large reception
room was used for a temporary chapel.
My quarters were at the Catholic Mission
a few hundred yards away, and staffed by
two Irish priests of the Society of St. Patrick, Father Kerins and Father MacCormac.
The mission compound is quite old, and had
vivid reminders of the sacrifices of the early
missionaries. The two Fathers care for the
large parish al Ikol Ene and also for 33 mission stations in the area. The stations are
visited as often as possible, and the assistance
of the catechist is invaluable. Most of the
Catholics are of the Efik tribe.
During the week there were about 250
youngsters from the neighborhood and the
33 mission stations at the mission making the final week of their catechumenate
in preparation for Baptism, so the place was
alive with recitation of prayers, singing of
songs, movies on religious subjects and the
the general activity of such a group. It was
inspiring to see the devotedness of the several catechists and the eagerness of (he
children. Another amazing thing was that
they took care of themselves, preparing their
own food and finding a place in the compound to sleep. About 140 of them were baptized a little later.
Father MacCormac. the pastor, is planning
to set up an oceanside mission for the fishermen, many of whom are Catholic or prospective converts. The number of people he
has baptized in the several years he has
been there runs into the thousands.
The work of the Sisters in their hospital,
most helpful in making the first contact
with the Church, and the work of the priests
puts one into immediate contact with the
kind of activity that is being multiplied a
hundred times all over Nigeria by devoted
missionaries, priests, Brothers, Sisters, and
lay helpers, both foreign and native. One
could not help reflecting on the words of
Christ, "The harvest indeed is great, but (he
laborers are few."

A. Christmas Reprint

Christ's Birthplace-A Pilgrimage Recalled
By a Traveler
It has been a long time. bllt whoever has

celebrated the Holy Night in the place where
Our Savior was born will remember especially al this time of the year the emotion ne
experienced as he knelt al the Grotto of
Bethlehem before the little Child Jesus. But
l11ost Christians have never been th<ere. Many
People have asked me about the stable of
the Nativity and I have come lo realize that
they have at best only a very vague idea
about the place.
It is not a true picture of the birthplace
of Christ which most artists give, for the
Stable of Bethlehem was not a wooden building or some ruins, but a real cave in the rock
of a hill outside the ancient city of David.
[ have seen many such caves in the chalky
l11ountains of Juda which are still used by
shepherds and the.ir flocks during rain. One
of these caves is said to be many miles long.
It is named after the famous hermit Saint
Chariton, who once lived there. It is not only
a single room but a whole system of connected caves. I myself have explored the
Saint Chariton grotto but only so far as my
"Ariadne string" was long, for less cautious
Visitors have been known lo become hopelessly lost in these caverns.
Empress Erected Clturclt
Such a cave, though not so large, is the

stable of Bethlehem. S lnce the early years
of Christianity this grotto has been venerated
as the place of Christ's birth. The en~p:1·or
Hadrian was unable to keep the Chnsl! ans
away from here in any other way than by
erecting a temple to Adonis. But the mother
of the Emperor Constantine, the Emnre ,s
Helena. built over the venerated stable a
Christian church which still stands today
This church is now in the hands of the
Greek Orthodox. A Latin church has been
built beside it with its own special entrance
to the cave of the Nativity. Catholics of the
Latin rite are allowed by the Orthodox to
have services in the grotto at certain times
fixed by tradition. The whole of Christi:nas
night is thus reserved till the early mormng.
A Visit to tile Grotto
Let us pay a visit, in spirit at least. to the
holy grotto. To enter it we pass first through
the ancient Orthodox church. The ~trance
of this basilica was closed up durmg the
Middle Ages with a stone waU in order to
keep out mounted Mohammedan sold1~rs
and even now has but a small doorway which
can be entered only by _stooping. Aft~ pass;
ing the vestibule we f111d ourselves 111 th
large and beautiful nave of the basilica. Our
eyes are attracted by the glitter!ng gold of
the eikonostasis, that is, the richly orna-

brine of the 3.tivity in me
cave at Bethlehem.

mented image-scree n which divides the
sanctuary from the nave. (The Orthodox
celebrate the Holy Mysteries parti lioned off
from the congregatio n.)
We walk to the north side of this screen
where one of three entrances to the grotto
of the Nativity is located and go down a
flight of stairs. A whiff of warm malodorous
ajr greets one because many pilgrims are
praying in the cave and the marvels of air
conditioning have not yet been introduced.
Turning to the left we kneel down before
an altar illumined by many oil lamps. A
silver star below the altar table reflects their
beams. Around this star are written the
words "Hie de Virgine Maria Jesus Christus
natus est - Here Jesus Christ was born of
the Virgin Mary.'' Like all the other pilgrims
we kneel down to pray and to kiss the silver
star.
Crib Was Trough of Rock
After venerating the place of birth let us
take a look around at the rest of the cave.
The whole cavern is nearly thirteen yards
long and four yards broad. Opposite the
stairs we came down is a large alcove whose
floor lies two steps lower than the main
part of the grotto. It is four yards square.
Here is the crib in which the Christ Child
lay. It is only a trough excavated from the
rock like a tomb. The place is surrounded by
a metal screen in order to guard the holy
rock from the ill-directed zeal of souvenir
hunters. On Christmas Eve Night the Catholics of the Latin rite, i.e., the Franciscans ,
have here a famous celebration. His Beatitude, the Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem, who
had been received at the city limits of Bethlehem and entered the City of David riding
on a horse, celebrates here a Pontifical Midnjght Mass during which he uncovers a little
.figure of the Chjld Jesus and lays it down
in the crib.
After also venerating this ancient shrine,
we walk through the main cave whose walls
are covered by precious carpets. In the
northeast corner we pass through a small
doorway and enter a passage which leads
to another cave which is called the grotto
of St. Joseph, where Our Lord's fosterfather is said to have had the dream in
which he was commanded lo flee with the
Virgin and Child to Egypt. A few steps
further on we enter the grotto whose altar
is dedicated to the Holy Innocents. To the
left we enter a passage leading to the cave
of saints Paula and Eustochium , and then
to the cave of Saint Jerome, Doctor of the
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Church, who lived here as a hermit and di·
reeled a monastery of devoted women which
was situated in the field of the shepherds
near Bethlehem. (Saint Paula and her daugh·
ter, Saint Eustochium , descendents of the
families of the Gracchi and Scipios were
there his first pupils).
This hermitage of the great saint-schola r
probably was owned by the Benedictine
monks of the Mount of Olives at the time
of Charlemagn e. It was in this cave that
Jerome, meditating on the birth of his Sav·
ior, enjoyed a vision of the Christ Child,
When the Saint asked what he, a poor her·
mit, could give to Him, the Child answered:
"Jerome, give me thy sins.'' Christ has borne
our sins from the very beginning of HiS
life on this earth which bad no place upon
its surface in which He could be born.
Peace to Men of Good Will
We leave the caves by going upstairs into
the Latin church which is crowded with the
Catholic Arabs of Bethlehem, dressed in their
picturesque garb.
Returning lo Jerusalem (four and a hall
miles distant) we pass the tomb of Rachel
on the left and at the right we gaze into 3
dark valley. In the distance shine many lit.lie lights which illumine the fields of the
shepherds where the angels once sang •'Et
in terra pax hominjbus - And on earth
peace to men of good will." Silently and
with the resolution to have this good will
in the midst of the world, we go back in!O
the Holy City.

Our national congressma n, the Honorable
Jim Trimble, visited the Abbey and Academy on December to address. the Jtudents
and faculty. llis message of s1111ple patnolisrn and deep religious faith mcreascd the
tespect of all for those who serve us in the
federal government . Judge Trimb!t• was introduced by Father Abbot and was the Abbot's guest while at Subiaco.
Frater Frowin Schoech was ordained to
the diaconate on the feast of the Immaculate Conception at Sl. John's Seminary in
Little Rock. Bishop Fletcher, recently ba_ck
from the Council, also ordained three diocesan seminarians to the diaconate in the
same ceremony.
Meanwhile. on the same day, Father Abbot and a carload of others were at Sacred
l-Ieart Church in Muenster, for the 75th anniversary celebration of the founding of the
Parish. This parish bas been cared for ~y
Subiaco monks since 1893. Father Alcwn
l<ubis is the present pastor. Abbot Alfred
l-Ioenjg of Corpus Christi Abbey, a native
of Muenster and a former monk of Subiaco,
Offered the solemn pontifical Mass for the
iUbiiee. The parish has ave~aged at least one
Vocation a year throughout its history. Available records show a bishop, the Most Rev.
./\ugustine J. Danglmayr, an abbot, twelve
Priests, sixty Sisters, and several Brothers.
1'he average continues, since there are se_vetaJ seminarian s-including Frater Frowm,
teferred to above-in various seminaries and
a number of girls in preparation for entering
convents.
Father Francis has been developing a new
and interesting apostolate since August. He
1s a counselor for the Arkansas
State Rehabilitation Service and is in residence at
St. Edward's Church in Litle Rock. He is the
first priest in Arkansas lo be in this work
for a state agency. Father is a retired ai·'."y
chaplain with the rank of col~nel. _We fmd
ourselves reading the Rehabilitati on SerVice's monthly bulletin with much interest

these days, knowing that our own monastic
family is now involved in this good work.
During November three of our monks were
saddened by the death of parents. Mrs. Fred
Hoedebeck: mother o[ Father Paul, died in
Muenster, Texas, on November 10. at the age
of 83. And on November 17. Mr. John Wewers, Sr., father of Fathers Raymond and
Damian died. He was 97, and had spent practically all his life at Sts. Peter and Paul_
Parish. where he was a charter member ?f
the parish and attended its first Mass m
1879. We invite your prayers for these and
all deceased.
The Sisters are gradually moving into the
almost-com pleted kitchen , which has been
completely renovated this past year . They
hope to be in completely before Chnstmas.
There are some traffic problems now as the
Sisters work in the not-quite-fin ished kitchen and the workmen begin to work in the
pres~nt but not-quite-ab andoned kitchen
area. But we're eating well and we haven't
even had any tile in the cookies or anythmg
like that, except maybe on the day that
Brother Martin baked the cookies, when we
couldn't tell for sure.
Father Gabriel and the clerics studying
at Conception Abbey will be down (or the
Christmas holidays. Father Gabnel begge_d
to be excused from writing an article for this
month's TAM, saying that every lime _he
takes a pen in hand nowadays it's for gradmg
papers. But he will be back with us 111 February, and we hope to have Clare Wolf back
at that time too. So we have added a few
more Nigerian items as our foundati?n there
moves along toward becoming a priory and
begins to size up its prospective vocauons.
Fathers Fintan and Paul have been visiting
some of the parishes cared for by the Abbey
and speaking about the Niger!an m1ssi01t.
They are finding much interest m this Subiaco project everywhere . and we are grateful
for the interest all are showrng.
Brother Stephen is using his experi~n:e
these days in becoming a teacher. Se,ern~
novices gather round him now when he send
word that he's ready [or the next step m
candle-mak ing. The novices are catching 0
but they don't know all the bees yet. An
Brother Anselm is now in the power house
and water plant with Brother Stephen.
Brother Novice Robert has replaced Broth~r
Anselm in the print shop where he wor ~
with Brother David under the tutelage o
Father Leo.
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Lending
Library
Notes
Readers are invited to use the free lending
library service of the Abbey. The books referred
to below are part of a shell of several hundred
books available. Additions are constantly being
made to the library. Write for any of these books
o~ ask for a complete list. Address the Lending
L1brary, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

THE EXPERIENCE OF MARRIAGE, edited
by Michael Novak. MacMillan, 1964 173
pages, $3.95.
'
This book _consists of thirteen essays writen by marned couples about the inlimate
things of married life.
The editor, Michael Novak, once wrote
that one of our difficulties in writing about
marned sexuality is that we don't have a
vocabulary for it. Gutter terminology is too
utterly repulsive for expressing the imme~se beauty which married couples find
Ill rt; and the terms used by theologians and
many sprntual writers are too aloof, round~bout and artificial. The unfortunate result
1s that, for want of proper and expressive
words, sex in marriage just isn't talked about
by the pe~ple who have experienced it. Happily married couples may talk quite openly
about the pros and cons of family limitation,
about pregnancy and about childbirth itself
but they almost never talk about what the;,'.
sexual "knowing each other" really means in
their lives.
Perhaps it is this very "conspiracy of silence" that has mislead theologians and
spiritual writers into th.inking that sex in
marriage is something necessary, but something very, very animal in us. As these thirteen couples testify, sex in marriage is something intensely human , something spiritual
as well as physical, and_ therefore something
beautiful and ennoblmg-something that
can only be talked about with the utmost

reverence and tenderness or else it had better not be talked about at all.
Perhaps the real contribution which this
book will make to our literature about marriage is that it begins to supply a fresh and
reverent, yet frank and human , set of words
an_d phrases for expressing the body-spirit
thmgs that transpire between marri ed couples to tell the rest of the Church something
about_ the profound Jove mystery which they
experience 1n marriage.
Th_is b?ok will be of real value to pastors.

It will give them a better insight into what
really goes on in the bosom of the Christian
fantily.
It will be of equally great value to married
couples _wbo have experienced marriage. For
a long time, we married folks have been ex·
periencing how sex in marriage draws us
closer to God through each other, but we
have been a little embarrassed about talking
and writing about it because, well-we've
been givrn to understand that the only way
we can really use our sexuality to get closer
to God is to deny ourselves and sleep in
separate bedrooms.
This book does have defects, and it would
have been difficult to avoid them. rt is writ·
ten by couples who can probably be called
intellectuals. For the sake of proper balance
ill the whole matter, we will somehow have
to find a way of hearing from married couples on this same subject who are just ordinary folks. Then too, these thirteen couples,
perhaps because they are intellectuals-because they really can do other things besides
re_ar a family-seem to be overly preoccu!)ied
with the matter of family limitation.
All the same, this book is a real step forward in our marriage literature. It is especially to be recommended for married
couples, because it will show them that their
joyous entering into the priviliges of mar·
riage is quite normal, healthy and holy, even
though the theologians haven't got around
to saying so in as many words. As the editor
says, those couples who read it will say: " No,
our marriage is not quite like any of those
m the book-yet, we see our faces in thefll
as in a mirror."
-Clare Wolf
THE TWO NUNS, by Anne Hure, translated
from the French by Emma Craufurd. Sheed
and Ward, 1964, 221 pages, $4.00
This novel, set in a French Benedictine
convent, began with a good idea-to explore

the proper exercise of religous authority.
Illrother Hildegard, the Abbess who typifies
authority, is stern, severe, proud; nevertheless she is loyally followed by the vast maJority of her more than 250 Sisters. In counterpoint to the Abbess is her one-time fello·,rnovice, Mother Stanislaus, scholarly, butnanitarian, and in her own way equally
l>roud.
The two had been attracted to each other
as novices, but their ways and attitudes
gradually parted. Mother Hildegard early
became involved in administration and eventually became an abbess. Mother Stanfalaus
devoted her life to studies and became one of
Europe's great authorities on the early
Church Fathers. This sets the scene for the
novel's nrst major conflict: should Mother
Stanislaus be freed from her obligation of
enclosure in order to go to Rome and put her
learning more directly at the service of the
Church?
But, having stated the conflict and unable
to resolve it, lbe author turns to melodrama
to prove lbat Mother Hildegard is misusing
her authority as a superior. Three times, the
death of a Sister is used to help the plot
along. The abbot and priests of a nearby
Benedictine monastery move in and out of
the story; the Archbishop, an Apostolic Visitator, and the Cardinal Penitentary all have
their ineffectual say. The community twice
defies orders from Rome and sides with
~other Hildegard. An interdict is laid on the
Convent, but it seems to lie there so lightly
that it hardly disturbs convent life.
Finally all will work out well. But the
Original conflict is never resolved on its own
tnerits. In this I think the author failed. Nevertheless, some wise things are said, and the
nove1 is interesting though hardly significant.
-David Flusche, O.S.B.

CARDIN AL NEWMAN'S BEST PLAIN
SERMONS, Herder and Herder, 1964, 171
pages, $3.95.
Foreward by Mu.riel Spark. New edition
of sermons Newman himself chose as his
best.

l'I-rE SHOES OF THE FISHERMAN , by

Mr. BLUE, by Myles Connolly , Image Books,
1954, 116 pages.

~orris West, Dell, 1963, 288 pages.
l> liighly regarded novel of the modern
apacy.

l'lfE STRATEGY OF PEACE, by John F.
~ennedy, Popular Library, 1961, 272 pages
\\>1th index.
'I'he late President's plans for America's
l'uture as presented in speeches and writings
ln the months before his election.

I:loN" QUIXOTE, by Miguel Cervantes, Mentor, 1957, 432 pages.
Spanish classic in translation by Walter
Starkie.

MOVIES, MORALS, AND ART, by F . GetLein and H. Gardiner. Sheed and Ward, 1961.
179 pages.
Two respected critics aim at developing a
mature audience for the film arts.
STRIDE TOWARD FREEDOM, by Dr. Martin Luther King , Jr., Ballantine. 1958, 184
pages with index.
Dramatic story of the Montgomery bus
boycott of 1955, the first major episode in
the Negroes' current struggle for freedom .
LAYMEN INTO ACTION, by Msgr. Cardijn,
Chapman, 175 pages, $3.50.
Collection of important writings and
speeches of a pioneer in renewal of theology
of the laity. Msgr. Cardijn, founder of the
Young Catholic Workers, was personally appointed a Council expert by Pope John
XXIII.
THE HIDDEN PERSUADERS. by Vance
Packard, Pocket Book, 1958, 242 pages with
index.
A sociologist shows how today's advertising men use our hidden urges and frustrations to capture buyers.
EXODUS, by Leon Uris, Bantam, 1958, 599
pages.
Important historical novel of the return
of the Jews to their homeland in the twentieth century.
OTHELLO, by William Shakespeare, paperback.

Tale of an unforgettable character who
deftly ignored the "values" of modern society. A modern classic that has been through
sixteen editions.
THE PEARL, by John Steinbeck, Bantam,
1945, 118 pages. Novel.
CHARACTERS OF THE REFORMATION,
by Hilaire Belloc, Image, 1958, 200 pages.
THE ILIAD, by Homer, paperback.
.
The classic poem of the exploits of Achilles
in a prose translation by W.H.D. Rouse.

The Life of St. Benedict

A CHRI STMAS LETTER FROM OUR
FOUNDER

EXHILARATUS , A FELLOW Roman who,
as you know, later became a monk, was once
sent by his master lo Abbot Benedict with
two wooden []asks of wine. He delivered only
one of them, however; the other he hid along
the way. Benedict, who could observe even
what was done in his absence, thanked him
for the flask but warned him as he turned to
go: "Son, be sure not to drink from the flask
you have hidden away. Tilt it carefully and
you will see what is inside."
Exhilaratus left in shame and confusion
and went back to the spot where he had
hidden the wine, sWl wondering what was
going to happen. As he tilted the flask a serpent crawled out, and at the sight of it be
was filled with horror fo r his misdeed.

(Continued from page 6)
ziger Brothers send us a copy of the nice
books they have written?
The ice-clad hills and trees look awfullv
"void and empty" at present. Warm greetings
to Our Lady of Einsiedeln and Christmas
and New Year's congratulations to all of your
proteges and dear conireres from
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B.
The first paragraph of the above letter.
while imbued perhaps with a Swiss trend
in folklore regarding the activities of plants
and animals at Christmas time, nevertheless
cou.ld well be the Christmas message from
any Christian. Certainly it breathes a tender
fraternal spirit that should be characteristic
of all followers of Christ at this hopeful and
joyous season of the year.

This pass'lge is one of a series of selections
from the biograph y of St. B enedict publishe tl
by Pope Gregory J in th e y ear 594. Our cover
lhis month illustrates the incid ent mentioned
in the selection. St. Benedict lived from 480
to 547.

ABl!llY DEATH AN NIVERSARrES

Publication of death anniversary dates is ao
encouragement to friends of the deceased and to
our readers to remember the departed in their
prayers.
Brother B ernard Knupfer
Rev. Pet.er Post
Rev. Bonilace S1>anke
Brother Michae l Boesch
Rev. Lawrence Hoyt.
Brother Leo Laesc: he
Rev. Charles Poggeman
Rev. Aemilian Scluuitt
.Brothe r Thomas More :Martin
Brother John Ev. Weibel
Rev. John Baptist Ni gg
Rev. Lambert Gerold

Doo.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan .
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
J an.

2, 1899
3, 1946
11, 194Z
22, 1924

28, 195Z
6, ! 951
7, t 956
U , 1950
12, 194'1

15, 1938
16, 1939
26, 1935

Let Os Pra y
0 God, the Lord of Mercy, grant lo the soul of
Thy servant, N
. whose anniversary we
commemorate, a place of refreshment, rest and
happiness. and the glory of Thy light. Throug~
Our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.

UNITE D IN
THE LIVING
Holy Father; Thanksgiving for success so far
of Vatican Council II; Solution of problems in
Africa; Better health for family; Happy death;
Men in service; Return o! sister-in - law and her
daughter to faith; Peace of mind; Employment
in home town; Our president and our country;
Cure of sick brothers; Protection of missionaries
in Africa; Sale oi house; For good neighbors;
Success of Nigerian missions; welfare of Ml·s.
Mary Hoedebeck; and protection of our youth.
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PRAY ER

THE DECEASED
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hoedebeck; Aloysius Min'
den; Celia Kovach; Jose Cardero; KaU1erine Ko~
ren; James Brogan; Ervin Beumer; Anna Zoeller:
Casimir Wachowski; Sister Mary Gabriel, R.S .r-1.- •
Evelina Florence; Theresa Schluterman; PreSl,.
dent Kennedy; Deceased Falleur family; Mr5
Robert Telford; John Wewers, Sr.; Ma.ry An~
Bala; Louis Ahlers; Deceased Himmels familY·
and Adelia Hampel.

Dear You.ng Americans,
One very dark niglit, after little brother
had been put to bed, he kept calling Mother
back to his room for everything he could
1hink of. Finally, she called
back to him.
"Go to sleep! I've been back to you enough
for one night!"
"B-but M-ma - - - - ma," lie wailed so pitifo.lly that she answered, "What now?"
"Couldn't you please tu.rn off the dark?"
he pleaded.
Everywhere we look these nights the dark
has been tu.med off. Colored lights are gleaming al! over the business section of town,
t1Vinkling from hundreds of trees, and shining around win dows and doorways.
How many kinds of light can you name?
Candle, kerosene lamp, flash light, gas light,
8Un, moon,
stars, lightning, fi re, firefly . ...
Next time teacher asks a question, watch the
faces of those who know the answer. People
say they "light u.p," for knowledge is really
a 1Jaluable light too. The strongest flashlight in the worid would not help u.s keep
0 ur feet dean
on a dark night unless we
knew the difference between tl,e safe spots
for walking and the mud puddles.
But know ledge, by itself, is not enough
for people, either. We cannot get to heaven
8i?nply by learning
the name and position
Of every star in the sky. We have to have
the light oj J esu.s Christ to show u.s how
to use our knowledge.
Before J esu.s came, a little rim of His light
appeared to His chosen people. This light
kept getting brighter and brighter, ju.st like
the sky befo,·e dawn, until the first Christllins. Ju.st as many people never know when
the sun comes us, most of the people never
knew when Jesus came, until years afrerloctrds when His miracles knocked them
8
Pirit~ctlly awake.

So mu.ch of the light of our Lord Jesus
has been turned on in the 1964 years since
He came, that Young Americans do not have
to beg anybody to turn off the dark. ~ut we
still have to watch as hard and as loving for
Jesu.s as old Simeon in the Temple. because
all the thi11 gs of the world and even some of
the sins are fixed up to look like shining
lights. only they do not show anybody l_ww
to live for God. and the only road they ligl, t
up is the slide into hell.
Here's hoping every Young American ~ill
make sun glasses for his heart out of tine~.
worshipful prayers to shut out the devils
flashes this Christmas, for we want Jestis!
Love to every one of you.
Tammy

Here Comes Light
"Moses! Aaron!" the cry cut through the
truck layers of darkness from one Egyptian
throat to another until it reached the room
where the two Hebrews were staying.
Now wherever the chosen people o[ God
dwelt there was light, and as soon as they
came' out the door, nearby Egyptians were
astonished at being able to see them.
"The Hebrews have light!" was the word
that traveled before Moses and Aaron on
tbeir way to Pharao.
"What manner o[ lamps or torches_a~e they
bearing?" asked those anxiously stltmg tn
darkness.
"They have no need of lamp or torch," the
word came back. 'for the very light of day
is in their midst!"
Manv ears listened in darknes~ for th e
first glimmer of their light. MaJeSllcally,
the light moved with Moses and Aaron as
they walked into the palace. As Pharao saw
Zl

them enter he would rather have remained
in darkness than be obliged to watch everyone in the palace, even his own servants,
stare at Moses as if he were the mightiest
man in the whole world.
"Go sacrifice to the Lord'" Pharao commanded Moses and Aaron. "Let your sheep
only, and your herds remain. Let your children go with you!"
"You must also allow us sacrifices and
burnt offerings to the Lord our God," demanded Moses. "All the flocks shall go with
us. There shall not a hoof of them remain
here, for they are necessary for the service
of the Lord our God, especially as we do not
know what must be offered until we come
to the very place."
That was the last straw for Pharao. Since
he did not have any grace of God, il seemed
lo him as if he had already offered the Hebrews far more than they deserved. Without
the grace of God, he could only see the Hebrews as people of an inferior race, born to
be slaves lo the Egyptians. Without the
grace of God , he could be concerned only
with the importance of himself, and il burned
him up to see his own people becoming more
and more concerned with Moses.
"Get out of my sight!" ordered Pharao, his
hardened heart almost bursting with rage,
"and beware of ever coming before my face
again! If I ever have to look at you agab,
you will die!"
"It shall be as you have spoken. I will nut
see your face any more," said Moses, much
more interested in what God was saying to
him right then.
·r will bring one more plague upon Pharao
and Egypt, and after that he will let you
go, even hurry you away. You shall tell all
the people lhat every man is to ask of his
Egyptian friend, and every woman, of her
Egyptian neighbor, vessels of gold and silver.
and the Lord will give favor to His people
in the sight of the Egyptians." said God.
By now. Moses was a very great man in
the sight of Pharao's servants and of all the
Egyptians, but the only thing about Pharao
that was gelling any greater was his anger,
as Moses warned the people about lhe last
plague.
"Thus says the Lord," spoke Moses solemnly, "At midnight I will enter into Egypt.
And every firstborn in tJ1e land of the Egyptians shall die, from the firstborn of Pharao,
who sits on the throne, lo the firstborn of the
handmaid that is at mill, and all the first
born of the beasts. And there shall be a great

cry in all the land of Egypt, the like of which
has never been heard before, or ever will
be heard again. But with all the children
of Israel, from man to beast, there will not
so much as a dog make the least sound, that
you may know how wonderful a differercc
the Lord makes between the Egyptians and
Israel!"
"And all your servants shall come dO\\'n to
me and worship me, saying: Go forth. you,
and all the people who are under you. After
that, we will go out"
Pharao was exceedingly angry as Muses
went out, but the Lord said to Moses: Pharao
will not hear you yet, that many signs mJY
be done in the land of Egypt."
Moses became more alert as God kept oJl
talking to him. Right now, was one of those
important times in the history of men whGJ1
God was giving more of His Light to live by
Even Adam and Eve had been promised that
the night of man's sin would not last for·
ever. Abraham had seen the first speck ol
God's special Light, and under God's direction, had moved his whole household awa,·
from the people that worshipped idolSIsrael, as he was dying, could recognize the
beauty of the Holy One they were waiting
for, and saw that He would come from the
tribe of Juda in the dim future.
Now , enough of God's Light was coming
for people to gel up out of their usual ruts
of daily living and start on the Work of God
in earnest. Moses listened to God even more
intently, as he would have lo give that Light
to God's people exactly like God wanted(Continued on the following page)

Send Us Your Canceled Stamps!
For the Missions
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missioJl$
by sending us your canceled stamps. Simply te•J

~ai't:h:~e~ ~:~ J~us~~e\t~iea~~da ~~~g~a;'g1111

around them so as to protect the perforations. J\11
foreign stamps are especia.lly valuable. Mail con"
tributions to: Young America, New Subiaco Ab'
bey, Subiaco, Arkansas 72865.
Stamp Contributors for November
Arkansas: Mrs. W. E. Brown. St. Edward's AJt:ir
Society
Florida: Mrs. Bowen S. Brown
Illinois: Mr. Rudy Bilka, Mrs. Roland Junker
Kentucky: Lillian Manger
Louisiana: Mrs. J. Dauvoy
Massach-usetts: Mr. Thomas H. Doyle
Michigan: Mr. John B. Fenobio
Minnesota : Mrs. H. E. Webber
Missouri: Mrs. Bernard Concannon, Mrs. L. A
Padberg
New York: Mrs. Pete,· Wersching
Oni o: F. D. Bodmer
Oklahoma: Miss Mary Donnelly
Soutli Dakota Mrs. Mary Castonguay

~ther lsidore's Notes

Weatherwise, November proved to be a
~onth of contrast. Mild days of bright sun1h1ne were the usual occurrence during the
/r.st two weeks. It almost seemed as though
his trend would extend to the entire month
~hen a cool front with rain before it changed
~l\uation. Heavy rain continued for some

II'! (Continued from the preceding page)
f Oses knew he must not make any mistakes

°r this was a dangerous time. God was geti.ng ready to send His destroying angel to
gypt. God's people would have to show ac~ePtable marks of Redemption, or be killed
00
. The destroying angel would not spare
~eople merely because they were kin to Abrathrn. The destroying angel would spare only
d 0 se who bore the marks of God's Reernption.
"This month shall be to you the beginning
0
months; it shall be the first in the months
,, the year," God told Moses and Aaron.
r Sl>eak to the whole assembly of the childof Israel and tell them: On the tenth
bay of this month let every man take a lamb
their families and houses. But if a man's
r{tlse does not have enough people to eat
d e Whole lamb let him join with his next
ll 0 or neighbor, according to the manner of
ShOple it will take to eat the lamb. And it
al] be a lamb without blemish, a male of
0
IJ.tie _year. Or they can also take a kid an,!
t se 1t in this same rite. And they shall keep
~ls animal until the fourteenth day o1 this
e 0 nth, when they shall sacrifice it in the
t "ening. And they shall take the blood of
llh.ese victims and put it on both the side
~ 8 ts of the door, and on the upper door posts
0
{' the houses wherein they will eat the sacri/ce. And they shall eat the flesh that night
;.asted at the fire, and unleavened bread and
lid lettuce .... "
l'here was no time to waste. Moses called
au the ancients of the children of Israel together to show them this new Light of God
thich would not only be the means of sav5ttg them from the Egyptians, but would also
ave them from the destroying angel.
(To be continued)
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days before the clearing skies let the temperature drop to freezing. An effective freeze
came ten days later when another cold front
brought temperatures down into the teens.
This seizure of cold was slow in leaving, and
it brought us looking for heavier clothing
and protective shelter.
Soon after the skies cleared and fields
ckied slightly a late crop of maize was combined. The heavy rains kept the fields muddy, therefore a self-propelled combine had
to be used for combining. The last grain harvested this year, this crop proved to be something of an oddity. Earlier in the summer it
headed out, only to be followed with new
heading after some rainfall was received.
The only solution to the uneven ripening
heads was to let U1e crop stand in the field
until all the grain was fully ripe. Like all
the other grain harvested this year, the
maize will be used in the food ration for animals in the fattening pen.
Since work in lhe cultivated fields has
subsided somewhat, Brothers Henry and
Nicholas have been busy with the bulldozer
in the pastures and fence rows. Many of the
areas have become overgrown with undesirable trees and brush, which take valuable nutrients and moisture from the pasture plants. In the pastures. the procedure
of removal is rather simple, for there are no
great obstructions in the way of the moving
bulldozer. The brush simply falls before the
bulldozer's huge blade. However, on the fence
rows the operation is more complicated. Here
the wire and posts have to be removed before the brush can be uprooted. When all the
brush has been cleared away, the slow process of rebuilding the fence has to begin.
Holes have to be dug, posts set, and wire
strung to complete the operation.
Brother Joh n's fence fixing also continues.
With mile after mile of fences lo keep an
eye on, be tries to stay ahead of the cattle
in finding weak places. This job continues
now during the season of dormant pastures,
for the cattle more eagerly seek out the weak
places in the fences in search for more grass.
A number of fall calves were born last
month and are now exploring their new
world. Most of these are from our fall calving Angus herd. However, there are a number of Hereford calves in the group. Our
hopes are that they will do as well or_ better
than the fall calf crop of last year. With our
cold weather of late. the calves have grown
a thick coat and continue to look for the
windless, sunny places for their afternoon
sunning.

'o

The next year will be an important year for
all Christians, as the decrees of the Council
in liturgy and life begin to take effect. A retreat geared to the new development s will be
of special value at this time.
The 1965 retreat and special activities schedule is now being prepared. Write for information or make arrangement s for your special
group.

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors ,
There is no practicing Catholic in the United States
today who is not aware of the fact that there have been
some changes in the Mass. Not every one is sure that
the changes are good. Some even wonder whether the
Church is still Catholic. But as time goes on and people
understand the reasons for the changes, and especially
if they actively take part, more and more are finding
the Mass a new and wonderful spiritual power and experience in their lives.
All of what has happened and will continue to happen !or a long time to come to bring the people into
more active participation in the Mass and liturgy of the
Church has not come about suddenly. The so-called
"liturgical renewal" which is transformin g Catholic
worship today had its beginnings a century ago. And
these beginnings and their growth and developmen t
through the years until recent times were centered in
Benedictine monasteries . In the Providence of God , the
Church owes in a special way this new spiritual springtime in her worship and prayer lo the study, writing
and spiritual leadership of Benedictine s who for the
most part, lived their lives hidden away in monasteries .
In 1947, in writing his encyclical on the Sacred Liturgy "Mediator Dei," which laid the foundations for
the work of the IT Vatican Council in our day, Pope
Pius XII wrote: "Since the turn of the century there
has been a singular interest in liturgical studies. This
has come about both from the work of private individuals and more especially, from the zealous and diligent
labor of certain monasteries of the great Benedictine
Order. Thus not only in many European nations but
also in lands across the sea, there has developed a laudable and practical interest in these things. The good
results of this interest have appeared both in the field
of sacred studies .
and also in the private spiritual
life of many Christians."
For centuries there have been those who have prophesied that monasticism belongs to another age, is out
of touch with the modern world and will not long survive. There are still such self-appoint ed prophets today.
Hfatory has proven them false prophets over and over
again. And the great world-wide liturgical renewal
which is not con.tined lo the Catholic Church but
is influencing other Christian churches as well, is proof
of its vitalil,v today. The Popes have always recognized
this. In 1947, Pope Pius XII said to Benedictine abbots
assembled in Rome: "Your Institute has something of
the nature of spring, whereby periods of history have
often been raised from the squalor of ruins lo a better
condition and greater prosperity." And a few weeks
ago, speaking at the great Benedictine Abbey of Monte
Cassino, Pope Paul VI asserted: "You feel here the living breath of the Catholic Church."
God bless you.
Gratefully in Christ,

+ ~ ~ , o,,J.O.
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey

THE ABBEY MESSAGE
Founde d May, 19-10, Subiaco, Arka.nsafrublis hed Len times a year with Ecctesi·
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God Is Faithful
l3y Bernard Schumache r, O.S.B.
No one would claim that there is either
8 Ufficient
reward or retribution in this life.
l:lut most people would readily agree that
there are manv unsatisfacto ry things about
life on earth. Our best approach to a satisfactory life on earth is to accept the supertiatur~l life that God offers us. Supernatur al
life lifts us up above the natural craving we
have .for pleasure and excitement so that we
Prefer the joys of the spiJ;t, Spiritual joy entlures in the most adverse times. There comes
a time in life when it is plain that life has
Offered all the pleasures it has to offer. No
elccitement is very exciting and what once
delighted now disgusts. On that day we will
fee[ a great emptiness in our lives if pleasure.
elccitement, and natural interests have been
lhe motive of our existence. It is a depressing day to look forward to, and it is one that
need never come.

If we keep up our spiritual energy we can

escape it altogether. Pleasure seeking is not
the answer to an empty life. If the things
done are not sinful in themselves they can
Put one very close to sin. Such people will
feet uneasy or guilty or fall victim to sorrow.

*

•

*

•

Such people are displeased with themselves. They know what God wants them to
~o, but they go _cou~ter to His_ holy will. God
las outlined His will for us rn close detail.
hr We battle against those things that are
,.~teful to God we will have the love of God.
""hether we give ln to the enemies of God
or resist them , they will hate and despise
Us ln any case. The condemned disobeyed
God, and now their will is set in hate for
?od and every work of God's creation. They
ave been condemned to eternal torment,
a.nd now they plot the same bad end for us.
!hey want us to burn in eternal fire too.
<hey want us to Jose our ouls. It is against

that evil end that we pray to God in the
Psalm: "Let them be confounded and ashamed that seek alter my soul."
Christ once said that it i a blessing to be
persecuted for the sake of justice. The world
is full of injustice as regards both society
and the individual. rt will not be w1til the
general judgment that we will recei\'e perfect social justice. But at the moment of
death we will individually be granted individual justice. We will get what we have
merited or deserve. When we mismanage
our souls we deceive ourselves if we pretend
we are doing well. It is the approval of God
that we must seek. The approval of others
does not mean very much. If others have a
few hard words and looks for us, what difference does it make, if God loves us.
God loves a man who works well for Him.
Sometimes we do better work than at other
times, but we can always do good work.
There are a thousand activities in which we
can expend our time and money. We spend
a great deal of time and money doing man,v
things only to come to the realization in the
end that we have wasted our time. Then the
thought comes to us that we have little time
left. Instead of being strong in hope we are
weak. There is little fuel to feed our courage.
and we are wide open to temptation.

*

•

*

•

But we are sure to be making headway
if we spend our time and efforts in developing our spiritual lile. It takes good judgment
to tell real progress from that which is false.
We are sometimes mistaken in our judgment so that we think we are making progress when we are really losing ground. Then
we give up easily when we find we have
been deceived. We feel the effects of frustration, and we are not able to serve God very
well.

Young America

THE COVER
One of the clerestory windows ~
the Abbey Church, depicling .'
event in the life of St. Bened1' 1
See page 23.

But if we are doing our best and are trying there is no point in worrying oursel~es.
Our fears about the future have no fl.rm
foundation. God is faithful and will not allow us to be tempted more than we are able
to bear. He will help us so that we may be
able to fight successfully against any temptation that may come to us.

Renewal in Catecltetics

Building the Bridge
By Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B.
Myles Connolly's famous Mr. Blue once
put into words the secret of his life and the
expression could serve as the watchword of
modern catechetics: "Imagine anyone with
anything good to tell keeping it a secret!"
The catechetical revival is trying to return
to the way of presenting the Christian Faith
as a joyful message Lhat prevailed before
the Protestant Reformation. It is too harsh
to say methods in the interim have been all
wrong, but there has been an overstress on
Christianity as a body of truths and a system
of laws. The secularization of society and
tbe presence of heresy provoked a need for
precision and carefulness of doctrine. This
":'as carried too far, however, with the quest10n-answer technique finding its way into
every corner of religious education. Much of
the spontaneity and joy oI coming to Christ
was unfortunately lost. Now all efforts are
bent toward recapturing the traditional
proclamation of the Gospel as the joyful
Good News of salvation and new life in
Christ.
Catechetics has reaped much benefit from
the parallel revivals of Bible and liturgy in
the religious field. and methods and psychology of education in the secular field.
New. manuals of religious instruction, such
as Ktllgallon-We ber's Life in Christ. reveal
a marked indebtedness to progress in these
allied areas, and the center oI catechical
training. Lumen Vitae in Belgium, is noted
for its fusion of the streams in forming religious educators.
Kerygma
A telltale clue to the meaning and character of today's religious education movement is the word "kerygma." The term is
continually popping up in articles and
speeches which urge teachers to adopt the
·"kerygmatic approach'' and preachers to give
"kerygmatic sermons." Though its English
derivative is of recent coinage, kerygma is
an important New Testament word meanjng
the proclamation or message of our salvation
in Christ. Scripture scholars tell us it is the
first stage in the preaching of the apostles
to non-Christian s. with a view to winning

•

converts; it is distinguished from cateches~
the second stage, whkh was aimed at givW
a fuller instruction in Christian doctrine aJ1
morality. In the kerygmatic approact
preachers and teachers strive to present tJ1
truths of faith as a message of glad tiding'
stressing the bedrock of truth, that God ]1
loved and saved us in Christ.
The pr_ime examples of this are the apCJ:·
lolic w n tmgs and preaching preserved 1
the New Testament. St. Peter's sermon o
the first Pentecost is typical. He told tJ1
crowd that the One foretold from of old h•1
~]ready come, that he is Jesus of Nazaret•
a man approved of God ... by miracles aO
wonders and signs." who died, rose agai'
who is now bving and in whom is salvatio1
His aim was to inspire joy and adm.iratid
at this wonderful news, and to encourat
the non-Christian s to do something about i
The outcome is recorded: "All those who hf>
taken his words lo heart were baptized. a1;
about three thousand were won for the Lor
that day."
The personal instruction of these peoP1
was only begun, however. Each man bBF
tized by Peter was "converted," turned
a new way of life. He accepted Christiani1
as a unit, as a message, and Christ as J1 1
Saviour, but needed further instrucli~
(catechesis) in a worshipping communitY 1
firm the basis for the act of faith a]rea<l
made. Needless to say, there was no sepaf'
lion of kerygma from catechesis as two bo~•
of information, but the keryg~a (messag'
formed the core of the instruction. Catechf'
is, in fact, comes from a word meaning "1
resound" or to echo the message.
Today, when we imitate the practice
early Christiaruty, we have to notice ver.
real dHferences in our situation. The us~
procedure in those days, as our exarnP
shows. was first, Conversion, then Bapti;l1
then Instruction. In later years the ord•'
was Conversion, Instruction, Baptism. '11'_
prevalent sequence now is Baptism (in 11'.
fancy. Instruction (school years). and
vers10n (adolescence or early adulthood
The reason a movement for renewal of I'

coi;

ligious education sprang up in the first half
~( the twentieth century is that the third
tage, Conversion, had become a very uncertain achievement. A high rate of lapse
~lnong college students and young marrieds,
h.e frequent instability of the Catholic party
~I\. mixed marriages, and a general tone of
/ 1ritual flabbiness suggested that the bap/81llal event was not being brought to its
'l'~l term of maturity in personal conversion.
ere began a revision of ideals and prollrarns of religious formation which is still,
~;actically speaking, very much in its early
ages.
F'aith

i 1'he biblical doctrine of faith is significant
I\ the new approach. The virtue of faith
teceived sacrarnentally at Baptism) deands a free and mature acceptance by the
bdu]t Christian. It isn't magic or mechanical,
Ut confronts each Christian with a personal
~l'isis of decision. Faith really challenges a
~ 0 fold response: 1) intellectual acceptance
0
llJ.
the Christian message on Christ's testi•• Ony, 2) the conversion of heart the Greek
t lnetanoia," with full personal c~mmitment
Jesus Christ. Faith means adherence to
s8 Person, not only allegiance to a doctrinal
;fstem. If the latter alone is achieved, fidel\ Y to the Faith may be jarred by any inlleU~ctual difficulty; such as collegians ex11 er1ence when they are thrust against adllerse philosophical systems. "When a young
s erson tells me he or sbe has Jost the Faith,"
/Ys one catechetical leader, "it is seldom
I\ true statement of the case. Most often he
ever had the Faith." For one who has

°

"turned in the way" with an act of personal
allegiance to Christ, in Newman's words,
"Ten thousand difficulties do not make one
doubt."
Our concept of religion teacher, aJl along
the line, is importantly affected by these insights. There is still need for formulated
statements of doctrinal truth, as always, but
the ready answers of the catechism are no
longer the whole show, nor even the star.
The teacher of religion is not a teacher in
the same sense as the teacher of English or
math. An entirely different mood is demanded if we are to teach attitudes and value.
not just facts and skiJls. It is better to think
of the religion teacher as a poritifex, a bridge
builder, or a catalyst. He is the go-between
in the establishmen t of the Christ-studen t
relationshlp. So the personal character of
the catechist is vital to his effectiveness.
Sometimes Christ in the teacher appears different from Christ in Lhe lesson and the din
of sounding brass drowns out the voice of
Chris!. True faith can he nipped in the bud.
The most difficult part of the catechetical
renewal is the revamping of methods to fit
our understanding of the religious educator's
role. Everything must be gauged toward a
religious experience, with the inculcation of
doctrine as very important but secondary.
Training for participation in the Liturgy occupies a key position--"C hristian formation is mostly doing, celebrating." contends
Father Gerard Sloyan-and linked intimately is the study of the Bible. In the fullest
s'ense, liturgy. Bible, and catechetics are inseparable. The liturgy is the privileged plac_e
for the proclamation of God's Word to hls
5

people; here, according to the Council's Con- out the urging of the missionary spirit. our
stitlltion on the Liturgy, "God speaks to his Confirmation gives us the mission to share
people and Christ is still proclaiming his wHh others the Christ who lives in us. There
gospel." In the early Church, the faithful is stress on participation in activities for bet·
were instructed chiefly by participation in terment of the political and social structure;
the liturgy. A return to a more simplified of society. The Christian continues Christ's
worship, with readily understandab le words work of redeeming humanity, acts as the
and signs, gives promise of a better-formed yeast in this world. Links between liturg)'
Christian community.
and living require proper attitudes toward
The Bible is taught as the history of sal- the race problem, world poverty, current
vation, so that the student or inquirer can governmental and economic evils. Our genetrace the long skein of God's loving actions ration is noted for its remarkable response
on behalf of man and find himself in the to programs like the Peace Corps. Papal
mainstream. A respect for the awesome Volunteers, and Extension Volunteers. True
Word of God. "keener than any two-edged Christian formation, someone has said. ca11·
sword," is essential so that he can hear the not overlook wrongs to be righted, the poor
call of Christ in the Scriptures sounding out to be loved, Christ to be served.
the secrets of his heart. Besides the usual
The new approach requires a special
techniques of sustaining class interest and en- ing. There is naturally a lag in the traiJl•
number
thuiasm, such as discussion and reports, the of trained catechists, and it
is a lesson iO
use of maps and charts, the catechist em- humility to see religious educators
of some
ploys activities which stir the student spirit- tenure apply for courses in the
updated
ually: homemade prayers, songs, Bible cele- skills. They are hampered presently
by (he
brations.
dearth of adequate lexts and teaching manuals. Experimentat ion wilJ dictate the stead:·
Invitation and Response
improvement of texts which are just appear·
Religion is not something to be taught but ing. Some specific areas
already have eJ<'
a personal faith to be caught. The message cellent aids: examples are the
First ColJ'l'
is communicate d as a living reality. an invi- munion parent-teache r handbook
Come, Le 1
tation to the hearer. Our following of Christ Us Eat, the grade school series
On Our WaY·
is seen more integrally as the response to the high school texts Lord
and King aJld
his Word, his call, as our part in the dialogue Living With Christ.
between God and man. Morality is not stock
Even with good materials, the catechist
answers to cases, but living the law of Christ
in the life of the Spirit. Christianity is pre- is hard put these days. Making religion c]asi
e'llinently a relationship with a Person; the consistently relevant and interesting take'
reiteration of this simple truth seems a trifle. talent preparation. and often lhe catechi5 1
but it can lead us from the vague concept will feel, as the baby in John Updike's meta·
of '·heaven" to "living with Christ forever" phor, that "Language is thick vague handle:
swirling by." St. Augustine had the saJlle
(German Catechism).
Youth clamors for freedom and responsi- troubles fifteen hundred years ago, and probility. and the responsibility nurtured in re- ceeded in confidence of God's "granting in•
ligious education must be the "ability to crease" to whatever is planted in sinceriti
respond.'' A high school junior has tried And, when all is done. this is the catechist";
to capture her experience of joy in reali- grace lo realize as St. Paul dld that "OtV
zation of the Christian invitation: "Just preaching to you did nol depend upon mere
knowing that God's love for us is so deep and argument; power was there, and the inflU'
personal, just realizing the fact that He real- ence of the Holy Spirit, and an effect of full
1
ly wants us lo love him back, not just be- conviction." It is God's invitation, not t1 e
catechist's own, that offers life in Christ:
cause il will add to his glory, but because
but still God asks his help in making the
it will make us truly happy, has meant so
much lo me. Now il seems so obvious, so invitation audible and compelling.
natural lo want to give myself to God as
anvone would to someone he loved."
Our "loving God back'' for what he has
done expresses i tseli in obedience, avoidance
of sin, love of one another. It is a challenge
to greater commitment in his service. No
course o( Christian doctrine is complete with-

OJ
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Proper Paths to Holiness
(From the Constitution on the Church)
111ARRIED COUPLES and Christian parents
Should follow their own proper paths to holiness by faithful love. They should sustain
0 ne another
in grace throughout the entire
length of their lives. They should imbue their
0 ffspring,
lovingly welcomed as God's gift,
With Christian doctrine and the evangelical
Virtues. In this manner they offer all men
the example of unwearying and generous
~0 ve; in this way they build up the brother0od of charity; in so doing they stand as
lhe witnesses and cooperators in the fruit~hlness of Holy Mother Church; by such Jives
ey are a sign and a participation in that
Very love with which Christ loved His Bride
~d for which He delivered Himself up on
er behaU.
A like example, but one given in a different
Way, is that offered by WIDOWS AND SINGLE PEOPLE, who are able to make great

contributions toward holiness and apostolic
endeavor in the Church.
Finally, LABORERS. whose work is frequently exhausting, should try to perfect
themselves by their very labors. They should
be of aid to their follow citizens. They
should raise all of society. and even creation
itself. to a better mode of existence. Indeed,
they should imitate by their lively charity.
by their joyous hope and by their voluntary
sharing of each others' burdens, the very
Christ who roughened His hands with carpenter's tools and who in union with His
Father, is continually working for the salvation of men. In this, then. their daily work,
they should climb to the heights of holiness
and apostolic activity.
May all those who are weighed down with
poverty, infirmity and sickness, as well as
those who must bear various hardships or
who suffer persecution for justice sake-may
they all know they are united with the suffering Christ in a special way for the salvation of the world.
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An Ecumenical Monastery

A Visit to Taize
(Reprinted from the Konventgliickli, EiJl•
siedeln Abbey, Switzerland; translated b)'
Vincent Orth, O.S.B.)

Introduction
Our (Einsiedeln's) Father Martin from Los
Toldos Abbey, Argentina, visited Taize on
his return trip to Argentina. His letter gives
his impressions of this visit. Taize--0 little
vi!!age some eight miles from the ancient
monastery of Cluriy in France-has become
meaningful in today's Christendom. Twenty
years ago a Protestant religious community
o.f men was established. there. In 1939 Roger
Schuetz, who was born in 1916 in Lausanne,
gathered some young friends , mostly unive,·sity students, for a community devoted
to prayer and work. Having no common
home, they gathered at first at his home or
in one of the cathedral chapels at Lausanne.
The outbreak of World War II prevented the
erection of a religious house.
But right after the war the little community settled in Taize, where Roger Schuetz
had bought a large mansion. On Easter Sunday. 1949 the first seven Brothers pronounced their vows: celibacy. community of possessions, and obedience-subs tantially the
same vows professed by Catholic religious.
Today the community numbers 60 members
coming from many countries (France, Germariy, Holland, Switzerland, Spain, and
others), and nearly all Protestant churches
are represented among them. Their great
objective is Christian unity: that all may be
one, and their monastery is open to all who
.~eek God.
At first the Taize monks assembled in a
Catholic church, meeting there thrice a day
.for common prayer. But in 1962 a group of
German Protestants, with the help of some
French Catholics erected a roomy modern
church for them at the behest of Aktion
Si.ihnezeichen, an organization which in
atonement for Nazi outrages has erected
churches in a number of places. In this
church the crypt is reserved for Catholic
services. On the day the church was dedicated, the Bishop of Autun celebrated the
first Mass there. with ,·epresentatives of
many Christian churches present.
8

At divine service the Brothers of Taize
wear white monastic vestments. During t/lC
day they wear civilian clothes. One Brother
manages the central dairy of Cluny; another
functions as village doctor; a third is t7,e
a1·chitect who drew the plans for the churc/l
and supe?'t'ised its construction; others arl
busy in woodcarving and ceramics. Other;
write books or print them on their up-tcY
date press.
The Prior of Taize, Roger Schuetz, and 1zi,
assistant were invited to the Council by car·
dinal Bea and have been received several
times by the Pope. Father Martin was able
to spend several days at Taize. His letter
follows:
Dear Father Claudius:
... We are in Taize, a little nest with aboo 1
150-200 inhabitants; hali of them are mow
astic Brothers and their guests. What is to
be seen here? An old romanesque churcJl
of the period of Cluny's glory, and old castle
in which the Brothers live; an aristocrati'
mansion and a reception center for guests:
in the village several hotels and private residences which offer rooms for guests.
three Benedictines stayed with a Swiss Jadl'
in her beautifully situated chalet. Just befor~
we came, she had lodged five trappists.
Soon after our arrival we were welcomed
at the reception center by the Brother Guest·
master, a native of Holland. He took o;
through the town, and in the evening ac·
companied us to services which consist ol
3
psalms, scripture readings, hymns, and
short silent prayer-all very much like oor
breviary. The Brothers meet three tunes
daily for prayer; the morning service 1a5tS
about a half hour, the noon prayer ten n,iO'
utes, and the evening prayer a half hoo!·
Everything is sung in the Gelineau melodic;;1
These plain and simple melodies are atrnoS
too monotonous. But it is possible for ever)

Visitor to join in the singing and praying.
The sight of this singing and praying community was heart-warming: Lutherans, Anglicans. Methodists, Calvinists, Orthodox,
Catholics, religious and priests, nuns and laymen-all sang and prayed together. Really
a deeply impressive sign of unity.
. The guests and Brothers spend the evenings in the foyers broken up into small con"ersational groups. The guests come from the
most dissimilar walks of Life. Most are young
J:l_eople and students. They work at construction, some as volunteers with board and lodg~g gratis. All attend the spiritual services.
any tourists come from curiosity. But others come in order to appease their spiritual
hunger in retreats and in consultation with
the Brothers.
As Benedictines we created special interest
among the Brothers and guests, many of
~hom asked questions about our monastic
ile. For us it was also a new experience
l\"\eeting these Protestants as brothers in
fhrist. It was interesting to note how Calho/cs and Protestants endeavored to follow reated paths in theological, liturgical, and mis510n fields. yes, even in the spiritual realm,
an_d lo find common meeting points here in
this ecumenical climate of Taize.
Despite coming from so many backgrounds, the Brothers do not teach a spirituai hodge-podge. On the contrary they seek
theological agreement and do not proselytize

in any way. For example, they could have
preached the gospel to their advantage in
their vicinity, but they did not. In fact they
have helped the Catholic bishop in his pastoral work and have taught the Catholic
catechism to children. It is also said that they
often direct seekers and doubters to the
Catholic Church. While we were there many
came to Catholic services wearing their
white habits.
Catholics do not take part in their Communion service, but join in all the other services. French is the language of their songs
and prayers but the people present come
from every language and religion. One morning I counted 120 persons of diverse backgrounds united in prayer in their Atonement
church.
The community of Brothers lives exclusively by its handicrafts. Alms are not accepted for the community but are passed on
to South America, mostly lo Catholic charities. The Community's land is held by an
agricultural organization (COPEX).
The Franciscans also have a small foundation in the village. They have their divine
services, like the Brothers. in the Atonement
chapel. Once we were their guests. After supper we sang compline with them in French.
The visit with the Friars was the ideal complement of our visit lo Taize.
-Father Martin de Elizade
Los Toldos Abbey. Argentina

we
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Educational Horne Visits

Toward a Better Understanding
By David Flusche, O.S.B.
Climaxing their study of Civil Rights the
senior high school students of Subiaco Academy took part in the Educational Home
Visit (EHV) program by visiting in homes
of Negro families for a frank interracial discussion of racial altitudes. Only a handful
of the seniors failed to take part in the visits.
The senior religion classes spent a month
in the study of Civil Rights and the history
of race relations in America. The program
included lectures, movies, and led up to the
program of active participation. The first
special program was a visit by the "Panel
of Americans" of Fort Smith, four housewives-a Catholic, a Protestant, a Jew and
a Negro-who spoke of their experience in
growing into interracial and interreligious
The home visits were the
understanding.
next item on the program, and the study was
then brought to a conclusion by attending
a lecture on race relations by Brooks Hayes,
former Arkansas congressman and now at
Rutgers University. He has served as an adviser to three presidents in Civil Rights
legislation.
Among all U1ese activities the home visits
had the greatest impact. The ERV program
was begun by Friendship House in Chicago
in 1955 when it was discovered that whites
needed to know middle-class Negroes in a
personal way if they were ever to overcome
ingrained attitudes on race. Seventy-one
cities had participated in this program by
1953, and many more are being added every
year, even in the deep South.
Because of wise planning and experience
acquired through developing of the program ,
there is nothing haphazard about it. For example. experience has shown that the visits
are most effective if they are made in the
homes of the Negroes by a living-room-sized
group and if the discussion frankly centers
on matters of race relationship (Pioneers
in the movement found that unless the discussion honesUy faced racial issues, there
was a tendency simply lo enjoy one another's
company without any growth in understanding). The immediate goal is education by
means o( person-to-person dialog to bring
10

false ideas out in the open where they ca.Jl
be discussed and analyzed .
An Educational Home Visit is no chance
affair. The host couple and the visitors will
have received separate briefings beforehand·
The host family must be willing to relate e>''
periences and personal feeling about racial
discrimination and point out offenses to mi·
nority groups. The hosts should have sat iJ1
as observers at a home visit elsewhere as 8
preparation for their roles.
The visitors should likewise include one
who has made a home visit elsewhere. ThiS
person would be called a "discussion enabler''
and his role would begin the conversatioJl·
keep it on racial matters and get everyone
involved in the discussion. But he must avoid
the temptation to dominate. He must als~
avoid letting the group go off on abstrac 1
discussions of socio-economic problems or
racial movements which may not apply tr
the local situation. Honest. frank discussiOl1
on the personal level is a necessary step to·
ward communication and understanding.
The home visit should last two hours-it
takes an hour for everyone to realize that
everyone else wants to speak freely. Coffee
or soft drinks and perhaps cookies are usu·
ally served, but nothing more. This exchange
of ideas over a cup of coffee is often the real
beginning of successful discussion, since
shared coffee seems to have this as an iJl'
herent merit.
Matters the discussants would be like!)
to bring up would be va1·ied, but they would
probably and should include some of the fol·
lowmg : offensi,·e and satisfactory terms iJl
speaking lo or about persons of other races
interracial marriage, racial superiority of
inferiority, ways in which racial offense ca 11
be given, examples of discrimination the Jllegroes have felt in their own private Jives of
in their work, how the Negroes explain di>'
crimination to their children.
THE SUBIACO SENIORS visited Negro fa·
milies in Fort Smith and Pine Bluff. In sor!le
cases they were accompanied by facull)
members, and in others they went alone. 'fh<
groups included as many as eight visitors

\\lhich is about the maximum possible for a
home visit. Five or six would be a more ideal
group. They visited in the homes of a Negro
dentist, a doctor, a schoolteacher, a janitor.
and so on in order to be able to compare
notes on a wide range of Negroes' backgrounds.
We quote here some comments taken at
random from unsigned papers the students
turned in after the visits:

about the Negl'o and aren't concerned about
finding out. But this is the real problem:
most people are against the Negro because
they were brought up that way. I was
brought up that way . ... For me the problem is solved. 1 will teach my children the
right t11ing 1.0 do."

''The home visits were an excellent idea.
1 learned quite a bit from the people I visited.
1 learned to took at things from their angle.
tllthough 1 was not convinced of everything
that was said. I did agree on most of it.
tlnd best of al!, I think I learned a little better the virtue of open-mindedness. This was
0 ne of the most informative segments of the
Ciuit Rights unit."

·· My first impression as 1 entered the house
was one of fear. But thi.~ graduaUy lessened
when we began to get acquainted ... When
the time came for us to lem,e I was sorry
we had to lea,;e so early. The impression the
t'isit gave rne wm !a.st a lifetime."

. "I think this was a very necessary thing
n this unit if we were lo really know both
81 des. It was a very interesting visit with
t>eop]e who were really truthful and who
\\lent out of their way to make us feel at
ho1ne. Thfa he! ped me form a better opinion
Of the situation. I had a sort of biased opinion
0 n the matter until we visited these people."

1

"I wish the whole world could have been
there. Many white people don't know much

"Once you get to know them you will find
out that they are just like the rest of us.
and their skin color makes no difference.''

"I cannot say 1 was impressed by the home
visit. I expected the family to be like any
other, and it was. The people were intelligent
and seemed to have the same views as I did;
therefore there were no differences between
us."

"The home visit took a problem that confronts alt of us and pointed ir out in its
fullness."
"During the visit I gradually lost the feeling that he was a colored man and I was
a white man."

Report from Nigeria
Excer pts fro m recent letters of Father
Raphael DeSalvo, Prior of St. Mukasa Priory,
New Subiaco Abbey's foundation at Eleme,
near Port Harcourt, Nigeria.

THE SCHOOL
"We continue in a whirlwind of activity.
This morning Father Carni.llus has driven to
Port Harcourt with Benedict, the cook, to
shop. Father Lawrence and Brother Louis are
putting a new ceiling in our combination
living room-dining room; Father Basil and
Brother Paul are painting in the classroom
building. Building is on the move and the
overall accomplishment of the past few
months has been amazing. Everything will
not be in readiness for the new school year
beginning January 21, but they will be approaching that point. So there will be day
and night difference between 1964 and 1965.
It will not be long before boys will be trying
to get into Ascension High School as a very
desirable school, thanks to help from the Abbey and from benefactors."
"We have just received the report of the
school inspection. The report was beyond my
expectations in commending the school and
our work. I believe they were impressed by
the projected physical plant, now almost a
reality. Many recommendations were made,
deficiencies pointed out, etc., etc., Will copy
only a relevant part of the conclusion of the
report: The school is the best-staffed secondary school of its age in this province, having
as it does fou,r graduates; and it is likely to
remain so in the future, since it will lia.ve
the service of most of the monks who will
inhabit the monastery proposed for part of
the site. A very satisfactory start has been
made in most aspects of the school."

THE MONASTERY
"If we had the physical setup for it I believe we could have a community with several candidates. But accommodations are
still a major problem. More and more prospects are becoming interested, especially for
the Brotherhood. We have one very promising prospect with us now. He is from Onitsha, a catechist and tailor, and mor e importantly very desirous of the religious life. The
Bish op has urged us to begin building the
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monastery. The proposed site is still busf
and palm trees, and clearing is a job. And
financing. To build enough at the monasteC.
site for ourselves and possible candidates will
be a big undertaking."
"We have had a much better monastic program since Brother s Louis and Paul arrived
But some things must be worked out better
The Brothers have really pitched in and their
help is very welcome."

THE MISSIONS
'•Bishop Okoye and I had a meeting wilt
the chiefs of Ibubu. Two years ago they h81
promised to give land to the Catholic missi011
there, so the meeting was about this. ThB)
asked in return for about 15 to 20 acres aloJJf
the main road that a hospital and a Catholi'
grade school be built, or a high school f0 1
gi rls. School for girls seems impossib le; pel
mission for any school is practically out 0
the question. The Bishop said be would coJJ'
sider setting up a Maternity clinic whicl
they also requested. Also plans to build 1
church here."
"Today was a big day at Eleme. We ha~'
been hoping to build a church for the parist•
al Eleme. We have told the people that wheP
the boys return they must find another plat:'
for Mass. The school chapel will be hoP~
lessly crowded. The parish is growing aJ1.
there are now almost 300 members. I asket'
Bishop Okoye to come out and have ]'Ja•
this morning and talk to the people. Yester
day evening the people planted large pal11 •
branches all lhe way down the driveway aJ1°
down the road a few hundred feet. The BisJl·
op came and preached a rousing sermon oP
the Holy Family, first in English and thC1
in Ibo. Right after Mass the head of t~•
Church Committee read a prepared speecl'
to the Bishop. They also offered His Lord
ship a sheep, some pineapples, bananas. aJl
oranges, all of which the Bishop gave us be
fore he left Eleme. The Bishop told the pe<'.
pie he had bought the land and surveyed 1.
and they would have to do the rest. ·ae r
having a plan drawn up and wants people. 1'
pitch in and help with the work. I asked ]JiJl'1
wh o would supervise construction, and ~
said that would be my job, so I guess I
a new job. As of today we have $336 for l~

1

ha';

l;'ONK S OF MUKA A-Brother Louis Fuhrmann, Fa ther Lawrence Miller, Father Basil W iedcrehr, Fathe r Raphael DeSalvo, Father Cam.Jllus Cooney, Brother Paul Hall iburton.

iob. Today we had out biggest collection
51 llce arriving here. It was two dollars and
~ 1ghty-eight cents. \Vhile the church is be~ng built we will have Mass in the court
11
ouse."
"Much wiJI be needed to add to the meager
funds on ha11d. Too bad some wealthy Catholics in America could not sponsor these small
churches. I suppose there are numbers who
Would be willing if they knew and were interested. A few hundred pounds would do
the job. Most of the people here are not able,
and most of them are not from this area,
but have moved in temporarily. I feel a
church in Eleme could have a profound influence in making converts. I had the good
fortune to contact an Irishman, Mr. O'Brien.
""ho works for the Taylor-Woodrow Construction Company which has done much
Work for the refinery. I asked whether his
Company could spare a machine .for a few
~ 0 Urs to level lhe proposed church area. Said
e, 'I'll have it done tomorrow,' and so he
clid. H e will pay us a visit today and look
at the needs of the compound here and hopes
1n a few days to send a grader out and do
Some much-needed work for us. Too bad we
~id not meet him months ago. Unfor tunately
e will be returning to Ireland about the
end of J anuary."

Our monk-missioners in Nigeria /Jave their
problems too. Legal complications seem ro
be delaying their accession of tttte to the
land on which they plan to build the monastery. The cliniate, especially the humidity.
offers its difficulties, as do the malaria mosquiios. They were disappointed in their expectation of having a Peace Corps i•olu nteeT
as a science teacher in the new school term,
and will now have to wait at lea.st until
September before they caii hope for such a
Peace Corps I eacher. Electricity is limited
to several hours a day. with hopes for better
service in June: the water supply remains
a problem. The u,rgent need of building 1tp
the school has hampered monastic development a11d limited the monks' time 011 the
missions. But rhey have learned to live with
these and many other difficulties and are
looking forward to rile formal blessing of
their priory, inspired by the example of their
martyr-patron, St, Joseph Mukasa. They tire
deeply grateful for the support i11divid11als
and parishes have given their mission. Benefactors who would like to assist them are
urged to send their contribu,tions to Rt. Reu.
Michael Len.~ing. O.S.B., New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, ATkansas, for safer transfer of
fund . Letters w the missionaries should be
addressed to St. Mukasa Priory, Eleme, Box
603, Port Harcou,rt. Nigeria.
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Uganda Martyr's Name Given
To Subiaco' s African Priory
Perhaps one of the first instllutions to be to satisfy his lust. Tr,e master of the royal
named after the recently canunized Uganda household and in charge o! the pages was
Martyrs, Subiaco's Nigerian priory has been a Catholic, Joseph Mukasa Balikuddembe
given the name St. Mukasa Priory in honor (after whom the Nigerian Priory has beeJJ
nf the first of the canonized martvrs to meet named). He began lo keep the boys from the
his death, J oseph Mukasa Balikuddemhe. King and hide them when they were sumThe name Mukasa appears twice more in moned. For this, and because of the jealos)'
the list of 22 who met their deaths at the of the chief minister, Joseph Mukasa was
hands of King Mwanga in 1885-86.
slain on N ovem her 15, 1885.
Probably there were as many as 100 other
Succeeding Mukasa as master of the pages
martyrs, including some Protestants in the was a youthful page, Charles Lwanga, whO
turmoil-ridden Uganda of the 1880's. In 1875 soon too would go to his martyrdom for the
Christianity had a good a beginning in Ugan- same reason. Pope Pius XI in 1934 designated
da when the famed British explorer, Sir Hen- Lwanga patron of African youth; and later
ry Stanley, gave King Mulesa I some instruc- Pius XII named him patron of all Catholic
tion in Christianity and translated parts of Action in Africa. Of the 22 canonized mar·
the Bible for him. Protestant missionaries lyrs 13 were boys under 20, and only three
arrived in 1877 and Catholics in 1879. But were more than 30 years old. The marcn
Islam loo had the King's favor. He be- of death reached its ciimax at the beginning
gan to turn more strongly toward it, and of June, 1886. when 13 martyrs were cere·
conflict began lo grow between the Chris- monially burned lo death, most of thefJl
youthful court pages. The deaths continued
tians and the followers of the Koran.
This led lo an interesting challenge. A into 1887; and Christians and Muslims ac·
Catholic, Father Laude!, challenged the tually cooperated in efforts to drive out the
Muslim Imam to an ordeal hy fire-the priest King, succeeding in 1888.
with the Bible and the Muslim with the
But the new King, Kiveva, turned against
Koran were lo sit in a hut which was to be the Christian chieftains so strongly that the)'
set afire. The survi var would be regarded brought Mwanga back to power in 1889
as the preacher of truth. When the Imam Within a year European powers wer.: t.,e·
refused, lbe Church gained in favor for a ginning lo make their influence felt. Pro·
while. But the murder of three White Fathers testanl Ugandans wanted the British govern10 the Sahara caused the temporary withment to :ake over. Catholics wanted the
drawal of missionaries from other dangerous Fcench or Germans to do so. This led to 3
areas, including Uganda. The missionaries civil war, aud finally the British gove10·
crossed the border into Tanganyka and 1e- men! assumed the prc,tectorate in 1894
mained there until King Mwanga recalled Thereafter Catholics had no force as a per
them in 1884. But it would be he who would litical power, until after World War II, but
put so many Christians lo death in a few the Church continued to grow. In 1962 thC
years.
Catholic primary and middle schools 1,ad
Mwanga was weak and vacillating. In- 300,00 pupils, and Catholics made up 26 per·
structed in his youth by boU1 Catholics and cent of the population. There are still prob·
Protestants, he favored at limes one group !ems. The Catholics do not practice their re·
and then the other. The pagans and ilie Mus- ligion as well as they profess it; they are
lims too moved in and out of his favor, and timid in expressing themselves in social and
this tendency of pitting one religious group cultural matters, and ilieir religion is sti1 1
against another in order lo gain his ends loo much geared to the backgrounds of the
still leaves its marks in the present gene- European missionaries.
ral10n.
But the blood of the martyrs has brough 1
But Mwanga's primary trouble was his its increase. We pray the same will be true
immorality. He had 500 pages in the royal of their patronage in regard to our Nigeria 11
household and he was wont lo summon these priory.
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Letters of Our Founder
Edited by Hugh Assenmacher, O.S.B.

In 01Lr various presentations of Father
1N olfgang's letters we have tried to show the
>nan under various aspects. This month we
Preseni several of his letters of the early
sp,·ing of 1889 that depict the prior under
the form of a builde,·. While rather detailed
technically , they should neveril?eless bring
back many memories to those familiar with
the early Subiaco ( at least from the memo1·ies of early pictures of the fii·st real abbey).
"1s always. these leuers show good sense, a
religious spirit and a human-ness that is so
characteristic.
Our first letter is to the Abbot of Einsiedel,i and is dated:
March 29, 1889
ll.t. Rev. Dear Father Abbot :
. In accordance with your request I am send11l.g you a plan for our future monastery, and
also some notes. In making this plan I have
tried to keep separate the quarters for the
F'athers. the £raters, the Brothers, the students. and the guests, and yet to group them
as much as possible about the central
lloint ... the choir. The west wing is for the
guests, the north wing (or the Fathers and
fraters, the east wing for the Brothers and
<tdministration, the south wing for the school.
'l'he building will be erected on a ten-ace
Which slopes slightly from south to north
but is practically level from east to west.
'l'o the south rises a ridge and to the north
lies our best farm land . . . about 200 acres.
Outside the north front we can place walks,
gardens, etc. Since the ground slopes north ,
lhe north wing will have three stories while
the east and south wings will have three
Stories and a cellar. The enclosed plan shows
the first story of the south and east wings
?lld the second story of the north wing. The
11lterior arrangement has not yet been worked o,1t. It can easily be changed according
lo need, since the partitions are of wood.
The church on the west side will be connected with the north and the south wing by
a half-open hall. The two courts next to the
Church are very small and should have plenty of ventilation. The future kitchen and the
Students dining room will be located on the

ground floor now occupied by our present
house, which is 150 feet long. When we begin
the new building we will not have to tear
down any old building. The school building
and the sisters' residence are west of the
new building and the administration buildings are to the east. So we can begin with
the north wing without difficulty, whether
it is on the west side or the east side. We have
made preparations for constructing a stone
chapel on the ridge south of the monastery.
Someone donated $300 for this purpose. When
this chapel has been completed we ought lo
begin with the new building. The stones for
the foundation of ilie north wing a1·e already
on the site. Nature hersel! has put them
there. I hope we can erect them in to the
foundation before the end of this year.

The next paragraph is an explanatory one.
for the abbot-recipient who would iio doubt
understand the uniqueness of an open 'cloister-walk.'
I would be very glad if you would examine
and criticize my plan as soon as possible. The
open corridors may seem something modern
to you. but the mild winters permit them
and the hot summers demand them .
Appeals for help, endorsed and recommended by our Bishop. have gone to Lyons
(the headquarters for the Society of the Propagation of the Faith, then in Lyons. France)
and Munich. To stand still often means to
go backward. This is also the case in our
interior and exterior situation. They often
speak of the hot, fiery south. The sun indeed
makes things really hot in July and August,
but this heat melts one's elbow-grease and
activity must be spurred 011 by other means.
And these means consist not just in progress
in virtue, but also in material progress. And
vet I agree with you that no debts should
be made. If God blesses us as He has done
hitherto, and if we work diligently and _in
harmony, we can build without debts. It will,
of course. be a slow process. But if we make
debts, I fear for the continued existence of
St. Benedict's Priory.
Respectfully and devotedly yours,
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B.
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The second letter in same 'building' vein
is to an unnamed confrere of the monastery
of Einsiedeln. Whether or not this confrere
is the usual Dean of Einsiedeln is uncertain,
both from the letter itself and rite punctuation used. It is however, in a much lighter
vein and git-es many more human hghlighrs
than the preceeding one.
Rev. Dear Confrere:
Hav~ received the list of your remarks
regarrung the plan of our new monastery.
You, the Rev. Dean. and Father Raphael find
it very remarkable that Lhe principal quarter, lace the north. rr the windows of the
north wing are to face the south, the corridor
will have to be on the north side. But in this
case the roof will have Lo project far over
the windows so that the sun cannot strike
them in summer. The stone walls and the
rooms will get too hot if subjected to the
sun's rays. In this case I would connect the
north wing and for the sake of symmetry
also the south wing by a one-story covered
walk with the church or choir. The cool
breeze in summer comes mostly from the
\\' st. If the chw·ch is connected in the front
and at the choir only by a one-story walk
with the two wings, there will be a breeze
all around the house and church; and also
a better view from our rooms. Likewise the
fiery demon would have less chance to swallow· everything.
Yes, the church will be built in Romanesque style. But I cannot understand why
pure Romanesque style demands that the
arches in the central nave must be twice as
long and twice as wide as the arches of the
side aisles. One mL1st not be bound too much
by rules given 111 books. This arrangement
would put two pillars in the middle of the
choir. which would spoil the looks. I think
that manv broken lines would also be bad
for the ac.coustics. I like the apse-idea for the
altar very much.

I myself rud not like the sacnsty the way
it is drawn. I did not want it on the side but
back of the altar. But the straight lines of
the hallway did not permit further extens10n or the sacristy towards the east. I hope
this can be changed in the new plans. Your
suggestion lo put the kitchen in the base·
ment could probably be followed. It would
be best, however, to put the kitchen into a
one-story annex on account of the fumes
and the heat.

Now we come to a homely touch, regarding
furniture, and one regarding venr llation. The
latrer. the present day monks of Subiaco
would accept only with resen•ation or wirh
10ng1,e-in-cheek.
You ask what sort of heating system we
will have. Simple iron stoves in each room'
Then each one is his own boss. I always Jjke
to build a fire in my own room and also to
put it out when I please. You inquire about
vtntilation. American builrungs have good
ventilation and in Arkansas the air is hard!)'
ever calm. A transom above the door and
windows. the sashes of which you can mo,•e
up or down, make satisfactory ventilatio!I
possible.
·
The walls of our new stone chapel (20x40)
on the ridge are nearing completion. More
about that later.
With the kiss of peace, I am yours:
Father Wolfgang, O.S.B·

Evenwally. as we now know, the ill-fated
and slto,·t-tived chapel on the hill was co1W
plete, but enjoyed only a short life. The pro·
posed mona.~tery, much less grand in actuality than from the sound of these plan,,
though in most respects like the one proposed, was erected and served the Subiaco
community until the first fire and the pre·
sem abbey was erected.

UNITED IN

PRAYER

THE LIVING

THE DECEASED

,vorld Peace; Conversion of Commumst countries: Con,·ersion of Castro: Finaneial aid; Special
jntention-Blessed Mother: Thanks~iving- Guardian Angel; Speedy l'ecovery; Special intentionHoly. [nfant of Good Health; Happy death: Peace
of mt0d; Peace in family and place of cmploymen: Thanksgiving-Blessed Mother; Overcome
worries; Better health; Enough health to get and
keep a jol>--Mary and Joseph; Peace in Africa:
and Son to control temper.

Fred and Anna Iloedebeck: Clarence Keib'
Decea.c.ed Franey famiJy; Vincent Maloney: non:
aid J. McMahon; Kate Sliesberg: John Feruimonl•
Deceased Mohr family; Deceased Bajorek and
Chudy families; Maxine Thoele; Andrew Dito~·
Ida Baker: Alvin Wilde; Brigid Fitzgerald: Arn•~
Hess: Joe Felderhoff; Lt. Thomas Schriver· Tool
Volh; Aloys and Mary Zimmer: Catherinf? Co!-'
t~Jlo; Julia Mischik: Ben Ihle: and Arthur Borl1'
hofl.

Brother Isidore's Notes

With winter at mid-point, we are tempted
at times to wonder whether harsh winter
Weather will pass us and lead us in to an
early spring. Although we have had some
rain this season, no snow or sleet has fallen
as it does most winters. However, this does
llot mean that we have not had a wide variety of weather. Quite a few of the days have
given us an Indian summer not equalled
Other years. When these days had given us
a brief respite from the cold, winds like those
of March greeted us, drying the land, stirring
the dry leaves, and chapping our dry skin.
l'hen to ease somewhat the monotonous
Wind. we had cloudy skies to remind us
again that winter is still with us.
Long before her usual arousal, this weather has stirred nature to give us a few surprises. On January 30 I saw the first jonquil
1n bloom,
its intense yellow pigment like a
daub of paint against old rock wall. Below
the flower one could see green shoots of
grass, prematurely brought forth by the
"'arm sun. Overhead in the trees the embry?nic buds were swelling, ready to pop forth
1~ growth with a little more persuasion from
t,,e sun. All of these forerunners of spring
"1i)J suffer the usual fate of precursors; they
"11lJ be rupped before maturity with the sting
of frost.
While all these plants will have the sting
of wintry death as their fate, other new
!PPearances on the farm will surely survive.
"'ach week a number of new calves are born,
a~parenlly fully comfortable in the cold
Winter wind. However, some of these calves
have suffered from a virus, and Brother John
~eeps his penicillin needle and pills handy
for them. Yet sometime these precautions
along with tender loving care prove futile,
for recently he found a calf which had received a bullet wound. Al though still aUve
"'hen he found it, there was no hope of recovery for it. It died several hours after it
Was found, and upon inspection Brother John
found that the bullet bad gone through its
head.

Brother Henry and Frater Xavier had their
share of excitement in one brief flury
in late December. While working with the
cattle Brother Henry was suddenly charged
by an ill-humored heifer. He was quickly
thrown to the ground and in imminent danger of being trampled when Frater Xavier
grabbed a club and began to fight off the
heifer. As a result of it all Brother Henry
had a badlv ruslocated elbow with two
chipped bones and had to keep his arm in
a sling for several weeks; Frater Xavier escaped with one good bruise. Brother Henry
said he didn't mind the injury so much as
the humiliation. But he mav still need surgery for removal of the bon'e chips.
Father Brendan and the Irater novices
planted 1,000 pine seedlings on chigger hill,
the abbey's lakeside property north of Shoal
Creek. Since the gales been closed on the
Dardanelle Dam. water has been backing up
and turning the hill into a minor peninsula.
Brother Michael and the bulldozer have been
making roads. When shelters are added later,
it will be an ideal spot for student and camp
outings.

New Roman Co llars
For Abbey's Brothers

The Abbey has adopted the new style collars for Brothers. The new collar replaces
the white shirt-black tie arrangement of the
past, and is worn with a suit. Brother Memrad Baltz models the new collar above.
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Lendin g
Library
Notes
Readers are invited to use the free lending
library service of the Abbey. The books referred
to below are parl of a shelf of several hundred
books avn.ilable. Additions are constantly being
Dt:lde to the libra ry. Write for any of th ese books
or ask for a complete list. Address the Len<ling
Library, New S ubiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

ARE PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS THE ANSWER?, by Mary Perkins Ryan; Holt, Rinehart and Winston, me., 1964, $4.00.
To provide a general education for its
people is not the essential mission of the
Church.
Education today is "big business." The
Catholic school system is big and expensive
yet it only reaches 55 percent of the students
on the grade-school level, 45 percent on the
secondary level, and 37 percent on the college level. These percentages will drop
sharply if aid is not obtained, argues the
author.
One-fifth of our priests, more than one
half of our religious are providing a Catholic
education for part of our children. In addition. stores of pastoral energy and money
are spent on the millions not in Catholic
schools. Yet the very purpose, an "integrally
religious formation" of the whole people is
being neglected.
[n the Catholic schools religious training
is inadequate. Why? Priests are so busy
worrying about buildings and bills; Sisters
are concerned with general education. No
one has the time to go into religion thoroughly. Prayers are learned and recited mechanjcally. Few learn that praying means "commurucating with God." Bringing up a comparison from the past, Mrs. Ryan points out
that the early Church, set in a pagan society, had no schools, yet thrived on "an

intense religious life" centered in communal
worship.
Today's Scripture study is drawing Catho·
lies and Protestants together. We need no
longer learn Catholic teachings against then>,
but need to become aware of how much we
have in common. and where and why we
diifer.
Think of the time bishops and parisP
priests would have if they didn't have to
concentrate on school work, teases the au·
thor. Think of the 17,000 teaching priests.
103,000 Sisters and 5,000 Brothers who would
be free to organize religious training pro·
grams in parishes and Newman clubs and
the like. Think, too, of the witness given bJ
the Church in the world jf such numbers of
religious were to be out in parishes and com·
munities where "their light could shine
through" to all, not just to the limited fe"'
of the classroom.
Finally, think of the millions of dollar;
that would be available for the work of tt,e
Church in th.is country and missions in all
parts of the world.
Mrs. Ryan has asked us the big question,
And it would have been asked even had
there been no Council II. Can the Church
in our country-with or without pubHC
support- continue to provide what amounts
to auxiliary service and, at the same time,
effectively pursue her first and true objeC'
tive: "Go and teach all nations, making
them wsciples"?
-Mrs. Herman Adams
Charleston, Arkansa,
MODERN CATHOLIC SEX INSTRUCTION,
by Bishop J osef M. Reuss, Helicon , 1964, 14-1
pages with index, $3.50.
One of the early practical results of to'
day's refurbishing of marriage theology ha•
been the production of a number of good
manuals for sex education. Astute critic;
(both Catholic and non-Catholic) have mad~
harsh accusations about an "anti-sex league
in our Church. a mostly unconscious attitude
that has made us wary of certain impJica'
lions of the Incarnation. The more wide'
spread acceptance of a healthy approach t_o
sex, which these books indicate, is a signii!·
cant step in dissolving the bases for thJ 5
crHicism.
Bishop Reuss offers this book as the frui 1
of many years of experimentation and e)(·
perience with the Episcopal Commission for
Youth in Mainz. The orrunary parent or edu·
calor will probably find the first half of tbf

Volume too heavy with its probing discussion
Of the God-given structure of sexuality i.n

the Christian life. But he will be more at
home in Part II, "Suggestions for Communicating a Proper View of SexuaUty.'' with
sample talks for six different age-groups.
Human sexuality is a vital part of man's
Sirn.ilarity to God. It is fully meaningful only
IVhen it is rooted in love, for God reveals
himself to us as Love, self-giving selfless.
't'he tension toward commuruty of life, a
direct consequence o( the bipolarity of the
Sexes, images the Trinity and provides substructure for God's plan of bringing everything "into a unity in Christ." Man glorifies
Cod in his sexuality to the extent that he
PU.rifies it o( selfishness. that ancient enemy
Of UnHy.
l'he author presents a very clear-headed
development of the meaning of chastity.
Chastity is a bask Christian virtue incumbent on every one of us, not the forte of an
elite. It is "realized in the proper utmzation
Of sexual capabmty. as well as in the re~llnciation of its use when this is not possIble in a manner corresponding to its nature."
ln th.is context, Bishop Reuss gives an en riching view of marriage and virginity as
expressions of chaste love. For all, he points
0 ut, the
decisive factor in Christian human
lnaturing is "daily, devoted, loving service
IVithin the framework of one's male or felllale characteristics."
Modern adults fear sex education; they
\Vitness the havoc of false values in our sexIliad society and are afraid of saying the
Wrong thing. But they cannot shirk this cruCtal duty, writes the Bishop; they must con9.ller their fears. assess their own values,
form young questioners to motherliness and
fatherliness instead of against sinfulness.
Superlatives are probably too much for this
book. but the approach is good, and it can
~ertainly he an aid in helping the young in
_coordinating their sexuality with their
hves."
-Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B.
"'LONE NO LONGER, bv Stanley Stein,
l!'unk and Wagnalls, 1963: 354 pages with
1ndex.
A. victim o( Hansen's disease (leprosy)
""ho refused to live as an outcast tells the
dramatic story of the social and medical rel>olution that has taken place in the last few
decades.
Cl:J:ILDREN'S BIBLE, Liturgical Press, 1959,
95 Pages.

Highly illustrated story of salvation beginning with creation. This bas proved useful in the religious training of pre-school
children.
MY NAMEDA Y-COME FOR DESSERT, by
Helen McLoughlin, Liturgical Press, 1962,
320 pages, with indexes o( recipes. names, patrons, namedays.
All the information and suggestions needed
for celebration o( the baptismal anniversary.
THE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE, by Morris West,
Dell, 1960, 351 pages.
Bestselling novel centering around investigation of a cause for canonization.
THE STATUS SEEKERS. by Vance Packard,
Pocket Book. 1961, 339 pages with index.
A sociologist explores class behavior in
America and the hidden barriers that affect
us unknowingly.
THE STORIES OF POPE JOHN XXIII, by
Louis Michaels, Templegate, 1964, 125 pages.
$1.00.

A collection of his anecdotes and legends.
MONSIEUR VINCENT, by Henri DanielRops. Hawthorn. 1961. 135 pages.
The storv of St. Vincent de Paul. beautifully printed, illustrated with photographs
and line drawings. Donated by John and
Mary Savage.
THE WILL OF GOD IN OTHER WORDS,
by Dom Hubert Van Zeller, Templegate, 1964,
124 pages.

ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIE
Publication o! dcalh anniversary dates b ru1
encouragement to friends of the deceased and to
our readers to remember the departed in their
prayers.

Brother Benedict Labre n1 eder
Brother Luke 'fschucmperlin
Re\'. Placidus Oechsle
Rev. lldefons Kalt
Rev. Alhanasius Zehnder
Brother l\leinrad Schoenbaechler
Rev. Albert Schreiber
Rev. :Maurus Roliner

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

3,
5,
G,
9,
9,
Feb. 15,
Feb. 23.

1897
1923
1935
1925
19!0
1937
1959
Feb. 2-1, 1933

Let Us Pra y

O God. the Lord of Mercy, grant to the soul of
Thy servant, N
, whose anniversary we
commemorate. a place of refreshmenl, rest and
happiness, and the glory of Thy light. TJwough
Our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
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A Bird's-eye View
of the Abbey

During the Christmas holidays Father
Gabriel and our fratres studying philosophy
at Conception Abbey returned, bringing with
:hem three fratres from Glastonbury Priory
m Massachusetts. Also home for Christmas
wer~ Fathers Denis and Felix, who are on
the faculty at St. Bernard College and Seminary in Alabama. When all returned to their
respective schools afterwards the homestead
felt rather empty.
. In addition to all the Christmas pleasantries there were more anxious moments as
almost simultaneously two monks suffered
severe injuries. On December 26 Brother
Nicholas rested an "unloaded" shotgun on
his shoe for a moment and suddenly found
that he had shot himself in the foot . A steel
cap on his shoes saved his foot except for
one gaping hole between two toes. He is
still on the mend from surgery and skin
grafts but expects to be up and able again
m several weeks. Al about the same lime
Frater Lucian and Frater Frowin, climbing
a rocky ndge down near "Half-bushel." came
suddenly tumbling down. Frater Frowin's
injuries were simple and superficial; but
Frater Lucian suffered internal injuries and
had to be hospitalized for two weeks. He
managed to recover and return to Conception
Abbey just in time to take his semester
exams. Then there was Brother Henry's encounter with a hot-tempered heifer. But
Brother Isidore will tell you of that in the
farm news.
Following semester exams in the Academy,
Father Clancy of St. John's Seminary in
L ittle Rock conducted a retreat for the seniors and our Father Bede Mitchel of Clarksville led the rest of the Subiaco students in
a day of recollection. And getting into the
retreat activity shortly thereafter were the
seniors of St. Anne's Academy in F ort Smith.
The senior boys and then the girls came down
in the last two weeks of J anuary, with F ather Benedict conducting the retreat, assisted
by Father H er bert and F ather Hugh. This

is the second year the St. Anne's seniors
have come for a retreat. S tudents from other
high schools in the state will be coming at
later intervals.
Another January retreat group was the
Serra Club from Little Rock. The Serrans
made a monastic day of their retreat at·
tending choir with the monks, eating ~ith
them in the refectory. and coming to the
recrea lion rooms.
In January Mr. Ben Ihle of Paris, the first
president of the Subiaco Alumni Association,
died after a short illness. When the organi·
zat10n was formed in 1913 he was chosen to
lead it_ through its formative year, and 11e
mamtamed a steady interest in the associa·
ti.on over its 50-year history . Subiaco will
always owe him and the organization he
helped found a boundless debt of gratitude,
Another alumnus, who came later but picked
up the same spirit, also died: Arthur Born·
haft of Wiener, a 1946 graduate. We invite
alumni and friends to remember these me11
prayerfully.
Father S tephen has enrolled at Little Roe~
University for the second semester and ha 5
succeeded Father Bonaventure as a "pro
tern" assistant to Father J ames at Sl. :Ed·
ward's. Also in residence there is Father
Francis, who works with the Arkan sas State
Rehabilitation Board. Father Bonaventure
has returned to the Abbey and will be aD
extra man to respond to the frequent call;
for special parish help, a work also being
done these days by F ather Joseph
In addition to the inj ured referred to ear·
lier, our hospital list over the past t,vo
months has included Brother William Broth·
er Stephen, and Father Conrad, all hack at
the monastery again ; and Brother Norbert,
still a patient but recovering from surgerf
Father Daniel put h is scriptural scholar·
ship to an important and long-lasting projeCt
during December. F or Tb e New Catholic ED'
cycloped ia now being prepa red fo r publicB'
tion, F ather Daniel w rote an article enti tled
"The R esurrection of Christ in the Bible.''
Scholars and chance readers alike will bf
m alting use of this study for many years.

Dear Young Americans,
. Everything in the New Yea,· does not be~n exactly one second after midnight on
ew Year's Eve. The ABBEY MESSAGE al;ays waits until February to start again.
_lowers w,!l open much later , and it is hard
)'jght now to imagine crt1ncl1ing on ice cold
'loatermelon for comfort.
lf anybody ev er got upset when the fros!
:elted, the leaves budded out on the trees.
/d Young Americans started playing out. 0 ors without jackets, he might start moaning and groaning. "This world was made by
0 d, who is the same today, yesterday , and
t~~ev er. I don·t want anything to do with
1 s new-fangled weather. I don't see any
~eed of flowers popping open all over the
bII.shes, and I' d much rather l,ave the
ranches of the trees quiet, wit11ou.t all the
•u.stling of leav es!"
If God had ever stretched out winter for
1l!J.ndreds
of yea,·s until people forgot what
5
P:tng was, and then let it get warm. we
~•ght really hear people talking like that.
0 d did let a long. long winter of the spirit
!tQy in His Church until many people began
ho think that was all the Church had ever
a ad! They said to themselves over and over
d9ain: "The Cliu,·cl,, the same yesterday, to,, ay. and forever! " But they really meant:
l'hi., nice quiet winter in the Church. where
everybody is frozen quietly in his place in
h~tvate, where nearly every sign of Life is
idden, is the same yesterday, today, and
forever. and r can do everything I am obli9ated to do in my religion, so fast and efficient , that it does not give me ally trouble
~. al!, and uses very little of my time or

f

''''lld.''

On!y God can be the same in every re~Pect yesterday, today. and forever. But God
is $0 tremendous that neither His people or

His angels can appreciate but a very small
part of His goodness in any one day, night ,
season of the year, presidential term, gelleration, or major epoch of time in the Church.
Everytime God wants to enrich people with
more of His goodness. some of the rules have
to change or we would never appreciate the
increase enough to make use of it. We Young
Americans would not want to trade our bikes
for the playpens we used to crawl around in.
but just suppose we did not know any rt1les
of bicycle riding , and a!l we ever did with a
bike was to stand it up for the wall of a
playpen!
Just as our Mothers are so mu.ch more than
"Wipe your feet on the doormat before you
come in;" "Hang your coat up in the closet;"
"Sit up straight;" and " Don't talk with your
mouth fu.!l ,'' God is so much more than any
one little set of mies that are made to help
us through any one time of life or history.
In our stories this year God's people, under
Moses. had to learn as many new rules as
we do today . They had to start on a new
season of grace years ago, and we hav e to
start on a still newer season of Grace ,ww.
Love. and a good heginning to every one of
you.
Tammy

New Beginning
Some of the Egyptians were terdbly
afraid. Moses had said that every first-born
in Egypt would die. Mothers kept children
in th 2 house for several days and fathers
stood guard at their doors by night, ready
to fight. Nothing happened.
'·What are those Hebrews doing down
there in Gessen ?" worried Egyptians asked
the foremen of the slaves.
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"They are having a lot o( meetings, and
counting up the people in their families, and
sometimes in their neighbors' families," answered the foremen.
''Ohhhh," wailed the worried Egyptians.
·'They are plotting to come into our houses
one by one lo murder our children. Are they
also gathering knives or swords?"
"Naaah," answered the foremen in contempt. "We don't have lo worry about anything like that. After all, they are nothing
but an inferior race, just slaves, meant to
serve decent people like us. All they have
gathered so far are the beasts. Everybody
was running around like crazy catching
these animals on the tenth of this moon, and
securing them close to their dwellings, one
each for most o( the households. Now just
what mischief, pray tell, could a man do
with a kid or a wooly lamb?"
"Thta Moses can do anything he shakes his
stick at," wailed the worriers.
"Troubles always come ever so often, and
sometimes they bunch up. That Moses was
clever enough to know when to shake his
stick. and how to make the most of what
was going to happen anyway. These magicians are nothing but a bw1ch of liars and
cheats.''
"What do they talk about at those meetings?" asked the worriers, shuddering at memories o( nine drastic plagues.
"Nothing but a heathen rigamarole of nonsense." answered the foremen. "Bread without any leavening at all for seven solid days,
blood-"
'Blood?" interrupted the worriers. "Are
they planning lo sacrifice our children in
some wild orgy?"
"Of course not," explained the foremen.
"They're going to get the blood from all those
beasts they collected."
·'Why would they want so much blood?"
asked the worriers, choking over memories
of bloody water all over Egypt.
"Believe it or not, they are going to use
it for paint. on their houses. Ignorant slaves
can think of the siUiest things," commented
the foremen.
'·We have heard that some of our own
people no longer think they are silly and
ignorant." cont inued the worriers. "Some of
our neighbors have moved away. It has been
reported that they actually went to live w ith
the slaves."
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''Bunch of rotten Hebrew-lovers!" mul·
tered the foremen, their faces dark with
anger.
" You mean that some of our own Egyp·
lians really went over to the Hebrews, and
that the report was really true?" gasped (he
worriers in amazement.
"Yes. Just goes lo show that we have been
too good to those sniveling slaves. We have
let them dance around in too much idleness
during those plagues, and now they have
corrupted some of our own people," explain•
ed the foremen. "But we are really better
off to be rid of all those who have been cor·
rupted! Would you want your children to
be playing with the children of Hebrew·
lovers, and learning to be Hebrew-lovers,
too·> Would you?"
"No, but-" commented the worrier5·
hesila tingly.
"What's the matter with you?" the fore·
men butted in. "Are you a Hebrew-love!',

lhe whole world?" asked the foreman tri1.ttnphantly.
But more and more Egyptians believed
lhaL the Hebrews, the children of Israel as
they called themselves, were going to leave
~gypt in spite of Pharao and all his army.
M:any of them were packed, ready to march
along with Moses and his God just as soon
as the signal was given. They were tired of
being punished with plagues when the Hebrews were always spared.
Down in Gessen women were housecleaning, lest any crumb of leavened bread remain
hidden in some out of the way corner. Bread
troughs were being scraped clean , lest any
trace of the old leavened dough stick to them.
A.II the old leaven and bits of old bread had
lo be disposed of before evening.
"Why are you throwing away all the leaven, and all the old bread?" asked the children. "Aren't the Egyptians going to let us

eat? They will not take away our bread.
will they?"
"They are not taking away our bread,"
said the parents confidently. "We are throwing away the old bread, the old way of life.
From now on, this is the first month of the
year for us. Today is the fourteen th day of
the month. The God of our fathers will deliver us this night! By evening there must
not be found one speck o[ the old leaven
in our houses anywhere, nor must we even
taste anything leavened. We will have new
bread, unleavened, for seven days. for our
n!!w beginning. We will do this every year
until the end of rime. You will tell your
children, just as we are telling you. and your
children will tell their children, forever. But
we must hurry! All these vessels must be
washed clean. Nothing or the old must remain anywhere when the sun goes down!"

(To be Continued)
The February Cover

too?"

"Certainly not," declared the offended
worriers who were blushing with shame•
" It's just that Moses seems lo be so much
more of a leader than our Pharao. Maybe )le
is not really a Hebrew. Wasn't there so!llC
talk years ago about him being the son ol
Pharao's daughter?"
"Adopted son was all he ever was," declared the foreman. "Pharao's daughter too~
pity on one of the Hebrew babies and saved
him when our soldiers were tbinnning oU 1
those swarms of good-for-nothing slaves. She
gave that slave every chance to make good.,.
teachers, trainers, tailors, groomers. The)'
say that all he was ever good for was a Jaug~
every time he opened bis mouth. He couJdo 1
even talk properly. Nobody can do anythiO~
with anybody of an inferior race. They al'
ways turn out bad in the end. The more one
does for them, the more trouble they cause
one later."
"Well, somebody has done a lot with Mosei
after he left Pharao's daughter. Those wh 0
saw him leave, never to come before Ph 3'
rao's face again, say lhal there was never.:
man anywhere as great as Moses. Maybe 1
bas something lo do with this God of the
Hebrews. Maybe their God is more powet·
ful than our gods." complained the worrier;

rnW

"How can the peculiar God of a few
erable slaves be compared to all the glorioU'
gods of Egypt, the most glorious nation 1~

SEND US YOUR CANCELED STAMP
FOR THE nUSSIONS
lielp us raise funds to aid the needy missions
by sending us your canceled stamps. Simply tear
0 r cut them of! your letters and
packages and
t\i.ail them to us. Be sure to leave a small margin
around them so as to protect the perforations. All
foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mail con-

ltibutions to: Young America, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas 72865.
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The Life of St. Benedict
NOT FAR FROM the monastery was a village largely inhabited by people the saintly
Benedict had converted from the worship of
idols and instructed in the true faith. There
,vere nuns living there too. and he used to
send one of his monks down to gh•e them
spiritual conferences.
After one of these instructions they presented the monk with a few handkerchiefs,
which he accepted and hid away in his habit.
As soon as he got back to the abbey he received a stern reproof. "How is it." the abbot
asked him, "that evil has found its way into
your heart?" Taken completely by surprise,
the monk did not unaerstand why he was
being rebuked. for he had entirely forgotten
about the handkerchiefs. "Was I nol present."
the saint continued, "when you accepted
those handkerchiefs from the handmaids of
God and hid them away in your habit?" The
offender instantlv fell al Benedict's feel, confessed his fault ~nd gave up the present he
had received.
This passage is one or a series of selections
from the biography of L Benedict pu blished
by Pope Gregory I in Ole yea r 594. Ou r cover
this month ill ustrates the incident mentioned
in the selection. St. Benedict lived from 480

to 547.
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The spring retreat schedule is a full one, and
the retreat program is diverse enough to include you (just in case it's not, or you can't
fit into the regular schedule, come for a private
retreat). Now is the time to look at yourself,
at life, at God, and come to the commitment
that will make life meaningful for yourself and
the world for which you hold a share of responsibility. Look over the dates and send yow·
application or your inquiries to the address
below:

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

MARCH , 1965
VOL. XXV, NO. 9

Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
You read and hear so much about the need of vocations in the Church that you probably find the subject old and somewhat boresome. But the subject is
really one that has personal and practical meaning for
every baptized and confirmed Catholic. Not only do
religious and priests have vocations, but, as the ll Vatican Council so clearly emphasizes, also the laity. The
Council's "Constitution on the Church" declares: "The
laity are gathered together in the People of God and
make up the Body of Christ under one head. Whoever
they are, they are called upon, as living members, to
expend all their energy for the growth of the Church
and its continuous sanctification ... every layman ...
is at the same time a wHness and a living instrument
of the mission of the Church itself."
What the world needs, what the Church desperately
seeks, is a sense of vocation, a consciousness and response to God's call in each and all who profess to be
Christians. Recently a Marykno!J publication, The
World Parish pointed out: "Not only is there a lack of
religious vocations, alarming enough by itself, but there
is also a general shortage of vocations ... both to and
within the ranks of Christianity affecting both the
clergy and laity alike. Not only are there insufficient
priests in the world, but there are also insufficient
Christians, and many people who are members of the
Chlll'ch do not have dedicated vocations to the goals
of Christianity. Indifferentism , or even "being concerned" for others, does not constitute a Christian vocation.
That requires Christian action, frequently found
missing.
No one is more concerned about the seriousness of
the vocation shortage throughout the world than Our
Holy Father, Pope Paul VI. May I ask you during
March, which is called Vocation Month, to make your
own "A Prayer for Vocations" which he composed:
0 Jesus, Divine Shepherd of souls, who called
the Apostles to become fishers of men, now call the
ardent and generous hearts of our youth to make
them Your followers and ministers. Let them share
Your thirst for that universal redemption for which
you daily renew Your Sacrifice upon the altar. 0
Lord Jesus, "always living to make intercession for
us," extend our horizons to the entire world, where
so many brethren make silent supplication for the
light of truth and the warmth of love, so that answering Your call, many young men may prolong
here Your mission, edify Your Mystical Body, the
Church , and become the "salt of the earth and the
light of the world."
Extend, 0 Lord, Yolll' loving call to many pure and
generous-hea rted young women, that they may grow
in their desire for evangelical perfection and may dedicate themselves to the service of the Chlll'ch and their
neighbors who desperately need such assistance and
charity. Amen.
Gratefully in Christ,
Rt. Rev. Michael L ensing, 0.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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THE INDEX

Keeper of the Lord
13y Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.

Every Catholic should have a claim to
sorne of the kind of greatness that Saint
Joseph has. This means we will experience
ll1uch of the joy he had and some of his sorrows. We will have some of the faith, hull1ility, and charit ythal St. Joseph had. By
following his path we will come upon the
Sarne sort of treasure St. Joseph built up
for himself.

•

There is still time to accumulate a great
deaJ of that treaslll'e. This ought to serve
as an inducement for us to work for it. It
~s not a treasure that will be eaten away
Y rust and moth, but it is one that will
endure.
We can place olll'sel ves jn the way of receiving some of that treaslll'e if we will. If
We study the life of St. Joseph his many
good qualities will have an appeal for us.
'l'hey are the qualities that endeared him to
Coct.

Kee))er of lhe Lord _
The Cross, th e Book, and the
Plow
The Church Speaks of Love
Letters of Our Fo11nder

JO

Report. From Nigeria

Jj

Abbey to Begin Concelebration
On Feast of St. Benedict

lie had the highest mission ever entrusted
a man. He was the spouse of the Blessed
;' trgin Mary and the protector of the Child
esus in His days of greatest need. The sacrec1 writers speak of him with love and respect. In the mind of the Church he occupies
0
ne of the highest places in heaven. His name
ls in the Canon of the Mass just after that
of the Blessed Virgin Mary and before that
~f the Apostles. In the public prayers of the
k hurch it is said of him: "He that is the
eeper of his Lord sha U be glorified."
10.
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Hunga rian Abbey Still Alive
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Abbey Farm
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Polly Parade
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Lending Library Notes _ _
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THE COVER
One of the clerestory windows iJ)
the Abbey Church, depicting all
event in the life of St. BenediclSee page 9.

Th;s Lord of which St. Joseph was the
~eeper was called upon to shoulder an even
eavier blll'den than St. Joseph . It started
~arly in His life. He was born in a stable.
1gh( days later we
find Him in the temple
~here He received the name of Jesus. A
'ltle later again He was taken by Joseph
il.lJd Mary in a life or death flight into Egypt.

•

•

•

C: ~o one suffered more than our Lord Jesus
hrist. Yet God loved no one more than He

loved His Son. God chastises those whom
He loves. But after He chasties them He
gives them the crown of life.
People who suffer are not so unfortunate
as we might at first think them to be. Some
people are called upon to endure more than
others. But blessed is the man who endures
temptation for when he has been tried he
will receive the crown of life which God bas
promised to those who love Him.
*
•
•
*
Christ promises both good and bad. He
has sometl1ing good to say to every man who
keeps His law . But He promises most to the
man who has the most to overcome.
Sometimes when Olll' Lord spoke He wanted people to understand all that He said and
to take His words at their face value. At
other times He wanted them to grasp
full implications later. But His words are
always forthright and plain. He communicates the Divine will to us in a way that our
weak human intellects can understand. He
inspires us to seek the higher and more difficult things. He tells us how to go about making certain we will receive olll' eternal mheritance. He raises redeemed man up so
high that he has a share in the eternal inheritance. His work is so thorough that he
raises us up from the servitude of salan to
the sonship of God. God saw it best lo make
man wail thousands of years for the work
of the Redemption to be complete. But,
"When the fulness of time was come, God
sent His Son . . . that we might receive the
adoption of sons . .. and if a son an heir also."

How happy is the man
who reverences the Lord
He will never be shaken.
His heart is firm,
trusting in the Lord .
His righteousness will endure forever.
Psalm l l l

Benedictine Tools

The Cross, the Book,
and the Plow
In consecrating the new church at Monte
Cassino Abbey on October 24, 1964, Pope
Paul declared Saint Benedict the "principal
heavenly patron of all Europe." Monte Cassino Abbey was founded by Saint Bened.ict
early in the sixth century, and became the
mother-abbey for the entire Benedictine Order. Even during St. Benedict's life, the Order
began to branch out; and within Lwo generations after the Saint's death it became the
divinely-chosen instrument for the spread of
the Faith across Europe.
The simple motto "Peace" became the
watchword of Benedictine progress across
the face of the continent of Europe, as pagan
bordes paused in their battles long enough
Lo hear the word of God, and many of the
warriors wen L no further, laying down their
arms and picking up the tools of the monastery to achieve their peace in prayer and
work, or as an ancient Italian proverb has
it, "the cross, the book, and the plow."
It was these thoughts of peace and these
tools of peace that Pope Paul recalled in his
address at Monte Cassino. The Pope spoke
briefly of the historical impact of the Benedictine order on the Church: "Peace to you
brethren who have come with us today to
this holy mountain. Scores of memories fill
your souls as you witness age-old traditions
and gaze upon the proud emblems of culture
and art, upon the images of pastors, monks,
monarchs, and saints. Like a rushing torrent
calmed on entering a majestic river, an enchanting and mysterious voice speaks to you
of the passing of history, the birth and recording of civilization, the struggle and power of Christianity. You feel here the breath
of the Catholic Church. Perhaps your memory also recalls the words addressed by Bossuet to the great Benedictine Mabillon : "I
find in the history of your holy Order what
is most beautiful in the history of the
Church.'"
The Holy Father recalled the clash between monastic peace and the force of war,
a clash that had a unique focus in the de-

struction of Monte Cassino Abbey. Hesitating
to pass judgment on this destruction , other
than to lament the evils of war that bring
such ruin, he turned again to thought ol
peace, showing how the monasteries in the
middle ages had become refugees of "secur·
ity, peace, study, work, friendship, and con·
fidence." He continued, "Today it is not t11e
lack of social life but its very exuberance
that impels men toward the same refuge.
Excitement, noise, restlessness, externalisrP·
and multiplicity threaten man's inwardnes5·
He lacks silence, with its genuine interior
word; he lacks order; he Jacks prayer; he
lacks peace; he lacks himself. To regain dominion and spiritual possession of himself
he needs to join again the Benedictine Order
"And when he has recovered himself i~
monastic discipline, he is recovered for t11e
Church. The monk has a chosen place, a~
immediate apostolic function, in the Mystical
Body of Christ.''
Toward the end of his discourse the Holl'
Father turned his attention to the tools of
the order: The cross, the book, and the plo,~:
"Saint Benedict can rightly be called the
messenger of peace, the promoter of uniti·,
the herald of the Christian religion, and u,e
founder of monastic life in the West. As the
Roman empire was sinking into decay, atj
time when some regions of Europe seern
to be falling into darkness and others were
still deprived of the values of civilization aJ1d
the spirit, it was he who by dint of ardour
and constant effort caused the dawn of 1
new era to shine on the lands of that con·
tinent. It was principally he and his soJ15
who, through the cross, the book, and the
plow, brought Christian culture to the peer
ples scattered from the Mediterranean to
Scandanavia, from Ireland to Poland.
"Through the cross, that is the law of
Christ, he brought stability and deve1°fi
ment to public and private institutions . .
is also recorded that he furthered this aif11
by teaching that the opus Dei, or fixed ]itur;
gical prayer, holds the highest place amo!l.'-

hu.inan activities. It was thus that he cetli.en ted the spiritual unity of Europe in such
a way that peoples of different languages,
race and cultures felt themselves to be one
p '
eople of God ....
"By the book, or learning, the venerable
Patriarch from whom so many monasteries
have taken their name and their vigor saved
the classical work of the ancients, transmitted them to posterity, and restored culture
at a time when the humanistic patrimony
and the arts of civilization were about to
be lost.
"With the plow, finally, or through the
Civilization of agriculture, he transformed
forests and wastelands into fruitful fields or
Pleasant gardens. By uniting prayer and
Work according to his famous motto "ora et

labora" he elevated and ennobled human
labor. 0

This is the Pope's picture of the man Benedict and his work. And the Benedictine Order today, even in these hours of critical
evaluation of all the aspects of the Church,
continues to grow and to spread its bran_ches.
By taking firm root wherever it is established
a monastery continue the apostolate of the
plow; its schools and seminaries and libraries
continue the apostolate of the book; and m
its work with the people of God through
retreats, parishes, and special apostolates,
the Benedictine monastery extends the apostolate of the cross. It is no wonder ~hen that
the Holy Father gave honor to Samt Benedict and his Order not as to some monument
of the past, but as to establishing influence
in the present and a hope for the future.
5

Discussion is always possible
knowled ge and the depth of as p~rcepti on."
This is the all-impo rtant epignosis. knowledge with joy, faith and love.

The Church Speaks of Love

Baptismal dignity

By Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B.
One subtle danger during these conciliar
times is to applaud the Church's recent utterances without really making their acquaintan ce. In the rush of decrees we may
miss the whole point of renewal by only "rejoicing in the victory of truth" and denying
the effort that will make that truth our own.
Such an introduc tion could be read as an
apology for an article like the following,
which purposes simply to trace a promine nt
theme of two recent documen ts: Pope Paul
VI's Ecclesiam Suam of August 6, 1964, and
the Second Vatican Council' s Decree on
Ecumen ism, promulg ated Novemb er 21, 1964.
We can glean from these pronoun cements of
the teaching Church an official attitude that
has special bearing for our living Christia nity today; the approach of the Catholic
Church to the world and her peoples outside
the Catholic fold. and especiall y the relationship of Catholic s to non-Cath olic Christian s.
The voice of Christ speaks in these pronouncem ents, telling men what the doctrine
of Christia n love of neighbo r means in the
twentiet h century.

Ecclesiam Suam
Pope Paul's first encyclic al gives evidence
of more than one school of thought and more
than one type of phraseol ogy, but its forward
thrust is clear and dominan t. At first highly
criticize d and accused of triumph alism
(chiefly because of the strong affirmat ion
of papal primacy ), it has been since its appearance recognized as a positive direction
in ecumeni cal matters by the importa nt
speech of Father Gregory Baum at the 1964
Liturgic al Week.
The Pope's reason for writing is not to
propose doctrine , but "merely to commun icate a fraterna l and informal message . . .
to impart closer cohesion and deeper joy to
that unity in faith and charity which, thank
God, binds us [bishops ] together ." The
Church is above all "the loving mother of
all men and the dispense r of salvation ," and
in this letter the Pope proposes to bimseU

the task of "showin g more clearly to all meP
the Church's importan ce for the salvatioP
of mankind , and her heartfelt desire that
Church and mankind should meet each other
and should come to know and love eacJ1
other." The purpose of Ecclesiam Suam, theP·
is to strength en the bonds of love among
all men and especiall y among Christian s.
More than the words themselv es, the most
convinci ng sign of the Pope's spirit of broth·
erly love is the general theme of respect and
opennes s to all men. He knows that the reconciling of the world's peoples is an enor·
mous task and asks his fellow bishops for
"advice and support in so delicate and diff1·
cult an underta king"-a very appealin g note
of humility .

Rightful place

The Church needs to take her rightful
place in the world to which she belongs:
"The world cannot be saved from the out·
side." In this interest, "We shall also be solicitous to help by proclaim ing higher human
principle s. that should serve to temper t~
passions and selfishne ss from which arm _
conflict spring, and promote the harmoni o11'
relations and fruitful collabor ation of al 1
peoples, and we shall be ready to intervene·
where an opportun ity presents itseU, in order
to assist the contendi ng parties to find honor·
able and fraternal solution s for their dis•
putes." This "loving service" is a duty "all
the more urgent in our awarene ss of our
Christia n mission in the world today."
Three qualities Pope Paul stresses at dif·
ferent points are vigilance , poverty. and
charity -three virtues of special importance
for making the Church relevant today. fo;.
today, "The Church is more than ever alive,
She needs to "find again greater light,
energy and fuller joy in the fulfillme nt 0
her own mission." The progress of the Churcll
in her self-awa reness will hopefull y be aC:
cording to the desire of St. Paul: "And tb1'.
is my prayer for you: may your love gro"
richer and richer yet, in the fullness of 11 5

ne't

More than once the Pope underlin es the
dignity of the baptized Christian_. eve~ when
he is separate d from visible _unity w1t_h the
true Church. This dignity, this possess10n of
the Spirit provides a strong basis for the
work toward fuller unity in love. "We have
a responsi bility, also before our brothers who
are still separate d from us, and before the
entire world so that all share with us the
gift of God."
.
He points to charity as "the focal pomt of
the religious economy of the Old Testame nt
and the New," and he consider s, callmg. lo
mind recent popes and saints, and the instinct of the faithful today, "that ch_a~1ty
should assume today its rightful pos1t1on,
that is, the first and the highest in the scale
of religious and moral values. . . LeUhis be
so of the charity toward God, which his
charity pours out upon us, and true also _of
the charity which in return we should display toward our neighbor ."
The spirit of poverty is emphasi zed for the
importan ce it has in this renewal of chanly.
"The inner freedom which is denved from
the spirit of evangeli cal poverty makes us
more sensitive to. and more capable of understanding the human aspects of economic
question s, by applying to wealth and to the
progress it can effect the Just and often _severe standard of judgmen t that they reqmre.
by giving lo indigenc e our most solicitous
and generou s attention , and finally, by expressing the wish that economic:' goods a~~
not the source of conflicts, of seU1shness
of pride among men, but that they be u~?,
in justice and equity for the common goo ·

Dialogue
Pope Paul's longest section is an appeal for
dialogue , dialogue of the Church_ with the
world and its peoples visuahze d m concentric circus; at the outer ri mare all men
general. and narrowin g down from t~tt . l
who believe in God, all who accept
r1s .
and finally all Catholics, because_ there must
b
dialogue within the Catho!tc fold. too.
eIna its
own salvation . the Churc h "f"111 ds an
argumen t for interest and for Jove for an;who is either close or can at least e
:~~roach ed through universa l effort to shar~
its blessings. . . . To this internal drive o
charity which tends Lo become the exter~a~
gift of charity we will give the name of dta

:i
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logue, which has in these days come mto
common usage.'' We should note this remarkable sentence, in which the Christian
mission for this age and this point of history
is identified as dialogue, charity's chief expression for today.
The dialogue of salva Lion was "opened
spontaneously on the initative of God 'who
loved us first'"; ii "began with charity. with
the divine goodness . . was not proportioned
lo the merits of those toward whom it was
directed .. . did not physically force anyone
lo accept it." The Pope asks Christians to
follow through on this "tremendous appeal
of Jove," by participating in generous and
open-hearted dialogue. There must be "a
proposal of courteous esteem, of understanding and goodness . .. which excludes the a
prior, condemnation, the offensive and timeworn polemic and emptiness of useless conversation." " For the lover of truth discussion
is always possible."

The theological principles are spelled out
in a strongly scriptural passage, chiefly oi
Johannine and Pauline texts. "What has revealed the love of God among us is that thC
Father has sent into the world his only-be·
gotten Son, so that being made man, hf
might by his redemption give new life to
the entire human race and unify it." "Chris1
gave his followers a new commandment t11
love one another, and promised the Spixit
their Advocate, who as Lord and life-giver
should remain with them forever." Tbes•
ideas are posed as basic to the work of unit)
in love to which the Church is now full)
committed

Rule in Love
To allay the suspicion that the Cathoh'
hierarchy intends to rule with an iron han 6
and to strive for domination of the Christian
world, the Fathers call attention to the fac
that it is Christ's will thal the Apostles and
their successors "should preach the Gospel
Service
The final part of the encyclical sparkles faithfully, administer the sacraments, anl
with apt remarks and quotable phrases; rule the Church in love." Understood heft
It is a handy guide for ecumenical en- is a point Pope Paul made in EcclesiD' 1
deavor. The mission o fthe Church is made Suam, that "Preaching is the primary apoS'
quite plain: " Its name of catholic is not an tolale," and our own fidelity to the Word will
empty title. Not in vain has it received the make us better echoers of the message.
commission to foster in the world unity, love
The Council Fathers deplore the rifts an'
and peace." ''The spirit of dialogue is friend- quarrels that have been present in tl1•
ship and, even more. is service." The Church Church even from early years, as some Ne1'
speaks lo men of "truth, justice, freedom. Testament letters show. The great division·
progress, concord, peace and civilization." of the eleventh and sixteenth centuries arr
The last word, "civilization," stands out amid the worst of all, but "often enough, men 1
the other customary parallels, but this se- both sides were to blame." "The clii!dren
quence of thought represents a powerful in- who are born into these communities an°
sight into the Church's mission of perfecting who grow up believing in Christ cannot bf
the world not only spiritually, but scientifi- accused of the sin involved in the separ8
cally and technically, for the final consum- tion, and the Catholic Church looks upOn
mation of all in Christ.
them as brothers, with respect and affectio!l·
The Pope urges us, in dialogue with those
One pregnant paragraph of the decre<
outside the Fold, lo "stress what we have spells out in more detail a favorite apborisJ11
in common rather than what divides us." of Pope John XXIII (which be borrow&
This will lead to fulfillment of "our dearest from St. Augustine): "In essentials, unW
wish .. . lo em brace them in a perfect union in doubt, freedom; in all things, love." Esp<
of faith and charity."
cially provocative is the one-sentence stat'
men\ of the Church's attitude in the ensuini
Decree on Ecumenism
years of dialogue: "Let all, according to tl11
With the decrees on the Liturgy and the gifts they have received, enjoy a proper free
Church, the present document is one of the dom, in their various forms of spiritual Ji/•
three major works of the Council to date. and discipline, in their different Jiturgic81
Its leacl1ing has been forcefully presented rites, and even in their theological el.abor0•
as official doctrine by a 2,137 lo 11 vote. The tions of revealed truth."
field of vision is much more concentrated
than in Ecclesiam Suam; it concerns ecumen- Change of Heart
ism as having lo do with work toward unity
There can be no ecumenism worthy of tl11
specifically among Christians.
name, says the Council. without a change 01

°
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heart. "For it is from renewal of the inner
life of our minds, from self-denial and an
unstinled love that desires of unity take
their rise and develop in a mature way." We
need to pray to the Holy Spirit for "the grace
to be genuinely self-denying, humble, gentle
in the service of others, and to have an attitude of brotherly generosity towards them."
The basis for healthy ecumenical work is
given in Trinitarian terms: "The closer their
Union with the Father, the Word. and the
Spirit, the more deeply and easily will they
be able to grow in mutual brotherly love."
In fact, the deepening of these inner ties to
lhe heart of life merits the name "spiritual
ecumenism," characterized especially by
change of heart, holiness of life, and prayer
for unity.
The practical way we can spread desire
for unity is cooperation in social and technical tasks. "Cooperation among Christians
Vividly expresses the relationship which in
fact already unites them, and it sets in clearer relief the features of Christ the Servanl.
. . It should contribute to a just evaluation
of the dignity of the human person. to the
establishment of the blessings of peace, the
application of Gospel principles lo social life,
and the advancement of the arts and sciences
in a truly Christian spirit."
Non-Catholic Communions

Chapter Three of the Decree deals sepal'&tely with the two great non-Catholic Chrisli&n bodies, the Orthodox and Protestan l

Churclies. It is recognized that the divisions
arose in large part "from a lack of charily
and mutual understanding." which needs to
be reestablished in the coming age. There
is arrangement made for intercommunion
(sharing sacramental life) on speci!ied occasions with the Orthodox commum\les. The
Church promises to follow the example_ of
the Council o[ Jerusalem (Acts 15) and "IIl1pose no burden beyond what is essential'' in
reuniting with other communions.
The document on Ecumenism concludes
with a moving passage in which the Council
Fa!hers profess complete docility to the acti on ; of th? Spirit, who alone can perform
the humanly impossible task of reunion._ "~o
obstacle must be placed to the ways of divme
Providence or anv limit set to the future inspirations of the Holy Spirit. . .. The Council rests all its hope on the prayer of Chr1St
for the Church. on our Father's lo\'e for us,
and on the power of the Holy Spirit. ·And
hope does not disappoint. because God's love
has been poured into our hearts through the
Holy Spirit, who has been given to us.''

--1L
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lhe Life of St. Benedict
ONCE WHEN the saintly abbot was taking
his evening meal, a young monk whose father was a high-ranking official happened to
be holding the lamp for him. As he stood at
the abbot's table the spirit of pride began to
Stir in his heart. "Who is this," he thought
to himself, "that I should have to stand here
holding the lamp for him while he is eating?
Who am I to be serving him?"
Turning to him at once, Benedict gave the
~Onk a sharp reprimand. "Brother," he said,
sign your heart with the sign of the Cross.
What are you saying? Sign your heart." Then
Calling the others together, he had one of
them take the lamp instead, and told the
murmurer to sit down by himself and be

quiet. Later, when asked what he had done
wrong, the monk explained how he had gl\·en
in to the spirit of pride and silently. murmured against the man of God: At th.is the
brethren all realized that nothing could be
kept secret from their holy abbot, . since he
could hear even the unspoken sentuncnts of
the heart.
Th.is p:i.ssa.g e is one of a series or selections
from the biography of t. BcnecLict 11ublished
by PoJ>e Gregory I in U1e year 5!H. Our ~over
this month illustrates U1e incident mentioned
in the selection. L Benedict lived from 480
lo 547.
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Letters of Our Founder
Edited by Hugh Assenmacher. O.S.B.
Eighty-seven years ago, on March 15, 1878,
Father Wolfgang Schlumpf, O.S.B., and
Brother Casper and Brother Hilarion, arrived to begin tlie establishment of a new
Benedictine monastery fo1· the purpose of
establishing a stable religious center and religious care for Catholic immigrants coming
into the area. Known as St. Benedict's Priory at first, its formative years were under
the energetic care of its founder, Father
Wolfgang.
During the past year we have been printing excerpts from Father Wolfgang's letters,
and we have seen the monastic foundation
grow from the log cabin the monks first
occupied to the f1·ame buildings which later
housed the slowly growing monastic community.
Last month's letters told of the hopes for
the erection of a complete monastic plant to
be built of native timber at the site of the
original founding ( about a mile from the site
of the present monastic buildings).
This month we present a report from
Prior Wolfgang to the Headquarters of the
Society for the Propagation of the Faith.
which in his time was located in Lyons.

France. While written in 1886, it nevertheless gives quite a concise story of progress
up to that time. It also shows us the Prior
in hard financial straits, appealing to this
organization for help in the apostolate.
TO THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE SO·
CIETY FOR THE PROGAGATION OF THE
FAITH IN LYONS, FRANCE
In the Spring of 1877, the Little Rock-Fort
Smith Railroad Company reserved its lands
in Logan County, Arkansas, for German
Catholics and requested the superiors of the
Abbey of Saint Meinrad, Spencer County.
Indiana, to take over the pastoration of the
new settlers. The then abbot, Marlin Marty,
O.S.B., now Bishop of the Dakotas, sent the
undersigned and two Brothers in March,
1878 to occupy the 640 acres which the rail·
road had given to the Benedictine order. The
number of Catholic settlers increased rapidly
so that consruction of a church, which was
dedicated to Saint Benedict, was begun at
once.
In au lumn, 1878, a second church dedicated
to Saint Scholastica was built at Shoal
Creek. and at each place a school and Sisters'

residence was built. A second Father came
from Saint Meinrad and also four Benedictine Sisters from Ferdinand, Duibois County,
Indiana, to take over the schools for the new
settlers. In the spring of 1879. the two schools
were opened and have continued to [unction
l1p to the present time. In the following years
the Catholic settlers spread out and increased
So much that four other parishes with church
and school were founded. These parishes are
located at Paris, Morrison's Bluff. Charleslon, and Caulksville. The Most Rev. Bishop
1"itzgeraJd, of Little Rock wanted Benedictines for the towns of Little Rock and Fort
Srnith where the number of German Catholics is increasing. His wish was complied
With, and in each city a German parish was
founded. At present seyen Benedictine Fathers and [i ve Brothers, as well as several
candidates, and also ten Benedictine Sisters,
are active on this mission.
In order to stabilize this Benedictine mission and to insnrc its continuance in the diocese of Little Rock , the present abbot. Rt.
l'lev. Fintan Mundwyler. O.S.B., of Saint
'lvteinrad. petitioned Rome for the right to
erect a Benedictine Priory in Arkansas. This
Petition was granted at once. Two decrees,
Which have recently arrived, were issued:
the first confers on the Abbot of Saint Meinrad the right to appoint a Prior of Saint
l3enedict's in Arkansas; the second empowers the Priory to open a novitiate for clerics.
Last May Abbot Fintan visited all the
l3enedictine stations in Arkansas. appointed
a Prior and wished that a novitiate be opened
111
the fall for the candidates that have already been announced. The second Roman
decree also demands that the novices have
Separate quarters.
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Our present dwelling is small and inadequate; the adjoining parish churc~ is not
suitable ior conducting a monasllc choir,
which has to be maintained as soon as a novitiate is opened. Our means are not s~icient to erect even the most necessary bu1ldings; and to go in to debt for this purpose is
not a good foundation for a new monastery
So al the suggestion of the Rt. Rev. Abbot.
I take the liberty to make a humble appeal
for assistance lo you.
We are placing our future into the p_rotection of God. and trusting in the blessing
received from the Holy Father we will courageously proceed with our work in the vineyard of the Lord. We will exert all our efforts . however weak, not only for the spreading of the Benedictine Order, but also for
the pastoralion and education of U1e Catholics in the diocese o[ Little Rock. Confidently
repeating my appeal to your charity and
generosity. I am
Respectfully and devotedly yours,
Father Wolfgang Schlumpf. O.S.B.
Prior

In modern terms we would say that this
was a sort of statement of aims and_ policy
Certainly it was the ideal of the prto_r who
wrote the appeal. With aid from tins and
other sources. the first abbey in Arknasas
was eventually erected . . . though it toas
only three years later that the prior was
able to advance to the point of actua!ty drawing up plans with any hope of their maturation. Tliu.s as he stated in his letter: "We are
placing our future into the_ protection of
God and trusting in the bles.mig of the Hol.y
Father. . . . We will courageously procee~
with 01,r work in the vineyard of the Lord.

Report From Nigeria
In the Days of

Brick and Mortar
During December, JanuarY.
and into February the Subi·
aco monks at St. Mukasa Priory, Port Harcourt, Nigeriawere occupied with construe·
tion work, preparing their
school buildings for the nel"
school term, which began in
late January with an increase
of students.
Joining the Mukasa mon~ 5
for the new term was a Peace
Corps math teacher-much l<1
their surprise, for earlier theY
had been disappointed in theif
hopes of getting a Peace CorP5
teacher. The new teacher i5
is Mr. Benjamin Cohen, 8
Philadelphian of Jewish es·
traction and religion, a gradU'
ate of Penn State Universit!"
The school still needs a grad·
uate science teacher in order
to be able to give the CaJ1l'
bridge exams in General sci·
ence, according to Father
Basil, principal of their hig~
school. Hopefully, they write"Do you know of a science

teacher who would like to
5 Pend a few years here?" Mr.
Cohen Lives in the Jay faculty
residence building, shown under construction.
The Fathers, too, are working with Bishop Godfrey OkoYe in trying to make the necessary liturgical adaptations:
not only English but also the
l:Jative languages Ibo, Yoruba,
and Hausa, must be conSidered. More extensive use
Of the vernacular is permitted
there than in the United
States.
Other religious, Jesuits and
l3enedictine Sisters, have been
Considering the area. Two
!\rnerican Jesuits recently
Stopped by the Mukasa Priory.
'l'hey had been looking over
another school in the diocese,
Which Bishop Okoye has ofCerea them. The Benedictine
Sisters considering the Port
ltarcourt diocese are a conternplative community from
Sardinia.
The Mission address is St.
~Ukasa Priory, Eleme, Box
603, Port Harcourt, Nigeria.
l3enefactors wishing to aid
1hern should send U1eir contributions to Rt. Rev. Michael
Lensing, O.S.B., Abbot, New
Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas, specifying the NigerIan mission.

From top to bottom :
Classroom building receiving'
second noor.
cicuce hall
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Fathers Camillus and Basil
i\. construction crew

Dormjtory

Cooks coming to 1>repare workni.ens' meals

Lay faculty residence

liene<1ict and Adol1,hus, regular
e.n111loyees

Abbey to Begin Concelebration
On Feast of St. Benedict
On lhe feast of Saint Benedict, priests of
the Abbey will concelebrate Mass with Father Abbot Michael in accord with permission
received from Cardmal Lercaro, head of the
Commission for the Implementation of the
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy. The permission. obtained for all the monasteries of
the Swiss Congregation, includes the feast
of Saint Benecticl, Holy Thursday. the Easter
Vigil. the feasl of Corpus Christi, and the
days of the annual retreat.
A rite for this concelebration provides that
there be no more than twenty concelebrants,
and that they unite in saying the words of
consecration and the parts of the Canon of
the Mass immediately before and after the
consecration. In othe;· parts of the Mass the
rite permits some variations, as the final form
for concelebralion has not been finally set.
One of the conditions in the use of this permission is that the abbey must report to the
Commission on any difficulties encountered,
and if possible to send photographs of the
Mass. This will help in the drawing up of
the permanent rite
In a concelebrated Mass. each priest becomes a co-offerer of the Sacrifice, so much
so that each indeed offers Mass. The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy (No. 27) expresses its preference for communal celebration: "It is to be stressed that whenever
rites, according to their specific nature, make
provision for communal celebration involving the presence and active participation of
the faithful , this way of celebrating them
is to be preferred, so far as possible, to a
celebration that is individual and quasi-private. This applies with especial force to the
celebration of Mass and the administration
of the sacraments, even though every Mass
has of itself a public and social nature."
The Constitution also provides that concelebration "whereby the unity of the priesthood is appropriately manifested" (No. 57)
may be carried out at the Mass of the Chrism
and likewise the evening Mass of Holy
Thursday; at Masses during Councils, Bishops' conferences, and synods; at the blessing
14

of an abbot. It further provides that w1tJ1
the permission of the Ordinary it may als•
be done at the principal Masses in churche,
where the needs of the faithful do not require that all priests available should eel<"
brate individually; at Masses celebrated a
any kind of priests' meetings. These are al·
ways to be under the regulation of the Bish·
op, and there may never be an infringemenl
of the right of every priest to celebrate Masc
individually.
CONCELEBRATION dates back to the ear·
Jiest history of the Church, and was at OI'e
time a common mode of offering Mass when
several priests were together or with their
bishop. But in the Latin rite the practice
gradually fell into disuse, so much so th~
only at the ordination of priests or the con·
secration of a bishop was it still practiced.
However, the decrees of the Council and the
actions or Pope Paul indicate that it should
be restored. The primary purpose of con·
celebration is to betoken the unity of the
priesthood. for all priests share in the one
priesthood of Christ; but it extends beyond
the priesthood and becomes a sign of unit)'
for the whole Church as Pope Paul's recen 1
concelebration with the new cardinals
clearly emphasized.
The most striking aspect of EucharistiC
piety in the early Church was the emphasis
on the Eucharist as the sacrament of Unity,...
the mystery of unity of the Church in Chri, 1
Early Christian writers, ofucial document;
and institutions, all speak of the connection
between the Eucharistic Body and the Bod)'
which is the Church. The symbolism of man)·
grains of wheat making one bread and man)'
grapes one cup of wine is very ancient. St
John Chrysostom writes: What is the mean·
ing of a "communion"? We are that bodl
itself. For what is the bread• The Bodv ol
Christ. And what do they who partake- b<"
come? The Body of Christ, not many bodie;,
but one body.
Simultaneous participation of priests i!l
one liturgical function or concelebration ,v9'
the principal and most significant manner

Of expressing the notion that the Eucharist
~as the sacrament of the unity of the Church.
Ut there were other practices that had the
Sarne purpose. Up until the ninth century
in Rome, when for pastoral reasons priests
Could not concelebrate with the pope but
Offered Mass in other churches in the city
a Particle of the host (called a fermentum)
consecrated in the pope's Mass was sent lo
~tch_priest as a sign of unity. Another pracc_e 1n the early Church was for bishops and
Priests to send consecrated particles to bish~-}).s and priests of other dioceses at Easter
~rne_ with messages of fraternal love, thus
han1festing the unity of the universal
C Urch.
t Later the essential unity of the Church
;~tided toward juridical expression and lost
as predominant emphasis in the liturgical
;semblies of the faithful, especially at Mass.
II the reforms since Pope Pius X's decree
0
bll frequent Communion have been a step/-step restoration and re-emphasis of the
s~e-ness of all the faithful in the great myb ery and sacrament of Christ and His meml ers. Concelebration is designed to be a sign
~r the whole people of God, an expression
0
~h awareness that they are the Body of
r1st, not many bodies. but one body.
t 1'he concelebrated Mass manifests visibly
both priests and laymen that the Mass is
e sacrifice of the entire Mystical Body of

lh

Chnst. The m •sterv of unity and diver ityone Christ in many members--is brought before the eyes of all in one Mass celebrated
by many priests. The hierarchical nature of
the Church composed of diverse members.
bishops, priests. and laymen, will be made
evident in a Mass where the bishop is lhe
primary celebrant, priests are sacrificial and
sacramental concelebrants, and laymen are
co-offerers.
But it is manifestly impossible for the
bishop always lo preside at the liturgical
worship or all his clergy and the faithful.
so it generally falls to the local parish assembly to be a visible representative of the
universal church. However, even in the average parish, the parishioners must attend different Masses; and only rarely can the majority unite in one Mass or the pastor. So a
religious community can be a pre-eminent
sign of unity. It is established by the Chief
Bishop for the whole Church, its work is not
isolated by parish or diocesan lines. Its religious share in a community of good, the
common life, the choral divine office ) which
is a true liturgical concelebration), giving
voice to the worship of praise in the name
of the universal Church.
Therefore it is fitting that the Church in
its reapproach to concelebration should call
upon its religious orders such as the Benedictines to re-introduce its rile and meaning.

,o

•'lf~ti~:

11
~ Oll.Tlf AMERI CAN BENE DC'l'INE LEADERS - Abbots and Priors of i11de1>cnd ent Bc
...~rasteri e in th e United States and Canada met at Mount ~Uchael Abbey, Eblk~orn, :i.r~~';;;ted at
lh Y J a nuary for Uie blessing or its first a bbot, Rophacl Wa lsh. Twenty Ab o s con
• l\tass of th e a bbalial blessing.
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But under Restrictions
Brother Isidore's Notes

Hungarian Abbey Still Alive
Archabbot Norbert Leganyi of the famed
Benedictine abbey at Pannonhatma, Hungary, wrote the foUowing letter to Benedictine Abbots elsewhere to report on the conditions of monastic Life in Hungary.
Archabbey of St. Martin
Pannoniae
Pannonhalma (Gyoer) , Hungary
Rome,
December 31, 1964
To the Rt. Rev . _\b bols and Priors. O.S.B.
IL has bee n 17 years since the Archabbot
of St. Martin's of Pannonhalma (and Praeses
of the Hungarian Congregation) could attend the Congress of Abbots held in Rome.
Now. however·, since the opportunity has
been given me to attend the third Session
of II Vatican Council, and I have thereby
been able to meet some of the other Praeses
of our Order and have e,q,erienced so much
interest in and good will toward the Hungarian Congregation and myself, I take it
to be my duty to give some summary of the
life and status of our Congregation. And I
do this not so much to give you news of our
affairs, as to implore your prayers to the
Lord thal divine assistance continue to help
us undergo the evils that are still in store
for us.
Regarding the slate of our Congregation:
our five Abbeys and eighl Residences (Residenliae) witb schools attached have not suffered any damage. (The schools are 'Gymnasia,' for the study of the humanities.) ·But
immediately after the War (1945) our possessions or properly (fundi), that supported
the life of the Congregation, were entirely
expropriated by the so-called agrarian reform. Later, in 1948, our schools were secularized, and in 1950 our Abbeys and Residences were suppressed by the Communist
government-with tJ1e exceptions of the
Archabbey and the Residence in Gyoer and
the colleges connected to them. Finally in
1951, by the order of the Government, the
'munus regimin.is' (governing) of the diocese16

nullius of St. Martin's of Pannonhalma wa'
taken over by the Bishop of J aurinensi
(Gyoer); Fathers of our Congregation wll 0
were assigned lo the 'care of souls' could remain in the parishes. Of the 240 monk-priest,,
only 60 were permitted by the Governmeo 1
to slay in Pannonhalma and in Gyoer to Ji,.,
the common li.fe--the rest are either abroa0
(the majority being in the Conventual pri·
ories in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and in Porto!!
Valley, California) dedicating themselves I'
the spiritual life and education of youth. or
in Hungary as diocesan pnests caring fof
souls , as teachers in secular schools. even a,
si;nple laborers, making their living. 'fhe
older monks llve eitJ1er with relatives or iJi
the government hospital in PannonhalJt1 8
The number of novices and clerics has bee 1'
restricted by the Government to 14; tb1
number, however, is always filled, since b)
the help of God there has till now been 11 ''
lack of vocations from the two colleges tel'
to the care of our Congregation.
Regarding the regimen of our Congreg91'
lion: Archabbot Chrysostom Kelemen wen
to the United States in 1947, and died tbel"
in 1950. In the meantime Abbot Paul sarkoezy. as ruling abbot, and after 1951 9'
Archabbot (designated by the Holy See) h9~
governed the Congregation, until his deatl'
in 1957. In that year the 72 members of ot•\
Congrega lion recognized by the Goverwne 11
elected the present Archabbot, and, haviJI~
been accepted by the Government, he ,v3•
approved by the Apostolic See in 1958.
At present the Hungarian Congregati 011
numbers 237 members (219 priests) , of whiC~
102 are in Pannonhalma and in Gyoer (W
eluding the old and the sick), 4.i are ' .'.'.
exteris' [presumably this means in the l~
priories], and the rest are in the diaspof9
So, while we are living we are supported bl_
the 'fitting pension' given us by the Gover1'.
ment, by the help of the Hungarian BishO.P\
and by the Mass stipends generously se0
by some monasteries of our Order.
This being the situation, I can only b•:
and beseech you, Rev. Abbots and Prior-'·
(Continued on following page)

Our Arkansas weather during the past
month has given us a wide variety in types
llot equalled in recent vears. The first part
of February came as a time of beautiful sunh.y days, with all traces of clouds swept out
of . the blue sky. This condition changed
9U1ck!y as the month neared the mid-point.
,'\. day and night of rain soon left the once
dry fields as shallow lakes of water. Then
~early a week after this dreary incident a
1gbt snowfall covered the landscape lo stir
0 ur hopes of at least one good snow yet this
Wmter. This snow was followed by light

IiUNGARlAN ABBEY STILL ALIVE
(Continued from preceding page)
lhat you do not cease to regard us kindly
a11d with good will-and, as far as possible,
lo help us in a material way. We are especially wanting in books. If you have anything
that treats of the formation of souls-spiri(Ual, monastic, Hturgical, intellectual, theo00gical, and philosoph1cal-books and peri1_dlcals. even chronicles about the monastic
~fe or Ordos of Divine Office and religious
F'~talogues-I ask you to send them to us.
~llally. I tell you our greatest need is for
ass intentions and stipends; we offer the
~acrifice of the Mass 30,000 times a year, and
he stipends for these intentions would go
a long way to support us. The ProcuratorCeneral of our Congregation (and the vicar
~f the Archabbot in exteris) Father Gerardus
thekes (Collegio di Sant' Anselmo, Rome) and
Ii' e Administrator of our property in exteris
ather William Folgar (Pazmaneum, Vienna
9• Boltzmangasse 14, Austria) are most grate1U.l for what they receive-whatever your
lsoodness and generosity is prepared to give.
t Commending ourselves and all our affairs
fo Your prayers, and wishing you all the best
tom the Lord, I am
Yours sincerely,
Norbertus Leganyi
Archabbot and Ordinarius
St. Martin's of St. Monte Pannoniae

rain and another light snow tbe first days
of March. The snow was not around long,
as most of it either melted or was swept
away by the strong March wind. All this
diversity in weather made all us wonder.
"What next?" as we grabbed our hats and
clutched our swirling clothes.
As Cane Creek leaped its banks from ail
the surging water of the big rain, sows and
young pigs were in danger of being caught
in the swift current. For hours after the
rain Brother Leonard was unable to check
the stock, since the water had risen above
the bridge on Cane Creek. This danger and
inconvenience was offset, however. by the
rain completely filling the lakes south of
the abbey. So great was the amount of water
that for some days thereafter the spillway
on the lakes was carrying away excess water.
This cold. wet weather cut activity in the
fields to near zero mark. However, indoors
on the farm the time was spent in repairing
trucks and tractors for more use in all areas
of the farm. A newly purchased tractor was
made ready for intensive farm work which
will start soon. With the trucks a great deal
of time was spent repairing old parts and
checking other parts for heavy hauling soon
to come.
Before the heavy rain earlier in the month,
(ifty pecan trees were planted in the pastures. Although they are quite small, the
planting of these trees entailed a good deal
of work. First the large holes had to be dug
in the heavy sod, and then the careful planting of the bare roots followed. The job or
closing the holes with soil settled properly
was helped considerably by the soaking r~n
which fell soon after they were planted. Slluated on both sides of a small stream, the
trees will always be assured a store of adequate moisture. When grown they will provide a supply of pecans, shade for cattle. and
screening for w1sightly farm buildings.

ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES

Publication of death anniversai•y dates is an
encouragement to friends of the deceased and \O
our readc.rs to remember to departed m tbc1r
prayers.
March 8, 1925
Brother Matt.hew Ouffner
March 13, 1925
Rev . Columban Sch.mucky
Rt. Rev. lgna Uus Conrad,
March 13, 1926
Abbot I
March 22, 1925
Rev. Anselm Kaelin
March 26, 1941
Brother Thaddeus Eberle
Marrh 30, 1939
Rev. Leo Gerschwyter
March 31, 1919
Rev. Mar tin Fleig
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A Bird's-eye View
of the Abbey

The monastic chapter has approved a major development program for the Academy
by authorizing a gymnasium, an athletic
field, and a residence hall. All of these are
current needs in the educational program at
Subiaco. Plans for the gymnasium drawn by
honorary alumnus Leo Heigel of Little Rock
are now nearly completed, and it is hoped
that construction can begin in May. Plans
for the residence building are also now under
consideration. The residence building would
provide rooms for about 80 high school seniors and juniors, and would be patterned after college residence halls.
The erection of these buildings will call
for relocation of some of the playground
areas and athletic fields in accord with an
overall master plan drawn up for the Abbey
and academy several years ago. The new
buildings will be a continuation of the development program which in recent years
has included a renovation of the Academy
basement in the main building, the erection
of the Coury House for retreatants and
guests, the installation of a new water-filtering system, and a renovation of the kitchen.
Not all the activity at Subiaco, however,
is going into the physical plant. Two seniors,
for example, have been chosen merit scholarship finalists. They are Charles Quinn of
Hurst, Texas, and Michael Musholt of St.
Louis, Missouri.
As everywhere, the study of the liturgy is
involving everyone, The chaplain's corps in
the Academy-notab ly Father Anselm and
Father Hugh-are bringing the students to
a high degree of participation and interest
in the Mass. And in the monastery Father
Kevin as head of the liturgical committee and
Father Paul as master of ceremonies, have
been leading the monks in understanding
and carrying out of the liturgical adaptations
of the day, translating manifold pages of
directions in to harmonious and reverential
execution.
In reporting the deaths of several alumni
last month we somehow failed to include an

honorary alumnus, Donald McMahon of Fort
Smith, who had been a long-time friend and
benefactor and a member of the Alumni Association's Building Committee. Lawrence
Selig, a faithful alumnus of Stuttgart, Arkansas, also passed away recently. We recommend them to your prayers.
Father Louis came down from his chaplaincy at Jonesboro to preach the retreat for
the Brothers, 7-9. Father Louis is chaplaiJl
for the Sisters at Holy Angels Convent and
St. Bernard Hospital. While here for the retreat he has turned over the spiritual we!·
fare of the Sisters and patients to Father
Joseph , who had just returned to the monas·
tery after a month of supply work at Eureka
Springs.
Father Matthew, pastor at Sacred Heart
Church, Charleston, has just come to the
Abbey after several weeks at Crawford
County Memorial Hospital in Van BurenAfter recupexating for a while at the Abbey,
he will return to Charleston. In the mean·
time Father Bonaventure is caring for (he
parish.
Bishop Fletcher will come to the AbbeY
on May 22 to ordain four of the Abbey's
deacons to the priesthood: Frater Donald
Price of Fort Smith; Frater Timothy Don·
nelly of Tulsa, Oklahoma; Frater Jerorne
Knoedel of Clarksville; and Frater Joachinl
Lally of McGehee. The deacons have been
getting experience in their office and in preparation for the priesthood by continuing to
help on Sundays at St. Scholaslica Churc11
in Shoal Creek, where Father Aloys has no'~
returned to the pastorate after a long illnessThe deacons have also had occasion to helP
in other parishes on special occasions.
But not only the deacons go out for that.
On February 14 Father Hugh took his men';
chorus to St. Anthony's Church at Ratcliff
to join Father Placidus and his parishioner;
in a special Mass on that day. The Chorus
will return to the parish for further engagements at both First Communion and Con·
firmation time.
Brother Stephen is being bottled up witlt
bad luck. Shortly after returning to the Ab·
bey from surgery, he fell and broke hls knee
cap, and he faced the situation of having to
maneuver on crutches while still weak froa11
his operation. Keeping him in bed is easiet'
to say than do. But he is making progress.
Saint Benedict said that Lent is the tinle
for thinking about Easler, and doing it wit11
a smile.

Lendin g
Library
Notes
Readers a.re invited to u.se the free lending
~brary service of the Abbey. The books referred
0 below a.re
part of a shelf of several hundred
hooks available. Additions are constantly being
"1ade to the library. Write for any of these books
0
t ask for a complete list. Address the Lending
library. New ubiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

Father Greeley is taken up with developing this Vision rather than suppressing it. A
most important aspect of its development 1s
that it must be deeply Christian. and that
therefore a certain amount of "theologizing"
is necessary. The old categories of religious
knowledge must give way lo a living faith
which will guide us in the achievement of
our Vision and put into our Jives the meaning given them by God.
Valuable insights with regard to marriage,
maturing, Jove, career choosing, apostolic
work and other subjects are to be found in
this book. I would highly recommend it for
parents and their adolescents.
-Richard Walz. O.S.B.

THE PARABLES OF THE LORD. by Rich•
ard Gutzwiller, S.J., Herder and Herder. 1962.
l 42 pages, $3. 75.
With the stirring of the Spirit today, there
have arisen long-needed attempts to make
the Gospel message relevant to our limes.
The parables as the form of teaching Christ
most frequently used. have for most of us
I\.ND YOUNG MEN SHALL SEE VISIONS, lain dormant in the field of the Word of God.
Andrew M. Greelev, Sheed and Ward, Although intensely popular portions of the
964, l 77 pages, $3.95 •
Bible, the parables usually remained m~re
h Every young man has "Visions" of what moral allegories without true ob1ect_1ve interpretation. It is for us. then, that this book
e Will do for the world, of what mark he
\\rill leave on it. But with maturity, these was written.
After a preliminary discussion _of the _sense
" 1sions quickly fade. One becomes satisfied
"" 1th things as they are. The "harsh realities and meaning of parables, Gutzwiller div1~es
the parables into three groups : the ?"'ine
O( life," as it were, bring one to his senses.
in the kingdom of God; the human m the
f Why is this true? Why must our visions kingdom of God; and the fulfillment
of the
acte? This book of letters to a young man kingdom of God. With tl1is orderly
presenta(a counterpart to the author's best-selling tion, one is able to easily discern the
obJecLetters to Nancy for young women) contains tive meaning of the parables for us
here and
lttany of the answers to this question.
now, When first spoken by Christ, the par~F'ather Greeley thinks that most visions bles had a relation to the times and condi1ie because of the "nay-sayers" that always tions whlch called them forth. It is our job
't'lirn up when something exciting is afoot. m our situation to capture these objectives
are the ones who steal the Vision. taught and apply them to our own It,·es.
s· hey dislike you because you stand as a The author beautifuJly shows us how t_o ~p~gn of contradiction to the compromises for ply these truths to our practical Chnst1an
hich they have settled." They either tried life. He draws us to see their relevance to
10
secure their own vision and were not our present situation just as wh~n they were
st
rong enough or simply didn't try. Marriage, first spoken. His simple, flowmg style. of
especially early marriage, is described by the writing adds to the reader's ease in searching
thor as usually a death blow to the Vision. for the richness of the parables.
This small book is not Bibical exegesis; it
b suspect that what happens is that they
i 0 th act as young lovers are expected to act is a book of Christian spirituality which
our society, playing the roles that they speaks to the heart. As such, it will help us
re expected to play. being concerned with twentieth-centur y Christians to apply all the
1
~-e trivia they are expected to be concerned parables to our life. It will prove immensely
1th and ignoring the Vision. they are ex- helpful to priests and deacons in preparing
homilies. It will also help the catechist in
)}ected to ignore."
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preparing religion lessons. Above all, it can
aid all of us in seeking to penetrate more
deeply the Word of God.
-David Bellinghausen, O.S.B.
OTHER RECENT ADDITIONS
TO THE LENDING LIBRARY

COUNCIL DOCUMENTS, promulgated November 21, 1964:
CONSTITUTION ON THE CHURCH
DECREE ON ECUMENISM

MORTE D'URBAN. by J. F. Powers, Doubleday, 1962, 270 pages.
Novel of the typically American figure,
the wheeler-dealer, who happens here to be
a priest. Won the 1963 National Book Award.
THE STATES RIGHTS DEBATE, Antifederalism and the Constitution, by Alpheus
Thomas Mason.
A documented study of the debates, letters, and legal acts involved in the passage
of the Bill of Rights by the Founding Fathers
of our country.

DECREE ON THE CATHOLIC
CHURCHES OF THE EASTERN RITE
INSTRUCTION ON THE LITURGY, Sacred
Congregation of Rites. September 26, 1964.
STATEMENT OF U.S. BISHOPS' LITURGY
COMMITTEE, October, 1964.
TIMES OF GRACE, by Roger Poelman, Herder and Herder, 1964, 189 pages, $3.95.
Meditative development of the theme of
forty in the Bible. Especially good for the
season.
THE NOONDAY DEVIL, by Bernard Basset,
S.J., Academy Gu:ild, 1963, 178 pages.
Subtitled "Spiritual Support in Middle
Age." Continues in the fashion of tbe author's We Neu.,·otics. Donated by Miss Patricia
Poole.
ADVISE AND CONSENT, by Allen Drury,
Pocket Books, 1962, 760 pages.
Pulitzer prize-winning novel of Washington politics.
HOLINESS IS WHOLENESS, by Josef Goldbrunner, Notre Dame, 1964, 101 pages.
Essays on the role of insights of depth
psychology in promoting spiritual health.
THEY WALKED WITH GOD, edited by
Michael Williams, Premier Books, 1957, 192
pages.
Selections from the writings of important
Christian figures-Tertullian, Dante, Pascal,
Newman, Therese of Lisieux, and ten others.
Our day-by-day response to God's personal
concern with our every action. Donated by
Patricia Poole.
OTHELLO, by William Shakespeare, paperback.

melttea
Dear Young Americans,

SEND US YOUR CANCELED STAMPS
FOR THE MISSIONS
Help us raise funds to aid the needy mission~
by sending us your canceled stamps. Simply tear
or cul them off your letters and packages and
mail them to us. Be sure to leave a small margiJl
arounJ t!'tem s:, as Lo protect the perforations. AIi
foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mail cofl ..
tributions to: Young America, New Subiaco Ab ..
bey. Subiaco, Arkansas 72865.
STAMP CONTRIBUTORS FOR FEBRUARY

ARKANSAS
Mrs. Merle Glosenger, Mrs. L. M. Moore,
e. E. Murphy, Mrs. J. Waller
ILLINOIS
Mrs. A. Uradnik
MINNESOTA
Mrs. H. E. Webber
MISSOURI
Anonymous. Mr. James Graham
NEW JERSEY
Dominic Savio Club, Mr. John Sowienski (9)
NEW YORK
L. Dickson
NORTH DAKOTA
Mary Nowatzki
OHIO
Doris Hannon

we-

oi.w;~w';;;~"d Gas Journal, Mrs. James L. Sont•I
SOUTH DAKOTA
Mr. George Uniried
TENNESSEE
Mr. Robert C. Drips, M.D.
TE~iete Cirone. Mrs. Fred Guminski. Mr. Fred
Janacek, Mary Catherine Keegan. Mr. Albert fl
Martin, Jr.
UTAH
Miss Viola Bezner
Wii'oT.e~sS?udelis. Amelia Krase. F. T. McGuir•·
Mrs. P. Petraviak
CANADA
Canadian Religious Conference
ITALY
Convento Frati Minori Oappuccini
NIGERIA
Benedictines of Nigeria

Most of the times in history the older
People have had the most experience with
lOhat had to be done, and young people would
be obliged to watch the best of them closely,
t"Ying to be as good as they were in some
trade, art or profession.
But there are other times when history
9ets ready to change, like the seasons of the
Year. When that happens, the greatest re8Ponsibi!ity is on the young people, who are
~a,·ly always the only ones who can learn
e required new ways weU enough to feel
4t ease with them, and teach them skillfully
in the future.
In the time of Moses, God saw that al! the
new liturgy of His people was carried out
~n Ways that His youngest I srae!ites would
e obliged to notice, help with, remember
ec,sily, and find joy and courage in re-telling
%erything to their own children and grandChildren in the future. Children were God's
'11.ost important people then.
Isn't it wonderful to be young American
1low? When we were born, everything was
~ew to us anyway, so we do not mind when
b1'.r geography stretches out to the moon and
t eyond, when our teachers find better ways
0
make us understand matli, and our pastors
Point out our life with God and His people
" Well as definitions and motions we have to
'11.emorize.
. Since it is almost certain that we are living
tn one of those specia! times in history when
'11.ctny changes are coming, Young Americans
8
hou.ld be specially concerned with our roles
~ Young Christians, and make sure of what
1 °d wants us to learn and do, fo,· we will
~ctue bigger jobs than our parents ever
reamed of having.
Love to every one of you,
Tammy

New Brethren
Esther stared solemnly at the ground
around her feet. "It looks clean enough, even
for Mother,'' she said to herself, "but our
Most High God warned us that not a trace
of the old leaven must remain in our dwellings anywhere. This is where we were scrapping the bread troughs-maybe I better
sweep one more time lo be sure of getting
up all the very littlest scaps," she continued,
brushing the reed broom carefully over every
inch of the door yard, burning the sweepings
in the fire, and then burning the broom.
"Esther," called her mother from the house.
"Have you finished?"
.
"Yes Mother" answered Esther, covenng
the re~ains of the fire with dirt, and smiling
with the good feeling that comes from doing
a job especially well.
"Then fetch the baskets," commanded her
mother. "We must hurry to the fields and
pick greens."
Esther met her mother at the door with
two baskets.
"The best place is two fields away," said
Esther's mother, taking one of the baskets
and pointing in the distance.
"Tbere's Sara and ber mother," exclaimed
Esth~r. "If we hurry we can catch up with
them."

As Esther and her mother drew nearer,
Sara and her mother were busy talking to
each other and straining to look at lwo women in the distant field.
"Aren't they Egyptians, Mother?" Sara
was asking.
"
"I cannot tell for sure until we get closer,
answered her mother as they started to walk
faster.
Zl

"Wait for us," Esther called out, as she
and her mother hurried their steps too.
"Shalom! Shalom!" cried Sara and her
mother as they turned around and recognized
their neighbors. "We were so busy looking
at the people over yonder that we did not
hear you coming," explained Sara's mother.
Sara says they look like Egyptians. You don't
suppose any Egyptians would be out here.
do you?"
"Why don't we walk close enough lo see
for sure." advised Esther's mother. "We've
all been stuck in Egypt so long that some
of us sometimes look and act a lot like
Egyptians than the children of Israel."
"But this is our last day here," reminded
Esther happily. "Just think! Tomorrow we
will be on our way lo the Promised Land.
Come on, Sara, let us run ahead until we get
a good look at those people."
The girls ran for awhile, stopped suddenly,
and then headed back towards their mothers.
"Mother," panted Sara, out of breath,
"They really are Egyptians-"
"And not just Egyptified Israelites," added
Esther solemnly.
"Wonder what they are doing out here?"
asked Sara's mother. "Do you suppose they
could be spies, or something? Maybe we
better start picking our greens right here,
and not go to the other iield at all."
"These green are nice here, aren't they,"
commented Esther's mother, and they all
began to pluck tender leaves from the cl umps
of wild lettuce. ''Did you see what the Egyptian women were doing?" asked Esther's
mother,
"Yes," answered Esther, her fingers busy
with the young shoots in the center of a
large green clun1p. "They were plucking
greens just like we are doing.'·
"Of all the nerve!" exclaimed Sara's mother. ·'This is our feast. This is for !he descendants of Abraham and Isaac, the children

of Israel. This is only for us. Why are theY
trying to hon1 in on what is ours?"
"Maybe they just want some fresh greens.''
said Esther. "Maybe they like greens."
"Benjie told me that he saw one of those
Egyptian women scraping out her bread
trough this morning, too, while he was ou 1
gathering sticks to roast the lamb," announc·
ed Sare, wide-eyed.
"You don't say," declared Sara's mother
in dismay. "Who does she think she is, an)'·
way? It'll take a lot more than a bare bread
trough to change her into a daughter of Abra·
ham, and that's for certain."
"I agree with you," answered Esther';
mother emphatically. "Also, it will take i
lot more than a name to make real daughtel~
of Abraham out of any of us.''
,.
"Why, whatever are you talking about?
asked Sara's mother in alarm. "We are all
born into the family of Abraham, and that',
that. There is absolutely nothing we ha,·•
to worry about."
"My dear neighbor," said Esther's mother
solemnly, "if we do not obey our Most mg~
God exactly, we will be cut off from thC
house of Israel, no matter how close our
kinship to Abraham.''
"Cut-Cut off? Cut off from the House
of Israel'? Why-Why that is impossible." ei·
clain1ed Sara's mother. "How could God d•'
a thi11g like that to us? My dear neighborlet me remind you that we are His oW 1'
chosen people."
"Maybe there are so many of us now th 3t
God is going to choose again, and keep th0 5'
who are like Abraham, as well as kin t•'
him," commented Esther's mother.
"Nobody knows what Abraham looked li~C·
He died long before our people were skille?
in carving likenesses,'' retorted Sara'
mother.
"I don't think even God cares what Abr 3'
ham looked like. It's-maybe it was the w8)
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home; Raise in pay; Perseverance for those. 1~
the silent Church; and temperance in drinkU1f

THE LIVING
Thanksgiving-Ble ssed Mother; Better living
conditions; More housing projects for the poor;
Peace in Vietnam; Better health; Holy and happy
death; Save farm home from city taxes; Rent office space; Success in exams; Safe delivery; To
do God's will at all times; Success of child1·en in
school work; Spiritual guidance; Sale or property; Good eyesight; Better job: Job near Mother's
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THE DECEASED
Frances Ochs; Sister M. Nepomucene, o.s-t,
Sophia Buksas: Henry Schmitz; Frances I\,• 1'
John Paul Coakley; John Klyne; Mrs. John L 10y
berg, Sr.; Joseph Vorst; Julia Mischik; Henry Vl~~
wers; Oleva Hughes; Edwin A. Reuter; ~l1 :
Fitzpatrick; Charles lsenman; Mss. Jennie D1Jl ~.
Deceased Riley family; Deceased Chudy and 13
jorek families: and Sister M. Assumpta.

lie ser ved God, and did everything exactly
11 ke God wanted him to,'' continued
Esther's
111other. "Our God is the true God-not something that somebody made up to please some
1llg and amuse
his people. He is just. Re~ernber how he has been judging the Egyptans? As we go out of Egypt, who will keep
irn from judging us? Are we as good as we
ought to be?"
"Ohhh!" wailed Sara's mother. "You are
scaring me half to death! God just couldn't
111 ean aJI this new fangled worship
for the
~dinary people-why we are not used to it.
/ter all, we are a lot better than the Egyp1<\ns, and that ought to be enough."
"Shalom! Shalom!" called elderly Hannah
~;:,king her way towards the arguing women.
tbv nat is this I hear about being better than
e Egyptians? Have you seen the new h-ind
01
Egyptians that have been coming to our
People, working as laborers, helping us to
1
:: Packed, and sometimes even selling themt'ri 1\res as bought servants to our people to
I\, ake sure they can serve our God? The
at~ole Egyptian families that have packed
their belongings in wagons, moved into
0
Ur midst, and vowed lo serve our God down

to the last scraping of a bread trough, even
circumcising all their males?''
"Shalom,'' answered Esther's mother.
"Al1eeee!" shrieked Sara's mother, "Run
Sara, run! the bread basket. Take it out t_o
the trash pile in the door yard and bum 11
quickly. You can run faster than I can. Here,
let me have your greens so you can go faster.
Don't open the bread basket. Some ofH might
spill out. and we might never get 1t all up
before hundown. Hurry!"
"What on earth is the matter?" asked Esther's mother, as Sara ran home.
'Aheee! Aheee!" screamed Sara's mother.
"What have I done? I saved back some of
the bread-so nice and flu(fy it was-just
two little loaves, the best I ever made, really.
I didn't see how just two little loaves could
matter, especially since they were _such perfect loaves. I-I just hated to think about
unleavened bread, hard and tough. [or seven
solid days. I-I didn't see any h~rm in having some real bread to look at, iust once m
a while. Oh I wasn't going to let anybody
eat any of it. I don't like these new ways.
Aheee 1"
(To be continued)
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You will do so from the vantage point of
the beautiful Cow·y House. But more important, we want to share with you the view of
the new springtime in the Church through a
retreat at the Abbey. The retreat schedule
covers possibilities for all groups-an d if nothing seems to fit, a retreat can be arranged
just for you. or for your group. Write for information.

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

Abbot Michael's Letter
Dear Friends and Benefactors,
In the pie-shaped maps of the world by medieval
map-makers, J erusalem was often placed in the center
of the map. Some map-makers went a step further
and placed the mount of the Resurrection in the center
of J erusalem, so that all the earth would converge
on Jerusalem and on the Resurrection of Jesus.
If better understanding of the shape of the earth
has caused a change in maps, it is poorer understanding
which has removed the Resurrection from the center
of human life and activity. A primary object of the
Church at present is to restore the Easter mystery
to the central position in the life of the Church.

Sacred history hinges on the Resurrection, when
man's share in the divine life became a reality, when
the work of redemption was brought to its completion.
The life of every individual also has Easter as the
pivotal point, for death changes but does not take away
life. The message of Easter is the hope that is given
us in baptism, and the message of Easter is the uppermost thought of the prayers that accompany us to our
graves.
Jesus Christ died not in order to remain dead but
in order to lead us to the fullness of life. He gave us
His own Body and Blood at the last supper, not that
we should become partakers of a slain body, but that
we should become partakers of his risen glory. He rose
from the tomb in glory, not to become different from
man, but in order to show us how we are to become
like Him. Having come first to share our life, he now
calls us to share His life.
During Lent we have gone to Jerusalem with Jesus
through a more careful observance of our Christian
life, with the loving, suffering Christ as our model.
If we have understood the full message of Christ, we
know that it did not stop at the sealing of the tomb, but
rather received its fullest import from the empty tomb.
I pray that we may all share in His risen glory.
Gratefully in Christ,

;\ Meditation
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b l'here is no point in allowing ourselves to
. e destroyed when we can live on with ever
•ncreasing life. We should not regard our
d_aily prayers and occasional spiritual exercises as being of little value just because
~hey do not bind under pain of sin. They
eep us close to God. They serve as a preftration before we offer Mass and receive
O!y Commuruon as well as a thanksgiving
after.

Photogralie~~r~ictor Gillespie, 0. .II•

Letters from our Founder

+ ~ ~ . o . ) .Q.

Satisfying the Soul

Young America

THE COVER

One of the clerestory windows jll
the Abbey Church, depicting ~~
event in the life or St. BenediC1'
See page 23.

❖

❖

Our preparation before Communion and
0 ur thanksgiving after
may well make the
difference between a mediocre and a comlletent Catholic. We receive the fullest benefits from Mass and Holy Communion when
:e are devout before, during, and after the
f acr1f1ce and the Sacrament. We participate
lll!y in the Sacrifice of the Mass when we
~Ceive Christ in Holy Communion. The
1 ass is the sacrifice of the New Testament.
l t is the only sacrifice of our day and time.
~ the Old Testament they offered many
l)i nds_of sacrifices. In the Mass we offer God
e single perfect and adequate sacrifice.
❖

❖

❖

Lord Jesus Christ to build our future and
not on any other. No one else is fully reliable. Nearly anyone can do good work sometimes or once in a while. But only Jesus always does all things well.
❖

❖

❖

Before Jesus ascended into heaven He
told us how to go about the work we must
do before we can join Him there. As time
goes by we are able to see and explain those
words more clearly and fully . They satisfy
our souls and set our minds at rest.
❖

❖

❖

Only Christ and His Church has everything to offer. Other religions and philosophies have something to offer. But God has
marked out for us the one path we need to
know and explore well. It is of no particular value to e>.-plore every path we come
upon. We have to pick our way through
many paths. It is usually no easy matter for
one who gets sidetracked to find his way
back to the right path.
❖

❖

❖

Simplicity and sincerity will steer us
around false prophets who try lo put us on
the wrong road. Many times their arguments
at first sight seem to be right but they turn
out to be full of deceit. If we listen to the
words of God we will keep a good conscience.
Those words will lead us to a happy liie
and a glorious eternity. The disciples of the
false teachers often express their doctrines
in an attractive style. A certain number of
people will be confused by fair words. They
confound fair words with philosopltical and
reLigious truths.

l'he Mass and the Sacraments are the
fteatest means we have of obtaining help
❖
❖
❖
~oin on high. But that does not mean we
\v ay slight prayer or overlook the other
These false ,eachers tie up the hearts and
c ays of worshipping God. The help we get minds of men while .eachings of Christ set
J0ines to us through the merits of Our Lord us free. It is the teachings of Christ and not
a esus Christ. We may never look down upon of His enemies that will get us into heaven.
lJ.ny means by which that help may come to
So many wicked things are being said and
1s. Fighting by ourselves we would easily done that those tltings will be principally
;se the struggle to save our souls. Man is what will enter our senses and minds if we
li eak and ignorant in the fallen state and he are not selective about what comes into our
s as a disease-prone body and mind. A per- eves and ears. It is foolish to read or watch
lJ.0nal acknowledgment of this will deliver e~erything that comes before our eyes or to
s from many evils. An over-estimation of listen to everything that comes to our ears.
0
The printed page, the screen, the loud1urselves can only lead us into temptation. speaker
and the mouths of men convey many
.:: a single instant we can lose everything
e have. We must place our reliance on Our false ideas. "Beware of false prophets."

'I'eilhard de Chardin

Vision for Our Century
&y James E. Adams
and Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B.

BRETHREN :
All of us who were baptized into Christ Jesus
were baptized into his death . By baptism into his
death we were buried together with him , in order
that just as Christ was raised from the dead
by the glory of the Father, so we too might live
a new life. For if we have been un ited with him
by likeness to his death , so shall we be united to him
by likeness to his resurrection .
We know that our old self was crucified with him
so that the sinful body might be destroyed
and we might no longer be slaves of sin ,
For a man who is dead has been freed from sin .
If we have died with Christ we believe that
we shall live together with him . We know that
Christ, raised from the dead , will never die again ;
death has no more power over him.
His death was a death to sin , once for all ; but
his life is a life for God.
So must you regard yourself as dead to sin
but living for God in Christ Jesus our Lord.
-Saint Paul

li:very epoch has its prophet w ith his own
Unique vision of the world . Paul was the
t>_rophet of the first century. Devoted, passionate, daring in his theology and his
achievements, he burst many wineskins of
the too-Jewish-tending Christians. Anyone
"-'ho has absorbed his Letter to the ColosSians wonders what grace it must have taken even to keep his heart in his chest.
Origen, for all his extremism and the later
Arian abuse of his thought, was the prophet
of the early third century. Called the "man
Of steel," this Father is one of the Church's
greatest theologians. His acute mind plunged
lo find the depths of revelation, and ext>anded to view the whole wide plan of God's
sacred dealings with men.
'I'homas Aquinas had his vision for the
~Orious middle ages of Western civilization.
1th his drive for the inner
consistency of
1
he truth, Aquinas drew together the then
;eerningly countless elements of God's world.
he synthesis of his doctrine established
Categories of thinking which have lasted to
0
ur own day.
I\. 'I'he twentieth century also has its prophet.
voice. first heard with impact from the
"-'astelands of the East, has gradually oiled
the slow-moving conscience of contemporary
ll"ian. Father Pierre 'l'eilhard de Chardin
(1885-1955) was a Christian man, so possessed by both Christ and his own humanity
that his life was constantly striving to do
Justice to both. The key theme of all his
~Ork, in theory and in deed , was unity. How
0
all these apparent divisions fit into the
Plan of God, revealed as a plan of unity?
~hat is the nature of this duality which
hrist seems to have implanted in the uni-

'I'his article is published with the knowl•<ige that some of the views of Fr. Teilhard
de C hardin are still in need of critical evaluQtion, and with the conviction that the ext>~ession of his thought here is solidly in
Qccord with Church teaching.
-Editor

verse? Can I be a Christian and a complete
man at the same time and while doing the
same things?
Father Teilhard's answer is a vigorous
"yes." Indeed, he strives to show us th_at the
two must meet if there is to be fulfilment
of the Kingdom. His very life is testimony
enough. With every breath he felt the spur
and intoxication of furthering the Kingdom
of God in every domain of mankind." In the
world of paleontology and anthropol~gy, he
worked with the brilliance of an Einstein
and became an international authority. In
the realm of mystical understanding . . he
achieved marvels, not in spite of his. scientific bent, but because of it. His glory 1s that
he gave to his age the vision needed to cross
the frontiers set up by technology.

In Christ
His fundamental insight was an awareness,
both spiritual and scientific, of the implications of the biblical doctrine of Incarn~tion and progressive unification of_"the uni,;
verse, all in heaven and on earth, in Chn st
(Ephesians 1:10) . From the nat~ral scientists of pre-Christian Greece up tiU th,~ fall
of the so-called "Newtonian physics. th;
world was viewed as a gigantic whole wit
its various parts more or less permanent!):
arranged-something like a huge t1~ker-toy
set in which the parts could be shifted or

interchanged by violence, force Crom the of or about him are on the spring lists of
outside; but nothing new could develop. All Catholic pubjjshers in this country; and that
natures were permanently set, and any ad- the 1964 Thomas More Award for the pub·
vance was accidental. The exaggeration of lisher ma.king the outstanding contribution
this was a form of deism: creation over and to American Catholic thought went to Har·
done with, and the door closed on a sealed per and Row for publication of his Tile Fti·
system.
ture of Man. The most significant tribute of
But as man began to push back the veils all is the prominence of Teilhardian view·
of the physical mysteries, this static and point in some of the discussions and utter·
mechanical view of the world proved incon- ances of the Second Vatican Council.
sistent. The world itself seemed more and
more to be merely a part in an unthinkably Christ and Humanity
Father Teilhard, as a scientist and as a
large "multiverse" (composed of many "universes" like ours). Man himself is part of Christian, loved mankind and took a deli·
a process of development, with a definite berate interest in it. He was able to touclt
link with the past and a direction for the the imagination of men apathetic to super·
future. Here enters a most fundamental natural ideas, to impress and demand reviewpoint for Father Teilhard's system of spect. A world thinking more and more in
thought: evolution. All reality for him is evolutionary terms awakened to new possi·
in process, in progress, in the throes of de- bilities when he began to speak of Christ a5
the beginning and end of evolution. "Wha1
velopment.
As a scientist, he could not escape from you worship but do not know-this I no"
the phenomenon of evolution. It was on all proclai1n."
In a panoramic insight, Father Teilhard
sides. He lived with it in the lecture room·
he lived with it on scientific expeditions. H~ saw all history as a steady God-guided
growth
into unity in Christ. Life graduaIIY
encountered it in atomic physics and subatomic physics in which matter appears more emerged over long centuries until it reached
a natural apex in the creation of man. TheJI
to he in process, to he process.
Evolution in some form is the starling a new stage began, the stage of building
point of virtually all scientific speculation up humanity, leashing the forces of nature,
today, and despite the bitter polemic of the and perfecting creation for the final unifi•
last century, part of the fabric of much cur- cation. Each molecule, each organism is
rent Catholic thinking. Catholics are free to guided by a transforming power acting both
assume this scientific position as long as from within and beyond the universe: thif
they hold that souls are immediately cre- hidden attracting pole is Christ. Long ago,
ated by God (Humani Generis). We may be St. Paul realized that it is not so much Chri$1
permitted to digress further at this point to who is in the world as it is the world which
enlarge on the point of Catholic acceptance is in Christ. And be saw that "creation ;;
of Father Teilhard's doctrine as a whole. wailing with eager longing for the sons of
before passing on to more of his key ideas. God to be revealed; ... nature will be set
Almost to the end of his life, Father Teil- free from the tyranny of corruption, to shaJ;.
hard was suspected in many circles of vari- in the glorious freedom of the sons of God
ous heretical tenets, especially naturalism (Romans 8:19,21).
and pantheism. As time goes on, this chilly
At a definite point of history, the "fu].lnes>
attitude is being proved to have based itself of time," ultimate meaning was given to tlte
on a misunderstanding of his terms and point entire process of evolution. The intelligible
of view.
center of history is the Incarnation: God
Revolutionary Christian thinkers (e.g., becoming man. Not only did the Word take
Paul, Aquinas, Newman) have always a.rous- human flesh, he joined himself irrevocabl:
ed skepticism , because they appeal to a new to the universe as the mediator of creatiOl1•
age in a new language. In that it purifies the beginning and end of all things. Ever)''
and matures the original insight, this hesi- things changes the moment an evolving cretancy is good and necessary. Father Teil- ation finds its perfecting Center. It is proper
hard's ideas are still the subject of scholarly to speak of the God-man as the physicBI
controversy, but much that was originally Christ, the mystical Christ, the cosmic Christ•
deemed unacceptable is being vindicated St. Ambrose exclaimed: "The world is retheologically and scientifically. It is worth born in him; the heaven is reborn in hirll;
remarking that in addition to constant per- the earth is reborn in him." The working oU 1
iodical attention, at least five major works of God's plan from this point is the stead'

Convergence of everything into Christ, the
Omega Point (from the last letter of the
Greek alphabet). The recently promulgated
~onstitution on the Church says strikingly;
All men are called to this union with Christ,
Who is the light of the world, from whom we
go forth, our whole life strains" (No. 3) .
Father Teilhard gradually began to see
~hat new realities enter the universe, or to
e more precise, spring out of the bosom of
the universe. This precision of wording is sig~1ficant; development comes from within.
he world and man are not maturing from
0 utside force
or energy, but from the inside.
God always deals with the world (and even
'11oreso now that Christ has come) from the
111 ~ide. Pope Paul recently
admonished Cath01tcs to realize that "The world cannot be
saved from the outside." The process of
World salvation and unification demands
Work in the world; God's realm is within ,
lhe "divine milieu " is within.

Christ Within
When we understand that God has espoused the world in the event of the Incarnation
We must not view it only as his breaking
1
n to the universe from the ou !side. It is esSen tial that we see the Incarnation from the
center, from the inside. In this sense, we
'11ay say that Christ comes out of matter. "He
hXists before everything, and all things are
Celd together in him" (Colossians 1:17).
hr1st is both historical person and cosmic
grocess. If we do not accept him as both our
hristianity is short-sighted. Matter is worked on by a synthesizing Force, the same
Christ who mysteriously unites himself to
rembers in a Church, who binds his folh~Wers ever more intimately into union with
ttnself and one another in the Eucharist.
1
t ts here, in fact, where men are "gathered
0 gether"
in his Na.me, that the unifying
energy is most at work.
h With his eyes on the future. Father Teil·
ard envisions a gigantic task for man: the
~ 0 nstruction of humanity, humanity that till
0
y;, w presents a divided and hostile picture.
h. ather Teilhard is optimistic about man. He
h. as the same belief in man that Pope John
Wad when he stunned a foot-dragging world
'l'hth Pacem in Terris on Holy Thursday, 1963.
b e duty of man is to aid the process where. 'Y natural unity becomes a basis for unity
1
1\ Christ. "It is a truly Christian duty lo
&row , even in the eyes of men, and to make
0
1\e's talents bear fruit, even though they

be natural. It is part of the essentially Catholic vision to look upon the world as maturing-not only in each individual or in each
nation , but in the whole human race." Again
we hear the echo in the Constitution on the
Church: "The Catholic Church strives constantly and with due effect to bring all humanity and all its possessions back to its
source in Christ. with him as its head and
united in his Spirit" (No. 10) .
An important conclusion follows. ''Nothing
here below is profane to him who knows
how to see; on the contrary, all is sacred."
Father Teilhard presents a thoroughly
Christified theology of work. Human endeavor in the world is not sanctified because of
"good intention." It is not a necessary evil
that has to be purged of its stain to find
acceptance before God . The world we work
in is God's dwelling; our time m the office
or in the classroom. in the field or in the
factory, is penetrated with divine tension.
Everything of this creation forms a single
whole in Christ, who, as Cardinal Subard
said, "did not come to excommunicate the
world but to baptize it with his blood."
With all this talk of Christ in matter and
building Christ from our work, is there not
a danger of abasing God, of reducing the
divine to the level of stale humanity? Does
not the idea that the Christian is engulfed
in divine atmosphere lead to a crude form
of pantheism? No. The divine Thou remains
in clear focus, as he does in all the darmg
Scripture texts that speak of our sharing
a divine nature. Father Teilhard is insistent
on maintaining human individuality and divine transcendence in the drive for unity. In
fact. if a man truly works with matter. he
will find God. "The more man becomes man,
the more will he become prey to a need , ..
the need to adore."

Growing into Christ
But in this work there must be progress.
There is severe asceticism in Father Te1lhard's spirituamy; it requires a constant
forgetting of the past. and a constant setting
out toward the future. The seeker must go
beyond himself. desire the welfare of others.
renounce himself. "Detachment does not consist only in continually replacing one object
with another of the same order. . , . Each
reality attained and left behind gives us
access to the disco,·ery and pursuit of an
ideal of higher spiritual content." We must
(Continued on page 18)

Report from Nigeria
On this page you will find an advertisemen l asking for a science teacher for Ascension High School, the high school operated
at Eleme, Port Harcourt, Nigeria. by monk
missionaries of our abbey. In a way, the notice points up the present plight of the Fathers and Brothers in this African countrythe need of developing the school and the
missions.
For the school to qualHy for the all-important Cambridge exams a degreed science
teacher is needed, and local efforts to find
a qualified teacher have proved futile. Despite this shortcoming the school won a high
rating when examined by government educational officials last November. But a science
teacher is still needed to fill in one of the
gaps.
The buildings shown last month have been
nearly completed, but building needs continue. The school now has 210 students and
will have 270 next year. By January 1966
two more faculty buildings, a dormitory for
60 boys. a combined chapel and assembly
hall will be needed. And there is the need
of eventually starling to build the monastery proper.
The same building needs are present on
the missions. Construction had to come to
a hall on the erection of a church at Eleme.
That is, erection hadn't started yet, but concrete blocks were being made, and funds
ran out before this could be completed and
construction begin.
But the catechizing and care of souls continues as the four Fathers branch out on
Sundays to their missions. Brother Paul has
a class of 14 catechumens that he is preparing for baptism.
Liturgically at present they are allowed
to use the vernacular only for the epistle
and gospel of the Mass. This is so because the
Bishop does not yet have adequate translations into the African languages, and he
does not want to introduce English until all
languages are ready for use. When fully introduced their use of the vernacular will
be more full than that presently allowed in
the United States. "In Ibo-land, Ibo should
come before English." Father Raphael DeSalvo writes. The Nigerian Bishops have approved the use of four languages: English.
Ibo. Hausa. and Yoruba. and probably will

permit Efik and several others as transla·
lions become available. On their missions the
Fathers often have two interpreters trans·
lating their sermons into two of these African
languages. As they struggle to master the
essentials for basic communicatio n in these
tongues they may find the vernacular presenting more personal problems than ii
solves, but they are anxious to get on with itFor the Divine Office they still use LatinAlthough they could probably use English
for some parts of the O fiice, a full transla·
lion of the monastic Brievary is not yet avail·
able; and there is some question about the
extent of vernacular permissible in their cir·
cumstances. Through the Abbot Primate in
Rome they are hoping to get a favorable
judgment from the post-conciliar commis•
sion on the Sacred Liturgy. Their petition
has met with a promising early response.
The Subiaco monks in Nigeria are Father
Raphael DeSalvo, prior; Fathers Camillu 5
Cooney, Lawrence Miller, and Basil Wieder·
kehr; and Brothers Louis Fuhrmann and
Paul Halliburton. Their religious house is St
Mukasa Priory, named in honor of an Al·
rican martyr. The Mukasa monks look lO"
ward the day when they will be ready to receive native vocations and move to independence.
Persons wishing to help them in their mis•
sion, school, and monastic foundation are iJJ'
vited to send their contributions to Rt. Re"·
Michael Lensing, O.S.B., Abbot of New Sub!'
aco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas 72865. ThC
missionaries' address is: St. Mukasa Prior)'Eleme. Box 603, Port Harcourt, Nigeria.

WANTED: Teacher with science
degree for A cension High School,
operated by Benedictine Fathers
from Subiaco at Port Harcourt,
Nigeria, in West Africa. Give two
to three years of your life to Christ
in a missionary land. Eiq)enses
paid and small salary. If interested, write:
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, 0.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas 72 65

Where
Do They
Belong?

The Selma-Montg omery voting rights
clemonstration is a landmark in the Negro's
ttruggle for freedom and wiJJ probably not
t e easily forgotten. Will we remember.
hough, the reactions to this critical event6ur own feelings, the response of our neigh0rs, the emotions and remarks of fellow
\hristians, the nation? What we did during
ese two or three bitter weeks may make
or interesting musings a few years from
~_w, when we analyze our reflex response to
is situation. Because there was something
new at Selma and Montgomery, something
\\>e hadn't experienced before.
. 'I'hat new thing was the vital participa110n of priests and
nuns and other selfadmitted Catholics in the marches and sing:tig and sign-carrying while the whole na. 10 n watched. Eric Sevareid estimated that
:1 was the first time in one hundred years
t~at the Church has exercised leadership in
e civil rights struggle. The activity of the
~lergy and religious especially, so often
abbed irrelevant to modern life, made itSelf felt this time as never before.
13ut what were we th.inkmg when the
l\ews reports came in? Though there is no
C\Uestion about the Christian's moral stance
0
~ civil rights, it is not a simple issue, and a
"" 1de range of views about social action is
):lossible. But many Catholics made it simple
ltJ their minds. The nuns above all came in

j

for a large helping of unsifted criticisms.
"They ought to get back to their prayers ...
back to the classroom where they belong;
This marching is improper, degrading
... I don't care how right they are. they are
breaking the law."
Assuming the srncerity of these remarks
(and that they are not just a cover-up for
non-involvem ent), we must be a little depre•sed that they can be ,·oiced at this !ale
date in the civil rights struggle-and in the
life of American Catholicism. They show a
fuddled sense of what religion is for. what
sisters and priests are for, what law is for
In an interesting public service. a St. Louis
radio station featured two nuns who had returned from Selma on a special questionanswer program. The more than twenty
thousand questioners represented a wide
range of attitudes. But the negatives most
often concentrated on the audacity of violating state and city injunctions and the impropriety of the nuns' involvement.
It is not strange that the question about
Jaw should be front-and-cen ter. We tend to
think of ourselves, as Robert Hoyt noted. as
a nation of laws. not of men. Respect for law
is righUy a measure of citizenship. But not
when it is out of all balance.
Law can be misused. and when man's law
flaunts the higher law of God, the latter, at
whatever expense. must be followed. And as
the sisters said. ·'If both the state and the
federal government refuse to act against
an overt moral wrong, it is up to the people
to call attention to that wrong." Respect for
the Jaw may demand the breaking of unjust
laws.
·
To sav that nw1s don't belong in the thick
of the £ight for Christian principle,; prompt
one to wonder just where they do belong.
Thev decided to back up their words of belief in Christ bv action. Ralph McGill in the
Atlantic Constitution quoted a Selma resident: "We are ashamed. Some of our people
wept when the Roman Catholic nuns came.
serene. determined. secure in their faith.
Never have I seen such witnessing for Christian principles."
"To be a Christian is the great thing." said
St. Jerome, "not merely to seem one." For
a long time now, we have all been. better
Christians in the armchair than m the
streets. The fact that some of our . co·
religionists ha,,e decided to risk propriety
and even life (Mrs. Liuzza) should make us
think, and not jusl once or briefly. about
what our Christianity means.
0

Len ding
Library
Note s
Readers are invited to use th e free lending
library serv ice of th e Abbey. The books re ferred
to below are part of a she U of several hlllldred
books avai lable. AddHi ons are constantl y being
made to th e library. Write for any of th ese books
or ask fo r a complete list. Address th e Le nding
Library, New ubiaco A bbey, ubfaco, Ark.

SEEDS OF DESTRUC TION, by Thomas
Merton; Farrar Straus and Giroux; 1964.
328 pages, $4.95.
"The great difference between Pope John
and Machiavel li is not that the Pope believed
in God and Machiavel li did not . . . but
rather that Pope John believed in man and
Machiavel li did not."
And. according to Thomas Merton, that
is precisely where the majority of "civilized"
nations have gone wrong today. In "Part
Two: The Diaspora," easily the most memorable discuss ion in this book, the priest from
Gethsema ni proposes the theory that any
and all war, "just" or otherwise, is basically
opposed to our Christian concept or brotherhood.
Mai ntaining that "the Christian is and
must be by his very adoption as a son of
God. in Christ, a peacemake r," he carefully
distinguish es between the terms "pacifist"
and "peacemak er." The role we are lo play
is more than protesting the bomb-it is helping create a new order of society in which
there will be no need for bombs.
Because we have Jost faith in the human ity
of our enemies, we have grow n into a "hit
or be hit existence "-not su rprising, according to Merton, since " the crude simplicity
of this view tends to recommen d it to the
average man who does not have time to do
a great deal of th inking . .. "
Whal is more, he maintains, in justifying
our ow n tendencies towa rd brutali ty. we

have cited the brutality of our enemies-y es,
the traditional ly effective: two wrongs jusl
naturally make a right. In Merton 's eyes,
this altitude is as ridiculousl y unreasonab le
as Hitler's alleged lament that the people
of Warsaw were so wicked they necessitated
their own destruction .
Without resorting to platitudes the con·
tcmplative resorts to prayer, basing its ef·
fectivenes s as a weapon on the fact that it
opposes, not the men of warri ng camps, but
the forces which divide them.
This analysis of our role in the long puJI
for peace is one of his several excursions
into what is generally considered the political sphere, in Seeds of Destruction. Wh)'
should civil strife concern a Trappist monk
deep in the Kentucky wilderness ? Rebirth
in Christ, explains Merton, demands more
than ideal essences. "The freedom of the
Christian contempla tive is not freedom fTo1"
time, but freedom in lime. It is the freedo!ll
to go out and meet God in the inscrutable
mystery or His will here and now, in this
precise moment in which He asks man's co·
operatio?, in shaping the course or his·
tory ...
Whether Merton's relative isolation froJ11
the world lends a better perspectiv e to hiS
writings than submergen ce in the world doe5
lo the work of secular writers, or whether
his observatio ns merely open up realms of
thought we have overlooked , reading Seed!
of Destructio n is like peeling off layer after
layer of mental self-decep tions we have corne
to accept as truth. It is waking to see th8t
unconsciousness is as destructiv e as evil, (he
most well-mean ing Christians are, throug~
failure to meet and accept the crises o
change, sadly and unwittingl y "rend ing the
unity of the Body of Christ."
Miss Jane Carfagno
St. Scholastic a Academy
Fort Smith, Arka nsas

THE FAMILY AND THE BIBLE, by Mar)
Reed Newland, Random House, 1963, 272
pages with appendix or reference aids, $5.95,
Th is book could be of great help to anyone
who reads the Bi ble, in the family or alone,
Its slant is, of course, toward family readin!!•
and I think Mrs. Newland has done a rea!lY
good job. It is obvious that she is a parell)
(even aside from the humorous rema rks 0
one or the other of ber offspring) and no 1
just writing from a vacuum. She calmly ac·
cepts the fact that some nights, this or th 81
one cannot be present for the reading ses·

Sion, or that some nights, for one of any
number of reasons, it is impossible to read
at all.
There is a Jot to what she says about reading the actual words of Scripture, for though
one has to ·'tell" the story to young children.
the actual wording itseli is quite beautiful
in places. It is something children- even
little ones-shou ld be exposed to in some
degree. and it is surprising just how much
\hey can understan d as written. But Mrs.
New]and's explanatio ns are wonderful ly valliable to people like us, who falter time and
again when trying to answer the question.
''What does all that mean?"
The author's list of acknowled gements is
itnpressive. The know ledge that these imPortant biblical scholars "stood at her elbow"
Pu ts us at ease in using her in terpreta !ions.
1'his book should certainly be recommen ded
for parents who want their children to hear
and understan d the word of God.
Mrs. A. J. Rockenhau s
Paris, Arkansas

strov their value as spiritual reading or sermm; malerial. In fact it will probably alwavs be important for the preacher aware
of his times to face up to current issues even
when the Mass texts do not offer a converuent approach. and Father McBride has show:1
us how to relate eternal truths lo the days
needs.
The layman need not fear that the bo_ok
is a book of sermons. Rather it is ~ _series
of reflections on which sermons, homilies, or
meditation s can be based. The refledions
will come all the more easily and simply
ii the book is leisurely read
-David Flusche, O.S.B
THE DIVI 'E MILIEU. by Pierre Teil11ard
de Chardin. S.J., Harper and Row. 1960, 144
pages with index. 3.00.
Traces the spiritual progress of men . as
they grow toward the final unity in Christ.
THE DO-IT-YO URSELF PARENT. by Richard and Margery Frisbie. Sheed and Ward,
1963, 209 pages with reading suggeshon s.
The parents of seven show how lo develop
children mentally and physically in th e
home.

l-iOMILIE S FOR THE NEW LITURGY, by
l\!fred McBride, 0. Praem., Bruce Publishing Company, 177 pages, $3.95.
WE DARE TO SAY OUR FATHER, by
In sixty-three homilies for the Sundays Louis Evely, Herder and Herder,
1965, 129
Of the year, holy days, major feasts, Labor
pages, $3.50.
. .
·t
Day and Thanksgiv ing, Father Alfred McSuccinct. direct, and co1sent spU'ltua 1 wri •
'Eltide has skillfully used a variety of ap- ing.
tlroaches to the scriptural messages of the THE PAPAL ENCYCLI
CALS IN THEIR
M.ass. At times, as on Easter, he devotes his HISTORIC AL CONTEXT
, by Anne Fre!u]l
attention
to
the
scriptural texts. On mantle, Mentor-Omega, 1963. 448 pages with
0
ther occasions a word or phrase from the index. bibliograp hy, and
list of encychcaJs
gospel seems to be a takeoff point for an ap- since 1740.
tllication not closely related to the Mass.
The teachings of the popes from Peter to
/\gain . on a few occasions he does not avert John XIII.
to the Mass al aJl but uses the Sunday to A POPE LAUGHS, by
Kurt Klinger, Holt.
speak of something else, as on the Sunday
l58
ges
before the Feast of the Sacred Hearl.
Rinehart. and WinSlon; 1964 ·
pa · h
The fact that these homilies are at times
A Co lleclion of the stories of Pope Jo n
~ot closely related to th~e'__':'M~a".'.s".'s_:d~o~e:'.s'_'..'.n:'..ol:_:d:::e_-_X=X::l::II::·_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
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The Layman
It's His Church Too
fly Donatd Price, O.S.B.

Concelebration Marks
Saint Benedict's Day
Concelebration, which will soon be "a
norm of the Church's liturgical life," had its
introduction at New Subiaco Abbey on the
feast of St. Benedict with Abbot Michael
Lensing and twelve priests of the Abbey
uniting in offering the festive Mass. When
permission was obtained for this Mass, concelebration was still being permitted onJy
on an experimental basis, but recent directives indicate that it will soon become a very
regular method of offering Mass in religious
houses or wherever a number of priests are
assembled.
In a concelebrated Mass each priest concelebrant truly exercises his priestly ministry and offers Mass. There is no diminishment of his priestly office, nor is this a lesser
form of offering the Mass. Rather it is a
fuller expression of the unity of the priesthood as the priests share with one another
the right and responsibility of re-presenting
the one sacrifice of Christ.
Because of the solemnity of the occasion,
the pontifical rite of the Mass was followed,
with concelebrants seated in the sanctuary
during the liturgy of the word. At the oCferlory all came to surround the altar. During
12

the Canon the Abbot and [our of the con·
celebran ls individually spoke separate pray·
ers of the Canon, and all the concelebrants
united tbefr ,·oices for the prayers of consecration and the conclusion of the CanoJl·
In addition to Abbot Michael the concelebrants were Father Prior Robert Lazzari,
assistant priest; Fathers Clement Schmidt
and Leo Koesler, deacons of honor; and
Fathers Herbert Vogelpohl, Christopher
Paladino, Harold Heiman, Fintan OldhaJ11,
Peter Sharum, Benno Schluterman, Eugene
Luke. and Anselm Sheehan.

Every age has its particular demand on
Christians according to their life situation
and talents. But this must also be made
Clear: the duties of Christians are always
there; their manifestations will be different
Crom age to age. Today with education and
1:istn·e time becoming more plentiful a Christ!an has a greater duty to know or learn.
live and teach Christ.
. l'oday the resurgence is the fruit of stir:1ngs of the last 100 years and far surpasses
hn intensity any movement in the past. Books
ave been written about the causes of this
11-\ovement (e.g. Voices of France, by Con6elty, and Faith in the Modern World, by
ondeyne). One can safely speak only of
50
rne of the results: 1) a different outlook
10
Wards the world, in which human action
1akens on meaning over and above a "good
1ntention"; a realization of the size of the
"-' 0 rld and the number of non-Christians
l.tJ relation to Christians; 3) an educated
Deople which no longer allows the priest
to have the "chair of all learnjng"; 4) the
61b1ical-theological-liturgical revival which
s seeking to define the place and role of the
ayman in the People of God. These move'nents and developments have both caused
;nct been perfected by the Second Vatican
0 uncil. The Decree On tlte Clturcl1 while
llot being the last word, is a gig an tic step
1
ti formulating the doctrine.
'l'1te Cl,u1·ch as Continuation of Christ
. Just as Christ was a sign-albeit a living
5
tgn (sacrament)-of God's presence on
earth, being sent to redeem us, to reunite
:h.e sheepfold of tbe Father, lo cultivate the
/llage of God, so also the Church which is
1h.e continuation of Christ-a sacrament. and
'Ving sign of "God with us"--continues all
~h.at He did while on earth: teaching the
. 0 od News of salvation, forgiving sins. healll\g, strengthening, sanctifying and ultim_ate.Y renewing the world and uruting all thrngs
!ll Christ. "To Him all things are made subJect until He subjects Himself and all creat-

1

~ A.]J numbers
lt

will refer to the Council's decree
the Church unless otherwise stated.

ed things to the Father that God may be all
in all: (1 Cor. 15:27-28)'' No. 36.•
.. For the nurturing and constant growth
of the People of God, Christ instituted in His
Church a variety of ministries, which work
for the good of the whole body'· (18) . ·'By
divine institution Holy Church is ordered
and governed with a wonderful diversity"
(32). Indeed. the Holy Spirit guides and directs the Church ''alloling his gifts to everyone according as He wills" (.I Cor. 12:11),
distributing special graces among the faithful of everv rank. ·'Bv these gifts He makes
them fit a,;d ready
undertake the various
tasks and offices which contribute to the
renewal and building up of the Church ...
These charisms (graces). whether they be
(he more outstanding or the more simple
and widely diffused, are to be received with
thanksgiving and consolation for they are
perfecUy suited to and useful for the nee~s
of the Church ... but judgment as lo their
genuillity and proper use _belongs to those
who are appointed leaders m the Church,_ to
whose special competence it belongs, not mdeed to extinguish tJ1e Spirit, but to test all
things and hold fast to that which is good"
(1 Thes. 5: !9,-21) (12).
Basically and fundamentally all in the
Church are equal. All are baptlsed an_d confirmed and thereby receive the um,·ers_al
call to spread the faith . (11). ~eyond this,
some are called to special du(Ies and ser,•ices within this group. These are the clergy.
We must consider the role of the clergy rn
the Church and their duty to "teach all nations" and bow it compares wHh and ftmctions through the more general cal_I of ~II
the faithful. But first we must cons1der-m
light of the Council decree-the basic call to
apostolic commitment encumbent on all
Christians.
We said in the beginning that the Church
continues Christ's pi-esence in the world. We
are Christ: his Body. Christ was priest,
prophet and king. Thus we shall consider
briefly how the laity fulfill each o( these
roles.

to
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As Chri.st the Priest

As Christ the Prophet

It is through the sacraments and the exer cise of the virtues Uiat the sacred nature
and . org~nic structu_re of th e priestly commumt y I brought into operation . Jncorporat~d in

th e Ch~rch

Uu-oug·h

baptism,

the

fa1thi ul are deshued by th e baptismaJ characte r for the worship o[ th e Christian religioureborn as sons of God they must confess be~
fore men th e faith

w hich

th ey have r e-

ceived from God through th e Church. They
are more perfectl y bound to th e Church by
lh f:? ~cra ment of Confi_rmation 1 a nd Ute Holy
Spirit endows them with special stren gth so
that th ey are more stri ctl y obliged to spread
and de fend !he faith, boih by word and by
~eed, as tru e witnesses of Christ. Ta kin g part
m the eucharistic sacrifice, which is th e fount
ancl apex of_ ~1 e w~ol ~ Christiru1 life, th ey
offer the O,vme V1ct1m to Goel, and offer th emsel ves a long wiUt It. Thus both by
reas~n of th e offering an d th rough Hol y Commuruon au tak e part in the HturgicaJ service
!lot ind eed, a.lJ . in th e sam e wa y but each
m th at way whi ch is prope r to llimsel.f (11).

Th_e responsi bili Ly of the laymen today regardmg the liturgy is great, for he can no
longer be looked upon as a mere spectator
or passive receiver of the Church's spiritual
benefits. Everyone present, by fulfilling his
role in the activity of the congregation helps
Lo make the sign of Christ's presence more
cliscern.ible and His activity in the midst of
the faith more fruitful. The 1963 Constitution
011 the Liturgy declares:
. In liturgi ca l celebrati ons each person, minis ter or layman , who has an of.rice to pcrform 1
shouJ~ do a!l of,. bu ~ only those parts whi ch
pertam to his office by th e nature of the rite
ancl th e principl es of liturgy.
Serve rs, lectors, commenta tors, and m embe rs of th e choir also excercise a genujne li turgical fun ction .

In many areas the liturgical movement has
not gained ground due to the resistance of
the laity or, and this is probably more often
the case, because busy pastors. lacking the
positive interest and insistence by the laity,
have not taken it upon themselves to do the
additional work needed to revitalize the
parish liturgical program. Where the laity
take it upon themselves to press for Utis or
make use of their own charisms such as singers, or commentators, the pastors, with few
exceptions, cooperate. And is this not what
the Council counsels?
The laity have the right, as do au Christ~alls, to receive in abundance from their spiritual shephe~ds the spiritual goods of the
Church, espeCJal ly the assistance of the word
of Goel and of the sacraments. They should
openl y reveal to them the ir needs and desires
with that freedom and confidence which is
fitting for children of God and brothers in
Christ (37 ) .
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The sacrament of Baptism plunges the candidate into the death-resurrection and ascension of Christ, making him a member of the
People of God-Christ's body and at one with
the Father through life in the Spirit. It iS
the sacrament of initiation. Confirmation,
especially, and the Eucharist, the social sac·
rament and the Sacrament of growth endo,~
them with special strength so that they are
more strictly obliged to spread and defend
the faith. both by word and by deed, as true
witnesses of Christ.
How do the laity carry out their propheli·
cal mission? The most evident is th e dutr
of parents to teach their children. "The faJ11•
ily is, so to speak, the domestic Church. f!l
it parents should, by their word and example, ,
be the first preachers of the faith lo their
children; they should encourage them in the
vocation wltich is proper to each of theJll·
fostering with special care vocations to a sacred state." In a holy home "husbands and
wives find their pr~per vocation in being
witnesses of the faith and love of Christ to
one another and to their children." St. AU'
gustine speaks of a father's episcopal author·
ity in his home. Baptism is just the begiJl'
ning of becoming a Christian! If the parent:'
do not see that the other steps are taken witlJ
more than routine, they have not completeil
their duty. For this reason many parishes
are adopting the practice of having the pa!'
ents prepare their children for Confirmatioll·
Communion and Confession. This is their responsibility - from God - before anyone
else's.

I

But beyond this, outside the family t1,e
laity are actually a kind of sacrament~
sign-of the presence oi Christ in the world
and a herald of a "new heaven and a ne'"
earth" (Apoc. 21:1). "This evangelizatioll·
that is, this announcing of Christ by a Uvillg
testimony as well as by the spoken wor 0·
takes on a specific quality and a special force
in that it is carried out in the ordinary sitr·
roundings of the world" (35).
·
The constitution on th e Church, using tl1e
themes of Sacred Scripture, speaks of th'
Church as the sheepfold of the Lord. In i,Jl
unconscious parody of this it bas in the p8 51
been said of the American Ch urch (l ayrne!ll
that they are more like sheep lined u p for
the shearer. The Council fathers left no dou01
that this is a false picture of the Chu rch i~
any coun try. A true Christian cannot hO~rd
1
his fai th. Christ makes it quite clear tb~

~e who uses the ch:1risms (t!11ent~ and gifts)
hich have been given to him will be given
~Ore. He who does not use them stands to
;se th em altogether (cL Mk. 4: 21 -25). What
Qi ouJd he say about a person who timorously
p d not use his talent because he knew the
s astor to be "a hard man." "The unprofitable
ervant shall be cast forth into the darkness
0
Utside; where there will be the weeping and
l:n.ashing of teeth" (Mt. 25:24-30).
i Near to the top of Christian duties is know~ one's faith and the current events of the
l)i Urch well enough to be able to explain
e en, when the opportunity arises- Today if
before is a kairos, a time of special dea.1s1on and grace: the interest in unity, the
C'.Wareness of new and vi tal stirrings in the
l)iatholic Church, the changes in the liturgy;
p ese and many other events are causing
/Opie of all faiths to be open and inquisit"e. Father Bernard Haring, the Council
h.e0Jogian largely responsible for the schema
s0 ti the Lay Apostolate (still being debated),
<l)rs that "perhaps the si ns which consist in

/";t

the commission of evil do not constitute as
grave a peril for the kingdom of God as the
more numerous sins of neglect of the good
which must be done" (Law of Christ I, p.
372). Cardinal de Smedt, in his famous pastoral on the priesthood of the faithful warns:
"We are negligent in the most elementary
of our duties if, by our silence. we allow to
slip away an opportunity to make known
even the least portion of the message of love."
Spreading the faith in the Church is not
the only d uty of the Christian layman. Each
man is given a number of talents for the
building up of the kingdom (I Cor. 12:7).
How many things in the parish could the
laymen take care of? How many things in
the running of the diocese could be handled
much better by laymen.
Pastors of the CburCh. [ollowing the example of th e Lord , should minister to one anoU~ er and to th e other faithful. These i_n ~~•r
turn should enthusiasticially lend their Joint
assistance to t.he.ir pastors and teachers. Thus
in th eir diversity all bear witnC5:i to U1_e ·w on:
cle.rfu l unitv in the Body or Christ. Tlus vet)

.
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diversity of graces, ministries and works
gathers the children of God into one, because
'all these thinb'"S are the work of the one nnd
same Spirit (32 ).

Christ as King
Although Christ said His kingdom was not
of this wor.l d, he did establish in a real sense
a visible, physical and li ving Church which is
to literally overtake the world through
Christ in the Spirit.
It is in this. according to the Constitution
on the Church that the laity "have the principal role." For the faithful must learn the
deepest meaning and the value of all creation as well as its role in the harmonious
praise of God.
They must ass ist each other to live holier
lives even in t.heir daily oecupations. In this
way t.he world may be permeated by U1e
spirit of Christ and it may effectively fulpurpose in justice, charity and j,eace"

~1~/ts

The Council fathers became quite explicit
in formulating this teaching. They did not
mean a mere "daily offering of all our
thoughts. works. and deeds" to God. Rather
they see the Christian's duty in spending
themselves and their talents in this serving
their fellowmen and perfecting society.
The faithJul ... by their competence in secular trainin g and by tl1eir activity, elevated
from within by th e grace or Christ, (must)
vigorou ly contribute their crrort, so that
c reated goods may be pe rfected by human
labor, tech.nica l skiU and ci vi c culture for the
be nefit of all men according to the design of
the Creator a nd th e li ght of His Word. May
UJe ~oods of this world be more equitably
d1str1buted among all men, and ma y th ey in
Uleir own w ay be conducive to universa l
progress in human a.ud Christian freedom. In
Utis manner, U1rough the members of the
Church, will Christ progressively illwnine the
whole of human society with His sav'ing light.
. Moreover. let the laity also by th eir combmed efforts re medy t.he customs and conditions of the world, ir they are an inducement to sin, so that all ml\y be conformed
to th e norms of justice and may favor the
praelice of virtue rather than hi'nder it. By
so doing U1 ey will imbue culture and human
activity wit.h genuine moral values; they will
better pre pare Ute field of the world ror the
seed of the Word of God ; and a l th e sa me
time they will open wider th e doors or th e
Church by which the m essage ol peace may
enter the world. (No. 36)

Much of the same thought is already found
in the Encyclicals of Pope John XXITI.
Mater et Magistra, and Pacem in Terris.
The need for real lay leadership is imperative if the world is lo know Christ as He so
ardently wished. Many limes the laity and
hierarchy are likened to the front-line fighters and the generals (behind the lines) in the
Army. But as a veteran and astute layman
pointed out, when you are on the front lines
16

you have to think for yourself; you cannot
always contact the general. He said, to carrY
the analogy all the way they must be taught
to think for themselves, to be leaders in their
own circumstances.
The Church-and this word includes ail
of us-desires that the laity become respon·
sible leaders showing initiative and ingenu·
ity in all phases of their own and the
Church's life. Pastors are counseled to
recognize and promote the dignity as well as
the responsibility of the laity in the Church.
Let them willingly employ their prudent advice. Let them confidently assign duties to

f~"ee~ho~ns:~~i~:o~~ r1!re afl:~!~}U:fli~':.t~f
t~:;
th e m encourage lay people so that they ma)'
underfake tasks on their own initiative. Attentively in Christ. let them consider with
fatherly Jove the projects, suggestions, and
desires proposed b~• the laity, (N o. 37)

In the Council at the present time the revision and debate of the schema on the La~
Apostolate has still to be concluded. How·
ever. there are several tendencies and view·
points about the relation of the hierarchi'
and the rest of the people of God which seen•
to be developing.
Christ gave one mission lo his Church_.,
his other self: Be all things lo all men , bring
them to me and me to them. This is a un 1•
versa! command which is somehow encufll·
1
bent on each one of us, at least lo the extell
1
of our possibilities, within the life contes
we have been placed.
The laity arc ga thered together in Ute Pe_o·
pie of God and make up the Body of Christ
under one head. \Vhoever they are they are
called u11on, as living members, to eiq>end a.II
tl1cir energy for the growth of the Church
and ils continuous sanctifi cation, since this
very energy is a gift or U1 e Creator and a
blessi ng of the Redeemer. (No. 33)

The Bishops. together with the Pope, ha'"\
been commissioned to care for the universB
Church, besides their local responsibilit)
Their local responsibility is a concrete aPplication of their universal responsibility.
For it is the duly of a ll bishops to promote

and to safeguard t.hc unity of faith and t.ht

clisciplinc common to the whole Church, to
instru ct tl1e faithful to love for the whole my~
lical body of Christ, especially for its poor
and sorrowing members and for those whO
are suffering persecution for justice's sake,
and finally to promote every activity that is
of interest LO the whole Church, especiallY
Umt the faith may take increase and tl1e light
ol' full lruU1s n1ipcar lo all men. (No. 23)
('fhe clergy) were not ordained by Christ to
take upon themselves alone Urn entire sa.Jvi
fie mission or t.he Church toward the world ·
1

( Continued on page 20)

letters from our Founder
Ti:dited by Hugh Assenmacher, O.S.B.
There is perhaps 110 religious house in the
~hole Catholic Church which does not have
nzly schedule difficulties . . . no rellgious
:der which has not discussed, e:i.-perimented
tth, pondered over the best time to do the
~Uri~us works to which it is dedicated. When
e!ig,ous meet, a perennial mutual topic of
Conversation is the daily horarium. Through~Ut the life history of any Benedictine house,
nee St. Benedict gave a great freedom in
Qi-.,.anging the daily schedule. there wm be
~-1.Vhole gamut of types of horarium. In the
c:"tory of Subi_aco th ere have been many
. •anges m the life of the abbey. An interest~'1.g schedule is found which went into ef'Wct on Aprit 27, 1885 from a letter of Father
olJgang dated May 6, 1885.
1<J To the modern Subiaco monk this schedule
e 0 uld sound rather rigiorous. and narrow,
Ven rather 01, t of keeping with the mind
~f the church perhaps. It certainly is vastly
'fferent from that followed at the abbey
the present time. Nevertheless . it is an
(;t_eresting portrayal of life in St. Benedict's
f 1'tory m the early days. and which lasted
many years. We do not present the whole
11 d very lengthy) letter here but the tran8
passages into the study of the
8 t~ona1
c,,edule:

ft

r°'
f

St. Benedict's, Paris, Ark.
May 6, 1885
Very Rev. and Dear Dean:
will make his first visits
1 F'ather Vincent
Perry and Yell counties, beginning on the
:ast of the Lord's Ascension. Father LudJ\i g _left for Charleston in Franklin County,
Ii t>ri] 25. His sister, who has been doing
a~Usework for his brother, Casimir. teacher
Morrison's Bluff, will be his housekeeper.
p Our wheat field, about 18 acres, gives
~ 0 rnise of a good harvest. Our peach trees
1:1 d grape vines are bearing nicely. Brother
already bringing lettuce, etc.,
1 enedict is
lhe kitchen nearly every day and Brother
101
s serves the vegetables at table. In about
(i
ll Ve weeks from now we shall have new
0 tatoes.
At the chapter on April 23 the following
0
i:der of the day was promulgated. and went
lo effect on April 27.

c°

i

4:00 a.m. Rise
4:15 a.m. Fathers and Brothers must be
in choir.
-t: 20 a.m. Matins for Fathers; meditation.
followed by Prime, Tuce, Sext
and None o( the Office of the
Blessed Virgin for the Brothers
in their chapel. Afterwards work
in kitchen, house, etc.
5:30 a.m. Conventual Mass (sung?) which
all. except the cook, are lo attend.
6:00 a.m. Breakfast in silence.
7:00 a.m. Little Hours of the Office for
the Fathers.
All to work till 11:00 a.m.
11:25 a.m. Particular examination of conscience in choir.
11 :30 a.m. Dinner, followed by adoration of
the Blessed Sacrament. Afterwards all make up their beds and
clean their cells.
Recreation till 1 :00 p.m. in winter. i.e., from Sept. I till May 15,
and in summer until 1:30 p.m.
After Recreation , Rosary in common in choir for all and Vespers
and Com pline of the Office of
the Blessed Virgin for the Brothers. Work till 5:30 in winter and
until 6: 15 in summer.
3:00 p.m. Vespers for Fathers.
6:00 p.m. in winter, and 6:45 in summer .
supper.
Recreation till 7:00 in winter.
till 7:45 in summer.
7: 00 or 7:45 p.m. Brothers say Matins and
Lauds of the Office of the Blessed Virgin. Then all assemble in
choir for reading from The Imitation of Christ. Compline and
night prayers for Fathers.

Attached to this order of the day are various items of special interesr since they show
the difference between monastic life arid outtooks in 1885 and 1965, especially in the mat ter of Holy Communion.
Without special permission no one is allowed to stay up later than Compline.
On Sundays and feast days the Brothers
are allowed· to sleep Lill 5:00 o'clock. Com-

munion is dislTibuted al 7:00; breakfast is at
8 :30; silence till the parish Mass which all
~ttend. Dinner is at 12:00. After this there
1s recreation or a walk to the hill south of
the monastery (about 1 mile) but not beyond
the boundaries of our land, until afternoon
services at 4:00. After this there is silence
until supper at 6: 00. The rest, as on weekdays.
There is spiritual reading every day before dinner and supper.
Holy Communion may be received three
times a week: on Sunday, Tuesday, and Saturday. If a higher feast occurs on weekdays.
e.g., a feast of an apostle, the Tuesday or
Saturday communion is transferred to this
feast.
Every Friday after supper there is chapter and confessions.
Candidates receive Communion once a
week and they may sleep every day till 5:00.
All may have some refreshment both a.m.
and p.m. in summer.
Thi.s letter, addressed to the Dean of Einsieedln, ended rather abruptly after Father
Wolf gang had described the daily schedule.
Smee this format for daily life lasted, probably with no major changes, until the next
horariu,n in 1892 (which fa much less detailed than this one) we may surmise that
the monks of Subiaco lived it fo,· at least
seven years. This is probably a. record that
a modern religious house would not achieve
in the present day. (The last daily scliedule
change at Subiaco occurred in September
1964, and consistently has been altered
slight or major details many times in the
past 5 or 6 years).

i;

U. S. MlSSfONERS INCREASE;
PERCENTAGE STILL LOW

_u. S. Catholics-priests, religious, and
laity-serving foreign missions now total
8,126, an increase of nearly a thousand over
two years ago. This represents less than three
percent of the world's Catholic missionaries.
. We have 3,518 priests, 782 brothers, 3,137
sisters, 157 scholastics, and 532 laymen.
Africa has 1,025 of them; Asia, 2,454; Oceanic, 846; Europe, 69; North America 220·
Middle America,_ 660; the West Indies, '1,056'.
and South Amenca, 1,796.
-"Currente Calame" in The Priest

Vision for our Century

4. Bird's-eye View
Of the Abbey

(Continued from page 7)

go not only forward, but upward . "Every·
thing that ascends, converges."
To the_ daily crosses in. our struggle to fol•
low Ch.r1st, Father Teilhard gives the name
"dimin.isbments." All our bits of ill fortune
(shoc_ks, upsets, wrecked plans) and our sin;
are signs that the world still "groans in tra·
vail." All our dimin.ishments, including
death, tbe greatest, can be transfigured and
turned into good by God. If we will al101f
it, he can purify, temper, and ennoble us
by our trials, and mold us into his plan ol
unification.
To accept the Teilhardian vision means to
take responsibility for work in this stagger·
mg drama of God. It demands work in our·
selves. but equally outside ourselves· it e~·
pects a "".orlclwide concern for the progres,
of mankind and selfgiving work toward
pur Uication and unity. Il demands workiD>
with God in history in a continuing creation•
" We may, perhaps, imagine that the creation was finished long ago. But that would
be quite wrong. It continues still more magnificently. And we serve to complete it, eveJ1
by the humblest work of our hands .... Ov/'
ing to the interrelation between matter sotil
and Christ, we lead part of the being ~hicl1
he desires back to God in whatever we dO
With each one of our works, we labor..,
atomically, but no less really-to build tbf
Pleroma (Fullness); that is to say, we briA
to Christ a little fulfillment." And all thif
is because Christ has taken us as his col·
laborators in the melting away of division'
and forging of bonds of union, so that, "whe~
all things shall be subject to him then tb•
Son himself shall be subject to hi~ who p~1
all things under him, that God may be all
111 all" (1 Corinthians 15 :28).

ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES

Publication of death anniversarv dates is sfl
encouragement lo friends of the aeceased and ~•
our readers to remember to departed in t:neif
prayers.
Brother Al oysius \ Vuest _

Brothe r Bernard Aufde rmaue r _
Rev. Eu gene K noff _
Ver y Rev. Meinrad Epp
Rev. Fini.an Kraemer
Rev. Richard Evcld

A pril
April
April
April
April
April

1
~. 19-1
9, 19'',
15, 19ll
17 , 19ZI

18, 19l''
24, 195l

O_n April 5 the sound of bulldozers began
l~atn on abb~y grounds, as the first step in
lee construction of a gymnasium and ath,, tic field. The new construction will be
l~own below the hill" to the north and near
h e swnnming pool. The Academy has
b~d _a )ar_ge wooden gym for over 35 years;
ant it 1s inadequate for the school activities
'.l'hd ha~ ~t times been threatened by fire.
lh e building of the athletic tield will mean
" at for the first time in over 30 years Subico can actually have a "home" football game
~~ track meet. Home games have been played
" the Pans High School stadium six miles
i Way whenever they could be sandwiched
llto the Paris schedule.
\\r_Probably later in the spring construction
ct:11 begin on a d_ormitory for Academy stus n_ts. The mtent10n 1s to put the high school
/tnors into the new building, permitting in/eased enrollment, which in existing facilict1es must be held under 300 high school stu.,,ents. The dormitory will be built on the
;\ist campus beyond the classroom building,
in Umru Hall. Then looking at least a year
b lo the future, some long-range thinking has
c~gun ~n enlarging the library facilities and
iti tnbmmg the Abbey and Academy libraries
the present main building.
Of 'I'he Abb~y has decided to set up a house
1\ studies m St. Louis for its college semi}:\arians. A former Sisters' residence at St.
1r:rnard's Parish, a mile from St. Louis Unit ts1ty, has been rented for the next school
Staying at the house of studies will
1'~/he s_tudents in the four years of college.
Of s will mclude those taking two years
th College before entering the novitiate and
CoOse completing their final two years of
to liege after profession of vows. About J 2
on 15 students will be there next year, with
Coe of the Fathers as their superior, After
detnpleting their work at St. Louis the slu th n_ts will return to the monastery for
eir study of theology. Under present ar&

trrn.

rangements Abbey students in the college
years are studying at other seminaries.

In the age's need for continuing higher
education the four fratres who will be ordained to the priesthood on May 22 are studying University brochures as well as ordination and Mass rites. These four, Fratres
Donald Price. Timothy Donnelly, Jerome
Knoedel, and Joachim Lally, plus several
other fathers and fratres, are likely lo be
off in higher studies as the rapidly expanding sciences of theology, scripture, and liturgy make their demands and the planned
expansion of the Academy calls for more
trained teachers.
Keeping up with the pace in their own
areas will be several others in special studies. Brother Augustine, manager of the Academy cafeteria, wil1 attend the University
of Arkansas this summer for related studies.
Brother Anselm and Frater Xavier will be
studying mechanical arts at Fort Smith Junior College. And on campus this summer a
preaching institute and a course in counseling will be held.
With all the school traffic and construction slated for the summer, it will be a busy
time. But looking for even more activity
Father Fintan has been mailing bis vocation
week literature to seventh and eighth grade
boys and bas been sending out Father
Stephen 's notices on the regular two-weeks
session of Camp Subiaco. And Father Herbert has laid out a schedule of summer retreats. All this has been driving Father Prior
Robert to make ont an oversized chart of
who, where, when, to keep track of everyone
as summer races madly toward us.
On May 8-9 the members of the Subiaco
Alumni Association will be congregating
here for their annual convention. It is to the
alumni, their positive interest and support.
together with that of many other benefactors, that the Abbey is able to plan to meet
the needs of the time. Father Abbot. FaU,er
Prior, and Father Benno were in St. Louis
on March 30 for the annual Subiaco dinner
in St. Louis at St. John Nepomuk Parish
where the pastor, Father Prokes. was the
gracious host to the dinner group of 80.
Frater Richard Walz will go on retreat
during Holy Week for solemn profession on
Easter Monday. He and Fratres Malachy
McNerney and William Wewers will soon
thereafter receive minor orders, and on May
27 they will be ordained subdeacons.

Brother Isidore's Notes

mato yields. The young plants have been
planted in peat pots, and are now growing
in the greenhouse. After a couple weeks of
growth they will be ready for the transferral
to the garden. With the new peat pots trans·
plantation will be simplified, since the pots
are soon disolved into the soil after planting,

In late March, although the calendar
showed that spring had officially begun, a
cold blast of northern air gave us a brief
wintry seige. With t his cold fro nt came cold
rain, a rain which quickly turned to sleet,
hail, and which finally remained in a coverage of ice. Long after the ice melted the
coldness stayed with us to slow both our
surging spring fever and nature's budding
plant growth. Only a week after the cool
blast warm showers and humid days slowly
re-directed our weather toward a springtime
trend.
Spring especially has begun to be evident
in the pastures and meadows surrounding
the abbey. Already in secluded areas the
early white wild flowers can be spotted
swaying above the new tender greenness.
Located close below these tender blossoms
are the early clover plants. Still quite young
and having embryonic leaves, these clovers
carpet the open areas of the meadows. Also
in other locations of the pastures patches
of early grass have begun to appear. Daily
sunshine brings these areas to large expansion, and soon they will be large enough to
insure early grazing for tbe cattle.
Recently work was begun in the garden
and vineyard. Hardy varieties of onions and
cabbage plants have been set out, and now
they are firmly rooted. The other sections
in the garden later to be planted have been
worked and leveled, and soon they Loo will
be planted to summer-growing vegetables
such as okra, peppers, and lettuce. Likewise
in the vineyard Brothers Robert and Meinrad have recently been at work. Brother
Robert used his shears and clippers to prune
all the vines for this year's hardy growth.
After he had the plants shaped, Brother
Meinrad was helped with the task of tying
the vines by Fathers Subprior and Matthew.
For the final touch of preparation loads of
organic fertilizer were applied to the winding rows. Then in order to aid the proper
utilization of soil moisture and nutrients,
lime was applied. With such expert preparation, Brother Robert anticipates a rich yield
come summer.
Father Fintan plans another year o( to-

The Layman -(Continued from page 16)
On {he contrary they understand that it is
their nobl e du ty to shephe rd lhe faithful and
to recognize their ministeries and ch.arisms,
so that all according to th eir proper roles maY
cooperate in this common undertakin g with
one mind. For we must all 1practice the truth
in lov e, and so g-row up in all things in Him
who is head, Christ. For from Him the whole
body, being close ly joined and knit together
through every joint of th e system, according
to the functioning in due measure of each
single part, de rives its in crease to th e build·
ing up of itse lf in lov e.' Eph. 4:16 ( No. 30)

We might -picture the Church in conceP'
tric circles. The center represents the Pope,
surrounded by the Bishops and tbeir delegates the priests. These are surrounded b)
the People of God (laity). The whole net·
work of circles is surrounded by society (the
world) in general. The shepherds of thC
Church have the chief responsibility of th;
Church and bringing the Light of the Worl"
to all men. Perhaps more correctly: the dut)
to see that the Light is brought. Thus theil
primary implementation of duty consists i11
teaching others: forming through the Jocs1
pastors a dynamic, responsible and diligeP 1
group of Christians who in turn will briPf
Christ to men. This is the first and most bastC
setup of the relationship of clergy and Jail)'
Besides this laymen may at times recei''e
a special "mission" or delegation from tltC
hierarchy to participate somewhat in a more
inner circle; i.e., to help the Bishops in forn1•
iJ1g and teaching Christians. This is manifeS;
in such varied callings as lay professors 0
theology to Confraternity of Christian voe·
Lrine teachers in the parish.
As current comment now stands the
schema on the Lay Apostolate-to be coP'
eluded in the fourth session-will treat specifically of this special call.
But whatever the roll each layman ji
called to play, the common Christian voc8
lion of carrying Christ to the world, or 01
1
aiding the ordained servants of the Churcl,
1
in forming concerned Christians, it is oP)
through mature, responsible and active pee'
ple that tbe redemptive plan of Salvati 011
History will be brought to fulfillment.

bear Young Americans,

'l' "What have you been learning in school,
anirny?" an elde,·ly visitor asked one day
½hen I came home.
"We have just finished everything about
~accinations, Mrs. O," I answered s1nu.gly.
liow they were developed, how many kinds.
Qnd how they work. All of us have been
"accinated. we have passed our tests on the
~Ubject, ou·r posters are on the bul1etil1 board.
Qnd now we are tlirough!"
"Oh no! I can't believe it!'' objected Mrs.
0 Witli a mysterious
smile.
" Didn't you learn about vaccination when
11 %. were a girl?" I asked.
"Oh yes," she answered with her blue eyes
duncing in 1nerriment. " We had just studied
e<>erything about vaccination when small
Po"' bmke out in our country. ln those days,
1,<lccine was scarce, and people lived mostly
•n the country. My father hitched up the
'4>agon and drove our family immediately
10
the county seat and had us vaccinated, but
~le rest of the community waited until a
0 ctor was sent out several days later.
By
~he time he got to the school children last on
18 list
the vaccine gave out with ten of my
Classm~tes sti!I waiting with their sleeves
0
' l!ed 1,p.
i ''There was the small pox, _like a destroy'lg angel already at work tn our county,
Qnd it could verv well take away all ten of
~y classmates ~nles.~ they could be lie!ped.
he doctor left and school was dismissed.
½''Wait for a Little while after scf,tool," I
hispered to them. " f'll share mine.
"We burned the end of a needle with a
~atch, and they aU let me sc7:atch m~terial
0 ni my vaccination into their
arms.
"Did it work?" I asked.
"It certainly d:id!" beamed Mrs. 0. "But
1
9ot a terrible bawling out and plenty of

punislunem, until people saw that i~, did
work and the children were spared.
So~erime meanings of rules need to be
enlarged in order to help _save more people, like the time of the first Pass?ver in
Egypt, and now in our Church. Sm 1s a
more terrible destroying angel than small
pox. but the sacrifice of Our ~ord overca:ne
the power of sin. Only the priest can bring
that Sacrifice into the present, but Our Lord
died for us as we ll as for_ the priests, and
we have to offer that Sacrifice, too. It_ surely is easier to offer Mass now. Our bishops
and priests did not run out on the people
like Mrs. O's doctor did, but are enlarging
the meaning of the rules so everybody can
hat'e the protection from the wrath of God· ,
Love and a glorio1Ls Easter to an of you.
Tammy

Big Night
"Tonight will be the night.!" a worrie~
messenger reported to Pharao in the kings
palace. "All of the firstborn in Egypt will
DIE! 11

H

"Nonsense!" answered Pharao. Those Hebrews cannot possibly get into EVERY boi:ne
in Egypt in several moons, let alone at midnight. on ONE night! They will _not even
TRY any homes except the most important
ones!"
.
·
d
" Your OWN son-" suggested his agitate
attendants.
,,, 5 h t
"They will NEVER get to MY son.
ou ed Pharao angrily. "The palace is 5 urrount
ed by soldiers. Every window has a guar ·t
every door, a double guard. Watchmen
on the rooftop mv son has been comman
to stay in his ' apartment, a nd my beSl men
surround him!"

"'ct:~

"O Pharao!" cried another messenger hurrying to the throne. "The men guarding your
on have left the palace!"
"What is the meaning of this outrage?"
asked Pharao.
"It is reported that they have hastened to
Gessen to join the Hebrews," explained the
messenger.
"Come!" Pharao commanded his attendants. "WE will go lo my son' "
"Perhaps we should go to OUR sons, 0
Pharao," suggested some of the attendants
uneasily as they hurried to the apartment
reserved for Pharao's firstborn.
"No!" commanded Pharao. "We will all
go to MY son."
When they arrived, soldiers opened the
door and stood at attention while Pharao
and his men entered the room.
" What happened to the soldiers who were
supposed to guard you•" asked Pharao.
"O Pharao, and my father," answered the
young Egyptian nervously," the men said
that no matter what they did, the Destroying Angel would slap me tonight anyway ,
and you would kill them in revenge. They
have joined the Hebrews and the Most High
God."
"Those yellow-livered cracked up crocodiles--" muttered Pharao, "When I get my
hands on them-"
"Let me go to Gessen, loo! " interrupted
Pbarao's son. "Let us both join the Most
High God, lest He slay me this night!"
"Silence!" Pharao commanded his son.
"You do not know what you are saying! No
one will slay you , do you hear? I, Pharao,
shall hold you fast. Would anyone dare
snatch you from the royal arms of Pharao•"
Some of Pharao's men began to fidget and
clear their throats uneasily.
·'Attendants!" order Pharao. " o one is to
leave this apartment until after midnight!
Before dawn. you wi!J see the MIGHT of
PHARAO'"
In Gessen, Moses was giving last minute
instructions lo the oldest men of the children
of Israel:
"Go, take a lamb, according to your families, and sacrifice the Phase. And dip a bunch
of hyssop in the blood that is al the door,
and sprinkle the transom over the door with
it, and both sides of the door. Let none of
you go out the door of his house til morning.
For the Lord will pass through, striking the
Egyptians, and when He sha!J see the blood
on the transom and on both the door posts,
He will pass over the door of the house and

not allow the destroyer to come into your
houses and to hurt you. You shall keep this
sacrifice as a law for yourselves and your
children forever. And when you have ente!'
ed into the land which the Lord will gh'e
you, as He has promised, you shall still ob·
serve these ceremonies. And when your chil·
dren come and ask you, what is the meanillt
of this service, you shall tell them, it is the
victim of the passage of the Lord, when Jlf
passed over the houses of the children ol
Israel in Egypt, striking the Egyptians a11C
saving our houses."
The people bowing themselves. adored
God. Some hurried to their places of sacr1
fice. Others lingered near Moses for instruc
lions as to how to treat the Egyptian neig)I·
bors who bad come into their midst.
And the Lord said to Moses and Aaron
"This is the service of the Phase. o foreig11·
er shall eat of it. But those who have sol 0
themselves to you as bought serva nts shall
be circumcised, and so shall eat. Those wn•'
hire themselves out to you for wages, bL11
remain strangers, shall not eat. But iJ aJJ)
stranger be willing to dwell among you, ao 0
keep the Phase of the Lord, all bis male:
first be circumcised; and then his fami!)
shall celebrate it according to the laws la10
down for the service."
"Do we take their part of the lamb over I•
their houses, if they be few in the fa1nil'
and must join with us?" asked some of th'
men.

"No,'' answered Moses and Aaron. "In oJlt'
house shall it be eaten. Neither shall yo''
carry forth o( the flesh thereof out of the
house. Neither shall you break a bone there;
of. The law is the same for the children
Israel by birth , and the converts who ar'
dwelling with you."
" Well. that's that," said Esther's father 1;
Sara's father as the men hurried to tbfL
place of sacrifice. "Not only will your boU;~
hold eat with my household, but also wit
Egyptians."
"Egyptians have NEVER sat down to e9'
with HEBREWS," commented Sara's father
" We should fix a place for them off to oP~
side and cut off a portion of the Jamb fo
them."
"Not so," reminded Esther's father. ·•O~'
Most High God bas commanded that not ''
bone shall be broken. We must all eat TO·
GETHER of the same Sacrifice."
The men arrived at Esthe,:'s home. The~
led the Jamb before the door of the hoU 5,
and Esther's father offered it to God in so1

°

•h'Jn sacri fice. Sara's father dipped the bunch
Of hyssop in the saving blood of the victim .
anc1 sprinkled both doorposts generously.
" "Here, father," said Benjie offering a stool.
Stand on this so you can get plenty on top,
10 0, where
the Destroying Angel will be sure
lo see it, and pass over ME."
''Now , everyone will come inside," comllianded Esther's father, as the Egyptians
~roughl in jars of water. "We will fasten the
0 or. And let NO one go out of the
house
for ANY reason, this night. We will aU gather around the fire. and partake of the lamb.
as it becomes ready for eating. Let no one
)ake off bis girdle, or bis shoes, but remain
lllJy clothed, ready to leave. And we must
eat in baste, as fast as the flesh is ready."
ln Egypt, servants brought abundant food
lo Pharao and bis attendants in the aparlllient of his son. Men picked at the delicacies
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listlessly. Pharao ate woodenly, swaUowing
from time to time as ii be were chocking on
sawdust. Pbarao's son toyed with a piece of
fruit on the edge of bis dish.
Tedious hours dragged on. Servants removed dishes and the remains of th~ meal.
Dread silence settled on the Egyptians as
they waited tensely for midnight. Pharao
held his son tightly.
Suddenly, at midnight, the Destroy~r was
everywhere at the same time, wrenching the
life from Pbarao's son even as Pharao clutched at his son's body. slaying every firstborn
in Egypt, even the son of a captive womru:
in jail. and all the firstborn of the cattle.
And Pharao arose from the lifeless body he
bad been holding as the cry began lo rise m
Egypt, from every house, and people began
milling around the palace.
"Do something! " demanded the people,
·'or we shall add die!"
(to be continued)
The April Cover

The Life of St. Benedict
DURING A TIME of famine the severe
shortage of food was causing a great •deal of
suffering in Campania. At Benedict s monastery the entire grain supply had been us~r
up and nearly all the bread was gone as we .
In fact. when mealtime came, only ftve
loaves could be found to set before the community. Noticing bow downcast they _were,
the saint gently reproved them for th eir lack
of trust in God and at the same time tried_ to
raise their dejected spirits with a comforting
assurance. "Why are you so ?epresse_d at the
asked. 'Whal 11 today
1ac k O f bread?" be
.
T
there is only a httle?
o~ororw ·you will
have more than you need.
.
The next day about thirty hundredweight}
of flour were found in sacks at th~ gate 0d
the monastery. but no one ever discove:ed
whose ;ervices almighty God had emplo)e
in bringing them there. When they _saw
what bad happened, the monks w_e re _f11le~
with gratitude and learned from this m1racl
that even in their hour of need they must
not lose faith in the bountiful goodness of
God.
This passage is one or a series of sel~tions
t. Benedict published
o cover
by Pope Gregory I in u,e year 594. ur . ed
this month illustrates the incident mention
in the selection. t. Benedict Jived from 480

bio~raphy of
rrom the
·
"

to 547.

The Abbey Rereats will be conducted through
the summer for groups of all kinds and for
individuals. Write for a retreat schedule or
ask about special arrangements.

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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Abbot Michael's Letter
Dear Friends and Benefactors,
May days are busy days here at Subiaco as they are
also for any family with children in school. In a sense,
the Month of Mary is the crowning month of the year,
for it brings many to their long-awaited goals.
On Saturday, May 22, four of our monks will be ordained to the holy priesthood in our Abbey Church.
His Excellency, Bishop Albert L. Fletcher of Little Rock,
has graciously arranged to have the ordination services
here where the monastic family can take part. What a
joy it will be for alJ the monks and to the parents and
families of the newly ordained.

It will also be a day of special joy and blessing to
those kind friends and benefactors whose generosity
has helped to meet the expenses of their years of training and education. These four young men first came
to Subiaco to begin high school 11 or 12 years ago. When
we think of all the teachers involved in their education,
we begin to realize that many, many devoted people
have a part in bringing a priest to the altar.
Another crowning event of this month will be the
Commencement Exercises of Subiaco Academy. Among
the graduates are a number who hope to continue their
studies for the Benedictine priesthood and monastic
llie. All of them will be prepared to go on to college
or to some position in life, not only tra:ined in the humanities and science but also in mature understancling
of their Christian faith .
Preliminary to graduation day was the annual Reunion of the Subiaco Alumni Association, May 8-9.
Many graduates of former years came to renew their
friendship with teachers and schoolmates, and relive
for a few hours the memories of their happy and fruitful days at Subiaco. The loyalty of our alumni has always been a great source of strength and support to
Subiaco Abbey and Academy. They have generously
co-operated in shouldering the burdens of builcling a
modern educational plant, and so many of them have
sent U1eir sons to their Alma Mater for which they have
great regard and affection.

In this beautiful month, there are so many things
to be grateful for. Won't you join me in a prayer to
Mary, asking her to thank her Son, Jesus, and His
Heavenly Father for all the wonderful things happening at Subiaco. God bless you!
Gratefully in Christ,

+~

h .

0..).6.

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S .B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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Rejoicing with Christ
l3y Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.
'l'he better we get along with God, the
t reater will be our endurance and courage.
Ve accomplish more. Our merits are greater
an.ct our consolations more frequent. We
f.ladJy go on our way through life. That emplness which is the cause of so much del>ression does not take hold of us. Our lives
are fuller and happier. We grow ln love of
lleighbor and we are able to see Christ ln
Our fellowmen.
As we improve spiritually we see more
lvays and more opportunities to practice
0
"' rks of mercy. Someone is always in need
Of help. It is important for us to take note
~f the words of Christ in all that he says.
. hose who do not have the words of Christ
1
~ Pressed in their hearts are going to be
~ 0 rt ln the know ledge of God. They are
\\rot going to see either Christ or His Father
t el] enough. They are going to miss out on
the purpose of life i \self. They are not going
Understand its aims or objectives. They
111 plunge into the shallow water of un~ecessary knowledge instead of into the deep
ater of God's word.

t

a A frequent return to the words of God
. re called for. We do not exhaust their mean~g by returning to them once or a thousand
1
lnes. The words of God although simple are
Profound. They are worth far more than a
~ere lifetime of work and study. It is good to
0 k. into the simple words of Christ and to
6
l>e\\rare of any sort of false wisdom which
revents us from doing that.

°

*

*

*

*

l !t is necessary to return again and again
~o the fundamentals of religion. We must
t eek Christ by every way and means. It is
those who put forth this klnd of effort
1
ah.at J esus reveals Himself. Abundant graces
te needed to seek and find Jesus. Many
taces come to us through His Blessed
l:l Other. This means we have to go to lbe
Ivlessed Mother for help. We must destroy
hat is evil in us and increase the good m
~\Jrselves. By every means we should try
~ make ourselves worthy of our Blessed
Other. Our names will never be forgotten

°

if they are linked to hers. Her name endures. She as no other has helped the cause
of Christ Her greatness bas been admired
through the centuries. Her life was a most
glorious one. Jesus was her inspiration in all
that she did and Mary rejoiced in her God
and her saviour.

•

•

When Christ came upon earth, He was
not looking out for himself but for us. U
He and His Mother bad not been so generous
with us we would now be the most desperate of God's creatures.

•

•

*

Christ wants us to be generous with others
as He was with us. One who is selfish will
be far worse off in the end than if he had
been generous. When we hold back from
others, the result is that they hold back from
us. Anything that is good, the selbsb person wants to keep for himself. Be cares
little for others. He is interested only in himself. He judges everything by his own narrow interests. He is unfair and unjust.

•

•

We do not hurt others so much as ourselves by our injustice. We fall vjctim to
our own bad passion. Our emot10ns _c an
strain to the breaking point. Ii we hate Just
one person, that bate can Lake us over. We
may be willing to fulfill the commandment
o[ love so far as most people are concerned,
but there may be one or two we feel_ it is
desirable lo leave out. We may be unw11lmg
to forgive someone who has hurl us to the
quick. We see the wisdom and need of God's
commandment of love, but we want to ma_ke
exceptions. This unwillingness to face reality
can harm us. Scripture would have us believe we are as good as dead if we cannot
overcome our hate. St. John proposes a test
by which we can decide whether or no_l we
are alive. It will ha.rm no one to use it. It
can be of benefit to all, We might all try
it. It offers no difficulties for those who WlSh
to use it. The test is a simple one. He says
"We k'10W we have passed from death to
life if we love our fellowmen."

Bishop Fletcher Observes 25th
Anniversary of Consecration
The Diocese of Little Rock and the whole
Church rejoiced in early May to celebrate
the 25th anniversary of the episcopal consecration of Bishop Albert L. Fletcher. In
1940 he was consecrated by the Apostolic
Delegate Amleto Giovanni Cicognani, now
Cardinal Secretary of State of the Vatican
Until 1946 Bishop· Fletcher served as auxili~
ary bishop of the diocese, under the late
Bishop John B. Morris. Following Bishop
Morris's death in 1946, Bishop Fletcher became the head of the diocese. He is the first
native Arkansan to become a bishop and to
head the Little Rock diocese.
He was born in Little Rock October 28,
1896, and was baptized in the cathedral that
would in Divine Providence become his
episcopal church. As a young boy he ]jved
for several yea.rs in Paris, just a few miles
from the Abbey. and there was born the
deep interest in and affection that he has always had for Subiaco and its monks.
Later, when living in Mena he began to
attend Little Rock College and then St.
John's Seminary in Little Rock, where he
was ordained to the priesthood on June 4,
1920. Following ordination he was in turn
a student at the University of Chicago where
he earned the Master's degree in science,
professor at Little Rock College, president
of the college, professor at St. John's Seminary, vice chancelJor, then chancellor of the
diocese. For over 40 years as an educator,
diocesan official, auxiliary bishop, and then
bishop of the diocese, he has been a leading
formative influence in the Church in Arkansas.
As a true apostle Bishop Fletcher has covered his rural statewide diocese so welJ that
he has personal friends in every parish and
mission of the diocese; and it has been said
that he probably knows the highways and
back rnads of Arkansas better than the State
Highway Commissioner.
Bishop Fletcher bas always shown a special interest in Subiaco and has joined the
monks in all the major and many of the
lesser events in the history of Subiaco. He
knows all the monks personally, bas ordained
all the abbey's priests in more than 20 years,
4

bas been on hand for their individual milestones and has walked beside many to their
final rest in the Abbey cemetery.
He is equally well-known and loved across
the country, as was evidenced by the presence of more than 40 archbishops and bish·
ops and one cardinal, and over 400 priest:
irom the east coast to the west to honor
him at his jubilee.
The Abbey joins the Diocese and the
world in wishing Bishop Fletcher man)
more years as shepherd of the Diocese.
His life is love. His work is peace.

Bishop Fletcher
and Devotion to Mary
One of Bishop Fletcher's first acts after
his installation as Bishop of Little Roel'
was his dedication of the diocese to (ht
Sacred Heart of Jesus through the Immacu·
late Heart of Mary. He has by numerou'
works and examples kept Jesus and Mar)
in the forefront of attention during bis pas·
torate of the diocese.
When challenged about devotion to MarY
he wrote in his 1954 Marian Year pastoral:
"Our simplest answer is that Christ set 8~
example of this [honoring Mary] by honor·
ing her above all creatures; by preserviP~
her from the stain of original sin from the
first moment of her existence; by choosiPf
her for His mother; by being subject to )ler
for thirty of the thirty-three years of IJi>
life on earth; finally, by assuming her bodil 1
into heaven and crowning her queen of ttJf
universe. Anyone who questions our rig~,:
to honor her should go to Him for an answer•
Devotion to the rosary, honor to Mary B'
the perfect example of human response t~
the will of God and the perfect hurna1'
spokesman of man before God, her manifold
virtues, and her tender love for all men ir
Christ, have all been expressed by BishO~
Fletcher. In time of doubt or confusion
would have us turn to Mary. He wrote 0
her faith:

tif

e "The Blessed Virgin gaves us the greatest
;ample of unquestioning faith. Think of the
ll•i>'steries revealed to her by the angel at
llte annunciation: He spoke to her of the
geessed Trinity-the Father, whose messenc/ he. was; the Son, whom she was to con\\, 1Ve m her womb; and the Holy Spirit,
hose work it was to be. She believed with0
t~t _the slightest hesitation the mystery of
\\, e incarnation through which the Redeemer
b 0 Uld take flesh in her womb and begin to
pe rnan without ceasing to be God. She
0
1{ rnptly and humbly believed. merely on
it\ e testimony of the angel and without asku}· for any proofs, that she would become
~ l\:tother of God while remaining a virgin.
['.) During the whole course of her life she
tacticed faith heroically. Her faith was

continually tested but was never found wanting. Her faith enabled her to adore her God
in a manger: to share without complaint _or
disquietude His exile in Egypt; to reconcile
without difficultv His hard labor in Nazareth wsth His o~nipotence; to bear wllhout
faltering the contradictions and darkness of
the Cross.
" Her faith became stronger and more perfect as she practiced it. This will be the way
with us if we constantly practice our
faith ... "
To Bishop Fletcher Mary has always been
the perfoct Christian and mankind's most
powerful friend in heaven, and in a personal
way his own special source of strength after
Christ.

Eschatology

When Christ Comes Back
By Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B.
Gerard Manley Hopkins had a masterly
gift for compressing re-echoing insights in to
succinct phrases. Take this line:
I am soft sift
In a11 hourglass-at the wall

Fast, but mined with a motion, drift.

or th.is of Christ:
The heaven-flung, heart-fleshed, maiden-furled
Miracle-in-Mary-of-flame.

As telling as any of his poetic flashes is
the simple prayer for growth in Christ in
The Wreck of the Deutschland:
Let him easter in us.

Only Hopkins could say all this short line
meant for him, but there is basis here for
a complete theology of Christianity from its
beginnings till its consummation. It expresses simply, pointedly. the all-pervading
role of the Resurrection in our life from
here lo eternity. Sometimes this trutb does
not light up our lives so brightly as it shines
in Hopkins' verse.
For even with belie( in this doctrine, we
do not always pursue it to the uttermost
frontiers of life. In our consideration of what
is called eschatology (the end of the world,
judgment, death, etc.) there is often a shortage of "easter atmosphere." And this bas importan l consequences for the focus of our
lives.

Two Different Outlooks
The eschatological outlook of today's
Christian , from most indications, is quite
different from that of the ancient Church.
The early Christian longed for Christ's coming in glory and was impatient at its delay.
St. Paul had to calm the Thessalonians who
were casting aside all temporal cares to prepare for the imminent Second Coming. Today's Chrfatian, on the other hand, shudders
at the thought of the approaching end and
passes on to less disturbing topics.
This is because of our different notion of
what the end entails. We tend to associate
the end of the world with destruction-natural , cosmic disaster. Wars, bombs, smoke

and flame form gloomy forebodings in u,But a Christian cannot be satisfied with (.)li:'
catastrophic view of his destiny. ChristiaJJ
eschatology must be placed in the perspec·
live of the history of salvation and be shOI
through wib the light of Christ's Resur·
rection.
Christ's work bas cosmic significance. au·
man history is moving toward a final goal
in which God's saving plan will reach ii;
full accomplishment. The created universe
in which th.is human history is worked out
will share in the ri.sen Christ's victory. 111
the Second Coming. the Lord will take all
that is good and valuable in creation an°
human h.istory into the final order.
. Thus far the reasoning is easy enough 1°
lollow. Salvation is a history; il began iP
the Old Testament, which prepared for tile
coming of the Redeemer, God's own Son, and
continues in the New Testament till the en°
of time. Jesus Christ brought an entirely ne~·
dimension to salvation. and the plan is tJia 1
everything will finally. through the wor~
of the Spirit, be forged into a unity in hifll
The Second Coming happens, logically, al
the time chosen for this last moment of tne
New Testament, when the unity will be
achieved.

Complexity
Simple enough, il this were the wboJC
truth. But the very point of the Christ iaP
1
mystery of the Church is that this is n°
the whole truth; an other-worldly complelCilY
enters which makes all the difference (of
the beauty of our Faith. For the end of tl1e
world is already here. The Death and Ff'.
surrection of Christ mark the beginning 01
the end of the world. We already have etef'
nal life, the life of the world to come. :m
Christ's Passion, Death, Resurrection. 8110
Ascension (which ensemble the Constituti0'
on the Liturgy calls the "Paschal Myster{';
humanity has been introduced once for al
into the sphere of God.
The principal term used in the New '1'e5•
tament to denote the Second Coming of JesU;

I

is _Parousia, literally "presence," and by imPhcation "arrival." Other words for the same
eve~~ are apocalypse, "revelation~' or "ap-

bar1tion." epiphany, "manifestation," and the
ay of the Lord. Christ is to present himself
~- Judge, Saviour and Avenger; the dead
cl t!J rise with glorified bodies. and the Kingom of God will be established in all its
!::lory.
cl But with the Resurrection of Christ, rell~mption has been won and the last age of
e world is upon us. At Pentecost, St. Peter
~~oted the text of Joel, "In the last days, I
"'lll pour ou t my sp1nt
· · ... ," to announce
lh
l' at. the last tunes had burst into history.
lhhe interval separating the Resurrection and
Parousia is eradicated; Easter is eschal
j~ og1cal. This faith makes St. Paul's pen
is mp for joy: "You _have died, and your life
hidden with Christ m God"; "The life I
live is not my life, but the life which
J 1st Jives in me"; "In union with Christ
__,~sus, God raised us up and enthroned us
Ith him in the heavenly realms."

i

;z;.

"\,i Enigma
ll 'l'he many texts like this evoke a certain
lrl.tzztement in us. We are struck by the conth,ary vision of the world around us, by all
SJjat remains in us of misery and sin, by the
b ght difference there often seems to be
'!'~tween Christians and non-Christians.
ti,· ere is still too much of Egypt in our Pro~<!lsed Land. St. Paul and the first Christians
lt c_ognized this difficulty as much as we do.
cl· ts no surprise to find the Apostle's mind
~ 1'-'1cled. Our resurrection in Christ is ah-eady
e~eomplished. he says, but it still awaits
ti, lnpletion in the future. We are ah-eady
embers of Christ, but must never cease lo

become his members. "I have not yet reached
perfection, but I press on, hoping to take
hold of that for which Christ once took hold
of me." The Parousia is in the world at the
Resurrection, but the energies of the Resurrection are still locked in the hearts of
the faithful.
To make the complex mystery more understandable. commentators present the end
of the world as taking place in two stages.
The present age is the first, an intermediate
period necessary to give men the opportunity
of associating themselves freely with the
new creation and of co-operating with its
gradual penetration into the old. Christ has
fought and won U,e decisive battles against
e,,;1. but there is still some mopping-up to
be done.
In our own lives. everything is not pat
and settled. We have been redeemed "in the
blood of the Lamb," but we can still renounce
our baptismal promises and be severed from
the community of salvation. Our life is a
journey, a struggle-in St. Paul's terminology, a race. We strain forward. we "run to
win" to be ready for the unfolding of the
s~cond stage of the last times, when Christ
comes back in glory ·'at the right hand of
the Power."

Chris,ian Death
We must spell out further a point that
has already been indicated. The early Christians did not give much attention to death
and the particular judgment each Christian
undergoes at death. Their whole_ preoccupation was rather with tbe Parous1a, the final
triumph. Interest in the final res~oration
was so dominant that it tended to withdraw
attention from death and its immediate aI-

termath. For us, the key moments of our
Christianity are Baptism and death but for
them it was Baptism and Parousia.'
St. Paul's writings are full of this. Founded as he was in the Hebrew thought-patterns
of the salvation of the whole man, bodysoul, in a national restoration, Paul had only
an incomplete theology of the intermediate
period between individual death and the
Parousia. Dying for the Hebrew meant "to
be unclothed" without the body (2 Cor. 5: 4),
and Paul had to reassure the Corinthians
that Christ will not leave us unclothed forever. Parousia consummates the sharing in
the risen life of Christ inaugurated by Baptism, and all that takes place between these
two moments, even death, does not establish
any really new relation to Jesus. The new
life of the Spirit can be killed by only one
thing, sin; by Christian death. as the funeral
Mass says, "life is changed, not taken away."
At death, the Christian only enters into a
new way of living-a more important way
o[ living. because now the union with Christ
can never be broken.
But the resurrection of the individual and
of the People of God is necessary to bring
the full life with God of the total man. St.
Paul sees death as "a gain" because it frees
him from this flesh and makes definitive
his baptismal death to sin with Christ, but
death is not the Parousia, and "I do not know
which to choose (life or death) ." Death
marks only one more moment in the progressive conformation to Christ which is
liie's whole purpose as it proceeds toward
Parousia.

Easter Signs
The fact that the end o[ time broke into
the world at Christ's Resurrection adds
depth to the sacramental life of the Christian. The time between Resurrection and
Parousia, which represent one event in the
eyes of eternity, is telescoped out for the
sake of men. One moment is turned into
centuries [lowing bet ween Christ's Resurrection and his Coming Back so that we can
more and more make his Ufe our own. The
Church, as Durrwell puts it, "starts from the
Resurrection of Christ and moves toward
the Resurrection of Christ," as the risen
Lord "easters" in his members.
Understanding the eternal presence of the
risen Christ in his mystery of passing from
death to life, it is easier to fathom the meaning of Sacraments. The Sacraments make
Christ present in our lives just as really as
8

he was present with the Apostles, but he iS
now present "in the Spirit," in a new dimension. We could even say our relatfon to the
Saviour is more intimate than theirs for
the Apostles were with Christ, but w~ are
"in Christ."
Under the veil of signs charged with life,
the Paschal Mystery enters into our Uves
at any moment of time between Resurrec·
tion and Parousia. In the liturgy (MasS·
Sacraments, sacramentals) we step into the
history of salvation in its last stage, we move
in the Church toward total risen existence
in Christ. The Church is a people on pil·
grimage. living by Easter Signs, seeking "tO
know Christ, to experience the power of hi5,
Resurrection , and to share his sufferings
(Ph.ii. 3:10) .

Baptism dips a man into the Death and
Resurrection of Chdst, which is death to sin
and "life that looks toward God." The Chris·
tian is transferred from the kingdom ol'
dark11ess to be made "partaker of the Joi
of the saints in light." Confirmation brinll5
him a special gift of the Spirit, the same th8t
the Church received on Pentecost, to estab'
lish him as a bearer of Light to others.
The third Sacrament of Initiation, tbe
Eucharist, is the source and goal of the en·
tire sacramental economy. The Eucharist i;
the eschatological meal of Christians whicl'
" proclaims the death of the Lord until he
comes." The body of the Lord in bread and
cup is the sign of the presence of the 1as1
times. "I will not drink again of this fru 11
of the vine until that day when I drink 1)
new with you in the Kingdom of my Father•
The other Sacraments and sacramenta 15
spread the Resurrection and its parousia hOvi'
into all the corners of human life. The)
are food and protection for the journey 8'
we walk "in the way" with Christ between
the two magnetic poles of his Resurrection-

Solemn Vows
for Frater Richard
h·F'rater Richard Walz of the Abbey made
e~s solemn profession of vows in the Abbey
¼lt.rch on April 19. in the presence of Abbot
it lchael Lensing and the monastic commune Y. Two "(,rsts" were observed during the
t~rernony. It was the first time that the enh
profession ceremony at the Abbey was
d fully in English, and it was the first
litrie that one making vows bad received
\,0 ly Communion under both species at the

iti

~vlass.

• l'~e profession ceremony begins with an
l\lllcient antiphon derived from the opening
() 0 rds of the Rule of St. Benedict: "Come,
y You my sons, listen to me. I will teach
.~u the fear of the Lord. Draw near to Him
bed be enlightened and your faces shal I not
i"ut to shame."
"1 n reading his monastic profession the
S( 0 n~. promises "poverty, chastity, obedi~nce,
"1ab,hty in this community, and pursuit of
°nastic perfection according to the Rule
01 our Holy Father Benedict
Of
and the statutes
0 ur congregation." He signs this profes-

sion on the altar and then sings the following
prayer, with the monastic choir echoing his
words: "Sustain me, 0 Lord, as you have
promised, that I may live. and disappoint
me not in my hope."
The Abbot then prays that he may be
" blameless in life, wise and humble, distinguished for obedience. sound in faith, serious
and cheerful, kindly in compassion, steadfast
in trials, patient when wronged, untiring in
prayer, active in mercy, and established in
peace." All of these and other prayers during
the ceremony are expressions adapted from
St. Benedict's descriptions of what kind of
man a monk should be.
The newly-professed is clothed in the
choir robe with the admonition, "Put on the
new man, created after the likeness of God
in true righteousness and holiness." The
ceremony ends with the newly-professed exchanging the kiss of peace with his confreres while the choir sings "Confirm, 0 God,
what you have wrought in us; from your
temple which is in Jerusalem.
By this act of profession Frater Richard
became a life member of New Subiaco Abbey with all its rights and duties.
Witnessing his profession were hls mother,
Mrs. Raymond Walz of Popular Bluff, Missouri , and two younger sisters. llis father
died several years ago. Also present was
Monsignor Joseph H. Huels, pastor al Poplar Bluff.

Jerome Knoedel , 0 .. 8 .

Donald Price, O.S.B.

Joacl1im Lally, O.S.B.

Timothy Donnelly, 0.S.B.

Four To Be Ordained to Priesthood
In Ceremonies at Abbey, May 22
Four deacons of the Abbey will be ordained to the priesthood in the Abbey churcb
on May 22, receiving the sacrament of Holy
Orders through the imposition of hands of
Bishop AJbert L. Fletcher. The ordination
ceremonies are set for 9:30 a.m.
To be ordained are Fratres Donald Price,
Timothy DonneJly, Jerome Knoedel, and
Joachim LalJy.

Donald Price, O.S.B.
A native of Fort Smith, Frater Donald is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A. Price. He
attended St. Boniface School in Fort Smith
and entered the scholasticate at Subiaco with
the beginning of high school. He completed
his high school, college, and theological studies at Subiaco, and has studied in summer
courses at Conception Abbey in Missouri and
at the Catholic University of America in
Washington. He wilJ enter at St. Louis University this summer to study education and
counselling.
Frater Donald has been Abbey Librarian
for several years. He is one of the leading
chanters in the monastic choir and is an
occasional contributor to the Abbey Message.
His two brothers, Tim and Bob, are former
students of Subiaco Academy.
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Frater Donald will offer his first publi•
Mass at Christ the King Church in For:
Smith on Sunday, June 6, at 12.30 p.m. J!C
plans to offer a low Mass with congregationBI
participation. Preaching at this Mass will be
Father John McCluhan of the Diocese of
Kansas City-SL Joseph. Frater Donald is ()le
first member of Christ the King parish t0
be ordained to the priesthood. He plans als0
to offer another Mass in the same city in 1)1C
parish of his boyhood, St. Boniface Cburcl>·
on the following day.

Timothy Donnelly, O.S.B.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Donnelly 01
Tulsa, Frater Timothy was born in San J\Jl'
tonio, Texas, but lived in Tulsa from earl)
childhood. He attended Immaculate ConceP'
ti.on grade school, and then entered the schO'
lasticate at Subiaco, completing his hig)l
school, college, and theological studies at
Subiaco. He has also attended Tulsa Univef'
sity and St. Louis University in summer
courses and studied by correspondence fro~'
the University of Arkansas. He will retur~
to St. Louis University this summer to studl
mathematics.
Frater Timothy is one of the Abbey pbot0:
graphers and has also in the past two yea"
conducted scri ptural courses for the noviceS·

J Ire has three brothers, Michael, Roben, and
0 hn,

and a younger sister, Mary. His brothers are all graduates of Subiaco Academy.
F'rater Timothy will offer his first Mass
~~ Immaculate Conception Church , Tulsa , at
I) noon on May 30, with his pastor, MonsigA.or James Rooney as assistant priest, and
h bbot Michael Lensing delivering Lhe
OrniJy.
Je~ome Knoede! O.S.B.

lh A. native of Clarksville, Frater Jerome is
e son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Knoedel. He
:\tended the elementary grades al Holy Rel eemer Scbool in Clarksville and entered
bhe _scholasticate at Subiaco Academy at the
eg1~ning of high school. He completed all
0
s{ h_1s high school, college, and Lheological
e lid.i.es at Subiaco, and has taken summer
ll~Urses at Conception Abbey two summers,
v Us. correspondence courses from the Uniersity of Arkansas. He will study langu:ges at Southern Methodist University this
Limmer.
F'rater Jerome is in cbarge of the Abbey's
1
lending library, and is a regular contributor
0
the Abbey Message.
!l lre has three brothers, Frank. Ralph, and
0
J b, and two sisters, Mrs. Eugene Lazzo and
0 an. His brothers Frank and Ralph are
ftaduates of the Academy and the youngest
<i tother, Bob will graduate from the Acaerny later this month.
ll, F'rater Jerome's first Mass will be at Holy
l ecteemer Church in Clarksville on June 6.
~ W1]] be a low Mass, with the pastor, Father
e_de Mitchel, O.S.B., acting as assistant
lltiest. The other roles in the Mass will be

filled by the members of the newly-ordained's family. His brothers Frank and Ralph
wilJ be commentator and lector, Bob will be
one of the acolytes together with Jerry Webster: and his parents and sisters will presenl
the bread and wine in the offertory procession.

Joachim Lally, O.S.B.
A native of Memphis, Tennessee, Frater
Joachim is the son of Dr. and Mrs. E. C.
LalJy of McGehee. Frater Joachim made his
elementary studies at Immaculate Conception School in Memphis and at St. Mary's
School in McGehee. He attended McGehee
High School in the ninth grade and entered
the scholasticate at Subiaco in the tenth
grade, continuing his studies here thrnughout high school, colJege, and theology. He
has studied music at Webster College, St.
Louis, and by correspondence from the U~iversity of Arkansas. This summer he_ will
attend Dayton University, Dayton, Ohio, LO
study catechetics. Frater Joachim is an organist at the Abbey.
Frater Joachim has two sisters. Mrs. Pat
Dunne and Peggy, and a brother, Mike.
He wilJ offer his first Mass the day after
his ordination, at two o'clock in the ~flernoon at the McGehee Grade School. His •~sistant priest will be a cousin, Father Michael Lally, LouisvilJe, Kentucky; the deacon and subdeacon will be Fathers Daniel
Geels and Fintan Oldham of the abbey. One
of the servers at the Mass will be Brother
Anselm Allen of the abbey, a former classmate of Frater Joachim. Frater Guy Pels
will be master of ceremonies.
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Report From Nigeria
St. Mukasa Priory
Eleme, Port Harcourt
April 21, 1965
Dear Friends and Benefactors,
A few weeks ago Father Abbot sent us a
full report on the donations made to our mission from the various parishes in Arkansas
and Texas staffed by Fathers from Subiaco.
The total of more than $10,000.00 is an indication of your great generosity and spirit
of sacrifice, and your interest in the work
that we are doing here. I want to express
in the name of all of us here at the Priory
our sincerest gratitude and heartfelt thanks
to all the Fathers, the Sisters, and parishioners for the help you have given to us. May
Our Lord, who will not be outdone m
generosity, bless each of you for your help
to our mission endeavor. On our part we are
remembering you and your intentions in
our daily Masses and in Divine Office.
Since it was decided last fall to accept
Bishop Okoye's offer of Ascension High
School with attached missions, much progress has been made in the School , and much
of this is due to your generosity and that of
New Subiaco Abbey.
Since Ascension High School is a relatively
new school (in its fourth year) and will not
reach its maximum of 300 students until
1967 most o[ our efforts have necessarily
bee~ directed to the school. This growth is
being made according to the plan laid out
by the Department of Education of Eastern
Nigeria. For this reason it is not a matter
of building as one pleases and if one pleases,
but minimum standards of building, enrollment and maintenance must be met in order
to qualify for government assistance and
grants for which Ascension High s0ool will
qualify with the beginning of the first term
of 1967. After that time all salaries of qualified teachers will be paid by the Nigerian
government, and certain outright grants for
further development are normally given.
However, until 1967 the school will have to
operate on current fees wh ich are barely
enough for operation and growth.
Thus, you can see that our building program for monastic needs can be realized
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only by help from the outside, and this iS
the help that we receive from you.
We continue at present to live in our tern·
porary monastery, but even here we h~P:
in a matter of five or six weeks to rece1v
our first Nigerian candidates, somethillg
which has not been possible up to this date•
We are very hopeful that Father Abbo;
Michael will be able to fuliill his wish 0
paying us a visit in late_July and early A0
gust. At that time we will try to make flI1 8d1
plans for a permanent monastery on Jan
adjoining the school, some of which _is ,n
the process of being acquired by B1shOP
Okoye at the present time.
During the past year Nigeria has be€~
rocked by two general strikes of senous pro
portions, during which periods all scho0 ~'
were closed. At the end of 1964 and ear·1
this year there was a near crisis over the
Federal elections. Fortunately the .leade~
of the country put aside personal ~!Shes ,
order to preserve unity of the nation, th 0.;
averting what seemed to be disaster: At thed
time everything is normal,. and 1t 1s hop d
that all will proceed accordmg to peace an
good order.
Work continues in the neighboring rnis.·
sions the growth of which, however, is slo-';
We also help neighboring missions, when th 1:
is possible, wilh Masses and help with co;
fessions. Just recently work was begun 1,
the Eleme Parish Church. Funds for sue1

. "" I

Nigerian students loading up for a mid-te
trip home.

an undertaking constitute a real problem,
but Bishop Okoye bas come to the rescue,
<lnd I feel that many 'rescues' will have to
be made before the completion of this modest
Structure which will mean so much for the
People h~re.
A few weeks ago we had the pleasure of
receiving Archbishop Luigi Belliotti, Apostolic Delegate to Central West Africa. He had
Corne to Port Harcourt to lay the cornerstone
of St. Mary's pro-cathedral, and on the day
following Bishop Okoye drove him to Elem_e
for a visit with us. During the course of his
11 isit be made his appearance in every class
and spoke briefly to the boys and gave all
of us hjs blessing.
At present we are in the midst of our first
break of the year, a period which will last
almost three weeks. It is very welcome relief
Crom work, and it is hoped that some of us
\Vi]J be able to drive up to J os for a short
11
acation in a higher region of the country.
M:uch activity is going on as I write this,
Since we have three different groups of
builders preparing for 1966. Work is going
forward on a new dormitory for 60 boys, a
llew building for teachers, and a house for
candidates for the monastery which will be
finished soon. We are also doing a bit of landscaping, planting hedges and flowers which
lrrow rapidly as the rainy season begins.
With the frequent rains temperatures have
dropped and Hfe in general will be more
l:)leasant.
Again, our heartfelt thanks to you and to
0
ther individuals and parishes who have been
!renerous to us. May we ask all to keep us

Intramural teams at Asrension named their
groups after the Fathers. Note th e names Raphael,
Camillus, Lawrence, and Basil on lhe scoreboard.

in your prayers, and not o~y u~, b\Jt a~~
the whole missionary effort m N1gerJa a
Arica. so important for the Church. Ma~
your life be filled with many graces an
blessings during this Easter Season.
With best wishes in Christ from all of us.
Father Raphael DeSalvo. O.S.B., Prior,
Father Camillus Cooney. O.S.B.
Father Lawrence Miller, O.S.B.
Father Basil Wiederkehr, O.S.B.
Brother Loujs Fuhrmann. O.S.B.
Brother Paul Halliburton, O.S.B.

Th residence of the monk at
NOT LARGE ENO.UGH •·th the addition of th e BrothMukasa Priory is now ma~eqtuate~va dditionaJ building for mon ers and the hope of candula es.
· a
astic housing is a current need.
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Letters From Our Founder
By Hugh Assenmacher. O.S.B.
An interesting episode in the early liistory
of Subiaco and more direct!y in neigliboring
Catholicism is found recorded in a rather
grandiose scheme of Father Wolfgang during
his second summer in Arkansas. This was
the proposed dream of the purchase of and
construction on Short Mountain near Paris,
Arkansas. Like alt the pioneer monks from
Einsiedeln, Father Wolfgang could never
overcome his native-born love for hilts, and
we find him quite interested in this project,
which was doomed to fai!u,·e. One can only
ccnjectc1.re what would have been the outcome if this project would have materialized.
The first reference is found in a letter
t0 the dean of Einsiedeln dated May 14, 1879.
While discussing the need for another mission church he broc,ches the subjects
.. One of these days a site must be chosen
for the third church to be built in our nussion territory. This has been done before,
but since the work will actually begin soon,
new angles and proposals present themselves.
Earlier the Railroad Company allowed me
to select 80 acres from a plot of 320 acres
adjacent, and promised $500 cash money for
the building. Most of the 25 families that
have settled there already (west of present
day Paris) want another site and also want
lo donate 80 acres and to raise the money
needed by taking up subscr iptions.
The proposed site has a fine and healthy
location. Short Mountain, that wonder oi
beauty, is only a mile away. This mountain
resembles Mount Thabor in Palestine. It
has an oval shape. And what will you
find on top of it? Last spring I climbed
the slopes. I was not surprised to see the
magnificent view over the surrounding
country. But from above I could now see the
beautiful area of land that forms the top of
the mountain. There are about 100 acres of
fertile land here. grown over with trees and
grass. Wild grapes grow there luxuriantly.
And the air is so rare and pure. Father I sidore (the pr iest who had first investigated
Logan County) d idn't you see th is mou ntain?
Why didn't you choose it? I will not be able
to rest until we gel possession of it. Is i t
possible withou t going to a gr eat expense?
I believe the mountain lop together with
14

its slopes comprises about 1,000 acres. A sec·
tion belongs to the Railroad Company and
600 acres are still government land which
is for sale at $1.25 per acre. I have seen to
it that the 320 acres will not be sold, without
my receiving previous notice of a contem·
plated sale. Shall this beautiful mountain,
so well adapted for a Benedictine monaster)',
fall into the hands of speculators? Shall ii
be used for profane purposes? No! It shall
never come to pass! Good God. send me 3
few hundred dollars! I am not allowed to
go into debt, and I do not want lo, but . .
God will provide.

This letter is closed with a significant:
In spirit on the Arkansas Thabor, 1 remaiJl
Sincerely yours,
Father Wolfgan¢
In July, 1879, another letter was sent

tD

the same Dean of Einsiedeln with further
information and developments for t1,i,
scheme:
. . . The abbot of St. Meinrad does not
object either, if the Arkansas Thabor caJI
be bought cheaply. Whether our Divine S~":
ior would be satisfied if we were to bu1lu
a hut up there at the present time, is an al·
together different question .... I have bee~
told there is a good spring on top of tlJC
mountain. I have not verified the statemell~
by personal observation . But I find goo
proof that there is an excellent spring on the
northern slop in the fact that last year a1'
old brewer from Bavaria intended to utiJiZ 1
its waters for a brewery he was going 10
build at the foot of the mountain. It is a pit)
the gentleman died when the buHding w3;
completed. The sickly man contracted a severe cold from this chill water.... It is tr~
we could not think of building a pan .
church on the mountain. I personally th1TI~
it is very desirable that a monastery churcl;
should not also serve as a parish churcll

Now fol.tows a more practical scheme a,id
one which would eventually be partia!IY
fulfilled:
... A few days ago I was offered 80 acre;
of land at the foot of S hor t Mountain in tJtC

direction of Paris and money for building a
church and school on that piece of property.
l said: "It will be done, if and when it becomes necessary." It would be foolish to
build churches for political and selfish
reasons ..

all graduatly leµ the mission territory ro
return co Indiana. or were orherwise recalled
or became discouraged by the rast obstacles
in their paths. In August 1880 there i~. the
last anguished reference to a once ambitious
ideas

. After this final reference, there is silence
tn the extant letter of Father Wolfgang nntH
"postscript dated January 15. 1880 in whicl1,
"Writing to the same friend, says:

I wrote you earlier about Mount Thabor
near Paris-Short Mountain. That mountatn
still smiles upon us and all beautiful cr~atures oi Logan County continue to proclaim
the prais~ of God with a loud voice. But they
must still be redeemed by means of the t.rembling and life of the suffering humanity of
Jesus and of all who believe in Him . . . .

I have not yet forgotten Short Mountain.
A.fter much inquiry here and there, I find
that former buyers have not paid taxes for
ltlany years. Lately I visited a native "American" who had sold the land on top of the
ltlountain. He told me the owners did not
Pay taxes, but that he had paid the taxes
(or them. The land will revert to the State
1
n the spring. He said that if I wished to buy
the whole mountain, to come again in the
5
Pring.
At present, Catholic people are building
School at the foot of the mountain (Ed.
he old St. Anne School?).

1'

As time passed for the harried prior in
:'lrkansas, this ideal site had to be pushed
tnto the background. It was at this time that
~e most depressing experiences for Father
Dlf gang occurred. The monks and sisters

~May Cover

lhe Life of St. Benedict
A. CATHOLIC LAYMEN once asked Saint
l:lenedict to found a monastery on his estate
at Terracina. The servant of God readily
~ 0 nsented and after selecting several of his
~Onks for this undertaking appointed one of
lh ern abbot and another his assistant. Before
ey left he specified a day on which he
~Dllld come to show them where lo build
he chapel, the refectory, a house for guests.
;l\d the other buildings they would need.
hen he gave them his blessing.
f After their arrival al Terracina they looked
h.~rward eagerly to the day he had set for
15 Visit and prepared to receive the monks
~ho might accompany hjm _ Before dawn of
<:i e appointed day Benedict appeared m _a
team to the new abbot as well as to his
Prior and showed them exactly where each
Section of the monastery was to stand. In
lhe morning t hey told each other what they

Therefore. the Mount Thabor of Arkansas.
the familiar sight to all who know Subrnco.
never became the property of the Benedictines , though the idea smoldered on_ in t(ie
minds until the early 1900s. In the first lustory of the abbey by Father Luke there is
the wry comment that the abbey would have
had to have the millions of the Rockefetlers
and an "air balloon" to make this dream materialize. though evidently Father Luke hin~self was not inimical to the idea even aL tins
1ate date.
What would have been the story of Arkansas Benedictinism, if the dream of Father
Wolfgang for his Motint Thabor. had come
into being?
This pas.sage is one of a series of selections
from the biogra ph y of St. Benedi el publish ed
by Pope Grego ry 1 in lhe year 594.. Our ~over
t.hjs monUt rnustrates lhe incident mentio ned
in th e selec tion. St.. Benedict lived from 480
lo 547 .

has seen, but, instead of putting th~i~ entire
trust in the vision. they kept wa1t111g for
the promised visit. When the. day passed
without any word from Benedict, they returned to him disappointed. "Father." they
said. "we were waiting for you to show us
where to build, as you assured us you would.
but you did not come."
"What do vou mean?" he replied. "Did I
not come as f promised?"
"When?" they asked.
"Did I not appear to both of you in a drc~m
as you slept and indicate where each building
was to stand?" Go back and build as you
were directed as I promised?"
.
They returned lo Terracina filled wtth
wonder and constructed the monastery according to the plans he bad revealed to them.
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A Bird's-eye View
of the Abbey

It's hard to think of where to start with
so much going on, so let's begin with the
alumni reunion in progress May 8-9 as this is
being written. The Alumni Association has
done it again-undertaken a major project
for Subiaco. The alumni have adopted the
construction of a new gymnasium and ath.letic field as an alumni project. Estimated cost
of these additions is about $400,000. ll is a
part of a broad Subiaco expansion and
development program. This program will
also eventually include a new dormitory
and a classroom building, among other projected plans. In adopting this latest project
the alumni are continuing a spirit of dedication that has brought many major ventures
to a completion at Subiaco. Their most recent
project, so successfully completed, was the
Coury Retreat House. Groundbreaking ceremonies for the gym were to have been held
during lbe reunion, but a beau tiful rain intervened. so a dedicatory service was held
in church instead.
Alumni president John Lueken of Helena
was re-elected lo his office and is ready to
begin his second term, assisted by his fellow
officers: first vice president Father Edward
Chrisman of Amarillo, Texas; second vice

The fam ed "Schola Cantorum"
of Ute Uni versity of Arkansas
will present. a concert in th e Abbey church on May 17. The Sebola ran.ks as one of the world's
leading choral g roups.
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president Frank Mitchell of Sherrill; hono·
rary vice presidents Anton Bornhoft of
Weiner, and John F. Heard of Houston,
Texas.
Father Paul Hoedebeck is executive sec·
retary of the association, Father Fintan Old·
ham is treasurer, and Father David Flusche
is spiritual director. The entire alumni aper·
ation proceeds under the guidance of the
organization's Supreme Counsellor, Abbot
Michael Lensing. Also on hand lending ini•
portanl help and advice was Father Ray·
mond Wewers, secretary emeritus.
Brothers Norbert Zwyssig, Gerard Kaul·
man, and Fridolin Vetter are looking for·
ward to next month when they will cele·
brate the golden jubilee or their religious
profession. Although their profession date
is June 24, they will celebrate with the monastic community at the time of the annual
monastic retreat and chapter, in early Jun•·
Next issue we will be tracing the steps that
have led them to these golden years.
The retreat for the lathers and fratres will
be held from Sunday evening, May 30 until
Thursday morning, J une 3. Retreat master
will be Father Roger Dieckhaus, prior of
Blue Cloud Abbey, Marvin, South Dakota
The monastic chapter will be held the final
morning, during which the monks will taJ;e
their annual thorough look at the past and
then turn to the future.
We're looking forward to seeing our fratre>
back from Conception Abbey on May 21
Fratres Ephrem , Lucian, Edwin , and GU)
will complete their college studies there th[;
month, and Fratres Regis, Leonard, and WoJf·
gang complete their third year of college(Continued on next page)

~ther Isidore's Notes

1-i Early spring rains and late showers have
eJped the pastures, meadows and small
grain fields to grow lush and green All this
greenness causes us to wonder at the rich~ss of nature. its great strength and vitality.
e varied-leaved trees around the Abbey
~e a good example of this richness. Recently
ey have reached their maximum sparkle
&s they have finished their burst of new

/>OLLY PARADE
(Continued from previous page)
Jhey will be back just in lime for the or1-llations here lhe following day.
b tather Abbot Alfred of Corpus Christi Abj:Y. came up to join in Bishop Fletcher's
,\ b1lee celebration, and then came by the
a}bey to lake back to Corpus Christi that
i;, bey's two novices, Melvin Benedele and
red Janacek. They had been making their
11
i 0vitiate studies here together with the Subr,aco_ novices, hut will now complete their
c 0 vitiale al Corpus Christi in order to be,0tne better acquainted with their own mon~stery and its work. We hope to see more
Of
~hem wHh our clerics after they make
St e1.r vows m September and contmue their
II.dies for lhe priesthood.
lh 'rhe Academy rejoiced this month to learn
Ji' at one of its seniors, Charles L. Quinn of
,.,~rt Worth, Texas, was a merit scholarship
itlner, earning a four-year scholarship of
t;oo a year lo attend Sl. Louis University.
Uck will be part of the abbey's seminary
81
(· ll.dy group al St. Louis next fall. His co~~alist in the merit scholarship competition,
c ~ke Musholt of St. Louis, Missouri, reheived word about the same time that he
Ji'aa received an appointment lo the Air
0rce Academy.
r ~ather Herbert is lining up his summer
ttreat program . He tells us that in the first
a0ll.r months of 1965 he had 14 retreats, with
a 10 tal of 447 relreatants. Fathers Benedict
l~-d R ugh were lhe principal co-workers in
lh 18 activity, together with Mrs. S tanford,
t e Coury House hostess. Many of the re/eats were for high school groups. More
i dll..lt and family retr eats will be held dur1:\g the su mmer.
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leaves. Probably the most noticeable of all
growth has been the mass of premature pine
cones on many of the trees. With these young
cones has come an unusually la.l'ge amount
of green pine pollen. Penetrating everywhere, this pollen kept many of the monks
sneezing until showers came to arrest its
movement.
Our small grain fields have prospered on
the bright spring sunlight of late. Oats, our
largest small grain crop, and barley is beginning to shoot forth small heads of grain.
Each day the bright heads sparkle in the
bright sunlight, causing the fields to be
transformed into a great sea of light green
above the dark green foliage. While the barlev will be let stand lo ripen and be harv;sted for grain, most of the oats will go
into hay for winter feeding.
Recently a f;eld of meadow hay was baled.
While this tbrill of seeing the first hay being
stored safely was a new experience. the tremendous weight of the green bales turned
it into a somewhat depressing experience.
When the oats fields reach the proper stage
of maturity, they too will be the working
site for the harvesting machinery.
Like plants elsewhere, the vegetables in
the garden have made steady growth in recent weeks. The tomatoes have made the
most notable growth since the plants were
set ou l a month ago. Al though many or the
plants were Jost because of drying winds
which swept this area shortly after their
planting. the surviving plants have staged
a remarkable comeback. The green rows of
popcorn too have started to reach skyward
each day. Planted in a thick stand. when
grown the popcorn plants are muc_h shorter
than regular corn stalks. The radishes also
have been started since a small shower of
rain helped their germination. Within several weeks they will be ready for the use
on the table.
Since Easter ow· pastures north of the
Abbey have been the scene of constant wor_k
with heavy land-levelling machinery. This
area is being levelled for our football stadjum which building is lo begin shortly. At
first the cattle of these fields were frightened at the huge metal monsters invading
their domain, but with closer inspection
each day their fears gave way to confidence.
Soon the cattle, like the monks, were sle?dy
viewers of the work being done. The field
will soon be seeded with special grasses, and
the rich pasture soil will insure a tl1ick coverage come fall.

Lending
Library
N otes
Jib~:;;e::rv~~: ~~ v~~!dA~0be~eT~!\o£i:: r~et!~~:3
1

to below are J>art of a shelf of several hundred
books available. Additions are constantly being
made to the library. \Vrite for any ot' these books
or ask for a com1>lete list. Address the Lending
Library, New Subiaco Abbey. Subiaco, Ark.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LOVING, by Ignace
Lepp, Helicon, 1963, 223 pages with index,
$4.95
It is imperative that every individual attain a balanced understanding of human love
and its effect on the human psyche, since
"what the world requires and every human
urgently needs is love that is truly human"
(p. 5). In this book, Ignace Lepp attempts
to clarify this relationship of love and the
human psyche through insights he gained
from his own experience in psychotherapeutic work. His lucid discoveries will do
much to help those who aTe truly desirous
of developing love in their own lives and
the lives of those they iniluence.
Any human activity must be evaluated
only in the light of the total person-matter,
spirit, and emotions; erron eous overemphasis on one to the excl usion of the other can
only result in frustration. Previous rational istic conceptions of man, Freudian oversimplification of sex as a biochemical complex, and the puritanical teachings of some
moralists have resulted in emotional illness,
abnormal or frustrated love, and many other
unhappy consequences. Using actual case
histories, Lepp discusses th<> influence of unconscious neurotic complexes in the formation oi these catastroph ic misunderstandings
of human love.
The author devotes a large portion of his
book to a study of the problems involved
in love between the persons of opposite sex,
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since he believes that only one capable ol
loving a person of the opposite sex is trulY
capable of loving at alL In bis excellent
wapter on marriage, he emphasizes the
necessity of proper education towards sP
w1derslanding of the complexities of ma!'
ried li.fe, and the need for adapting the il1·
stitulion oi marriage to l11e psychological
make-up of the modern human being.
In a chapter on friendship, he indicates tbC
importance of its existence in the development of the hwnan person. Unlike erotic love
it is not exclusive. and an individual gai11S
much from each communication which wiU
enrich his understanding of others.
Throughout his presentation, Lepp point;
lo the necessity of sublimation. In his final
chapter he cuinaxes bis study with a bril•
liant penetration into the highest form of
affectivily-love in the God-man relation'
ship. which is the highest form of subll'
mation.

Sister J ean Marie, O.S.ll·
THAT MAN IS YOU, by Louis Evely, Nell''
man Press, 1964, 297 pages, $4.50.
Would you have recognized Christ if yotl
had lived while H e was on ear th? More in1;
portant, do you recognize Christ toda)' f
These are the questions Abbe Evely asks 0•
us in this book, and starts us on our wa)
to an affirmative answer. He explains the
1
Scriptures, the teachings of Christ, in sucl
a way that it's as if we are reading then'
for the first time. We are left with a broader
understanding of these messages and a ne''
application lo modern daily life.
Many people who lived daily w ith Chri5'.
on earth did not recognize Him. And maJ1~
people now-today---<lo not. But all men
all times are contemporaries of Christ, for
He said. "I am with you always, even 10
the end of the world."
All too often we complain that God's presence is hidden, and we're right. But wheP
we give up our own little image of wh 81
He's supposed to be, when we invite l:!15
presence and allow Him lo work in us, theJl
will He no longer be hidden but the livinf
driving force in our lives.
The chapter on "lay spirituality" is a particularly enlightening one for those sou~
who become discouraged because they d
1
not know wh at their mission is, who do 110
recognize a mission, a service, in their dail:
round of routine chores. Too many lay people underestimate their vocation, lack pr!d:
and joy in serving God in this place, doiJl-

°

THE STRUCTURE OF CATECHETICS, by
th.is task, putting up with these seemingly
lneaningless petty trials. But God chose to Marcel van Caster, S.J., Herder and Herder,
lnake the world a place where He needed !965, 253 pages with index, $4.95.
1h.is person in this place, doing this job, howA leader in the catechetical renewal preever meaningless we may think it is. The sents a comprehensive introduction to meth~llthor gives us a greater realization of the ods of instructing in the Faith.
Idea that God needs me, and a practical here
A CATHOLIC PARENT'S GUIDE TO SEX
<llld now application to our Hie.
EDUCATION, by Dr. Audrey Kelly , HawOur "neighbor" is brought into proper thorn. 1962, 123 pages with index and glosfocus as the author explains just who our
t\eighbor is and how lo go about learning sary of terms.
to love him. Using the two great Command- THE END OF THE AFFAIR by Graham
~en ts, he explains that God and our neigh- Greene, Viking, 1961. 240 pages.
or are indissolubly linked. and when we
This, one of the author's best novels. porC<tn say "I love my neighbor" we also can trays the timeless struggles of a sinner un5<ty "I love God.'' In these days of ecumender the grace of God.
15tn and getting involved, when we seem lo
be always participating with people, we need APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA , by John Hen~o realize that these people are our neigh- ry Cardinal Newman, Image, 1956, 440
ors and our heavenly companions. When pages.
We can see beyond the human commotion
Philip Hughes has compiled here all the
<lrid confusion, when we learn that commun- pamphlets and correspond:mce _t~at caused
ton means "common union"-union with and accompanied Newman s wnting of the
C:h1•ist-then will we recognize our neighbor history of bis religious opinion (in 1864). The
~d come to love him.
Apologia is experiencing a resurrection today
Abbe Evelv has a very definite knack for because it speaks so pointedly to men Ill curjtiting on ~ human, down-to-earth level. rent religious quandaries.
. h.e gospels become alive and livable. Christ
~herewith us today, teaching, admonishing, NINE STORIES, by J. D. Salinger, Bantam,
elping you and me to a better Hfe in His 1964 198 pages.
T~o of the best here are "A Perfect Day
~!"gdom on earth and a happy eternity with
for Bananafish" and "Teddy."
ltn in His Kingdom of Heaven.
-Miss Patricia Poole
Jackson, Tennessee

'!'lit

CHURCH TOMORROW, by George H.
!avard, Herder and Herder, 1965, 190 pages.
'P3 9
. 5.

A leading American Council theologians
e)(a!nines
the issues and events of trus turnlti
t g-point in the Church's life with an eye
o the future.

'J.'i,h

ABBEY DEA.TB ANNIVERSARIES

Publication of death anniversary dates is an
encouragement to friends of the decetadseq anLie~
our readers to remember t.o depar e in
prayers.
Brother Conrad Spirig
May
9, 1963
May 13, 1953
Brother A.ulhony Weeler
.
~l ay 15, 1902
Very Rev, Gall D'A.ujhourd'hm
Mai• 16, 1931
Brother Maurus Strobel
2 1945
Rev. Frowin Koerclt .
May O, 1 46
Brotlier Ignatius Stallem
Mav
28, 1918
9
May 31,

Q'""' OLD MAN AND THE SEA, by Ernest
en:iingway, Scribner. ~19=5~2::_,_1~2~7:_ip:a:'.g~e::s::..- -~R:•::_"~·_:
Jo:::s::e~
p::
h_:_
B_u_wy_:_I_
er _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PRA Y ER

UNITED IN
THE LIVING
Ri~eace and understanding in the family; T11anksV \li;ng-Blessed Mother; Successful concluston o~
~ a.t1can Council II; For our persecuted. brethren ,
Qa.~e return of son from overseas serv1c<::; Go~d
t1 arvest; Job close to home; Son's suc~ess in ~~s 1~fss and without inj~ry; Success m obta~U'l~
:::; gher degree· Financial help; Good confession.
I T>ecial graces~ Speedy recovery from heart at-

t~0k.; That
~

th;

pope and bishops will consecrate

e. World to the Immaculate Heart of Mary; SucttiSS in a vocation; Ability to understand w_ork
0 roughly

and to be able to do an excellent Job;

Diffel'ent place to Uve: Summer jobs for ch1~~en~
Well enough to attend Chutch; Employmen , m
proveme.nt in health.

THE DECEASED
Krebs· Philip Strobel: Blaine Gibbons:
O'.Halloran: Celeste Fuhrmann, Al~l"I
?:arson: Mrs Faynnc Berly; F~~n~ Y~nnl~rstai:
I

He

be'/fl'

ceased members of Backus families, Atn~
. . Al1

lein. Deceased members or Schulte fa'/: Jf\ley
bert Haag· Stella Fleischmann: Ralp
B eit:
Jr. Ethel Thompson; Hildad F:sch,r fe~f~ba~gh:
Catherine Maher: M,r. an
rs.M..i. ch·.k
Lawrence Hayden; and Joseph
s i .
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Gifts Out of Income
This is the most common form of contribution.
F ederal Income Tax Law allows deductions
for gifts to Subiaco up to 30 percent of your
ad1usted gross income (gross income less
business expenses and capital losses) in any
one year.
You may carry the balance of your deduction over the next five years should your
contributions exceed the 30 percent limitation.
The actual cost of your gift is what you
would keep had you not made the gift. It
is the difference between your top tax
bracket and 100 percent.
Example: If your gift is $100.00 and you
are in the 50 percent bracket, your
cost is 50 percent of $50.00.
In no case would your gift to S ubiaco cost
you as much as its real value. The higher
your tax bracket the less the net cost of
the gift to you.

Cost of a Direct Gift
Your Taxable Income Is:
Single
Perso n

l\ta rricd

Cou1,1e

For 1965

\'o ur

me,z(ea

You r

Cost pe r S
of G ift
Will Be:
l s:
Ta x

Savings

$
$

4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000
12,000
14,000
16,000
20,000
26.000
38,000
50.000
70,000
100,000
200,000
200,000 plus

$ 8,000
$ 12,000

16,000
20,000
24,000
28,000
32,000
36,000
40,000
44,000
52,000
64,000
88,000
100,000
120,000
140,000
160,000
18U,v00
200,000
400,000
400,000 plus

Fo r f u.rth er info rmation write:
Rt. Rev. l\licbaeJ Lens in g, O.S. B.
New S ub iaco Abbey
Sub iaco, A rkansas 72865

$ .22

.22
.25
.28
.32
.36
.39
.42
.45
.48
.50
.53
.58
.60
.62
.64
.66
.68
.69
.70
,70

$ .78
78
'7;

·1:

:6:
·~1

Oear Young Americans,

:,;

Finatly it is May, the very last month of
~r "captivity" in the school year! In a few
0
1.o re days, Commencement will be over and
1.o~ will be free to go home. In fact, they
if Uld not let us stay in school any longer
tve wanted io!
WAnd we will not go out of school empty.
It e will take the silver of our teachers'
,.,,_"- 0 wledge, the gold of their wisdom, and
½Uch more expe,'ience in how to act. We
tll be clothed with better manners.
b A.!( during the school year we worked,
Ut we did not get salaries for the effort.
8
>eut God always sees to it that workers get
d.Paid one way or another, and so we will
18
'J) Cover that we will take with us a goodly
thrt of what our teachers treasure most, and
to at they have given al! these good things
Us to use for the honor and glory of God.
1o;he children of Israel worked in Egypt
sal many years, but not as free men with
t anes. God saw to it that they were repaid,
Ii;00 , Just as they were leaving Egypt. The
gi?Pttans brought out vessels of silver and
th d, and many, many clothes, and handed
en-,, over to the children of Israel.
Of Our_ story this time is the Commencement
t) a hike that lasted forty years. Six hundred
Q~0 uscmd Hebrew men, besides their families
Ii; d the mixed multitude of animals and
'i.9YPtian followers started out on that hike
li; 9ht after the first Passover, and even now
l\ Clster is Commencement time for Christians,
Cl~t because the work of Lent has come to
h end, but that the spiritual progress we
~,~ue made during Lent will commence to
0 tv itself in the way we live.

·,s
·s,
-~1
'42

:1

·;,
:SJ
3,

:s:

__,lo

Love to every one of you,
Tamm y

Commencement
"Call Moses and Aaron!" Pharao commanded his messengers. "Say to them:
arise. and go forth from among my people.
you and all the children of Israel. Go! Sacrifice to the Lord as you say, taking your
sheep and herds with you, and as you leave.
give me your blessing!"
The messengers lost no time in the race
to get to Moses and Aaron as soon as possible. Egyptians wanted the Hebrews to
leave right away, and began lo beg them to
hurry.
"Unless you get out of t.hls land spee~ily,
we shall all die!" mourned the Egypbans.
"You must not stay any longer!"
The Hebrews bad just started to mix up
their flour into dough when the Egyptians
came urging them to make haste. Now Moses
had told the Hebrews that each one was to
ask vessels of gold and silver from Egyptians.
"We do not have sufficient vessels even
to carry all this dough," said the Hebre":'s
taking off their cloaks. "See! We have to tie
up the dough in our cloaks, and we need
many vessels of silver and gold to offer the
Sacrifice, and what will we use for coats?"
Word went back to the Egyptian homes
rapidly. A clothing drive was organized on
the spot and a collection of gold and silver
vessels was taken up and given to the Hebrews. The Lord gave favor to His own people in the sight of the Egyptians so that
they gave generously, stripping themselves
to do so.
Word came from God to Moses, too. "Sanctify especially for Me every firstborn that
opens the womb among the children of
Israel, men as well as beasts, for they are
all mine!"
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And Moses said to the people just as they
were ready lo leave Egypt: "Remember this
day in which you came forth out of Egypt,
and out of the house of bondage, for with a
strong hand the Lord has brought you forth
out of his place, Remember that you eat
no leavened bread.
"This day, you are going forth in the
month of new corn. And when the Lord
shall have brought you into the land which
He swore to your fathers celebrate this manner of sacred rites in this month.
"Seven days shall you eat unleavened
bread, and on the seventh day shall be the
solemnity of the Lord. Unleavened bread you
shall eat for seven days. There shall not be
seen anything leavened with you, or anywhere in your lands during this time.
"And you shall tell your son in that day
saying: this is what the Lord did to me when
I came forth out of Egypt. And it shall be
as a sign in your hand. and as a memorial
before your eyes. that the law of the Lord
be always in your mouth. For with a strong
hand the Lord has brought you out of Egypt.
"You shall keep this observance at the set
time in all the days to come. And when the
Lord has brought you into the land of the
Chanaanite, as He swore to you and your
fathers, and shall give it to you, you shall
set apart all that opens the womb for the
Lord, and all that is first brought forth of
your cattle. Whatever of these that is of the
male sex you shall consecrate to the Lord.
"The firstborn of an ass must be changed
for a sheep, and if you do not redeem the
sheep, you must sacrifice it. And every firstborn of men you must redeem with a price.
"And when your son shall ask you in the
days to come, why do you do this? You shall
answer him: with a strong hand did the
Lord bring us forth out of Egypt, from the
firstborn of man to the firstborn of beasts.
Therefore I sacrilice to the Lord everything
of the male sex that opens the womb, and
all the firstborn of my sons I redeem.
"And it shall be as a sign in your hand,
and as a thing hung between your eyes, for
a remembrance , because the Lord has
brought us out of Egypt with a strong hand."
"Now, you must get started," urged the
Egyptians, impatient while Moses was instructing the people.
"We have to wait for Moses to give the
word," answered the Hebrews. "He and some
of the men have gone to the burying place
of our people."
22

"Did the destroyer strike you, too, that you
have to bury your dead, just as we are ha,•·
ing to do?" asked the Egyptians.
"The destroyer passed over the children
of Israel, sparing every one of us," the He·
brews assured the Egyptians. "But our foreEather Joseph, who brought us to Egypt in
the first place, made his sons swear that
on this day of visitation, when we would
go out of Egypt lo our own land, we would
take his bones with us, to be buried with
our fathers who came before him."
Moses and the men came out of the bur)"
ing place carrying a bundle. The people were
already organized into companies, and the
signal for the first company to start moving
was given. After they had moved on a short
distance it was time for the second compan11
to begin, and then the next, and so on unll
all the men, women, children, sheep, cattlegoats, beasts of burden loaded with pac~;
of supplies, and their Egyptian follow&
were all on the move towards the promised

S END US YOUR CANCELED STAMPS
FOR THE IIUSSIONS
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missiofl'
by sending us your canceled stamps. Simply te8:
or cut them off. your letters and packages 3/1
mail them to us. Be sure to leave a small margl~
around them so as to protect the perforations. Ji.l
foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mail c0fJ"
tributions to: Young America, New Subiaco Ji.,b'
bey, Subiaco, Arkansas 72865.

as mattresses and to cover them from the
chill of the desert night. Some of the people
lay down to sleep on the sand , with only the
sky for a roof.
"I-1 don't want to sleep in any tent." said
little Benjie to his father. "l want to sleep
out in the open with you."
•·It would be safer and more comfortable
inside." insisted Benjie's mother.
"Please'" pleaded little Benjie so pitifully
that his mother finally smiled and nodded
her head in approval.
"Not this way, Father, please," said Benjie
to his father. "Here. Let us turn the bed
roll around the otber way."
"Whv what difference does it make which
way th~ bed roll is turned. my son?" asked
Way.
father.
f· 'I'he people gathered brush, made camp- Be~jie's
"Oh my Father," pleaded Benjie. "The
/re_s, and took some of the dough out of
destroyer get
heir cloaks and patted it into little hearth Most High God did not let the
with high
~akes, baking them by the fire. How good me last night. 1 want us to sleep
that we can
hey smelled roasting at the fire! They tasted pillows and our faces turned so
pillar of fire.
even better than they smelled because ev- look directly at His wonderful
the night, we
erybody was hungry from the long march . Every time we wake du1·ing
is, and we can remember
b Bedtime came for the young Hebrews, can see where He
will be the first
r Ut there were no beds. There were no bed- to worship Him. His pillar
when we wake up tomori 00 tns, nor houses like they were used to Lhing we look at
row morning. We must never forget our
t~ 'Egypt. Some of the men set up tents, and
dangerous."
ll; e extra clothing given to them by the God. It would be
(To be continued)
~tians served well to spread on the sand

land by the way of the desert instead of
through the land inhabited by the Philistines.
No roadway stretched across the wilderness before them , not even a trail sometimes
Used by caravans. No one in the whole comllany had even been to Canaan. There were
no direction signs in the sands and stones
surroundfog them, but their road marker
~as in the sky. All day long it showed them
e way, a vast pillar of cloud.
Night came. They had to make camp in
ll:tham, at the edge of the wilderness. The
lltllar of cloud became a pillar of fire at
'1.ti;:ht, very bright, and always visible to re'ntnd them that God was showing them the

STAMP CONTRIBUTORS SINCE LAST 1sscr£

ARKANSAS
Hotel Ford, Hotel Pearson
CALIFORNIA
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth F. Poiry
O
ILi(i.~ 6~1an. Mr. Kenneth L. Sabol. Mrs. A010''
Uradnik
M1CHIGAN
Rev. John C. Sullivan
MINNESOTA
Mrs. H. E. Webber
MISSOURI
Mrs. Louis J. Padberg (2)
NEW JERSEY
Ml's. J. J. McClellan
OKLAHOMA
Miss Mary Donnelly
PENNSYLVAN IA
Mrs. K. E. Abriola
WISCONSIN
Mrs. Walter F. Scanlan
GERMANY
Abbot Albert Schmitt. O.S.B.

Camp Subiaco
July 4-11

July 11-18

For further information write for brochure
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Look over the summer retreat dates below
and pick the one that suits you. Then just
write in for details.
June 4-6 _
June 11-13
June 18-20
June 25-27
July 23-25 __
July 30-August 1
August 6-8 _
August 13-15

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

_Men
Family
Women
Oblates
Couples
Women
Family
Men

Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
Have you made a Retreat t hfa year? If you would
love yourself, if you would love your neighbor as yourself, if you would love God above all things, you will
not hesitate lo make any possible arrangements lo fit
a Retreat into your year's schedule. For the man who
really believes that his Christian faith is the most important responsibility in his life, the making of a Retreat is the most effective way of doing something
practical about it.
Christ did not condemn the world. The world was
created by God and is good. In taking leave of His
followers the evening before He died on the Cross,
Christ did not pray that His Fatber take them from
the world, but to preserve them from evil. The spirit
that predominates in the world is the spirit of evilthe powers of darkness pervade society and blind the
minds of millions of people.
Ii you stop to think, I believe you will agree that
the Bishops of the UnHed States describe the situation
you Jive in , when they wrote a few years ago:
"It is not that the existence of God is expressed or
generally denied; it is rather that so many men ignore
Him and His law in their absorption with the materia l
world He created. There is not yet a deliberate turning
away from God, but there is an excessive preoccupation
with creatures. This form of materialism reveals itself
as secularism in politics and government, as avarice in
business and the professions, and as paganism in the
personal lives and relations of all too many men and
women. 'This people honors me with their lips, but
their heart is far from me.' "
For the first time since the early days of the Church,
lay people are beginning to realize that they have a
vocation from God. By their Baptism, they are committed to work for the salvaton of the world. This means
that they are to be concerned not only for their own
salvation but also the salvation of others. Just as Christ
did not come into the world to be served but to serve,
so if our !He is to Christian it too must be a life of service. The Christian vocation is a divine call to work
with Christ in bringing men to salvation.
The call is made to each one of us-made directly
to you and me. The practical question follows of what
each one of us will do about it. We need time for reflection, we need counsel and guidance if we are to fulfill th.is mission from Christ. Without an annual retreat,
most Catholics never find the opportunity for this prayerful reflection, guidance and counsel.
Have you made a Retreat this year? You have everything to lose and nothing to gain if you neglect lo
plan one. God bless you.
Gratefully in Christ,

THE ABBEY MESSAGE
Founded May, 1940, Subiaco, ArkansP'
Publi shed ten times a :year with Ec cld 1'
as ti cal approbation by the Benedi ctllle
l\lonks of NEW SUBIACO ABBEY, an ;\f'
ka nsas corporation, a.nd non-profit or·
g-an ization, SUBIA CO, ARKANSAS, t,O
dis~emjnnte a w ider knowledge of uit
works and t.eacltlngs o f St.. B enedic t,, ;i fl 6

Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey

The Armor of Light
ey

Bernard Schumacher. O.S.B.

as a medium of keeping Its be.nefactorS>
alwn ni, and other friends informed of ii~
:ict.ivitJcs.

Subscription ra.Les: One dollar a year,
Five dollars f or s b: years or for six one·
year .su bscript.Ions.

Pu~tis~:~=. Michae l Lensing,

o.s.Jl·

Managi.ngR:v~~~~id Flusche,

o.s.6·

Con tri~~~gG~~~i~r Franks,

o.s.6
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We should always be in search of those
things which will build up grace and goodlless in us. If we give our minds only that
:hich is good to feed upon, our conduct will
e much more pleasing in the eyes of God.
We are always before His eyes. He never
forgets us. God watches the fall of a sparrow,
<Ind we can be sure he bestows much greater
eare upon us.

•

A~~~i. ~er!:~i:rschumacher, 0 ,S.13
Corres~~~e;!~.I Hoedebeck, o.s.JJ•

Circulation Manag'i!°fu.tip M. Chudl
Young ~~;•°Abernethy, ObJ.S.8·
Photogrji'!,~r~ictor Gillespie,
Printers:

o.s.J!,

Subiaco Abbey pr&

second Class postage paid at Subi11r0·
Arkansas.

THE INDEX
TJ1.e Armor of Light

Monasticism - Pagan and PreChristian

Pastor Answers Call of Good
Shepherd _
Letters From Our Founder
Report From Nigeria
·workshop on Preaching
Two Centu.ries For Cb.rist

Polly Parade
Lending Library

Abbey Farm
Young Am erica

One of the clerestory windows i~
th e Abbey Church, depicting •'
event in the life of St. Benedir'·
See page 23.

•

•

By divine providence we are called upon
lo bear certain burdens. We should not be
ioo particular about what God asks of us.
f We were willing Lo endure suffering to
~ave ourselves the way Jesus endured suiering for us then there would be no doubt
~Ur salvation. Ii all people were as anxious
loh get to heaven as Jesus is to get us there,
en no souls would be lost.

.

The thoughts of His Heart are to deliver
~0 1.tls from death and feed them in famine.
Seslts has our interests close lo His Most
acred Heart.
l lie merited salvation for us. He set out
0 bring good out of evil and with His help
So can we. We can become holy in spite of
u.nholiness. Some ways may be blocked for
~• but there is one way open to all. This is
e way of holiness that so many of the
Sain.ts used. They used their sins as stepping
st0 nes to holiness.

. .

s· 1£ we have sinned, then we should put our
bllJs to good use. We can give joy in heaven
Y doing penance for what we have done
~tong. The pleasant but often deceptive
h 1ngs of the earth will not mean much to
IJs if we are not at peace with ourselves and
:ith God . A troubled conscience always fore<lsts futU1·e trouble.

*
THE COVER

+~h.o.,J.<J.

~Meditation

•

•

. We may pretend for a while that wrong
ts tight and right is wrong. But after a w bile
reason. will assert itself and our conscience
upbraid us for our wrongdoing. It is
est to keep ourselves straight with God.

till

It requires some sacred knowledge to do
that. Scripture is a first band place for getting that kind of knowledge. Second-hand
information may be somewhat inaccurateand if this is true for second-handed information what must be said for information
that is much farther removed .

.

.

Another way we learn is from the da_ily
occurrences and the hard knocks of life.
They have a message for us. They speak to
us in no uncertain terms.

•

We can never rest secure in the know ledge
we have of God and His law. As time moves
on new problems arise and old ones usually
linger on. God's Jaw is an unchanging standard by which we can judge the goodness or
evil ;f any action. God is our light and our
salvation. His power works just as effectively in the day of danger as in the time of
security.

•

The bad do their deeds from hiding. They
are ashamed of what they do and afraid of
the consequences. Sometimes our emotions
run away with us and prompt us to do acts
of violence or foolish things. If we put God
first in our lives this will not happen to us.

•

•

We live in an age of bountiful gifts of God .
We are the highly privileged men of the New
Testament. "Let us put on the armor of
light," then as St. Paul suggests, "Let us walk
honestly as in the day."

A God-Implanted Tendency
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Monasticism-Pagan and Pre-Christian
By Patrick Brown. Nov .. O.S.B.
" We should not be surprised to find outside the tme Church persons de·voted to contemplation, solitude, and sacr-ifice, as this
is the natural outcome of the God-implanted
tendency to perfection in man" (Catholic
Encyclopedia).

BELIEVERS IN gods of almost every land
have always had in their numbers some who
wished to honor their gods in a particularly
intense way. This religious enthusiasm has
manifested itself largely in two ways: the
formation of a priest-class claiming particular influence with the gods and special
knowledge of the ways of the gods, mediating between gods and man and helping men
lo remain in the divine favor; formation of
a group concerned more completely with the
gods, separating itself from the rest of the
people to serve the gods alone and as perfectly as possible.
In almost every major religion, the group
remaining outside the rest of society in favor
of more complete dedication to the gods is
present. These religious "retreatants" differ
in practice and degree of practice from one
religion to another, but there is essential
similarity. In many of them can be seen
parallels and forerunners lo modern western
monasticism. Monastic characteristics, similar to Christian monachism in greater or
lesser degree, were present among Greek
and Roman pagans, and exist today among
Buddhists and Hindus, Mohammedans and

Jews. Characteristics of Christian monasticism , though much less formalized than most.
are found in the paganism of old Rome and
Greece. The vestal virgins of the sacred nre;
and the .;ministers" of the oracles wer<
monks in the sense of withdrawal from th'
world and by their practice of stability and
virginity, but a better example is the MitJi·
raic sect of the Roman empire.
Brotherhood in community was emph3'
sized (members were called "brother") , social distinction was eliminated, and worneI'
were excluded. Secret caves were maintaW
ed, and a college of privileged "mystes" wsi
formed lo perform rites of initiation afld
sacrifice and to guard the sacred fires. Ail
Mithraists. but especially the "mysles" were
inclined toward asceticism, practicing coo·
tinence and fasting. They considered tbe
ideal life one of striving for perfection, figJ1t·
ing with Mithra against personal and gener·
al evil or impurity. A sort of regular forrnal
prayer comparable to our office or the MO:
hammedan prayer toward Mecca was ssi 0
three times daily. Tertullian mentions Jl,1itP'
raism , mentioning especially their "virguie'
et continentes."
" Buddhism is a monastic religion"

The characteristics peculiar to monasticisP'
in Christianity play an important, even doJ11'
inant role in the everyday life of the true
lay follower of the way of Buddha. Yet e"e1'
in such a religion-permeated society, tl1,:
·'professionals" are there, set apart as God·
special portion.
The escatological aspect of Christian 111011:
asticism is a topic of discussion today; it
and has always been an important fealt1 1
0
of Buddhist monasticism . The purpose aP
goal of Buddhists is to reach nirvana, the
state of union with God and complete freedom from material bonds.
Their program for reaching thi.s state 1'.
very similar to life in our "school of th'
Lord's service," at least in theory. Monks re'

i;

lire from active liie, since they believe abscence of family cares and worldly occuPations is necessary for spiritual advancement. All men are equal in a brotherhood of
monks, in spite of the rigid caste system in
Practice outside the monasteries.
regards
Practice, a sort of "office" was said· in some
monasteries there were common mo;ning and
evening prayers, with public liturgy on spe~1al occasions. The ascetical life, varying
tom monastery to monastery , included
~tactice of poverty, depending on "Light
ersonified" for sustenance; love of silence.
~lthoul which nirvana was impossible· meditation, to which aJI other practices' were
merely aids, and which leads in its perfect
~!ates to nirvana; mortification, by which
reedom from the material world becomes
0 s_sible; humility, also a denial of the ma/:tal. Buddhist monks take ten vows, a
P1ritual mixture of the Ten Commandments
; 11 d a Puritan constitution. Discipline is entl~rced by an abbot, who follows St. Benelet's mode] of correction, punishment, and
~l<pulsion.

As

f

!!nduism: "Reunion of the individual spark
•th the immortal forge from which it was
st ruck."

l'l fiinduism is very similar in practice to
c Uddh ism. The Hindu organized ascetical life,
~ alJed monism , concentrates chiefly on philo60Phical study, contemplation, private prayer
a e:tore idols, faithful work, self-renunciation,
and '."ost important charily. Their ultimate
f ¾ 1s the same as that of the BuddhistsCeedom from the material and union with
i 0 d. Many different sects of orders came
till.to existence from the original Hinduism,
clue more to doctrinal differences than to
~fferences of rule and purpose as in western
0 nachism.
'.!'Jie Essenes-in the world, but not of it.

e· /\ non-pagan but pre-Christian monastia~n, sprang up among Jewish communities
s 0 ut two centuries before Christ. These
tll\alJ communities lived among but sepathted from the larger community, observing
e1.r laws of ritual purity to a high degree.

These monks were dedicated to charity and
learning control of passions, community
life, poverty and celibacy, and lo rigid mortification. This last quality in Jewish monasticism rose from a disregard for the things
of this world and concentration on the doctrine of the immortalitv of the soul. One
interesting aspect of \hi~ community life by
which it differed from eastern monasticism
is the fact that the Essenes were very exclusive. A long and very harsh period of
probation preceded reception into th ecommunity.
.. ALiah would hav e you live

as brothers."

The Koran calls for men (or at least Mohammedans) lo live a life of brotherhood;
among the believers, some felt the call to
leave men to serve God more fully.
Arabic monasticism-Sufism-was al least
parUy inspired by Christian asceticism. The
The Su.fis vow poverty and austerity of life,
but celibacy is looked down on. There are
three types of Islamic monks: some lead
rigorous lives in monasteries; some are wandering mendicants; others live the anchoritic
liie of solitude in the desert.
Islamic monasticism began along the lines
or oriental monasticism, emphasizing conscious remembrance of God in extreme states
of concentration induced by control of posture and breathing. In later development,
however, the influence of the West is seen ,
manifested in increased meditation on the
Koran or on the attributes of God, and in
emphasis on the recitation of "pious exercises." Some of these Islamic monks, especially among the women religious, eventually
claimed high degrees of mystical experience.
A Mohammedan nun named Rabia writes
that she was "willing to renounce even Paradise, being contented with God alone."
The monks gradually became accepted
throughout the Islamic world as the servants
of Allah par excellence. "Third orders" became very popular, attracting pious laym_en
to bind themselves loosely to the monasteries
for spiritual guidance.
These are some of the groups of pagan
and pre-Christian monks that exist or_have
existed. When inspired by sincere religious
motives they are in a certain way "chosen
people"' of God. Doubtless, whatever their
form, the one true God derives glo_ry from
their willingness to abandon self m order
to pursue a higher good.

Pastor Answers Call
of Good Shepherd

Ordination
May 22
The ordinaudi kneel to he3 1
the Bishop1s admonition at t.b''
beginning of the ceremony:
Rev. Donald Price, O.S.B.
Rev. Timothy Donnelly, O.S.BRev. Jerome Knocdel, O.S.B.
Rev. Joa chim La lly, O.S.B .

By U.1e imposition of hauds of
the Bishop they are ordained
Priests follow the Bishop in iol'
posing hands. Rev. Vincent ortb·
foreground, senior priest prcseflt
head ed U,c lin e of clergy.

Parents of the new priests prt·
1
sent th e offertory gifts at 1~
Mass. From front to rear: nl~
and l\trs. Glenn Price, Mr. ntJ
Mrs. P . J . Donne lly , Mr. and
Frank Knoedel, Dr. and MrS,
C. Lally.

~If

Father Alphonse Mueller, 78, died early
Sunday morning, June 6, in Van Buren
Where he had been chaplain of Crawford
County Memorial Hospital since 1960, following a Jong liie of pastoral ministry in
'u-kansas and Texas. Father Alphonse had
8 Uffered from a serious
heart condition in
recent years. On May 30 he had come to the
Abbey to begin his annual retreat, but was
Stricken that evening and had to be returned
lo the hospital. Another severe attack follbowed on the night of June 5, the evening
efore his death.
On Monday evening June 7 a Requiem
M:ass was offered for him in Sacred Heart
Church. Charleston, where he had been pastor for 26 of his 52 years in the priesthood.
't'hereafter the body was brought back to
~e Abbey where Abbot Michael offered the
,· uneral Mass and orficiated at burial in the
Abbey cemetery on June 9.
Father Alphonse was born in Arth. Switzerland, September 22, 1886. Following his
~~ernentary schooling in Arth he attended
e seminary at Einsiedeln Abbey in Switzer!and, 1900-1906. After a brief period of
llltlitary service he came to the United States
atid joined New Subiaco Abbey, making his
~ 0 ws on January 6, 1909. He was ordained
0 the
priesthood by Bishop John B. Morris
~ St. Andrew's Cathedral in Little Rock
ay 30. 1913 .
. li'rom 1913 until 1920 he was almost a mis~l(onary-at-large in responding to the needs
0
the growing diocese. Except for three
~~ars during th.is interval he had charge of
lssions at Ratcliff and Barling. For two
tears 1915-1917, he was an assistant at St.
dward's Church in LitUe Rock. Back on the
~ission trail for five months, he succeeded
i e renowned Father Matthew Saettele
; caring for ten counLies in Southeastern
a tkansas. He then returned to the Abbey
i lid resumed care of the Ratcliff and Barlltig missions. In 1920 he was appointed pas10t at Sacred Heart Charleston, with con1llUed care of these missions. He remained
Charleston until 1927, when he served
t tefJy as pastor at St. Ignatius Church , Scran0 ti. Later that year he went to Texas to serve

bt

as assistant at Sacred Heart Church, Muenster where he remained until 1934. From 1934
until 1940 he was pastor of St. Benedict's
Church, Subiaco. and then spent one year
as pastor at St. Scholastica Church Shoal
Creek.
In 1941 he returned to Charleston to begin
a 19-year pastorate and bring his Lota] years
there to 26. Together with this he agam
had the responsibility !or the mission_at Barling, where he supervised the erection of a
parochial school in 1946. Failing ~ealth caused him to give up this pastorate m 1960, and
he became chaplain at the Van Buren hospital. where he remained until his death .
Quiet, soft-spoken. and pleasant,_ Father
Alphonse brought an unfailing gr~c1ous_ness
into all his far-flung priestly mimstrat1ons.
We invite your prayers for his eternal repose in Christ.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
Publication of death anniversary dates is an
encouragemeot to friends of the decease~ anti ~
our readers to remember to departed in
e1r
prayers.

Rev. Gregory Luthiger
Brot.her Andrew Zwyssig
Rev. Anthon y Vorster
Rev. John Baptis t Troxler
Novice Mcinrad Bisig
Brollter Gall Bissegger
Very Rev . Benedict Borgerding
Re v. Thomas Keller
Frater Edmtmd Lazzari
Rev. Aloysius \ Valbe

BroU1er Joseph Kaiser

June

9, 1892

Ju_ne
June
June
June
July
Jul~
July
Juh•
Jul ~
July

12, 1952

15, 192Z
22, 1902
25, 1881
2, 1898
9, 1948
15, 1910
18, 1934
19, 1946
30, 1930

il1uda four or five years ago. Both these
gtasses do well here, despite the heat and
3 ummer drouth; in fact, they cannot be killed.
Johnson grass grows five to six feet ii grown
for seed; if grown for hay, you can get three
C\J.ttings a year each two feet high. Bermuda
grass is better suited for grazing, since it
grows no higher than six or eight inches,
and does not allow the weeds to come
1hrough . . .

Letters From Our Founder
ON THE PRIORY FARM
Edited by Hugh Assenmache,·, O.S.B.
Currently the Abbey Message has a running chronicle that compasses the varied activities of the Abbey Farm at the present
time. In reading the letters of Father Wolfgang, we encounter numerous references at
au times regarding the agricu!turai activities
( or impossibHity of such activities due to
lack of help) in the early days of Subiaco.
This month we have chosen exerpts from
such "agricultural" glimpses from what we
could call Father Wolfgang's "Middle Years,"
the mid-1880s. They should prove inte,·esting
because of the picture they give of what
these early monks were doing, and of the
changed picture of Logan County agriculture as well as of a pointed contrast between
the yields and prices then and now.
On June 16, 1885 Father Wolfgang wrote
a namesday greeting to the Abbot of Einsiedeln. This letter begins with an interesting first paragraph of daiiy life:
Today we bave your namesday on our
calendar, and our family has celebrated as
well as possible "in spiritualibus et temporalibus." Father Bonaventure was present as
our guest for two days as was Father Ludwig. Brother Benedict butchered two chickens, which had not been fed with sawdust,
and Brother AJois brought new potatoes, the
first ripe peaches, plums, and cherries, and
a special wine out of our cellar.

Then begins the agricultural gHmpse for
this summer:
. Yesterday we began harvesting our
wheat. We will evidently make more than
enough flour for the next year. Father Bonaventure thinks the crop will amount to two
hundred and fifty bushels ... fifteen hundred
pow1ds. Our grapevines have many and
healthy "berries." Peter Fleig counted over
a hundred grapes on one stalk! If the weather
remans favorable this will be a good harvest
year. The highest temperature so far was
27 degrees R.
8

Perhaps the most informative of these
·'farm" letters is addressed to the same Ab·
bot of Eini,iedeln, two years a~er the pre·
vious one quoted. Starting with a nostalgic
note, it becomes a. determined outline of t/> 1
life that Father Wolfgang always so cour·
ageously embraced, though he might hat'C
preferred something else if he had his otV 11
choice. Dated July 19. 1887, he begins:
Three years ago today, on the feast of th 8
Mother of Grace of Einsiedeln, I had thC
happiness of seeing my home-monasterY
again after an absence of twenty-two yearsToday my soul is lingering again in the ch 8'
pel of grace, and in the dear circle of nJ)
confreres. Since, however, I am not capable
of bi-location, my coarse nerves are drawiofl
me back to Arkansas soil and I ask you tO
pardon me if I occupy yottr attention u,itP
regard co this soil. (italics by editor).

Now follows his graphic descriptio11 °1
what the Swiss prelate might find in Af'
kansas.
Arkansas climate and soil are entirely dif,
ferent from those of Switzerland. Whereever I went in Switzerland I saw rich bea 0•
tiful meadow. Here in Arkansas f've never
seen anything that deserves the name rnes;
dow. Of course there are prairies here, bO
the grass that grows on them is weeds ratl1
than grass. The hay from these prairies f;d
indeed the hungry stomachs of cows aP,
horses and donkeys, but it drinks away ()lC
milk and eats away the flesh.

fi

With a rather dim view of Arkansas gr0~'.
ing possibilities as compared with the b..S;
mountain meadows of Switzerland , Fatl:~P
WoLfgang offers his practical solution, u,/l'1' ,
sounds familiar to the Logan County agt1
culturalist of today:
1

Two years ago I bought $10 worth of Jo!i• :
son grass seed and Father Bonaventure sod
ded a piece of poor thorny land with sei'

Passing from the haying picture into the
g.,.ain crops. Father Wolfgang speculates:
Years of experience have convinced me
lhat wheat and oats do as well here as in
Spencer CoW1ty, Indiana [the location of
~a.int Meinrad Abbey]. We often read that
0 to 60 bushels are produced on an acre in
lhe North and Northwest. An American
bu.shel weighs 60 poW1ds. What is Lhe average production in the United Slates? l once
tead that it is 12 to 13 bushels per acre. And
What it is at Saint Benedict's? If the land
~s Plowed once and lightly only before owing, the yield will be below the national averbge; if the land is plowed twice and deep
efore sowing, the yield will be about 20
bllshels! Old, [ertilized land is better for
~heat than land newly cleared and broken ... .
t 0 rn is grown extensively in Arkansas, but
he yields are very different. Along the road
to Paris are fields which produce 50 bushels
Per acre!

. Realizing that Father Wolfgang was writan area of the country that had
part of the Confederate States we
Should not be surprised to find, still in 1887:
l>ig from
0
>ice been

· ·. • Cotton is the main crop of Arkansas and
probably remain so. The average yield
;~ three quarter bales per acre. A bale weighs
l., 0 pounds. Price is 6 to 12 cents apound!
ast fall 5,000 bales were sold at Paris at
!40 per bale. At Fort Smith 50,000 bales were
0
1d. Some of the Catholic families here in
0
1.lr colony raise JO to 12 bales without out81c!e help_'
:" 11!

1'o show that Saint Benedict's was not a
~ere backwoods farming operation bttt one
hat kept up with the modern trends. J,e inthe abbot:

:0.~s

Lately, the papers carry a lot of news
bou.t a new southern plant which would

<\ · ••

push even cotton out of the field. This plant
is jute, a sort of hemp. Thal hemp grows
wonderfully here I have found out by personal experience. Tobacco gro_w s here _m uch
better and is of a higher qualtty than Ill Indiana, but the farmers grow it only for tbeir
own use.

Finally, in 1889 we find written to the sa~e
abbot a continued progress in the farming
operation, even that the priory was becoming
more and more mechanized. On July 19 of
this year he writes :
. . . To make work easier, I have bought
a binder. which not only cuts wheat, rye,
or oats, but also ties the bundles and stacks
them in rows! I also have bought a mower.
such as you have at Einsiedeln. I likewise
bought an eight-foot hay rake with steel
teeth. These three machines cost $200. They
work well.

Any modern day farmer might well eni,y
such machinery at that price!
We again have enough bread to ieed fifty
people for a year. All our crops have done
especially well, particularly ·e corn. The
grapes are beginning to ripen. i 1hink we
will get more wine this year t ban last. If the
cotton crop does well, this will be the best
year since 1878. Tbe real summer heat did
not begin till a few days ago. Today is 28
degrees R.

Now follows a homely n.ote, one ,/!at h~s
continued rather a tradition at Subiaco unrtl
tl1e present day, and one which certainlY_ is
in keeping with the mind of Saint Benedict:
. . . Father Justin just interrupted me with
a question as to whether he could help make
hay this afternoon. He'd rather work outside
than at his books!

And so, throughout many instances in his
numerous letters, Father Wolfgang shows us
tliat he kept his finger close to the pulse of
the fa.rin life of his monastenJ .. . an~ he w~s
never above using these fi11gers actwely i:'most instances to aid this farm life by directing operations or [ending a willing and,
evidently, expert hand. Aµer all, he frequently says he hadn't b_een a ~onastic farm
boss for 15 years at Samt Meinrad fo1 nothing.

Report From Nigeria
The biggest news item of the month about
our confreres in Nigeria comes from Subiaco. Father Abbot will go over in July to
spend a couple weeks with our Fathers and
Brat.hers at St. Mukasa Priory in Eleme,
Port Harcourt. After Father Abbot's return
in August he will be giving a detailed firsthand observation. I n the meantime we are
culling reports from their letters on some
of the crosses and cro,vns of their daily life.
Brother Louis has been carrying one of
the crosses in the form of a severe internal
infection. A couple of hospital stays and regular medical care seem to be having their
healing effect; but he is still under doctor's
orders to do no work until his condition is
completely cleared. Incidentally, there is
nothing particularly Nigerian about his infection . The same type of infection frequently happens here. Not one to be idle, Brat.her
Louis is looking forward to getting back to
work with a vengeance, as a recent requisi tion for a half-dozen or more garden hoes
indicates. This will be among the gear Father
Abbot will take with him, together with additional vestments, school equipment, books,
and a thousand other et ceteras.
Father Abbot will not be there in time for
Brother Paul's renewal of vows, due on July
1 I. Brother Paul plans to renew his vows
for two years on that date, with the hope of
making solemn vows after these two years
have passed. He is a man of many trades al
the Mukasa Priory: teacher, catechJst, office
assistant to the principal, Father Basil. Most
recently he has been painting the newlyerected novitiate.
By the way, they are hoping to receive
their first Nigerian candidate this month.
They have had several applicants, but have
always had to defer them because of a lack
of necessary housing. Perhaps this first candidate will be the beginning of a fruitful
harvest of native vocations. But optimism
will have to wait the judgment of time, as,
even in the U.S .. it takes twenty candidates
to make one monk-so the statisticians tell
us. This developing of native vocations is one
of their primary aims in the monastic founda lion and school.
Father Basil continues to direct the operations of the school through its still-forma-

live stages. Equip ment, t.he need fo r teachers.
the ed ucational system, al l add their share
of wri nk les to his placid brow. And theP
come along special problems, like tbe water
supply problem which soon led to mudd
water and several days of school closing and
related p roblems.
So a new waler system is an urgent need·
lo the tune of about $5500. And a two- or
three-ton truck.
_A list of build ings put up since the begin•
mng of the 1964 school term is rather i!11'
pressive: classroom block, science block•
science lab, dormitory block, two tutof:i·
houses, powerhouse, laundry and bath house.
and novitiate. P revious to that they had
erected their residence house, for a totBI
of about $25,000 in construction. Most of thi>
came from school fees, but Subiaco and ii;
benefactors and Bishop Okoye have also had
a part in these developments.
During the school break Fa thers CamiUuS·
Law1·ence, and Basil traveled north to tbC
city of J os for a broader look at the counlr'.
that is their adoptive home and to take
break from the incessant works in schoO'
and missions. The Fathers regularly still cat'
for missions and he! p in parishes in the area•
and Father Raphael is involved in the build·
ing of a parish church at Eleme. But thi,
work often gets bogged down with raiP·
land title clearance, and fi nances. BishOP
Okoye is trying to clear up the land title
problem and helps with the finances, bU 1
he can't do much about the work-stoppiPg
rains.
The students' attitude toward rain is mo!"'
casual. Brother Paul describes the nonchal·
ance with whJch it is accepted by the J'li·
gerians in this sen lence: "This is a free da'
and the boys are out playing football e,•eP
though it is raining so hard that I can hard!)
see anything but a few dark spots movin~
around."
As on the parish, so land title clearanct'
still remains a problem for the Priory. Land
in Nigeria has generally been owned b!
tribes rather than by individuals; and a tra11s·
fer of title becomes almost an impossibilitY
Bishop Okoye has enlarged the property !1'
wants to give the Priory but at present tll~'
increases the title clearance difficulties.

Pius Leabel, C.P.

Osca r J . Miller , C.M.

Emera ld Dechant. Ph.D.

Workshop on Preaching, Counseling
lo Be Held At Abbey, August 9-13
. Authorities in preaching and in counseling will conduct a workshop for priests al
~he Abbey August _9-1_3. Father Pius Leabel,
¼.P., of the Pass1orust monastery. Sierra
adre, California, will direct the preachers
~ 0 rkshop, assisted by Father Oscar J. Miller.
s·M.. Instructor of Homiletics at Kenrick
,/minary, St. Louis. Dr. Emerald Dechant.
~rector of Counseling and guidance at Fort
~ ays Stale College, Kansas, will lecture on
OlJ.nseling.
b 'I'he theme of the Preachers Workshop will
e "The Homily." with Father Pius Leabel
1
,,'jttJ.ring on "The Theology of Preaching,"
$' he Homily," "Introductions and Conclui 10ns," "Kerygmalic and Catechetical Preach1'rig," and "Emotional Writing and PreachFather Laebel is the originator of the
lhreachers Workshop program. He established
ct· e first workshops in the Los Angeles archt 10cese and has demonstrated workshop
techniques al Denver and Boston conven~'.0ns of the National Catholic Homiletic So1ety, of which he is a director.
l·li'ather Miller will lecture on "The New
.lturgy," "Voice Production/' us ermon De1
~"very,"
"S peech Defects," and ·'Reading
P1st1es and Gospels." F or ten years he did

;g."

street preaching in Missouri and Alabama.
He is the vice president of the Catholic
Homiletic Society. Previous to his present
assignment at Kenrick Seminary, he has been
an instructor of homiletics and related subjects at St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Missouri; St. John's Seminary. Camarillo, California; and St. Mary's Seminary,
Perryville Missouri. He is a past editor of
the Proce~dings of the Catholic Homiletic
Society.
Dr. Dechant earned the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy in educational psychology and
counseling from the Uni\·ersity of Kansas
in 1958. He will lecture on "Marriage Coun·
selling," "Counselling of Abnormals," and
"Counseling of Youths.'' Dr. Dechant had
six years of seminarv training beyond high
school. two vears experience in hi!{h school
teaching, and spent two years as a psychiatric social worker for the Army. He taught
five years at the University of Wichita be·
fore coming to Fort Hays.
The workshop, open to all priests. will have
a limited enrolJmenl of 60, who will stay
in the air-conditioned Coury House al the
Abbey. Father Robert Lazzari. O.S.B., Prior
of New S ubiaco Abbey, is in charge of local
arrangements.
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IN FOUR GOLDEN JUBILEES

Two Centuries For Christ
Back in 1915, the year 1965 really wasn't
particularly on anyone's mind. But today our
Abbey looks back with special interest and
gratitude to 1915, for that was the year when
four of Subiaco's monks first vowed their religious service to God as monks of New Subiaco Abbey-a divine service they have faithfully carried out for the past hall-century.
Father Thomas Buergler, Brother Norbert
Zwyssig, Brother Gerard Kaufman, and
Brother Fridolin Vetter, all grayed with
years but still strong in step and firm in
voice, renewed those vows of 1915 at the
close of this year's monastic retreat. Although each can still look ahead to continuing years of labors for Christ and the Church
and the monastery, memories must have
[illed their minds as they reviewed the steps
that brought them lo the altar for their first
profession and brought them back [or this
golden renewal.
Father Thomas Buergler, O.S.B.

In 1894 on August 16, young Anthony
Buergler. the fifth and second youngest child
o( Mr. and Mrs. Joe Buergler, Sr.. was born
in Fort Smith, Arkansas. He attended St.
Boniface School there and began lo think
seriously about the religous life as a Benedictine when his oldest sister joined St. Scholastica Convent in Shoal Creek as Sister
Celestine Buergler.
Her early death, in 1908, did not change
Anthony's own resolves. He attended Subiaco for his high school studies and a year
of college before entering the novitiate in
1914. The following year, September 8, 1915.
he made his vows as a monk of the Abbey,
taking the name Thomas. Except for one
year at Conception Abbey Seminary in Missouri, he made all of his studies at Subiaco,
and was ordained to the priesthood al Subiaco, on May 28, 1922, by Bishop John B.
Morris of Little Rock.
For five years after his ordination he was
a teacher and prefect at Subiaco Academy
(or Subiaco College, as it was then called).
In 1928 he went lo Corpus Christi to remain
until 1930 with the pioneers of that foundation. There after began a pastoral career
that has extended until the present.
12

Father Thomas Buergler, O.S.B.

His first parish was Holy Family Church·
Nazareth, Texas, where he remained frOP7
1930 until 1933. There followed pastorate;
at St. Joseph's Church, Paris, 1933-42; Sacre<!
Heart Church, Muenster, Texas, 1942-45; 51·
Joseph's Church, Rhineland, Texas. 1945-47
All of these were existing parishes. But the''
came a new challenge.
In 1947 he was designated pastor of 51
Theresa's in Corpus Christi. Or rather, hf
was commissioned to begin a new parish
under this title. To begin with, as he de·
scribes it, all he had was a few parishione~
and 13 acres of corn field with no mone)'
a few hundred yards away from the Abbd;
Corpus Christi foundation. In ten years u~·
der his guidance a thriving parish and 8
parish plant were developed.
In 1957 Father Thomas returned to p.t·
kansas to become pastor of St. Mary's ChurcJ1
at Altus, his present pastorate, where be "
now faced with the erection of a new manseThe old rectory, erected in 1895, served ~;
rectory. rest home, hotel, or wbat-have-)' 0 ''
during the latter part of the 1890's and tJ,e
early 1900's when immigrants were regular1)1
coming into the area and when overnigh
stopping places were a need for anyone wh_'
went as much as fifty miles (the approtl'
mate round-about distance from the AbbeY 1·
But now the monstrous rectory, sagging i~

Brother Fridolin Vetter, 0.

a]l its jomts, is no longer called on for its
turn-of-the-century services; and a rePlacement is necessary. It is this to which
father Thomas is turning his attention as
• 1e looks ahead.
But when we asked him his hobby he did
tot mention building or parish development.
_e described his primary interest simply as
'-'tsiting and taking care of the sick; testill'\ony abounds that this is so.
. Father Thomas. who was Jed to religious
lire by the example of an older sister, has
111ade his exam pie felt too. Three nephews
and one niece, children of his brother Mar~n, have followed him into religious life:
ather Luke and Boniface Buergler of CorPus Christi Abbey, Father Benedict Buergler
of Subiaco, and Sister Mary Magdalene Buergler of St. Scholastica Convent of Fort Smith.
l:lftOTHERS NORBERT. GERARD,
F'RIDOLIN

. Like random threads gathered into a mean1ngru1 design and woven into durable fabric,
1he lives of Brothers Norbert, Gerard, and
Frictolin came together a half-century ago,
from their origins in Switzerland, Illinois,
and Germany

Brother Norbert Zwyssig, O.S.B.

Gersau, S,vitzerland and New Subiaco
Abbey are an ocean and more apart. but
Subiaco already had meaning in Gersau.
where Joseph Zwyss1g was born June 25.
1895. Two Gersau men had crossed the ocean
to become Subiaco monks: FathE:r John ~1gg
and Brother Gabriel Riegert: and Subiaco
meant even more in the Zwyssig home, for
Joseph's uncle. Brother Andrew Zwyss1g,
had also come to Subiaco to be a monk.
Nevertheless, Joseph's first thoug_hts _were
not of crossing the ocean or of !Jvmg m an
American monastery. But very soon he would
.
be thinking of these things.
After primary schooling under the Sisters
of the Holy Cross, he went to work at :he
age of 13 in a silk factory. Bui the attracllon
of monastic life soon began to draw him,
Too young to apply for admittance as a monk,
he ~ent to Einsiedeln Abbey at 14, to work
until he should become old enough. Here,
while working in the abbey kitchen. he became well acquainted with Brother Memrad
Eugster, an Einsiedeln monk now being proposed for canoniza lion.
Jn two more years his mind was made up.
He followed bis fellow-townsmen and uncle
to Subiaco. crossing the ocean at 16 to begin
13

a new life without looking back. Still too
young lo take religious vows, he spent three
years as a candidate and one year as a novice
before making his profession on June 24,
1915. one day before his 20th birthday, taking the name Norbert.
Having been trained in the kitchen at Einsiedeln, it was natural that his first assignment at Subiaco would be in the kitchen.
But in a few years he was assigned to the
abbey laundry. Here he has spent 35 of his
50 years of monastic profession, and is still
in active charge.
In 1934 he joined Father Paul Nahlen
(later Abbot Paul of Subiaco) and others at
the Subiaco foundation in Corpus Christi.
Here he cared for the orchard and lawns,
and in hls twelve years there this son of the
Swiss Alps and Arkansas hills never lost
the thrill of the Gulf of Mexico so near at
hand and Nueces Bay almost at the doorstep.
It brought back memories of Lake Lucerne
which lay before him in the Switzerland
home of his boyhood.
But needs al home caused his recall. and
he returned in 1946 to again work ;,;_ the
abbey lanudry and soon to assume charge
of its operations.
From boyhood on, he has had a special
interest in classical music. Listening to and
reading about the great composers and their
works are a favorite recreation.
Brother Norbert has four living sisters,
all in Europe. He will not go back for a
visit; for when he crossed the ocean as a
16-year-old, he meant it to be for keeps.
But he will lake a vacation at Corpus Christi
this summer and perhaps dream a while as
he watches the tides, recalling the sacrifice
of youth and rejoicing in the fulfillment of
age.
Brother Gerard Kaufman, O.S.B.

Belleville, Illinois. was the birthplace on
September 1, 1884, of Louis Kaufman. It
would be many years before he would even
become aware of Subiaco or of any desire
on his part to become a monk. He attended
St. Peter's Cathedral School at Belleville
and later attended the public schools. But as
was fairly common at the turn of the century, schooling gave way to work when he
was 14.
The nearby coal mines needed miners, and
the family needed to turn their growing son
into a producer. For the next ten years, the
coal mines were his work, but at times when
the mining slowed down, he turned to founH

dry work. Between the mines and the found_ry he developed a strength and vitality that
finds him at the threshold of his 81st year
Still a picture of strength.
. When he was 25, he learned of the voca1on of the Brotherhood through a chance
conversation, and he quickly saw this was
Worth looking into. A false start at another
"1onastery discouraged him for a while. but
he_ came to Subiaco in 1913 to try again. and
this time it was for keeps. His prnfession of
Vows followed on June 24. 1915. He took
~he name Gerard, but that word hasn't been
eard in years. It's Brother Jerry.
After working briefly in the vineyards he
became custodian of the dining rooms for
students, monks, and guests. This was his
tole for over twenty years. In 1935 he became a custodian of the house and continues
tn this today.
Along the way, he developed two bobbies
1hat have added interest to his and many
0 ther lives. At the age of
21 he learned t~
flay the _accor_dian, and_ somewhere along the
tne he inhented the Job of caring for the
abbey's "museum.''
Brother Jerry's favorite spot for playing
the accordian was the top of the 120 foot

water tower, but he had to give that up last
year, after his 80th birthday, at Father Abbot's insistence. Still, many an evening, at
ground level now. he serenades . the community with his accordian, for which he bas
developed a harmonica attachment.
His other hobby, the museum, gives him
daily opportunity to turn all the "schnixies"
he gets into gay and glittering designs that
fascinate the passers-by. If anyone wants a
prop for a play. Brother Jerry is sure to
have ii among his things; and more important. if a lonely new student is looking for
a gentle voice and personal interest, he is
sure to find this in Brother Jerry al work
in his museum on the third floor.
Brother Jerry has three living sisters and
will vacation with them [or several weeks
this summer. When he was asked for his
formula for happiness in the religious life his
answer was simple· "Pray a lot and don't
worry."
Brother Fridolin Vener, O.S.B.

Aasen, Germany, gave us the third of our
golden-jubilarian Brothers. On June 24, 1889.
Joseph Vetter was born into a farm family
of five daughters and two sons. Before he
began his schooling the family had moved
to Wurtenberg. Here he attended the local
school for seven years. Thereafter for ten
years he gave his full time to work al the
home farm . But as the ten years drew to a
close two events changed his life. An older
sister came to the United Slate, to become
a Franciscan Sister at Nevada, Missouri.
Then he met Abbot Ignatius Conrad , the
first abbot of Subiaco, who was in Europe
seeking vocations for Subiaco.
Even so. it was a delayed passport that
brought him to Subiaco. A little earlier he
had been ready to join a fellow-countryman
headed for another abbey. Afte1· he missed
tbat sailing suddenly the Subiaco opportunity developed.
Joseph's interest was aroused and pfans
were quickly made. When Abbot Ignahus
came back to the United States, he had with
hlm Joseph Vetter. On June 24, 1915. Joseph
too made his vows and took the name Brother Fridolin.
His farm experience easily determined the
assignment tbat would be his for many
years. Butchering, hogs, horses. and finally
the vinevard. one after another fell to his
(Continued on following page)

A Bird's-eye View
of the Abbey

Father Roger Deickhaus, O.S.B., Prior of
Blue Cloud Abbey, Marvin South Dakota,
conducted the retreat for the Fathers of the
Abbey May 30-June 3. His eloquent and
practical conferences on the religious life
and priesthood highlighted the week, which
saw practically aJI the priests of the Abbey
present. Only Abbot Edward , Father Marion,
and our missioners in Nigeria were unable lo
come. A shadow on the occasion was the illness of Father Alphonse who had to be
rushed back to the hospital just as the retreat opened. Father Felix too became ill
later in the retreat is now at St. Vincent's
Hospital in Little Rock.
The Academy commencement on May 28
was the scene for a battle of determination
on the part of rain clouds and faith on the
part of the graduates. Commencement ex-

TWO CENTURIES FOR CHRIST
(Continued from preceding page)
care. In 1946 the Corpus Christi foundation
became bis address. For thirteen years he
cared for the livestock and grounds at Corpus Christi College-Academy. Illness in 1959
forced bis return to Subiaco. Now he spends
bis hours in the ldtcben on sort of a permanent K.P. assignment, cleaning, preparing,
slicing vegetables for the Abbey and Academy tables, completely forgetful of the
fact that his return to Subiaco was supposed
to be a retirement.
Brother Fridolin took advantage of his stay
at Corpus Christi to learn to read Spanish
and says that since then his hobby has been
reading S panish literature.
In addi tion to his sister, Sister Mary Rose,
in the convent in Missouri, he has another
sister in Wisconsin.
Qui et humility has been the characteristic
of his life, so it is no surprise that when
asked about how to live a fruitful monastic
life, he said simply, one must be humble and
take the crosses the Lord sends every day.

ercises had been scheduled for the inner
court rectangle-an open space entirely surrounded by the main building of the abbey,
Heavy rains during the night and morning
seemed to dash anyone's hopes for having
the exercises there. But with a dogged determination that the rains would stop, chairs
were put up anyway and plans proceeded,
Happily the rain came to heel and stopped
during the Mass, just before the assembly
was due to move outside. While the clouds
above glumly frowned on the faith which
had conquered them, tl1e graduation exercises were held, and the next raindrop wasn '(
felt until the happy graduates and parents
were leaving afterwards. If we don't have
enough faith around here to move mountains, we are happy to report that at least
there is enough to make the clouds behave,
Addressing the 56 seniors at the gradualiott
exercises was Colonel Charles Maynard,
District Army engineer of Little Rock. wh 0
bas been in charge of construction for (he
Arkansas River navigation program. Colonel
Maynard plans to retire from military service on July 31 and will work in private
business for the continuing economic development of this area.
Business will continue at a brisk pace
throughout the summer. Father Herbert'S
retreat program wiU get under way agaiJl
after a month's lull for alumni reunion,
school closing, and the abbey retreat. Vocation week will begin on June 13, as Father
Fintan entertains seventh and eighth grade
boys and acquaints them with religious Life•
Then come t he two weeks of Camp Subiaco,
July 4-18, with Father Stephen in cl,argeSince he is still in Little Rock acting as assistant at St. Edward's Church and studying
at Little Rock Universty, Father Fintan and
Frater William are his primary agents ill
getting things ready.
The hill is rapidly losing population. The/
monks, one after another, are rushing of
to summer school or parochial substitntioll!
Occasionally the thirty-plus priests in residence will dwindle to about six as substitution work and schooling continues. It makeS
for an interesting checker game for Fathef
Abbot and Father Prior as they shift assignments to keep the summer substitution assignments all covered. And Father Benn°
is playing his checker game down in his of:
£ice, getting teachers, subjects, and claS'
schedules all to blend i nto a harmoniou'
picture of the 1965-66 school term. At urne>
like this it's nice j ust being a checker.

Gifts Out of Income

Cost of a Direct Gift

This is the most common form of contribution.
Federal Income Tax Law allows deductions
for gifts to Subiaco up to 30 percent of your
adjusted gross income (gross income less
business expenses and capital losses) in any
0 ne year.
You may carry the balance of your deduction over the next five years should your
Contributions exceed the 30 percent limitation.
The actual cost of your gift is what you
"-'ould keep had you not made the gift. It
1
s the difference between your top lax
bracket and 100 percent.
Example: If your gift is $100.00 and you
are in the 50 percent bracket, your
cost is 50 percent or $50.00.
In no case would your gift to Subiaco cost
You as much as its real value. The higher
Your tax bracket the less the net cost of
1he gift to you.

Your Taxable Income ls:

For furth er information write:
!l;t. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
ht e w ubiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas 72865

$

Sin t ie

Marrird

Person

couple-

4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000
12.000
14,000
16.000
20,000
26.000
38,000
50.000
70.000
100.000
200,000
200,000 plus

For 1965
\ 'our
1'nx
S:lvlng~
\\'iU .Be :

$ .22
8.000
.22
12,000
.25
16,000
.28
20,000
.32
24.000
.36
28,000
.39
32.000
.42
36,000
.45
40,000
.48
44,000
.50
52,000
.53
64,000
.58
88,000
.60
100,000
.62
120,000
.64
140,000
.66
160.000
.68
180,000
.69
200,000
.70
400,000
.70
400,000 plus

Your

ros1 Per

or

Gift
1 ,

$ .78
.78
.75
72
.68
.64
61
.58
.55
.52
.50
.47

.42
.40
.38
.36
.34

.32
.31
.30
.30

Lending
Library
Notes
Readers are invited to use th e free lending
library service of lbe Abbey. The books referred
to below are pa rt of a shell of several hundred
books available. Additions are constantly being
made to th e library. ,vrite for any of these books
or ask for a complete List. Address th e Lending
Library , Ne w Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco. Ark .

THE ETERNAL YEAR, by Karl Rahner,
S.J ., translated by John Shea, S.S., Helicon
Press, 1964, 144 pages, $3.50.
Look ing for a light, easy-to-read and not
too thought-provoking spiritual book? Well,
if you are, you'd do better leaving this one
on the shelf. For this short book of Father
Karl Rahner, S.J., has enough meaty material to satisfy the most avid reader of solid, but very delectable and digestable, spiritual books.
In this small volume Rahner has taken the
"well-known, well-covered" principal feasts
of the Liturgical Year (which is actually the
"eternal year" for the parousia-m.inded
Christian) and-regardless of how incredible it sounds-has approached them in a
most different, refreshing, and practical way.
Some of the sixteen feasts to which Rahner
gives these fresh approaches are Christmas,
New Year's Day, Ash Wednesday, Easter,
Pentecost, and the Sacred Heart. Some are
admittedly better than others but with each
feast one wonders from wha t possible source
Rahoer could have found his particular approach- why didn't that idea about the
real value of time occur to me before in the
previous New Year's Days that I celebrated?
To illustrate: on the apparen tly "covered
and almost monotonous" subject of Christmas, Rabner writes of Christ saying:
Ever sin ce I became y our brother, you are
as near to me as l am lo myself. Ii, therefore,

l. a creature, want. to prove in me and in you .
my brothers and sisters, that I, as Creator,
have not made a hopel ess expe.rimenl with
the human ra ce, who th en sha ll tear my hand
a way from you? I accepted you when I took
my human life to myse lf. As one of your
kind , as a fresh start, I conqu ere d in my
failure.

Consider also the chapter on Easter with itS
treatment of the Cosmic Resurrection: "For
ever since Christ, through his death and resurrection. penetrated the earth for all time,
her misery has become provisional and 8
mere test of our faith in her innermost my·
stery. which is the risen One himself."
We could say Rabner has "done it again''
-but rather Jet us say that if you have
read any other of Rahner's works, you'Ji
want to read this one (or if you have never
read anything of Rahner's this is a good one
to start on). This book is more for meditation
and renective reading than (or intellectual
prowess. For here Rabner uses his vast the0·
logical know ledge to he! p us make the pri.J1•
cipal feastdays not mere high points in our
religous feelings, but real traveler-type nou·
rishment along our way in the Eternal Year-Joachim Lally, O.S.B·
I

THE MIND OF THE CATHOLIC LAYMAJI•
by Daniel Callahan, Charles Scribner's Son 5•
1963, 192 pages, $3.95.
This work sets out to explain the Ameri·
can layman-how he thinks, how he acts
and why be is like he is. In accomp!ishind
this task , the author explains a great deal
about the American clergy as well. In the
end, it gives a rather comprehensive picture
of the American Church-how it acts and reacts and why. Other books have tried to do
the same thing, but this one is unique in tha 1
it properly includes those forces and situa·
lions in American life which affected u,e
layman and, through him , influenced the
Church.
What's wrong with the American laymaJ1?
The first thing is that the majority of Ameri·
can laymen couldn't care less. This doesn't
mean that they are Jax in their practices or
about to leave the Church. It means th8 1
they aren't interested in acting as the leaven
in the dough.
However , there is an educated and capable
minority which the author maintains is be'
ing hampered, and whose capabilities are
not being fully utilized by the Chu rch t,e·

cause their pastors and bishops are uneasy
about giving the layman his head. What Mr.
Callahan says about this is probably all quite
lTue, and it is necessary that this fact be exNored and candidly discussed. Mr. Callahan's treatment is fair and objective.
I think another observation has some value
here. What about the relations and the discrepancies that exist between the educated,
Capable layman and the rest of the laity
'-Vho, as the author says, couldn't care less?
What about the responsibility of the Cathohc intellectual in the Body of Christ toward
those laymen who haven't yet caught the
fire of the Spirit? Does the clergy's uneasiness about the trustworthiness of the lavlrian stand in the way of this apostolate ~f
the layman to the layman•
The attitude of the clergy toward the
laity is not what it should be. It is certainly
\lniortunate. But, an uppei· crust of capable.
1lltellectual lay snobs would
be disastrous to
the Church. The author recognizes this posS1bi1ity, but doesn't e:,rplore it.
But tl1en , he set out to portray the American layman as he is. In this he succeeds. This
15 a book that needed to be written
. Oddly
inough, almost no one has tried it before.
or this reason, and because of its own excellence, this book is a must for anyone who
'-"ants to understand the position of the
l\rnerican layman in the Church.
-Clare Wolf
ltecent Additions to the Lending Library
SElvlINARY IN CRISIS, by Stafford Poole.
~-M., Herder and Herder, 1965, 190 pages,
-,3.95_

Open-eyed discussion of the need to train
Priests in a new context for a new society.

l'li]; AFFLUENT SOCIETY, by John Ken1\eth Galbraith, Mentory, 1958, 286 pages.
A. revolutionary analysis of current social
<Ind economic trends in the U.S. with sug!::estions for future social balance, by one of
the nations leading economists.
l>flOBLEMS AND PROGRESS, edited by
flobert W. Gleason. S.J., Newman, 1962, 152
Pages.
I\ theological and psychological inquiry in_the liberalizing forces of learning and re1!::ion, by nine Fordham lecturers.

\0

il-IJLDREN'S BIBLE, Liturgical Press. 1959,
5 Pages.

Highly illustrated story of salvation beginning with creation. This has proved useful in the religious training of pre-school
children.
PRIMER ON INTERRACIAL JUSTICE. by
Robert Senser, Helicon, 1962, 120 pages.
An introductory account of the theo~y a~d
practice of the struggle for interracial iust1ce
-past, present, and especially future.
MODERN CATHOLIC SEX INSTRUCTION,
by Bishop Jose[ M. Reuss, Helicon. 1964,
144 pages with index, $3.50. .
Contains sample talks for six age-groups.
AND YOUNG MEN SHALL SEE VISIONS,
by Andrew M. Greeley, Sheed and Ward,
1964, 177 pages, $3.95.
Letters to a typical college student from
a noted sociologist.
ARE PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS THE ~NSWER?. by Mary Perkins Ryan; Holt, Rmehart and Winston. Inc., 1964. $4.00.
Probes into Catholic education and points
to new ways of forming young Catholics.
THE EXPERIENCE OF MARRIAGE, edited
by Michael Novak, MacMillan, 1964, 173
pages, $3.95.
.
.
Thirteen anonymous Catholic couples discuss their living· of marriage. Valuable contribution to the positive theology of sexuality.
THE NUN IN THE WORLD. by Leo-Joseph
Cardinal Suenens. Newman Paperback , 1962,
180 pages. $1.95.
THE GOSPEL TO EVERY CREATURE.
Suenens, Newman, 1957, 163 pages, $3.00.
The Cardinal discusses quest.Jons releyant
to spreading the Good News in the modei·n
world.
MORE THAN MANY SPARROWS, by Leo
Trese Fides, 1958. 128 pages, paperback.
Ap;actical guide to Christian living by the
popular columnist.
HOW THE REFORMATION CAJ\.1E. by
Father Joseph Lortz, Herder and Herder.
1964, 115 pages $2.95. The author's The Reformation in Germany has long been recognized as a classic. The present volume ts a
popular summary of the dominant theme of
that book.
THE INTERIOR FOUNTAIN, by Micha_el
Dav, Cong. Orat. Herder and Herder. 1_964.
141 pages. $1.75. Short meditations on btbbcal themes for daily prayer.

Brother Isidore's Notes

hay prospects. The early fertilizer applicatio11
and the rains of late have already brought
the grass LO waist-high growth. Soon thi5
will provide the first cutting. After this i11i·
tial crop several more can be expected until
the time of frost. The only limHing factor to
this prolific crop is the amount and frequen·
cy of rain and fertlizer application .

With our weather continuing to dump
weekly installments of rain on our area
early spring exuberance has continued with
us at the Abbey. As evidence of this we can
cite the early flowers' continuous blossoms
and lhe new speedy growth of hardy annuals
in the fJower beds. On the farm, the trend
follows through in pastures, meadows, grain
fields . and garden plots. The frequent rains
have kept the temperatures down considerably, with only a few days in May becoming
uncomfortably warm. When this occured. H
was usually the result of rising humidity and
the wind 's abating before a cool front with
showers.
In the hay fields the rains continued to be
a mixture of blessing and hardships: blessings because of the abundant moisture and
hardships because of the rain's hindering
effect on haying operations. Earlier in the
spring a supply of oats and meadow hay
mixture was safely stored in the barn before
any weather damage was possible. Since
then, howevei-, the baling crew was detained
in harvesting some fields because of mud
holes. In still another field unexpected showers plastered to the soil the newly-mowed
hay before it was possible to be picked up
by the baler. This hay, however, was saved
by baling it the day after the rain, even
though muddy fields were almost impossible
to pass over with the heavy baler and
trailers.
Two hay fields planted earlier this year to
Sudan grass promise some of our brightest

UNITED
THE LIVING
Family;

better

health;

happy death;. peace o( mmd; return to Faith;
peace in family; rent office space soon; thanksgiving for petiton granted; sale of property; vic tory. over Com.m~nisrn; employme nt; success in
studies; safe delivery; temperance in drinking;
successful operation: in tha nksgiving that I am
an American; re1ief of eye trouble; racial under standing; home and foreign missions: for our
20

Our three garden plots have likewise done
well during the past month. The potatoes,
planted in early spring, are nearing maturit)
and will be ready for harvesting late thi 5
month. In the garden plot near our sawmill,
early radishes have been providing tang)
side dishes for the monks and students. AJSO
the early cabbage with bulging heads is near·
ing maturity. This crop too will be harvested
in June. Other vegetables nearing completion of maturity are carrots, beets, and oP'
ions. Then to provide a steady supply of
roasting ears a number of plan tings of corP
have been made. This crop needs considef'
ably more lime for maturity before any baf·
vest can begin. Another crop worthy of note
is the peanut patch which will provide fail
delights. Our planting such a large crop of
these was made possible by a generous benefactor who supplied all the seed.

IN

Ou r Lord exh orte d us to •· Jove one anoLher." Let.
us, U1 e.re ro rc. an unite o ur praye rs in ch a rity w ith
th e m o nk s a t Subiaco for the in lCn Li ons sent in
slnce last. month .

Thanksgiving-Holy

Like the hay fields, the pastures and mea·
dows providing grazing for the cattle con·
tinue to produce abundant foliage . Even t11e
clover. usually waning in its growth in Junecontinues its surge of late growth. Now Ber·
muda grass. long dormant because of the
overhead foliage, is beginning to replace rye
grass and other early plants. Besides this di·
versity in grasses, Brother J obn further e,<·
lends pasture land by a system of pasture
rotation which insures new foliage each
week. He has also recently begun to mo>''
the obnoxious weeds which have sprung uP
during the rainy season.

PRAYER

president; thanksgivng-Immaculate
Mary; and purity for our youth.

Heart of

THE DECEASED
William Schmitz; deceased members of Fui)I'.
mann family; Elizabeth Beumer; Henry MartiJl0
Elizabeth Reines~ Lawrence Barrett; Anna :rJ~.
Mensch : Leo Weber; Helen Yeager; John co:
Mrs. Ben Wewe.r; J oseph Schnitzer; Mr. and J\l'.f':
William Thran; Leo Cleary; deceased membe~
Kissane; Mary Engel; deceased members Gallig~.
family; Paul Miller: Sister Irene Majella o.s. ::
Sistei- M. Crescence, 0.S.B.; John and 'FraneJ~
Miller; Gertrude Deeney; Timothy and Margar'
Desmond; and EdmwJd and Janet Adrian.

bear Young Americans,
These first few days of our vacation always seem a little strange. Every now and
then our minds go straight back to the
things we used to be in the habit of doing.
Or to some special thing that happened in
School.
. One very windy morning when we lived
;n. Chicago, Mother reminded Brother to
'Urry home quickly a~er .school for .some
errands.
"l can't this time." argued Brother.
"And just why not?" asked Mor.her.
"lt's field day for our science class after
school today. We have to go down to the
ed_ge of the ,·iver and coHect as many kinds
animals living in the water as we can
ind." explained Brother.
"Surely the weather is much ioo windy
for such a trip today," suggested Mother .
"Windy weather is all we ever have here,
~Other," answered Brother. "This is the
f Windy city" you know. Oh me/ 1 almost
0 rgot my galoshes."
"No mud, no rain, not even a cloud-just
w~y the galoshes?" 1 asked.
Aw Tammy ," said Brother, "how could
~e catch water animals without getting into
e water?'
" And what will you put the fish in after
You catch them?" I asked. "That is, if you
Ccttch any!"
'.l' " I've got a. frnit jar in my book satchel.
hat way I can keep them in water, alive:•
Qn.swered Brother, hurrying out of the door
0
f the apartment.
The wind blew harder than ever after
6rather left, and some of the window panes
~ere cracked. Finally we heard Brother rac'ttg up the stairs to our apartment long afrer
tchool had been dismissed.
" '' Quick, Tammy," he shouted in the hall.
Get some waler for the jar and hurry!"

?

T met him with a glass of water just as he
came into the living room.
" In here!'" directed Brother almost out
of breath, unscrewing the lid so I could pour
water ot•er the strange creatures flopping
around feeh!y in the bottom of the jar.
'·And don't you e~•er say that story of Moses and t.he Red Sea. is a fairy tale, do you
hear?" pa.med Brother seriously.
,cWhy T never said that story was a fairy
tale!'" I an.owered indignantly. It's in the
Bible, and the Bible is true. but-"
"Bui you just don't have any idea how
really trne some of those things can be.'"
interrupted Brother. "When we get down tn
the river, the wind had blown the water all
out, leaving all kinds of creattires wiggling
and flopping on the ground. We walked rig/it
on the bottom of the river and didn't even
need our galoshes! We tried to get at least
one of each kind of creature, and wound
up with the best collection in the history of
the school, but we had no water to bring
them home in."
Love and a happy vacation to all of you.
Tammy

The Red Sea
Little Benjie woke up suddenly during the
night. His bed felt strange. Opening his eyes,
he noticed that the ceiling of his room was
gone and so were t.be walls. Before he cried
out to his father, he saw the PiUar o[ Fire
glowing in the distru1ce, and remembe:ed
that he was camping outdoors on the f1TSt
night of the march to the Promised Land.
" Thank you, O most high God, for watching over us while we rest. As Jong as You
look after us we ought not to be afraid of
anyt.bing, no matter how terrible it seems.
Your Pillar of Fire is right in the same place
21

it was when I went to sleep. I can go back
to sleep now, and You will watch out for me
all night long. Your Pillar will be right there
when I wake up in the morning," prayed
Benjie, and then drifted back to sleep.
Daylight came creeping over the eastern
edge of the wilderness. Tantalizing odors of
hearthcakes baking al the campfires caressed
Benjie's nostrils, and he woke up hungry as
a bear. But first he looked for God's Pillar.
It was there, all right, looking like a large
column of clouds in the daylight.
"I am a special cruld of the most high God,"
thought Benjie. "It is wonderful to be saved
from the destroying angel by the blood of
the lamb oi sacrifice, instead of lying cold
and dead like the Egyptian boys whose parents did not come with us and obey the
laws of our most high God. It is wonderful
to have Him watching over me all night
long, while I sleep outdoors, safely."
Benjie brushed sand off the coats he slept
on and rolled them back up again for traveling. Everybody might have lo start marching al any time now that the sun was almost
up, and he wanted to be ready to walk before
he started to eat.
"Has Moses given the signal yet?" he beard
his father ask a neighbor.
"Not yet," replied the neighbor. 'He has
gone apart to talk to our most high God, as
is his custom. I.f you look over yonder very
carefully, you can see him where those rocks
are large and scraggly."
Benjie looked in the dJstance. "Yes," I
see Moses," he told the men. "The most high
God might be telling him something this
very minute. Moses is not even afraid. If the
most high God would speak directly to me,
I would be terribly afraid. I-I might even
drop dead on the spot."
Out near the rocks God was really speaking to Moses: "Speak to the children of
Israel. Tell them to turn here and go by
Phinahiroth, which is between Magda] and
the sea, over against Beelsephen. You shall
encamp before it right at the edge of the sea.
"And Pharao will say of the children of
Israel, that the desert has shut t.hem in, and
they must be without many supplies by now,
and it would be easy to catch up with them.
And I will let his heart grow as hard as he
wants it. He shall chase after you, and I
will be glorified in Pharao, and in his army.
And the Egyptians shall know that I am the
Lord."
Moses came down from the rocks and
stood for a momen t looking at the Pillar of

cloud. It started to move. Then Moses gave
the signal, and the children of Israel started
on the march again.
"We are turning," said Benjie to hiS
father. "I wonder where we will go next."
"Word will soon be on t.he way here," ex·
lained Benjie's father. "Moses will tell
those nearest him, and they will call to the
next group, and so on, until the word finallY
gets back here to us."
"I surely hope we get to some water," com·
plained Benjie's mother. "I am tired of all
this dust and sand. It would be so nice to
bathe in the Nile River just one more
time . .."
"Why Mother, what are you saying?" askeO
Benqie. "We are safely out of Egypt not1'
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"What were we trying lo do,' Pharao and
his servants asked each other. ·'when we let
the children of Israel go out free from serving us?"
"We must have been out of our minds
grieving over our loved ones," said Pharao
fiercely. "We let them take advantage of
us and get away. We cannot let them do
that to us. They cannot be too far away yet.
Come. Let us go after them before they get
any further on their journey. We will drive
them right back to their places, where they
belong. serving us."
Pharao made his own chariot ready. Next
he ordered the six hundred chosen chariots
hitched up to their prize horses, and then
all the chariots in Egypt, and all lhe captains of the whole army to go out after their
Hebrew slaves.
Tl was easy lo tell which way the childTen
of Israel we;.,t. Thousands and thousands oi
tramping feel had flattened out a strip of
the wilderness into a fairly good roadbed,
leading directly to them, just fine for chariot
racing.
(to be continued)
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Mass was celebrated. their old nurse, who
regularly made an offering for them, noticed that each time the deacon announced,
"Everyone who does not receive Holy Communion must now leave.'' these nuns rose
from their tombs and went outside. This
happened repeatedly until one day she recalled the warning Benedict had given them
wrule t11ey were still alive, when h~ thre~tened to deprive them of commumon w1t.h
the Church if they kept on speaking so
uncharitably.
The grief-stricken nurse bad Abbot Benedict informed of what was happening. He
sent her messengers back with an oblatio_n
and said, ·'Have this offered up for their
souls during the Holy Sacrifice. and they
will be freed irom the sentence of excommunication." The offering was made and after that the nuns were not seen leaving the
church any more at the deacon's dismissal
of the non-communicants. Evidently they
had been admitted to communion by o~r
blessed Lord in answer to the prayers of His
servant Benedict.

SOME DISTANCE from the abbey two wo-
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We will never have to go back there and be
slaves to those hard hearted people again.
What do we care about a little sand. We are
0 n our way to the promised land, and there's
bound to be plenty of water there. It is even
llowing with milk and honey."
"We'll camp by the Red Sea," came the
shout to Benjie's father.
"Do you hear that?" Benjie said to his
mother. "We will get to water, plenty of
'Vater. A whole sea. It will be nice to get
tn the water and splash around again."
Back in Egypt the people were having a
hard time. All their Hebrew slaves were
gone. Egyptians had to wash t.heir own
clothes, gather fire wood and carry water
for t.hemselves. Nobody was making brick
or pushing heavy stone along the rollers.
13uilding had come to a standstill.
People flocked to Pharao complaining
that all their Hebrew workers had gone
b\\ray, and that they bad carried Joseph's
ones along with them, so they were not
Planning to come back to Egypt, and that
l!:gypt could not get along without slaves
lo do the work.

lhe Life of St. Benedict
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~e_n of noble birth were leading the _relg1ous life in their own home. A God-fearmg
laYrnan was kind enough to bring them what
they needed from the outside world. Unfortunately, as is sometimes the case, their
Character stood in sharp contrast to the
'1obility of their birth, and they were loo
Conscious oi their former importance to practtce true humility toward at.hers. Even under
the restraining influence of religious ljfe
\hey stm had not learned to control their
t 0 ngues and added that he would have to
he~ so faithfully was often provoked . at
1
te,r harsh criticisms. After putting up with
1
b e[r insults for a long time, he went to
lessed Benedict and told him how inconSiclerate they were. The man of God im~ecliately w~rned them to cw·b their sharp
0
ngues and added that he would have to
~lccommunicate them if thev did not. This
sentence of excommunicati~n was not act1.t<l)ly pronounced, therefore, but only lhreat~tiea.

-,,,,A. short time afterward the two nuns died
b 1thout any sign of amendment and were
I.tried in their parish church. Whenever

T11is passage. is one of a cri es of selcrtions
from the biograp hy of t.. Benedict publi shed
by Pope Gregory l in th e yea r 594. Our ~over
this mo nth illustrates th e incident mention ed
iu U1e se lect.ion. L Beucdict Ji ved from 480

lo 547.
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A retreat will be a means of taking a new
view of yourelf, your life, your God. Check the
dates below and write for further information.

June 18-20
June 25 -27
July 23-25 _
July 30-August 1 . _
August 6-8
August 13-15

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

Women
Oblates
Couples
Women
Family
Men

Abbot Michael's Letter
Dear Friends and Benefactors,
As I write this in mid-July I am preparing to leave
for a visit with our monks al St. Mukasa Priory at
Eleme in the diocese of Port Harcourt, Nigeria. It was
a little over two years ago that our abbey accepted the
invitation of Bishop Godfrey Okoye of Port Harcourt
to establish a monastic mission foundation in his diocese. Father Raphael DeSalvo and Father Basil Wiederkehr arrived there in August 1963; Fathers Camillus
Cooney and Lawrence Miller followed them in less
than a month; and last December Brothers Louis Fuhrmann and Paul Halliburton were added to their number.
I have not been there since they arrived, my first visit
to Bishop Okoye and Port Harcourt having been made
previous _to the establishment of the mission. Our Fathers conduct Ascension High School for boys. have the
regular care oI three missions and assist at other places
in the diocese.
I am anxious to see the monastic confreres again and
observe their work, and I plan to spend about a month
with them, living their life and following their routine
so that I may the better become acquainted with all
aspects of it.
One of their greatest consolations, and mine too,
is the wonderful support of this mission and the interest shown by so many of you. This has been a tremendous encouragement to them, and your support
has made possible the continued development of their
monastic foundation and their work. Your interest in
them and your concern for them is a vivid demonstration of the Mystical Body in action. By your prayers
and support you are helping to bring two very different
worlds closer together in Christ.
Our missionaries have had problems and satisfactions almost too numerous to mention. The missionary's
road is never paved. Questions of health. the heavy
load of work in the hot and humid climate, all can be
a big burden; and it is said that the climate punishes
most severely those who work the hardest. But the
satisfactions are great too. The monks are continually
preparing catechumens for baptism, instructing others
in the faith; and they are finding young men willing
to follow U1em in the religious life. This is perhaps their
greatest joy, for they know that the ultimate success
of their work will depend on finding native Nigerians
who will take on, expand, and develop the Benedictine
life among their own people.
Please keep our missionaries in your prayers, and
may God reward you for your generosity.
Gratefully in Christ,

+~ ~
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Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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God's Chosen Ones
!ly Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.
l'he Feast of the Assumption is a joyful
clay in heaven and on earth. Mary now lives
11 her father's house. She has been taken up
Ody and soul into heaven. Her Son ascended
~ll lo heaven before her. He led the Apostles
0 ward Bethany. There He blessed them.
th.en parted from them and was carried up
lnto heaven. The Apostles returned to Jerusalem and were continually in the temple
~raising and blessing God. The Ascension of
esus was seen by the Apostles. Mary's As~ension was not seen by the Apostles, but
God did not allow her body to eorrupt before
~e reunited her in body and soul and brought
er up to heaven.

6

Ii we follow the way of Jesus and Mary
?n earth we will one day also follow them
lnto heaven. The ascension of Mary into
~eaven was less striking than that of Jesus.
second Class postage paid at S ubtacf· 1 . h.1s is fitting because He is Divine and she
Arkansas.
ls human. Our ascension will be less striking
•ttct delayed longer than that of Mary beTHE INDEX
~ause we are Jess deserving. We will corrupt
lo the grave for a time, but on the last day
God 's Chosen Ones
Ille will rise reunited in body and soul. Our
The Liturgica l Renewal
resurrection and ascension will be far above
Its Meaning and Ch a llenge
•ny kind of glory we expect or can imagine.
*
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Now :from our point of view that day is
•_ long way off, but when we are on the other
;lde it will seem very short. Our preparation
. 0 r that day should be in proportion to its
ltnportance. We should look around to see
~hat help we may be able to get for the
0 ur of death which must precede our day
~~ glory. We can expect help from Mary,
lb e Mother of Jesus, and from St. Joseph,
tL e patron of a happy death, who was also
i'.'e protector of Jesus and Mary. For the key
tt~e of our existence the Church wishes us
;.invoke him as our guardian and protector.
1 lh the help of Jesus, Mary, and Joseph,
0

TITE COVER
One of th e clerestory windows jfl
the A bbey Church , depictin g •'
event in t he life or St. Benedi<1
ee page 23.
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~ill have o~r own private ascension into
eaven.
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M:eanwhile, there are many obstacles for
~s to overcome. The opposition we face

should serve to develop the good in us. It
would not be easy for Christians to develop
strong virtue ii it were not for the help they
get from opponents on eart_h and_ even below
the earth. Opposition and mius\tce cause us
to draw together and to face the world
united.

•

While we still have time. St. Paul tells us,
we should do good to all men, but _especial.Ly
to those of the household of the faith. Christians have a special duty to look after each
other. The Church is a family. The members
of a family have more obligations to each
other than to strangers. Sometimes the members of a family become so accustomed to
each other that they take each other for
granted. They do mean things to one another
that thev would not dare do to a stranger.
The rift; widen as the time goes by.

.. .

The familv bas enough enemies without
the member~ fighting inside the :family. The
human race is like one big family. There
may be £ailures in a family. They ~e especially in need of our mercy, and with them
especially we need to be patient. God wants
to see everybody in heaven. We need the
services of the good to get there. Even those
whom we may consider as not being so good
provide us with many services.
+

*

*
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It is true that we need lo be careful about
our associates, but we should not exercise
the same discrimination in praymg for our
fellowmen. To some extent our fellowmen
need us, but to a much larger extent we
need our fellowmen. Anybody who does not
have a love for his fellowmen is a miserable
creature. St. Paul tells those who will listen
bow lo love their fellowmen and how to get
along together. " Put on ... a~ God's chosen
ones . .. a heart of mercy. kindness, humility. and patience."

WRAT WE NEED - ALL of us - is a clear
and solidly based understanding and appreciation of basic principles regarding liturgiCa.[ worship. As an outstanding English theologian, Father Charles Davis, says in his
recently published book: "The liturgical
lnovement is not simply an agitation for
ritual change. Ritual change without a corresponding change in mentality will bear
little fruit. The concern is not with inciden1als but with fundamentals of doctrine. The
efforts of the Ii turgical movement should
be to give the people a new sense of the
Church, for any liturgical renewal that is
lnore than superficial is based on reflection
U_r,on the mystery of the Church-we are
right in saying that the liturgical movement
and a renewed sense of the Church go to!tether."

The Liturgical Renewal
Its Meaning and Challenge
By Kevin Watkins, O.S.B.
and Benedict Buergler. O.S.B.
One word would characterize present
trends within the Church-and that word is
change or renewal. The Church has been
making extensive changes lately, due especially to the Vatican Council. In fact, we
would not be surprised soon to have DriveIn Confessionals with advertisements: Toot
and Tell. One fictitious story tells of a pastor
who built a new church with the latest of
every change incorporated into it: sacristy
in the back of church lo facilitate processions, altar facing the people, latest hymn
books-just everything-right up to snuff.
When the Bishop carne to consecrate this
modern Church the pastor was taking him
on a tour-each of the latest changes meeting with the approval of the Bishop until"Father, everything is perfect, except the
confessional. That flashing sign, 'Come and
tell or go to hell,' just has to go."
POPE PAUL recently at a general audience
gave an address on this subject, the liturgical
renewal, which is uppermost in everybody's
mind. He stated that the responses, reactions, of people fall into two categories: bewilderment and resistance on the one hand,
and enthusiasm and praise on the other. Both
of these reactions miss the goal set by the
Council's Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy
due lo lack of understanding o( the nature
and aims of liturgical renewal. We hope to
dispel a bit of the resistance and give a iirm
foundation for the enthusiasm.
Let us take the viewpoint of John Q.:
traditionalist and reactionary. He moans:
"All thfa change just shattered my spiritual
life. One doesn't know from one Sunday to
the next what will happen. One used to be
free to pray as he wished, and now ii is all
noise, singing, marching, shuffling of hymnals and mimeographed sheets, different postures at Communion and so on." As one John
Q. said: "Shucks, seems like the old way
was the wrong way."
,l

" F'or a minute let us kick around this phrase,
t)Sense of the Church." What is the Church•
oes this seem like a foolish question?
Surely you can give the answer-at least
an answer that you are familiar with from
tour earliest days. But Pope Paul, for all
1s wisdom and learning and
high office did
llot think it is a Coolish and irrelevant question when he set himself to writing his first
encyclical last year and entitled it: Ecc!el!irim Suam (His Church). Early in the encyclical, Pope Paul states that one of the
Principal aims of the Second Vatican Council
18
to explore the Cull meaning and depth of
the Church.
And on the other hand you have Susie Q
Dilettante. She just adores Gothic vestment>
She thinks singing the hymn, "A Migl!!)
Fortress Is Our God." the battle hymn 1
the Protestant Reformation, is terribly ec~·
menical, and she is aching for the day when
the Congregation of Rites wiJJ issue a d<"
cree allowing women to proclaim the Epi;'
tie from the ambo. "Why after all," she sa 1;
to herself, "approximately one-half of th
Mystical Body are females and for too 10°~
have been shunted into the liturgical bac~·
ground."
Most of our pastors have done an exce1Je0 '
JOb of preparing their people and introduci:
them into the new liturgy. However, f.
some reason or other these improperly d1;
rected viewpoints do still exist among o~
people. On the one hand-there are st .1
some reluctant to cooperate with parish word
ship program that have been initiated. M1 •
on the other hand-there is too much super_
ficial concern with external aspects of th'
recent liturgical changes.

°

is the soul of this body, vivifying and knitting together all members into one.
From this brief sketchy summary of the
doctrine of the Mystical Body we. see that
the Church, defined as the clergy,_is totally
inadequate. The Church is Chnst in His totality-the divine Son o( God and all th~se
other sons of God adopted into God's family
through the life giving waters of Baptism.
All of us are Christians-all of us have
been Christ-ed-all of us in the words of
St. Paul "have put on Christ" so that at our
Baptism the heavenly Father lo~ked d_own
upon each of us with pleasure, with delight,
and said: "This is my beloved son m whom
I am well pleased."
All of us are branches that have been
grafted onto the living vine, Jesus Chnst.
Meditating on this tremendous myste:y o'.
divine adoption, St. Leo the Great exclaimed.
"Recognize, O Christian, your _dignity. Yo~
have been made a partaker of divme nature.

THE PEOPLE OF GOD
Another phrase used frequently in_ recent
years in speaking of the Ch_u rch is: The
People of God. This expression was first
used in the Old Testament regarding the
Israelites, a small band of nomads. whom

'l'fiE MYSTICAL BODY

It is helpful to understand the Church if
\l;e use various terms and expressions which
~ave been formed by centuries of Catholic
radition in describing the Church. One such
~hrase is: The Mystical Body of Christ. In
~ Encyclical, Mystici Corporis, Pope Pius
Ii I has this to say: "If we would define a_nd
escri be this true Church of Jesus Christ,
~hich is the One, Holy , Catholic, Aposto~c,
0 rnan Church, we shall find no expression
~ 0 re noble, more sublime and more divine
l:lhan the phrase which calls it "the mysl!cal
Ody of Jesus Christ."
'l'he very mention of this expression, My:tica1 Body, immedfately conjures up. many
1
ch Scriptural and doctrinal ideas. First of
j1l, that the Church is not-al least not m~e.:>'--an organization but an orgarusm-a bv~ng, dynamic body pulsating with the divine
1fe of
grace, flowing from Christ. th_e. Head,
10 Us the members.
It is the Holy Spmt who
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God chose saving: •'If you will listen to my
voice and keep my covenant, you shall be
my special possession. dearer to me. than all
people, though all the earth is. mme. You
shall be to me a kingdom of priests. a holy
~

nation." The entire Old Testament reads like Catholic doctrine that through the Lndelibl• WHy DID CHRIST GIVE US THE MASS?
a romance story of a lover pursuing his be- mark of Baptismal character, the ordinar)
Why, then, did Christ give us this memloved, sometimes wayward and unfaithful, layman-and is not it a pity that we us1 0tia] of His passion and death? The answer
but always the object of the love and mercy such an expression-is eternally sealed wit~ 1s so that we, the Church, His members.
of her lover.
the priesthood of Jesus Christ.
Would have the opportunity of joining ourWith the Incarnation God's eternal plan
It is true that the layman does not chant selves and all that we have, all that we are,
to forge for Himseli a special favored people bread and wine into the Body and Blood 01
that we do, to that one, continuous inenters a new phase-is given a new dimen- Christ, and the layman does not administel
sion. II before, God spoke to His people in the Sacrament of the sick. However, th'
shadow and sign, now he speaks to us priestly power of the layman is no le~·
through His Son, born of a woman, and made
like to us except in sin. No more is the covenant renewed through animal offerings but
sealed and consummated by the blood of
the In-fleshed Son of God.
In the Old Testament times only the high
priest, representing the people, could enter
the Holy oI Holies-once a year. Hanging on
the Cross, Christ throws open the doors of
His Sacred humanity through which we, as
the new people of God, can enter into the
t.HIIAC...
'-TltiPA1lota
closest, most intimate union with the Father.
"4NiTy
It would be difficult for us to exhaust the
•"AY AU 8C ONt •
full implications of what it means to be a
Ollltal~U
Christian. Basically a Christian is one who,
by his faith, in union with the Church, the
finite act of offering, sell-giving that began
people of God, is brought into vital contact
a.t the first moment of His existence in this
with the mysteries of Christ. As an early
'world and culminated in that last gasp of
Christian interpreted it: "A Christian is an- functional than that
of the ordained miJli>
breath.
other Chr ist." That is exactly what the word ter. First of all,
the lay priest, be he mal'.
In accordance with his sublime vocation
Christian means. By baptism, first of all, or female, hallows.
blesses, consecrates sl
lo reproduce, as we have said before, the
and further by all the other subsequent en- those
things that he touches in his dail 1
Person and the mysteries of Christ in his
counters with Christ, the sacraments, the
1
0 wn life, the Christian is called to
work-a-day
wute Jilinperson and the life of Christ is reproduced the ordainedworld. To the lay priest as 1'
priest this challenge of tl '
Self
with Christ in offering up to the good
in the life of every Christian.
saintly Pope Pius Xis posed:: to reestabliS~
Pleasure of the Father every detail, every
all things-all things-in Christ.
PRIESTHOOD OF THE FAITHFUL
facet of his being and existence. Even before
Let us explore brie[ly some of the implicaWhat does all this have to do with th
the days of external participation in the
tions of this statement. First of all, the com- liturgy? In the Mass, the function of th\
Nla.ss rightly emphasized by the modern li1
mon priesthood of the faithful, the fact that common priesthood of the faithlul, as we
turgical movement, the layman by the very
11 a.ture of his Christian vocation, was called
all those who have been baptized in Christ as that of the ordained ministry are neclf.'
have received a true, real sharing in Christ's sary if the representation of Christ's sacr'_
lo, spiritually equipped for, and bound to
priesthood. Although this idea has come to fiec is to be properly expressed and if it 1'
active participation in the Mass.
the fore only in recent years; nevertheless, to obtain the end for which our Lord instr
'l'he old-time Catholic in the davs of less
it is a doctrine firmly based on Sacred Scrip- luted it. Why did Christ give us the Mas5•
liturgical awareness, who was bored. disture and the most genuine Christian tradition. After all, the offering of Himself to tJl!
h~gaged, at Mass, or who was occupied with
As St. Peter slates: "You are a chosen race. Father on Calvary was the one all-perfe<
ts private prayers, outside the rhythm of
a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a purchased oblation. Nothing can be added or subtracteO
the Eucharistic offering-whether he himpeople.... You who in times past were not from this infinitely pleasing and acceptabl'
Self was to blame for his non-involvement
0 : not-was
a people, but are now the people of God"; oblation. There is no way that we of o~f'
simply an anomaly, a contraI will admit that this common priesthood of selves could increase or enhance the essent1 9'
diction.
the faithlul, if not understood properly, could glory, praise, and thanksgiving which Chri;
'I'his concept of the common priesthood of
1he faithful gives us a firm doctrinal basis
lead to the false notion that there is no dis- offered up to the Father on Calvary. AJ5'
tinction in the priestly powers of the lay- we say that all graces and heavenly fa,·orfor active participation in the Mass. Every
111Yrnan must make this sublime doctrine his
man and the ordained priesthood. Let us come to us from Christ's sacrifice on tJ!.'
1
0 wn• it must be woven
state definitely that there is an essential dif- Cross, surely Christ could have commu.Jl '
into every fiber of
ference between the priesthood of the faith- cated these benefits to His followers througJ!·
his ;piritual life; he must become fully conful and that of those who are called to Holy out the centuries immediately, direct!)
scious of bis priestly power of co-offering the
Orders. Nevertheless, it is solidly founded without any need of sign, symbol, ritual.
l!:ucharistic sacrifice together with and de-
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pendent on the priest at the altar. I am convinced that one of the greatest obstacles_ to
the implementations of the part1c1pallon
program called for by the cou,:icH dec:ee. on
the Sacred Liturgy. is the spmt of md1v1dualism .
There is a good individualism a~d a bad
individualism. Here we are speakmg about
the latter, that brand of individualism ,~hich
manifests itself in the attitude that rehg1on
is a purely vertical proposilion-G~d an_d
me. Here is Edgar Q. Ego. He is praymg his
rosary devoutly and consistently at Mass
for years. All this sudden togetherness al
Mass galls him no end. "Why don't they
leave me alone so I can pray? And t.his jazz
about singing a hymn during Communionit's too much. I want to talk to God on my
own-all this hymn singing-distracting, lo
say the least."
THE RESTAURANT MEAL AND THE
MASS
Let's hop over to the local restaurant. It is

about dinner time and the place is crowded.
Let's sav about the same number of people
that wiil' be gathered in Church in a few
minutes. Over in the corner, at one of those
one-man tables, you see a traveling salesman.
He does not. know anybody else in the restaurant and frankly is not the least concerned about the lives, the weal and woe of
any of them . Now. is this about the same
picture of John Q. Christian at Mass? No,
a thousand times no. John comes to Mass.
not as an individual but as a unit, a cell. of
the Mystical Body of Christ. He c~rnes as
one who shares with others one faith. one
bapt ism one Lord and master, Jesus Christ.
He and ~ll those gathered for the Eucharistic
celebration form the Mystical Body realized,
actualized, at this lime and place. He comes
as a member of God's family at the invitation
of the loving Fatl1er who calls his children
into his house to feed them with the B1•ead
of His Word and the Bread of the Eucharist.
E\'ery Mass should be a joyous festive occasion when God. a divine Lover. renews l11e
marriage contract with His spouse, the
Church , and gathers His children around the
banquet table.
With this communal family aspect of the
Eucharist in the focal point of his consciousness, John Q. Christian cannot help but be
aware of his fellow Christians with whom _he
joins in offering of the Sacrifice. He is willing, and even eager. to show this oneness,
unity, which is forged by the common ac-

lion through external signs: uniformity in
posture, common prayers, singing, making
ib.imself available to serve the liturgical assembly as lector or commentator.
These are the great principles proposed to
us hy the Liturgical Movement, by the Holy
Fathers-particularly the Popes since Saint
Pius X-and the Fathers of the Second Vatican Council. A careful study and consideration of these principles, alJowing them to
become a part of our consciousness and outlook, creates a climate in which we accept
and appreciate those external ritual changes
that have come upon us so suddenly during
the past year.
TRADITION, TRANSITION, AND
REVISION
The liturgical movement got underway at
the turn of the century. Up to recent years,
the principal work of the movement has
been that of scholarly study and research in
an attempt to examine the purest sources of
liturgical tradition, to bring into bold relief
what is essential in the public worship of
the Church. During the last few years, this
movement-which Pius XIl does not hesitate
to describe as "inspired by the Holy Spirit"has entered a new phase of its development:
the practical implementation of this scholarly work, in the way of ritual reform and
adaptation.

It would serve little purpose to review
these rubric al changes you have already
seen and experienced in your own parishes.
However, it might be well to take a brief
look into the future in regard to this area
of Ii turgical reform.
Recent papal documents frequently use
lhe expressions: "for the meanwhile" or "until the Mass rite is completely reformed."
At the present time the Liturgy is in a state
of transition: it has introduced numerous
changes but leaves much to be desired before the Liturgy is so ordered as to have the
impact on the people of God that it realJy
should have.
SERVICE OF THE WORD
One guiding principle which will greatly
influence reform is the distinction between
the service of the Word and the service of
the Eucharist: the table of God's Word and
the table of the Body and Blood of the Lord.
Following through on this principle, the first
part of the Mass needs considerable revamping. At the present time there is a rather
8

!lifts. Quite likely it win be restored as such,
Perhaps with some accompanying prayer,
Concluding with the Secret, or, as it is more
Properly called. ''the prayer over the gifts."

lengthy period before the scripture service
proper. The scripture service consists of t,~o
comparatively short readings. The result i!
that the important element in this first seC'
tion of the Mass is obscured. So very like!)'
the entire prayer service preceding the read·
ings will be radicalJy simplified, perh3P'
drastically shortened.
In regard to the scripture service itself,
the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy h31
commanded that this be given due prortll'
nence. This goal can be achieved in varioll1
ways. First of all, for instance, by a richer
selection of readings. Most probably u,e
Mass of the future will have a three or tout'
year cycle of scriptural passages. Also, oP
Sundays and feastdays, when the people are
expected to come to Church, there may bt
three selections from scripture-one of tbeil'
from the Old Testament. This points up oo_e
of the great lessons we are re-learning todal
the importance of the Old Testament's foreshadowing the New. We must again acquaiJl'
ourselves with the themes of the Old Tesw·
men\ and relate them to the New Testamen 1•
realized in Christ.
THE EUCHARISTIC SERVICE
As far as the Eucharistic service is con·
cerned, there is general agreement that tn_e
Offertory rite is in need of extensive re,• 1•
sion. Al the present time there are man)
prayers and gestures which, to a certain ei:
tent, are misleading. They give the impre5
sion of a sacrifice or offering before the .,-eoe1
offering of Christ which comes during ~d
Canon. Actually, the Offertory rite wo11 e
be nothing more than the preparation of lll

As for the Canon itself-the Great Eucharistic Prayer-liturgical scholars are devoting
Careful attention to its structure and content.
lt is too early in this stage of study and discussion to make any definite predictions in
regard to the future of the Canon. Some
"oices at the Council called for a somewhat
Sitnplified version of the present Canon. Others expressed the desire for a completely
'1ew Eucharistic prayer which would bring
Out more clearly the nature of the Eucharist
as a great prayer of thanksgiving, highlightll)g the principal themes of the history of
Salvation. There is a growing consensus that
the Canon (the entire Mass, for that matter)
8hould be in the vernacular.
This would also
ltiean, of course, that it would be said in a
loud voice so that all the faHhful at Mass
Could hear it. There is a lot of good thinking
behind these suggestions. It is true that the
C:anon is the prayer of the priest, in the sense
that he is the one who offers it in the person
of Christ the High Priest. But. it is no less
true that the Canon is the prayer of the
C'.hu.rch. and this means all those who, in a
!liven time and place, are participating in
the Eucharistic celebration.
. l'he final area of reform in the Mass rite
the section between the Our Father and

ls

1he Communion. Here, again,
there is need

for simplification, in order to assure a clear
<llld continuous line of development.

Liturgical renewal is not something we
can take or leave al will. It is not some "optional extra," something peripheral to our
Catholic life. No, its aims and goals touch
the very heart and core of our Christian
vocation.
Here is what the Council Fathers said of
the liturgy in the Constitution on lhe Sacred
Liturgy: "The Liturgy, through whic? the
work of our redemption is accomphshed,
most of all in the divine sacrifice of the
Eucharist, is the outstanding means whereby
the faithful may express in their lives, and
manifest to others, the mystery of Christ
and the real nature of the true Church. It
is of the essence of the Church that she be
both human and divine, visible and yet invisibly equipped, eager to act and yet intent
on contemplation, present in this world and
yet not at home in it; and she is all these
things in such wise that in her the human is
directed and subordinated lo the divine. the
visible likewise to the invisible. action to
contemplation, and this present world to that
city yet to come, which we seek. While 11:e
liturgy daily builds up those who are withm
into a holy temple of the Lord, into a dwelling place for God in the Spirit, to the mature
measure of the fulness of Christ, at the same
time it marvelously strengthens their powers
to preach Christ, and thus shows forth the
Church to those who are outside as a sign
lifted up among the nations under which the
scattered children of God may be gathered
together. until there is one sheepfold and
one shepherd.''

UNITED IN
Our Lord ex.hort.t'd us Lo "love one another." Lrl
lls, tllerf'fore , aU unilc our prayers in charity \\ Ith
lhe monks at Subia.co ror the Intentions ~ent In
'>tnce la.st mont h .

THE DECEAESED
it

M,·. Cleal Watts: Mr. John J. Za_blotny; Joseph

'1d Annie Engel berger: Ma_rtm Gisler; Deceased
0
Ii( ~ernau family; Mrs. Cecilia Brutto: Catherine
e &Verkamp; Rev. Alphonse Mueller, O.S.B.;LaurSnc~ Fitzsimmons; Paul Prove, Jr.; John Ee.kart,
Jr.; Eugene Michael Fitzgeral~_; Mrs. Gertrude
~hnston: Mrs. Fred Kaufman; oors. Adolph Beck;
I r. Jimmy Thompson; Peter Albus; Everett Kueheer_; Thomas Riley; Arnold Stal)ein; Joseph H1ckcf,. Deceased of Lem per family;. Mrs. Carol me
.,•,esemer; Joseph Minden; Edith Thompson;
1~"1:lk Buergler: George and Sarah Nulph; AnMony BrO\'Vn: Henry and Ervin Beumer; Ad_am
l> •1-shall; Ben Ihle: Mr. and Mrs .. Frank Reith;
l h!lip Strobel· Andrew Strobel. Sr., Ant.on Steh~· Sr.; Peter Becker; Mr. Joseph H. Beck; Anton
•ngtuif : Mrs. Helen Meyer; John Wewers: Al-

PRAYER

bert Pe-arson: Nick Eischen; Mr. Joseph Schnit~er;
Mrs. Mary Hart.man; Deceased of Lux family;
Deceased of Schlutcrman family, Mrs. Rose Mary
L3GrEnRe; .Mrs. Ann Frances SedJcr · George and
Lena Wolf: Jacob Dahlem ; Joseph E. Murphy;
J oseph C. Hoyt. J oseph Campl;ell; and J . B.
Gibbons.

THE LIVING
Success of busine58: Iinprovcment in seminary
\\'Ork: Recovery from injuries: Beneficial , ...·eather
conditions; OJd peoples home: :aecovery tro m
heart attack; Succes:-.fu} operauo~: The H~ 1~
Father; Men in the service; Peace 1n t~e f~m.ily~
Husband's tecovery from illness; Spec1al mt en
tion· Holy souls in purgatory; In ho~o_r of Our
Lact.Y or ·Lourdes: Success of fund raising campaign· Welfare of family; Welfare of son: A hapdpy
death: Peace of mind; Safe an~ successful eliverv'· Thanksgiving for special !avor: G:ood
heaJlh'· Honor of St. Anthony; Success of Sub1_aco
Semin8ry Program: and Successful eye operatton.
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President's Council Organized
King of Sacred Musical Instruments To Aid Subiaco Development

The Pipe Organ

The following paragraphs are taken from
a sermon by Monsignor William J. Moran.
Deputy Chief of Army Chaplains, at the
National Catholic Shrine in Washington. The
occasion was the blessing and dedication of
the organ furnished for the National Shrine
by chaplains and members of the armed
services in memory of deceased chaplains
and service men.
"Truly the organ is the king of sacred musical instruments; and as such it belongs to
the temple in a very special way. for it is
destined solely for tbe praises of the Lord.
As the sacred rites unfold, it becomes spokesman for the feelings of all , for all their noblest and holiest flights. Its melodies make
it easier for the mystical movements of the
sacred event to penetrate into the depths of
the soul." These words were spoken on 26
September, 1962, by His Holiness, good Pope
John XXIII, of happy memory, on the occasion of the blessing of a new organ in St.
Peter's Basilica. A little more than a year
later, on 4 December 1963, the now historical
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy was proclaimed, and in Chapter VI we read the
following:
"The musical tradition of the universal
church is a treasure of inestimable value,
greater even than that of any other are ..
In the Lalin Church tbe pipe organ is to be
held in high esteem, for it is the traditional
musical instrument which adds a wonderful
splendor to the Church's ceremonies, and
powerfully lifts up man's mind to God and
to higher things." These words, my dear
friends, seL, at least partially, the background for the remarks I would like to make
on this memorable afternoon. The principle
of the pipe organ is extremely simple, as
simple as that of a ship or of a plane; yet
its console is a panel of operation which is
marvelous in every detail. The pipe organ
can be traced back to the most primitive
pastoral flute which ever sounded in the
meadows or on the hillsides of antiquity: a
little air passing through a hollow tube and
producing a dulcet sound to fire the heart
and quicken the spirit, as if it were a poem.
. In our day, by means of electric contacts, almost 10,000 pipes can be made to

sing in limitless combinations of sounds, all
the way from a distant murmur to a vast
and energetic cry. This glorious union oi
voices is the result of careful assignment,
to each pipe and to every family of pipes ...
Let one pipe fail to sound when it is calleO
upon. and in some measure the general effect
is marred; let a pipe be bent or damaged
or clogged and it may emit an ugly sound
which will spoil the most beautiful compO"
sition! Let the organist fail to select tb1
proper sound and there may well be a rau·
cous blast-even chaos. How like a mysticS 1
body the organ is! How like an organisP1
living and breathing! How Hke the Cburc~
itself with Christ at the console! He striJ<ef
a solemn chord and a thousand voices respond' Each voice, loud or soft, large or small,
must contribute to the Master's melodic design and give glory to His Heavenly Fathef
Should one pipe refuse to speak, the melod)
(Continued on page 15)
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A President's Council of Subiaco, an official lay advisory group, held its charter
llleeting at Subiaco on June 16. In its first
tormal meeting the group adopted a conStitution and by-laws, elected officers and
l>l'omptly approved Subiaco's challenging
Campaign for construction to meet its growl.tig needs.
Dr. Randall T. Klemme, vice president and
Corporate economist for Northern Natural
Gas Company of Omaha, Nebraska, was elected Chairman of the Council; and Harry L.
ll:astings, Sr., president of the Hastings Reality Company of Little Rock, was elected
11 ice president. Father Paul Hoedebeck
of
the Abbey was elected secretary.
Other members of the Council are John
F. Beard of Houston, Texas; John P. Matthews of North Little Rock; W. A. Delaney
of Ada, Oklahoma; John J. Lueken, Jr., of
lleJena, president of the Subiaco Alumni Association; Leo J . Riegel or Little Rock; Thomas Thorpe of Dallas, Texas; David McMahon
Of Fort Smith; Tommy Karam of Little Rock ;
Ernest Medders of Muenster, Texas; Robert
l'lornhoft of Harrisburg; Leo Vaccaro of
forest City; Frank Shaw of Fort Smith;
"'· P. Maus of Paris; Phil Herlein of Helena;
t1:atthew Post and Leo Wiederkehr of Altus.
Ex-ofiicio members of the council. in adclition to Father Abbot Michael and Father
l'>rior Robert Lazzari, are Father Christopher
l>aladino, business manager of
the Abbey, and Father Fintan,
assistant director of the Subiaco development program.
The primary purpose of the
~ouncil. as stated in the bylaws, is " to promote the general welfare and advancement
or Subiaco and the improve~e_nt and extension of its reat1ons with the publlc; to
Obtain funds and help the fi0ancial growth of Subiaco;
to advise on educational plans
and poHcies."
Commenting on the purpose
Of the Council Abbot Michael
J:>oin led to th~ growing need

for the counsel and services of qualified
laymen to help the Subiaco community ':"~intain its leadership in education and religion.
Members are invited to the Council because of their records of accomplishment,
their years of experience, their int_erest in
Christian education and especially m Subiaco, and their willingness to devote time and
means to the task of building a greater and
bigger Subiaco.
At the organizational meeting Father Prior
Robert pointed out the ever-increasing demands for educational development. He
pointed out that 90 percent of Subiaco graduates go to college and that neither the service academies nor the major colleges have
been disappointed in our graduates, but that
the new facilities presently under construction (field house, residence hall, library
science hall) are necessary if Subiaco is to
remain a leader in the educational field .
The Council was given a picture of the
financial condition of Subiaco Academy by
Father Christopher; architect Leo _Riegel
presented the construction plans env1s1oned
in the development program. and Father Paul
outlined the construction campaign. After
some discussion the new Council unanimously approved the plans for constructing a
field house and residence hall
The council will meet again in October
and twice-yearly thereafter.

He chopped down a tree and transformed a continent

Saint Boniface:
Monk, Missionary, Martyr
By David Bellinghausen, O.S.B.
Today Christian leaders are requesting
monks lo undertake missionary activity to
both African and Asian countries. In many
of these countries the primitive cultures
desperately need the good news of Christianity as well as its benefits to civilization.
The number of monks suited for these specialized works is limited. This fact, however,
does not lessen the urgency of the requests.
This present need in these countries is much
like that of central Germany during the
eighth century, the century when the English Benedictine monk, Boniface, began his
missionary work. He spent thirty-six years
in missionary labors, under difficult circumstances, creating a Catholic Church hierarchy
in the pagan and semi-pagan land. He was
highly successful and his martyrdom so
heroic that he bas been given the title,
"Apostle of Germany."
Winfrid, or Boniface, was born about 680,
probably at Cred.:ition, in Devonshire, then
in the kingdom of Wessex, the last of the
Anglo-Saxon kingdoms to receive the Christian faith. His parents were Christians of
noble rank. While still quite young, two
monks visited bis home, and their inspiring
spirit awakened in him the desire to become
a mon k. When he became school age, he was
accepted as a student at the abbey of Exeter.
He remained there until adolescence. when
he was sent lo complete his studies at the
abbey of Nursling, a renowned abbey in the
diocese of Winchester. He remained at the
new monastic home, and finally made his
monastic profession of vows. Here he met
two men who were to remain his friends for
life: the abbot, Winbreht, who was also hls
schoolmaster, and the Bishop, Daniel.
His studies were primarily Scriptural, and
it was during this time that he acquired that
profound love and knowledge of the Bible
whlch is so evident in all his letters as a
missionary. H e also learned at least some
of the liberal arts, for verse making was one
12

of the arts he never forgot. Since the art
was a favorite Anglo-Saxon mark of ele·
gance, both his letters and those of hi,
friends often conclude with a few lines ot
somewhat barbaric poetry. It is highly probable that he received !ms literary trainint
from Saint Andbelm, the first Anglo-Saxot1
lo leave behind rum literary works of hi'
own.
Since his proficiency in studies was sooP
noticed, when he grew older he was made
the master of the abbey school. H e fulfilled
his duties with such zeal and success that ]lf
attracted crowds of students from all par1;
of Wessex. Even later in life as a busy miS'
sionary he sent letters of encouragemen l to
youn g students interested in studies. In ~
letter to his young friend Nithard he urge;
him to pursue ms studies:
.. . I beg you earnestl y and a.ffectionatelY
to gi ve it your carefuJ attention and hasteu
at once to revi ve th e grace of naturaJ talent
which is bor_n in you and not to extinguisb
the g lowing spiritual flame of liberal learning
and divin e intelligence in the muddy wat-er
and sticky dust of earthly greed. Reme mber
the words of the Psa lmist speaking of the
happy man : ue is delight is in the law of t.Jte
Lord, and bis law does he meditate day :u1d
night.'' And again : uo, how I love th y Jaw!
It is my m editation all the da y . .. ."

Winfrid, however, was a destined apostleand even with his schoo l work he foun d tin,e
lo preach to the people outside the monas·
lery. His success in preaching prompted bi:
abbot to have him ordained when be wa'
thirty. Since, at that time. monasteries were
still mainly lay communities, the recep!i0P
of Holy Orders must be understood as a sigP
of the esteem in which he was held. He ]lad
every chance of becoming a distinguished
cleric in his native church. Despite his yout'1·
he was chosen by the synod of Wessex 10
convey the synodal decrees to Brihtwaldthe Archbishop of Canterbury, probably witlt
the inten tion of lin king the Wessex clerg_)
more closely with the primatial see. '.l'h 15
office was a tribute to bis youthful states'

,,,
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'11anshlp. Everything was pointing to a tranquil, successful career. He soon realized.
however, that his time and talents were to
be used in a wider field and for a more adVenturous purpose.

l'Iis Mission Vocation
B.e decided that his vocation would primarily be in the missionary field. Living in
an age highly conscious of missionary work,
lhere were many influences in his life to
help foster this new missionary ideal. The
greatest of these was the tale of the exploits
Of men of his own race impatient lo hand
~n the good news of the Gospel whicb they
<tad received. He found hlmself in the current; he had to go somewhere, but he did
not know where. His first thought was to
bring the Gospel to his heathen ancestors.
the Saxons remaining in GermaPy. Though
h_e always had the desire for their conversion, he was never able to achieve this early
1deal, Realizing his need of missionary ext>erience, he decided to make a preliminary
survey of the monk Willibrord's work in Holland. Therefore, in 716, having obtained per'11 ission from his reluctant abbot. he set sail
"-'
l. ith three companions from the port of
Ondon.
Crossing the Continent, they arrived in the
"-'ar-torn land of the F risians. He stayed

there one year, helping the monk Willibrord
evangelize the German people and learning
missionary techniques. Fruitful missionary
work was out of the question, however, under
the turbulent social circumstances. Therefore Winfrid returned to Nursling abbey lo
for~ new plans. Before choosing a definite
field of labor, he wished to go to Rome to
receive the sanction and blessing o! Pope
Gregory IL Leaving his monastery again ,
he arrived in Rome in the autumn of 718.
and was graciously welcomed by the Pope.
Here two great minds met rn one common
dream, for Gregory II himself had long had
missionary plans for Germany.
During the following months in Rome, the
Pope frequently met with Winfrid to exchange views and missionary ideals. This
visit, ending in May 719, was one o! the important milestones in ms life, for he was
initiated rn the o!ficial missionary apostolate
of the Roman Church. After sufficient instruction was received. the impatient Winfrid hurried back lo Frisia armed with a
formal papal letter, authoritatively assigning
him as a missionary to the heathens. He knew
that now he was a ·full colJaborator in spreading the Gospel. To emphasize his special
adoption as a missionary of the Pope, Gregory II changed bis name from Winfrid lo
Boniface.
Boniface hurried back to the land of
Charles Martel. who agreed to give him the
protection o[ his power. Although Charles
was by no means a pious prince, hls protection was the greatest possible help to Boniface. Freedom from aggression and a peaceful environment were the essential preliminaries to the work he had lo do. Boniface
always remained conscious of thls debt , for
he knew that without the protection oJ the
king of the Franks he could neither rule the
people of the Church, nor could he defend
lhe clergy and monks; neither could he
check the heathen rites and worship of idols
without the mandate of the king. Without
the awe inspired by the greal Frankish king
an effective slaughter would have terminated
the rising Church of Germany.
Boniface's early experience as a preacher
now helped him tremendously. Another advantage was that bis native Anglo-Saxon
dialect closely resembled the dialects of the
various Teutonic tribes, and therefore, he
had little difficulty being understood. This
gifted preacher soon won the interest of two
powerful chieftains, Dettic and Deorulf, ~ho
at some previous time had been bapnzed
13

Christlans. For lack of instruction they had
remained little better than pagans. Under
Boniface's instruction they became zealous
Christians and influenced many of their
lribes to be baptized. To show their sincerity, they gave Boniface a large grant of
land on which he later founded the monastery of Amoeneberg. During the next three
years his astonishing gains in conversions
continued to swell the growing Church. In
722 Gregory II called him back to Rome and
consecrated him bishop of tbe territory he
had evangelized.
The Tree of Thor

he remained extremely busy, be managed to
have time for frequent letters to many of
them. A number of these letters were written in appreciation of the useful gifts which
they had sent him. An example of this beautiful affection is shown in the following mes·
sage sent to Abbess Bugga:
In return for the gifts and garments you
have seut me, 1 offe r m y grateful prayers
to God that he may give you a rew ard with
the ange ls and a rcha nge ls in the highest
h eavens. I exhort you, th en, in God's name,
my very dea r sister, nay mother and mostsweet lady, to pra y ear_uestly for me, sin ce
for my sins I a m wearied with ma ny sorrows
and am far more disturbed by anxiety of
mind than by labor of m y body. May you
rest assured that the long~tried friendship
between us shaU never be found wanting.
FarcweU in Christ.

When he returned to the missions as a
bishop, he resumed his fiery preaching to
the pagans and semi-pagans. One incident
which led to numerous conversions was his
felling of a gigantic oak, called the "Tree of
Thor," which the pagans of the whole country regarded with deepest veneration. AdWith the aid of these missionaries the
vised by the Christians to undertake the task , Church in Hesse and Thuringia had gro•,m
Boniface felled the tree with his own hands. like the mustard seed in the parable and
When the mighty oak fell to the ground had become a great tree. He himself esti·
under his strong arm , many pagans asked mated the number of converts from paganisrJl
to become Christians.
at about one hundred thousand. Since a!l
The energetic missionary continued his bis endeavors in the name of the Church
apostolate among the Germanic tribes dur- had borne such abundant fruit , the ne,v
ing the next decade. The mustard seed he Pontiff. Gregory III, had still greater work
had planted had sent forth vigorous branches. for him. In 738 the Pope made him a Papal
Gregory II remained keenly interested in Legate, with practically unlimited power;
Boniface's work, and in 731 raised him to over Austrasia. With this new office, the neJ<I
the position of archbishop of the mission decade o[ Boniface's life was devoted almost
area that is now Germany. Realizing his need exclusively to reform and reorganization. 1-fe
for help in the work of the Church, Boniface labored long in Bavaria by dividing the coun·
originated a plan for future missionaries. try into four bishoprics, and selecting wor·
Until Germany could furnish these herself, thy occupants for every see. With this rebe had to look for them abroad, principally form of the Bavarian Church completed, he
in his native land. Soon English monks of was called upon to bring order out of cha 0;
heroic strength came to his aid , monks who in another part of the Church.
are now venerated as saints. A number of
nuns also responded to bis request. Among Reform of the Frankish Church
these nuns who gave their services to the
When Boniface was sixty-one. he took upoJl
.voung missions, the most eminent was Boni- himself the work of reforming the FrankiSh
face's cousin, Lioba, who has been given the Cb urch. a task of equal magni lude to tb e
title of " the woman apostle of Germany ." Bavarian reform. The Frankish Church ba 0
In the valley of the Main, Boniface and Lio- an honorable past, but in the eighth centurJ
ha founded three convents for women. Other it was conspicuous for its decadence. Stage!
Saxon women , such as St. Walburga and St. nation plagued its spirit. No councils ha
Cynehild, founded monastic shcools in other been held for eighty years. Some episcopal
pa.rts of the land to aid the missionary en- sees had been vacant for years; others were
deavor. As a result of their labors, Lioha in the hands of indifferent laymen or cor·
and the other nuns became factors in the rupt clerics. Bishops lived in concubinage,
evangelization of Germany second only to hunted , and went to war. The inferior clergY
Boniface and his other heroic monks.
were grossly ignorant and taught strange
The Archbishop showed unfailing care and and superstitious doctrines. To crown all•
tender attention to these nuns who left Eng- bands of roving Irish priests wandered fr0~1
land to start convents in Germany. Although diocese to diocese, teaching what they like<->·
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living as they pleased , and irritating everyone by their peculiar Celtic customs. Boniface quickly brought this sad situation into
control by calling four councils. By counCiliar decrees he corrected or deposed the
corrupt clerics, filled diocesan sees with
Worthy bishops, and replaced the Irish
Priests with learned men.
Fulda
While he had been pursuing bis work
ainong the Franks, Boniface founded, through
the agency of his disciple Sturmi, the monastery of Fulda. Starting in 744, they cleared
the forest and began construction. When the
great abbey neared completion, he would
often come to admire its beauty and growth.
tie initiated the monks in the Rule of St.
Benedict and the Scriptures, and be introduced total abstinence from wine as his
Unique discipline. Then he sent Sturmi to
Study Benedictine observance in the principal monastic centers of Italy, especially
ll.ome and Monte Cassino. After this year of
study Sturmi returned and was made abbot
Of Fulda. His wisdom and learning guided
the abbey's early growth . Within its first
abbot's lifetime it housed over four hundred
tnonks. Surrounded by barbarism, it became
a center of German civilization. Boniface
loved this new monastery, for he always retnained true to the life he had vowed to live
decades earlier. He wished this monastery to
Continue bis work after his death. He desired
it to be the monastic metropolis of the country, the strategic center for the evangelization of the North , a training school for monks
and missionaries, a nursery of the arts of
l?eace.
"When Boniface was an old man of eighty
Years, he was still a restless missionary. Instead of spending his retirement in peaceful
Solitude he once again heard the call of the
heathen' forest. As he was unable to reach
Saxony, he went farther north to the Frislans, where he had begun his work. He entrusted his cow1 to Lioba, bidding her once
l"nore to remain faithful to her vow of volunta"ry exile in a missionary land. He bade his
disciple, Lull, when preparing his baggage,
llot to forget a chest of books and a blanket
''in which to wrap his decrepit body." Then,
Sailing up the Frise river, he arrived al a
region close to the Zuyder Zee. He led a
Considerable num her of men. a party consisting of fifty-two followers. A large number
Of converts were to come to Dockum, the
llearest town , to receive the Sacrament of
Confirmation.

While waiting for the Christians near his
ships. Boniface was reading when he hear_d
a sudden tumult close by. Instead of lus
expected neophytes a troop of heathens appeared, who seemed to be more interested
in looting U1an in search of possible martyrs.
Although one or two of Boniface's men were
armed he restrained them. The end of hlS
liie w;s brief. When the mob rushed al him,
the saint raised the Bible he was reading
to protect his head. The sword slashed
through both book and head; his great life
was over. His body was taken to Fulda. and
lies there among the nations he evangelized.
Boniface was a man of more practical
common sense than actual genius, but this
fact does not in the least lessen his greatness.
On the plane of sanctity his indomitable
faith , his energetic pursuit of his m1:5sion,
his utter constancy, his trials and fatigues,
were crowned by bis martyrdom. He achieved lasting results among the heathens by
opening up broad new roads for the_Gospel
and for civilization beyond the Rhme and
far towards the east. Above all, bis qualities of administration and organization left
their mark on the German Church throughout the Middle Ages.
KING OF SACRED INSRUMENTS
(Continued from page 10)

will be broken or the harmony distorted ;
let it be shrill or out of tune, or speak unbidden, and it will destroy in some measure
the Master's symphonic plan. If there be no
breath of life from the bellows, the whole
organ will remain mute and unresponsive.
The organ indeed sets us an exampl~ of
our part in the worship of the Most Htgh .
With Our Lord Himself at the organ keyboard and making melody through us to h!s
loving Father. we reflect the mood of His
Church in sounds of praise and love, adoration and sorrow. Sometimes the melody
pours forth majestic tones of qui~t d_evoti_on
-a veritable prayer itself; ag~m it c:1es
with a thrill on an Easter mornmg; or if a
Savior be born on the hillside, there are
angelic voices and a song of good news.
And sometimes it weeps over the dead. How
many are inspired by the sounds that come
forth; how many are reduced to tears of
cornpundion, how many cheered m the
midst of depression, how many attracted to
the table where Christ is our food. And how
many go forth with new hope a~d ne~ found
joy to the stirring sounds of tl11S. glorious mstrument! Such my dear friends, 1s tbe organ.
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A Bi rd's-eye V iew
of t he A bbey

Our summer scholars are beginning to
come back to the monastery aga.in, a sure
sign that summer is more than half over.
Brother Augustine, returning from a cafeteria management school at the University
of Arkansas was the first one back. and by
early August, we'll be greeting a returning
scholar almost every day for a while. Some
will be going on for late summer help, while
the rest will be digging into more books here
as a summer counselling course begins here,
and a Preachers' Workshop also comes up.
Dr. Emerald Dechant of Fort Hays State
College, Kansas, will conduct the counsell.ing

course for the fathers and clerics at the abbey throughout August. Fathers Pius Leabel, C..P., of Sierra Madre, California and
Oscar J. Miller, C.M., of Kenrick Seminary.
St. Louis, will direct the preaching workshop.
About thirty priests are due to come for
the workshop. During the workshop Dr. Dechant will also lecture on marriage and
youth counseling and counseling of abnormals .
Father Stephen and his assistants, principally Father Nicholas, Father Sebastian.
Father Hugh, and the Eratres, completed an·
other successful term of summer camp, with
about 130 boys enrolled for Camp Subiaco
for two weeks during July. An important
addition to the camp program this year was
the opening of Ch.igger Hill, Subiaco's place
on the new Lake Dardanelle. Campers spent
one or two nights apiece in the Jake in the
nearly-completed cabin.
The week of July 25 was the fratres va·
cation week at the lakefront, and August 2
the week for the Brothers.
Following a lull in retreats the retreat pro·
gram was off and running again July 24-27
with 21 couples in for a retreat given bY
Father Prior Robert who will give the retreats this year. Father Hugh remains Ji·
turgical director and Father Herber! remain5
in the overall charge of the retTeat prograrll•
Father Prior succeeds Father Benedict on
the retreat team. In early July Father Bene·
diet went to Muenster. Texas, to be an assis·
tant at Sacred Heart Church, where Father
Alcuin is pastor and Father Andrew an as·
sistant. Father Benedict replaces Father
Bruno, who came back to Subiaco to take
over Father Placidus's job as Academy tre8·
surer and weekend helper at Ratcliff and
Charleston.
And so the chain continues. Father Placi·
dus went to Charleston as pastor, unseating
Father J osepb, who has been transferred to
the chaplaincy at the Crawford County Hos·
pita! in Van Buren, which is where Father
Alphonse was stationed until his death in
J une.
Father Gabriel, whose duties last year too~
him to Conception Abbey as a professor of
philosophy, has now seen his second boo)(
in print. His volume is one of a series by ~
German publisher. The series is entitled The
Church Among the Peoples, and Father Gab·
riel's volume deals with the United States,
It was developed from a series of article5
first written for the Abbey Message over the
(Continued on next page)

Brother Isidore's Notes

With J uly past and August lying ahead
the long, hot summer is proving its name by
Sending droutb conditions to much of our
area. The only relief comes from periodic
thunderstorms, which give a brief respite
from the heat, and the light sprinkles which
PTod our desire for more. While many crops
show the effects of rainless weeks, the pas•
lures remain green in the lower regions.
liowever, crops planted after the early sum•
tner rains have made only slight progress.
E arlier in the summer excellent yields of
barley and oats crops were harvested. These
~rops were combined in late J une and stored
In lhe barns for feeding. Aside from the oats
IVhich was combined for grain, many of the
0 ats fields were baled for bay. Like the combined oats, the barley will be used for bay.
1'his year was our second attempt for some
Years at raising barley. It survived the winter wonderfully to provide a good harvest.
. Along with the oats hay, we have two
fields of Sudan grass. Planted during our
rainy spring, it shot skyward with amazi ng
5
Peed. The first big cutting was made some
Weeks ago with amazing hay yields tabu•
lated. Since then another cutting was made,
hut lower rainiall lately has slowed normal

growth. Given adequate rains. we can ex•
pect even more cuttings before frost.
The latest haying has been in the lespe•
deza fields. Growing in the grain stubble,
this crop starts its growth quite late in the
year. However, the tender legumes were
boosted by the spring wet period, and de•
spite our recent dryness, they have shot
forth a last effort to make hay. Brother John
feels fortunate in this harvest, for it remains
our most excellent quality bay crop.
Hay baling has not occupied all the time
on the farm. Recently Brother John and
crew took time out io wean this year's first
group of calves. Born during the late fall
and w.inter, the group was able to benefit
from early spring pastures for extra weight.
After a noisy separation from the cows, the
greater part of which were Angus, were
weighed and the results recorded. For the
second year the record showed the average
weight of this group to be well above av·
erage.
Speaking of weaning animals, Brother
Leonard witnessed an unique situation recently. After driving a sow and pigs into a
pen for separation, a roar of running, squealling pigs was seen. Before be could bring
the situation in band the pigs had scattered.
Upon inspection he found a hornet nest
whlcb they had disturbed. Gradually the
pigs calmed somewhat, and began nursing
their new wounds.

POLLY PA RADE
(Continued from preceding page)

Past few years. Although he wrote tbe book
English, it was translated into German
by the German publisher, and at present
~here is no published English version. His
trst published book was the first of two
"olumes of George Van Riet's Thomistic
~):listemology, which be translated from the
rench.
Work on the athletic fiel d is progressing
rapidly. Frater Xavier and bis crew will have
the turf ready for the first home games in
Subiaco's own field this fall. Thirty or more
Years ago there were a few pasture games.
hut Subiaco had never had a football field
a~a stands; and now this has become a necesstty. Abbey workmen are putting in drainage
<ltound the field and laying the footings for
the stands which we hope will rise in time
for a dedi~ation this fall.
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ABBEY DEATH .ANNIVERSARlES

Publication of death anniversary dates is an
encouragement ,to friends of the deceased and \o
our readers to remember to departed in their
prayers.

Rev. Wolfgang Sehlurupf, Founde r
the monaster y
Brother Benedict Bulle
Rev . Jerom e Pohle
Fra ter P a ul Saelin ger
Obi. Bro. Herman Wibberd ing
Brother Raphael Steinberg
Brother Frank Morat
RI. Rev. P a ul M. Nahlen, Abbol ill

of
Au g.
A Ug'.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug,
Au g.
A ug.
Aug.

1,
4.
5,
12,
20.
20,

l 904
1934
1959
1894
1923
1956
27, 1961
31, 1957
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Lending
Library
Notes
Readers a re invited lo use the free lending
library service of the Abbey. The books referred
to belo w are pad of a shel[ oI several hund red
books available. Addition s are constantly being
m:Lde to th e library. Write for any of th ese books
or ask for a complete list. Address the Lending
Library, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark .

IN SOLITARY WITNESS: The life and death
of Franz Jagerstatter, by Gordon Zahn, Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 277 pages, $5.95.
In Solitary Witness is a unique man, the
uneducated, untravelled Austrian peasant
Franz Jagerstatter, and his personal combat
against Nazism. This motorcycle-loving.
farmer. husband, father. villager refused to
fight in Hitler's Wehrmacht because he believed that the Nazi system was anti-Christian . Because of his stand against the state,
he was executed by the Germans in 1943
in the approved manner for ·'noble race Germans" by beheading.
Possibly not all readers will agree with
the conduct of Franz Jagerstatter, but the
scholarly work of Professor Zahn does give
an adequate, and objective picture of this
man. He especially recreates the crucial
events of the last years of Jagerstatter, and
makes wide-range use of his prison letters
and the touching last testament he wrote as
a "catechism" for his three young daughters.
Also the volume is copiously filled with
other documents and testimonies, especially
of those near to him .
This use of primary sources is one of the
highlights of this story because we see clearly the con(licting attitudes toward Herr
Jagerstatter among those who knew him.
For example, the village pastor and the prison chaplain in Berlin believed him a saint.
But for fellow villagers and Catholic authorities he was a source of embarrassment.
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In a day when the Church is especially in·
terested in a specifically "lay" type of sane·
tity, or ''lay" form of witness, perhaps /n
Solitary Witness is one example of such an
answer, because this surely is the record of a
Christian hero (whether we agree with hi 5
methods or not) , who was not afraid to stand
up for his conscience in face of rejection, op·
position. ridicule from almost every quarter,
This is the account of an unlettered maJl,
and one, who in earlier years had not been
given to much religion in either theory or
practice, who flowered into a spiritual writer
of rather admirable scope as his letters and
advice show. Here is a husband and father,
who because of his witnessing. had lo gh·e
up wife. children and borne and eventuall;:
life itself. It is this aspect, his " rejection
of his duties of husband and father. tha 1
caused his critics the most concern.
While we may never live to see the canonization of Franz Jagerstatter, be certainlY
will go down in history as a shining light,
as a reproach to self-satisfied Christians ol
the Nazi era as well as to modern-day , self·
centered American Catholics.
-Hugh Assenmacher , O.S.ll·
LETTERS FROM EGYPT, 1905-1908, b)'
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Herder and Her·
der, 1965, 256 pages, $4.95.
This book consists of 68 letters written b)'
the controversial French author. Peirre T~i~
hard de Chardin, during his scholastic peno
in the Jesuits. A review of such a book ca~
do little more than try to describe the sitUd
ation which gave birth to these letters an
some impressions they give of their authOf
It must first be pointed out that the boo7
is not of great value as a presentation O
Teilhard's message to the world. The letters
are those of a young man in his middle
twenties, writing to his par en ts, describing
his surroundings and his activities. After
completing his philosophy, Te.ilhard was sent
to Cairo to teach physics and ChemistrYHere the letters originate. They speak of h_1'
many travels into the desert and mountat~
regions of Egypt and show his keen inter~•~
in the animals, fossils, and the like wh1c
led him to become an important paleonto·
logist.
But perhaps the greatest value in these
letters is as Herni de Lu bac says in the preface , the insights into Teilhard's person~litl'~
We find "an unaffected gravity, a sm1IU';,
objectivity, and the "graciousness·• of a bell1~
as modest and as good as he was magnift·

cently gifted." These words of de Lubac are
not just an empty observation. One will not.
however, get this impression from reading a
Single letter, but it is rather something that
grows on one. It is hard to express exactly
What this feeling is, but it builds up until one
Simply must do something; and this often
expresses itself in a desire to get to some
quiet place, such as be is constantly describing, and find our God in his creatures. Psalm
148, "Praise the Lord all you his creatures,"
sums up very well the expanding feeling
that took place in me as I read these Letters
from Egypt.
-Richard Walz, O.S.B.
Selections from the Lending Library
DIARY OF A COUNTRY PRIEST, by George
Bernanos, Doubleday. 1937, (Seventeen
Printings since 1937) 232 pages. This significant and absorbing novel is worth reading
more than once.
'l'HE STRUCTURE OF CATECHETJCS, by
l'vrarcel van Caster, S.J., Herder and Herder,
l965, 250 pages, $4.95. Biblically and theologically oriented, this book also employs
the findings of modern psychology and anthropology .
NEW HORIZONS, by Barnabas Ahern, C.P.,
"'ides. 1963, 218 pages, $3.95. Eleven essays
touch ing on a number of scriptural themesthe Exodus, resurrection, the saints of the
Old Testament.
CARDINAL NEWMAN'S BEST PLAIN
SERMONS, edited by Vincent F. Biehl, S.J ..
l!erder and Herder, 1964, 171 pages, $3.95.
l?ersuasive, penetrating, and plain explanations of fundamental truths of the scriptural
111essage.
'l'HE TIBER WAS SILVER, by Michael Novak, Doubleday, 1961, 286 pages. Man's
search for his relation to God is probed in
this novel concerning the critical months
before ordination of a young American seminarian in Rome.
S'l'RIDE TOWARD FREEDOM, by Martin
l..uther King. Jr., Ballantine Books, 1958, 190
Pages, $.50.

'iou

SHALL BE WITNESSES, by Dennis

J, Geaney, O.S.A., Fides, 1963, 151 pages.
$3.50. Father Geaney writes very interesting-

ly of leisure, work, family, worship, with
the theme that Christian fulfillment is
achieved through common action in the
"-'orld.

Brother Isaac Gorman
Makes Profession
Brother Isaac Gorman. O.S.B., formerly
Robert Gorman, of Dallas. Texas. made his
sirn ple three-year profession of religious
vows at the abbey on July 11 at a Mass offered by Abbot Michael Lensing in the presence of the monastic community.
A native of Dallas, Brother Isaac made all
of his elementary and high school studies
at public and parochial schools in the Danas
area, except for his junior year of high
school at Subiaco Academy in 1945-46. That
year perhaps the vocational seed was planted
that reached its fruition almost two decades
later. Following his graduation from Adamson lligh in Dallas in 1947 he served in the
U.S. Army.
In 1953 he entered Arlington State College
and later transferred to East Texas State
College in Commerce, where he graduated
in 1956. Thereafter he made graduate studies
at North Texas State University in Denton
and taught in the Trinidad, Texas, sc.hool
system for three years. Returning to Dallas.
he worked as a printer until early 1964,
when he entered the candidacy at the abbey,
entering the novitiate July 10, 1964. .
Brother Isaac is now a pressman rn the
Abbey Press.
CHRIST THE LORD, b~• Gerard S. Sloyan.
Herder and Herder, 1962, 238 pages. Father
Sloyan treats in a simple manner the profou~d truths of the New Testament in order
to help the reader become familiar with and
arrive at the riches of God's Word.
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Report From Nigeria
Brother Paul Halliburton renewed his religious vows for two years at St. Mukasa
Priory at Eleme on J uly 11 in the presence
of his five monastic confreres and tbe students at Ascension High School. The profession was received by Father Raphael, as
a delegate of Abbot Michael. This was the
first Benedictine monastic profession in Nigeria and stirred up much interest among
the students. Anyway, they now have hopes
of taking four or five candidates. Work on
completion of the novitiate had been delayed,
thus delaying the reception of the candidates.
They planned to have it completed by the
time of Father Abbot's arrival July 20.
Their Peace Corps teacher, Ben Cohen,
was hospitalized for a while with dengue
fever. Malaria still nibbles at them occasionally. The health problem remains the
major problem in their foundation.
Brother Louis has been getting over his
internal infection and is gradually getting
back to work. He's teaching himself to be
an electrician-and a biologist. He describes
a specimen t hunt for us: "Father Raphael,
Father Camillus, and I tried to catch a spirring viper for the science lab. When it spat
at us we decided to kill it and display it
in a more peaceful condition."
Father Raphael reports on the church construction at Eleme, the local mission under

Broth er Pa ul Halliburton, O.S.B.

their care, "Work on the new church at
Eleme is coming along well enough. saoo
all the walls will be plastered in and outIf the roof were on we could begin to use it,
putting in the windows as we got the mone)'All of us will he hoping for much tulle!
report from Father Abbot when he retur!15
from his present visit with our transatlantic
confreres.

Dear Young Americans,
One hot, stifling Aug1<st morning Brother
resented me being anywhere aear him while
lve were doing our chores.
"Get lost!" he kept telling me, hurrying
lvith his part of the work as fast as possible
nnd sneaking off with his three boy friends
lvithout saying a word to anyone.
It took me another half hour to finish my
tasks. I was shaking the last of the lint off
the mop behind a large bush in the back
Yard when I heard the boys tiptoeing to a
8 hady side porch.
" I 'll get knives and salt from the kitchen,"
lvhispered Brother. '·Keep quiet. Tammy
0 ught to be through with her chores now
and lying down upstairs reading."
I peeked carefully through the branches
0 f the busl1 to see what was going on. Tlie
boys were taking turns carrying a huge wate'hnelon, and from the way they kept passing it from one to the other it seemed to
be freezing cold'
A!! of a sudden I was starving for a piece
Of the watermelon, but I thought it best to
keep out of sight until it wc,s cut in several
~ieces. That way the boys would not be as
likely to take the melon elsewhere, and I
lvould. stand. a better chance of getting a
slice.

now TO CARRY THE BA BY-OR THE LITTLE BROTHER. F ri endl y neighbors of our NigeriaU
confre res pose for Father Raphael as th ey pass the mission compound. The girl on the right and
her little brother are chidren of the Eleme Coun ty Council ecretary. Boys play ing baU in back~
ground are students at Ascension High School.
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"Wow!" said Brother in pleasant surprise
ns he sawed the big butcher knife through
the green rind. "This thing really did start
to freeze in the ice house."
" Hey , hurry up,'' the boys told him, imPrttient to begin eating.
"I'm ready fo,· a piece, too," I said, edging
from the bush to the mids1 of the feast.
.. "Aw Tammy ," growled Brother in disgt1s1.
1 thought I told you to get lost. This waterl>telon is all ou,·s."'
"Oh, please," I begged. Pretty please."'
" Oh no," argued the youngest boy. "We

worked for it ourselves, and then we worked
some more for the ice house man to get ii
cold. Why don't yo11 work for one if you
want it so bad?"
" I do work." I contended hotly. " I wash an
the dishes , peel the potatoes, dust the furniture. 1 even have to make up your bed," I
told Brother. "and pick up yoitr dirty
clothes. ei,en your socks, ugh!"''
Fo,· awhile the boys ate and I drooled just
looking at that glistening red goodness. After awhile. the oldest boy cleared his throat.
"Aw, why don't you cut Tammy a slice."
he siigges ted. "We won't be able to eat all
of this i-ight away. It has been frozen. a.nd
it won·i save.''

''Yeah" said the other boys. "Give her a
piece so' she'll shu.t up. It's no fun eating
around a whining woman."
Brother cut a 1nedium slice. "Here." said
the oldest boy. handing it to me.
"Thank you," I beamed to all of them,
and crunched my way into the best watermelon I had ever tasted. But better than the
melon was the joy of not having 10 "get lost"
to the group. Only God has the right to teU
people to "get lost." and He doesn't do that
unless people are very wicked, and will not
repent in the time He allows them.
Love to every one of yott,
Tammy

Get Lost
"I see water over yonder!" called Benjie
from lhe top of a large rock. The marchers
always went to the left and right of such
obstacles in their path, but Benjie had welcomed every slight elevation that had co_me
his way, straining his eyes for the first
glimpse of the Red Sea.
"Come down from there before you get
lost." scolded his mother. "There's nol any21

thing here but dust, and behind us a dust
storm is coming our way that will give us
a lot more dust."
Benjie edged his way lo a little hill that
the marchers were going around, and hurried to the lop. Looking backward, he could
see the wide roadway flattened out across
the wilderness by all the tramping feet. The
dust storm was swirling only on their tracks,
and a little to each side. That was strange,
thought Benjie, as no wind seemed to be
blowing.
Looking forward, he noticed that the waler was much nearer than the dust, and some
of the people had already reached the edge.
Eager to get to the waler. he concentrated
on marching for awhile without any extra
excursions up high places.
Suddenly, somebody at the very back of
the multitude screamed wildly. Everybody
looked backward at once. Those nearest the
rear yelled in panic, and their cries moved
like a wave flowing through the whole multitude. The words that came roaring by Benjie sounded like "Egyptians! Chariots!
Horses! They're coming after us!''
Soon another wave of words was coming
back through the multitude. "There's no way
to escape! We're hemmed in by the sea1"
Then the whole multitude became angry al
Moses, blaming him for their trouble.
"Were there no graves in Egypt," they
complained, "that you brought us out here
in the wilderness to die? Why did you have
to lead us out of Egypt anyway? When you
first came to us in Egypt, didn't we tell you
to go away from us and let us serve the
Egyptians? For it was a lot better to serve
them then to die here in the wilderness!"
Moses spoke, and his words were sent back
through the throng. "Don't be afraid! Stand
up, and see the great wonders of the Lord
that He will do this day! For the Egyptians
you are looking at now, you will never see
again. The Lord will fight for you, and you
will hold your peace!"
Benjie climbed up the highest rock he
could find. Looking backward, he could make
out the Egyptians plainly now, racing towards the children of Israel in their chariots.
Looking forward, he saw Moses give the ignal to start marching. Into the sea? Benjie
looked carefully, as he was not a very good
swimmer. Moses was stretching out his rod
over the water.
The crowd was moving faster, now, and
Benjie had to hurry off tlhe rock. Every now
22

and then he thought he could hear the fast
hoofbeats of racing horses, but it was hard
to tell for sure with all the other sounds of
trampling feet. He listened harder as he
marched along. Another sound was coming
from the front of the multitude, blowing
and splashing. Benjie kept looking for [be
people ahead of him to part around another
rock so he could climb up and look again.
Finally he saw the people start to stop
aside. The rock was high enough, but it was
smaJJ around and the people were moving
so fast he could not stay up there long
enough for anything but a brief glance. The
sea looked worse than ever. Terrible waves
were rolling towards the left on the left side.
and towards the right on the right side.
Benjie slid down the rock and hurried to
catch up with his family . Cries of astonish·
ment could be heard now coming from the
front of the marchers. Something close b).
was going "Thud' Thud; Thud!" Benjie
clutched at his chest with his bundles. The
thudding was his own heart.
Smiling at his own excitement, Benjie
looked ahead again for signs of another roe~
lo climb. In the meantime he managed to
shift his bundles so they were fastened tO
his shoulder in case he needed both hands
for scampering up the next rock. He edged
a little forward from his family to gain s
bit more time for looking.
The next rock they came upon was fairlY
good sized, slowing up the travelers sorne·
what as they edged around it but spurring
Benjie on and up. Looking backward to
check how far back his parents were, he
noticed that the Egyptians were fast gaining
on them.
But Benjie could not waste any time star·
ing at Egyptians. He wanted to watch what
was happening to the sea. People were al·
ready in the sea, walking instead of swi[ll'
ming. Nobody looked wet, either. Benjie
looked on each side of the marcher at the
front. There was a narrow strip of sand, and
it looked dry! And at the edge of the strip5
of sand was a wall of water on each side,
higher than their heads!
" Hurry," reminded Benjie's father froJll
below. "We haven't got time to stand and
slare. 11

"Our Most High God has split the sea iO
two, and we are marching across on drJ
land," shouted Benjie as he slid down the
rock.
"Praise be to God!" answered the people
who heard him, and everybody began t0

rnarch faster. They would not have daylight
rnuch longer.
Benjie remembered the Pillar oi Fire, and
was glad that they would not be in the dark
at night. They would be able to see well
enough to go between those walls of water,
With the light up in front.
. The sun went down. Darkness was closing
l.n on both sides. Benjie strained his eyes for
a glimpse of the top of the Pillar of Fire that
Ought to be glowing by now. He could see
nothing at all. He clutched his father's garments.
"Where is the Pillar of Fire, Father?" he
asked.

"It has left the front oi our people and
gone to the rear. You can see its glow if you
look backwards over vour shoulder," answered his father.
·
Benjie looked. There it was, all right, just
as bright as ever, giving plenty of light. Also,
the Egyptians could not catch up with them
as long as the Pillar of Fire stood between
them.
. Some time in the night the sound of Egypltan horses racing evenly along began to get
Jerky and jumpy, sometimes slowing down.
~0 rnetimes
even stopping briefly before
lumping and jerking again. There was no
Way to see what was happening on the other
~1de of that glowing Pillar, but it seemed as
l( _the Egyptians were having a terrible time
WJth their horses and chariots.
By daylight, all the children of Israel had
ehrossed the Red Sea lo the other side. When
t e Pillar of Cloud lifted, Benjie found an0ther rock to climb up, and looked into the
clistance across the path through the sea.
ll:orses were going wild, chariots were overt\irned everywhere, some of them into the
\\>all of the water, dead men and horses were
~trewn over the sand, and the remnant of the
~~Yptians had started to run away from the
•uldren of Israel.
l\foses stepped down to the edge oi the
~ater, and looked up as if he were listening
0 the Most High God. Benjie saw Moses
Stretch his hand out over the sea. The wall
?f Water fell down on each side and rushed
~ big waves, swaJJowing up Pharao, and all
18 soldiers, horses and chariots!
l "Come down from there before you get
0 st from us," Benjie's mother caJJed to him.
r ''Nobody is lost from us except the Egyp1alls, Mother," answered Benjie, "and our
tfost High God has made them lost forever! "
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The Life of St. Benedict
ONE TJME a young monk who was too attached to his parents left the monastery
without asking for the abbot's blessing and
went home. No sooner had he arrived there
than he died. The day after his burial his
body was discovered lying outside lhe grave.
His parents bad him buried again but on the
following day found the body unburied as
before. In their dimsay they hurried to the
saintly abbot and pleaded with him to forgive the boy for what he had done. Moved
by their tears. Benedict gave them a consecrated host with his own hands. "When you
get back," he said, "place thls sacred Host
upon his breast and bury him once more."
They did so, and thereafter his body remained in the earth without being disturbed
again.
This passage is one or a series o1 selections
from t.be biography of t. Benedict published
by Pope Gregory I in the year 594.. Our cover
this month illustrates the incident mentioned
in the selection. St. Benedict lived from 480
to 547.
SEND US YOUR CANCELED STAMPS
FOR THE MISSIONS
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
by sending us your canceled stamps. Simply tear
or cut them off. your letters and packages and
mail them to us. Be sure to leave a small margin
around them so as to protect the perforations. ~AJ.l
foreign stamps arc especially valu D; ble. Mail contributions to: Young America, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas 72865
STAMP CON'l'RlBUTORS SINCE LA T ISSUE
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A retreat can be God's invitation to you for
a renewal of yourself, your life, your world.
Check the dates below and write for further
information.

August 6-8
August 13-15
September 24-26

Family Retreat
Men's Retreat
Couples' Retreat

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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THE ABBEY MESSAGE
J>'ounded May, 1940, Subiaco, ArkansJf

Abbot Michael's Letter
Dear Friends and Benefactors
You and I live in a cha,nging, rapidly developing
world. Not every change 1s good or progressive. But to
stand still or to live in the past, is to fail utterly to
meet the challenge and responsibility of the times.
Here at New Subaco Abbey there have been manv
new. developments. In the past three years, the cr.n{?'umty has undertaken a foreign mission foundation
m Africa and a year-around retreat program, both ot
which were new ventures in the service of Christ and
His Church.
But the work that engages the time and efforts of
most of our monks is education. The changes taking
place m education in our country are many and profound . Some are revolutionary.
There are many things being done to meet the ehallenges of our educational apostolate. Our seminary
trammg bas been re-organized. This month a dozen of
our college seminarians will be enrolled at St. Louis
University where they will be working towards degrees
m one of the outstanding schools of this area. All our
teachers have done or are doing graduate study in their
teachmg subiects. Every attention, effort, and resource
at our command is being directed to achieving the
highest standards in our educational program.
The enrollment in Subiaco Academy is increasing.
In 1966, it should be well over 300 students. A construction program _i_s_ begun which comprises new physical
education facihtJes and a residence hall. This new construction will provide space in existing buildings for
an xpanded Abbey-Academy library and a temporary
7
auditorium. To grow , to meet the critical needs of an
e_xpanding apostolate, lo form and train youth in ChristJan leadership in twentieth century America, Subiaco
needs the help and interest of its alumni and friends .
We commend lo your prayers and generous consideration the development program of New Subiaco Abbey and Subiaco Academy. You have been most unselfish and helpful in the past and we know that we
can count on you for the future. May God bless and
reward you a hundredfold.
Gratefully yours in Christ,

+ ~ ~ ' 0,,1.6'.
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey

Published ten limes a year with Eecied•
astica.l a1>probaUon by the. Bened.fct.lJJ'
l\lonks or NEW SUBIACO ABBEY, an }\T'
knnsas corporation, and non-profit at
g:mh;alion, SUBJACO, ARKANSAS, tD
disse minate a wider knowle dge of tJtt
works and t.eachings or St, Benedict, and
as n medium of keeping its be.nefactori•
alumni, a nd other friends informed of 11'
1

Activ ities.
ubscriptlon rates: One dollar a ye•'
Five dollars for s ix years or for six oJ\t"
year s ubscrlpllo ns.

~Meditation

Going to God

Some ha,·e it hard al the beginning of their
life, some al the end, and some all their life.
Most people would place themseh·es in this
last category. Many people see no brightness
in the past and only dimness in the future.
They feel that words of Chr ist. 'Bu(ficient
for the day i, the evil th · reof." are verified
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THE INDEX

13 11 Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.

in their own lives.

l' lf we wish to achieve our eternal objec-

We make the best of each dav, whatever
kind it may be, if we put God ~ the center
of it. If we choose God today there is far
more likelihood we will choose Him tomorrow and the next day. The things we choose
today are very important. It is by making
good choices on earth that we finally choose
God in eternity .

~es we have to train ourselves to think
ii out religious subjects and names and
Places and things. We have to pick what
""e will do from an almost infinite number
~~ things we might do. We have to give up
0 se things that are harmful to us and some
~lher things that are of no particular value.
here are some things we have to give up
<1nct some we are to keep.

...

Going to God

ti-\ We should bind ourselves to God by every
C ethod and means. Binding ourselves to
i Od is the only thing that makes good sense
our age or any other. Our lives will alClays be disturbed unless we are united to
od. There is peace for no one except the
~re who goes to God and serves Him with
I his mind and heart and sou l.

Nigeria Revisited

Befo re God and His Saints

!

Bro. Fridolin Vetter Dies

August 6
Father Jerome Knoedel
Named Co-Editor

•

The Church and the Slaves

*

inju~tices are done to us or when
do mJustJces to others, morality suffers.
t e are m little wars before we know it. Hate
tkes hold of us and fraternal charity is for1
0 °tten. There are disagreements. People get
; 011e anothers' nerves. Tempers flare. One
ti-\ an opposes another and dillere11ces are
Ultiplied.

v/

Lending Library Notes

The Lady in Blue
Poll y Parade
Young America
Abbey Farm

•

\V When

Letters From Our Founder
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THE COVER
One of the clerestory windo,,s lJI
the Abbey Church, depicting ~
event in the life or St. Bened1'
See page 8.

sistance. He sends us help from many directions. He knows what we go through. He
went through the same thing, only for Him
it was more severe. He sees the trials we
have. He has compassion on us. But He
knows that the training and discipline His
Heavenly Father gives us is better for us
than that which we give lo ourselves. He
is getting us ready for our last moments on
earth, and only He knows when that time
will come.

ti l'here are always going lo be some an-

e 0Yances. We can never live completely at
lhse. It is not only other people but ourselves
s at we have to guard against. We are re?0nsihle for what we do and for what we
~ave undone. We can go our way and let
0
\V her people go theirs if it is not Christ's
ay. Our Lord offers us many means of as-

.

God is merciful and wants us to come to
a good end. It is better to be concerned about
the future than to worry about the past. The
mistakes of the past can be disposed of. Under any and all circumstances God is willing
lo heal our souls. In Scripture the Psalmist
prayed that he would be cleansed even [rom
his unknown sins.

. .

Sometimes we hardly know whether we
have done well or ill. But God knows. God
knows all our thoughts and desires and sees
all ow· deeds. We are never alone. God is
everywhere. and our Guardian Angel is always with us. He prompts us to do good. He
is a witness to everything we do. We are
made to be companions of the angels and
guests of God forever in heaven.
God is just, and we must be just if we
are going to be pleasing to God. The way
to God is not easy and effortless. We must
seek out ways lo recover or add to Uie grace
that God has given us. Grace makes us holy
and it is grace that determines our present
and future slate. Our first objective must
alwavs be holiness so that God will commend
us f~r being just stewards.

Report from Nigeria

Nigeria Revisited
By Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B.

When I visited Nigeria in January, 1963,
and spent ten days in investigating the proposal of His Excellency, B ishop Godfrey
Okoye, C.S.Sp., to make a Benedictine foundation in bis diocese of Port Harcourt, it
was bot and dry like an August summer in
Arkansas. When I returned to the country
again in July, 1965, to visit our Benedictine
Mission Priory of St. Mukasa at Eleme in
the Port Harcourt diocese, it rained practically every day from the moment I landed
until I departed almost a month later.
Clothes and books mildewed, city streets and
highways were quagmires of mud and water.
Highways were closed with bridges washed
out, and the airport at Port Harcourt was
closed for a week to repair runways that had
been undermined. But work and business
went on as usual.
The people said it was the wettest rainy
season in their memory. Hospital administrators said respiratory diseases were rampant, and their facilities overcrowded. The
more affluent had umbrellas or plastic raincoats as they rode bicycles or plodded along,
but the very poor balanced banana leaves on
their heads or just ignored the rain. Children
seemed happy in their birthday suits.
The city of Port Harcourt had grown in
the two years. There were new industries,
eight American oil companies had moved in
to vie with Shell and other European companies to exploit the huge oil pool in the
area. During my visit, an American off-shore
well blew out, killing five Nigerian workers.
Another 150 natives and Americans narrowly
escaped death by fire or in the water during
a night of terror. The newspapers reflected
great social and political unrest. There were
strikes and threats of strikes-even a general
strike. The whole Eastern Region, in which
Port Harcourt is situated, had boycotted the
last federal elections and civil war had been
averted only by a last minute, uneasy compromise by the top political leaders.
At the time of my arrival, the Bishops of
the Eastern Region were locked in a struggle
with the Regional Government over control
of the mission schools. The Eastern Region
4

A F R I CA
The principal classroom building at Ascension High Sc.hoot.
'the second floor has been addf'd
hy our monks since they took
0 ver the school a year an a ha lf

ago,

Minister of Education, Dr. Imoke, had publiCd
ly announced that the government woll 1
take over control of all primary schools in tl~
country. including those owned and operal.
by the Catholic Missions. The bishops met~
a series of conferences and firmly denounc ,
the plan as unjust and unwarranted. The~,
was a public exchange of letters between tll,
bishops and the Minjster of Education. Catlld
olic lay organizations held a meeting an~
called for the resignation of Dr. Imoke. l
the end, the Premier intervened and assur~
the Church that nothing would be done 1
the schools without consultation and agreement with the bishops.
.
Out at Eleme, 15 miles
southeast of por1d
Harcourt, where the monks of Subiaco h~
established St. Mukasa Priory and operat _
A.scenson High School for boys, all was quie 1
I arrived a week before the end of sumnie\'1
term, and teachers and stud en ts were
preparing for term examinations. My fi~e
glimpse of the campus or compound gad·
rise to great surprise and amazement. Stao ,
1
ing out and parallel to the highway was;
long, brightly painted, two-story classroOed
building. Scattered over 30 acres of c]ea\,
area of the 65 acre plot belonging lo t

'l'he new church at Eleme. 'f he
l>::t:rish and the church const rue•
lion are under the direction of
Father Raphael DeSalvo, prior
or St. Mukasa Priory, Subiaco's
Ni gerian foundation .

bU\

Father Abbot 111ichacl meets
\\lith th e men parishioners al
l!Jerne. Fa ther Raphae l is ut his
'ii:ht. Seated next to Father Ital\hae.1 is the catechist. for EJeme,
l>atrick.

mission foundation are a series of one story
structures: four student dormitories, a student refectory, a science hall, four faculty
buildings of which two are used by the
monks, a novitiate building, two kitchen huts,
and assorted small structures. All in all it
is an impressive complex-a tremendous expansion of the little layout of two or three
buildings that I had seen on the site in 1963.
My first reaction on seeing the monks was
that they had grown thin. They assured me
that they were well and quite happy to be
rid of any excess weight in the tropical climate. In the days and weeks that followed.
I found great joy and peace in sharing the
life of the little Benedictine Community.
The monks have busy lives-perhaps busier
than is ideal for the Benedictine. But this
is almost inevitable in getting established.
Father Raphael, prior and superior of the
group, teaches religion and Latin in the
school. is in charge of three nearby parish
missions, and is chairman of the liturgy commission and "censor librorum" for the Diocese of Port Harcourt. Father Camillus has
a full teaching load, but has found time to
design and supervise construction of the
elaborate new science hall and faculty building. Father Lawrence is business manager
for the school and monastery and I found
him busily engaged in completing the fourth
students' dormitory and the new novitiate
building and in directing various and sundry
workers in maintenance and plant and campus projects. Father Basil in his position as
principal of the school, fi!Jed a key position
and daily faced the nerve-wracking task of
organizing the entire school program, keeping 210 boys studying, happy and disciplined.
Brother Louis was recovering from some severe attacks of internal infections, but nevertheless was displaying his Texas stamina by
serving as power plant engineer and electrician for the new buildings. Brother Paul
moved at a fast pace. working as assistant
to the principal, teaching religion classes,
organizing the Legion of Mary and serving
as sacristan.
There were a number of celebrations in
my honor that I shall be long remembering.
The students of Ascension High School presented a program that included a long and
eloquent welcome, thanking me for sending
the monks lo operate the school and a dramatic presentation that revolved around the
tensions arising when Christian teachings
come into conflict with ancient pagan traditions and practices in African villages.

l'wo Invested, Seven Make Vows

Before God and His Saints

This woman's head, ba.nd-ca rv ecl by a

nau,·t

Nigerian, is one of several beauti.fuJ pieces of
ca rving presented to Father Abbot by NigeriaP..·
during his recent visit.

There was also song and dance with all tJtt
rhythm and grace for which Africa is famOl 1;
as well as the bestowal of exquisite gilts r
African carvings.
I sang a High Mass for St. Paul's Parish ;n
the village of Eleme which was followed Li)
a formal and elaborate reception by the ~•''
rishioners. ln the welcome address. the ch~ 1_rman commented on the bonds of friend;hl~
that united Nigerians with Americans 8~"
went on lo say: "We thank you for sendiO>
us a priest like Father Raphael and other~
whose special qualities have made the Csth;
olic Church here, an institution that h~come to stay." A host of gifts were showered
upon me, including a living black sheep, hll~~
bunches of bananas, a platter of oranges a_11
citrus fruit, several dozen eggs, and vafle0
refresh men ts.
On August 14, the eve of the Assumpti011j
I had the great joy of receiving the fi!1•1
(Continued on Page 7 )

Two candidates were received into the noVitiate of the Abbey on September 7; two
fratres renewed simple vows, and five noVices made their first profession of simple
Vows on September 8.
Raphael DeSalvo of Center Ridge and
Charles Kieft of Baarn. Holland. were in"ested in the Benedictine habit by Abbot
~ichael Lensing, and began their year of
t\ovitiate. Novice Raphael had studied at St.
l3ernard College in Alabama the past two
Years, after graduating from Subiaco. Novice
Charles had spent the past year al Subiaco
as a candidate for the religious life, after
llaving studied in Europe, at St. Bernard in
I\.Jabama, and at the Catholic Universty of
l\.inerica in Washington. During their novitiate the two will study the Rule of St. Benedict and the principles of religious life.
Frater Ephrem O'Bryan of Fort Worth, and
"'rater Guy Fels of Muenster, Texas, having
Coinpleted three years of simple profession ,
e'<tended their vows another two years, after
Which time they will be ready to make so1einn profession as monks of the Abbey
F'rater Ephrem will study theology at the
l\.bbey, and Frater Guy will make graduate
Studies in chemistry at St. Louis University.
l'he two completed their college studies at
Conception Abbey Seminary in Missouri this
Sllring. Both are graduates of Subiaco
Academy.
ln the same ceremony at whtch these two
~enewed their vows, five novices made their
1rst professon
of simple vows for three
Years, having completed their year of no"ttiate. Each took a new name as a symbol
his new life in religious life. The five, with
aptismal names in parentheses, are Fra er
~like (Paul) Griesemer of Billings, Miss?uri;
i;, rater Anthony (Patrick) Brown of Subiaco;
i;,rater Mark (Robert) Stengel of Ratchff;
~ rater Adrian (Robert Edward) Strobel of
i;,Ubiaco; and Frater Jude (John) Schmitt of
Ort Smith.
'I'hese five are all gr aduates of Subiaco
l\.cademy and completed two years of college
at St. Bernard's before entering the Abbey
l\OVitiate last fall. They, too, will be studying
at St. Louis University and residing, as will
~rater Guy, at the newly-established Subiaco
0 use of Studies.

bt

ln the rile of profession each who renewed
his vows or made them for the first time
promised "po,·erty. chastity. obedi:nce, stabilitv in the community, and pursuit of monastic perfection . . . before God and his
saints."
The five who pronounced their first vows
were accompanied into the Abbey church
and escorted to the altar by their parents lo
demonstrate the surrender and the oblation
that each fa~1ilv mal,es when one of its number enters religiOLI5 life.
P 'ctures o: the ceremony will uppear in
the next issue.

NIGERIA REVISITED
(Continued from Page 6 )
oblation of 24 Benedictine Oblates at Saint
Mary's Cathedral, following an evening
Mass. The next day I celebrated a solemn
Mass from the throne and preached, and then
was guest of honor at a special reception by
our Benedictine Oblates and Oblate novices.
In tbe course of the welcome address, lhe
speaker expressed the greatest appreciation
for the Benedictine foundation in Nigeria
and asserted. "We hereby pledge our loyalty.
unllinching support and devotedness to the
course of yow· mission in West Africa. We
hope that by the grace of God we shaB liv_e
to be true witnesses of your work in Nigeria-a success which shall be vindicated
bv the increase in both number of Benedictine Fathers and the membership of the order
of St. Benedict." Again I was presented with
beautiful gifts, among them a brief case with
delicate and intricate design.
As I look back, the visit is crowded with
happy memories. But perhaps the greatest
blessing and hope for the future was to meet
several Nigerians who asked to be admitted
as candidates for the new priory. At this
writing, three of these young men are being
received into the monastery as postulants.
God grant that this may be the beginning of
a blessed. fruitful development of the Benedictine Order in Nigeria which is th_e most
populous and promising of the emerging African countries.

Father Jerome Knoedel
Named Co-Editor

Bro. Fridolin Vetter
Dies August 6
Brother Fridolin Vetter, who had celebrated the golden jubilee of his monastic profession earlier U1is summer, died of a heart
attack on August 6 at the age of 76. Although
he bad been living on borrowed tin,e for
many years because of a very weak heart, he
had always worked as though retirement was
a word unknown; and it was at his work in
the abbey kitchen that he was first stricken
in the series of fatal attacks on that day.
He was born in Aasen, Germany, June 24,
l 889, and on his 26th birthday made his vows
as a monk of New Subiaco Abbey after a
boyhood spent on his parents' farm in Germany. In the monastery his work was primarily on the farm, though h e spent 13 years
at Corpus Christi College-Academy, returning to Subiaco in 1959.
At that time his heart condition grew so
bad that be was told to give up work completely. But this was too much for him and
he soon found a niche for h1mseli in the kitchen, preparing fruits and vegetables for the
cooks. He found this more restful and healthful than the total enforced retirement iliat
he had tried for a while. It was at this task
that be became ill on August 6.

The September Cover

The Life of St. Benedict
This passage is one of a series of selections
from the biography of t. Benedict published
by Pope Gregory I in the year 594. Our cover
this month illustrates the incident mentioned
in the selection. t. Benedict lived from 480
lo 547.

ONE OF BENEDICT'S monks had set his
fickle heart on leaving the monastery. Time
and again the man of God pointed out how
wrong this was and tried to reason with him
but without any success. The monk persisted
obstinately in his request to be released. Finally Benedict lost patience with him and
told him to go.
Hardly had he left the monastery grounds
when he noticed to his horror that a dragon
with gaping jaws was blocking his way.

Brother FridoLin Vette r, O.S.B .

After receiving emergency medical a\ten·
tion and the last rites, he was taken to a '1~ 11
Buren hospital where he died later in the
day. He was laid to rest in the Abbey ce111<"
tery on August 9, with Father Prior Rober;
Lazzari offering the Requiem Mass aP
officiating at the burial in the abbey cel11etery in the absence of Abbot Michael. wll'
was tben in Nigeria.
As Brother Fridolin was a giant of humiJit)
and self-sacrifice, we know that even as '~.'
pray for him, he in turn is asking GOO'
blessings on us.
"Help! Help!" he cried out, trembling. "or tile
dragon will devour me." His brethren ran ta
the rescue but could see nothing of the dr 3:
gon. Still breathless with fright, the moP~
was only too glad to accompany them baC~
to the abbey. Once safe within its walls. 11'.
promised never to leave again. And this til11j
he kept his word, for Benedict's prayers h_8
enabled him to see with his own eyes U,e JI!,
visible dragon that had been leading h1P'
astray.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
811
Publication of death anruversary dates is
encouragement to friends of the deceased and
our readers to remember to departed in the

tr

prayers.

Rev . Justin Wewcr
Rev. Bernard Zell
Rev. Leonard Knorr
Rev. Justin lluwyl er
Brother Mark Voneu

Father Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B., of the Abbey has been named co-editor of the Abbey
Message. Long a regular and highly popular
Contributor to these pages, Father Jerome assumes direction of the publication with the
October issue. He will share basic editorial
responsibilities with Father David Flusche
\\rho will be at St. Louis this year.
Father Jerome's keen analyses of current
theological, liturgical. and social questions
\\rill find broader opportunity of expression
1n his new duties.
The Abbey Message continues to be almost
a spare-time project of the monks on the
Slaff, with the able and sacrificial help of
two prized lay contributors, Clare Wolf of
:Prairie View. who will soon be returrnng to
these pages, and Dorothy Abernethy of Dover. Father Jerome will find the same desllerate search for "spare time" as have the
0 ther staff members, since he is also engaged

Father Jerome Knoedel, O.~ B.

in teaching, spiritual direction of students,
and school administration. Despite the burden of these new editorial duties. we know
that his greater involvement in these pages
will be a blessing to the publication and its
-David Flusche, O.S .. B. co-editor
readers.

House of Studies Opened in St. Louis
With the beginning of the fall school term.
the Abbey has opened a house of studies in
St. Louis for Subiaco seminarians taking college courses at St. Louis University. Father
bavid Flusche has been placed in charge.
Studying in St. Louis will be six fratres,
8 nd six first and second-year college students
\\rho plan to enter the novitiate of the abbey
1
n the future. The pioneer students in this
11.ew venture will be Frater Guy Pels, who
\\rill be a graduate student; Fratres Luke
Criesemer, Anthony Brown, Mark Stengel,
l\.ctrian Strobel, and Jude Schmitt. These last
five made their profession of vows on Septern ber 8. In second-year college will be
ltichard Schoech, Charles Sicking, and Robert Sawey. Beginning their college courses
\\rill Robert Knoedel, Charles Quinn, and
"erome Taylor.
The Abbey has rented a former Sisters'
house adjacent to St. Bernard's Church about
a tni!e from the University. The house will
be known as tbe Subiaco House of Studies.
lt is at 725 St. Bernard's Lane, St. Louis
6:J110. The telephone will be listed under
l:lenedictine Fathers.
F'or most of its history Subiaco has trained
Its own college personnel. But the small

number of college students in the Abbey's
major seminary department has always made
accreditation impossible. Priests on the facultv were often faced with the need of duplicating courses or back-tracking in order to
meet accreditation requirements. In recent
years Subiaco has taken temporary measures
to correct this bv sending the college students
to other monasteries. namely, St. Joseph's
m Louisiana. St. Bernard in Alabama. and
.
Conception Abbey in Missouri. .
But the hope has always persisted ol setting up a separate Subiaco house near a major University. so that not only candidates
for the priesthood but also aU monks who
might be preparing for teachmg or other
special careers might be together at a Urnversity large enough to be able to respond
to a wide vadety of educational needs.
The Abbey will keep its theology department at Subiaco at present. In the usual program of training a candidate (or the pnesthood the students take four years of h1E(h
school, two years of college. a year of nov1t1ate, two more years of college, and four
vears of theology. It is the four years_or coliege surrounding th~ noviUate_ that will now
be taken at St. Louis Umvers1ty.

number of Negro converts increased. was motivated often by
a concern for the spiritual welfare of the slave; but often too,
the difference in rank between
slave and master must have
made this seem desireable. Taylor writes, "Certainly it must
have been dilficult for a slave
church member to enjoy theoretical equality with his master
in religious matters on Sunday.
while remaining subordinate to
the master in all other matters
during the week."

In Arkansas

The Churches and the Slaves
If Southern churches are now reluctantly
being opened to Negroes, it would be wrong
to judge that Negroes and whites had not
worshipped together in an earlier time. During the days of slavery, in fact. a common
church for whites and Negroes seems to have
been taken for granted, at least in Arkansas;
and it is not until toward the end of the
slavery period that we begin to hear of segregated churches, though some had earlier
introduced segregated seating.
We look almost in vain for evidence of the
Catholic Church in Arkansas during the preCivil-war era. When Bishop Andrew Byrne
was consecrated the first Bishop of Little
Rock in 1844 he found a cliocese of only 700
Catholics scattered across the state, and only
one priest, serving two churches. His successor, Bishop Edward Fitzgerald, when he
came to Arkansas in 1867, found only five
priests and three houses of the Sisters of
Mercy.

EARLIER. BEFORE the Louisiana purchase,
there had been French and Spanish Catholic
landholders in the territory that was later
to become the state of Arkansas. Many of
these were slaveholders, and there is record
in the baptismal registers of St. Mary's
Church, New Gascony, and St. Joseph's
Church, Pine Bluff. that slaves were baptized .
The "Black Code" of Louisiana required
that masters give religious instruction to
slaves and protected the slave's right to be
free from work on Sundays and holydays.
The slaves worshipped with their masters on
the rare occasions when a priest came
through to offer Mass. But when the tenitory
was sold to the United States and later became a separate state, the French and Spanish influence began to fade, and there was
little Catholic immigration into the state; or
perhaps more accurately, the Catholics who
immigrated into Arkansas wei-e lost to the
faith because of the lack of religious opportunity. If Catholic landowners did buy
slaves, there is no evidence that they gave
them religious instruction or expected them
to be baptized. as the Black Code had required under French rule.
BUT IF THE CATHOLICS were neither numerous nor influential, the Protestant
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Churches in general seem to have shown
a true concern for the spiritual welfare of the
slaves.
Methodist churches were the most numer·
ous in Arkansas before the Civil W:u and
the Methoclists were in general awa~e of
their responsibilties for the spiritual welfare
of the Negroes. They carried on extensive
mission work among the slaves, establishin~
African Missions" in a dozen or more places
In general they held to segregated worshiP•
probably often of necessity in their Missions;
but sometimes the slaves shared the sarne
church with their white masters and too~
part in the same services, though assigneO
to keep to a certain part of the Church.
11

BAPTISTS, though less numerous, were
probably more active than any other grouP
among the slaves, and seem to have dra,,·P
them more closely into their religious circleAs a result the Negro seems to have developed a lasting affinity for the Baptist Church
In the book, Negro Slavery in Arka11so;
(Duke University Press) , from which mucl1
of the information in this article is takefl·
the author, Orville W. Taylor, quotes a r,egro Baptist preacher who said "If you see '
nigger who ain't a Baptist, you know sorn;
white man has been triggerin' with hirn•
Clearly this was an exaggeration because
even the most liberal estimate includes onl)
some 20,000 slaves as church members ott 1
of an Arkansas slave population of J 11,l 15
in 1860.
But the Baptist concern can be seen in thi
resolution at a Baptist convention in 185\
"We very much regret that with the Jimitf'
resources of the Conventon. no satisfactor.
provision can be made to supply this mucl1
neglected portion of our population. But ,~e
trust and pray that the time may soon cott 1'.
when the Convention will be able to occttPI
this important field of missionary sCfort. 111
the meantime we would most affe~tionatel/
and earnestlv exhort Christian masters t0
the faithiu.1 discharge of the fearful dutW
growing out of thls situation. Give your ser·
van ts that which is just and equal knO\\ in'
that you also have a master in heaven.''
Many Baptist churches had slaves amon~
their charter members, and in general th'
slaves belonged to the same churches as tt,cir

lllasters, especially in the smaller mission
churches. Often slaves were even ordained
lo the ministry, and Taylor tells of one Negro minister, a slave, later freed, who officiated at the funerals of over one hundred
White people.
Because the Baptists were less centrally
Organized that other Churches, there was
~reater freedom fo~ each congregation in ora1n10g Negro m1msters and setting up new
Churches among the sla,·es.

But 1f all the Churches clid show zeal m
trying to make Christians of Lhe Negro slaves,
there were still manv obstacles to religious
development. If the siave generally followed
the religion of his master. then it was quite
likelv that i.f his master was not a zealous
chur~hman himself, the slave would hardly
develop religious interest----0r perhaps be
permitted to do so if his churchgoing would
interfere with his work. Moreover the slave
was often subject to begin sold or hi.red out
and thus could not take root enough to feel
an ide11tification with a local community or
church. Finally, the slave, in law, was little
more than chattel, or cattle. There was no
such thing as legal marriage for slaves. and
in general they just chose to live together
or "jump the broomstick" to signiiy their
intention of living together as man and wife.
Sometimes the slaves would go before their
masters for a kind of ceremonial knot-tying.
Even then, masters were under no obligation
to keep them together and might sell them
individually without regard for them or their
children. Although this division by sale may
not have happened as often as sometimes.
the possibility certainly did not add any element of stability or confidence to home.
family, or moral life.

E:J:>rscoPALIANS, hardly more numerous
than the Catholics and generally lacking in
Organized parishes, had little opportunity to
evangelize among the Negroes. But there
Were a few Negro Episcopalians, and they
Seem to have worshipped with their white
lriasters, and received Baptism and Confirma.tion in the same ceremonies.
A~
Presbyterians had over fifty churches in
'>-rkansas by 1850. but there are no detailed
~ecords of slave membership. However, they
0 o acknowledged the need
of evangelistic
~Ork among the Negroes and recommended
h~t all churches set apart a portion of their
Slaveholders who were interested m the
6. \tilding for the use of the Black people.
It religion of their slaves
may often have been
11' likely that their slave membership was
motivated by the realization that religion
6roportionate to that of the other Churches, would make the slaves
"industrious, temperl ecause of the tendency of the slaves to fol- ate, honest,
and obedient." Many a slave proow the religion of their masters.
bably recognized this as a part of his masl In many homes the Negro children received ter's motives. and therefore resisted appeals
0eir religious instruction together with their to get religion. But these would surely have
0
wner's children, with the mistress of the been more than offset by the number of
estate generally being the catechist.
slaves who beheld the religious sincerity of
StGREGATED CHURCHES or seating, their masters and the religious ministers who
lvhch came into being only gradually as the came to preach the gospel to them.
11

Letters From Our Founder
Though education, p1-imarily of a catechetical nature, as we!! as the establishment of
parish schools, early concerned Father Wolfgang Schlumpf, founder of New Subiaco Abbey. there was also always the underlying
hope of establishing a high school for boys,
a "Sclwlasticate" to prepare local candidates
for the priesthood. Reporting on these hopes,
Father Wolfgang wrote to his abbot in 1883:
September 20, 1883
Father L udwig would like to start a school
on a smaU scale, but he has not yet found any
pupils. Last spring I gave First Communion
to a boy who told me "I want to become a
p1·iest." I tnink he has a vocation, but no
means lo take up studies. If it were possible
to offer free schooling al St. Benedict's, I
think you wou ld find many boys like him.

The desire for a school contin-u.ed to grow
and later Father Wolfgang began to consider
teachers among his needs for manpower.
June 29, 1886
We need ... an instructor for the novitiate
we intend to open. No doubt we will have
lo open a school for La tin students as soon
as possible. There are capable boys in our
parishes so that we will gel religious vocations from them. The candidates from Europe don't find life in America as they had
imagined it.

Tlie hope to set up a school continued later
that year:
November 27. 1886
I hope ... that with the beginning of the
new year . . a school may be opened for a
few students.
The Rt. Rev. Bishop has reserved the blessing of our new home when I showed him the
plans, and is willing to send students here
after we can furnish room and teachers for
them.

Together with his othe,· worries, planning
for the school continued to take Father Wolfgang's attention through the sp1-ing of 1887:
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J une 14, 1887
We wrote that we needed help for the
missions, bu t failed to stress that we alsO
need help in our school. T here are now three
clerical novices and if a half-dozen more
come, the training of these novices will be
our main work. The missions, of course, n1usl
not be neglected. If, in addition, we get abou 1
a dozen students-there is room for tbs 1
number-we will need nine Fathers in al!.

Finally, on October 20 of that year, Father
Wolfgang was able to report that the sch0o1
had indeed opened, but with only six sti•·
dents, half as many as he had hoped fof·
This slow ear!y progress made him think of
other means of increasing the enrollmell 1·
and he ponders a suggestion of Abbot FiW
tan of St. Meinrad's:
October 13, 1888
Abbot Finlan suggested that we should
apply to the government to be given Indi8 1'.
boys for education. The governmen t pa)"
a substantial tuHion for each boy. If sue~
a plan could be safely agreed upon and 1
there were certain prospects of a good iO'
come, I would no longer consider borrowinC
a sin. Some of the fratres can soon be ordained; and I think most of them, once
are Fathers, will be better for the scho0
than for the missions-at least for sever81
years. Bishop Martin and Abbot Fintan arc
acquainted wilh the policy of the goverrune 11 :
with regard to Indian boys. I will reque5
both lo find out whether we could b81'e
twenty-five to fifty Indian pupils after tw 0
or three years. The education of the fratre'
and the building project will take about 50
many years.

we\

Nothing more is said about the hopes f0'
an Indian school, and in 1889 we find t/11
Subiaco pattern beginnng to take shape:
August 8, J889
We now have place for 7 Fathers and t1
guest rooms, 16 fratres, 20 Brothers, an
8
about 25 students. The students live in
separate building. All eat in the same rd·
fectory, to which the kitchen is attacher
Members of the monastery eat their wnne
at 11:30, the students al 12:00.

~d

Lending
Library
Notes
lib~:~:e:!r~~: !1~!dA~be~eT~:eb;!~ r~ef~:~~5:

to below are part of a shelf of sev eral hundred
ho0ks available. Additions are constantly being
fliade to the library. Write for any of these books
or ask for a complete list. Address the Lending
Library, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

PILGRIMAGE TO UTOPIA, by Father
James Drane, Bruce Publishing Company,
1965, 155 pages, $3.95.
Few men are qualified to show readers
the two sides of Communism-the philosophical materialism presented by Karl Marx and
the day-to-day brand of practiced Russian
Communism. Few of us know what the average R ussian thinks of what we term "the
atrocities of Communism." Probably not
many more could explain the basic tenets of
this philosophy Ltnder which a goodly proPortion of the world's peoples labor. Father
James Drane has "cracked" several of these
layers lo the Iron Curtain. His observations
lllade in his journey to Utopia stand not on
the exported propaganda nor on the casual
Views gained on a "prepai·ed" lour. Travelling incognito through the Soviet Union with
li:uropean Communists. Father Drane was
able to eiq,lore behind the facade usually
Presented to the capitalist visitor. This exceptional opportunity together with his
grasp of the philosophy of Marxism makes
his reflections especiaUy noteworthy. Deterl'rlined to gel to lmow the Russian people's
feelings on varied topics, the Roman Catholic
Priest and seminary professor. questioned
llussians of varied stations of life. He found
even among the intelligentia a fear of and
aversion for capitalist countries, this resulting from the effective propagandizing to
Which aU Russians are subjected. Even the
btopian dream of Commwlism rests on un-

sure foundations, intense and extensive devotion to Communism is a fact. The explanation given in this book is that Marx_dropped
his bombshell into a world of Christians who
sometimes forget that the only way lo God
is service to man; Marx gave a creed 3:'1? a
cause to the disenchanted poor of th,s rrulieu.
An Orwellian twist is given in the chapters concerning Russian consumer goods,
religious belief, education, housing, ?Dd the
class system in the "classless" Utopia. Perhaps the final chapter is the most enlightening. The attitude of a young army officer
epitomizes the reHgious fervor of Communists When asked the question by Father
Dr~ne "Whal would you do if you were
about 'to we in a plane crash?" the young
Russian replied that he would ~ul his hope
and trust in his Party membership card. The
power of Communism rests ~ this. ten,?c1ous
belief in Communism, as a ' religion. Pertinent explanation of the similarity of structure and outlook between Communism and
Christianity is given in this chapter. The
cbaUenge · to Western civlization -''.the
greatest since the Moslems knocked at Vienna's door"-is explained. Thus we cannot
afford to pooh-pooh the chaJlenge of. Communism. Its sources of strength and its attacks at oul' weak points are points to ponder.

Recommended Selecrions from 1he
Lending Library
THE EVERLASTING MAN, by G. K. Chesterton, Image Books, 1955, 274 pages, $.75.
The book is divided into two parts: a
sketch of the main adventure of the human
race in so far as it remained heathen: and
the summary of the real difference that was
made by it becoming Christian.
THE LITURGY AND THE LAITY, by James
w. King, S.J. With the minimum of_scholarly
apparatus yet treats the liturgy m _all Its
significance for the life of a Cathohc.
THE SCREWTAPE LETTERS, by C. S. Lewis. Veteran devil writes to his nephe_w in
the field. Sparkling with _wit and co~tam:n~
a penetratng understanding o[ mans sp1ntual struggle.
PARDON AND PEACE. by Ailred Wilson,
O.P. Excellent treatment of the Sacrament
of Penance. Practical and popular.

(Contnued on Page 20)
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Is Bi-location Possible?

and much more beautiful. They again declared that the "Lady in Blue" had commanded that they go to the convent and get priests
to preach to them and to baptize them.

.

The Lady 1n Blue
By Brother William Galligan, O.S.B.

On one of h.is trips to the New World
Christopher Columbus was accompanied by
several Franciscan missionaries who immediately set to work at their divinely appointed
task of conversion. They labored zealously
and tirelessly to civilize and Christianize the
natives. Their number was augmented from
time to lime; they travelled Car and wide
and finalJy, in 1600. we find Franciscans on'
both sides of the Rio de! Norte (Rio Grande),
where they established many pueblos and
built many churches. At (old) Isleta, near
present day Albuquerque, New Mexico, Fray
Juan de Sales built a large monastery and a
"very costly and beautiJ'ul church" in 1622.
Here, in the summer o[ 1626, Fray Alonzo
de Benavides, the Custodio of New Mexico
and his companion were startled at the siest~
hour by the sudden appearance of two
strange Indians who spoke in an unknown
tongue. but made the sign of the cross and
gave other evidence that they had received
Christian instruction. A[ter much sign language the Indians finally conveyed to the
Padres the idea that they wished to be baptized, and requested that a mission be established in their home territory so that their
whole nation might be converted to the true
faith.
The Padres feared a trap, and were loath
to go with these Indians, but questioned them
in detail The Indians said that they were
J umana, and their country was located
about 200 leagues (approx. 600 miles) southeast from the mission on a stream which
they calJed "Noeces," on whose banks there
was an abundance of pecans. Bolton, in his
"The Jumanos in Texas," says that this
stream was one o[ the branches or the Colorado (of Texas) River, perhaps the Middle
Concho, and that the location was in the
vicinity of present day San Angelo, Texas.
When the Indians were questioned as to their
religion and why they had come, they said
that the "Lady in Blue" had taught them
and had sent them to the (old) Isleta mission. The Padres smiled as they listened to
the strange story; they smiled [or they knew
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that no while woman had ever visited that
wild country, and so sent the Indians on their
way, telling them that they could not leave
the mission at that time, but that they would
·
make the trip some day soon.
Many strange and almost unbelievable reports kept reaching the Archbishop of Me1'·
ico. the Most Rev. D. Francisco Manso y
Zuniga. of the mysterious appearance ifl
many and distant localities of a "Lady in
Blue" who taught the Indians with love and
kindness and urged them lo be true followers
o( Christ crucified. the Saviour of Mankind,
He ordered that thorough investigation be
made, that it might be determined who was
this "Lady in Blue." He specifically ordered
that the Custodio of New Mexico and all the
missionaries there to ascertain ii there was
any knowledge o( the Holy Catholic faith
"among the Indians living beyond to the
East," and to determine "in what manner
and by what means our Lord made it mani·
-fest."
According to the memorial of Fray Alonzo
de Benavides, on July 22, 1629, there came
to the Convent of San Antonio at Islets
about 50 Indians who asked for priests to
instruct and baptize their nation. Fray Eetavan de Perea had but recently been ap·
pointed Custodio of New Mexico, and had
arrived with 30 missionaries to extend the
work of conversion. He had heard manY
stories of a "Lady in Blue," and knew o[ the
order given by the Archbishop the year before, but he was quite skeptical. Accordingly,
he interrogated the Indians in detail. J!e
asked the leader what had prompted tbeJTI
to come to the convent with such a request.
The reply came promptly: "The Lady in
Blue told us to come here as you had but
recently arrived and had many helpers.''
Fray Estavan was greatly astonished (hat
the Indians should know so much about hiS
affairs. He showed them a picture of Mothei'
Luisa de Carrion, a saintly sister who had
lived in Mexico for a number of years, afld
who was famous for her zeal and piety. J!e
asked them if she might be their visitor•
They all agreed that she who bad come to
them wore a similar habit, but was younger

The Custodio lost no time. and soon Father
Juan de Sales and Father Diego Lopez were
on their way to the land of the J umanos.
Accompanied by the 50 Indians and a guard
of three soldiers, they travelled across the
Pathless plains. When they had travelled apProximately 100 leagues (300 miles), the
Party was met by a group of 12 Jumano
Chiefs who told them that the Lady in Blue
had advised them of their proxi~ity. Several days later they were met by about two
thousand men, women and children who approached carrying two crosses. According to
the Benavides memorial: "When the said
Padres and the three soldiers venerated the
Crosses, the Padres took out their crucifixes.
Which they wore at the neck; and all came
to kiss the crufix and to venerate it, as i(
they were very old Christians." When they
arrived at their destination, they were led
with great joy to a bower made of branches
and adorned with flowers. Messengers from
other tribes came to solicit the Padres to
Visit them also, claiming that they, too. had
Seen the "Lady in Blue" and had been taught
by her to venerate the cross. The Padres exPlained to al] these messengers that they
could not go to their lands now; that they
would return shortly and bring more Padres
With them.
The Padre wanted to find out more about
this "Lady in Blue," if that be possible. While
they were seeking the answer to the riddle,
i;,ray Alonzo de Benavides, former Custodio
o[ New Mexico, returned to Spain. He told
lhe story of the "Lady in Blue" to the Father
Of the Franciscans, who instructed him to
&o to the little town of Agreda, on the border
O[ Aragon and Castile. where he would rind
a nun called Maria de Jesus, who had declared that she had visited the Indians of
~ew Mexico. Dr. Charles W. Hackett, of the
n1versity of Texas. gives us an excellent
translation of Fray Alonzo's account of his
Visit to Agreda. We read: "I arrived in Agreda the last day o( April, J 631. and bcfore
saying anything else. I will declare that the
Said Mother Maria de Jesus. Abbess, now o(
the Convent of the Immaculate Conception,
15 about twenty-nine years old, not quite that
handsome of face. very fair in color, with a
rosy tinge and large black eyes. The style
o[ her habit. as well as that of all the nuns

of that convent. who are twenty-nine in
all, is the same as ours; that ,s, it is of brown
(pardo) sackcloth, very coarse, worn next
to the body without a tunic, undershirt, or
skirt. Over this brown habit is worn a white
one of coarse sackcloth with a scapulary o(
the same (material) and the cord of our
Father Saint Francis. Over the scapulary
they carry the rosary. They wear no shoes
or sandals other than boards tied to the [eet.
The cloak is of blue cloth, coarse, with a
black veil."
Regarding her ,·isits to the Indians. Fray
Alonzo says: "The first time she went was
in the year 1620. She has continued [these
visits] ever since until 1631. ... She told me
also that she bad commanded the Jumanos
to call us and that she bad instructed them
during al] this time. She gave me all their
signs and [declared] she had been with
Lhem. She knows Captain Tuerto very well,
having given me his personal characteristics
and that of all the others. She herself had
sent the messengers from Quivira to call the
missionaries."
How did Mother Maria de Agreda visit
the numerous Indian nations of New Me1'ico
and Texas? According to her own testimony.
she never left Spain or landed in any part
of the New World. and we are told that it
would ha,·e been impossible for her to leave
her convent and to sail for America without
the fact being recorded. Many ha,·e tried to
dismiss out of hand the evidence of her visits
to these Indians, but it is generally concluded
that they are further examples of bi-location.
Bi-location has been defined as being the
personal presence of the same individual in
more than one place at the same lime. This
seems to be a physical impossibibly, but bilocation has been attributed to many of the
canonized saints whose physical appearance
in two places at one and the same time is
undisputed, although scoffed at by the skeptical. Mange. in his "luz de Tierra Incognita."
tells us that "on one occasion. while she was
praying for the welfare of the Indians of the
New World. the Lord tol'k her while in estatic contemplation. without her being aware ol
the manner or means. and it seemed to her
that she found herself in a different place
and clime, among a people whose nature and
disposition had already been made known
to her They were Indians, and il seemed
to her that she saw them with her material
eyes and fell the difference in the clime of
the land. While in this condition the Lord
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commanded her to speak, and, while preaching to them of her faith it seemed to her that
she was actually doing so in her own language [Spanish], and the Indians understood
her as if she was speaking in theirs; and that
though the Indians spoke in their own
tongue. she understood them with all clearness. She preached to them with marvelous
ability and instructed them in our religion.
After the ecstacy was over, she found herself in the same place where she had first
been when she lost consciousness." We are
told that during eleven years, 1620 to 1631, she
visited these Indians frequently, having made
as many as five hundred visits in this manner. According to her own story, as told to
Fray Alonzo Benavides, her meditations often took the form of lengthy trances from
which she would awaken with a detailed
knowledge of names, customs, and geographical location of various American Indian
tribes whom she had "visited." She gave Fray
Alonzo her diary wherein she had set down
much factual data concerning their appearance, dress, and habits. Although some of
the tribes were not contacted by any white
man until 25 years after her death, when
missionaries and explorers did become acquainted with these Indians they found
Mother Agreda's descriptions correct in every detail.
Fray Joseph Ximenez Samaruego, O.F.M.,
in 1757 wrote a detailed biography of Mother
Maria who is known in history as "The Woman in Blue." The following sketch is taken
from this work as reported by the late Carlos E. Castaneda, Ph.D., historiographer of
the Texas Knights of Columbus Historical
Commission, of which the writer was an active member for many years:
"Maria de Jesus was born April 2, 1602, at
Villa de Agreda in old Castile, Spain. She
was one of eleven children of Francisco Coronel Catalina de Arana. Of a noble but impoverished family, she received a better than
average education. Accounts of her tell of
her great beauty, and say that she had a
consequent number of su.itors. However, at
a very early age [some say eight years], she
gave evidence of a desire for the religious
life, and was most happy at prayer in the
service of the Lord. Both her father and her
mother knew of her desire and felt that it
was evidence of a sincere calling. While casting about for a convent in which Maria might
enter, her mother, who was an unusually
pious woman, was favored with a vision of
the Lord who ordered her to found a convent
16

in her own home. Two of her sons were al•
ready Franciscans, and her husband entered
the monastery of San Antonio de Nalda of
Recollects of the Province of Burgos. After
overcoming many difficulties, the convent of
the Immaculate Conception was canonicall)'
erected, and the mother and her two daughters entered its novitiate. Maria de Jesus de
Agreda took her formal vows on Februar)'
2, l 620. She is noted for her kindness to the
poor and suffering, and also for the undeniable merit of several spiritual works which
she wrote."

Summarizing her career as a nun, Fiscal
Marison writes: "In 1625, she was chosen Abbess, much against her wishes, and, except
for a short intermission. she was re-elected
every three years until she died in 1665. The
fame of her prudence and foresight, not onl)'
in the government of her convent, but i11
other matters. soon spread outside the convent walls and persons of the highest ran!<
in slate and church were eager Lo obtain
her counsel in important matters. Philip I'l
visited her several times in her convent and
corresponded with her about national affairs
for many years.

Note: Dr. Castaneda. once told the writer
tha.t he had in his possession a. copy of tJie
correspondence of Maria. de Jesus de Agreda
with Philip IV, which he found in the ar·
chives of tlie State Library in GuadaljarO•
Mexico.
According to an article in the Catholic
Encyclopedia on Maria de Agreda, we are
informed that she died with the reputation
of being a saint. and the cause of her canoni·
zation was introduced by the Congregation
of Rites, on June 21, 1672, at the request of
the Court of Spain. This was only seven
years after her death. What has given ber
prominence, however, is not so much th•
holiness of her life, about which there seeJllS
to be a general assent, as the character of one
of her writings known as La Mystica Ciudad
de Dios, Historia Divina de la Virgen, Madre
de Dias. This Divine History of the Mathe'
of God was first conceived by her in 1627, or
seven years after she became a nun. Te11
years later, by the express command of hef
confessor, she set to work on it, and in twenf)'
days wrote the first part, consisting of 40_0
pages. Although she did not wish its publ 1'
cation, a copy was sent to Philip IV, lo who01
she wrote a great number of letters in the
course of her life, and who had expressed 9

desire to have it. Later on, in obedience to
another confessor, she threw it and all her
Writings, into the fire, without any apparent
regrets. A third command of a spiritual director in 1665 resulted in her beginning again,
and in 1660 she finished the book. It was
not, however, given to the world until five
Years after her death. The Mystical City purports to be an account of special revelations,
Which the author declares were made to her
by God, Who, after raising her to a state of
sublime contemplation, commanded her Lo
Write it. and then revealed to her some profound mysteries. She declares that God gave
her at first six angels to guide her. the number being afterward increased to eight, who,
having purified her, led her into the presence of the Lord. She then beheld the Blessed
Virgin as she is described in the Apocalypse.
and saw also the various stages of the Blessed
Virgin's life: how when she came into the
World God ordered the angels to transport
her in to the highest heaven, appointing a
hundred spirits from each of the nine choirs
Lo attend her, twelve others in visible and
c?rporeal form to always be near her, and
eighteen of the most splendid to be perpetua]Jy ascending and descending the Ladder
of Jacob. In the twentieth chapter she describes all that happened to the Blessed Virgin during the nine months she was in her
tnother's womb; and how when the Virgin
Was but three years old, she swept the house
With the help of the angels. The fifteenth
chapter enters into many details, which by
~ome are denounced as indecent. The style,
tn the opinion of certain critics is elegant,
and the narrative compact. Gorres, on the
Other hand, while expressing his admiration
for the wonderful depth of its speculations.
ftnds that the style is in the bad taste of the
Period. pompous and strained, and very
Wearisome with the moral applications apllended to each chapter.
. After the cause of her canonization was
tntroduced by the Congregation of Rites on
{Une 21, 1672, this book was condemned in
ome, on August 4, 1681. and Innocent XI
forbade the reading of it, but at the request
Of Charles II, suspended execution of the decree for Spain. On July 3, 1686 he issued a
brief for the universal Church permitting
llubJication and the reading of the book by
lhe faithful. Similar decrees were afterward
issued by Popes Alexander VIII, Clement IX
and Benedict XIII. These decrees were followed by two decrees of the Congregation
Of B.ites, approved by Benedict XIV and Cle-

menl XIV, in which the autheniicty of .. Ciudad de Dias" as written by the Venerable
Servant of God, Maria de Jesus, is established. Crosel. a Recollect friar translated il
into French and published the first part at
Marseilles. This was the signal for a storm,
and the book was referred to the Sorbonne
on May 2, 1696.
There it was studied from the second
to the fourteenth of July, and 32 sessions
were held. during which 132 doctors spoke.
Finally, it was condemned by the Sorbonne
on July 17, with 102 of 152 members of the
commission voting against the book. Many
learned men, such as the Spanish Cardinal
Aguirre, insisted that the judgment had been
based on a bad translation and tried to have
the censure annuled, but without avail. Her
canonization was again urged in 1729, at
which time a new study of the book was
made under Benedict Xill. Again her writings were carefully scrutinized by learned
doctors, and Pope Alexander VI.II confirmed
the brief of his predecessor, and declared her
venerable.
This is onlv a cursory glance al the life
and works of ·one of tbe most interesting and
intriguing characters to be found in the history of the Southwestern part of the United
States. Her book was condemned temporarily
by the Holy See.
But it is said that this was the result
of a controversy then prevalent between the
Dominicans and the Franciscans, with which
Mother Maria was affiliated. Her virtues and
ber holy life were such as to be respected.
even bv her enemies. History gives us the
legend · of her appearances among Indian
t.ribes in widely separated parts of the country. Yet. the question persists: How did she
iump from place to place. while at the same
time she was apparently in a coma, and her
body lay in her convent at Agreda in Spain?
Historians record the legend, but most of
them pooh-pooh the idea of bi-location. although they do not disprove it. Some say
that the Indians most probably learned the
Christian religion from previous expeditions
of exploration. Yes. the Indians may have
been visited many times. but they could not
have learned much Crom the soldiers and no
religious accomparued them. Historians only
say that bi-location is impossible. Maybe so,
maybe no! Our conclusion is that the power
of God is unlimited and nothing is impossible
to Him. The Church has made no pronouncement, and we leave it entirely Lo the individual judgment of the reader.
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Assignment changes involve many of the
F'athers as the new year begins-for in a
sense the opening of a new school term is a
new year. Father Brendan has been named
Dean of Men in Subiaco Academy, and Father Tunothy Donnelly is a prefect in the Academy. Father Jerome Knoedel takes over a
number of duties as assistant chaplain ass_istant lo the principal. and director of publicity.
Father Clement Schmiidl, subprior of the
Abbey, has also been named director of the
l'!rotbers; Father Leo Koesler is novicemaster; Father Daniel Geels is director of clerics·
'Ind Father Hugh Assenmacher is director of
the monastic choir. Father David Flusche has
been appointed superior of the house of studies in St. Louis.
Earlier this summer Father Joseph Fuhr'n<1nn became chaplain at Crawford County
lvlemorial Hospital in Van Buren· Father
tlacidus Eckart_ became pastor of Sacred
l3 eart. Church m Charleston; and Father
ened1ct Buergler became an assistant at
~~cred Heart Church in Muenster. Father
1 uno Fuhrmann has now gone to St. Edward's Church in Little Rock as an assistant ;

and Father Stephen Eckart, who was there,
has returned to Subiaco.
Father Donald Price will be leaving soon
for liturgical and catechetical studies in
Paris, France. And Father Joachim Lally has
gone to Fort Hays State College in Hays.
Kansas, for studjes in counselling.
Getting the new football [ie]d ready for
the opening game on September 9 was a nip
and tuck affair. But with Father Christopher
and our construction foreman Frank Sprick
directing operations, the field was ready. although facilities other than field , stands, and
lights. will have to be developed la er. Abbey workmen plus specialists brought in for
specific jobs, and Brothers Anselm , Nicholas .
and Richard, and Frater Xavier, and athletic
director R. P. Maus and others-all were
pretty well working around the clock. It is
the first time in Subiaco history that the Academy has had its own field; and with the
increasing enrollment, it became an urgent
necessity, together with the field house that
is due to rise near the field later on .
Father Benno, prmcipal , reported that over
280 students enrolled at the beginning of the
fall term. He says the school year is now oil
the launching pad and safely in orbit. But
the hot, muggy days of early September have
dimmed the zest of it all. One of the students
put it aptly : ''It'll be a cold day in September before I can gel interested in school."
Brother Robert is now living in the infirmary together with Father Conrad and Mr.
Jack Bowen. All three are able to be up and
around, but need assistance. Brother Pat will
be helping Father Paul care for them. Brother Oblate Novice Carl Egle is now a patient
in Crawford County Memorial Hospital un(Conti11ued on Page 20)

The new footb:111 field has fJcen
the center of interest and activity
U1 the fr:1ntic weeks belore tlle
opening of the season. Th.e Ugbts
were set. focused , ready h,,o dnys
before game time. Plans are be-

ing drawn up for dedication ceremonies of the new field, probably on October 2.

LENDING LIBRARY NOTES

POLLY PARADE

(Continued from Page 19)

(Continued from Page 13)

dergoing examination. The verdict on his
condition is still not determined, but we are
hopng that it will be a good one.

UNDERSTANDING THE BIBLE, by Ignatius Hunt, O.S.B. Excellent introduction
translates the findings of contemporary studY
into terms we can all understand.

This leaves Brothers Norbert and Benedict
shouldering a big load in the abbey laundry.
Together with spot help from others t.hey
are somehow keeping the mangles turning
out the Linens for the Academy. Abbey, and
guest house, plus the laundry for the monks
and the sacristy wash.
Sister Frederck, who was in charge of the
Abbey kitchen for many years, has now been
assigned hy her superior to St. Anthony's
Hospital in MorrllLon-and now that iL strikes
us that she is not returning, we recall the
many good deeds-and meals---that typified
her stay here. Her successor is Sister Joan,
presenlly away getting medical attention,
but soon to face the responsibility of providing well over a thousand meals a day
for monks, students, and guests. Both Sister
Frederick and Sister Joan, as well as all the
kitchen Sisters are members of St. Scholastica Convent in Fort Smith.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD, by Harper
Lee. Winner of the 1961 Pulitzer Prize !or
fiction, this book tells the story of a moral
issue that rocked a quiet southern town.
THE HEROES OF GOD, by Henri DanielRops. Eleven saintly heroes, from St. Paul
to unknown valiant Christans in recent cen·
turies. The author is a noted historian.
PRAYERS, by Michael Quoisl. In poetic
form, for the here and now.
HOLINESS IS WHOLENESS, by JoseI Gold·
brunner. The insights of depth psychologY
to promote spiritual health.
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LOVING, by Ignace Lepp. Highly recommended.

UNITED IN
Our Lord exhorted us to "love onu anoU1er." Let
us, therefore, all u.nite our Jlrayers in cha.rity ,vit.h
the monks al Subiaco for the intenUons sent in
s ince last. month.

THE LIVING
Better health for nephew, Rev. Jerome, OCSO·
Better health of Mrs. Clare Bacanbas· For wet~
fare of Mrs. Downey; Living of the Joe Schmidt
family: In thanksgiving for a safe jouTney: In
tha11:ksgiving Ior favor~ ~eceived; Two special intentions of a friend: L1vmg grandchild1·en lo follow their mother's advice; Cure or relief of my
present illness; Improved men taJ health of my
1
~:li!Y
Conversion of Russia and peace in the worli
Thanksgiving for return of health; Recovery of
health; Return of all fallen away Catholics; Return of loved ones lo the faitbi Son who was recently admitted to the hospital; To help keep a
marriage together; Return of Francis Collins to
the church; and extra work.
Thanksgiving to St. Jude; Peace of mu1d; Boy
and girl to make the 1·ight decision: Husband to
regain hearing; Downfall of commurusm; Success
of the fourth session of the Council; God's Will
for us: Help froin friends for Development Program; Blessings upon our benefactors; Divine heJp
for the Holy Father, Paul VI ~
[or a good
confession; Return to the sacraments; and more
vocations to the priesthood and religious life.
Success in studies: Molherbood: Improvement
in $ight; For peace, health, and happiness of my
wife and her afllicted sister; Complet~ recovery
from major surgery: Financial aid; Happy family
life of son: Success in the 1965-1966 school year,

t~~<;:;; ~~p~~1a1f:t

~r 1~~ilrJ ~ic:0~s~:

Grace

PRAYER

Paul G. Kreuer: Relief of pain of my nu~ban~:

Right kind of weather; Two mixed marnage't'.
To solve diUicuJL problem; Our boys in cvrnba ·
Happy Catholic marriage; Adjustment of two m~:
riages; New business location; Success in .;tudiet

~{s s~~~s~riGtiid~~ebocifs; p~~:{J~~r Jg~~n~cc:[o
health so I can continue lo work.

THE DECEAESED
Rev. Alphonse Mueller, O.S.B., Brot her F'ric'~Un Vetter. O.S.B.: Brother Victor Colema;1, 0 S 0 ·:
Louis and Mary Leitner; A..lbe:rt Baum ,Jar·tl)cf•
Christine Engel; Leo Erman, Sr.; John and OllV~
C. Sweeney; Margaret DeFrange: !\.fa.i·v R.it: ~
Catherine Haverkamp; Alois and Philomena af1l0 1
bort; Mr. and Mrs. William Thran; members
Joe Schmidt family; William and Josep11ine ~9 1~
ble; Mary and Anton Kremers: Elizabeth Fri~~•
John Gallik; John Wuebben: Hugh Gannon:
Angeline Hartman: Joseph Schnitzer; Gertru
Johnston: Crescence Geels; Frank Holzman: i';f.,

Md~
#

~~~dJ.~1~~M_Ro~Bri!~f r::.~~t~~~r~~{tl!a~~~~

Elizabeth Schriver; Bernard Voth; Kathie schJ~f.
George and Maria Angerer; Joseph Gatz, S~·
Judge and David Voelker; Judge and '.ltrs.
RansdeJI: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hoedebeek: Will!Jl1~
P. Flanagan; Philip Strobel; Bertha K..lyne: Fr~~ ..
Hoilman; Joe Kathman: Tony Hesse: G<!neva I J.
gel; Olga L. Roca; Law,·ence Hayden; Fred 0 .
Gianola; Tim M. Krone. Sr.; Joseph Puhi:ma.,.:
Bill Gon·ell; Engelbert and Mru·y Sauter; IVl1·;p.
Albert Mitchell: Mr. and Mrs. Barney Geels; Ph'~.
Hogan; Joseph Dahlem; Mary C. Fletcher: \•·

f.- -,;

Ehemann; and John Bellinghausen.

Dear Young Americans,
One year school started before we Young
.A.mericans were ready. The weather was
Still hot and dry, like August. Our new
school clothes were stiff and uncomfortable.
After the last recess, we marched back to
0 ur room with about a.s much life as a string
0 f paper dolls. and dropped !-t,mpily into our
seats at Teacher's signal.
"It's time to sing!" announced Teacher unexpectedly. "'Let's see how well you remembe,· our .~tate song. Ready? Caro--"
"Lie - nuh , Cary - lie-nuh. mumble
mumble mutter and drawl," we struggled
through the first verse, hitting only the syllables we remembered, like cars sputtering
0 n one cylinde,·. The chorus was easy. so we
nt1 chimed in desperately:
"Whoooo raw! Whoooo raw! The ale noih
state ferevu It. . . ."
"Let's try the chorus again and see if you
Cct,i do better this time," suggested Teacher
Pleasantly.
"Wlwooo rawwww! Whoooo rawwww!''
Ive sang even more grimly. making sure we
hit every syHable and stayed exact.ly in tune.
&y the time we finished, Teacher was alma.st
<loi,bled over with laughter.
b "Hey, what's so funny?" asked one of the
oys indignantly.
"The singing," chuckled Teacher. "What
0 n earth are you trying to do with that
8 ong"
"What are we trying to do with a song-"
Ive gulped in amazement, staring blankly at
each other. Teacher came to our rescue,
"Suppose the Principal would come in the
<loor right now and announce: "Because of
the heat wave. school is now dismissed for
Q full week," said Teacher enthusiastically.
"Yow! Yay! Yippie!" shouted the class,
_coming to life.

"And how would we sing, Hurrah. a whole
week more vacation?" asked Teacher.
We sat tip straight in our desks, sucked in
a good supply of breath and began vigo,·ously
and happily:
"Hurrah! Hu,·rah! A whole week more
vacation!'-'

Teacher opened her mouth in surprise as
she peered closely at one face in tlie room
ctfter another.
'I just can't beliei•e these are tlte same
faces!" she said. "A little while ago you
were singing like this.·• Teacher slumped
her shoulders, made her eyes look mo11rnful,
dropped the corner.~ of her mouth way down
and started up sorrowfully:
"Whoooo ra.wwww! Whoooo 1·a.w u·ww/''
Now it was our time to laugh.
"You see," said Teacher, "there's a lot
more to singing than saying the riglu words
and staying in tune. Stand up now and let
us sing the chorus of our state song so everybody listening will know this wonderful land
is ours.,·,

This time we sang happily. cheering our
homeland with enthusiasm. And we no
longer felt dt0opy!
,
. .
Many Young Americans practice singing
the Ma"s at schoo1. Let us set a good example
10 the older Americans wlw do not have a
school to practice in. and still frown and
mutter their praises to the Lord.
Love to ei•ery one of you.
Tammy

Time to Sing
Fran tic screams from Pharao and his soldiers we.re swallowed up when the walls of
water on each side ol 1hem suddenly met
in the middle. The children of Israel stared
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in wonder at mighty waves rising like mountains above the heads of the Egyptians.
Gradually the Red Sea calmed down. In
the distance, on the other side, the shore became visible. It was filled with Egyptians
who had rushed out of the Sea with their
horses before the waters closed in. They were
all dead, too. struck down with a disaster
worse than drowning!
Suddenly, the children of Israel feared
their most High God greatly. They knew
God was 1·eal, and that no amount of men
could wjt]15tand His power. They began to
believe that Moses was really and truly the
servant of their God, and looked at him with
new awe.

Bui this same Most High God bad fought
for the children of Israel against their enemies! All that Might and Power had looked
upon their helplessness with favor! What
more could they ever want than the favor
of God! They had that favor. all night long
and on into the morning until every one of
their enemies had perished' It was lime to
si1,g, or they would burst from tbe praises
that were welling up inside them!
There is a kind of singing where many
voices sound as one. This is like a line drawing, or map, to make some idea very clear.
There is another kind of singing where
well trained voices blend many melodies into
a pattern. This is like a picture that is all
in the front with no distance in the background .
And there is a third kind of singing that
comes from the bottoms of the hearts of
everyone present in the group. from those
who can barely whisper, to those who can
roar; from those who waver, to those who
are sure of their tone; from those who can
sing only one note, lo those who can sing
four octaves; from those of fleeting breath,
lo those who can hold out strong and clear
through several measures; from thin voices,
raspy voices, sweet voices, wheezy voices,
strong voices, rich voices, from every kind
of voice that God granted to members of tl1e
group, and where all are united in praise of
God. Thls is like a pictme with true perspective and all the lights and shadows. Moses
and the chlldren of Israel poured out their
song to the Lord with such voices as they
had:
Let us sing to the Lord, for He is glo1·iously
magnified:
The horse and the rider He hath thrown into
the sea
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The Lord is my strength and my praise: and
He is become salvation to me.
He is my God and I wilt glorify Him: the
God of my father, and I will exalt H i111.
The Lord is a man of war: Almighty is His
nanie.

Pharao's chariots and his army He hath cast
into the sea: his chosen captains are
drowned in the Red Sea.
The depths have covered them: they are
sunk to the bottom like a stone.
Thy right hand, 0 Lord, is magnified ill
strength: thy right hand, 0 Lord, hath slai11
the enemy.
And in the multitude of thy glory thou hast
put down thy adversaries: thou hast set
thy wrath. which hath devoured them like
stubble.
And with the blast of thy anger the waters
were gatliered together. The flowing water
stood: the depths we1·e gathered together
in the midst of the sect.
The enemy said: I will pursue and overtake:
I will divide the spoils. my soul shall hof'
its fill.
I will draw my sword: my liand shall slaY
them.
The wind blew and the sea covered the1n
they sunk as lead in the mighty waters.
Who is like to thee among the strong, 0
Lord?
Who is like to thee , glorious in holiness, ter·
rible and praiseworthy, doing wonders?
Thou stretcliest forth thy hand: and t1' 1
eanh swallowed tl1em.
In thy mercy thou hast been a leade1· to th1
people which thou hast redeemed: and 111
thy strength thoii hast carried them to thY
holy habitation-"
Here the children of Israel began to Jo~~
towards the future with great confidence 1P
God. All of a sudden they realized that 0 ~
their way to the land God had promised, eV'
ery army lying in wait for them would be
seized with terror when news of what had
happened to Pharao and his soldiers becan'~
known! It was not time to stop singing yet•

holy habitation,
Nations 1·ose up, and were angry: sorrotLI·
took hold on the it1habitants of the P11"
listhiim.
Then were the princes of Edom troubled:
trembling seized on the stout men of Moab·
all the inhabitants of Chanaan beca,ne
stiff.
,
Let fear and dread fall upon them, in t/1'
greatness of thy arm: let them become ,in-

moveable as a stone, until thy people, 0
Lord, pass by, which thou 1ias possessed.
'l'hou shalt bring them in, and plant them
in the mountain of thy inheritance, in thy
most firm habitation which thou hast made,
0 Lord: thy sanctuary, 0 Lord, which thy
hands have established.
'l'he Lord shall reign forever and ever.
F'or Pharao weni in on horseback with his
chariots and horsemen into the sea: and
the Lord brought back upon them the
waters of the sea. But the children of Israel walked on dry ground in the midst
of it:'
(to be continued)
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or cut them oil your letters and packages and
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Brother Isidore's Notes

During the last week of August, we received a welcome cool front which dispelled some of the humid August beat. It
helped to cool soaring temperatures considerably, and it brought showers to brighten
the lawns and meadows. Earlier in August
we bad bad rain, but soon after the temperatures climbed daily to give us some oI the
hollest days of summer. This heal made
the recent drop in temperature more noticeable and provided a welcome chill to August.
Our grape crop showed the effect of the
long, dry summer. Although the grapes appeared promising earlier in the summer.
prospects diminished during the rainless
July. Tbe result of this adverse weather was
a crop oI somewhat smaller amount than is
normal. One help was received from the
drought: the grape rot, a menace during rainy
summers, never completely got started to
damage this crop.
In the garden the early crops were harvested and now the land lies fallow. 'Natercraving crops like tomatoes whlch would
have borne heavy yields soon quit bearing
and dried up with the beat. However, with
irrigation we were recently able to plant
potatoes for fall harvest. A slightly larger
area than usual was seeded, and we can hope
for the fruitful earth's repayment for our
labors.
Our peanuts. another garden crop, survived the summer heal. Despite the adverse
growing conditions, some of the plants have
produced a crop of pleasing peanuts. Recently
some of the monks harvested these mature
plants, and tbe quality of the crop was satisfactory. The slower growing plants remaining need additional time for ripening. Only
when they are harvested later this fall will
the results be tabulated.
The silage crop. our main nutrition-filled
cattle feed for the winter, is still maturing
in the fields. Although it needed more rain
for fast, vigorous growth, the crop has grown
to almost normal mature size. Recently a
shower quickly revived the plants drooping
leaves, and later a good rain came and gave
it the boost which it needed so desperately.
With more showers it cru1 again this winter
provide a great bulk of the cattle feed.
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A full schedule of retreats has been outlined
for t.he closing months of 1965. This is a time
of imporant decisions in the Chw·ch; and every
day is the time of important decisions in the
life of every Christian. A retreat can give you
a new insight into both. Check the retreat dates
below or write for information. Special private
or group retreats can be arranged.

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
In October, 1962, I wrote in my monthly letter to
you:
"The eyes of the world are turned to Rome. In the
Second Vatican Council. peoples of all nations under
the sun are beholding history's greatest assembly of
Christian leaders. And everywhere Catholics are answering the plea of Pope John XXIII to pray and do
penance in a world-wide supplication to God to shower
grace and light upon the Council Fathers.
"What is the purpose of the Council? Briefly, it is
being convoked by the Vicar of Christ in order to plan
world-strategy against the forces of evil, to marshall
every power and resource of the Church in an effort
to establish the Kingship of Christ in every part of the
globe and in every phase of society.
"Pope John has expressed the hope for 'really great
things from this Council.' If these are to be realized,
it will require not only the prayers and efforts of the
2,500 Cardinals, Archbishops, Bishops and Prelates that
actually lake part in the discussions and vole on the
decrees to be issued, but also the prayerful interest and
cooperation of the whole church, clergy and laHy."
Three years ago, few of us thought that the Council
would extend beyond two years. We did not anticipate
the death of Pope John, nor did we sense that there
would be great changes in Catholic worship and practice. Millions and billions of words have been written
about the Council and its work. There has been controversy and endless speculation. There have been
struggles and fears about many Council proposals. But
I believe that most of us will agree that Pope John's
hope for "really great things from this Council" is being realized.
Today, the Council is in its final and most crucial
stage. A few weeks ago it re-opened with a procession
or prayer and penance. led by the Holy Father through
the streets of Rome. His plea and Ms example is one
that every faithful Catholic should imitate as a most
sacred and urgent duty. We are on the threshold of a
new day, a new era in the history of the Church, in the
history of mankind . A great spiritual renewal, a worldwide return to Christ and the Gospels is desperately
needed in this world teetering on the edge of total war
and self-destruction. torn by so much strife and uncertainty and suffering. Let us not fail Christ and His
Church in this hour of need. Our prayers. our penance,
our work are necessary for the great renewal and transformation in our hearts and in God's kingdom on earth
that the II Vatican Council promises to acMeve.
Gratefully yours in Christ.

+ ~ ~ . o . ) .8.
Rt. Rev. Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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THE COVER
One of the clere tory windows ill
the Abbey Church, depicting" -•~
event in th e life of St. Bened1'
See page 11.

l:ly Bernard Schumacher, O.S.B.
"I dwell in counsel and am present in
learned thoughts." Mary is the Queen of the
%ost Holy Rosary. The Rosary is filled with
lttany thoughts about our Blessed Mother and
Our Lord Jesus Christ. Mary is so much
like us in all that is good in us that we feel
a. special honor and kinship in calling her
0 ur Blessed Mother. From one point
of view
Ive are the poor banished children of Eve.
l:lut from another more valid point of view
Ive are the repatriated ch;ldren of Mary.
We do not claim exemption from the bitter
fruits of sin, but they are insignificant when
Ive consider the Divine fruits of the Redemption. We can see then why the Church puts
these words on the lips of Mary: "With me
are riches and glory and justice."

•

•

•

Life on earth seems so impermanent. Everything is makeshift. We build with the
Idea that it is not going to last. But what
does it all matter when every change is a
Change for the better. That is the history or
a.11 those who associate themselves with
Jl..tary. the Mother of God.

•

•

•

•

•

•

We cannot hold to any certain stage of
holiness or spiritual development. We can
Only get better or worse. The virtues we have
lo develop can even be puzzling in themselves. We must be courageous but meek. We
ll-iust lead a life of freedom yet one oi obedience. We must be kind, but the enemy of all
that is wrong. We must be bold but prudent.
We must be sociable but love solitude.
These are high qualifications. They are a
tare kind of justice. It is a kind of justice
1ha t would never be seen if it were not for
Our Lord, the Saints, and the Blessed Mother. She portrays them with a brightness and
Clarity of her own. She is in every sense of
lhe word the mirror of justice. From her we
ca.n learn not what we are, but what we
8 hould be like. We can remedy
many defects
by observing the perfections of Mary.
All the just are in for a very pleasant surlltise. Things sometin1es do not look too

promising (or them. Their prayers are drowned out by the harsh words of those who
speak against them. When_ Our Lord was
brought before Pilate his d1grufied and Just
words were drowned out by the cry' "Crucify htm, crucify him." He stated that H~ w~
a king and His works proved it. Yet His op
ponents shouted that He was not a king _but
a criminal. They had their way for th e lime
being. Our Lord was killed. bu_t He arose
from the dead to reign forever 10 glory·

... .

As it was with Christ, so it is with all the
just. Thev stand with great constancy and
~re amaz~d at the suddenness of their deliverv. It is the invisible world that confounds men who would like to arrange everything for their own selfish ends at the _expense of their fellow men. The inv1S1ble
world is the greater part by far of an that
eJ-..'ists. The power and intellect an? will of
the invisible God rules all. We enJoy these
abilities ourselves to a limited extent. but no
creature can be stronger than the Creator
and the fall of those rebell against God usually comes just as unexpect~ly as the tnumph of those who sen·e Him.

..

.

We need not be discouraged by setbacks.
Good Fridav afternoon was a dark day for
Christ's foll.owers. They were scattered and
frightened by the seeming misfortunes of
Christ. Yet they recovered and went on _to
become later the great heroes of the Christian religion. They willingly suffered a death
verv much like Christ's own without wavering: God allows suffering to make us good
and make us strong. But all the wMle He
watches over us. He does not spoil us. He
does not want us to become spoiled cMldren
of fortune.

~ITORIALS

Either-or People

Most of us have learned
to be dispassiona te about ev,I,
to look it in the face and find ,
as often as not,
our own grinning reflections
with which we do not argue,
but good is another matter
Few have sta red at that long enough
to accept the fact
that its face too is grotesque ,
that in us the good is something
under construction .
- Flannery O'Con nor

World events grow more tangled as the
days go by, but the number of simplistic evalUations and solutions is mounting rather than
diminishing. Or maybe the naivete of ready111.ade answers stands out against a particularly vexed background. Whatever the case.
111.any of our national and worldwide problems are being daily reduced to simple
equations of direct action-direct conse9uence. It was titillating but not anomalous
"-'hen a woman's intuition recently traced
difficulties in the Gemini V spacecraft to a
loose screw. For a host of sideline analysts,
there is nothing in the Vietnam war, the
racial crisis, Church renewal, rising unem\lloyment, labor and management disputes,
and so forth, that an honest, good-hearted
111.an in the right position could not set
Straight.
Romano Guardini names similar individuals in the religious realm "either-or peoPle." Nothing is halfway for them. The
C:hurch, their pastor, the parishioners must
an he models of holiness and zeal. "If the
C:hurch is not perfect, I cannot believe it."
''If there are flaws in this parish project, I
"-'ant no part of it." Usually, Guardini notes,
these '•either-ors" end up as "neither-nors."
Whether their strait-laced approach was sincere or an easy escape route from religion
ls not for man's judgment, but they missed
a fundamental religious fact that has bothered Christians at least as far back as Paul or
l\ugustine: the chaff on the threshing floor
Of faith is ridiculously out of proportion to
1he wheat. Christ was not an either-or man,
else he wouldn't have died to save both
"-'heat and chaff.
The question may be fairly asked whether
1he uncritical appraisal of today's crucial
l:tiovements and events is consciously or unconsciously an escape from bitter involvelllent. The Los Angeles race riots, it seems,
"-'ere actually a sizable relief to many teetering on the brink of civil rights involvement,
"-'hither they had been driven by the steady
nudgings of logic and moral principle. Suddenly there was an excuse to throw the
"-'hole thing up as premature or Communist1nspired. and to say, "We gave them their
Chance and see what they've done." WhHe

racists, commented Fr. Andrew Greeley,
were not at all hesitant in laying the cause
of the riots to the civil rights movement,
when one of the probable reasons for the
existence of subnormal conditions in the
Watts area was the previous curtailment of
social action there. An indiscriminate Judgment handily disregarded the host of factors
that would force a more nuanced (and more
difficult} evaluation. ow any biting question of moral or civil principle can _be shove?,
under the rug of "Yes, but the riots. • • ·
Would anyone contend that the United
States is not today faced with som~ of its
knottiest policy questions in the V1et~am,
Dominican Republic and India-Pakistan
situations? And yet three-minute solutions
abound. Extreme pacifists want complete,
immediate withdrawal with no regard lo the
history of our involvement; extreme rightwingers suggest annihilation bombmg. B?th
extremes weaken chances for the hearing
that less drastic positions along each line of
thought might hope lo have.
There are either-ors on the question of
Church renewal, too. Many Catholics will
not allow for an "interim" period of adjustment in the liturgy, parish life. the seminary,
the monastery, Catholic education, marriage
practice, ecu,;,enism. They demand immediate results, quick, and no stumbling. An ecumenist leans too far in the Protestant direction, a group of liturgical enthusiasts gravely
transgress the bounds of lawful implementation of official decrees, and whole movements
are written off as "dangerous." The good effects of the movements, the inner renewal of
Catholics who have been swept up to new
life in Christ because of their insights. are
not alluded to as denunciations tick off.
All this is no more than a random sampling of the myriad either-or positions men
hold today. Equivalent mind-sets are readily
available on both sides of the biting issues.
It is a saddening prospect, for post-moderns
do not face a simple future. One suspects, for
example, that a goodly number of this world's
inhabitants were relieved when the Mars
photos disclosed the unlikelihood of life
there. A discovery of living beings on another planet would mean an encroachment
of new categories on a sealed thought system.
We must be prepared to grapple with evergrowing complexity. At the least, this is a
mark of civilization, and in the Teilhardian
view, it is a sign of Christ's redemption of
the cosmos. The great men of any age are
5

those who possess the courage to face difficult, complex reality creatively. For our age
they are the John Kennedys, the Mahatma
Gandhis. the Pope Johns, the Adlai Stevensons, the Pope Pauls. Their spirit and their
work will be stifled wtless it finds range in
a mankind ready to accept a challenge. -J.K.

WHO IS HIM ?
I'll be glad when they put the gospel passage3 in the new missal in the vernacular.
It would be a great help in understanding
and appreciating the liturgy. Today (Ember
Wednesday of September) I found myself
proclaiming these lines: "Jesus said to
them ... 'Bring him to me.' So they brought
him to him. On catching sight of him the
spirit immediately threw him into convulsions ... " By that time I had lost track of
who him was; but I began to think it might
be me because I suddenly had to stifle a
convulsive twitch in my parser.
"I solemnly assure you" does things to me,
but they're not good. I get upset by the
wavering between "relations" and "relatives"
(though there is a kinship). Happy are you
poor ... Happy are you when you are hungry
. . . Happy are you when you weep ... Happy
will you be when men hate you .. .'' leaves
me feeling ultra-dichotomistic.
My troubles with gospel translations all
began when they put my lilies in a laboratory
way back in the first Confraternity translation of the New Testament. The line used to
read, "Consider the lilies of the field, how
they grow." Ah, there was a picture and then
a reflection. But that gave way to "See how
the lilies of the feld grow." The new missal
translation gets down to even brasser tacks,
"Learn a lesson from the way the wild Wies
grow." Can't I even stop just to look at them
a minute first?
But all isn't lost. There are good passages
in the gospel translations, I am told. Scholars
have written mightily to defend them in the
light of their linguistic origins; but a little
more light on the linguistic present could
have added grace and strength.

The epistles. though, they've got something! Listen to the opening of Saint Peter's
first sermon: "Fellow Jews, and all you who
reside in Jerusalem. Let me explain; listen
to what I have to say. These men are not
drunk, as you imagine; after all, it is only
nine o'clock in the morning.''
Let's put that man to work on the gospels.
-D.F

Profession and Investiture

WRITING READERS
We encourage our readers to write to rJI£
ABBEY MESSAGE expressing opinons on
our policies and our articles or, if they wish•
on any matter of moment in current affair~;
"Before speaking, we must learn to listen,
admonished Pope Paul in Ecclesiam Suci11 1•
Thfa is a keynote for these exciting-and
critical-<lays in the history of the world and
of the Church.
At different times in the past there h8'
been a rash of fruitful correspondence abool
one issue or another. Unfortunately, the di3'
!ague never lasted very long. With your helP;
perhaps we can have an articulate letters
column that will be mutually beneficial.

The Strong, Bright

Weapons of Obedience
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Seven young monks made profession of
'-'ows in lhe presence of Abbot Michael and
the Subiaco monastic family on September
8. The profession rite was a new composition,
completely in English, and the newly professed received Holy Communion under both
species of bread and wine at the profession
lvrass.
Two of the group, Frater Ephrem O'Bryan
of Fort Worth, and Frater Guy Pels of Muenster, Texas, completed three years of temPorary vows and extended their vows another two years. At the end of this five year
Period they will make final profession as
ln.onks of the Subiaco community. Frater
l!::phrem is studying theology in the Abbey
and shares a heavy load of assignments along
With the handful of other clerics here this
this year. Frater Guy is making graduate
Studies in chemistry at Sl. Louis Universi ty
and staying at the Abbey's new House of
Studies near the campus. Both monks are
graduates of Subiaco Academy and comPleted their college studies at Conception Abbey Seminary in Missouri last spring.
In the same ceremony, five novices made
first profession of the Benedictine vows of
"poverty, chastity, obedience, slabilily in
this community and the pursuit of monastic
Perfection according lo the Rule of Saint
l3enedict and the statutes of this congregation." The five received new names as members of the monastery. With their baptismal
names in parentheses, they are Frater Luke
(Paul) Griesemer of Billings, Missouri; Fratter Anthony (Patrick) Brown of Subiaco;
li'rater Mark (Robert) Stengel of Ratcliff;
li'rater Adrian (Robert Edward) Strobel of
Subiaco· and Frater Jude (John) Schmitt of
li'ort sU:ilh.
All five are graduates of Subiaco Academy
and completed two years of college at St.
l3ernard's in Alabama before entering the
A.bbey novitiate a year ago. They are undergraduate students at St. Louis University and
reside at the Subiaco House of Studies under
the direction of Father David Flusche, O.S.B.

Frater Luke reads his document of profession
at the Offertory of the Mass i11 the midst of U\e
assembled community.

On the preceding evening. September 7.
Candidate Raphael DeSalvo of Center Ridge,
Arkansas, and Candidate Charles Kieft of
Baarn, Holland, were invested with tl1e monastic habit as novices and began a one-year
period of prayer, study, and work for formation after the pattern of Saint Benedict.

Frater Anthony signs his profession document
on the altar.

Frater Guy shows his profession
doeument to the Abbot and two
tnonks who represent the monastic family .

The newly professed monks, standing with
their parents, are: left to right (top), Frater
Jude Schmitt, Frater :M ark Stengel, Frater Luke
Griesemer, (bottom) Frater Anthony Brown
and Frater Adrian Strobel.

Frater Jude is clothed with the
Scapular of the professed.

Candidates Raphael and Charles
¾eel before the Abbot as they
l>tesent their petition to be inVested as novices.

The Layman's Role

A Report

To Speak to the World

liturgical Week at the Crossroads
By Donald Price, O.S.B

By David Flusche, O.S.B.
CHURCHMEN speak in the Council; the
Holy Spirit speaks through the Council; but
only when the People of God speak will the
Church really speak lo the world. In urging
laymen to become aware of their role in the
ministry and apostolate of the Church, the
Church is saying nothing new. Rather, it is
uncovering the ruins of what was once taken
for granted.
Our first Pope's description of the laity
seems to set the lone for the description of
the laity in the Constitution on the Church.
Saint Peter wrote: "You are a chosen race,
a royal priesthood. a holy nation, a purchased
people; that you may proclaim the perfections of him who has called you out of darkness into his marvellous light."
To echo these words of Saint Peter, the
Council describes the laity as "sharers in
the priestly, prophetical, and kingly functions of Christ." It says of the laity that they
have their own "ministries and charisms, so
that all according to their proper role'' may
undertake the salvific mission of the Church
toward the world.
The apostolate is not something newlythrust upon the layman. It has always been
there for him, and there have always been
men to take the lead, acting through their
professions-such as Windthorst in politics
or Pasteur in medicine, or that man in your
own parish who combines, or rather sees the
harmony between, his own life of work and
his life as a Christan.
The apostolate arises out of the very fact
of being baptized. Father Barnabas M. Ahern,
C.P., writes: "All Catholics, because they are
Catholics. are commHted to ecumenism, to
the revival of the liturgy, to the renewal of
sacred studies, to the activation of the laity,
to the mission-mindedness of the Church, to
its yearning for peace, to its awareness of all
life as sacramental."
Father Ahern continues: "The fruitful life
of the Church involves al the same time a
dynamic life in the world. For the Church is
in the world to meet it at every corner, to
10

These faithful are by baptisf11
made one body with Christ and
are constituted among the People
of God ; they are in their own wa y
made sharers in the priestly, pro·
phetical , and ki ngly fu nctions of
Christ ; and th ey ca rry out for
their own part the mission of the
whole Christian people in th e
Church and in the world. ( Con·
stitution on the Church )
save it on every street, to sanctify it in everY
home. . . No area of authentic human life
can be 'off-limits' for a truly integral Catha·
lie. He is in the world to save it, not to flY
from it. He above all others must plunge int0
the flood-stream of good which men of the
world are trying to accomplish, identifyinC
himself with those movements and person·
al ties which are using what is humanly good
to achieve what is humanly best."
THE CONSTITUTION ON the Church made
this idea official, if it had ever been anythiJlt
else. It declares that the laity "by their ver)'
vocation seek the kingdom of God by en·
gaging in temporal affairs and by orderiJlt
them to the plan of God." Toward this vo·
cation of sanctifying the world through tern·
poral things the laity are actually "called b)'
God." The Constitution goes on to say that
"since the laity are tightly bound up in all
types of temporal affairs, it is their special
task to order and throw light on these
affairs."
An incomplete idea of the layman's voca·
tion grew in the Church and has been popit·
lar even up to now. It ran something tiJ<e
this: There are areas of life that are closed
to the priest and religious, so the layman
must step in and be apostolic in these areas•
The idea, though correct in so far as it goes,
is incomplete and hurtful. It makes the la)''
man an apostle only by substitution or dele·
gation, when actually he is one by right and
(Continued on page 23)

speech that music, in_ itself,_ is neither sacred
nor secular. Historical cll'cumstanc.es, he
said, have worked an imbalance m our
Church music. It is almost totally concerned
with lending an understanding to the text
to be chanted or sung. Music that sttrs the
soul and excites religious sentiments has
been frowned on as "earthy." We ha\'e be.
come unconsciously Manichaean..
Music is cultural and has meaning mainly
bv association. Thus. Archabbot Rembert
p~inted out. certain instruments, f~r .example the guitar, evoke different assoc1a\Jons
and varying responses among differe~t people. For some, the sound ~f such an_ mstrument seems vulgar and rnappropnate for
worship. For others, it may arouse a very
appropriate response. The different _needs
must be respected, the Archabbot said.
I came away from this Liturgical. Week
wondering if its present structure 1s _still
pertinent for the needs of the Amenc.an
Church. In the past, the Liturgical Week incited enthusiasm for study and prayer and
work largely by widening the theol_ogic~l
vision of participants. One could ask 1f this
Job is still necessary. A meeting that is actually a testing ground for new methods of
celebrating the liturgy might be the need
from now on. So much of this remains to be
done before the liturgy even begins to be a
decisive reality in the daily life of Catholics.

This year's Liturgical Week at Chicago
1,•as the first such gathering I bad attended
and so it was a fresh experience for me. Contrary to my e:,..-pectations, there was nothing
Very striking for me in either activities or
insights. I had been prepared by former participants for a more impressive week. The
Speakers were tops in their fields, and what
they said was to the point and well delivered.
But with few exceptions the content did not
advance beyond the contributions of the past
several years.
This is not meant as a pessimistic assesstnent. A leveling-off period was to be exPected for the Liturgical Week. It has been
successful m its long uphill pull for recogllition. Perhaps now that liturgical renewal
has "arrived," this national gathering needs
a new direction, a new governing concept.
There were certainly pertinent statements
at Chicago. Aelred Tegels, O.S.B., of St.
John's Abbey, showed convincingly that we
have really just begun liturgical reform and
adaptation. The experimentation with liturgical worship up to this time has not been
true experimentation. It has been chiefly the
testing of prefabricated rites. Before we can
lhink of a living liturgy which is expressive.
televant and functional, much background
\\rork is essential. Research in liturgical sociology and symbolism is still in its infancy. The October Coner
According to Father Aelred. a case of hobbled experimentation was the development
of the new concelebration rite. This turned
out to be little more than a period of testing
for a rile constructed by individuals who I MUST TELL vou now of an event 1 heard
\\rere interested in prese~ing the aura of the from the distinguished Anthony. One of his
"private celebration." The result is a some- father's servants had been seized with a
times laborious synchronization. which only se\'ere case of leprosy. His hair was already
taps the surface of meaningful possibilities. falling out and his skin growing thick and
The fact that all the experimental work swollen. The fatal progress of the disease was
On concelebration was carried out in mon- unmistakable. In this condition he was sent
asteries and not in parochial situations ex- to the man of God, who instantly restored
Plains to some degree, Father Aelred main- him to his previous stale of health.
This passage is one of a series ol selections
tained, why the present rite has limited apfrom the biography or St. Benedict published
Peal and functionality in the parish.
by Pope Gregory I in t.he year 594. Our cover
The music section of the Week was one
U1is month illrui.---trates Ute incident mentioned
Of the most interesting and constructive.
in the selertfon. St. Benedict lived from 480
i\rchabbot Rembert Weakland, O.S.B .. of St.
lo 547.
Vincent's Archabbey, slated in his opening

The Life of St. Benedict
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Nigeria Priory

Saint Mukasa's First Postu Iants
. Th_e Subiaco monks at St. Mukasa Priory
m Nigeria are busy with school work again.
The third term of the current school year
began September 3 and will end December
2. During the mid-term holiday (which lasted
about a month) headway was made in the
Priory's building program.
Three native postulants were received
early in September and live in the novitiate
building behind the monastic quarters. The
three will probably spend a year with the
Nigerian m_onks as candidates before being
invested with the Benedktne habit as novices. Currently they are participating in the
communal praying of the Divine Office in
English. Daily the small monastic community participates in a concelebrated Mass.
The building program at Eleme continues
to press forward. 1n mid-September work
was beginning on a new dormitory for resident students. The six monks (Fathers
Raphael , Camillus, Lawrence and Basil,
Brothers Louis and Paul) are in temporary
quarters until the monastery is built sometime in the future. A new tutors' house is
ready for this term. It is being occupied by
Ben Cohn, a Peace Corps teacher, and a Nigerian _graduate who will teach history at
Ascension High School till December.
The most serious lack in the academic field
i~ a science teacher; Father Basil, the principal? has been trymg everything to acquire
a science graduate. The science laboratories are becoming better equipped all the
time as furnfahings continue
to arrive. The Chemistry and
Biology labs are in use at present and the Physics lab will
be ready by the end of the
year.
With the completion of the
new dormitory next year, the
school will have sufficient
residence halls. Workers are
engaged in the rather expensive process of drilling a deep
well for water. Future needs
include a chapel, an assembly
T he members
hall, and paved tennis courts. at a reception
IZ

The Nigerian monks assemble
IYith Father Abbot Michael during his recent vis it. Left to right,
Brother Paul, Father Basil, Father Lawrence, Father Abbot,
Father Camillus. Father Prior
Raphael, Brother Louis.

These statua ry monuments mark the graves of
Nigerian village chiefs in the front yard of a bon1e,

Nigeria has seen quite a lot of trouble lately over the threatened takeover of primary
Schools by the government. The minister o[
Education announced that local boards will
be set up to exercise almost absolute control
over the schools. In the event of such a
change, the many Catholic schools in the

IN PR AYER

UNITED

Our Lord exhorted us to "lo,·e ont" anoU1t"r." Lel
u~. therefore, au unite ow prayers ill cba.rlt.>· ¥.1th
Lht" monk~ at. Subiaco for lhe intent.Ions sent. in
~Ince last. month.

THE LIVING

cuf~~}~~g~v~~!/ f~;u~g~~sfsu~~fairi~ien~t~~~c~~;
°;r ~.\dH ~;p~aJ!~r~
ld
Our
0

Three students of Ascension High School, opet·
atcd by th e Bencclictinc monks. In the background
is the prin c~pa l classroom building.

1
1
rean;hp~:at!~te
~~~~ft;uaY~
or a ,certain person; Thanksgiving for favor received: The suflering members of the Church;
country; Men
~uccess of Vatican Council ll:
1n service: Return to faith and Sacraments; Peace
Of mind: Happy and peaceful death of one who
has cancer; Friends, relatives and neighbors.
Of F;;;y MJ{(er~

0

s;rri~~ai

0

0

,~A~~~~~!Ptlo~u~cfes;trl~
~elfare of Sisters: Better health and eyesight,
<,appy death; Welfare of an aged couple: For the
••ck: Mkhael and Agatha Ward; Favorable insurance cla.im; Improved health of wife and
daughter: Brother will return to the Church; Sue-

of the Snint Jude Society or Saint Paul's
honoring Abbot Mi chael.

J\ussi••

Port Harcourt diocese would probably be
prohfoited from teaching religion. It would
be very difficult for a strictly private school
to operate without the government's help in
paying teachers' salaries. The problem may
grow more serious for our Nigerian missionaries as time goes on.

~~- ~'B~i:;i~~~~s~~~7staifd~:l a~dte;:tfennc~~
Sate delivery, welfare of family: For rain and
blessings of crops and pastures; Better job ror
son-in-law; Happy and more vocations to the
religious life; Maturity of son: Spiritual welfare
01 daughter and family.
Solution to financial problems: Success of Sublabco Development Program: Th~nks~iving for God's
lessing thus far; End of war m Vietnam; Success
of mission in Nigeria; Continued good health of
Benedictines in Nigera; Successful teaching year:
~tudcnts attending Subiaco Academy: Seminarians at Subiaco Abbey; Return of loaned money:

To recover health: Peace and salvation of the
world; Restoration o! sight: Financial a_id a~d a
good job; Successful Building Program in Windthorst. Texas; Improved health of husband: Increased vocations to religious life; ~1ve 1.apsed
cousins and friends: Recovery of four sick friends:
Continued strength to do my work: and Peace
in our home.

THE DECEASED
Rev. Alphonse Mueller, O.S.B., Brother Fridolin
Vetter. O.S.B., Brother Stanley Hon, O.S.B., Rev.
Gregory Kehres, 0.S.B.; Josepltine Nabholz; Henry
lsenman; Philip Strobel; James and Ellen Unferfate; William Mahoney: Joseph Gatz. Sr.: Louisa
Gatz; Mary Runshang: Mrs. Ann Elizabeth Williams; Leo McGlynn; James Leon Marion: Tillie
Berg; Kleinschmidt: Mary E. Hemtskill; Hugh
Gannon: Gustave, Elizabeth. Herman. Joe. and
Fred Kleinschmidt: Anna Youngblood: Tony Zavoina: Mr. and Mrs. Anton Smerker: Henry Os\onie; Joseph Schmidt: Joseph Pawlowski: Mrs.
Carrie Perona; Henry Boerner; Grank Grasso;
Theodore Van Dorn; Melvin Dyson
Beverly Emmeret, Mary E. Lee, Nicholas T.
VeitenCristofaro; Herbert Wahrmund:
heimer: Mr. and Mrs. Angelo R. Paladino: Raymond Kolka; Lillie Agnes Ha,-ness: Joseph Harness: Stephanie Wewers: Mrs. Anna M. Barilla;
Mary Fellin; Frances Timmerman Bucrgler; Law-

Oscar

b1dheai:°uG~r:-·B~~~u~rFr~~lli:~ ~~~; E~;~

korn: Anna Rattjakob; Norman F. Green: Fred
Goebel family; Gertie Hines; Francis Bible: Walter and Mary Kulas; Scola family: Celeste Fuhrmann: Majorie Cleary; Lortito Berrigan~ Lawrence Sellg: and Donald J McMahon.
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Finding a Garb for Today
Dear Sister Catherine.
It was months ago that you told me about
the discussion then going on among the sisters about revising their habits. At the time
I thought I'd put in my nickel's worth, but
somehow I never did, and now you are already wearing the new ha bi ts you were then
talking about. It appears that I'm too late.

On second thought, though. I don't believe
it's ever too late to talk about the matter.
Religious dress ought never to be thought of
as changeless. What men and women in religion wear is surely one of the externals
of the Church that not only can be changed,
but rightly ought to be changed.
We all admit this truth in principle, but
in practice it's not so easy. The fact is that
religious dress hasn't changed much within
our memories. Some of it hasn't changed
since the particular order was founded, and
that was centuries ago. Now, after hundreds
of years, it actually has been revised a bit.
Because this happens so infrequently. most
of us have the feeling that what is happening
to religious dress will set an inflexible pattern for another century or two. This isn't
what the Church and the Council are thinking about. The revisions that you have just
made should be looked upon as only the beginning of a process of change and alteration
to meet the needs of the Church in its continuing mission to the world. I think nearly
everyone realizes this, and yet, when one
looks at the history of religious dress he can't
help but thinking that it may be a long, long
lime before it gels "modernized" again!
If all religious were cloistered away from
the sight and hearing of the rest of the world,
it probably wouldn't make much difference
what they wore. If and when a cloistered
religious order got so out of touch with the
times that its dress or rule became intolerable to the people of the age. it would shrink
and go out of existence. I wonder, sometimes,
how many prospective candidates to the religious life have been repelled by the outmoded dress and rule they were required to
accept?

Actually, only a small part of our religious
men and women are dedicated to the wholly
cloistered life. Most of them exercise a porU

lion of their apostolate in the world outside
of their convents. Even if they do stay prettY
close lo home, their work generally brings
them every day into contact with children,
with students. with the sick and with adults
in all walks of life. Most religious are ver'!
much a part of the human society of their
own times.
I welcome the changes that religious cornmunilies have already made and I look forward to the things that are to take place in
the future. In saying this. I am thinking
the effect these things will have not just oil
the world outside the Church, but on laY
people within the Church as well. There iS
much in our attitude toward the religious
life that needs overhauling. We are still al·
fected by a number of misconceptions that
actually warp and shrivel our thinking aboU 1
our own vocation.
The first of these misconceptions has to do
with the purpose of entering religion. Witll
us, a person who enters religion becomes in
valved in a very special and very personal
relationship with God. So far so good. BUl
it has always seemed to us that this relation·
ship is something between the religious and
God and does not include the rest of the
Church. In other words, a boy or girl enters
religion for the purpose of saving his soul.
In fact, it is often said that it's much easier
and a much surer way of getting to heaven
than remaining a lay person.
Perhaps we Jay people haven 't listened to
the whole story. but it has seldom got th.rough
to us that the real vocation of men and women in religion is to engage in a special work
and apostolate in and for the benefit of the
whole Church. You haYe heard of parent;
who objected to their son or daughter enter·
ing religion because they thought they would
be able to serve both God and their fe]loW
man just as well, or perhaps, even better, as
lay people. If it had been generally under·
stood that a portion of the mission of the
Church to the world can only be carried 0 ~
by single men and women dedicated an
vowed for life exclusively lo that special
world, I doubt tf this objection would have
been heard so often.

A N un in the World

The second misconception that affects the
layman's attitude toward the religious li{e
has to do with the end and purpose of the
World itself. Religious communities themselves will have to shoulder some of the
blame for this altitude.
The older religious orders have becm".e
models for all religious orders. Some o{ their
rules of life and some of their basic thinking
has found its way into all of them. At the
time when St. Benedict and even the later
founders of religions orders started, the
World was in a pretty sad and unappealing
state. St. Benedict and the other monasllc
fathers may themselves have thought pretty
straight about it, but to those who followed
them the world was very much unredeemed
and it appeared to be unredeemable. Disease,
hunger, violence, and injustice hounded the
ordinary man from his cradle lo hts pave.
lf the world was getting any better, 1t was
hard to see the improvement. In fact, it apPeared that unlimited sorrow and misery
Was the fixed mortal fate of the whole human
race until the end of time. It certainly did
not seem that the material world or any part

of il was fit material for glory at the Seco nd
Coming. Rather, the "abomi~ation of desolation" spoken of in the Scriptures seemed
a fitting end for creation and most of th e
people in it.
It isn't difficult to see how a life of religion
came to be thought of as a life set apart and
divorced from the things of the world. _To
withdraw and flee was the sensible Chnstt~n
thing to do-if you had the stuff to ~o. 1\.
Neither is it difficult to see how a m1ss~on
and a work by men and women in rehg~on
in and for the Church in her human cond1tton
got shoved into the background .
Whal has this got to do with relig!ous
dress? Well if the vocation of the reltg1ous
was thought to consist mainly in shaping up
and perfecting his or her_ o:,vn personal affairs with God-if the reltg1ous entered the
cloister to withdraw and separate himself
or herseU from the corruption of the world
and the corrupted people in it-then 11 really
didn't matter what kind of dress he wore.
In fact, it just might be a good thing ii they
were markedly different, because then the
corrupt world would the more easily recog15

nize_ the example of incorruption and perfection better when it saw it. And, for all I
know, serving as a model of perfection in a
very imperfect world that needed a reminder
of what could be may have been God's idea
of the apostolate of the religious in those
days!
Be that as it may, the conctition of the
world has changed in the intervening centuries. We are now able to see at least some
few seeds of glory in it. It can be irn proved
and made better. It has been.
It is a slow process and it will take mankind ages, even with generous Divine help.
to make creat10n a half-fit canctidate for the
Fin of the Spirit. Christians once thought
that Chnst would return in a generation or
two, We know better now. He has waited
nearly 2000 years already and besides that.
it's going to take a long,' long time to make
the wo_rld fit for its final glory. We have
mdefirutely lengthened the time that will
elapse before He finally does come. We are
beginning to see the enormity and the full
dimensions of the mission which God has
given His People.
_For the inctividual member of Christ, it
still means the saving of his own soul but
it means saving h.is soul by assisting G~d in
restoring and lifting up and drawing together all things in Christ. Moreover, this
task of remaking all things is the job of the
whole People of God. It is patently just as
foolish to suppose that the laity can do it by
themselves as it is to turn the whole job over
to the pnests and religious. Both have their
irreplaceable part in it.
_But we must_ all_ meet the world and give
witness to Christ m terms which the world
around us can understand. It's pretty thickheaded. And this truth about our witnessing
applies not only to the language we use but
it applies with eq ual force to our exa~ple
our dress and to all things that the world
takes into account when it decides whether
to accept ?r reject what we have to give to
1t. There is an old principle of action that
applies here: "In all things that are not essential we must conform; in all that is not
essential we must be different."
We must be like the rest of the world in all
things, except in that better thing about
which we are trylllg to convince it. Our witness to the Christian good, whether we are
religious or layman , must always be given
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from a position of identity with the world,
coming from inside of it, springing out of it,
not by means of an unusual stance or dress
or manner of speaking, but through the fire
and power of the Spirit which we have car·
ried down in to it.
When we begin to think about the changes
that ought to be made in religious garb, l
think it is this becoming identified with the
world that really bugs us. We have heard
so much about being in but not of the world,
and about the dangers of just being in tile
world, that we are afraid lest, in becoming
identified with the world which we are con·
secrated to redeem, we become swallowed up
and overcome by it. Can it be that our real
trouble is weak faith?
We are a light to the world. That would
seem to put us outside and above the worldBut we are just as much the yeast which
makes it ferment with good things and we
are also the salt that gives it flavor. Both
of these things work their good effect b)'
becoming mixed into and identified with the
very things which they improve. Have we
lost some of our faith in the power of the
Spirit Who lives and works in us? Have we
ever really had it?
To go down into the world has its real
dangers. We may fall. But our faith als0
requires us to believe in the willingness of
God to forgive and take us back if, by chance,
we stumble and fall while on our mission
to the world.
If we follow out this line of thinking, it
becomes evident that the manners the
speech and the dress of all Christian~ i.ocl'.'-ding religious, must serve to identify the111
with the world as it is here and now. per·
haps the main reason why religious orderS
have already begun to change their garb
springs from a recognition of the fact that
religious dress, as it was, ctivorced and set
the wearer apart and made him less accept·
able to the world.

Some of these changes seem quite adequate,
and yet, no matter what changes have al·
ready b_e~n made, we still persist in presen·
mg relig10us dress as something that sets
the wearer apart and separates him or he!"
from the rest of men. It is still a mark of
distinction. Perhaps we are not ready for ii
right now, but sooner or later we will have
to decide whether the religious garb is al·
(Continued on page 17)

<4 Bird's-eye View

of

the Abbey

With the school year well in progress all
Inembers of the Abbey are busy at their posts.
F'or the the newly-ordained Fathers it means
ii tting into new jobs, while for the older
members it means putting on the old work
shoes. Father Timothy is testing bis abilities
as a prefect and is quickly learning the tricks
of the trade, and of the students. Father Jerome is filling the bill as assistant principal
and assistant student chaplain and he re-

ports that these two tasks. together with his
four classes, keep him hopping.
Frater Pius also teaches four classes in the
subJects of Sociology, Latin and Christian
Doctrine. Frater Frowin is trying hjs hand
at practice teaching and has begun with the
sophomore World History class. The other
personnel of the Academy remain the same
with the exception of Coach Don Branham,
who teaches classes in the social field.
Two of the newly ordained are studying
away from the Abbey this ye~- Father J?achim is working for an M.A. m Counsel1'.1g
at Hays State College in Kansas, while
Father Donald has finished a Berlitz course
in French and will leave shortly for Europe
for liturgical studies. Father Marion ,
was ordained in 1964 continues his studies
in Chemistry at Tex;s Christian University
in Fort Worth. He hopes to finish next year.

w?o

(Conti nued on page 18)

Finding a Garb for Today
(Continued from page 16)

Ways to remain a mark and a badge of difference.
From the little history that we have personally observed, we would all say that one
of the basic purposes of the religious habit
is lo distinguish and mark the wearer as one
especially vowed to Christ. Is this universal!Y- true. I mean. has this always been so? Or,
ls the concept of the religious garb as a kind
of distinguishing uniform something that has
been borrowed from the military at some far
distant time in the past. Maybe it's somelhing
lhat crept into the cloister when we weren't
looking.
In many of the poorer countriesofSoutbern
li:urope, North Africa and the Middle East,
You can still see the poor, the peasants and
some of the working class people wearing
clothing made of a coarse black cloth. It is
true that men now wear it made into trousers and women wear it made into dresses,
but in an earlier day, the difference in design
Was not so great. Ii was a loose, shapeless
covering for the body. As such , it became the
everyday apparel of the poor. It was the comlnon dress of the social nobodys.
When the monastic fathers selected a garb,
did they pick something that was different
from the rest of men? Were they th.inking
abou t distinguishing the monki; and nuns
frorn the rest of the Church? Quite the con-

trary. They deliberately tried to identify
themselves with the common people and the
poor. They did it, not only by owning nothing of ther own. but also by adopting the
dress of the poor. Instead of becoming recognizable as religious by their dress, they
chose to identify themselves with the little
people of the world. Their dress was a means
of making them indistinguishable from the
rest of mankind. They used their dress to
enhance and make truly genuine their position as nobodys of the Lord.
If we [allow th.is line of reasoning to its
practical conclusion , what does it mean?
Does it mean that religious will one day
adopt a slovenly, even ragged and ctirty imitation of the cil"ess worn by the inhabitants
of skid row? No, but it will mean adopting a
garb that is, in design, in material and in
color, something like that worn by the common people. It will be something that enables them to melt away into the human
landscape-something that will allow them
to be nobodys of the Lord in today's society.

As I said earlier, we may not be ready for
all th.is right now. It may be a long time before we are, but I do believe that we will
have to begin right now to think along these
lines if our religious communities really intend to renew themselves according to the
universal mind of the Church.
-Clare E. Wolf
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POLLY PARADE
(Continued from page 17)

cate that after much work, everything is well
under control, and all are settled down for a
hard year of studying at the University.
T_he1r address is: The Subiaco House of Stu·
dies;_ 725 St. Bernard's Lane; St. Louis, Mis·
sour1 63110. They will enjoy hearing froJll
you.

Father Christopher and the hard-workin g
c~ew of Brothers Anselm, Nicholas, and
Richard, and Frater Xavier met the deadline
b_y havmg the football field ready for the
first game_ on September 9. The Trojans repayed their efforts by romping over Mena
Reports from our sick brethren remained
hy a score or 35-14. This did not mean an end about the same. Father Conrad and Brother
Lo tbe construct.ion however. Work continues Robert continue to live in the infirmarY
o_n the concession stand, restrooms, box of- while Old Age takes its toll. OccasionaI11
fice, grandstands , ticket booth , and track .
they are seen in various odd parts of th•
Our second home game with Mountain Abbey mernly making their rounds, looking
Home on October I was the occasion of for some words of cheer. Brother Novice Carl
the dedication of the new field . At last, Subi- returned from the Van Buren Hospital where
aco has a field of its own, and a snappy he received . a prolonged checkup. EarlY
d1agnos1s md1cates that his illness may b•
team to use it. We are proud of both.
The L iturgy of the Abbey has seen a few ser10us. He will appreciate your prayers.
changes with the coming of the school year. . Brother Candidate Alvin Zimmerer had
Every day at ll :00 a.m . the entire commun- Jomed the partly disabled list last week b~
ity, monks and students, assemble for the teari_n g a ligament in his right ankle.
worshi P of God through the concelebra tion had it m a cast and a pair of crutches helped
of the Eucharist. Participatio n by means of him get around. Now he travels at a rapid
hymns and response has been very good
pace without his crutches.
thanks lo the able direction and much en~
Henry J . Boerner, the former foreman of
couragemen t of Father Hugh, the monastic
the Ab_bey farm, and well known to many ot
choirmaster .
our friends, recently passed to his eternal
Th_e community gathered a few weeks ago reward, as a result of an automobile
acc1·
lo view the slides that Father Abbot took dent. Henry came to Subiaco
in 1923 and
while visitng Saint Mukasa Priory in Ni- s ~rved as head of the
farm crew until tht
geria. All were amazed to see the· progress late forties . His last years
oi service for the
tha_t has been made since the four Fathers Abbey were spent in helping
with tbe con·
arrived there in 1963 and the Brothers in strncllon of the present
Printing Office and
1964. We especially enjoyed the pictures of Library. Several of the
Fathers and Brother;
our brother_ missionaries , whom we have not travelled to Fort Smith last
week
seen m quite some lime. After the session funeral to show ow· appreciation for tnr
for hi•
many agreed that. since the pictures were ~any years of faithful service.
May he rest
so excellent, Father Abbot ought to become m peace.
the Abbey photograph er
The joy of having five
young newly professed Fralers enter our comunity was
partly taken away as they left
lo continue their college st udies at our new House of Studies in St. Louis. Half of them
left on September JO, along
with the superior, Father David, and the rest of them left
the next day accompanie d by
Father Prior, who went along
lo help them get started. The
Fraters were joined on Monday by the six collegemen
who journeyed to St. Louis
their separate ways. Reports
from our brothers there indi -

f{e
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manages to keep his nose out of things well
enough to tell us what the bishops actually
said. and to keep it (his nose) in enough to
spice it up.
WhY read it in the first placeJ Because the
Coun~il is, as Rynne quotes Bishop Wright of
of Pittsburg (p. 147). an effort to "make an
accurate analysis of major fears, aspirations,
and desires of men today," and the corresponding effort to show how a Christian
faces them. Rvnne's book is an opportunity
for us to mak·e our Christian faith actually
mean something to us, to get an understanding of it in down-to-ear th terms. One of the
principal benefits of the Council is that it
forced the individual bishops to broaden
their perspectives . ·by coming into contact
with bishops from other parts of the world,
. Re:iders nre invited to use the free lending
hbrary service of the Abbey. The books referred
and to learn the difficulties, the joys, the
lo below are part of a shelf of several hundred
insights these others had concerning Christ
books available. Add.i tions are constantly being
trll de to the library. Write for any of these books
and how to be His follower in the modern
ask for a complete list. Address U1e Lending world. By
reading Rynne we can make this
tbrary, New ubiaco Abbey, ubiaco, Ark.
experience our own.
BITTER-SWEET
Rynne's procedure is to follow the Council
1'H:E THIRD SESSION, by Xavier Rynne; day by day. Examples of the parts of our
Farrar. Straus and Giroux, 1965, with index, faith under discussion are: the pastoral of399 pages, $4.95.
fice of bishops, religious liberty , our relation
"Ideal for sugar diabetes. This book will to the Jews. the apostolate of the Laity, the
surely counteract any excessive sweetness in 'Church m the modern world' (covering such
Your system." This was my first reaction to topics as: civil rights, place of women, marri~ynne's account of the 1964 session of the age. birth control, concentratio n camps, proCouncil in Rome. And to a degree this im- stitution, nuclear bombs, poverty), priestly
pression sticks with me. No one can accuse formation.
the author of being dull. His zeal, though,
I admit that reading the diverse (and often
ts like vinegar; like the bitter zeal of a re- opposing) opinions, comments
and interprevengeful, pouting child. He quite clearly says tations does tend to disturb
one, but how else
(p. 36): He who is not with me, is deliberately will we appreciate
the depths of our faith
against the Holy Spirit.
if we don't stir it up. Besides. reading about
There is no joy. no trace of delight at the the discussions is the
onlv wav to reallv make
results of the frank. at times brutally frank , any sense out of the
finai dec~ee .
•
discussions the Spirit was directing among
At the end of the books are appendices
the bishops in the Council. Every accomPlishment is viewed with an "It's about containing the opening and closing addresses
of Pope Paul. and the three 'decrees' that
time!''
were promulgate d at the end of the '6-1 sesl3ut all is not black. In fact, I recommend sion: on the Church.
on Ecumenism , and on
the book rather highly; and not just because Eastern Rite
Churches.
We have it in the Lending Library. Most oi
-Daniel Geels, O.S.B.
Us find it a bit difficult to sit down and read
the speeches of the bishops. And here the
very imbalance of Rynne's account come to THE CHURCH AND GOD'S PEOPLE. by
our aid. Instead of a dry, •· ... and then bish- Bernhard Hanssler, translated by Gregory
op X said .. . and he was followed by bishop Roettger, O.S.B., Helicon. 1963, 182 pages,
Z, who said; ... " we have, "Then bishop X. $4.50.
We have it from G. K. Chesterton that
one of the good guys got up and really laid
into bishop Y (an arch-villain and enemy of "paradox is the truth standing on her head
the Holy Spirit). tearing his speech to bits." to attract attention." Statements bearing a
This makes for interesting reading, which paradoxical nature in current literature
is necessary for most of us lazy souls. Rynne
(Continued on page 20)
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Brother Isidore's Notes

temperature s climbed daily without inter·
rupton. Aside from the human discomfort
caused, the fields and lawns started dying
before their usual autumn demise.
During the third week of September (his
dry trend was stopped by a slow moving
cool front that took time to dump five inches
The hot, dry weather trend of August con- of rain before moving out of the state. ThiS
Linued here during the greater part of Sep- massive cool front sharply dropped the tern·
tember, causing Arkansans to suffer the peratures, and the cloudy, rainy days helped
summer's heat until far into September. to sustain this cooling trend. During this
The usual cool fronts with showers failed rain outside work on the farm came to 8
to arrive during this period; therefore, the standstill, and activities turned to work un·
der shelter. The farm crew was deep in the
LENDING LIBRARY NOTES
middle of silage harvest when the rain began,
and the fields stayed wet for several days
(Continued from page 19)
after the rain.
about the Church point lo conJJicting opinDuring the period following the rain. Bro·
ions that often seem irresolvable . For the ther John started the long process of calf
average reader sifting the truth from such weaning. The calves. having remained with
seeming antinomies proves difficult. This the cows from birth in the spring and aJI
work by Father Hanssler helps to resolve during the summer. were now old enough
such difficulties. He treats the questions of to separate from the cows. The small herd
authority and freedom, the Church as related was brought to the barns and the cows taken
to society, culture, and the state-al! in chap- from the calves. This task can prove arduous
ters developing biblical-theological concepts when nature and instinct show their spirit
("The Foundation -Jesus the Founder " and the cattle refuse to be separated. The
"The Church the Fullness of Christ's Power:" task, however, was accomplished, and there
·'The Church's Citizens," and "Life in the followed the nightly mournful dirge of barn·
Church").
land. The weaning procedure will likely b.e
At a brief first view the book's hard state- carried out several limes during the fall until
ments might alienate the reader. One may all the herd has been separated.
The silage harvest. having been interruped
not agree to Father Hanssler's statement that "lay apostolate" and "priesthood by the rain, was resumed as soon as the soil
of the laity" are unhappy choices of termi- was dry enough for travel. The harvest en·
nology. Further reading will prove that the tails a varied operation, with several trucks,
author is not ''old hat," but that his acute a baler, and a tractor beng used. First the
sense for logical accuracy demands penetrat- cutter, pulled by a tractor, chops the stalkS
ing all opinions. He does not mak'e his points and leaves into small particles. This feed is
by non-conform ist sensationali sm; as he says, blown into a truck which drives beside the
All those who so fashionably bea r Utis tag
machine until the I.ruck is filled. The truck
today risk a bso lutely nothing over against an
takes the load and delivers it to the silo,
essentially good authority. Thus non-conwhere it is dumped and packed by several
form.ism is reduced to nonsense.
men. While this process is continued, anotheT
truck
drives beside the cutter, and perforrn•
Juxtaposed with these seemingly harse criticisms are the author's calm reflections based the same activity. All of lhs work requireS
on a balanced and thorough acquaintanc e a large number of helpers, and this year's
with scripture, history, sociology, philosophy, crop demanded the help of monks otherwise
and literature. The insights of biblical theo- occupied in other work.
logy, the Church Fathers. Thomas Aquinas,
After a shower of rain fell in August. \WO
Newman. Nietzsche- all find hearing in this fields south of the Abbey were
sowed lo oal5
book. The scope and admirable logic of his for silage and
grain uses next spring. our
treatment help considerabl y in the effort to
recent rain helped the young crop lo shoot
learn the lesson of history which is "to divine the truth among opinions and above up toward the sun. On close observation one
notices a good stand over all the fields. With
opinions.
continued sunshine this crop will be in pro-Ephrem O'Bryan, O.S.B.
per growth to withstand the coming winter•
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Dear Young Americans.
One beautiful Sunday in October. before
anybody in our family had ever seen a Catholic Church, a priest, or even a Catholic , we
had assembled together, smdied a part of the
Bible in our S11nday School classes, listened
to the preaching and were now singing:
"Ring the bells of heaven. there is joy

today . . ."

The weather was cool enough for us to
sing vigorously without dripping sweat. Eve-rybody in the congregatio n was feel ing
Well. We had not sung that song in a long
time. b11t everybody knew the chorus without looking at the hymnal. so we sang from
the bottoms of our hearts to the tops of our
Uoices:
" Joyyyy bel!ls ringing in 011r hearts. joy
bells ringing in our hearts!
Take the Savior here below, with you everywhere you go,
He will keep the joy bellllls! Ringing in
Yo11r hearts!"
At home, we were greeted by the tantalizing smells of baked sweet potatoe.~ and roast
chicken as soon as the front door was opened.
Before we could walk inside, terrif ying
shrieks started coming from the next house
down the road. Mother and Father raced
down the porch steps and across the yard to
a path that was a short cut to the house next
door. I followed them, but 1 was not even
Old enough to go to kindergarte n at that time.
so my short legs could not keep up with my
Parents.
Mother and Father rushed inside the house
1':!itho11t knocking. Shrieks came fa.ster and
louder as I finally reached the yard. I slowed
down a little to catch my breath and walked
Up the front steps hesitantly. This house was
strange to me.

"I'm dying! I'm dying!" the shrieks cam~
now as words. "Why don't you do something,
a man's voice complained.
"I'll go a~er the doctor,'' 1 ~eard my father
say as he hurried our the s,d~ door. .
''Ohhhhh! Owwwww! I cant stand it another minute!" bellowed the man's i·oice. I
walked in the open doorway and tip-toed
down the hallway w the room where all the
noise was coming from. I knocked on the
door but nobody heard me. It was already
partly open, so I wa Iked in.
A lady was run11 ing into the room through
an.0th er door w ith an old fa.~lttoned iron
clurched in her hand with a thick pot holder.
Another lady ran out the same door with
another iron clutched in her hand. The first
lady ran to cite bed where a grey haired man.
sat with a quilt over his back, and started
moving the iron uigorously, while the man
was yelling.
"Stop it this minute . before you burn him
1,p!" I tried to tell the lady. but she did not
pay any attention to me. I ran ouer to the
bed and tried to push her away. The man
stopped in the middle of a shriek to stare at
me. " Don't iron on the poor man;• 1 begged.
"Haven't you got an ironing board?"
For a momem a trace of a smile almost
lif1 ed the corners of her tired looking mouth.
''I'm nor burning him , Tammy. Put your
hand under rhe quilt," she said.
With fear I slipped my hand under the
quilt. I started to pull it out wh en 1/,e iron
came down. but she held i t there with her
other hand. "See ," she said. " It is not /wt .
is it?"'
"Well, why w as the man yelling so loud?''
I asked, but before site could answer. the
man started hollering and groaning all ouer
again.
"Ohhhhh!" he complained . ·'Why are you
so slow changing irons? Don't you know my
ii

back is killing me? Owww! The quilt is
slipping too far down! Ohhh! Now you've
got it wrinkled! It does look like you could
take a little more pains with your poor
father. . "
" I'd better take Tammy home,'' said mother, who had come into the room when she
hea.r d me trying to stop the ironing. I looked
at the man's face before leaving. It was twisted up into a horrible mass of wiggling eyebrows and writhing lips. He didn't look anything at all like the people in church. But
then. he was not singing the kind of song
they were singing either!
Love to every one of you,
Tammy

Another Tune
Benjie let out a big breath al the end of
the song. That was the best singing he had
ever heard! He wished he could hear it all
over again so be could remember it forever.
God was so good to His people, pushing a
dry road through the middle of the sea for
them to walk through, and utterly destroying their enemies!
There was a stir among the women. Miriam. the sister of Moses was shaking a timbrel in her hand to attract their attention.
"Let us sing to the Lord!" she called out
joyfully lo them. The women began to rummage through their baggage until they found
timbrels, too, and joined Miriam.
"For He is gloriously magnified!
The horse and his rider He hath cast into
the sea ... "
Here the women made movements with
their arms in such a manner that Benjie
could almost see the Hand of God pick up
the Red Sea and use it as a whip to knock
down the Egyptians and their horses.
AJI the way through the song the women
not only sang, and tapped out the rhythm
on their timbrels. but also moved about
gracefully to emphasize what they were
singing. Now it would be easy for Benjie
and all the other children to remember the
words.
Benjie looked for his mother in the group,
moving his eyes from one of the women to
another. Somehow they did not look like the
same women who had been wringing their
hands before the Red Sea the day before. And
where was his own mother in that group?
Benjie concentrated on the women nearest
himself. His mother would not go too far
22

away. He tried to remember what his mother
wore, and how she wore it. Over there was
somebody about the size of his mother, and
she was wearing the same kind of clothes,
He looked at her face carefully.
Could that be his mother? This woman
was radiant and beautiful, more beautiful
than any of the ladies in Pharao's court iJl
Egypt. He looked at other faces in the group.
They were radiant and beautiful, too! When
people praised the Most High God, the praising made them beautiful! Benjie looked at
h.is mother in joy and wonder, wishing that
she would never, for a moment, stop praising
God.
It was time to march on nearer to the
Promised Land. The people picked up their
belongings and began to stride joyfully. Fronl
time to time the children practiced bits of
the song and the movements of the women•
They went through desert country, not
finding a single water hole on the first daY•
That was not too bad, as they carried some
water with them, enough to quench part ol
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their thirst. They went on through the wilderness of Sur the next day, and the next, and
found no water.
Benjie's mouth was dry. He had stopped
asking for water. He could not bear to look
at his mother's face. The people had stopped
Praising their Most High God. They no longer looked beautiful, alive and radiant. They
al] looked like tired lumps bumping listlessly
through a sea of dust.
Men were making trips into the wilderness
on each side of the marching group. searching for water, coming back to the group later
in the day. Benjie's father had to go next.
" If there is any water out there, I'll find
it," he told Benjie confidently. Benjie was
glad his family was at the edge of the group
Where he could see wbat was going on. He
Watched the men go towards a spot that
looked lower than the rest of the land. Soon
they came running back to the group wildly.
"Water!" they cried hoarsely. "Water'"
they kept on crying until they were sure
the group heard. Benjie ran to his father.
'I'be whole multitude turned in their march
towards the water. Benjie was very thirsty.
"I told you I'd find water, just as soon as
it was my turn to hunt," Benjie's father said
Proudly to his mother.
"I'll believe it is water when I taste it,"
Benjie's mother said gloomily.
"Come on, let's hurry faster," Benjie told
his parents. "I'm parched!"
Soon the people on the edge of the group
saw the water, and many began to push and
shove to get there first, and drink. Benjie
Was already near the edge of the people so
he bolted to tl1e rim of the water, knelt
down and sucked in a large mouthful, along
With the rest of the first-comers.
"Ugh'" he said and spat out the water.
B.e could not swallow it. It was terrible! ll
Was so hitter, it puckered up h.is mouth, and
he could still taste it e,•en after he kept on
Spitting. All the people around him were
coughing and spitting, but still more and
tnore people rushed to drink.
"I thought you said you had found water!"
Benjie's mother said to his father angrily.
"Is that the best you could do?"
Benjie looked away from his mother tearfully. She looked ugly and hateful. She
Sounded awful. The whole mob of people
Were quarreling. murmuring, clamoring,
Shoving, still coughing and spitting as people
kept on trying the bitter water for themSelves and becoming very angry afterwards.

Everywhere Benjie looked the people
seemed more like demons than people. He
shut tight his eyes. The noise ebbed and
[lowed as if they were singing. But this w_as
another tune, a horrible tune, and Beni1e
poked a finger in each ear to shut out the
sound.
(To be continued)
TO SPEAK TO THE WORLD
(Continued from page 8)
duty. His vocation comes from the fact th at
he bas been baptized and confirmed, and not
from the fact that he is a stand-m for the
priest.
h'
IN THE MASS the layman makes 1s own
offering. The Constitution declares that ''All
their works. prayers, apostolic endeavor~.
their ordinary married and family liie, thetr
daily occupations, their physical and mental
relaxation . . . and even the hardships of
life ... all these become 'spiritual sa_cripces
acceptable to God through Jesus Chrtst. Together with the offering of the Lord's _Body.
these things are most fittingly offered m the
celebration of the Eucharist. Thus. as those
evervwhere that adore in holy activity. the
laitv· consecrate the world itself to Christ."
The Council document sees as its goals "A
strengthened sense of personal responsibility;
a renewed enthusiasm, a more ready application of their talents to the projects of their
spiritual leaders."
Every area of human activity, precisely
because it is human, is an area for the apostolate of the layman . Father Ahern says.
'·Politics or ballet, freelance writing or a roving State Department assignment. poetry _or
factory work: all this is our rightful domain.
where Catholics must come to grips wilh
reality, charge it with human goodnes_s. and
open it wide to the peace and blessing of
God."
This is today's challenge to the layman.
and only when he begfos to Jive up to this
challenge in his own area will the Church
and the Council truly begin to speak lo the
world.

ABBEY DEATH ANNIVER ARIES

Bro. Gabriel Rieger!
Oct. 24, 1910
Rev. Aloysius Ba11mgartner
Oct. 16, 1934
Publication of death anniversary dates is an
encouragement to friends o( the deceased. and to
our readers to remember the departed in their
prayers.
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The Abbey Retreat program picks up during
the fall and winter months. Father Herbert
and Father Robert will be happy to work with
you in one of the different groups. The schedule
for coming retreats is as follows:

•

October 15-17
St. Agnes Academy, Memphis
October 28-31
Men's Retreat
October 22-24
Women's Retreat
November 5-7
_ Single girls
November 12-14 St. Agnes Academy, Memphis
November 19-21
Widows and elderly women

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

POPE PAUL AND HIS CRITICS

MEDICARE APARTMENTS

•

►

FLANNERY O'CONNOR'S LAST BOOK

TRADITION AND THE RENEWAL

◄

Abbot Michael's Letter
My dear Friends and Benefactors:
October 4. 1965, is a date that will live long in the
memories of many people in America. It was the day
that the Pope came to New York and to the UN. He
who is the Vicar of Christ came as a gracious, humble,
warm man, bearing a message for all mankind. And it
seemed that all the world stopped to receive him, to
listen to him and to respond to his message with enthusiasm and joy.
That day, one could hardly avoid feeling proud of
being an American and a Catholic. As the New York
Herald Tribune remarked: "This is not a country that
has always loved the Pope of Rome." What an understatement that was for those of us that can remember
the Al Smith campaign of the 1920's or even the Kennedy campaign of the 1960's. But now all was changedtransforrned. All was respect-a kindly waiting and attention that gradually changed to veneration and warm
enthusia m, as the day wore on and the slight, white
Father of Christendom moved from place to place-from Harlem to St. Patrick's to the Waldorf-Astoria to
the Assembly of Nations-from Yankee Stadium to the
World's Fair-smiling. moving his hands from his heart
to greet the cheering multitudes, speaking with warmth,
with power and prophetic conviction and utter sincerity.
Long ago, the midnight silence of Bethlehem's hills
was broken by an angelic host, bearing a message to all
mankind: Peace on earth to men of good will! In the
twentieth century that heavenly promise was proclaimed to the representatives of the nations, extending to
the ends of the earth, by a simple, bumble man chosen
by God to be the Vicar of His Son Who was born in a
cave.
Yes. October 4, 1965, was the day when the
voice of God's Holy Spirit broke the sound barrier of
war and hate, power politics and earthly ambition,
greed and Just, and all the world listened. Yes, it was
the day when Christ's Vicar for the first time came
to America and blessed its people: "Greetings to you,
America! The first pope to set foot upon your land
blesses you with all his heart. He renews, as jt were,
the gestw·e of your discoverer, Christopher Columbus,
when he planted the cross of Christ in this blessed soil.
May the cross of blessing which we now trace over your
skies and your land preserve those gifts which Christ
gave you and guaranteed to you: Peace, concord, freedom, justice-and above all the vision of life in the
hope of immortality. God bless this land of yours!"
Gratefully yours in Christ,

+ ~ ~ ' o,,J.Q.
Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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13y Bernard Schumacher. O.S.B.
Not many of the words of Christ are on
tecord. We can sit down and read them aU
at one time. But it is not easy to follow them
alJ the time. We have to remind ourselves of
them many limes a day. They are aimed at
basic weaknesses in our human nature. Many
do not like to be reminded of these weaknesses. Yet we must be reminded of them
if we are to overcome them.

. .

No matter how great or how small a man
is he will be pursued by those weaknesses.
We would get discouraged if God did not
help us. St. Paul tells us we should not lose
our confidence which has a great reward. If
\Ve cooperate with God He will build up this
Confidence in us. We need courage and confidence because we have a last stand to make
on earth and probably a stay ahead in purgatory. By the mercy of God we can escape
Purgatory altogether or make it very short.
l3ut there are those who are imprisoned there
for a long time. We do not know just. how
acute the pains o[ purgatory are but all are
agreed that the cleansing process is very
severe. Our prayers can persuade God to
shorten the stay of the souls in purgatory.
Generally we look upon it as being a long
time before purgatory will be upon us. But
liie is so short and it takes such a long time
to make even a small improvement in our
lives.

•

THE INDEX

The joy of heaven is intense and continuous and ·without interruption. We ,~ill open
our lips only lo bless and our ears will never
hear any harsh words. We will do only what
is right. We will lh•e in ne,·er endmg youth
and always be in the prime of life.

We may think that the Church will event1.lally pro.pose some new and easy method of
Salvation. But the way of salvation will al\Vays be the way of the cross. The way of the
cross is the way of suffering. But the sufferings of this life are not worthy lo be compared with the glories to come. As long as we are
on earth we cannot know what life is like in
heaven . But we can and do know a few things
about that life. We know that it. is the most
desirable condition of life that can be or that
there is. Heaven has been described as the
land of plenty for everyone. Each citizen of
heaven will rejoice in seeing the plenty that
his neighbor possesses.

In heaven all will be in the sta_te of glory
All will be friends. All will be ]Jke God. It
is the place where we will have what we
are looking for on earth but never really
find. There we will not hear the commands
of God but only His praise.

•

•

•

•

•

*

Prayers of praise and thanksgiv!ng will
come easily and naturally to our ltps. Our
minds will always be on God. Our wills ~,nil
always be turned and drawn toward Him.
.

Our Lord Himself will be our companion.
He will show us the wonders of His kingdmn.
That kingdom will have no_borders, no h.mts
of time or space and we will see. God e, e ~ where. All in heaven will be umted to God.
They will be united in such a way that no
one will be in opposition to any other but
all will be in accord and the happmess of
one will add to the happiness of the other.
My Lord Jesus Christ, you are a just Judge
who will allow us to enter heaven or keep us
out according to the way we have hved on
earth. You sit at the right ha nd of you: Father ready to welcome us but you mu st Jtt dge
us first. You have wonderful plans for us
but you want us to cooperate with. those
plans. You suffered and died to make it possible for your plans to come true for us.

EDITORIALS

Counterliturgy

It is ha rd to foresee ;
but it is easy to affirm
that it is towards that new history,
a peaceful , truly human history,
as promised by God
to men of good will,
that we must resolutely march ;

the roads thereto are already
well marked out for you ;
and the first is that of disarmament.
If you wish to be brothers,
let the arms fall from your hands.
One cannot love
while holding offensive weapons.
-Pope Paul VI to th e United Na tions

The renewal of the sacred liturgy has come
a long way since the early years of this century. The voice of Pope Pius X may have
Seemed like only a murmur in his own time,
but il was echoed and reinforced by his successors. Pope Pius XII capped a long term
or development with his encyclical MediatoT
Dei (1947), which defined the liturgy as "the
integral public worship of the Mystical Body
of Jesus Christ, of its head and of its members." All this was designed to bring Catholics back lo a dynamic view of Christian
Worship. Practice had tended to make the
liturgy of the Mass and the Sacraments "administration" instead of celebration. It was
this static view that Pius X was combalting
When he called upon the faithful lo draw the
"true Christian spirit" from its "first and
indispensable source: the active participation in the sacred mysteries and the public
and solemn prayer of the Church."
The intervening years, since Pius XII, with
their important reforms in language and
ritual, have done much to change our altitude. No longer do we confound liturgy and
rubrics. We look upon our worship in com111unity as the action of the mystical Christ
and we bend our efforts to bring all of God's
People to take part in what is rightfully
theirs. As the Council's Constitution on the
SncTed LituTgy (1963) states; "Liturgical
Services are not private functions, but are
Celebrations of the Church, whkh is the 'sacrament of unity,' namely. the holy people
United and ordered under their bishops." (26)
BUT EVEN WITH our new awareness of
the liturgy as the worship of the united peoPle of God, we preserve here and there practices that contradict the unity of the action
of Christ. With a view to correcting this, the
Council teaches that the communal celebration "is to be preferred" to the individual;
and it forewarns in its legislation or. concelebration against a possible discrepancy, when
it notes that priests may celebrate Mass individually, "though not at the same time in
the same church as a concelebrated Mass."
Since it is in concelebration that "the unity
of the priesthood is appropriately manifested," individual Masses at the same time
Would destroy its significance.

Another practice that bas always. been
frowned upon in the rubrical books 1s the
private recitation of the Divi_ne Office during the parish or commumly Mass. The
rubricists disapprove of this because. the
prayer of Christ is one, and the lesser liturgical action (the hour of the Offi~e) _gives
way to the greater (the Mass, which 1s ac.
tually the center of the Office).
There is one current pastoral practice,
though, which is not specifically discountenanced by the rubrics but seems to weaken
the liturgical action. This is the custom_ of
celebrating the Sacrament of Penance during
(or even in conjunction with) the ~elebralion of a parish Mass where there 1s mo'.e
than one priest. Many things could be said
in favor of this practice. It provides a regular
time for confession and is handier for the congregation. Sometimes it may draw lo the Sacrament of Penance a penitent who will not
make the effort to come at another time. But
even if benefits may be multiplied, a basic
difficulty remains: the two simultaneous liturgies clivide attention and participation. And
this is what the Popes and the Council want
to correct.
In some places in the Church, confession
during Mass is an age-old institution. Its
cliscontinuance may give rise to new problems, especially in motivation and scheduling. But it seems evident that this counterliturgy is against the spirit of the Constitution of tlte Sacred Liturgy. Laying it aside
may mean for many another opportunity for
Christian suffering as the Church ushers us
through the "narrow gate" of the Kingdom.
-J.K.
HERESY!
Lucky for us that Pope John didn't read
our October issue. A typographical error has
Mr. Wolf say, in his article on religious garb,
"In all things that are not essential we must
conform; in all that is not essential we must
be diilerent." Both at the same time? The
first "not" is out of place, of course.
The reason for bringing in the late Pope
is that one of his favorite sayings bears on
this issue; "In essentials, unity; in doubt,
freedom; in all things, love." We ask Mr.
Wolf's pardon for making him seem to disagree.

The Kernel, Yes

Tradition and the Renewal
By Kevin Watkins , 0.S.B.

OF THE MANY ANECDOTES about Pope
John XXIII, perhaps the most famous is the
one which was occasioned by a certain visiting Cardinal who asked the pontiff for a simple explanation of the purpose of the Vatican Council. In response, the Holy Father
walked over to the nearest window and
opened it wide. The symbolism was unmistakable: the goal of the Council was "to let
some fresh air into the Church ," to re-examine and update the Church in order to render her more capable of dialog with the modern world.
Some three years after this prophetic gesture, we stand in awe at what has actually
been accomplished. In fact, perhaps the "fresh
air" metaphor now seems a bit too tame to
describe what has happened. The Council has
truly been "a new Pentecost," "a mighty
wind" which has swept through Saint Peter's
basilica with free, uninhibited and often
heated discussion and documentation which
has been, and will continue to be, little short
of revolutionary.
Under Pope John's far-sighted leadership,
continued by Pope Paul VI, the image of the
"ecclesia semper reformanda" -- the Church
always in need of reform -- has gradually
come into focus , and is quite likely to remain
so for generations to come.
The new currents that have been sweeping
through the Church have, however, not met
with complete acceptance and enthusiasm in
all quarters. The most noticeable example of
this reaction in our country has been the
Catholic Traditionalist Movement, beaded by
the now well-known Father Gommar DePauw. The membership of this group had,
until its activities were brought to a halt by
Cardinal Shehan, minced no words in expressing its disapproval of the introduction
of the vernacular into the Liturgy, of "selling out to the Protestants" and thE like. According to their way of thinking, these trends
represent a break with Tradition, an abandoning of forms and practices of a hallowed
past, all of which was brought about by the
maneuvering of an over-zealous and tmen-

lightened group of left-wingers in the
Church.
Actually, a certain amount of resistance
to the Renew al - short of downright cUso·
bedience - is to be expected. rt can be e~·
plained very easily by the elementary psycb
ologicaJ fact that, for the most part, all o
us resist change. In speaking of communit)'
participation in the Mass, a psychiatrist-Jee·
turer at the National Liturgical Week sorne
years ago went in to this aspect of the mur·
gical apostolate at some length. He stated
that every person, especially in his more rna·
ture years, develops certain thought patterns
and behavioral habits which become auto·
matic in a series of stimulus-response rhY·
thms. Basically, these mechanisms are good
in that they allow us to function smoothly i~
our daily lives, freeing us from the tedioU•
process of making completely new adapta'
lions at every turn. However, life is not made
of a constanUy repeated set of circumstances,
From time to time circumstances change, ne'''
questions are asked, unforeseen proh!ern 5
arise. To the less imaginative and venturesome among us, these changes are difficult
to accept. They shatter the security we ha~
built up in our easy response to identic 8_
situations. They inci le fear, to a more or Jes•
degree, because they force us to pro_be int~
uncharted territory, to face unfamiliar all
untried challenges.

1

MANY CATHOLICS who are otherwise quite
flexible in other areas, have been left not 3
little uncomfortable about new currents iJl
the Church which have gathered momentuJ1l
in the wake of the Council. They feel tb 3t
their moorings have been loosed, that tbe
foundations of their spiritual lives have beeJl
shaken.
In coping with such misgivings about tbe
new turn the Church is taking, a famiJiaf
maxim of Our Lord seems particularly ap·
propriate: "Unless the grain of wheat die,
it remains alone. But if it dies, it will bring
forth much fruit." We must all try to realize
that we would be completely missing th~
point of the parable if we stopped at the wor

THE TWO EXAMPLES cited ab~ve shoul_d
be sufficient to establish the not10n that it
is by no means the aim of Pope John's ."~ggiornamenlo" to slight or disregard trad1t1on
_ that is to say, tradition rightly understood .
Valid tradition cannot be a thoughtless copying of the past, a mechanical repetition of
archaic (ormulae. Rather, it is a reverent
handling of whatever has proven ilseH as
good, noble and true, a painstaking evalua(Continued on page 18)

As elusive as the Spirit

By Jerome Knoedel, O.S.B.

John Cogley prophesized this spring that
the Second Va tic an Council's Constitution on
the Church (decreed November 21 1964)
will "stand for a thousand years,'' a~d that
Pope Paul VI will be forever famous for its
promulgation even U: he does nothing else.
The second part of that affirmation is what
catches our eye. By now there is no doubt
that Paul will be remembered. Since Cogley
wrote his evaluation there have been an
encyclical on the Eucharist, the establishment of a synod of bishops, a visit to the
United Nations, and the proclamation of another group of important Council documents
to cite only the major papal actions.
'
But whatever historians do for the memory of Pope Paul, he is an enigma to many
of the writers charged wHh estimating him

What lhe papal denouncers have been
mjssing is the considerable progress the
Council has made since Paul took over the
helm. The last session is moving at a much
more rapid pace than had been expe_ct_ed,
because under Paul's unobtrusively gu1dmg
hand the Fathers have come c.loser together
in th~ir thinking and their aims. Beginning
with the second session, there have been
mounting majorities in the voting, until a
schema like that on Revelation (which nearly disrupted the first session) was passed
section-by-section with almost unanunous
support. "In retrospect," says_ Bishop Robert
E. Tracy of Baton Rouge, wntmg m America,
Not all the critics share this view. Of "you discover that his accom_plishments are
late, a few strong voices have been lifted in truly impressive and progressive, all ~rought
Praise of Paul and his policy. In a report on about without dramatic demonstrations of
the fourth session which appeared in early power except at key and crucial points wh~re
October, Dr. Albert C. Outler, Methodist Ob- only papal authority could break the imserver at the Council, presents Pope Paul in passe." Now the outlandish hope that the
quite a different light. He finds Paul "a mas- bishops would finish by C:1ristmas is a ~onter statesman and tactician, as fully dedi- fid ent expectation. One bishop even raised
cated to aggiornamento as John ever waS- th e cry, "Thanksgiving or bust!"
and very much more aware of the risks and
consequences." Paul, he continues, is a more The Renewal
under Paul
complex man for a more complex job. We
have made Pope John into a dream figure,
into a man whose mind and methods were AS TIME GOES ON. some of the key movePerfectly suited to bringing the Church ments of Pope Paul's effort to continue the
through a new Pentecost. "John's vision of renewal in unity are beginning to stand out.
the Council was indeed revolutionary, but It is considered important, for instance, that
h.is theology and methods were thoroughly he stepped up procedures in the Council hall
Old-fashioned; Paul VI is indeed a conserva- by his appointment of the four Moderators
tive man, passionately concerned for unity before the second session. The large Coorin the Churc.h, but whose ntind and methods dinating Comntission of the first session (preare more progressive than John's." Nothing sently composed of twenty-5ix members) had
could be more unfajr to Pope John than to been experiencing difficulty in directing
blur the image of hls real saintliness, and day-by-day work in the aula as well as in
nothing could more likely compromise the the Commissions. Though the new four-man
Program of his successor.
body complicated conciliar organization
(there were already Council Presidents for
AUL HAS HAD thrust upon him the the daHy sessions), it gave momentum to the
massive task of preserving the unity debates.
One of the most controversial of Paul's dein love of the Church as it passes through
the emotional crises of renewal. A sharp- cisions came at the end of the third session
in
November, 1964. It concerned the crucial
edged approach could easily alienate and
cause sch.ism (as it has at many Councils in declaration on religjous liberty, which the
the past). The balance and carefulness of progressives felt was absolutely necessary
Pope Paul appear in his speaking and writ- if the Council was to appear sincere in its
ing, as an unconvinced Time reporter pointed stated objective of entering into dialogue
out in what must be the most tantalizing with the modern world. During the last week
llletaphor of the year: "The nuggets of asser- of that session, the emended text on Religious
tion and advice in his own writings often Liberty was presented to the Council for
seem like spiritual rafts bobbing half-hidden discussion and vote. There had been a delay
in a holy sea of howevers." But when deci- in getting the document on the floor. though
sions are needed and warranted, Paul has all had been assured earlier that a vote would
ac.ted firmly, as in his two interventions on be taken before adjournment of the third
session.
the question of the religious liberty vote.

'l'HE PATTERN of this criticism is to measure Paul by the cloth of his predecessor, Pope
John XXIII, who represents the aggio~nalllento (renewal) spirit in his warm , loving,
humble openness to the movements of grace.
Against the background of "good Pope John,"
Pope Paul is seen as a methodical Hamletfigure who is scared of the new directions
and the decisions needed for renewal. Writers have recently labeled him "cagey," "narrow-minded," "Curialist," and one even
Called him an "enemy of liberty." He has
been denounced as a weakling obsessed with
an archaic pride of office.

for his contemporaries. Present-day critics
of th_e _C_hurch, within and without, delight
m d1v1dmg ecclesiastical newsmakers into
liberals and conservatives. A man is expected
to reveal his identity early and then star
co~sistent in his preferenceS-the consistencY
bemg determined by the critics. Pope Paul
VI has been classed with the progressives
smce the current game of tabulation began
when he was still Cardinal Montinj during
the first session of the Council in 1962. Bul
from the_ time of his election to the papacy,
h~ has disconcerted the tabulators by acting
without regard to their guidelines. For the
past few months, there has been particularlY
harsh criticism of Pope Paul for selling out
to the opposition, in this case the conserva·
tive Curial faction at the Vatican.

P
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accept the Religious Liberty text as the basis
for a definite declaration by a vote of 1997
to 224. That this happened when it did was
again the result of a key intervention bY
Pope Paul. By September 20, fifty-five speak·
ers had debated the new text, and as prelates
started repeating themselves, members be·
gan speaking of cloture and a vote. The three
governing bodies of the Council met to clis·
cuss this possibility and decided instead to
postpone the vote. Immediately, rumors of
another disheartening delay swept through
the expectant majority. Then the Pope
stepped in to overrule the decision and order
a vote, because fruitful debate had come to
an end.
The Synod of Bishops

But because new material had been added
to the document, the Council Presidency decided that it would be improper lo vole now
when it was too late for proper discussion.
Pope Paul agreed to this decision, correct
by Council rules, even though it was clearly
the proposal of a conservative minority.
More than one thousand prelates rose up
in indignation al the postponement and signed a petition which was taken lo the Pope
by Cardinals Ritter and Meyer of the United
States and Cardinal Leger of Canada. The
Pope refused lo change the decision and the
third session ended in a highly emotional
atmosphere, with Paul being severely criticized.
IT APPEARS NOW that Pope Paul did a
great favor to renewal by sticking to his guns
under fire. Though there was a majority
consensus in favor of the schema, undebated
new material had been added. If this had
been voted in, there would be reason for
ill will and division and charges of "railroading" from the minority. Also, as John
Courtney Murray, S.J., the principal architect of the religious liberty declaration, recently pointed out, the new text of the schema became stronger than ever between sessions. "The losers won a delay ," says Bishop
Tracy. "The winners won a document."
On Tuesday, September 21 of this year,
the Fathers of the Council finaUy voted to
10

WHAT MAY GO DOWN as the most far·
reaching of Pope Paul's directives was hiS
establishment of a synod of bishops to con·
suit and collaborate with him in guiding the
Church. There had been an uneasy feeling
that after the Council the renewal would bog
down, that ideas for reform would be pigeon·
holed and a tight centralism imposed on the
Church. Bishops from around the world wor·
ried that their unity and iniluence would
fade as they went back to farflung dioceses.
Many now consider that the creation of
the episcopal body has insured the continU·
ing reform of the Church. As an indication
of the seriousness of his aims in this regard,
the Pope convened a meeting with the presi·
dents of fifty-one national bodies of bishoP 5
during the Council recess from October JS
to 24. He took this opportunity of "sounding
them out" on documents still pending in the
fourth session and on coming papal pro·
nouncements on marriage and birth control.
If these movements of Pope Paul have been
mostly concerned with internal policy and
interior renewal, other activities have indt·
caled that he is definitely committed to the
task of bringing the Church to the modern
world. He has systematically demolished (he
image of the Pope as the prisoner of the
Vatican . The world stood in awed attentio~
as he made a pilgrimage to the Holy Lan
and visited distant India, and most recent!)'
it has been shaken by the impact of his triP
lo the United Nations headquarters on 8
mission of peace.
Pope Paul came to these shores withOU 1
pretense, a humble figure with a simple mes·
sage. He told us that "Men cannot be broth·
ers if they are not humble; it is pride that

disrupts brotherhood." In his central ad:ess
at the United Nations. he pronounc
a
"solemn moral ratification" of the world ?rganization, and told delegates, "The edtfic~
Which you have constructed must never fall.
In doing this, Pope Paul has made a forcef~l
and forthright statement of the _Churchs
modern social doctrine. It is in direct. line
of descent from Pope John's encyclicals,
Mater et Magistra and Pacem in Te'.ris_. and
focusses Christian aims toward ach1evmg a
Worldwide unity in peace and brotherhood.
The Pope's utterance will bol_ster the. authority and prestige of the Umted Nat10ns
in these faltering days, as it will give pause
to Birchist Catholics who have been attacking the assembly. There was no equivocation
in the Pon tiff's call for peace based on the
Practical display of mutual disarmament.
ALL THIS is not to say that Pope Paul has
not at times given critics reason for dismay.
lie has been especially vulnerable to stnctures when acting to cut off conciliar discussion or when seeming to speak of ecclesial
issues in terms not used by the Council. But
much of the criticism has been too simply
hostile to him, too black-and-white on affairs with complex causes and implications.
ln trying to achieve the balance necessary of
lhe fermenting days of aggiornamento, Pope
Paul is and will be susceptible to the frailness
of human judgment on matters not involving
the Church's iniallibility. Like St. Paul and
every Christian, he bears the treasure in an
earthen vessel. But, critics to the contrary,
the trend of his actions to date seems to show
that Paul's way is, under the Spirit's guidance, the way of progress.

Pope Paul addressing

the United Nations
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Letters From Our Founder
Edited by Hugh Assenmacher, O.S.B.

The Sign of Unity
Th~ above scene presents a wide view of
the d~
concelebrated Mass which is the
center of community worship at the Abbey.
The principal celebrant stands at the wooden
altar facing the people and is flanked by the
deacon on his right and the master of ceremonies on his left. Behind the altar in a semicircle are the eight concelebrants in Mass
vestments. To the left in the sanctuary stand
the lector and two servers, and on the right
is the director of community participation,
who leads the singing and the responses. Academy students and the rest of the monks (not
shown) gather in the nave for the midday
liturgy.
This concelebrated Mass, in which several
priests join together in offering the same
sacrilice and partaking of the same Eucharistic meal, is an ancient Christian practice
which has recently been revived in the
Church of the West by the Fathers of the
Second Vatican Council. It has been a standard form of worship in the Eastern branch
of the Church since Apostolic times. The purpose of concelebration is to show the unity
of the priesthood of Christ and the oneness
of the worshipping assembly who make up
the body of Christ.
12

The Abbey had its first concelebrated MaSS
on St. Benedict's Day (March 22) of this yearSpecial permission was needed for that occa·
sion, but since then the regulations have et·
panded to permit concelebration as often as
desired.
·
IN THE PRESENT RITE. all concelebrant5
are vested completely and participate as the
other faithful during the Liturgy of the WordThen at the Offertory the priests form a sewi·
circle around the altar, reciting many of t]Je
prayers of the Canon together with the prin·
cipal celebrant. The concelebrants extend
their arms to the altar and the glfts at differ·
ent moments to signify special participationCommunion is received under both forms of
bread and wine by the concelebran ts and the
deacon, and under the form of bread by the
rest of the congregation.
The revival of concelebration is part of (he
renewal of Eucharistic piety in the ChurchThis practice shows graphically the nature
of the Eucharist as "the sign (sacrament) of
unity." In restoring it, the bishops are trying
to bring to today's Christians something of
the vision that so stirred the soul of St. Igna·
tius, second century Bishop of Antioch, wh 0

(Continued on following page)

In the course of time, the abbey at Subiaco
has increased its amount of [and by the purchase of various plots and acreages. Two of
the most significant of these purchases were
what are now ca!ted "The Prairie" and "The
Stone Quarry."
Little, perhaps, did Father Wolfgang know
in 1887 when he purchased the 160 acres,
now calted "The Prairie," that in future years
a future generation of 'municipal-mind ed
monks' would donate part of this land to a
municipal airport . . . nor did he envisage
the various and sundry buildings that would
be tlte progeny of his stone quarry-sand pit
hit!side.
Also at the same time as these transactions ,;,e,·e taking place we find, in Father
Wolfgang's letters, at least, the first mention
of actual steps towards the construction of
the tong-awaited railroad. While it was the
'"ailroad company wlto originally contacted
the Indiana monks and nuns to come to Arkansas, and who partially sponsored them
and the first Catholic settlers, it was comparatively late in the nineteenth century before this company began any actual constructions.
In a letter dated December 26, 1887 , to the
omnipresent Dean of Einsiedeln, Father
Wolfgang wrote:
. .. First of all, best wishes ior each of the
366 days of the coming new year.
THE SIGN OF UNITY

(Continued from preceding page)
stressed unity of mind and heart through
Undivided liturgy: "See to it that you participate in one Eucharist only, the Eucharist of
the bishop. For there is but one flesh of our
Lord Jesus Christ, one chalice which unites
Us in His blood, one altar, just as there is one
bishop, surrounded by the priests and deacons."
Christ's great priestly prayer at the Last
Supper was "That all may be one" and it is
through the visible expression of unity at
the heart of worship !hat the Church hopes
to instill in us the conviction of St. Paul that
"We though many, are one body, all of us
Who' partake of the one Bread."

Last week I bought 160 acres for $1000.
They are situated halfway b_e tween Samt
Benedict and Paris, that is, 3 rrules [ram here.
Nearly all of the 640 acres donated lo us by
the Railroad were wooded lan_ds. All of these
160 acres are prairie land. smtable for_ meadow or cultivation.* It is level land m the
form of a square. Abbot Fin tan advised me
to buy the plot two years ago when the ow~
er offered to sell it for $1600! Now he w.
be satisfied if he can get $1000 in cash for it.

I have closed the deal (and have the bill of
sale in hand already), hoping th at you can
send me 5000 francs! I will be glad _to pay
interest. I hope to repay that sum durmg the
coming new year.
Then lest the Dean think he be overly
mercen~ry, Father Wolfgang notes:
True at present I have $1000 in cash. but
I need' this money for other expenses. Be·
sides I have bid $1300 on 130 acres of land,
lying 1 mile north of the priory. _Th~ own~r
of this tract of land is an old nativ_e American ," who is sickly and has no children. On
this land there is a very good st0 ne quarry
and sand pit. The stone is weather proof and
fire proof. The stones are covered by only
two feet of earth. Below this grou nd th ere
are several layers, or strata of stone, two to
four (eel thick. Stone slabs ten feet by ten
feet have been unearthed. They are smooth
on top and bottom, just as if th~y had been
cut or polished. They defy all kmds of weather and fire.

With these words, we have tlte first description of the "Subiaco" sandstone, wluch
is still produced in the same slabs, from tlie
same general area. Then foltows this speculation of Father Wolfgang :
I hope to close the deal this week. A hundred of the 130 acres are good farm land.
There is a house on the tract and about 40
acres are cleared. I would sell the 100 acres
and keep only the 30 on which the quarry
is situated. Once a railroad is built through
this territory, the quarry may become a gold
mind.

• Editor's note: hence the name Prairie,
which is stilt applied to this tract of land.
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This dream of our founder was never realized, although eventual!y the railroad was
built along the foot of the quarry hi!!.
N egotations dragged on, however, and in
January, 1888, Father Wolfgang hinted to

the same recipient Dean:
If you would be able to send the 5000
francs I requested, I would be much obliged
to you. You may charge interest.
. I have
already paid $1000 for the 100 acres of prairie
land .... I bave not yet bought the land on
which the ston e quarry is located. The owner
wants more for it than I offered him. I hope
to be able to compromise on the deal before
March.

'Are you still writing?' the mail carrier is
shouting to me. So I must stop....
By the next month, February, 1888, there
was an important note in Father Wolfgang's
letter to the Dean:
It seems that the projected railroad between Fort Smith and Dardanelle, which is
to pass near Saint Benedict, will be built
anyway. It is rumored that preparatory work
has begun ....

As noted above, Father Wolfgang had
hoped to complete the transaction of the
quarry property in March . This was possible,
due no doubt, in large part, to the fact that
the Dean produced the desired 5000 francs
requested several times before. In the letter
dated March 9, 1888, occurs one of the most
famous of aU early anecdotes of Subiaco:
... Last Wednesday, March 7, I received the
5000 francs from Benziger Brothers in New
York. The exchange value was $912.45. That
is a big loaf of bread! But it will be consumed at one meal. On March 3 I sent a
neighbor to the owner of the 130 acres farm
on which the stone quarry is situated. I had
him to take $1400 in gold coins along. Mere
words do not make much of an impression
on a native American. . . . "Do not argue
much with him," I told my 'agent,' show bim
the money." My 'agent' threw the gold coins
on the floor of the man's house. The owner's
wife was down on the floor at once with
hands and feet to grasp the money, reminiscent of a 'cluck' sitting on her eggs. The deal
was closed in a short time for $1400!

So Saint Benedict's had increased their
holdings by 290 acres in the space of several
14

months. But the summer of 1 888 brought a
thorny problem in the area of local develop·
ment ... on June 29, 1888, a rather disgrunt·
led prior wrote to his friend, the Dean:
. .. the Creole post office (the original ad·
dress of the monastery) has been re-bap·
tized; it has been changed to "Spieler·
ville" as this is the name of the postmaster.
He sent a petition to Washington, and his
reasons were considered and approved.
We are not informed of the nature of the
prior's and postmaster's disagreements, but
the next sentence shows it was present:
But, if the railroad will ever be built. 1
will take care in due ti.me that Spieler will
lose his job (The original German is very
expressive and clever: " .. . class der Spieler
sein Spiel verliert"). Railroad agents have
been approached for a donation. Probably
the railroad will be built north of our mon·
astery (it was), and pass through the land
with the stone quarry on it, which I bought
last March (i t did). I promised to donate the
right of way through this piece of property
and to build a railroad station of stone on ill do not know whether the offer will be ac·
cepted.

Evidently the offers were accepted for th€
railroad passed at the foot of the stone quar·
ry, and the stone depot was built in due
time, though at a different location.
For many months the Prior of Saint Bene·
diet penned letters to the friendly Dean wit/l
no mention of railroading or of activities
with the local postmaster . . . the final inci·
dent, which evidently closed the matter, as
it is not mentioned again, occurs manY
months later in a short note dated March 3.
1889:

... The railroad engineers have been in (he
country again. Last week they passed through
here, about a half-mile north oi tbe priory,
between Saint Benedict and SpielervilleWhen the railroad has been built, we shaJI
see who wins! (" wer das 'Spiel' gewi.nnt,"
that is, the post office).

Eventually, as we know , the post office
was moved from S pielerville to the new l.ocation of Subiaco, and the town of Spieler·
ville passed into oblivion. This was due, how·
ever, not to the machinations of Father Wolf·
gang, but to the coming of the railroad and
the highway. However, true to the desire of
Father Wolfgang many years before, the sup·
remacy of Mr. Spieler was lost!

Medicare Apartments
By David Flusche, O.S.B.
The doctor had just seen his last patient
of the day. The empty outer office, where an
hour earlier there had been standing room
only, was closed and locked and darkened.
The doctor invited me to have a cup of coffee
With him before he opened his day's mail
and turned on his cbctaphone. His nurse
brought in our coffee, then retrieved, tasted,
and poured out the coke she had opened hours
earlier. She got herself a cup and joined us
around the doctor's desk.
Idly the doctor looked over the cards of
patients be had seen that afternoon. He
counted the cards and divided them into the
number of minutes he had been in his office.
About five minutes to a patient, it came out.
"That's not practicing medicine," he mused.
Be consoled himself with the knowledge that
he had sent to a clinic or hospital all those
Whose conditions warranted further examination. "But they're overloaded too, and I'll
still have to follow up on all the patients I
have referred; so we're all running just to
stay even."
I asked about Medicare, how that would
work out. The nurse smiled, "If you're under
65, you'd better get your sicknesses in before
next year.''
The doctor agreed. He is in favor of Medicare, he added. He has seen the need so clearly in his own examination rooms. Even among
doctors opposed to Mecbcare, there is no denial of the need for medical attention for
the aged. Nor is the economic question paramount. Primarily, he explained, the doctors
are worried about how to handle the flood of
Patients Medicare will bring.
Is there an answer to that, I asked.
"We're going to need a new approach. Of
course we will need more doctors, nurses,
hospitals. These will come through government aid in education and construction
money; but that will not be enough. The increased number of patients will keep us un·
der the same pressures."
He went on. People are going to continue
to grow old, get sick, and die. The best that
medicare can do is delay these things and
alleviate some of the pains along the way.
The question is, how best to provide for the
Person as these inevitables come along. He
formulated his thoughts. Rest homes and retirement communities have been a big belp

and will continue to grow in importance. Perhaps especiallv in larger cities, the advantages '0 1 both co;_,ld be embodied in a new type
of large apartment houses built near ma3or
hospitals. "Medicare apartments." he called
them. They would be regular apartment
houses, but open only to persons bey on~ a
specified age. Here a retired co~ple wo_u ld ltve
their normal life in privacy, as ma retirement
community. But there would be a complete
medical office in each building. Doctors could
be on duty in the apartment house a_t cer·
tain hours and on call from the hospital at
all hours. Several nurses and nurses aides
could be stationed in the house to serv_e _the
elderly ii they were ill_ and t~eir condit10ns
did not warrant hosp1tal1zat1on. The h?spital would be at hand for more serious ~nesses and intensive care. Routine exalD.ln·
alions, treatments, and normal convalescence
would be carried out in the apartment
houses. The setup could provide an outl<;t
for doctors to continue to work when thenown years or health would restrict them.
The eiderly would retain their independence
with the secme knowledge that medical help
would be al hand when needed. And it wo_uld
tie up Jess hospital space and f~wer medical
personnel. "It might wind UJ? be~ng an assembly line procedure. but I thmk 1t would provide the greatest amount of personal _a: tention for the elderly with the least add1t10nal
strain on medical facilities," he concluded.
The doctor pulled his patients' cards and
his correspondence to him, the nurse took
away the empty coffee cups, and I went ~ut,
noticing that it was already late and geltmg
chilly.
It seems so efficient, orderly , and humane
that it frightens me.
ABBEY DEATH ANNIVER ARIES
Publication of death anniversary dates is an
encouragement to friends of the deceased_ and ~o
our readers to remember the departed m their
prayers.
Nov. i , 1889
Joseph Rebholz, O. .B.
Nov. 22, 1922
Prior Augustine Stocker, 0. .B.
Nov. 7, 1925
Othmar Wehrle, O.S.B.
Nov. 15, 1925
Kilian NiJJe, O.S.B.
Nov. 14, 1926
Alphonse Detzel, O.S.B.
Nov. 26, 1938
tephen Heinkele, O.S.B.
Nov. 22, 1950
Victor Beuckman, O.S.B.
Nov. 23, 1952
Basil Egloff, O.S.B.
Nov. 24, 1957
John Vinnney Stocker, O.S.B.
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lie schools in Texas and Arkansas, serving
also on occas10n as athletic director and
coach of football, basketball, and baseball.
In 1952, he retired to the home of his daughter in Englewood, Colorado.
Brother William became a novice at SubiNews was received while we were at morn- aco in 1955, at the age of sixty-eight and made
ing office Thursday, October 30. that Brother triennial vows on St. Benedict's Day in 1956
William Galligan had died at the Crawford and perpetual profession in 1959. In his last
County Memorial Hospital in Van Buren. Af- years , he taught classes in the Academy and
ter Lauds, the assembled community joined m the semmary while be was able and did
in the brief prayers that mark the death an- some writing and janitorial work.' His Jast
nouncement of a fellow monk. None of us article appeared in these pages two months
was surprised or disturbed at the news of ago.
Brother William was proud of his work
Brother William's heavenly birthday. The
seventy-eight year old monk had been look- with the Knights of Columbus for forty-four
ing forward to this final Christ-event of his year~ before entering the monastery, and
earthly life in word. and prayer for the past continued to maintain contact during hiS
few years, and solicited our prayers that he year~ here. He was invited to speak at meelwould remain strong and courageous to the mgs m Texas, where he served for nine years
end. The immediate cause of death, climaxing as Texas State Secretary of the organization,
two years as State Deputy, and four years
years of illness, was diagnosed as a stroke.
as Master of the Fourth Degree. He received
Brother William came to Subiaco in 1954
after a long career in educational work i~ a congratulatory telegram from the head of
Arkansas and Texas. He was born on Feb- the Texas group on the morning of hls first
ruary 28, 1887, in the little rural town of profession.
Though he suffered severely in his waning
Tucker, Arkansas, and obtained his elementary schooling at St. Andrew's Cathedral years, Brother William never failed to loo!<
School in Little Rock; his high school training ahead confidently to the day when his )ife
at th_e Academy of St. Edward's University, would be " changed, not taken away." }fe
Austm , Texas; and his law degree at the Uni- looked upon his pain as a means of redempversity of Arkansas. He obtained A.B. and tion, maintaining that "The Lord js spanking
M.A .. degrees at St. Edward's University, af- me for my pranks of the past." In the faith
ter g1vmg u.p law practice to enter the teach - of the Resurrection, we rejoice with Brother
William that he has been called when he was
ing profession.
He was married while practicing law in prepared to depart and can now join all the
Clucago m 1913 to Agnes Florentine Moran saints in looking forward to the glorious da)'
who died in 1950, and is survived by one son oi the Second Coming of Christ.
and four daughters, all married, and several
grandchildren. They live in Colorado, Texas
and Kentucky. One of his grandsons, William
Thomas, ts a member of the Scholasticate in
his junior year al Subiaco Academy.
Brother William practiced law in Little
Rock and Chicago for nine years until he
volunteered for the U. S. Army in 1917 during World War I, becoming a bayonet instruc- ,
tor and a First Sergeant. After hls army discharge, he went to St. Edward's in Austin
where in his teaching career, he was pro'.
fessor of history, economics, sociology and
government m high _school and college, registrar of the University, and principal of the
Academy.
Later h e served for eighteen years as City
Superintendent of schools in Laredo Texas
In 1946, he resigned this position to
var:
ious teaching positions in parochial and pub-

Bro. William Receives
Hoped-for Summons

fill
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Lending
Library
Notes
. Readers are invited to use the free lendinghbrary service of the Abbey. The books referred
lo below are part or a shelf of several hundred
books available. Addi tions are constantly being
blade to the library. Write for any of these books
o~ ask for a complete list. Address the Lending
Library, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

E:VERYTHJNG THAT RISES MUST CONVERGE, by Flannery O'Connor, Farrar.
Straus, and Giroux, 269 pages, $4.95
Flannery O'Connor's death at thirty-nine
one year ago marked the passing of one of
this country's brilliant contemporary writers.
l'rus book is a collection of stories on which
she was working when she died. The volume
consists of nine stories, all different, all
O'Connor to the core. Eight of the stories are
~et in the South, with only the last, entitled
Judgement Day," set in New York.
As a Catholic and a Southerner she has
Produced a book almost contrary to these
traditions, and we are hardly prepared for
the oddity and beauty of her lone fiction.
l\s in her earlier books, the setting remains
the same, Southern and rural. She barely
touches or does not touch at all large classes
of contemporary experience, as of industry
and war and office work and foreign trade.
All of this apparent limitation of horizontal
tange was deliberately. almost defiantly, enforced. A pasture scene and a fortress wall
of pine woods reappear like a signature in
story after story. The same is true of her
social range and range of idiom.
In this book, whose title is derived from
one of the principles of Teilhard de Cbardin,
she bears hard upon motives and manners,
and her stories as moralities cut in every
direction and sometimes go to the bone of
regional and social truth. Critics may say
that she has a particular sense for the vulgar,
as she herself admits. Regarding the gro-

tesqueness of her stories, she herself has besl
stated her gift in the following statement:
"I doubt if the texture of Southern life is
any more grotesque than that of the rest
of the nation, but it does seem evident that
the Southern writer is particularly adept at
recognizing the grotesque; and to recogn.ize
the grotesque, you have to have some not101.~
of what is not grotesque and why . . . .
She brings a brilliant sense of comedy to
her writing. There is quite a gamut of it,
running from something very like cartooning to an irony dry and refined. She al~o
exhibits her gifts as one of our few tragic
writers. as is shown in the story, "The Comforts of Home." In the story. a young small
town historian lives with his mother. When
his mother brings home a mentally-disturbed
girl to rehabilitate, the son's wra_th knows
no bounds. The story ends with him killing
bis mother, although he bad meant to kill
the girl and have it appear as suicide.
Miss O'Connor writes here about two
kinds of people, both kinds being very _a?vanced primWves. The city kind are disillusioned, tired. fed up with imagining; but
they often have a willingness to service, yet
they are materialistically expert in crudery.
The other kind, lhe rural dwellers, who live
near the edge of a make-believe land, keep
in contact with the contemptible world by
their religious views.
Above all, as a fiction writer, Flannery
O'Connor presents mystery through marmers,
and grace through nature. When she finishes
the story there is always left over that sense
of mystery which cannot be accounted for
by any human formula. Her works are unconsciously, rather than deliberately and
outspokenly, Christian.
-David Bellinghausen, O.S.B.
THE POWER AND THE WISDOM, an interpretation of the New Testament, by John L.
McKenzie, S.J., Bruce, Milwaukee, 300 pages,
$4.95.

The study of the New Testament, as well
as that of the whole Bible, has reached such
depths of scholarship that one can only long
for a lighthouse to point the way through
it all. To read most expositions it is necessary
to be able to immediately distinguish between agape and eros; or som.a and sarx, etc.
Gran led the value of conversational Greek,
still, the fact remains that a book written
for the lay exegete simply must be written
in a language which he will understand . And
what value is the new understanding of
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the Scriptures if it cannot be communicated
to the average Christian?
It was then with great expectation that
I took up Tlte Power and the Wisdom, for
I knew McKenzie could translate the biblical
scholarship of recent years into a valuable
and understanding guide to the Word of God.
I knew it from the author's previous work,
The Two-Edged Sword, which is most valuable in tryng to understand the Old Testament and what it should mean to us.
And I was not disappointed in this interpretation of the New Testament. McKenzie
has gone far toward giving us a study that
is both comprehensive and readable. Certainly it is not devoid completely of technical and "longhaired" sections (usually found
when he discusses the background in which
Christ lived and preached), but these will
be found interesting and, I think, rewarding
to the one who sticks them out. Not only
that, the background in which Christ Jived
and spoke is most important to understanding what he is telling us now when we read
the Bible. This is one of the most important
ideas behind the whole biblical renewal. It
is, very simply, trying lo understand who
and what Christ is, and what he is telling
us. We read and study and meditate on the
Bible to hear Christ speaking :0 us today,
not lo the Palestinians of 2000 years ago.

UNITED

TRADITION AND RENEW AL
(Continued from page 7)

tion of the forms, institutions and procedures
which we have inherited from our forebears.
a prudent sifting of timeless elements from
those which are out of date.
"Unless the grain of wheat die .. . ." These
are challenging and somewhat fearsome
words. If we are true sons and daughters of
the Church, however, we will answer the
call of the Renewal ,vith enthusiasm and gen·
erosity, confident that the resulting New Life
holds promise of bringing forth a rich har·
vest of grace lo the world and glory to God-

IN

Our Lord exhorted us to "lovr one anoU1er." Le&.
us, therefore, all unile our praye rs in charity with
the monks :tt Subiaco for the lntenlions sent. in
sluce Last month,

THE LIVING
Members of Branch 995 C.K. of A.; Special mtention of giver; Mrs. D. F. Croake who has cancer: Intentions of H. Fuhrmann; Welfare of Mrs.
B. J. Baird; Special intention in honor of St. Jude:
Special intention of Mrs. L. Ketner: Successful
marriage; Welfare of mother; Special intention of
mother.
Conversion oI son-in-law; A~sistance after retirement; Success of operation on calarncts: Spiritual and tempera! welfare of family; For sale of
p,·operty and good neighbors; llappy death of a
friend: World peace and the men in service; Conversion or smners; Our Holy Father. Paul VI; Return to the sacraments; Purity; Peace and harmony in the world: Conversion of Russia: For all
unfortunate people; Employment for daughter.
For rain; Permanent job; Holy priests; Teenagers; ThanksiJ:iving in honor o[ Mother oI Grace:
Special intenllon of giver; Safe from accidents:
Oldest son to return to the sacraments; St.renglhening of vocation to priesthood: Three marriages
blessed and return to sacraments; Recovery of
health; Welfare of brother's family; WeUare of
niece: Recovery of brother-in-law; Defeat o(
Communism; Good health: RetaTded children;
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Christ has something very meaningful to tell
us, and it is for this reason that the present
book excels, for it helps us to see the Bible
as speaking to us about our life and how we
should make use of this Word of God in perfecting our lives.
It is impossible to recommend this book
too highly for anyone looking for a very
comprehensive introduction to the New Testament. However, as a reference book ror
particular problems in the New Testament
exegesis, it suffers from its very comprehensiveness, and often seems to oversimply complex problems. Even here McKenzie shows
a penetrating power which is common to few-Richard Walz, O.S.B.

PRAYER
Home in St. Mary's parish; Business success: aod
son's vocation.

THE DECEASED
Brother William Galligan, 0.S.B.; Brother Fridolin Vetter, 0.S.B.; Rev. Alphonse Muener
0.S.B.; Rev. Gregory Kehres. 0.S.B.
Members of Branch 995 C.K. of A.; Rose
Mary Heisserer; Fred Decker; Norbert Grummer:
Members cf F. J. Nahlcn family; Members of Ger·
hard Grummer family; Ben and Fred Thessin~•
Anton Limberg: Gabor and Marie Kohan; Louis
Zink; William Oldham; Mrs. llerman Luttmer.
Joseph Bernauc.1·: Stachia Traney; Louis and Vir'
ginia Constantine.
Mr. and Mrs. William Thran; Leo and Joseph
Hammer: Will Konert; Loretta Berrigan; Nicholn 5
Ahne; Daniel J . Seubert: Mr. and Mrs. J osep~
Schnitz r; Andrew and Philip Slrobel; Members
of Nolte and Spanke families: Henry Boerner;
Lloyd Meier; Mrs. Elizabeth Turner: Albert J,
Carlson; Leo J. Huinke.r; Alfred Welch: PaU1
Verfurth: Henry Koetter; Mary Sax; Ted Neu;
Joseph Matusiewicz.
Joseph Warth; Mary Warth; John K. Kell)':
Frank Matejka, Sr.; Veronica Spitkovsky; MarY
Materko; Mane Kybs; Anna Kalafut; Mary Golab:
Estelle Gri~us: Anastacia Jadrych; Mildred Mac!'
cak: John Zibrida; John Schluterman; Louis Kol-~!;e~~1~r~"~n~a~;f.
~~dc~~~e~,;a
Mrs. Fred Hoedebeck.

Yi~~s; $;!1~~~;

A Bird's-eye View
of the Abbey

Construction work on our football stadium
continues to progress and the facility should
be in complete readiness for the Trojans'
homecoming game against Siloam Springs
:November 5. Building foreman for the entire stadium construction is Frank Sprick of
Subi aco, who has been employed by New Subiaco Abbey for the past several years in its
extensive building program. Mr. Sprick directs the activity of a 24-man crew, including local employees and members of our
inonastery.
The stadium was designed by architect
Leo Riegel of Little Rock in conjunction
With the Arkansas Athletic Association. It
has concession, restroom, and modern pressbox facilities and will seat a capacity crowd
of 2500.
Workers who have contributed to the construction effort during the recent months
are: Leo Etzkorn, Joe Eckart, Philip Newtnan, Ernst Mertin, Meinrad Merlin (carpentering); Olin Rutherford (digging); John
Bauer, Gerald Sprick. Brother Richard, 0.
S. B. (driving and hauling); Henry Forst,
Brother Anselm. O.S.B., Burlick Andrepont,
W. C. Cord (electrical work); Jude Forst

new stadium .

This is a front view of our house of studie near
the University of t. Louis, where young monks
and college students live under the direction ot
Father David. Their address is: The
ublaco
Bouse or Studies; 725 t. Beronrd's Lane: t.
Louis, 1\tissouri 63110.

(plumbing); James Sprick. Robert Baumgartner (masonry and curb work); Justm
Duerr (welding); Brother Nicholas. O.S.B ..
Guy Tillman (steel work); and J_erome
Flusche Gilbert Floren. Frater Xavier, 0.
S. B.. T~mmy Forst, and Sidney Vogelpohl.
Our Abbey Retreat Program _is in full
swing as the fall months pass, with retreatan ts coming every weekend for a few days
of spiritual and physical renewal. Retreat
personnel have been shuffled to some degree for the current year._ Father Herbert
remains director and coordinator of the entire retreat movement, while Father Robert,
appointed last summer. continues as the Retreatmaster. Frater Pius has taken over
Father Hugh's task as the retreat a~sistant.
Reading during the silenl meals. direct~ng
the music. and preparing for the celebratwn
of the Liturgy with the retreatants are ~ns
main areas of dutv. Local girls now provide
the additional help required for the serving
of the meals for large retreats. This work.
performed by the Fraters in the past. has
become too much of a burden with over half
the group off to St. Loui~.
Small though the clericate may be this
year our Fraters still challenge the Scholas. ics to a tough game of touch football every
Sunday. A tradition of long standing. it first
appeared that maintaining a foolb~l lea~
with such a small squad would be an unpossibility. However, the young Brothers and Fathers recognized the plight. and have come
(Conth111ed on following page)

Brother Isidore's Notes

Here with Autumn in lbe lower Ozarks we
have hills blazing with color and valleys still
holding the last traces of green. Only recently the trees began their beautiful transformation of color, the hues ranging from deep
POLLY PARADE
(Continued from preceding page)
to the rescue by adding the necessary depth
for a presentable team. As of this writing,
the Abbey team remains unbeaten, although
several tough games have been played.
Among those listed on the team are Father
Jerom e, Father Daniel, Frater Xavier, Brother Nicholas, Frater Ephrem, and Frater
Malachy.
We received a note from Father Donald
recently and he reports that he is doing as
well as he had anticipated, and is almost settled for a tough year of liturgical studies. He
is stationed at St. Andrew's Abbey in Bruges,
Belgium. He pointed out some of the difficulties in adjusting to a totally different atmosphere. His address is: Rev. Donald Price,
O.S.B.; St. Andrew's Abbey; Bruges, Belgium.
Word from our missionaries in Nigeria indicate that Father Raphael and Brother Paul
have been under the weather during the past
weeks. It is thought that they might have a
mild form of malaria, although nothing serious. The rest of the group are in tiptop shape,
doing their best to spread God's kingdom in
Nigeria.
The Subiaco House of Studies in St. Louis
had a11 "open house" recently with about 40
friends from the St. Louis area attending. A
lengthy letter from Father David informed
the community of the progress that has been
made in home improvements. He also added
that the Fraters there are settled down and
digging into their respective studies with
great zeal.
Mr. William Oldham, the father of Father
Fintan, passed to his eternal reward recently.
The funeral was held in our Abbey Church
with many of the community attending. Burial was in St. Benedict's parish cemetery.
We want to express our sympathy to Father
Fintan and his family, and we assure them
of. our prayers for their loved one, Mr
Oldham.

red to the bright gold and yellow. Along with
the increasing color we have crisp mornings
and evenings, a welcome change from the
past months. As we gaze around in the earlY
morning, the hills surrounding the AbbeY
are hazed by the moisture in the atmosphere.
Beyond this haze a sense of completion en·
velops the countryside; the silage is all safely in the silo for winter, the hay is all neaUY
stacked for winter's use, the spring calves
have been weaned, and the cows are readY
for wintering. Rest, fulfillment , and reassur·
ance are experienced as one sees the baler,
the silage cutter, and the other machiner)'
standing lonely until the next year's use.
If the field work now sees a short respite,
activity increases on other areas of the farl11·
With the first brisk autumn morning Brother
Leonard began grooming the Abbey's entries
in the State competition held in Li ttle Roe~
the past October. As in the past years, he
came back with a winning entry. One of the
hogs, a prize boar, took second place, al·
though the number of the Abbey's entries
was reduced from those of other years.
After all the silage had been harvested
during the first of October, the fields were
plowed and now lie fallow. The stubbled
fields were used in an additional way recent·
ly by providing a hunting area for small
game. The fields should continue to attract
game until later when the fields will again
be sowed to forage crops.
Down on the garden plots most of the roW 5
lie fallow, having been harvested during
past several months. The popcorn yield""
well, and is now safely stored. Recently th 8
sweet potatoes were harvested; they no,v
provide the monks and students with fresh
delicacies. The fall potato crop is still in the
fields , and will have to be harvested before
frost comes with its deadening sting. The
prospects for this crop are grim, since th 8
stand is unsatisfactory. Another limiting fac·
tor has been the relatively dry growing con·
ditions. This particularly hampers the pro·
per growth of this crop.

ti:!

SEND US YOUR CANCELED STAMPS
FOR TBE MISSIONS
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
by sending us your canceled st.amps. Simply te<l'
or cut them off your letters and packages and
mail lhem to us. Be sure to leave a small margiJ1
around tbem so as to protect the perforations. ,\Jl
foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mail contributions to: Young America. New Subiaco Ab~
bey, Subiaco, Arkansas 72865.

1)~~
Dear Young America11s,
Something disappointing happe11s every
fan. We always know ahead of time that it
is going to happen, but we never seem to
get ready.
Sometime this month a furious wi11d will
shake our trees as if they were dirty mo.ps,
Clnd all the leaves will come off, leaving
nothing but bunches of l,andles elbowing the
sky until next spring.
We know with our minds that bare
branches are a definite part of life but our
hearts do not welcome that part as readily
as fragrant spring blossoms, cool summer
shade, ripe fruit and riotous color of autumn.
And yet, would we ever experience the
ioy of welcoming spring if there were never
a. winter beforehand? How could we lear:'
What spring is if we could not compare ,t
With the deprivation of winter? Would we
even know how to celebrate Thanksgiving
Day if harvest time came every day and
there were no winter to prepare for?
There is a lot more to a tree than what we
can see, even if we watch it carefully through
all four seasons. There is as much tree under
the ground as there is growin~. above .the
ground and a trunk is like a filing cabinet
of time'. with each year enclosed in a distinct
ring, from the year the tree sprouted, th.e
uery center, to the outside ring, right now if
the tree is still living, or until whatever year
it died or was cut down.
Some museums display a slice across the
largest tree they can find. Experts have tediously searched back through the rings . of
these tree slices and labeled the exact ring
that grew while Columbus was discovering
America in 1492, the 1607 ring when settlers
first arrived in Jamestown, the first Thanksgiving Day ring, the American Independence
ring, and so on.

Whenever I see one of these upended tree
trunks time no longer seems past and gone.
It is e~sy to remember that God holds cap·
tive everything that ever h.app.ened, and on
Judgment Day we will see ,t displayed even
more plainly. than in the rings of a i:ree
trunk. We will see how Go~ used tree~ to
give each age of people a wider and wider
ring of understanding His salvatio11, from
the very center, when the need of salvation
sprouted in the time of .Eve, to as far out as
there will be years of time.
Love to every one of you,
Tammy ,

Bright Tree
Benjie took his fingers out of his ears for
a moment and opened his eyes to check the
bundles and see where his parents were. The
clamoring had died down. Some of th e people were moving slightly to the left and
others to the right, makmg 8 patb"".ay
through the multitude. Moses was hurrymg
down this path to the water hole.
The crowd became almost quiet as J1:1oses
knelt down on a convenient rock and. dipped
his cupped hand into the water. Beni1e held
his breath and waited tensely to see what
Moses would do with the terrible wa er.
Moses opened his mouth, barely tasted
what was in his hand, and threw the r.est
of it away, twisting his fac~ and puckering
his lips as he did so. BenJ 1e . gn~aced to.a,
remembering the bad taste still lingermg m
his mouth.
"Hereafter,U Moses ~ounc~d to the ~u~titudes in sorrow and disappointment, this
place will be called bitterness!"
.
,,
"That name is just perfect for this place,
said Benjie's mother with sarcasm, "but
in the meantime, how will that give us anying, "What shall we drink?"

"Maybe Moses could fix it" suggested
Benjie's father hopefully. "Aft~r all, I cJjd
find real water."
"Do you call that water?" asked Benjie's
mother in cJjsgust. "Even the Most High God
couldn't do anything with that stuff! If it
ever was real water it is sick to death now.
hopelessly ruined, and so are all of us unless
we get some honest-to-goodness water for a
change!"
Suddenly the whole multitude of people
were murmuring against Moses and clamoring, "what shall we drink?"
"Lord!'' cried Moses m desperation and
raised his arms towards the sky. Benjie
dropped to his knees and bowed low. The
Most High God might answer Moses any
rmnute now, and Benjie was terribly afraid
of Him.
·
Benjie listened for the Voice of God but
the railing of the people was all that ~ame
to his ears. Benjie stayed bowed for what
seemed to be a long time. He could hear
nothing at all happening. He raised up to
look at Moses again.
Moses was still standing in the same place
but held hrs hand up to shade his eyes as he
searched for something in the distance. Benjie looked in the same cJjrection but saw nothing special. Moses turned his head slightly
and stared again . Benjie turned his head and
stared :oo, but could see only rocks, grass
and a .l'ew trees.
. Moses t~rned his head again and gazed
mlo the distance. By this time many of the
people had stopped quarreling and were wond_ermg what Moses was looking for. Every
tune be stared in a different direction they
would look there, too, consumed with curiosity.
Now Moses leaned slightly forward as he
seemed to be examining a clump of trees in
the distance. Benjie looked at those trees,
loo. One of them seemed different from all
the others, as if it had light growing inside it.
Moses called for wood cutters to follow
him. Benjie's father and some of the men
started towards the glowing tree with axes.
Surely they were not going to cul down that
wonderful tree, thought Benjie. Surely they
would cut down all the other trees around
it. Benjie climbed to the top of a rock for
a better view.
Chop! Chop! Chop! went the axes in the
distance. Chop! Chop! Chop! came the sound
of the blows.
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"Oh no!" groaned BenJie, tor the men were
cutting at the base of the beautiful tree he
wanted to save!
"Timber!" Benjie's father shouted, and
the men jumped back to safety. Crraasshh'
went the tree and lay withering on the
ground. Benjie could scarcely keep back the
tears.
The men cJjvided up into two lines, one on
each side of the fallen tree. With great effort
they lifted it enough, by the branches, to
drag it to the water hole. At a signal froJ!l
Moses the muscles began to bulge on their
arms as the men made a mighty thrust that
shoved the tree all the way into the water.
Benjie's father hurried through the people
al the edge of the water until he came to
Benjie's mother.
"You can drink now!" he told her breath·
lessly. "The Tree! The Tree!"
"Are you out of your mind?" complained
Benjie's mother. "Silly men playing with a
silly tree while their wives and children
are parched with thrist."
By now, people were drinking at the edge
of the water and were filling their vesseJs.
Benjie slid down from his perch on the rock
and joined those at the water's edge.
"It's sweet!" they were shouting in wonder•
"The bitterness is all gone!"
Benjie drank his [ill and ran back to hi•
parents.
"I'll fill the vessels, Mother," he offered
eagerly.
"Not with that stuff!" whined Benjie's
mother. "It's ruined! It's sick to death!"
''It's healed'" asserted Benjie's father. "}
cut down a tree and threw it in the water'
I healed it, don't you see?"
At that moment Moses made a special sig·
nal, and the leaders of the companies began
to quiet their people and make ready to relay what Moses was going to say. God bad
spoken again:
"If you will listen to the voice of the Lord,
your God, and do what is right before Hin'l,
and obey His Commandments and keep all
His precepts, none of the evils that I ]aid
upon Egypt will I bring upon you: for I aJ!l
the Lord, your healer!"
By that time Benjie had taken vessels to
the waler and had brought back a supplY
for his mother.
"Drink," urged Benjie.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Father David,

I have yet to read a good presentation of
the dissatisfaction fell toward the Gospel
translations in the new missal, and your recent ecJjtorial didn't help a bit. For ~xample,
the resultant ultra-dkhotomistic feeling after
reading "Happy are you poor .... Happy are
You when you are hungry. . . Happy will
You be when men hate you. . ." What do
You expect to feel, warm and secure?
Granted, there is no feeling of ullradichotomism from the former "Blessed are
the poor.... Blessed are you ...." because
no one really understood what "blessed''
meant.
As far as the "hims" go, what is your suggested solution'? The new missal is faithful
to the Greek; maybe it is overly so in this
case. A noun instead of a pronoun would help
a lot now and then, but there should be some
sort of principle behind this.
And if "stifle a convulsive twitch in my
Parser" is an example of the vernacular you
Want, then count me among the reactionaries.
The "lilies," though. Your point of aesthetics is well taken; the phrase as found in the
Douay-Rheims version "Consider the lilies of
the field, how they grow" is more beautiful
than the utilitarian "learn a lesson from the
Way the wild lilies grow." But the argument
is a bit sickening. Is the aim of good Gospel
translations to give, so far as is possible. an
accurate version of what Christ said, in order
to bring out the force and beauty and meaning he gave the phrase? Or is the goal lo imt>rove the phrases where they evidently need

YOUNG AMERICA
(Continued from preceding page)

At first his mother barely tasted the water,
but almost immediately she was drinking her
fill with relish.
"So you did it, all by yourself with your
little axe," she teased Benjie's father merrily.
"Even after God bas spoken? God said He
Was the healer!"
"And so He is, wife of my bosom," answered Benjie's father fingering the new blisters
on his hands. "God is the healer, all right,
but somehow He decided to use that Tree,
and men to cul it down and move it to where
the sickness was ...."
(To be continued)

it. in order to give what we consider a more
aesthetic renderng?
In the paraDel passage in St. Luke's Gospel about the lilies, the phrase is: "Consider
the lilies" -- no mention of the fields. Surely
that is bad; we might be looking al some
scrubby little thing in a window box. So we
should correct St. Luke?
On the positive side (since examples. of
evident improvements in the new translal!on
are never given - only slurringly alluded to),
note the Gospel narrative for the 22nd Sunday after Pentecost: "ls it lawful to pay the
poil tax to the Emperor, or not~" But Jesus,
realizing their bad faith, said lo them. "Why
are you trying to trip me up. you hypocrites?
Show me the coin used for the poll tax."
When they handed him a Roman coin, he
asked them ... " and compare this with the
former version: "Is it lawful to give tribute
to Caesar, or not?'' But Jesus. knowing their
wickedness. said, "Why do you test me, you
hypocrites• Show me the coin of the tribute."
So they offered him a denarius." Besides the
several other elements of improvement, consider the word ·'Roman." Now we can appreciate that even the coin was a reminder of
their subjection. Granted, this is an addition:
an example of what is needed lo clear up the
predicamem of the surplus hims mentioned
above - but based on an exegetical interpretation, not mere aesthetics.
Warmly.
Daniel Geels. O.S.B.

I agree with Father Dan;el lhat mine was
a poor statement of the case against the Confraternity translation of the gospels in the
new missal. But my objections still hold. I
am not look:ind merely for a '"more aesthetic
rendering." I "also w'ant, as Father Daniel
sp•cifies. "an accurate versjon of what Christ
said. in order to bring out the force and
beauty and meaning he gave the phrase." In
general the Confraternity translation succeeds only in meaning and fails in force and
beauty.
More passages could be quoted on either
side of this case-but convictions would probably not change. I will concede the translation often hits the right note, just not often
enough . The banal, the pompous. and the
awkward are loo often intermingled. I would
not care to see the present translation perpetuated in later and probably more permanent ecJjtions of the missal. I wonder what
others think.
--D. F
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In a memorable quote, Pascal says, "Nature
has some perfections to show that she is the
image of God, and some defects to show that
she is only his image. " A retreat is a time for
a person to recognize both perfections and defects in himself. When we see and accept both
the good and the bad in us, we can begin to
work positively to tip the balance in favor
of the good.
December
December
November
November

Men's Retreat
3-5 ___
_ Special
10-12
12-14 St. Agnes Academy, Memphis
19-21 _ Widows and elderly women

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas
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4 Meditation

Abbot Mic hael.'s Letter

Preparing the Way

The Meaning of Christmas
My dear Friends and Benefactors :
May the grace of Christmas bring each
and all of you peace and joy in full measure,
pressed down and overflowing. Grace is lifethe life of Christ in us. And it is the great
gift of God 's love. S t. J ohn describes God's
Christm as gift, when he writes : " In this h as
the love of God been shown in our case, that
God has sent his only-begotten Son int.o the
worl d that we may Uve through him ."
Christmas is not something th at happened
only to Mary and J oseph, to the shepherds
and the Magi. It is not someth ing, bu t someone-Mary 's divine Son---eoming to you and
me a nd every generation born into the world :
"I proclaim to you good news of great joy,"
the angel said, "which will be shared by the
whole people: today, a sav ior has been born
to you who is Messiah and L ord."
God is no longer someone apart from the
world, from you, from me. By being born a
creature, He has made all human flesh and
life a part of Himself. He has em braced all
that is human and earthly except sin. We
have fellowship with Him , an almost incredible fellowship, eye-lo-eye, heart-to-heart. H e
has embraced and made His own all human
experience, all our miseries, heartaches,
fears, all our failures and anxieties and even
a wretched death. And He has transformed
them all into a victory over the dark night
of sin, into a preparation for sharing in His
power and majesty and glory when He shall
come for us again at the end of time.
Our life is no longer like a flower that blossoms, wilts and dies and is no more. Christmas is God come to us to be one with us, not
for the years of a life-time, but forever, for
as long as God lives, for eternity.
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By Bernard. Schumacher, O.S.B.

Christmas is the faith and conviction that
God has spoken to us His fin al word in th~
drama of history in the per son of J esus Chris,.
born at Bethlehem. Every man must sa.
"yes" or "no" to God's Incarnate Word, to
J esus. T he great tragedy of the ages-yes·
terday and tod ay-is that "He came into h15
own and his own received him not.'' There
are millions who have never heard of tb1
Word of God- this Lord and Savior. An
there are m illions wh o, confronted w ith B iill•
say "no" -"receive him not." Bu t to as manY
as receive H im, to them He gives the power
of becom in g sons of God.
Celebrating Christmas means "r eceiv~
Him"-saying "yes" to J esus the Incarnate
Word of God: "Yes, I give you my life~
faith th at you have come, in the hope th 8
I shall have fellowship w ith you in the g)orl'
and happiness of the world to come, in tb;
love with which you have loved me an
given you rself to me." Then, as at Bethleheilld
the darkness of the night is shattered an
the glory of God shines around us. Then
Christmas is more than bright lights. 9
Christmas tree, and a good feeUng_ inside
Then Christmas becomes a reality in u~·
Then, like in Mary who spoke her "ye5•
God's Word becomes flesh in us.
Gratefully yours in the Savior·

"Prepare the way for the Lord." That is
the first requirement for a Merry Christmas.
We can best prepare the way by getting
ready a place for Him in our hearts. That
tneans we will have to cleanse and soften
our hearts. Wbat could soften our hearts
tnore than the thought of the mighty preParations God made to save the human race
from the disaster it had brought on itself.

*

•

*

*
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God does not beat us into submission but
lie appeals to our hearts. How could He do
this more effectively than to come as a helpless infant born in a makeshift shelter? A
light of hope burns brightly at Christmas
tirne. The world needs the kindly light of
Christmas. The light of Christmas illumines
every corner of the world. It reaches into the
deepest shadows and drives back the shades
Of sorrow.
•
•
•
*
The source and center of that light is the
lonely stable in Bethlehem where a holy
ll1other adores a divine Infant. Heaven and
earth are brought together in that sacred
Place. Mary, Joseph. and the shepherds are
there and invisible angels worship. We worShip with them on Christmas day. We giv_e
li:i.rn thanks for His great glory. We expei:1ence a feeling of well being and security m
the light that streams from Bethleh~m. We
are aglow with happiness on the birthday
Of our Saviour.

•

God has given us a gift we can never f?rget We adore this Infant and receive Him
in Holy Communion. God gives Himself in
tloly Communion on Christmas day and
llnites us to Himself.
Our Lord was given the name of Jesus.
l'his is the name that Mary had been directed
to give Him by the angel Gabriel. The name
or Jesus is now known all over the world.
As His name so also His praise reaches to
the ends of the world.

•

•

It goes without saying that no one will
ever know so much as Our Lord. He knew
that no man could redeem Himself. Nobody
could pay God the price of His redempt10n.

But Christ had Divine riches which He freely
made available to the human race.

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

We ordinarilv do not make as much use of
the Divine riches as we might. We have ou~
d days and our bad days. On our goo
~~~s we should prepare for the bad. On ~y~
when it is easy for us to pray a nd ~erv_e ·t 0
some extra time spent in prayer an spm u 81
works will help us when it is hard for us to
draw close to God.
Once in a while a special opportunity for
good works presents 1· t self · If we maked our.
selves the protectors of the Jowly Go wi11
not forget the deed. Christ teaches. us lo ~j
iect ungodliness and accept godliness.G d
things work out well for those ~ho love o 1{
God can manage things for this purposetb
was the will of God , for example, th at
e
Holy Familv should escape the traps set by
Her'iid.
.
God used extraordinary mea~ to warn ~t.
Joseph to go to Egypt and agau:1 no\!~ ~~
back to Judea. God posts warnmgs .
too Usuallv He uses the Church for this ?urpos·e inste;d of dread and direct reve_lallon~
and just as St. Joseph could have ignore
his dreams, so also we can ignore the ~~;~
ings of the Church. What are some o
things the Church warns us about? She warns
us not to be too rigorous or too lax m ou~
viewpoints. We are to keep our_ eyes han
ears and minds open and know 1ust w_ ere
we stand. We sometimes have to make :
choice between what seems to be n:w an
what seems to be old. Christ's teachmgs _do
not change hut our grasp of them can
prove. It can decline too and once doctrine
is misconstrued much damage can be done.
No wonder we are told to work out our salvation in fear and trembling.

=-

•

*

•

•

No generation of men has ever bad ii easy.
Sometimes you hear people talk about the
good old days; and then again you he3: them
talk about how much better we have ti than
they used to. But the same general problems
remain, and we have to rely on God for the
solutions. The answers are not always the
ones we like. but they are the true answers.
Thev lead to happy results, and those who
accept them go from strength to strength. ❖
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EDITORIALS

A Search Ends

Since
Jesus was
born , and grew
to his full stature,
and died , everything
has continued
to move forward
because Christ is not
yet fully formed : he has
not yet gathered about him
the last folds of his robe of flesh
and of love which is
made up of his faithful
followers . The mystical Christ
has not yet attained to his full
growth ; and therefore the same is
true of the cosmic Christ. Both of
these are simultaneously in the state
of being and becoming ; and it is from the
prolongation of this process of becoming
that all created activity ultimately springs.
Teilhard
de Chardin

But neither Protestants nor Catholics accept everything Tillich had to say. Cath~lics,
especially, have serious (and probably :rrE;"Love,U wrote Paul Tillich. uis the source parable) quarrels with many .of Tillich s
of grace. Love accepts that which is unac- doctrinal statements. His reduct10n of every
ceptable and Jove renews the old being so religious affirmation to "symbolism" (a word
that it becomes a new being." When the 79- of his own definition) casts doubt on the
Year-old Protestant theologian died in late meaning and place of Christ as really God
October, there was a hushed stillness as in and really man, on the doctrine of grace,
a forest after the fall of a mighty oak. Men and on the sacramental economy.
knew that one of the greats had passed, one
On the positive side, a lasting contribution
of those few of massive talent who are lovingly dedicated to finding new ways of ex- to Catholic spreading of the Gospel should
be Tillich's effort lo put the reality of God
panding man's openness to God.
Paul Tillich's whole life was a search. Born in terms fitted to the man of the turbulent
of stern Lutheran parents in 19th-century mid-twentieth century. He speaks of God as
Germany, young Paul began his quest for the " the object of man's ultimate concern."
Infinite through philosophy and theology in Whatever concerns a person "ultimately" bePreparing for the ministry. He was a chap- comes God for him. The tragedy of today's
lain in World War I, and it was there that he society is that man is too often concerned
first encountered the full force of human about something that is not personal, not
meaningless and misery. In post-war Ger- holy, not completely superior and transcendmany, Tillich worked with other intellec- ent. His "God" may be himself. or money,
tuals to establish a basis for freedom and or a Superman of his own imagination, or
growth. When he spoke out against the Nazis, even a kind of wind-up toy he brmgs out
he was fired from his teaching post at the for big holidays. Tillich wanted to clear away
this fog so that modern man could know the
University of Frankfurt.
In 1933, Tillich accepted an invitation to real God he can believe, and serve, and love.
a position at Union Theological Seminary
in New York and embarked upon a completely new life. His questioning grew more THE EVENTS surrounding his death show
difficult and more profound as he came to that to the last Paul Tillich was still searchgrips with the problems of the modern age, ing for a way to open men's minds to the
and by the forties, the immigrant theologian reality of God. He had been invited to disWas becoming a major voice in American cuss the meaning of God with a group of the
Protestantism. His stature continued to "death-of-God theologians", a school of
mount and the thrusts of his insight spread. American thinkers who contend that the idea
At his death on the threshold of the eigh- or the existence of God is no longer relevant
ties, Paul Tillich was still in high demand to Christianity in our time (Just what they
as a lecturer and speaker for Catholic as well mean by this is presently a subject of hot
debate). During the late-hour discussion, Tilas Protestant groups.
Uch over-exerted himself and later suffered
the stroke from which he died within a few
l'HE RELIGIOUS IMPACT of Tillich owes hours.
The problems that bothered Tillich were
much to the ecumenical spirit of our time and
the renewal outlook of the major Christian not solved or settled by him. In fact, some
Churches. He embodied the fearless question- say that Christianity is just barely entering
ing of accepted formulas and the humble a "secular" phase with greater problems respect for the truth that typify the new and greater possibiUties - than ever before.
religious spirit. Because of his dedication to But he did cast a searchlight into the darktheological enquiry, he was able to point ness ahead, and by his faithful quest sugChristians to new slants on the revealed doc- gested lines of approach for the difficulties
that may be coming.
- J. K.
trine.
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The Decree on Divine Revelation

THE TORCH OF RENEW AL
With the ending of the Second Vatican
Council on December 8, the renewal of the
Church enters a new stage. The convocation
and progress of the Council has been a modern miracle which men would have deemed
impossible just five years ago. Only the
working of the Holy Spirit can explain the
vigorous and concerted direction that emerged as the Council unfolded, or the ecumenical climate that now favors inter-Church
dialogue at all levels.
But now comes the crucial test to determine whether the decisions reached in centralized and organized debate become living
norms or dead letters. The bishops go back
to their dioceses with the knowledge that
they carry a burning message of truth and
charity, a message that will face severe difficulties in inspiring men and practices to
renewal.
Popes J ohn and Paul and the sacred college have given the direction. A heavy part
of the burden now passes to the members of
the Church "back home" who must respond
to the grace of the hour to make the new
Pentecost a reality.

WHY
Father Conrad Herda. O.S.B.,
80, died December 2 after a long
illness. He made his first profes sion in 1911 and spent most of his
years in the parish ministry in
Arkansas and Texas. We will have
a com11lete story in our next issue.
By Dtiniel Geels, O.S.B.

Dear Editor,

Letters
Dear Edito1·.
I like the new cover-but not as well as the
l~ng-lost art of Father Felix. Why don't you bring
him back from wherever they have hidden him
away?

"Who Is Him?" (October) is nothing but tough.
Oh. I wish I'd written it myseJf! Of course, none
of the t;}ospel passage~ quoted. can begin to compare with the perenmaJ favorite, "May the stain
of sin be crushed out." And Father Daniel would
ha_v_e . to be lo!!ical about the whole thing and
crit1c12e the editorial for poor presentation. But
why does Father David agree with him? If a
hteral translation of the Greek produces indefinite
pronouns, why demand such a literal translation?
To do so is unfair to the writer, who cannot be
held responsible for awkwardness in translation.

If Father David's comments border on the ridiculous. is this unfair in an analysis of a translation which often borders on the ddiculous? A
comment on, or calling of attention to, a problem
aeed not-should not-be a scholarly discourse,
so much as an attempt to provoke others to consider the matter and, hopefully, Iorm concrete
and thoughtiul views on their own.
Miss Ja_ne Carfagno
St. LoUts University
St. Louis, Missouri

Doesn't God Speak To Us?

Re: Recent comment on the new ConfraternHY
translation of the Scripture.
Comment for and against both the translation
and the new liturgy is usually abstract, theoretical, and pointless. Valid comment must assess
both in terms o! their purpose: the worship of
God and the instruction of all the faithful and
not merely the instruction of the laity.
The best assessment of the new translation i5
provided by the hierarchy who have already be·
gun a new translation. Quite obviously. our bishops
recognize that this translation is useless to the
majority. Let us pra:v that they read the ne,ct
version before they impose 1t upon us. If tbeY
do not, we truly will be justified in complainin!!
that our bishops and clergy do not speak our
language.
M.J. Handgraaf
Modesto, California

Dear Editor.
We have discussed the Abbey MESSAGE ar·
ticle "Finding a Garb for Today" (October). For
some of us it sort or shook us-which is exacth'
what. we n~eded. Ma~y of u~ are looking at our
vocations in an entirely different perspective.
We've always been identified with God by our
garb, but we've avoided being identified with the
poor and outcast by our actions. These are the
people who need us and ii we are going to reaIIY
be what we say we ru·e. it seems to me that we
have to go out to these poor in the areas in which
we live.
An Arkansas Nun

God is dumb. There has been a lot of talk
again lately that God is dead. He's not dead;
he's dumb. A person is reckoned to be dead
When there is no evidence of life, so God is
Written off as dead because he does not
speak up. How many of us pray to God, asking him to guide us, begging him to tell us
What to do and let us know whether we have
done well or ill in the past, and receive a
blank in reply? We may as well be talking
to John Brown, or any other body lying
moldering in the grave.
Our bishops and their theologians knew
something of this problem and sat down to
see what they could do about it. The result?
'l'he decree from the Council on Divine Revelation! What a letdown! We know God
spoke to men in the Bible, to Moses, and
the Prophets, and the Apostles. Our difficulty
is, has God been struck dumb since then?
Why doesn't God talk to us as he talked
to Moses or King David? President Johnson
has every bit as many problems as David
had, and most of them are a hundred times
more serious. And what does Johnson get?
Not a clue, not even a "Go up against your
enemy and I will be with you." II He's with
Us in Viet Nam, He's surely more quiet about
it than the Viet Cong.
Or take Pope Paul; national magazines poke
fun at him, calling him the Pope of Buts. because he can't seem lo say precisely what
he thinks to be the truth. Surely he needs
guidance from God as much as Moses didbut not a word. Or take our vital, daily prob-

lerns of segregation (is integration righ~?
how fast?). or my job (should I take this
good job, even though I know the company
is swindling the public?). etc, etc.
So what are the bishops doing• Are they
trying desperately to make believe? Giving
us a wisdom that is "only a knowledge of
dead secrets, useless in the darkness into
which they have peered?"
Is this Revelation stuff actually supposed
to mean something to us? to our daily lives
with our problems and dilemmas? Our problems are quite a bit different from. those_of
the Jews centuries ago. Their only d1scuss1on
about the moon was: "Don't worship it."
Okay. we don't worship it; should we be
spe;ding billions of dollars trying to travel
to it? They were told by God to "multiply
and fill the earth"; we have the problem of
100 many people. God gave them clear directions how to deal with other people: don't
kill their cattle. don't burn their crops. etc;
but what about subtly convincing a man he
needs a new car or i new color T.V., when
you know good and well he does not? Why
doesn't God speak up, and either tell us such
things are wrong, or give them his blessing?
A dumb God is just as bad as a dead one;
neither one makes anv difference in our
lives. And so the one statement in Revelation that makes any sense is: "There is nothing better for a ;,.,an than that he should
eat and drink and find enjoyment in his
work"-if he can; otherwise die.

But he also speaks to us directly in our
situation if we only had ears to hear and eyes
to see. Admittedly it's something like a man
speaking in snatches and scraps of five or
six languages, with hundreds of gestures
thrown in. If we are open and willing we
can hear God speaking in a beautiful sunrise (or, also, a dreary, rainy morning), in
the words of our bishop or priests, in the
good example of our neighbor (or enemy).
in the love of our family, in the bitterness of
failure at the job (God doesn't always speak
sugary words), and so on.
If we are not willing to hear God in these
ways, he may very well be dumb to us. It
is one thing to claim God does not speak to

But before finishing off the bishops and
their decree with a dismissing kick, let's take
a look at what is actually said about Revelation.

F

IRST OF ALL it is said that in Revelation God tells us about himself (what
kind of a God he is) and also speaks to us
about the life of man (what the purpose of
our life is, how we should live in order to
follow hls plan for us and make sense out of
this life).
But more importantly, we are told how
God spoke to us, "gradually, over a long
period of time, using all sorts of techniquessome of a still quite imperfect nature (divination, dreams, casting lots). God was
meeting man as he stood, in hls human situations." And: "In order that man might hear
God speaking he (man) must be disposed to
accept that God can speak, that he does
speak, and that he speaks, normally, through
human means."

Actually, this is quite a mouthful. What
it amounts to, in a very roundabout way, is
denying God is dumb, even today. God is
not dumb; it's just that he speaks a peculiar
language, something like sign language. Unless you're in the know, the signs mean no
more than that the "speaker" has a bad case
of nerves.

Our trouble in trying to hear God is our
listening for the wrong language. God doesn't
always speak in lightning and thunder and
earthquakes and booming voices. He spoke
in thunder when thunder meant something
to man. "He speaks normally through human
means"-rather, through created things. Even
in the Old Testament God did not make it a
habit to miraculously write his messages on
walls. Normally, he spoke to men through
other men, prophets, priests, kings, or througl1
such events as the banks of a river caving
in, or victory in a battle, or by such dubious
means as copying laws ("directives from tbe
Lord") from neighboring nations.
God used all these ways to talk to us, to
tel1 us what kind of God he is, and what sort
of liie we, his creatures, should live. Okay;
so how does he speak today? Through meJl
again, through events such as the Viet NaJ11
battles, through nature, through our rock·
etry, through countless happenings. The difficulty is not to hear his voice, but to bear
it as his voice, and determine what be iS
saying, and to have the courage to accept
his message.

H

E DOES STILL SPEAK through }lis
written Revelation , Holy Scripture,
Reading the Bible with the willingness to
listen to God will make God's voice alive
to us, in our life today.

us. and quite another to demand that when
be speaks he make himself unm:stakably
clear. God will rarely make things so clear
that we would be forced to recognize the
message as being his, al though his voice m~y
become quite strident-as for exampl,e, ti;
the case of racial justice today. He didn t e
us that racial discrimination was wrong
til he knew we were ready for it, but now
tone. God
huen ,·s telling us ' and in an insistent
·
1·
speaks to us according to our s1tua
'?n· "even
stooping to temper the content of his revelation to man's capacity."
R
This is the basis of what is said about evelation with regard to the contem~rary
silence of God. It does appear that the bishops
have a pomt. ❖

God is not dumb · it's 1·ust that he speaks a peculiar language ,
something like sign' language. Unless you •re ·in th e know ' thef
signs mean no more than that the "speaker" has a bad case \
nerves. Today, God speaks through men , through events sue
as the Viet Nam battles through nature, through our rocketry ,
'
' Ity ·1s _no t to hear
through countless happenings.
The d'ff
1 1cu
his voice but to hear it as his voice , and determine what he
is saying,' and to have the courage to accept his message.

The December Cover
The inscription for the Chrismas scene on
our cover is inspired by the opening words of
Chapter 60 of the Book of Isaiah. The prophet
shouts the joyous message of restoration for
the down-trodden People of God:
"Arise, shine; for your light has come,
and the glory of the Lord has risen upon
you.
For behold, darkness shall cover the earth.
and thick darkness the peoples,
But the Lord will arise upon you,
and his glory will be seen upon you.
And nations shall come to your light,
and kings to the brightness of your rising."

The Hebrew words are "kabod Yahweh,"
or ·'the glory of the Lord" from the biblical
text. Our attention centers on the event that
brought light. the Light, into the darkness
of unredeemed creation. The Ep1Stle for the
dawn Mass of Christmas will tell of the
dawning of this light as the appearance of
"the goodness and kindness of God our
Saviour.''
Along with the warm glow of Christmas
goes the cold realization that just out of the
picture stands a cross. It is there because
"Men have loved the darkness rather than
the Light." The choice is possible even today,
even at Christmas. if the glory of Lord shines
only on our face and not in our heart. ❖
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Father Raphael Writes

Letter
From Nigeria
Dear Friends and Benefactors
As thjs is being written, 'we are only
~-ne day away from the beginning of the
final exanunations of the school year. The
210 students will be returrung to their homes
on December I for the longest of the three
breaks in the school year. They will return
on January 20 for the beginning of the 1966
school year.
This marks the end of two years at Ascension High, years of gradual growth and development in a school now finishing its
fourth year of existence, but years which
have brought their problems and at times
frustrations. In May of this year the students
went on strike for a number of alleged reasons, most of which were entirely unfounded
and beyond our control. There have been
many strikes throughout Nigeria where students are demanding more and more things
taken for granted in other nations where,
however, schools are either state-supported
or have fees which provide for certain facilities. In Nigeria fees (or a full vear of
school-and most of them are b~arrung
schools such as Ascension High School-are
slightly more than sixty pounds per student,
which amounts to somewhat less than $200.00
when books are added. There has been talk
about lowering the fees, but at the same
time salaries for teachers have increased.
Payment of all teachers and fees for students
are set by the government.
10

Engaging teachers needed in the fields of
~cience and a few other subjects is a hard
Job, and we have not surceeded in getting
the service of a science graduate (one who
has a B.Sc. degree) up to the present time.
Smee teachers in science and a few other
fields are in great demand, q ualiiied teachers
make high demands for their service, which
a young school can hardly afford. It has been
the practice in many schools which are in
rural areas to provide housing, water and
electricity for teachers, who, therefore, live
on the school campus. We have found that
teachers who live on the campus are much
more helpful in the operation of a school.
And it is very helpful for them. since most
of them do not have adequate transportation
if they live any distance from the school.
We have been thinking of introducing
French in 1966, a subject which will prove
more and more useful since almost all the
people of the countries bordering Nigeria
speak French. Our contact with a prospective F~ench teacher brought a reply with the
following demands in addition to the set
salary: a) a loan to be used for buying a car:
b) an allowance for maintenance of the car;
c) furnjshed house; and d) an inducement
to come here, that is, a promise of extra
money for his services. It is clear that he is
shopping around for the highest bidder (or
his service. We cannot afford to meet such
demands, so recruiting teachers remains a
problem.

FEW WEEKS AGO the school underwent inspection for science subjects;
successful outcome of the inspection will
qualify Ascension to give the Cambridge examinations in these subjects in November,
1966. Other subjects were approved as a result of last year's inspection. We are hopeful
that in 1967 the school will be qualified for
receiving help from the regional government
which means that the teachers' salaries will
be paid, and possibly a grant of money will
be given for further development of the

A

school.
Our building program continues on without a respite. During the course of the present school year the science building was
completed, a new dormitory was erected and
now a new dormitory is nearing completion.
Part of the new dormitory will serve as a
temporary chapel for 1966; up to the present
time half of the upper story of the classroom
building has been used for a chapel for the
students, but with the addition of 60 more
students in 1966 the present chapel will be
partitioned for use as classrooms. We hope
some day to have a permanent chapel.
Our Community is still living in temporary quarters which will eventually be used
for a lay staff. A few months ago we built
an addition for candidates for the monastery,
and at present we have three candidates who
hope lo join the Order of St. Benedict. They
have a program of working and praying, and
they join us in most of the Divine Office

dailv· classes are held for them each day in
ord~; lo familiarize them with the monastic
life.
Building of the permanent monastery bas
not yet begun because of the burden of providing for a growing school. But plans are
being made and we hope to begin bu1ldmg
during 1966.
The school situation is still a cause for
anxiety, since the government had determined to set up local boards which would
control many aspects of the operation o( the
primary schools, thus endangering the freedom of selecting teachers as in the past. Thus
for all practical purposes the proprietors
would no longer have the control they once
had. This proposal by the educational authorities was seriously opposed by the Bishops
of the Region, and the controversy seems to
ha,·e died for the moment. These measures
did not affect the high schools.
The political situation is again a cause for
great concern. Last year the country suffered
from two nationwide strikes, one by the
workers and the other bv the teachers. :-Tear
the end of 1964 there were near crises over
the census and then over the federal elections w Wch were boycotted by the Eastern
Region and by the Federal territory of Lagos.
Six weeks ago there was another election crisis in the Western Region, which resulted in
rioting and the loss of many lives. It is alleged that there were many irregularities in
the conduct of the election, Antagonism continues between the Moslem North and much
11

of the remainder of the country. For months
prayers have been offered for a peaceful solution of this serious problem.
WE ARE CONTINUING our work in the
missions in our area of Eleme, Ibubu and
Okrika. The number of Catholics in Eleme
has grown to several hundred and the Okrika mission is also growing steadily. Up to
the present, however, no land has been obtained for the new church in Okrika in spite
of many meetings and promises from the
local chiefs. Efforts are still being made [or
a suitable site for a church.
The Church in Eleme town has not been
finished due to Jack of funds. There was hope
that the parishioners would raise enough
money for the roof, but up lo this time they
have not been able to raise enough for the
completion of the work. It is hoped that the
profits from the bazaar which will be held
soon will complete the job of pulling the
roof on; when this is completed the church
can be used. Other things will be necessary.
but they can be done gradually.

The Ibubu mission has grown very little.
Numbers are small and we don't have the
time to do the work there that should be
done. There is a likelihood that we will take
another mission or two in our area and offer
Mass once a month, going to a different place
on the dillerent Sundays of the month. Some
of the outlying missions that have Mass only
a few times each year will have Mass every
Sunday under this new plan. In this way we
hope that there will be a great increase in
the number of Catholics in our area.
O_ur sincere thanks lo all who bave helped
us m our work and we ask your continued
help in the building up of the Church in this
p_art of the Lord's vineyard. We ask in particular that you keep us and our work in your
prayers.
All the Fathers and Brothers join in wishing you every Christmas blessing.
In Christ,
Raphael DeSalvo, O.S.BPrior
St. Mukasa Priory
Eleme, Port Harcourt
Nigeria
November 23. 1965

The main arlery of commerce at Port Harcourt.

Lending
Library
Notes
Readers are invited to use the free lending
library service of the Abbey. The books referred
lo below are part of a shell of several hundred
books available. Additions :u-e constantly being
tnadc to the library. \Vrite for any of these books
o~ ask for a complete Lisl Address the Lending
L1brnry, New ubiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

FAITH AND THE ADOLESCENT. by Pierre
Babin, Herder and Herder. 1965. 128 pages.
$2.95.

Before the catechist can hope to communicate the Good News of Christ to the adolescent, it is of vital importance to have some
understanding of the adolescent's psychology
and his socio-cultural background. In order
to arrive at this knowledge. it is necessary
lo learn from the adolescent himself his opinions and ideas. Father Babin wrote this book
after a thorough analysis of a questionnaire
answered by some 1800 youth between the
ages of 13-20. Although answered by only
French youth the responses are highly characteristic of our own youth, and throw much
light on the problems that challenge our
catechists today.
It is the hope of every religion teacher to
be able to give the students a knowledg~ of
God that is living and relevant to their li\'es.
But in order to accomplish this . it is necessary
for the student to experience God in some
way. Is it possible for the adolescent lo experience God? Just what is God to the average teenager? Does he understand the language of our catechisms. or is the terminology too remote from his experienr.es?
Father Babin discusses the collection of
data on such questions with a natural interpretation and also in the light of faith. The
adolescent cannot become a mature Christian
on the strength of his godparents' faith. He
must progress to a living knowledge of God

by being guided and led to a releva~t idea
of his faith. In light of the catechctical renewal. Father Babin suggests areas m w_hich
the catechist can make the best use of s1tuaations and conditions to lead th~ adolescent
to a realization of his covenant with God
through Christ.
-Sister M. Rachel, O.S.B
McGehee, Arkansas

THE PSALMS: THEIR STRUCTURE AND
MEANING. bv Pius Drijvers. Herder and
Herder. 214 pages with notes. appendices. and
mdex. 1965, $5.50.
St. Benedict emphasizes that in prayer the
monk should strive to keep the mind in harmony with the voice. To accomplish this he
desi;es that the monk should study the
psalms. Every Christian meets the ps~l~s
in the liturgy and probably finds that 1t IS
a bit difficult to see the meaning of what he
is saying or singing. A reliable Scripture
scholar. Roland E. Murphy, 0 Carm .. introduces Fr. Drijvers' book and commends it as
presenting "an approach which captures the
ess2ntials. yet remains appealing to the general reader." Noting the benefit of reading
and thinking about the psalms. Fr. Drijvers
explains that the psalms are still alive; "The
psalms still express God's majesty and love,
man's sin and ingratitude, as well as his
search for God, his restless longing. his penitence and his thankfulness." Even though
the roots of the thought of the psalms lie in
the past, in the Old Testament. their blossoming reaches out into the far future; they
are Christian prayers.
Fr. Drijvers aims at presenting the reader
an understanding of the psalms b~• expanding
the principal themes-creation , deliverance,
co\'enant with God, suffering, and so onw1lhin the context of the literary forms of
the Old Testament man. He also shows that
these themes are transposed to the presentday Christian plane. For example in the
chapter on the psalms of petition , the structure (with its call to God, the complaint
expressed. the petition exhibiting a simple,
pontaneous relationship lo God. concluding
with the reasons for a hearing. e.g.. affirming
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God's nearness and his mercy) show an attitude toward God which is hopefully that of
men of all times. The discussion of the royal
psalms brings the Christian to realize the
present. rule of Christ can be acknowledged
rn praymg of these psalms. Similar insights
are given rn chapters on pilgrim, processional, and thanksgiving psalms. The appendices
prove helpful lo the reader who wishes to
study a particular psalm. its use in the New
Testament, its relation to other psalms, and
its general structure. ◊
-Ephrem O'Bryan, O.S.B.

SEND US YOUR CANCELED STAMPS
FOR THE MISSIONS
Help us raise funds to aid the needy missions
by sending us your canceled stamps. Simply tear
or cut them off your letters and pack.;:i.ges and
mail them to us. Be sure to leave a small margin
aroun.J them so as to protect the perforations. All
foreign stamps are especially valuable. Mail contributions to: Young America. New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas 72865.

At St. Louis University
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House
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by Cla re Wo lf

Confessors of the Faith
Listed below are the names of departed members of ow· monastic family whose death anniversaries are remembered this month.

Bernard Knupfer, O.S.B.
Peter Post, O.S.B.
Boniface Spanke, 0.S.B.
Michael Boesch, O.S.B.
Lawrence Boyt, O.S.B.
Leo Laesche, 0.S.B.
Charles Poggeman, O.S.B.
Aemilian Schmitt, O.S.B.
Thomas More Martin, O.S.B.
John Ev. Weibel, O.S.B.
John Ba ptist Nigg, O.S.B.
Lambert Gerold. O.S.B.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
J an.
Jan.
Jan.

2, 1899
3, 1946

Have you renewed your
By David Flusche, O.S.B.

11, 1942

22. 1924
1952
6, 1957
7, 1956

2s;

subscription yet?

11, 1950

12,
15,
16,
26,

1944
1938
1939
1935

UNITED IN PRAYER
Our Lord formed a New Covenant with us and
inscribed on our hearts the New Commandment
to "love one another." \Ve show this love and remain united in Christ, as tl1e New Testament writers te1l us, especially by joining one another in
prayer.

Below are listed a few of the general intentions
and names of the recentl y deceased submitted to
lhe monks at Subiaco during the past month for
rem1:mbrance in prayer. These and the ma11)'
spema l and personal intentions we also received
are suggested for the participa0oo of our readetS·

A peaceful settlement of lhe conflicts in Vietnam
and other war-torn areas; Thanksgiving for favors
received during Lhe past yea.r; A Christian death·
The guidance of the Holy Spirit in putting Coun~
cil decrees into practice; Mature understanding of
the gift of sexuality by young people.

Brother William Galligan, 0.S.B.; Mary O'BrieJl:
Frank Sellmeyer; Kathryn Fl. Costello· Denn''
Webb; Otto Knoedle; Rev. Joseph P. CoLier- J\{<S·
Emma Todoran; Katherine Floren· Ben Koch;
Anna Strassle: John Lipin; Rudolph J. Hooflsletter. Sr.
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R.EGULAR READERS of these pages are already familiar with the fact that New Subiaco Ab bey has undertaken a new step in the
education of its monks by establishing a
house of studies at St. Louis University. The
dozen students and their director live about
a mile southwest of St. Louis University,
where they attend classes. But specifically,
What all does the program embrace? Let's
begin with the house and then move through
the neighborhood to the University and on
to extracurricular activities and the impliC;,.tions of it all.
The Subiaco monks have rented a former
Sisters' house at St. Bernard's Parish. The
house, probably built in the 1830's, became
Parish property in 1878 when the parish was
established. For over three-quarters of a
century it served as a residence for the Sisters who taught in the parochial school, until
the school was closed several years ago.

With nine large rooms, broad corridors,
and doorwavs that would not inconvenience
a seven-footer, the house reflects a past grandeur that has only awkwardly accepted later
additions such as plumbing and electricity.
The students live, three to a room, in the
four large upstairs rooms. The director has
a smaller room at one end. On the first floor
are the office, chapel, library. dining room,
and kitchen. The basement, where no sevenfooter would dare enter and anyone approaching six feet needs a crash helmet, includes a recreation room, laundry, boiler
room. and a storage room which has also
become the barber shop for mutually-given
haircuts.
The house stands in an area referred to as
an "island" by some of its people, for it is
a triangle surrounded by major traffic arteries. Expressways, industry. and suburbanization have reduced the parish membership
15
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. . for mind.

Commuting
is inexpensive .

to several hundred. though at one time
parishioners were numbered by the thousands. The neighborhood is d~clining economically. The exodus to the suburbs or the
dying out of the older people leaves the
smaller merchants with fewer customers and
more problems. The area includes whites and
Negroes in about equal numbers, though the
nearby public school has a predominance of
Negro pupils, indicating the trend. The parish remains predominantly white, but its
Negro membership is growing slowly. Racial
harmony is good. An observer of play on the
nearby school grounds would note that the
boys seem totally unaware of race in the
games on their half of the schoolyard, but
that the girls tend to group themselves by
race.
In the house the Subiaco group lives a religious community life with daily chapel
periods including community Mass, spiritual
reading, and the offices of lauds, vespers, and
compline. Each resident has his own household responsibilities. All take turns preparing breakfast and, on days they are not at
the University, lunch. A cook comes in every
evening to prepare dfoner.
No two of the students have identical class
schedules. Singly or in small groups the trek
to the University begins about 7:30 every
morning. The two venerable automobiles are
used for school transportation only in very
bad weather or when side errands have to
be run.
AT THE UNIVERSITY each student selects
his own major field with advice from superiors at the Abbey and University counsellors.
All take minors in philosophy or education
to prepare them for later studies for the
priesthood or for teaching. On campus they
are not in any special seminary sections, but
follow the regular University curriculum.
In this regard they are like hundreds of
other seminarians and priests, Brothers and
Sisters on campus who are seeking an intensive university education in circumstances
harmonious to their own religious commitment, and who are seeking to intensify and
enlarge this commitment. The Subiaco group
has joined with other seminarians and members of religious orders of men in a looselyformed association (or joint activity and
study of the religious vocation in the Church
today. The entire group of several hundred
meets monthly for a Mass concelebrated by
the religious superiors. Special smaller meetings are regular even ts.
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In general the purpose of the association is
not to isolate the religious but rather to help
them find their proper role in the Church,
Toward this end they turn their attention
especially toward the liturgy and the apos·
tolate. Practically every group of religious
has undertaken some apostolic work, the
most common of which is catechetical in·
struction. Home and orphanage visiting, rec·
reational supervision, private tutoring, par·
ish help in Sunday worship, are other ac·
ti vi ties.
Members of the Subiaco group teach religion to public school pupils in a downtown
parish every Sunday morning. At St. Ber·
nard's they take part in the Legion of Mar,
and in the "Operation Renewal" diocesan
study club program.
The way of life and all the activities re·
ferred lo here seem to be in harmony with
the most recent instructions of the Council
on the training of religious and seminariansPersons being prepared for active roles in
the Church must know the world in which
they are to give witness to Christ, and theY
must find their maturity in that contextQuestions rising from such a program might
be these: Does it go far enough? Or on the
other hand is there a danger that it will lead
to a false activism?
Probably neither of these questions could
be fully answered as yet, and probably there
are no universal answers. The questions lead
to too many side questions, like the religious
garb, for one. The religious habit is, to the
individual himself and lo all beholders, a sign
of commitment; and as such it is a safeguard
lo the individual's vocation and even to thC
decorum of those in the presence of one so
garbed. But there are times too when il seerns
to be divisive, when il sets up a barrier to
communication. To what extent does the
young religious himself need this safeguard7
To what extent should he rely on bis oWl1
still-developing maturity? The Council urged
study and adaptations but gave no full
answer.
As a seminarian moves toward maturity
he must come into association with young
men and women preparing for other states
in life if he is, in the usual order of things,
to understand them later. He must sho,~
them his own values without surrendering
them. He must come lo appreciate their val·
ues without letting them become the pattern
for his own expression.

In these associations there is the danger
of equating mileage and maturity, of thinking that wisdom automatically grows out ~f
experience, of confusing gyration with levitation, of finding an infallible parallel between youth's desire to go and do and the
summons of the Holy Spirit. But experiences
are necessary to a full growth, and as the
active life expands, ii must be steadied by an
even deeper penetration into the spiritual

life. St. James's prescription to k':ep oneself
"unspotted from this world" while serymg
widows and orphans still needs to' be pul
into an adequate formula for todays seminarians.
S b"
These are some of the _thin~s I1ie. u 18 ~~
group is exploring in coniuncl1on with oth
religious and seminarians as the~ try to prepare themselves for a life in which_ they ~n
and will give glory to God in all things.

Outdoor Sation s Erected
Early last summer an outdoor set of the
Stations of the Cross was erected among the
Pines east of Coury House. The Stations are
a gift of Dr. E. A. Steinberger of Dallas, from
lhe estate of his late wife, Mrs. Emma Steinberger. and are erected in her memory.
In a letter announcing the gift. Dr. Steinberger, an alumnus of Subiaco Academy and
Past President of the Subiaco Alumni Association. wrote: "Hardly a week passes that
I do not pray the Stations of the Cross. It is
tny favorite prayer; and it has been one of
tny ambitions for years to contribute toward
the erection of a set. Now my long-desired
Wish has been fulfilled. and in conditions
that I never expected. If only Mrs. Steinberger could join me in praying before these
stations."

The outdoor Stations were designed and
executed by the Barsanti Studios in Pietrosanle, Italy, and are Venetian Mosaic. They
are of varied color yet subdued in tone.
The redwood shrines. designed by Father
Felix and constructed bv Martin Schriver in
the Abbey carpenter shop, are in the form
of a cross. The mosaic scenes are attached to
the wooden structure where the arms of the
cross extend from the center.
Father Matthew directed the erection of
the Stations in concrete foundations on the
hillside east of Coury House where they are
easily accessible to retreatants. The fourteen
Stations form an arc leading to the gale at the
Abbey cemetery to symbolize their culmination in the Resurrection, which many consider the fifteenth Station. ~
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Dear Young Americans,
Signs of Christmas giving are flashing
around everywhere these days. Magazines
are crammed with pictures, stores are piled
high with bright things labeled as gifts, and
every few minutes a TV commercial will
show how some of them work.
Extra bulges are lurking on our top closet
shelves. Soon, the mailman will be weighted
down with packages and Christmas Greetings. Before we know it, Christmas Eve will
unroll like dark wrapping paper across the
sky, patterned with misty clouds, or white
snowflakes, or glittering stars as it enfolds
our main Gift of this whole Chri.stmas Season.
Suppose all the Christmas gifts that come
to your house, and my house, and everybody
else's house would be collected early on
Christmas morning and trucked to the nearest warehouse unopened, unapprecia.ted, unnoticed! ...
Or suppose we untied alL our packages
ever so carefully on Christmas morning and
spent all day gazing at bright boxes, comparing patterns on wrapping papers, and admiring betinseled ribbons, setting all the gifts
aside, not used, not appreciated, not even
noticed! .
God started giving us our very first Christmas Gift many years ago, and has not finished yet. First of all, God promised this
Gift. Next, He chose a special group of people and trained them very strictly for many
more years before trusting them with the responsibility of sheltering this Gift in Time,
and beginning to sliare this Gift for Eternity.
Throug h the years, God told certain people
mo,·e and more about this Gift, even to the
name of the town where He would be born.
God sent His Gift with no wrappings except the name, Jesus. Mary swaddled the
Babe in clean, inexpensive cloths to keep

the straw of the manger from scratching
His tender skin. People have been coming to
receive as much of Him as their hearts would
hold ever since then , every Christmas especially. from the faithful shepherds who
heard the ange!s sing to you and me. We
cannot receive all of Jesus at any one moment, but 90 round and ,·ound the Liturgical
Year, coming back eve,·y December 24th to
receive again what God offered, in simplicit?J•
Our Lord Jesus , the Babe of Bethlehem, is
now swaddled with so many customs, such
lavish feasting, and such widespread ex·
changing of gifts that there are Scrooges in
the world who say. " Bal,! Humbug! Awa!/
with Chrstmas! It's all commercial!"
But there are others, also, who get so ab·
sorbed in the wrappings of the Holy Season
that the Gift is set aside unused, unappreci·
ated. not really noticed . ..
Here's hoping that no Young American
will get so tangled in Christmas wrappings
that he loses his Gift!
Love to every one of you·
Tammy

Special Gift
The Children of Israel were on the marcn
again. Benjie looked back at the water ho]e.
mostly a mass of muddy hoofprints after t)Je
flocks and herds had drunk their fill.
Benjie clutched the leather pouch at hiS
side. This time he was carrying water fol'
himself, trying to make it last until he could
see the next river, or pond.
The trees were soon left bellind. Even tJie
bushes were little more than wisps of brush
dotted thinly over stretches of rolling sandJust the same, Behjie would climb up everY
dune to look, in the distance, for signs of
water.

Autumn
Spring

It's Eden again : gusting ghosts
Die hard from where we burn in trees
And all; the fallen hours smoke
Plutonic selves from flames of freeze .
laureled with stone leaves, they smell
Of ruins, Apocalyptical ,
A fall come full to prove the sting
Of dying to life that frozen fields
Of lsaian grasses breathe and think
In splintered beams and a chill of zeal ,
Breaking the sun into sacrifice,
Refracting a Name through self-saying ice.
W .H. Ack er
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"There can't be any kind of water in all
this S";fld," whined Benjie's mother, "not
even bitter water!"
"It looks like trees in the distance!" Benjie
called from the top of the next dune and
scampered down to his father. "How can
trees grow in all this dry sand?" he asked.
''In some places the sand is watered underneath by an underground river," explained
Benjie's father. "Sometimes the water comes
near enough to the surface to spring out of
the ground when we dig little holes in the
sand."
. Benjie drank thirstily from his pouch, conUdent that he could dig for more water soon.
When he reached the trees, however, there
were twelve fountains of water already bubbling out of the ground, and seventy palm
trees. The place was calJed Elim, and made a
good campsite before starting to cross the
desert of Sin, on the way to Mount Sinai.
"We've been tramping through tbis wilderness for more than a month," complained
Benjie's mother after they started marching
again.
"Aye," responded one of the neighboring
women. "This is the fifteenth day of the second month since we left Egypt."
"We've eaten almost everything we brought
from Egypt," added a third.
"Aye, and our bread is ALL gone," chimed
in several more.
"How I miss those big cooking pots full of
meat and bubbling with gravy!" signed Benjie's mother.
"Aheee! Abeee!" wailed a chorus of women. "With bread -, all we wanted."
Other clusters of people had been talking
about the same things. Soon the people
lashed out their tongues angrily against
Moses and Aaron with biting cries: "Would
to God we had died by the hand of tbe Lord
in the land of Egypt when we sat over the
fleshpots and ate bread to the fill. Why have
you brought us into this desert that you
might destroy all the multitudes with famine?"

Moses could hear God's Voice even in the
midst of all the noise of the threatening mob.
And the Lord said to Moses: "Behold, I will
rain bread from heaven for you. Let the people go out and gather what is sufficient for
every day, that I may lest them, to see
whether they will walk in my law or not.
But on the sixth day, let them make provision to bring in double what they are in
the habit of gathering ...."
After God had finished all His instructions,
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Moses and Aaron said lo children of Israel:
"In the evening, you shall know that the Lord
is the One who brought you out of Egypt and
in the morning, you shall see the glory of
the Lord. For He has heard your murmurings
against the Lord! But as for us, what are we.
that you mutter against us?"
"In the evening, the Lord will give you
flesh to eat," promised Moses. "And in the
morning, bread to the fill. For He has heard
your murnurings which you have cried
against Him . For what are we? Your murmuring is not against us, but against the
Lord!"
Moses said to Aaron: "Say to the whole
congregation of Israel, Corne before the Lord.
for He has heard your murmuring."
And when Aaron spoke to all the assembly
of the children of Israel, they looked towards
the wilderness. And the glory of the Lord ap·
peared in a cloud. And the Lord spoke to
Moses saying: "I have heard the murmuring
of the children of Israel. Say to them, in the
evening you shall eat flesh, and in the morning you shall have your fill of bread. And
you shall KNOW that I am the Lord, your
God!n

Benjie had fallen to his face at first sight
of the glory of God. Powerful and mighty
was the Lord of Israel, and greatly to be
feared.
When Benjie had mustered up enough courage to rise again he started walking around
camp wondering what kJnd of meat they
would eat in ilie evening. Some of the men
bad searched about the camp for tracks of
wild animals and bad found none.
"I'll believe in this meat when I taste it."
Benjie heard his mother say glumly.
Benjie walked on farther. Esther and her
mother were dusting out their fleshpot. Esther's father was sharpenfag his knife. Their
cooking fire was all ready to light.
"Do you believe we are really going to
have meat for supper?'' Benjie asked Esther
in wonder.
"Of course," answered Esther. "Hasn't
God always given us what He promised? I
can hardly wait for the feast tonight. And
just think, tomorrow we will have all the
bread we can eat!"
Benjie climbed to the top of the highest
hill near the camp and watched all day for
signs of animals or a distant caravan that
might have wheat to sell. He saw nothing at
all fit to eat anywhere arow1d the camP•
Sadly, be came home just before dusk.
Suddenly, there was a rush of hundreds of

wings overhead and quails settled all over
the camp! Here was the meat the Most High
God had promised! Quickly, Benjie helped
his father gather a supply of them, and noticing that the supply of brush for the fire was
low, began to gather dry weed stalks in the
twilight.
Thousands of quail were already cooking,
and the fragrance was tantalizing. If he had
been confident enough in the Most High
God, he could have been getting the fuel
ready all day instead of hunting for caravans

and animal tracks! Benjie was ashamed that
he was not ready to make use of God's wonderful gift when it came. Now his supper
would be late.
Finally the meat was ready. Benj!e feasted,
and then hunted in the d,ro firehght for a
basket before going to sleep on his bedroll
under the stars. Benjie was ready, now, to
start gathering the Bread from Heaven at the
first crack of dawn!
(To be continued)

Polly Parade
Thanksgiving bad many guests traveling
to the Abbey for visits. Fathers Fintan and
Louis took a few days from their travels and
enjoyed some rest and relaxation for a
change. Our first-year collegernen, Jerry Taylor, Chuck Quinn, and Bob Knoedel from
the Subiaco House of Studies in St. Louis
spent their vacation with us while taking
a four-day break from their busy schedule
there. We were happy to hear their interesting reports about St. Louis and our Fraters
studying at the University. Since the Academy had no Thanksgiving vacation this year,
many parents journeyed to Subiaco for the
day and joined their sons for the Thanksgiving Mass and Dinner.
A healthy break in the school year was
welcomed by the students and faculty members alike during the fall break from October
27 to November 2. It was the weekend after
the first quarter exams and all enjoyed the
recess marking the end of the first quarter of
the school year.
Construction on our gym and field house has
begun rapidly with the pillar footings already in place and the walls going up. Work
was initiated about three weeks ago and
progress has been swift, due to the favorable
weather. The entire project is lo be completed next August in time for the 1966
school year.
"The purpose of the reform of the breviary
is so that we can pray better, not less." With
these words as a preface, Father Abbot recently announced that the morning office of
Prime would no longer be a part of our
monastic office. Minor changes in the horariurn have been made as a result. and today
the waking hour is set at 5:15 instead of
5:00 as had been the practice in the past. giv-

ing us all a few extra winks. Although the
results are scarcely noticeable at U,~t hour
of the day, it does help us to be a bit more
alert for the praise of God lhrougl1 the morning office.
Again we ask our readers to continue to
remember our sick brothers in their prayers.
Brother Robert is holding bis own in the battle against old age by working the ilower ~eds
in the inner court. John Bowen, the ret,red
vaudeville star who rooms in our inUrmary,
became quite ill as he reached bis eightysecond year. He received the Sacrarnen~ of
the Sick a few weeks ago and snapped right
back. Now he is again engaged in his favorite
pastime of following the major _spor:s ~ctivities via radio. Others on the sick list IDelude a ntunber of students who are down
with the mumps, a contagion which seems
to be finding its way into the school this year.
Fortunately the mumps have not spread to
any of the community as yet, although many
are taking added precaution.
The November issue of The Abbey MESSAGE mentioned that Father Prior Raphael
and Brother Paul were recently plagued by
sickness. At last report. both are on their feet
again and in full swing. They said the illness
was not serious enough lo get excited about,
just due. as Brother Paul put it, to ·'some
sort of bug."
Herbert Paladino, a youngster from Center
Ridge, Arkansas, is the latest arrival as a
candidate and a potential member of our
family. Graduating from high school in 1964,
Herbert spent a year at home before coming
to the monastery. Presently his main area o[
work is with the kitchen crew helping with
the meals. Besides this, he handles many
smaller tasks around the Abbey. ◊
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Do You Have a Littlemore?
0

A MY TH
COMES
TUM BLI NG
DOW N

During the critical years when John Henry
Newman was experienc ing an intense inner
debate over the claims of Anglicani sm and
Catholicism, he moved from his Oxford parish
center to a remote hamlet called Littlemore .
The little cottage he occupied there became a
spiritual oasis as he prayed and studied and
built up a strong common life with other sincere seekers of the truth. Newman always
looked upon the few years at Littlemor e as
decisive for his development.

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas

TEAC HING CHRI ST IN THE GRAD ES

Abbot Michael's Letter

A Meditation

Trouble in Nigeria
Our Lord and God
My dear Friends and Benefactors,
In mid-January, the news broke that there
was a revolt in Nigeria which toppled the
civil government and resulted in a military
coup. The details of what happened remained
obscure, but it eventually developed that the
Prime Minister of the Federal Government
of Nigeria and the Prime Ministers of two
of the Regional Governments were killed.
At this writing the Army seems to be in control with the rebellion put down.
Fortunately, St. Mukasa Priory in Eastern
Nigeria near the city of Port Harcourt, where
six monks of New Subiaco Abbey have established a monastic foundation, seems to
have been far removed from the scenes of
violence. According to a letter written by
Father Basil at the beginning of the revolt,
the situation in the Eastern Region was calm
and undisturbed.
However, there can be no doubt that the
whole country is in the midst of crisis. Established as an independent country in 1960 and
regarded as a model of African democracy,
Nigeria held a unique place among the emerging African countries. Its population of
55,000,000, its fast-developing educational
system which includes four universities its
many rich resources and rapid industrialization gave the country an importance that is
unparalleled on the Dark Continent.

It is easy to dismiss the bloody revolt aS
simply proof of backwardness an·d savagerY
that has no remedy among a people that is
incapable of self-government and civilization
Nothing could be more unjust and untrue,
When we consider the history of our oWll
country, we have to admit that it required
almost a hundred years for us to acquire 8
stable democracy, for it was only after the
Civil War that true national unity was
achieved.

In the tragic and uncertain crisis in Ni·
geria, the Church and its mission of bringing
the Gospel of Christ to the people is all the
more important and necessary. Our Benedic·
tine foundation is a center of prayer and wor·
ship. Our monks join to daily communiL)'
prayer and worship the endless labors ol
educating some 300 boys for Christian life
and responsible citizenship. With an annual
graduating class of sixty young men wh0
have completed five years of second schOol
training, the Benedictines in Nigeria will
surely be making a notable and far-reaching
contribution to the development and Chris·
tianization of the country.
May we ask for your prayerful remer!l·
brance of our Nigerian Community and its
work. God bless you .
Gratefully yours in Chrisl,

+ ~ ~ . 0 . , , 1.0.
Michael Lensing, O.S.B.
Abbot of New Subiaco Abbey
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By Bernard Schumacher. O.S.B.
"He humbled Himself, becoming obedient
even unto death." Jesus lived and died for
Us. He did so much more than was absolutely
necessary to save us. He brought down on
liimself the wrath of His own people and
everybody else. He was abandoned and alone
in the time of His greatest need.

•

*

•

*

We become embittered when we receive
treatment that is just as compared to the
\Vrongs that Our Lord suffered. We sometimes feel hurt when we are ignored. Our
Lord not only received no recognition but
lie was made to appear as a man who had
done a great wrong. He was accused of being
a public scoundrel. He was denounced as
being a seducer of the people. They treated
B:im like a madman. He was the way, the
lruth, and the life. But his accusers mocked
liim as a liar and a fool. They treated Him
""ilh scorn and contempt.

...

Our Lord endured all this abuse and name
Calling. He demonstrated plainly His Jove
for all mankind. He died for all mankind
and for each of us individually. Christ has
a personal and very special love for each one
of Ris brothers. We are adopted sons of God
---brothers to tbe natural Son of God, Our
Lord Jesus Christ. This is a high and noble
dignity. It means responsibility and opportunity. Even though sin may abound grace
abounds still more. Christ Our Lord and Our
Saviour! Give us the grace to gather the
i't-uits of the Redemption you won for us so
that we may praise and glorify your name
now and forever.

One who pleases God is loved by God. He
may allow us to have hardships to make us
better, but He also gives us His graces to
make us holier and richer. If we are not
stingy in the service of God He will be generous beyond all bounds with us. The Blessed
Virgin Mary. the Holy Mother of God , shows
us how we should use the gifts that God
gives us. God gave her gifts such as He had
never bestowed on anyone else. She is the
one person who always adhered to the commandments of God.

*

•

•

*

Mary did not inherit from our first parents
the in~lination to sin that we have. This inclination will not be ignored. It is forever
intruding itself into the affairs of men. Our
inclination to sin is lessened when Christ
comes into our souls in Holy Communion and
our strength is greatly increased . By receiving Holy Communion often it is possible
never to be separated from God. By receiving
Our Lord in Holy Communion and by His
strength we can adhere to His commandments. Without the help of God we would
not be able lo adhere to His commandments.
We would be overwhelmed by the wickedness by which we are surrounded. Satan
would trample us underfoot.
*

*

*

...

We ask Our Lord in the Mass to deliver
us by His Most Sacred Body and Blood from
every evil. No price is too great for this
greatest of all gifts. All other things seem
to lose their value when we compare them
with Hol y Communion. Nothing can compare
with having God as guest in our souls. There
are many honors and priviliges to be had
in this world. But nothing can begin to equal
the privilege of receiving Our Lord and God
and one another in Hirn.

EDITORIALS

Art for God's Sake

This Vatican Council urges
everyone ,

especially

those

who are charged with the
task of educating others, to
do their utmost to form men
who ,

on

hand ,

will

the

one

on the other hant

respect

FREEDOM

the moral order and

will be lovers of true
freedom -

men , in

be obedient to law-

other

ful

will come to deci-

authority,

and ,

words ,

sions on their own judgment
and in the light of truth , govern their activities with a
sense of responsibility , and
strive after what is true and
right, willing always to join
with

others in cooperative

effort.

who

The Catholic Church has a centuries-long
record of patronage of the arts, and statements from Rome in recent months show
that Vatican Council II considers reform of
church art at the present time very important to its renewal program. Perhaps the
tnost forceful of r ecent utterances, both because of its author and its tone, was the
Speech of Pope Paul VI to the Christiao Association of Italian Craftsmen in October,
1965. In his address, the Pope said things
about mass-produced religious art aod other
church bric-a-brac that some manufacturers
of religious goods in this country would have
Preferred left under a bushel unspoken.
Pope Paul warned especially against the
tendency to produce only profitable merchandise that has little to do with true religious sentiment. "That which leads the
craftsman astray and which distinguishes
him from the artist," the Pope stated, "is the
need to be assimilated into the market-place,
Which really pays no attention to art nor to
faith but tends to produce the religious
'article.' " One thinks of the souvenirs
hawked during the Pope's visit to the United
JI. ations and the inferior images and trinkets
that flooded the market after President Ken nedy's death. The Pope referred also to religious objects and ornaments produced within religious houses, and recommended "simPle and beautiful things which the conciliar
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy demands
for religious worship elevated to its new and
tnost worthy forms."

I
-Declaration on Religious Liberty

T WAS IN THIS Constitution of December, 1963, that the norms for sacred art in
the time of renewal were laid down. The arts
"are oriented towards the infinite beauty of
God which they attempt in some way to portray by the work of human hands." and bishops are urged to "strive after noble beauty
rather than mere sumptuous display." Among
artistic productions to be removed from the
house of God and other sacred places are

those which "offend true religious sense
either by depraved forms or by lack of artistic worth, mediocrity and pretense."
As if to interpret these sections of the
Constitution, Giacomo Cardinal Lercaro, head
of the Post-Conciliar Commission for putting
the Constitution into practice, spoke of religious art at the opening of the Italian Liturgical Week in August, 1965. "Let images
and statues, utensils aod ornaments be limited," he said. "Let not even the most humble,
vulgar things that are mass-produced be introduced into churches. Let every picture,
every statue, bear a signature. Let the objects of the Lord's house be genuine. All
fakery-fake gold, fake marble, artificial
flowers and artificial wax is abominable and
always incompatible with the needs of the
house of the true God, who wants worshipers
worshiping him in spirit and truth."
Cardinal Lercaro spoke in equally strong
terms of the vestments used for the celebration of the liturgy. " A heavy heritage," he
commented, "transformed liturgical vestments into breastplates burdened with gold,
and more recently into the insipid imitation
slim rags which could be aoything but vestments. It introduced an ostentatiously feminine abundance of lace-once perhaps beautiful. but later cheap and vulgar- to albs and
surplices."
The Cardinal made it clear that in this
age of renewal more attention must be given
to fitting vesture and appointments in the
places of Christiao assembly. He indicated
that more funds will have to be allotted to
the purchase of materials of true artistic
merit than in the past.
There is an unaccustomed force, even some
harshness. in these top-level statements on
church art. The most ardent opponent to
modern religious art would have a hard time
arguing that the sameness of the ideas and
the tone is coincidental. This is obviously a
point the Pope and his chief advisers consider important for liturgical renewal. -J.K.
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THlS ISSUE
We a re not usually concerned about buHding inclividual numbers of The MESSAGE
around a theme or topic, but there is an attempt in that direction for this issue. The
two cover articles and the feature quotation
(page 4) deal with principles and practice of
education.
It may seem that there is a conUict between the articles of Mr. Wolf and Sister

Letters
THE GARB AGAIN
Dear Editor.
I would Like lo comment on "Finding a Garb
for Today.'' by Clare Wolf (October).
There is much in this article with which it is
difficult to come to grips; but I have a strong
feeling of unease in my impression of Mr. Wolf's
c-oncepl of the religious life. its motives and purpose-is it because his ideas seem man-centred
rather than God -centTed?
He states 0 • • • the real vocation of men and
women in religion is lo engage in a special work
and aposlolate in and for the benefit of lhe whole
Chw·ch." Is this correct? Was it what St. Benedict
had in mind when he -founded h.is "school of the
Lord's service"? Is not the fundamental purpose
or the religious life "to seek God." or course.
every Christian must seek God. but the religious
does so more directly.
The older Orders were not founded t"o do any
particular work in the Church. However. in those
\vho s.incerely seek God, their love for Him overnows into love for neighbor, hence service to man
is a natural result of religious life. Mr. Wolf
further states, "Neither is it difficult to see how
a mission and a work by men and women in religion in and for the Church in her human condition got. shoved into the background." This is
a very sweeping statement, and scarcely borne
out by the facts. For example: the Benedictine
missionaries who converted and civilized Europe,
established schools. offered hospitality to all, healed the sick, prnvided from amon~st their members
Bishops and Popes-did they "shove work for
Lhe Church in her human condition into the backgroundu?
Mr. Wal! remarks that "servin~ as a model of
oerff'ction in a very imperfect world may have
been God's idea of the apostolate of the religious
in those days." Is not serving as a model the apostolate of all Christians in all ages? As for "becom i ng kl_entified with the world," it depends upon
whi:it 1s meant by the world. There is a sense in
which every Chrislian must be apart from the
world. The religious is definitely set apart bv
vows; the Sister is the Bride or Christ. Is theie
reallv necessity for the manners. speech and dress
of all Christians. including reli~ious serving to
identily us with tbe world as it 1s he~e and now?
The world 41 3S it is here and now" is scarcely a
model (?f Christianity, nor even of a purely natural virtue.
I am disturbed by Mr. Wall's insistence that
Lhere must no "marks o! distinction.'' The urge
to bring all down to a common level is motivated

Sarah: if religion is not primarily the con·
cern of the school, why spend time develop·
ing a program of catechetics for the grades?
We feel that closer reading will reveal the
two articles as compatible and, in combina·
tion, provocative of iurther discussion.
Speaking of this February issue, we hope
you on the receiving end heed our subscrip·
tion notice on the back cover. We want you
to be with us all year. so act now.

(often subconsc10usly) by the common hun1J. 11
fallacy which believes that tearing someone el~:
down raised oneself. Religious are not "nobodies
Priest-religious are "other Christs;" Sisters a1:~
the Brides of Christ.: Brothers are vowed to I-1 1:servke in a very special way. And-is anv one
of the souls whom God has created. whoin I:!~
loves, for whom He suifered and died , a "nobodY
All societies. primitive as well as civilized, have
universally clad in special dress those who per#
1
f~st~~~~iTh~ tr\~a~
Indian medicine-man, the Indian brave in h1~
war-paint. equivalent to our armed forces uni:tor~
and insignia. A uniform at once commands resp~for whal it represents. The Sisters' various habit.;
have a long tradition behind them. The presen
u1ge to break with ..ill tradition and start rro111
scratch is not good. TracUtiun gives moral supp(?1·!.
an ''esprit de corps." it provides standards to IJ''e
up to, ideals to be upheld. . . .
Sisters in ordinary lay dl·ess would lose th~~
respect which is accorded, even m the roug~c;:,_
places to the habit. If religious Jook like the Jail)~
they will in general be treated like lhe laity. 'rI1
distinctive religious habit exercises an apostola:
1
1
ti~!e\fhi~~sb~hr:h t?t ~e~r~ ~1ts~f1{h::nJ~~ ~e
that many of the ··aggiarnamento" advocates p05
sess a falsely idealized view ot human natureJ

~h~}ogi~~

~it~h:~~~1~r.Pf~_;

ir

#

~~rti~e~~o~l i~ ~~~~~~~~~l.~s T!~e
creations--have a part to play in religion (as_ 111
all aspects of li!e); they can be aids to spirit uaUtY~
The Church used to know this well, hence :,ui'
things as stained-glass windows. fine vestrnenl!>•
impressive ceremonies.
As to the practice of Lhe early ChJ.·jstians-Wh)"
the insistence that we return to thfa? We ha\!f
had development of doctrine: why not of liturgY;
religious dress. and so on? After all, lhe keenC5
had development of doctrine; why not of litur!IY:
would scarcely wish to return also to their wtt)
of life in all things!
God ~?-nt that the day m.1v nev~:· come whe.~
ou, rehg1ous "melt ::iwa.- int) : ·11~ human land
!ic:-ipe." In fact, Mr. \Voll'~ picture of thE" hu111an
landscape is depressin;Jly suggestive, in its ~a1ritf
ness and drabness, ol lh~ facele ...s proletariat (,
the Communist ideal.
0

s~liet~:h

Dear Editor.
I am afraid I will have to stand my groun.d i~
saying that the real vocation of a religious 1s
do a special work for the benefit of the wh~ £.
Church. ff I said anything else T would be arguin

le

(Continued 011 page 22)

be most afraid
of the clean-shaven man
Who carries his heart
in a tightly clenched fist
h.i tear are too salty
his smile is too cruel
lie takes bites at love
and brushe his teeth
a[ter every meal

Public and Priv ate Schools

A MYTH COMf UMBLING DowN
By Clare E. Wolf
FEW YEARS AGO, when anyone menA
tioned giving public money to private
schools, the word private got lost in the
shuffle and the word Catholic cropped up
in its place. We ended up arguing about
whether or not public funds should be used
to support Catholic schools. Once the proposition was put in this way, the conclusion
seemed to follow quite logically. Supporting
Catholic schools would be supporting the
CathoHc Church-and that would be contrary
to the Constitution!
I am sure that many Protestants were opposed to public aid to parochial schools, not
because they were bigots, but because they
sincerely abhorred any semblance of union
between church and state regardless of whose
church was involved in the union. I am
not sure whether it can be said that we
Catholics have been equally conscientious
about the clislinction between the affairs of
Caesar and the affairs of God.
But it is also true that many Protestants
were influenced by a very real fear that any
aid to parochial schools would eventually
lead to a union of sorts between the Catholic
Church and the civil government-a relationship that would eventually give the Catholic Church an avenue for having undue influ ence upon the affairs of state. Unfortunately, we Catholics could not discuss these
fear s with a clean slate to our credit. History
is wi tness that w hen the civil government
8

and the Church have slept in the same bed,
human freedom sometimes took a beating.
All in all , the situation of a generation ag_o
was about as impossible and muddled as 11
could get. The whole issue of public assisl·
ance to parochial schools was mixed up wi()l
emotions and prejuclices and fears. The iJ!l'
passe could have continued on forever . ed
But things began to happen that start
both Catholics and Protestants thinki~
about how our youngsters were being edu·
cated.
.
First there was Sputnik and all the criUC81
examination of American ed ucation that fol·
lowed. The God of history sometilne'.
straightens things out with some ve0
crooked tools. In any case, Sputnik set. us
all thinking about the purpose of educat!O~
and the need for it and about the part whtC
the stale ought to play in providing it.
It was Maclison, I believe, who said th~ 1
democracy will never work unless the cit\
zens of that democracy are informed aboU
the issues and the facts that affect the cofl'l~
mon good. To ascertain these facts, to absofd
them and to understand them requires a goo t
deal of intellectual skill. It is education th 8 l
gives the citizen this skill. It was this aspeC
of education that came to the forefront tP
the evaluations that followed Spu tnik.
The education of our youth, we began t~
understand, is not a privilege or a Jux~r;
which we can afford because we ar e so ric ·

Thorough, widespread education of the
Whole citizenry is not an effect of freedom .
It helps bring freedom into being. Education
for all the people lo the limit of their ability
to make use of it is one of the prerequisites
of freedom. A free society presupposes it.
A. free society cannot rightly expect lo survive without it.
And so, perhaps for the first time in human
history, it became generally admitted that
the education of all the people to the limit
of their capacity is just as much a part or
the business of the state as maintaining law
and order or defending the nation's boundaries. To educate the citizen is to achieve
the common good.
It became apparent. too. that the good or
the whole is achie,·ed wherever and by
Whomever this education is given. There are
certain areas of learning in which the state
h.as a right to insist that its citizens become
Proficient and the state also has the right
lo establish the standards of such education.
l3u t it is not essential to the common good
that the state determine and dictate who
Shall educate the citizenry in these matters.
Learning is learning regardless of who proVides it. Facts are facts regardless of the
tace creed or color of the teacher and irrespective of who provides the classroom!
As we continued to examine American
education under the pressure of events, it
became evident that what we were ot:fering
to our youngsters was inadequate for the

times. We appeared to be lagging behind our
mortal enemy-Communist Russia.
What we were giving our youngsters was
particularly inadequate for a nation on whom
history seems lo have laid the burden of
witnessing to individual human values in a
world that either denies these values or is
unable to achieve them. Something had lo
be done about it. With a common Communist
enemy in the background it seemed better
to everyone lo run the risk of a little roundabout aid to a particular Church than to fall
prey to the Communists!

I

T WOULD BE foolish, however, to imagine
that Sputnik caused all this scrutiny
and change of heart. There are other things
that happened right inside our own boundaries that brought all our noses to the
grindstone of the practical. The decisions of
the Supreme Court about prayer and religious practices in our public schools had
just as much to do with it. These decisions
bad the initial effect of lining up both Catholics and Protestants in vigorous protest
against the Supreme Court which had run
God ou l of the classroom.
I suspect, however, that while we were
joining our Protestant neighbors in this protest. many Catholics were actually experiencing a smug kind of pleasure from the
whole thing. With the bear now in their own
pantry, Protestants would now understand
why we Catholics had been spending so much
on our parochial schools.

lo teach just as much Christian doctrme and
morality as we could get away with. The
Court has caught us with our hands in the
cookie jar!
I know that what I am about to say may
not be popular. I may even be accused of
giving help and consolation to the atheist
cause because I seem to be advocating a system of public education that will be capable
of producing nothing but unbelievers. But I
think it is on this very point that we need
to straighten ourselves out. Is it the purpose
of public education to produce believers?
Are faith and the truths that follow from
faith a part of what public education has lo
give the student?

T

But our satisfaction had a short life. Millions of Catholic children also attend public
schools.
The decisions of the court had their effect
on public opinion about public aid to private
and parochial schools. National polls show
that over half of our people now favor giving
tax money to private schools. The possibility
of aiding a particular church through aid
to its schools now seems a lesser evil than
sending everybody to a public school which
the Supreme Court seems determined to
make atheistic.
By now, we have all had time to trunk
about what the Court really said. Some of
us have even read the written opinions!
What the Court has really done is to require
us to conduct our public schools according
to our own definition of them. They must
be public schools. teaching neither Catholicism nor Protestantism nor any other religion.The Court says that public schools are
an agency of the state and that the separation between religion and the state must be
just as complete and clearcut in our public
schools as it is in the rest of our system of
government.
We are just now beginning to realize that,
in spite of their name, our public schools have
JO

never really been public schools in the sense
that they were wholly detached from teach·
ing religion. The fact is that they have been
more or less Protestant. They have certainlY
been Christian. They have never been simon
pure examples of the separation of churc!I
and state. Christianity has always been 8
part of the fund of knowledge which the~
provided.
The very violence of our outcry against the
Court indicates that, unknown to our oWII
selves, we have really been using the public
schools to teach our brand of religion all
along. Catholics and Protestants both attend
public schools and so, in the course of year;we have arrived at a gentlemen's agreement
so that neither Catholic nor Protestant con·
sciences are offended. But what about the
conscience of Jewish students? And wba1
about the consciences of Buddhists and ]\l[os·
!ems? Of course, we have had almost none
of these latter. But what if we did have
them? Wouldn't they be rightly offended b)'
the Christian element in our public schools?
We don't like the looks o[ public educatioJI
with all the religious element taken out of ii
This. in itself, is a kind of proof that we have
been fudging all along. We have really bee 11
expecting and even requiring our school•

HE PURPOSE of pubilc education is to
teach truth as it is known and knowable
to the human intellect through human investigation. Obviously, what the human mind,
unaided by faith, can attain is only a part
of the whole truth. A man is not a whole
man if he possesses no more of the truth than
is knowable through human reason. Here
is the point that we have been overlooking.
The public school cannot be and should
neither try nor pretend to be the educator
of the whole man. Public education has its
definite limitations.
Our basic opposition to the Court and its
praver decisions stems from the fact that.
eve~ since they began, we have asked and we
have expected our public schools to teach our
chilcfren things which are, by nature, beyond
the scope of their competence. And public
school educators have helped us make this
mistake by being all too willing and eager
to take on the burden of teaching our children things that lie outside the competence
of the public school.
Up to no"·, Protestants have generally
been reasonablv well satisfied with the
amount of religious teaching and moral training their children received in the public
school. When it was supplemented with the
sermons they heard on Sundays and with
the instruction they received in Sunday
School. they considered it reasonably adequate.
We Catholics, on the other hand, have been
dissatisfied with public education because it
could not give our children adequate instruction in matters of faith and morals. We did
not even think it proper to expect such training. It is for this reason that we took on the
added burden of our own parochial schools.

But. even though we have undertaken
to provide parochial schools for as many of
our children as possible, we have realJy made
almo;t the same error as our Protestant
fr iends. Protestant parents thought that the
religious education of their children was
obtained and secured through the limited
training they rec<tlved in the public school
and through the instructions they received
in church and Sunday School. We, on the
other hand, have tried to provide our own
parochial schools so that we could give our
children a more formal education in matters of faith. But have not we both unconsciously slipped into the error of believing
that the school and the church can take up
the entire burden for the religious instruction of our children? Even though we both
denied it in principle, have not we both actually behaved as if the primary responsibility for the reHgious education of our
children belonged to the school and church?
When we Catholic parents once sent our
children off lo be under Sister's watchful
eve. didn't we feel that we had just about
d·one our ful1 part? Haven't we, in fact, almost completely turned our children over
lo the church and school for their religious
training?
The primary responsibility as well as
the basic ability to teach religious truth
is invested in the parents. A part of this
teaching must be supplied by the Church
through her liturgy. The liturgy both gives
grace and teaches divine truth. But the rest
of the child"s religious formation must come
from his parents. To be sure, the parent can
'·farm out" a part of this responsibility to
the school. but not nearly all of it. I think
parents and pastors alike have gone overboard and have expected our parochial
schools to teach our children just about everything that we expect them to know.
am not. bY anv means, advocating that
we close up our parochial schools so that
we parents can have the uneasy "joy·· of
bringing up our children all by ourselves.
I am simply tr~•ing to emphasize that the
real religious teachers of the child are the
parents in the home, and the Church
through the medium of its worship. The
school is meant only to supplement and
assist these two, but never lo replace either
of them. Marriage and the Church are divinely established institutions for the formation and care of souls. Schools, in spite of
all their usefulness, are not.
JI

Buckets No More

Teaching
Christ
In the

Grades
By Sister Sarah Wewers, O.S.B.

RADIATING CHRIST is a daily challenge.
To make Christ real to this Pepsi generation
who abound in life and energy requires an
overflowing supply of enthusiasm from us
catechists. For we are more than informers,
we are artists constantly creating an atmosphere in which children will be able to meet
Christ who arose and lives today. Somehow,
we must convey the joy that Christ's victory
is ours and, even without saying a word, be
a visible sign of the Resurrection.
Before the Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy, catecbetics was largely restricted
to "a religion period" and the liturgy was a
ceremony to be watched, instead of a teacher
to be listened to. Now, the liturgy, as teacher
par excellence, instructs the People of God
by song, prayer, lessons. In order for this
instruction to be meaningful to our children
it is absolutely essential that the Good News
of Epistle and Gospel is not just read but
solemnly proclaimed by a mature Christian
so that the children can participate in his
faith. A child as proclaimer, no matter how
well he reads, can never substitute for a
mature beUever on whom children can hinge
their faith. Following this proclamation a
brief homily can condition the children to
benefit from the Eucharistic Sacrifice.
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One phase of the liturgy which possibly
will depend on the children for its establish·
ment as a vital part of worship is singing.
Children sing freely , naturally, if the rhythlll
of the song is kept alive and the music is
understandable. Elaborate Gregorian chant
is unintelligible to the average eleme~tar)'
student and, hence, does not express hiS
prayer. It is quite important that children
realize singing is prayer, singing is praying
double, singing= prayer2 (prayer raised to
the second power). Singing during the entrance and offertory processions involves the
children and reminds them the Mass is their
sacrifice. Always an ingenious pastor or cate·
chist creats new and different ways of in·
volving the children in the Mass.
In our parish we have tried to involve our
children in such activities. On Thanksgiving
we had a beautiful offertory procession, the
culmination of a week's planning and preparation which served also to make it a special
ceremony. The children of three priman'
grades carried lighted candles in entrance
procession; at the offertory they accompanied
lhe adults who offered gifts representing the
occupations of the parishioners. A loaf of
homemade bread, garden vegetables, fruits,
nuts, carpenter tools, barber equipment,
(Continued on page 14)

Turn to Salem, 7-up where there's action. Change to Winston. If all
these companies can be so excited about selling their products, Why can't
we be just as excited about spreading the word about Christ. Suppose you
are driving down the road. You will see hundreds of bill boards with signs
on them. For example: "Bayer works wonders,"' 11 Go Greyhound,'' "Aren't
you glad you use Dial." All of these are commercials to selJ products. So
we figure: why can't we Christians rave about Christ. ff there is a better
product than Christ we'll eat our hats. He's God's product.
Go for Christ! You're in his generation, you know. Change to Him
and change for good.
HEY WORLD. We Children of God would rather fight than switch.
Life is much more joyful when you're a Christian. Come alive-you're in
the Christian generation. Live it up! Sart 1966 out right and be a person
full of real gusto. Be good, Stay on the sunny side. Things go better with
Christ. Brighten up your life. For long lasting flavor go to mass everyday.
not just on sunday.
Come alive, You're in a peppy generation. Be particular. If you light
up Christ you've got a good thing going. He's spring-time fresh and has
the taste thats right. Christ tastes good like the son of the all-Powerful
One should. Come to where the riaver is. Come to Christs Country. Now.
its the liturgy for those who think young and old. Come taste the f~eshness
that the Uturgy has. It cools you down, fires you up and sends you off.
You'll flip at the zip it gives you.
COME ALIVE! Live better with Gods life. Things go better with God.
Come alive! You're in a working generation. Add sparkle to your spirit
by doing things for others. Please come alive. Thank You! Aren't you
glad you did? (The pop-an display and commentary were fashioned by
Mark Priesing. Virginia Miller. Rita Martin. Plii!ip Darrel Childers, Elizabeth Kemp, Genny Enge!, and Sherri Lynn Scott, second- and third-grade
students at Saint Joseph School in Ada. Oklahoma.)
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(Continued from page 12 )
school books, Avon products became part of
the Mass. Naturally the hoi:nily before the
ceremony helped make the action meaningful. Another important offlll"ing took place
on December 6. Deciding that buying food
for the poor was better than exchanging gifts
in the classroom, the children individually
offered at Mass their cans of food, boxes of
cake mix, etc., on the feast of St. Nicholas,
bishop of the poor. Ceremonies of this type.
if well enacted. impress the children and
teach them that the Mass is their action.

charge that he was drunk with "Why it's onl)'
nine o'clock in the morning and the stores
aren't open yet." A second type of assignment
could concern Christ's miracles and parables
rewritten as taking place in our time. For ei<·
ample, Christ's power of healing may be ap·
plied today through a successful surgerY•
through the discovery o( a research scientist.
Another example can be shown from the
Good Samaritan parable. The 5th and 6th
graders rewrote the parable placing it iJ1
modern circumstances. The following para·
bles were written by 6th grade boys.

I

N THE RELIGION CLASS ITSELF more
is taught by attitude and environment.
by joy and en thusiasm, than we realize. In
order for us to influence our students, they
must trust us enough to hinge their faith on
ours, they must enjoy and like us. To small
children especially, the person of the catechist influences their idea of the person of
God and they learn to love what their teacher loves. A catechist's energy and vitality is
largely contagious as was evident from a
child's remark, "You really can get worked
up over religion." The catechist must enjoy
religion class and strive. with the shrewdness
of commercials, to sell his product. It's good
to notice the psychology behind advertisements and commercials for the appeal they
have helps us advertise our Product. An
example of this is shown by ''baptizing" TV
commercials: "Us Christians would rather
fight than switch," "Come alive, you're in
the Christian generation."
Above all, we must challenge the thinking
of our children. So long we've given them
answers to questions that haven't begun to
occur to them. We have poured in doctrine.
doctrine, and more doctrine to the extent of
neglecting to show them that Christianity is
more than intelligence. Children are not buckets to be filled, but candles to be lit. Children
need to realize faith, hope, charity as living
realities rather than catechism definitions to
be memorized. However, a good text is a
necessity. Soppy stories about unreal boys
and girls repel and nauseate children, while
the Bible with real Dcsh and blood people
attracts them. We can't overstress the use
of the Bible in catechetics, and for some
teachers, Scripture may be sufficient text.
Varying assignments for religion class
challenges the versatility of the teacher and
sparks enthusiasm among the children. One
such assignment could be dramatizing or retelling a Bible story. One child in telling
the story of Pentecost had Peter answer the
14

A man was going on a vacation from Alma
to \Vhite River. \Vhen he got there he was

hungry so he went fishing. Be started to
cast his Jin e and got it caught in a tree and
couldn't get it down. Later a wealthy man
walked by and said, "Humph," and passed
on. AnoU1cr man drove by. Be saw the man
struggling but he was tired because he had

just finished building a cabin. So he drove
on. A painter was on his way to paint a
cabin. Be noticed the man having a hard
time . Be was in a hu.rry but offered Ute
man tbe use of bis ladder to get the line out
of the

tree. Th e rishe.rman

thanked

the

painter and Ole pa inter w ent on.

An airplane pilot fl yi ng through the air
crashed in a park, but luckil y was still alive.
A rich factory owner saw him but decid ed
he probabl y was a <l.runk and didn't care
about him. Then a doctor saw him and fjgu.rcd U1c pilot didn't have much of a chance
to Jive and passed him. A poor railroad man,
who didn't like airplanes because they were
L'lking business from the railroads, saw him
and recognized him ns th e guy who had
once cheated l1im. But the railroad man
took him to a hospital and ca red for hirn.

At the same time the 7th and 8th graders dis·
cussed a good Samaritan's qualities: gener·
osity, attentiveness to others' needs, affec·
lion, etc. Their assignment was to pag~
through magazines and Eind advertisement•
showing such qualities. These ads were ar·
ranged on a large poster with the words, "We
need 1965 Samaritans."

I

N THIS WAY chHdren learn from the ver'i
beginning that religion is more than 3
bundle of facts. Religion commissions us L~
prepare for the Parousia when this wor 1
will be a palace for God, angels, and menThis world is not a waiting room bui 3
building place. Religion is living the Goa-0
News that God is our father, Christ is o~r

brother, certain of the fact lhal this love
story we're involved in is one which truthfully ends, "And they lived happily ever
after." The Church is people, and children
can't say often enough, "We are the Church."
Activities to make children aware of the
needs of their fellow Christians might be
Writing a letter, making a gel-well card !or
a sick parishioner, visiting a rest home, or
singing for a sick person. Drawing cartoons
and writing jingles are other means of evoking some beautiful thoughts which can be
enjoyed by senior Christians.
It's good to have children compose their
own prayers which could be done in the form
of a letter to God. In Bible class we had discussed God's Word as a letter from our Father to His children. So the children wrote a
response. A ten year-old boy wrote God this
letter (The greeting may sound disrespectful
lo pious ears, but I don't think God was
offended.):
Earth
1965 A.D.
Dear Daddy, Jesus, Holy Spirit,
I hope you're doing fine. I'm O.K. except
for that glove I'm dying to have. o if you
think it's all right-. Say hello to old Paul
and don,t forget the attentive Peter. And

Abraham ! tell him his family is fine. pi t
in the devil's eye and kick him in the tail
for me.
That's ab()ttt it. Oh! I almost forgot. You're
invited to THE GREAT BIG PARTY. J ust
guess what we're having-YOO!
Your sou,
Paul

Yes, radiating Christ is a daily challenge.
How does the catechist know when he has
grasped the challenge? He doesn't. And to
avoid frustration he realizes that Christ's life
here didn't look too successful either. The
apostles. although especially chosen. weren't
the most consoling students. In fact, they
asked Him just before the Ascension , after
three years of intense teaching by the Son
of God if He now wasn't about to reestablish
the Ki~gdom of Israel. Christ failed to make
a dent on the Pharisees' minds and He e\'en
cried because Jerusalem hadn't accepted
Him. Christ prepared His apostles for Pentecost, and our duty, patterned on His, is to
estabUsh an atmosphere, create an environment in which the blowing winds of the Holy
Spirit can effect God's work of sah•ation.
Sister Sarah teaches Grades 5 through 8 at
Sacred Heart Schoo! in Charleston, Arkansas.

Above all , we must challenge the thinking of our children . So
long we've given them answers to questions that haven 't begun
to occur to them. We have poured in doctrine , doctrine , and
more doctrine to the extent of neglecting to show them Christianity is more than intelligence. Children are not buckets to be
filled, but candles to be lit. Children need to realize faith ,
hope , charity as living realities rather than catechism definitions to be memorized.
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MANHU? WHAT IS THIS?
"Benjie! It's time to go to bed! " called his
mother from the tent.
"I am already in my bedroll," answered
Benjie outdoors.
"You come back under the tent, this minute! " commanded his mother. "Do you think
your father and I worked these rough skins
into a roof with our bare hands to let you
sleep outdoors. unprotected?"
"Please, Mother," begged Benjie. "Can't
slay out here, just for tonight ?"
"No!" answered his mother sharply.
With basket crooked in his arm, Benjie
bundled his covers, carried them inside and
spread them on the sandy floor next lo the
edge of the tent, where overhanging skins
did not quite reach the ground. Wrapping
up for the night, Benjie saw a star winking
at him through a crack in the ceiling.
"If I slay awake all night," he asked himsell softly. "would I be able to see any of
that bread floating down from heaven
th rough such a narrow hole'/" His eyes soon
tired of staring at the sliver of light overhead
and he turned over on his side to look through
the hole at the bottom of the tent. Scraping
some or the sand aside with his band, he
made the opening wider.
This is the best place to watch, thought
Benjie. There was not much light outside at
ground level, but lying where he was he
could tell loaves of bread from sand when
they fell, even in the near dark. Even if he
went to sleep the bread storm ought to make
enough noise to wake him up. Maybe a nice
fat loaf would roll down the side of the tent
where he could catch it through the hole!
Benjie tried to slay awake but his eyes
kept pulling down their eyelids like fringed
16

blankets, as ii they had lo wrap up for the
night, too. Soon be was asleep, but all set to
wake up at the slightest noise.
"Manhu?" Benjie thought he heard someone call out a Jong distance away. He pried
his sleepy eyes open to look through the hole
at the bottom of the tent. In the first ditll
light of early morning he could not make out
a single loaf of bread on the ground. It musl
be too early, he thought, and drifted back
to sleep.
"Manhu? What is this?" came other calls,
Again Benjie rubbed his eyes open and stared
through the hole. There was more daylight,
but no loaves of bread showed up anywhere,
not even any chunks. All he could see was
the ground and the next tent looking unusually eerie in the early morning light.
"Manhu? What is this?" came more cries
breaking out in other parts or the camp,
What is this that people are asking about.
wondered Benjie, and decided to find out.
He laid his basket carefully aside as there
was no sign of bread yet, but he did wrap
one of the covers around his shoulders, like
a cloak, in the eru·ly morning chill as he crepl
quietly to the door of the tent and slid
through, careful not to wake the others in·
side.
"Manh-" Benjie almost blurted out loud,
but quickly stuffed a corner of his blanket
into his mouth to cut out lhe noise. The tents
and the grounds around made up the queer·
est looking camp he had ever seen!
Something strange was spread all over the
tents, all over the ground, all over every·
thing! It stuck out in tiny little ridges about
the size of coriander seed , like the hoarfrost
he had heard the ancients talk about.
The ancients also said that hoarfrost was
bitterly cold , shivering as they remembered-

Timidly, Benjie brushed his hand over the
outside folds of the tent, bu l did not feel
anything colder than usual. Maybe he moved
bis hand too fast, thought Benjie, and held
his hand still on some of the strange stuff,
getting his shoulders ready to shiver as the
in tense cold started to bite through his fingers. Nothing happened. The stuff must not
be hoarfrost, he concluded.
Benjie began to stir some of it around gently. It was easy enough to move it about, but
none of it took wings to fly away, so it must
not be a swarm of insects. Benjie looked at
it very closely. Whatever it was, it was not
alive.
People were gathering in clusters all over
the camp. "Manhu?" could be heard everywhere.
"Man.bu," exclaimed Benjie's father in surprise. just coming out of the tent.
"I don 1t know what it is," answered Benjie. "It is not cold like hoarfrost, it does not
move by itself or fly into the air."
"Moses is corning out of his tent," said Benjie's father, observing the signals of men in
front of him, and relaying the same signals
to men farther out. Moses began lo speak,
and his words were relayed through the multitudes.
"This is the bread which the Lord has given
you to eat," said Moses. "This is the command

~ Lending

of the Lord: let everyone gather of it as much
as is enough for him to eat. A gamer of it
should be gathered for each person. according to the number of souls dwelling in a tent.
Eat what you gather today, all of it, and let
no man save any of it for tomorrow. Each
day you will gather what is needed for that
day, until the sixth day, when you sha~ gather double, two gamers for every man.
"Manna!" the people began to call the
Bread from Heaven, because it was different
from the bread they were accustomed to. and
they wanted it to have a special name.
Benjie dampened a finger with his tongue
so some of the manna would stick when he
touched it. Carefully, he tasted a tiny bit at
first and let ii melt in his mouth. It tasted
Uke 'flour all right, that bread is made from,
but it also tasted sweet, as if honey had been
mixed with the flour.
That stuff was the Bread that the Most
High God had promised! It was spread out
all over everything! Everybody in the whole
camp would have all he could eat every day'
And it tasted better than ordinaTy bread,
sweeter!
"What are we wailing for?" Benjie asked
his father, and dashed into the tent for his
basket and a piece of broken pottery just
right for scooping up the manna.
(To be continued)

Library Notes ~

Readers are invited to use the free lending
library service of the Abbey. The books referred
to below are part of n shelf of several hundred
books available. Additions are constantly being
made t-0 the library. ,vrite for any of these books
or ask for a complete list. Adclress the Lendjng
Library, New Subiaco Abbey. Subiaco, Ark.

THE MEANING OF SUCCESS. by Mkhel
Quoist, Fides. 1965, $1.25.
"What is essential is invisible lo the eye,"
declares the fox in the story of the Little
Prince. Father Quoist in his reflections on
the meaning of success in man's life emphasizes what is essential: the primacy of the
human spirit over matter. "As the world
grows in complexity we stand in need of a
profounder life of the spirit if we are to bwld
a stable world."
In short, succinct ''chapters" the auth~r
Stimulates the Christian conscience: man is
responsible for perfecting not only his own

personality, but also the world in which be
lives. Each man, if he is lo be a success, must
realjze his life in two dimensions, vertical
and horizontal. "Man worthy of the name is
the man who has opened his heart to all his
brothers. . . . You will never know yourself
completely until you know all other men.
You will reach maturity only when you become one with all of them . .. . Open yourself
to God and to your brothers. Seek out your
God and your brothers, become one with
lbem both. These two movements are not
mutually exclusive; on the contrary, they
complement one another and guarantee each
other's authenticity "
God is a community of persons inviting
all men lo a communal life with himself and
with lhe whole human family. From salvation history man learns that God made a
covenant with his people. People must con(Co1ttinued on page 19)
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Polly Parade
When Father Jerome called for copy on
the weekend of the 23rd we were enjoying
the two-inch snow that had just carpeted the
countryside. Our younger monks took full
advantage of this rare opportunity to have
a few snowball fights, wh.ile the older members sat quietly by, watching the youngsters,
recalling their "good old days."
Construction, though presently at a standstill because of the snow, has been progressin!! rapidly on all fronts. The basement floor
of the gym-fieldhouse is ready for the concrete, and the steel work which forms the
first lloor is almost complete. The dormitory
building is also waiting for the concrete to
be poured for the first floor. A glance at the
Academy campus may be somewhat confusing: trees removed, djrt pushed into various
areas. and the main retaining wall taken
down. It is alJ part of the plan to change
the roadway system away from the entrance
to the Academy's main building and to landscape the entire area from the tennis courts
to the large area in front of the Church. Our
local workmen under Frank Sprick, together
with Brother Nicholas and Frater Xavier
are handling this particular job, and hav~
made considerable progress since they began
about three weeks ago.
Christmas was a real family feast this year.
as many of our absent brethren returned for
the holidays from their respective places of
learning or leaching. Father David and the
six Fraters from our St. Louis House of Sturues, Father Gabriel and the three Fraters
studying at Conception Abbey in Missouri
and Father Denis who is teaching at St. Bernard ColJege in Alabama-all came home for
a few days. Highlights of the Christmas Season this year included a breakfast immediately after Mjdn ighl Mass-an innovation for
the purpose of letting the effects of Christ's
Incarnation live more fully in our family life.
Other i terns of the free days were the Christmas Tree Celebration, and of course, the
Bowl games on TV.
On December 29th and 30th some of the
monks traveled to St. Scholastica's Academy
in Fort Smith fo r a two-day seminar on the
appreciation and evaluation of films. Seventeen monks traveling in three cars went each
day for the sessions which were both enjoy18

able and informative. After a few short (i]rns
concerning the various techniques of filming
and production, four full-length features
were shown, each followed by au evaluative
ruscussion of technique, theme, purpose, etcThe theme of the entire seminar was that
today films are a very important and common
means of communication and entertainment;
therefore, we must learn how they are used,
how they can be used, and how they should
be used. During the two-day program the
monks joined the Sisters of St. Scholastica
Convent with the singing of Vespers and
other hours of the Divine Office. The Sisters
had to admit that the mixed choir sounded
"diiferent."
Death was Jack Bowen's Christmas this
year as he joined Christ in glory on Christmas
morning. He was 82 years old. Jack came to
Subiaco to retire in 1961 and since that tiJne
he had become a familiar figure to all the
monks. He was a former vaudeville performer. and had many tales to tell about the Ne,v
York area during the Roaring Twenties. f{e
also had experience as a restaurant operator,
a government social worker, and a deckhand
on a cruising ship. We'll miss "BroadwaY
Jack's" cheerful greetings and his famous
"I'm not particular" and "Thanks for every·
thing." He was a lesson to us in his closin~
days.
Two other deaths affected close friends
of Subiaco, when Oskar Rust of Greensburg,
Indiana, and Bill Elsken of Paris, Arkansaspassed away recently. Both Mr. Rust and Mr
Elsken were graduates of the Academy and
past presidents of the Alumni Association
We owe much to them for their advice and
assistance over the years. We ask our readers
to remember all of these men in prayer.
The Retreat Program has gotten underwa)'
again after a few weeks layoff due to the
Christmas holidays. The weekend of JanuarY
22-23 brought 46 senior boys from St Anne's
Academy in Fort Smith to the Retreat House
for a few days of spiritual renewal. Father
Herbert, Director of the retreat program, and
Father Robert, the Retreatmaster, together
with their entire staff are looking forward
to a busy spring, as almost every weekend
already has a scheduled retreat.

Coming In March:
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(Continued from page 17)
cern us; they must be welcomed into our
lives. We must learn generosity and selfforgetfulness by learning to carry the problems, the sufferings, the joys of others in our
hearts through Jove. "II you really want to
be a son of the Father, you have to accept
Your role as a brother of alJ hls other sons."
If you are looking for a book vitally in
touch with the real world "in the belief that
it is God himself who speaks to us in the
needs we see about us," you will be particularly enlightened by the section in this book,
"Man and Others," in whlch the author gives
advice in everyday language on topics such
as: how lo talk to others, how lo help others,
the meaning of love, your commitment to
others and the encounter in dialogue.
In a section entitled, "Man and His Life
In Christ," Father Quoist explains briefly
the meaning of Scripture, the meaning of the
Sacrifice of the Mass and the truth that love
is from God. "In every expression of your
love you bear witness to Love, quietly but
eloquently you proclaim the Lord Jesus
Christ's coming. It is your mission in the
World to reveal love as Someone."
Are you seeking spiritual advice on beauty,
Joy, happiness, freedom, adolescent love, suffering, the single life, womanhood or a variety of other subjects? In striking simplicity
F'ather Quoist gives new insights into ageold interests.
As the author admits, certain themes were
Purposely selected in thls work to the exclusion of others. Thls necessity does not lesson the value of the message so urgently
needed in our contemporary world. After
rnerutating on the message one comes to a
fuller realization that what is essential is
invisible o the eye; that each person is
"unique in all the world"; that each person's
uniqueness must be shared with others; and
that success depends upon the a Lien ti on given
to the present moment, a moment which is
limitless, for in it is met the God of Love.
-Sister Matthew Albracht, O.S.B.
Brinkley. Arkansas

WORSHIP IN A NEW KEY, by Gerard S.
Sloyan, Herder and Herder, 1965, 191 pages,
$3.95.
Anyone ma.king a ruckus against the liturgical changes will certainly change his mind
after reading Sloyan 's explanation of the
"new key" lo Christian living-The Con.stirution on the Sacred Liturgy.
Father Gerard S. Sloyan, head of the department of religious education in the Catholic University of America and past president
of The National Liturgical Conference. explains that the Church can devise new signs
to use in prayer any lime she discovers that
the old ones aren't saying much to the people.
For example, Mississippi sharecroppers regard the Catholic faith as mumbo-jumbo
Latin and lacking gospel preaching; laboring
classes prefer Marxism because "Christianity
is superstitious, class-conscious, and not scientific"; and the educated dass in e,·erv
country. including our own, stops beBeving
in religion, by and large. or at least stops
practicing it because it "lacks intellectual
satisfaction and is unrelated to the needs of
our age." These were among the problems
tackled by the bishops at the Second Vatican
Council and those being solved by the Jaws
set down in the Constit1J tion.
The Constitution affects us personall~ because we are the ones responsible for carrying out these laws. We are the singers who
want to know what the ideal "People's Mass
Book" should look like. We need to take
a new look at the sacramental rites and see
what is being done to make them more
meaningful for us.
Father SJoyan remarks, '·The document
can come to mean something in our lives
only if we study with equal care what the
Council fathers want us to do to help in
Christ's work of saving the world." Reli!(ious
instructors. priests, and parishioners-this
study of the practical aspects of the Constitu lion is for you.
-Miss Alice Griesemer
Billings. Missouri

A Letter

A Word on
Requiem Masses
This is an open letter, intended to get
something off my chest. Quite often these
days one senses a negative attitude to Requiem Masses, as if they were less good, if
not actually bad. Many priests won't have a
"Black Mass" unless they are forced to by a
funeral or All Soul's Day. Surely this is an
example of demanding change merely for
the sake of change. By dropping Requ.iem
Masses we are losing a grasp of three essential Christian trnths: 1) what the Mass is for;
2) what the connection is between the first
part of the Mass (Introit, Epistle, Gospel)
and the Sacrifice; 3) what is the most important goal of the Christian life.
1. Why did Christ leave us the Mass? Evidently as a way to apply to us his work of
salvation. By his dying on the Cross he saved
us from our sins and opened the gates of
heaven to us. But since we were not all living
when Christ did this, he left us the Mass so
we, who live so long after he did , can offer
his sacrifice for ourselves or for our families,
£riends, etc. In this way we have our sins
taken away, we are saved from hell, and we
have the gates of heaven opened for us all
individually.
Where is this more beautifully expressed
than in the Requiem Mass? "O God, grant
to the souls of thy servants and handmaids
the remission of all their sins that they may
obtain the pardon they always desired"
(Oration); "We offer thee, 0 Lord, sacrifices
and prayers of praise: do thou receive them
in behalf of those souls we commemorate
this day. Grant them to pass from death unto
life" (Offertory). Since this is the purpose of
Mass, and it is so well expressed in the Requiem Masses, the move to omit them is
dangerous.
2. It is quite evident that there are two
distinguishable parts of the Mass-the Readings. and the Sacrifice. What is the connection? The purpose of the Epistle and Gospel,
Introit, etc., is to set the tone of the Mass,
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to arouse in us the appropriate sentiments.
so we can offer the Sacrifice more devoutly
and more meaningfully. Now, since the Sacrifice is offered to God so he will forgive our
sins and save us from hell, the first part of
the Mass should remind us of this, and arouse
in us sorrow for our sins, and a spirit of
pleading for the souls of the persons for
whom the Mass is offered. By degrading the
Requiem Mass we are losing this understanding of the structure of the Mass itself.
The objection that this gets old and too
familiar is unacceptable. We always have
room to grow in penitence and in compassioll
for the deceased, and God is waiting for us
to appeal to his mercy .
3. Most of our Masses are offered for someone who has died. Take a look at the Parish
Bulletins that publish the weekly Mass i!ltentions; you will find thfa overwhelming])'
true. And this is a good thing. What are we
on earth for, anyway? To test to see whether
we go to heaven or to hell. All of life is 8
prelude to death; we need the greatest help
then, when the final decision is to be made·
God looks at all the prayers that will be offered for this dead person when he makes
his judgment. This is man's most crucial
crisis. As Christians, intent on charity to our
neighbors. we should be dedicated most of
all to this form of helping others.
Needless to say, the Requiem Mass is de·
signed for this veTy purpose. In fact, it would
seem logical to have Requiem Masses eve"
when we are praying for someone who iS
still alive; not to pray that he will die, bU 1
that when he does die he will pass this fi11al
test , and gain heaven.
Sincerely,
D.D. Martin

This open letter is treated as an article because of its expository format. Mr. Martin
is an Arkansas Catholic.

Father Conrad Ends
long, Busy Life
When Father Conrad Herda died Decem- appointed pastor of St. Benedict Parish in
ber 2 in the hospital at Van Buren, be put Subiaco and arrived at his new post in Delhe finishing touches on a long and busy life cember, 1927, on the day after the disastrous
that began 80 years ago in Striegelmuehle. ure that destroyed a major portion of the
Silisia, Germany. He had been ill in his wan- monastery. In his last years, he wrote of the
ing years, and suffered especially from an trying times after the fire : "For seven years
I was pastor of St. Benedict under the most
arterial disease that affected his memory.
Father Conrad was born September 8, 1885, difficult circumstances. I was there when
and spent his early years in the small village we were so happy to move into our new baseof Striegelmuehle. He worked for a building ment church. But then we were still young
firm for six years after his graduation from and could take it."
Father Conrad was moved to Altus for a
high school and then attended a school for
older seminarians in Italy for two years. In four-year stint in 1934. In 1938, Abbot Edthe fall of 1909. he went to Einsiedeln Abbey ward assigned him again to the parish in
in Switzerland to investigate the monastic Lindsay, and it was here that he was to spend
life, and it was there that he first heard about the longest term as pastor, as he labored for
Subiaco. Father Conrad and a few other twenty years among the flock he came to love.
When age and sickness forced his retireYoung men parted with family and country
to seek God in America in November, 1909. ment from the parish ministry in 1958, FathAfter monastic and seminary studies at er Conrad went to Clarksville to become
Subiaco. Father Conrad was ordained a priest chaplain at the hospital there for four years.
by Bishop John B. Morris of Little Rock on He celebrated the Golden Anniversary of
his monastic profession in 1961. Then in 1962,
June 8, 1916.
In February 1918, Father Conrad entered Abbot Michael recalled him to the monastery.
The autobiographical data that Father
on the principal work of his life in the parishes of Arkansas and Texas. He was made Conrad lefl revealed his spirit of wanting
Pastor of Holy Family Parish in Nazareth , to be ready for every call the Lord might
Texas, and stayed there for five years. Abbot make to him. He was ready to sacrifice everyIgnatius assigned him to St. Peter Parish in thing to dedicate himself in a foreign land
as a young man. ln the record of his assignLindsay, Texas, in June, 1923.
1926 was a busy year for Father Conrad , as ments, he speaks of "Das Gesc1irei Gottes·•
he was called from Lindsay to fill short as- (the voice of God) moving him across the
signments in the Texas parishes of Wind- map or Texas and Arkansas. And looking
thorst, Muenster, and Sherman. Then he was back on the longterm assignment to Lindsay
in 1938, he reconstructed his
thoughts like this: " Again the
order came: "Arise and go
to the land I will show you."
Will this be my last vineyard
which the Lord asks me to
cultivate•" And he answered
himself, "Yes, ii was."
Father Conrad is survived
by one younger brother who
lives in the Russian Zone of
Berlin. One or his brothers
(a Brother in the Oblates of
Mary Immaculate) was killed
in France during World War
I and another died in Berlin
during World War II.
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The Ecumenical Movement
Today, in many parts of the world, under
the inspiring grace of the Holy Spirit, many
efforts are being made in prayer, word and
action to attain that fullness of unity which
J esus Christ desires. T he sacred Council exhorts, therefore, all the Catholic faithful to
recognjze the signs of the times and to take
an active and intelligent part in the work of
ecumenism.
The term "ecumenical movement" indicates the initiatives and activities encouraged
and organized, according to the various needs
of the Church and as opportunities offer, to
promote Christian unity. These are: first.
every effort to avoid expressions, judgments
and actions which do not represent the condition of our separated brethren with truth
and fa irness and so make mutual relations
with them more difficult. T hen, "dialogue"
between competent experts from different
Churches and Communities; in their meetings, which are organized in a religious spirit,
each explains the teaching of his Communion
in greater depth and brings out clearly its
distinctive features. Through such dialogue
everyone gains a truer know ledge and more
just appreciation of the teaching and religious life of both Communions. In addition,
these Communions engage in that more intensive co-operation in carrying out any
duties for the common good of humanHy
which are demanded by every Christian con-

science. They also come together for common
prayer, where this is permitted. Finally. all
are Jed to examine their own faithfulness to
Christ's will for the Church and, wherever
necessary, undertake with vigor the task of
renewal and reform.
Such actions, when thev are carried oul
by the Catholic faithful ~ith prudent patience and under the attentive guidance of
their bishops, promote justice and truth, concord and collaboration, as well as the spirit
of brotherly love and unity. The result will
be that, little by little, as the obstacles to
perfect ecclesiastical communion are overcome. all Christians will be gathered, in a
common celebration of the Eucharist, into the
unity of the one and only Church, which
Christ bestowed on His Chu rch from the beginning. This unity, we believe, subsists ill
the Catholic Church as something she can
never lose, and we hope that it will continue
to increase until t.he end of time.
However, it is evident that the work of
preparing and reconciling those individuals
who wish for full Catholic communion is of
its nature distinct from ecumenical action
But there is no opposition between the two,
since both proceed from the marvelous waY 5
of God.
(This is an excerpt from the Decree on
Ecumenism promulgated at the Second Vati·
can Council on November 21. 1964.)

UNITED IN PRAYER
Our Lord formed a New Covenant wi th us a nd inscribed on our h ea r ts the
New Commandment to "love one another." \Ve show this Jove and rem.a.in united
in Christ, as the New Testament writers tell us, especiall y by joining one a nother
in prayer.
Below a re lis ted a fe w of th e gene ral intentions and na mes of th e r ecently
deceased submitted to th e monks at Su biaco du.ring th e past month for remembra nce in prayer. These and th e many S}>ecial a nd personal intentions we also
recei ved a re suggested fo r the participa t ion of ou.r readers.

Unity in religious communities; Success in the
role of educating youth; Success of Building Program: Parish renewal; Vocations to the religious
life: Recovery of those injured on the highw..ay;
Petitions o-f. all our friends and benefactors.
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Father Conrad Herda. O.S.B.; John E. Bowen,
Oska-r Rust; William F. "Bill" Elsken; Vince,:it
Murphy; Mr. and Mrs. John Weber; Domin 11'
Venters.

LETTERS
(Continued from page 6)

With Pope Pius XII, the Fathers of the Church
and with St. Paul. According to his own station
and position in life, every Christian has a unique
work to do toward the building up and perfecting
of the Body of Christ.
It does not at all follow from whaL I have said
that being about this work !or the Church means
neglecting one's personal holiness. On the contrary. to be about this work for the Church is the
true way in which the Christian achieves holiness.
regardless of whether he is a layman or a religious.
'rhe calling of aU Christians is basically the same.
ln fact, we cannot even say that the religious is
called to give more of himself to the service of
Christ in His Church than the rest of us. We are
!1J1 completely consecrated to the work of Christ
in Baptism and Confirmation. and we are all
111ade more like Christ bv wholeheartedlv and
Joyously doing whatever g0od our way of life unrolds before us.
This way of putting it can only sound strange
~o people who think or their vocation exclusively
1~ terms of seeking out and ..clobbering" their
~ins. The Christian, no matter who he is, is a man
in love with Christ-wedded to Him-and theretore, always at work restoring and redeeming
Whatever is fallen both in himself and in the hurnan and matedaJ environment around him. One
Of our troubles is lhat we have an off-beat idea
of what a religious vocation really is.
My correspondent is fearful lest our reLigious
lose the respect which is now given "to the habi_t."
l am anxious for everyone to respect and admire
our men and women in religion. I want them to
admire the God-like holiness that permeates and
rnotivates their lives. But, I want it to be an adtniration for a living person. I don't want it Lo be
a respect for a habit-a respect for a thing!
. One of the drawbacks of a religious dress that
is distinctively different from that of the rest of
men is that as soon as someone puts it on, he is
Separated and et apart. He appears to be, not a
tnan or a woman. but a third kind of more-thanhuman, sexless creature who doesn' t have to conl~nd with the everyday consequences of original
sin. 1 want everyone to realize on sight that men
(nd women in religion are entirely human like
he rest of us. Only then will U1ey see jusl how
truly difficult and, therefore, bow magnificent are
the things they do. I am satisfied that our religious
tnen and women do live this kind of life .. The
trouble is that the holiness and the attractiveness
of their lives hasn't been showing through some of
the clothes they've been wearing.
Clare Wolf
Prairie View, Arkansas

IVIEDICARE
bear Edi tor:
,.,father David's article ··Medicare Apartments"
( 1.:~ovember) .is an extremely interesung one. The
C'ontents give rise to some problems that have
apparently been bypassed or overlooked by manv
·
Of us in the Health insurance industry.
Most of my duties al the present are being de1/0ted to the multiple problems created in the
~~urance industry by the entrance of the Federal
rve.rnment through the medium of federal legisation commonly referred to as Medicare.
Trye idea of a "Medicare Apart!J1ent1' challenges
~he •roldster." However, such an 10sl1tution, in or-

d:~c~0 f~~ a~;af~~ciJi'a:a~u~~ c~~;ie i~g!ng~ua~ed ~~~;
and with facilities for handling all complications

of age. There would have to be an inlirma.rv section, a normal residence area. a self-sust8in.ing
compound. The big problem appears lo be in the
thought of having doctors, nurses. etc .. on duty
at regular times. In reviewing your article it would
seem to me that sU'Ch apartments would be m"st
costly lo maintain and. possibly. well beyond Lb~
financial reach of the average person or persons
age 65 and older. There are being built today many
retirement homes for older persons but they lack
the vital accommodations nee ssarv. There is a
tremendous dearth in the nur ing home area.
qne of the greatest in~apacilies of age is senility
which accounts for a high rate of disease among
o_ur o1der citizens. We are doing nothing in th.is
field. so to speak. The accommodations nationwide are miserable and the older folks are cast
aside when senility sets in. I! it were not for certain dedicated religious groups, such as the Sisters
or Mercy. these homes would not be known. Here
is where your article has fruit which vou mention
in a well-constructed, clear and concise manner.
H.L. Graham
Des Moines. Iowa

DECEMBER ISSUE
Dear Editor.
I sometimes feel that after 25 years I will soon
be beyond the MESSAGE from Subiaco and should
not try to keep it up. But then comes another of
your fine issues and I remember your wonderful
pioneer past and real service for the future in the
"wilds.. of our semi-pagan Middle Wesl The page
Christmas tree for Pierre de Chardin and the
tribute to Paul Tillich were splendid.
Beatrice L. Jenkins
San Antonio Mission
..<\Ibuquerque,
New Mexico
Dear Editor,
I want to praise the cover of the December
MESSAGE and your presentation of my poem.
The cove.r's shadow-dra,i.'D. picture thoughtfulJv
captures a striking degree of the mystical in th'e
Nauv1ty ; and your use of the eternal meaning of
green at various point· helps to give thematic
unity to the issue. The green shaft of ··springhght''
which se~s. off my poem is the most meaningful
and sens1t1ve background my work has enjoyed.
W. H. Acker
North Texas State U.
Dc.nton, Texas

Confessors of the Faith
Listed below are t.he. names of departed mem•
bers of our monastic family whose death ann.ivei ~~aries arc remembered lhis month.

Bened ict Labre \Veder , O. .B.
Luke Tsch u eru perlin, 0 . .B.

Placi dus Oechsle, O.S.B.
Udefons Kalt, O.S.B.
Alhanasius Zebnder, O.S.B.
Meiu.rad ch oenbaecbler, O.. B.
Albert Schreiber. O. .B.
lliau rus Roh ner , O.S.B.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

3, 1897
5, 1923
6, 1935
9, 1925
9, 1940
15, 1937
23, 1959
24, 1933
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A Meditation

Abbot Michael's Letter

Brothers of Christ
Early Formation

By Bernard Schumacher. O.S.B.

My dear Friends and Benefactors,
When should young boys and girls begin
training and preparation for a religious or
priestly vocation? In actual practice, most
dioceses, monasteries and convents have special training and formation programs for boys
and girls in high school.
While no promise or commitment by youth
is ever made in high school years, there are
those who contend that boys and girls at
this age are not mature enough to make any
kind of judgment about the future. Hence,
they hold that these youth should not in any
way withdraw from the activities, home and
school life of those who have no desire to
consider a life of special consecration to God.
Pope Paul VI quite clearly rejects this
view, at least in regard to vocations to the
priesthood. In an Apostolic Letter, Summi
Dei Verbu,n, he urges that direction and
trnmmg of boys or young men asp1ring to
the priesthood begin as soon as there are
clear signs that a vocation exists.
"But the duties of parents and pastors and
of all who are responsible for boys and young
men," wrote the Supreme Pontiff, "are not
confined to creating an atmosphere favorable to religious vocations and imploring the
Lord to bestow His grace on new bands of
Ievites. They must do all in their power to
direct them lo the seminary or religious institutions as soon as they show clearly that
they aspire lo the priesthood and are suited

for ii. Only in this way will they be sheltered
from the corruption of the world and enabled to cultivate the seed of the divine call
in the most suitable circumstances."
What is a clear sign of a vocation? Pope
Paul answer , '·... a right intention which
may be described as the clear and determined
desire to dedicate oneself completely to the
service of God."
This "right intention" is frequently found
in teenage boys. Experience teaches over and
over again that it most often disappears if
these youth are not given special guidance
and spiritual formation and protected fron1
the corrupting influences everywhere ram·
pant in society, even in teenage circles.
Christ asks us to pray that God may send
laborers in the fields ready for the harvest.
During March, traditionally vocation month,
let us pray in particular that Catholic parents
everywhere may with generosity and under·
standing encourage and cooperate with their
sons and daughters who have a "clear ' and
determined desire to dedicate themselves
completely to the service of God."
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"The kingdom of God is uprightness and
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit." The Holy
Spirit is the giver of good things, His gifts
make us sons of God , members of the household of God, close kin of Jesus, Mary, and
Joseph-in fact , brothers of Christ.

. . . .

We do not always act as if we are brothers
of Christ, and that is where we start losing
the gifts of the Holy Spirit. That is where
joy begins to leave us and unhappiness starts
lo settle in our soul. It is like a drug that
becomes such a habit that one keeps using
it even though it harms the user. There is the
joy of the Holy Spirit and the sadness of the
evil spirit. It is a poor exchange when we
trade something that is good for something
that is evil. Yet that is what is done when
we exchange spiritual joys for evil pleasures.

.

We fare badly when we do that. The eye
is not filled with seeing nor is the ear filled
with hearing, hut we go on pretending that
such things are possible. The result is spiritual pain. It is a good thing that we suffer
spiritual pain when we do wrong. It tells
us that something is out of order and that
we must do something to remedy the condition .
To get rid of the pain we need the ministrations of the Holy Spirit. His gifts fill up
the void left in our souls by sin. They take
away the disfigurements caused by sin. They
do not just do a patch job but renew us so
that we get a fresh start. The Holy Spirit is
constantly giving us His gifts to keep going
and build up momentum in the life of grace
which will come to full maturity in the life
of grace. Holy Spirit of God, your voice tells
me that there is no middle course or any
sort of compromise for me. If I do not have
your grace I will live forever in unimaginable pain. If I have your grace I will live
forever in unimaginable joy and delight. IL
is your desire that I live forever in unending
joy and delight. Strengthen my weak will
with your grace that your desire may be
fulfilled.

Mary and Joseph are models for those
who would follow the promptings of the
Holy Spirit. The memory of St. Joseph is
dear to God and men. His name is held i.n
benediction. The average run of men are
born lo be remembered for a time and then
to be forgotten. The memory of few men
lasts for any length of time. Still fewer are
those whose name is a blessing. St. Joseph is
one of those whose name has endured and
is held in reverence.
He is the picture of justice. He did what
God wanted him to do and the way God
wanted. It was his mission in life not to serve
God in the place of another but to serve
God Himself.
The Lord revealed to him His glory. St. Joseph witnessed the wonders of Bethlehem.
The Lord lived under his roof at Nazareth.
He obeyed St. Joseph in the things that St.
Joseph commanded, and God gave St. Joseph
the spirit of wisdom and understanding.

•

•

•

•

But the world in which St. Joseph lived
did not understand him . He was unknown
and poor. He lived in peace except for the
events of Bethlehem and the flight into
Egypt. He lived a seemingly uneventful life
to those around him.
They did not understand the depth of goodness that stirred in his soul. He was ignored
and content to be forgotten by a world that
did not understand him anymore than it now
does. His kind of life seems so foolish and
wasteful. But if one fact emerges from history it is the fruitfulness and productiveness
of his life. St. Joseph , show us how to make
our lives fruitful like yours. Save us from
the light of foolishness by which we accept
direction from everyone except your Son.
Help us to see the way that you saw and keep
us always from harm. Be with us especially
when we are getting ready lo leave this
world. Be our special protector at the moment of death and guide us all the way to our
■
eternal destination.

EDITORIALS

In Defense of Little Old Ladies

I stopped to study the
menu that was elegantly
exposed in a show window. I read , realizing
that a few days earlier I
could have gone in and
ordered anything on the
menu . But now , though
I was the same person
with the same appetite ,
the same appreciation
and even the same wallet ,
no power on earth could
get me inside this place
for a meal. I recalled
hearing some Negro say,
" You can live here all
your life , but you 'll never
get inside one of the
great restaurants except
as kitchen boy." The Negro often dreams of
things separated from
him only by a door, knowing that he is forever cut
off from experiencing
them .
-J ohn Howard Griffin

Lately we have had the opportunity of offering Mass in several parish churches. With
special interest we've been watching the
"little old ladies" whose piety or pious practices are a target for some liturgical writers.
The little old ladies we have noticed have
often been the first lo pick up their hymnbooks and pass extra copies down the pews.
We've seen them handfog the books to their
husbands in that special way which means,
"Now you take this book and sing."
We've heard their Amens at Communion
rising from a devotion to the Eucharist that
we wish we could claim. And judging from
those we know, they are among the best exemplars of the message of charity that is a
part of every Mass. When we've seen them
in Offertory processions they've had a special
even though self-conscious look of dedication
in contrast to the affected casualness of some
of their juniors.
If they look confused it's not because of the
liturgy. It's because their other prayers seem
lo be frowned upon. They don't pray the
rosary at Mass any more, most of them. But
they can't understand why the rosary evokes
frowns at other times. They wonder why
their devotion to the Blessed Mother or some
other saint is now suspect. Perhaps it was
for their consolation that Pope John allowed
the publication of his journal describing his
own spiritual practices, more profound but
still much like the devotion of these little
old ladies.
Was it Pasteur who said that he had the
faith of a Breton peasant and wished he had
the faith of the peasant's wife? Whoever
said it, he had a point that's still valid far
beyond a Breton farm.
We suggest a closer study into the littleold-lady type of spirituality before making
-D.F.
it a byword of condemnation.

CIVIL RIGHTS EUCHARIST
We will never know how many Catholics
agreed with Mrs. B. J. Gaillot when she

picketed the new Negro Bishop of New Orleans. Past and present evidence of racism
on several levels of American Catholicism
force the conclusion that there were several.
The sidewalk would have been very crowded
if Catholics who defend racial discrimination
had come out in force. And their number
would not only have embraced heralds of
"separate but equal" pubUc facilities but defenders of all-Negro and all-white Catholic
churches as well.
Dilatory maneuvering on integration points
to a distressing lack of Christian authenticity in some sectors of the American Church.
When this attitude leads to separating places
of worship on the basis of race, substance is
given to the criticism that the Gospel has
been garbled in favor of a new God who is
while.
Any sort of racial discrimination by Catholics in this current age of liturgical awakening, is especially disturbing, because it shows
a divorce between worship and daily Jiving.
"The liturgy," teaches the Second Vatican
Council, "is the summit towards which the
activity of the Church is directed ... and the
fount from which all her power (lows." When
our everyday thoughts and actions serve
principles different from our worship, we
are involved in either delusion or sin.
HE LITURGY teaches anything but
racism. In fact, the celebration of
the Mass in many parts of the United States
during these days could be termed, in a real
sense, the "Civil Rights Eucharist." The central act of our worship is attuned to and modified by our situations, our dispositions, and
our needs, and because of the centrality of
the racial problem there are many reasons
for calling our celebration of the mysteries
today Civil Rights Eucharist.
One reason derives from the very meaning and purpose of the Mass itself. The Mass
(and the whole liturgy) is God's sacramental
economy for achieving his eternal purpose:
lo draw all things in heaven, on earth and
under the earth into a unity in Christ. The

T
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core of Christianity is love, and the Mass
binds us all into an ever deeper unity in love
in preparation for the day when Christ will
come back to take everything up in his Body.
It is not complete to say that Holy Communion unites us to Christ, or that it unites us to
one another, but that it unites us lo one another in Christ. The intensity of our common
sharing of his life determines the depth of
our holiness and the strength of our unity.
A fruitful Eucharist demands, then, that
the worshipers love one another. Any breach
between brothers must be healed before the
gift is offered, as Christ said. But love between the worshipers present is not enough.
Love does not stop at Church doors, denominational lines. or any other barrier; it is allembracive. The love that lays the basis for
Eucharistic unity is a love that seeks unity
with all men - Christian and pagan , rich and
poor, black and white--in Christ. Love always
seeks the wellbeing of the loved one; not
only the spiritual health, but the physical.
psychologic al , social wellbeing, the wellbeing of the whole person. The person who
will not receive Christ when he comes in
colored skin should have refused the Host
at Mass, for he is living a lie.
On another level, the spirit and message of
the day's Mass is conveyed to the congregation by the proclamatio n of the Word of God.
The Epistle, Gospel and other texts are designed to mold the assembled people in a
special way for the sacrificial Communion
meal to follow . Il is here that the importance
of a sermon or homily stands out. The words
of the homilist share in the power of the
proclaimed Word as they make it practical
for Jiving in a precise social setting. The
message for Palm Sunday, for example, is
given to all Christians, but the grace for "doing the word" and its application will vary
for communitie s in New York, Lagos, and

Letters
MYTH REVISITED
Dear Editor:
Here's agreement with Clru·e Wolf (" A Myth
Comes Tumbling Down." March) that 'jLearn..ing
is learning regardless of who provides it/' if it
is stored impartially in data processing machines .

•

Saigon. If pastors fail to recognize this challenge and choose topics which only vague!~•
touch the lives of their parishioners , Christ's
voice will seem muted and uncertain on the
important issues.
Y ANYBODY 'S MEASURIN G STICK
the subject of racial equality is important in today's America. Federal legislation in the past two years may have signaled
giant strides, but the Watts and the Haynevilles are still there lo wipe away after-dinner complacenc y. We know , further, that the
headlined cases of injustice are not ultimately the most telling. The main drawback is
the racewide failure of the whites to drop
the artificial boundary that still separates
them from the Negroes. In comparing our
problem to the Nazi-Jew situation, John Howard Griffin finds that in both cases men
have "drawn up an indictment agalnst a
whole people"; this. by ever)' law of justice.
is insupportab le.
In great part it will be the responsibili ty ol
our homilists lo form celebrations of the
Civil Rights Eucharist where it is needed
Full equality entails acceptance at the deepest level of the personal. Laws cannot bring
this about. They can only restrain the heartless and prepare for reform; reform itse!f
waits for men with ideals and incentives.
Wherever Catholic worship does not provide
-J.I{
these, it is offkey and defective.

B

GRIFFIN
The quote on page 4 may need a few words
of explanation to focus it for people whO
are not acquainted with Mr. Griffin. He is
the journalist who underwent treatments to
darken his skin and spent several weeks as
a "Negro" in the South. The story of his trip
is published in his best-selling Black Like Me .

People are not as easily managed as computers,
however. It is almost impossible for students to
receive facts merely as facts. Even mere deskwarmers, who deliberately extract only credits
from courses. are influenced by school-classm ateteacher realities which remain long aCter loathed
facts are kicked into oblivion.
Many people "have really been expecting and
even requiring our schools to teach just as much
Christian doctrine" as possible! That is what
schools were established for in the beginning. Thal

is the American educational heritage.
(Continued on page 22)

Report on Paris h Rene wal
Last fa!! , the editors of The MESSAGE seni a questionnai re to the
pastors of the sixteen parishes in Arkansas and Texas served by priests
from New Subiaco Abbey. The questions deait with several areas of parish
renewal. It was felt that readers would appreciate a cross section of current pastoral practice during this time of change. The directives for parish
life and worship issued by the Fathers of the Second Vatican Council call
forth different practices and approaches to modern pastoral problems.
The fo!!owing were the topics and aspects cited i11 the questionnai re
presented to the pastors:

I. SUNDAY MASS: How often do you have Mass facing t.he

people? an Offertory procession? the Prayer of the Faithul?
Do you have hymns or other fonns of singing? 1>articipation
with the help o[ cards or books? lectors? commentators? an
assistant prie t lo read the Gospel? collection as part of the
Offertory proce sion? a choir? a director of music? a lay
sacristan?
2. WEEKDAY MASS: What is the format when celebrated
with school children? witl1out school children?
3. BENEDICTION: When and how often? How much in English? What kind of singing?
4. PARISH ORGANIZATIONS: Mention their identity and
function.
5. SCHOOLS: Are there any lay teacher involved? How is religion taught? Is there integration?
6. CONDUCT OF PARISH AFFAIRS: Is t.he pastor assisted by
lay parishioners?
7. FINANCES : How are necessary funds accumulated: titlting?
bingo? banquets?
8 ECUMENISM: Does the pastor or the people have any special
association with non-Catholics in the area? What are some
examples of good will? bad will?
9. COMMUNICATION: How do Cat.holies pread the mes age
of the Faith in their neighborhood? Radio? newspaper? census? home visits?
10. DEVOTIONS: Does the parish conduct any private devotions?

I

II

Rhineland,
Tex as

Charleston,
Ark ansa s

Father Berman Laux, O.S. B.

St. Joseph Parish in Rhineland. Texas, was
founded in March, 1895, by a missionary
priest, Father Joseph Reisdorf{. It became associated with New Subiaco Abbey in 1906,
when Father Luke Hess, O.S.B., became the
first in a continuous series of pastors from
the Abbey. The present pastor is Father Herman Laux, O.S.B.
St. Joseph Church has a portable altar for
the celebration of Mass facing the people
every weekday and twice on Sundays. During the liturgy, the congregation participates
by answering the responses and singing
hymns contained in books available in the
pews. A commentator and a song leader are
in the front of the assembly to direct participation and a choir is situated in the rear to
serve as a nucleus for the singing. The parish
organist also serves as choir director. A collection is taken up each Sunday by selected
men in the parish. The school children participate in the Mass on school days, but there
is small attendance on Saturdays.
Father Herman conducts Novena services
in honor of Our Lady of Perpetual Help
every Tuesday night. Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament is always held in connection with these devotions and each Sunday
afternoon. The congregation sings the hymns
during Benediction, which is entirely in English except for the Versicle, Response, and
Prayer.
The parish grade school is conducted by
Benedictine Sisters and two lay teachers.
Though the school is declared integrated,
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there are presently no Negro children in al·
tendance. Two lay members of the parish as·
sist in the Sunday morning religious instruc·
lion of children who attend public schools.
Two of the principal organizations in the
parish are the Mother's Society and the
Catholic Youth Organization. The Confra·
ternity of Christian Doctrine is not actively
established at the present time.
Ecumenical friendliness is fostered in
Rhineland. Many non-Catholics visit the
church, and some attend services regularly.
Parishioners, especially the young people, in·
vite acquaintances to different parish func·
tions. Among these are the parish socials, to
which the public is invited. The Pastor con·
ducts regular instruction classes for inter·
csted inquirers.
Funds for maintaining and expanding the
parish are raised by collections, weekly bingo,
parish socials, and donations. Recent years
have seen the construction of a new parochial
school and Sisters' home. The church build·
ing was refurnished with a new floor and
kneeling pads and repainted. At the present
time a new rectory is complete.
The renewal in the Church has called [or
major adjustments in parish life, but the ma·
jority of St. Joseph's parishioners are weJI
pleased with the changes in the liturgy, es·
pecialJy with the English participation in
the Mass.
(This report was organized by Mrs. Dwiglit
Albus and Mr. A. J. Kuehler of St. Josepli
Parish.)

Sacred Heart Parish in Charleston, Arkansas, was founded in I 880 by the effort of
several German settlers. Subiaco priests
served it on alternate weekends for some
years. and the first resident pastor from
Subiaco Abbey was Father Anselm Kaelin,
O.S.B., who was appointed in the middle
nineties. An interesting ecumenical note
about the Charleston parish is that nonCatholic residents donated the site of the
first church and contributed $170 to its erection. The present pastor of Sacred Heart is
Father Placidus Eckart, O.S.B.
Every Mass in Sacred Heart Church is
celebrated facing the people, and there is
always an Offertory procession with parishioners bringing the bread and wine of offering to the altar. As in most parishes, the Saturday attendance at the Eucharist is sparse,
but ~t every Mass on other days the congregation sings four hymns from the revised
version of Our Parish Prays and Sings. A
commentator- lector is used on all Sundays
and most weekdays; and there is a Prayer of
the Faithful on Sundays and major feast
days. One special variation of parish worship at Charleston appears in the entrance
and Offertory processions, which are arranged with more solemnity on important
occasions; for example, parents and children
come together at First Communion, and a
small child brings the infant Christ to the
crib on Christmas night.
Benediction is very infrequent principally
because of scheduling difficulties. Father
Placidus also serves as the pastor of St.

Mary's in Barling and must concentrate on
the necessary exercises. One schedule difference is an evening Mass one day a week.
Of the organizations that presently exist
in the parish, the most active is the Catholic
Youth. The Confraternity of Christian Doctrine carries out its customary program and
assists, along with the Building Committee.
in the maintenance of the parish and the direction of parish life.
A system of tithing has been inaugurated
to provide parish support, and income is reported to be up about 100% in comparison
to pre-tithing days. Parishioners have appreciated the idea of linking contributions to
to their program of worship, and now the
Sunday collection is always a part of the Offertory procession.
The eight grades of the elementary parochial school are taught by two Benedictine
nuns from Saint Scholaslica Convent in Fort
Smith. The program of religious instruction
they follow was discussed in the February issue of The MESSAGE by Sister Sarah Wewers, O.S.B .. who teaches the upper four
grades. The school is integrated in theory
and in [act.
Most of the parishioners at Sacred Heart
appreciate the new changes in the liturgy as
a result of the Council and are interested in
participating more fully in parish worship.
There are still several. especially among the
older people, who do not like the new ways
of worship.
(This report was submitted by the pastor
of Sacred Heart, Father Placidus.)

Letters from Our Founder

Convent Chaplain in the Early Days
Edited by Hugh Assenmacher, O.S.B.
In many of the letters of Father Wolfgang,
our founder, we find him eaten up with the
details, worries, and so forth of directing a
pioneering community on the verge of abject
poverty, loss of personnel, and other material and spiritual disasters. Howev er, there
is one brief era during his 20 some years in
the Arkansas mission, that stands out as an
oasis of compamtive quiet and peace, we
might even say of relaxation from his usual
cares. This was during the years of 1882-84
during which time he was chaplain to the
infant convent of Saint Scholastica at Shoal
Creek, r;•rk:ansas. This was a time of much
work both physical and mental, but the letters, few in number as they are for this year,
breathe a refreshingly peaceful and casual
air to his correspondence.
Th e first, dated Nov. 15, 1882 , to the Dean
of Einsiedeln, friend and confidant, announces his new position:

... I have not yet had a chance to convey
your greetings to Brother Stephen , the candidates, etc. I have not heard whether they
have already arrived at St. Benedict, but
Father Chrysostom reported their arrival at
St. Meinrad. Father Prior has promised me
to bring Father Vincent and Brother Stephen
over here as soon as they arrive. Although
I look and look for them every day, not even
"Tobias' dog" has shown up so far. You see,
it is so far from Saint Benedict to Saint
. more than 10 miles!
Scholaslica
I suppose you have already been informed
that shortly after coming lo Arkansas for
the second time I was assigned to this place.
For 20 years I have had lo contend with the
"rubbish" of temporal cares! I am not bothered so much with these cares here, although
poverty is greater than at St. Meinrad or
JO

St. Benedict. As you know, Benedictine Sis·
ters from Ferdinand are stationed here and
they are very worried about the future. On
October 30 the first three candidates were
invested with the habit. ...

To show that as chaplain in the convent
he was not idle he continues:
Sister Meinrada Lex, who received her first
holy communion from my hands many years
ago in Fulda, Indiana, is the superior. She
told me some time ago, that they need tables,
benches, and so forth. Well , we are going to
order some boards. I personally will nail
them togetheP and we will have new tables
and benches. I learned the trade from Brother Gall, who is said to be at Pocahontas
again.
Within a short time the Sisters' house is
to be enlarged. I do not think I can do (hat
alone! A great deal remains lo be fixed in
the church also.

The life of the Sisters' chaplain was not
alt work however. And the above-mentio ned
10-mile separation between convent and
monastery was not altogether prohibitive.
in September, 1883, a festive note creeps into
the Dean!s letter:
It is the week of lhe feast of the dedication
of the shrine in Einsiedeln. I felt prompted
to make a pilgrimage to it. So on the eve of
the feast I went to visit the dear confreres
at Saint Benedict. Father Louis would have
liked to play the organ and I would have
liked to sing. But Father Prior did not feel
well, and Father Vincent had not yet recov·
ered fully from his sickness, which has probably been reported to you .... After Father

Louis and I had consoled the patients we
took a walk in the fields .. ..

and it is work at the right time ... so important in Arkansas ....

But after this innocent excursion he continues to report progress in llis field of work:

So the little community in the woods struggled forward, the chaplain often helping the
sisters in their daily work. During this busy
fall, however, the chaplain was struck with
a rather serious illness. warranting the consultation, not only of the prior of St. Benedict's medical knowledge, but of four local
doctors as well. However , Father Wolfgang.
no mere amateur home-cure addict himself
(as other countless letters reveal) did not
consider his illness overly serious. for he
writes in early November:

... The sisters now have a new two-story
home. 24 feet by 32 feel, a chapel 18 feet by
20 feet. a dormilory and four private rooms.
The new building is connected with the old
house by a covered and closed walk. The
new convent is plastered and painted from
lop to bottom , and the whole building cost
$600. Everything. including the new piano,
is paid for.

On the Sunday after A1J Saints I was again
able to sing the community Mass for lhe
Sisters and lead the procession lo the cemetery.
On October 30, during my illness. the three
were
recently
. . . Two candidates, who
novices. Sisters Scholastica. Walburga and
the
received
here,
already
added to the three
Agatha. pronounced their vows in the new
white veil on August 30. I have heard that chapel. The blessed Sacrament is now being
T
admission.
for
applied
have
more
three
kept in this handsome place.
suppose they will have to wail till additional
buildings are up. There is hardly enough
In Ma,·ch of the next year. Father Wolfroom now for the Sisters and boarders. Eigh l gang and the sisters were having "liturgical"
or nine children have already been announc- problems. and the Dean is requested to aid
ed for the fall. If the Sisters could board a them:
dozen children. and every child would pay
$1.25 a week. our whole family here could
The Sisters here would like to have an
live on the income. I am helping the sisters
Einsiedeln directory for the year 1884. They
with $2.00 a week.
do not have any surplus copies at Saint
Meinrad nor al Saint Benedict. So I am askSince he is digressing into financial mat- ing you to send us one, if possible. The sisters
ters, Father Wolfgang launches into an in- promise to offer Holy Communion for you
teresting "aside" as to the comparison of the in return. Since Rome has ordered Saint
two monastic fotmdations and ends with Meinrad to use the Einsiedeln Directory, I
some grim insights into early convent life do not see why some are beginning to raise
in Logan County in the 1880s .
objections to it already'

But the new community is now expanding
i.n such leaps that already the new quarters
are inadequate, because he immediately adds:

Finances are different here from the finances at Saint Benedict. There, most of the
money goes to the farm , here it goes lo the
house. The Sisters do not have a hired hand.
nor a horse, nor a wagon, etc. And yet there
is a little farm here. Six acres have been
leased to a renter. The sisters themselves
cleared about four acres last winter and have
planled corn on the land. The large garden
between the church and the house produced
sufficient vegetables. There is enough feed
for lhei..r two cows. The Sisters are in the
house most of the lime, pray the office in
common, read, study, etc. When they do go
to the garden or field , they work there only
a short time. But it is remarkable how much
work they crowd into that short work period.

1n this letter Father Wolfgang again mentions his "isolation" from the monks' priory.
ten miles to the west.

I do not know how things are going on at
present in Saint Benedict. The severity of
the past winter made travelling difficult
I had lo contend with lhe after-effects of my
sickness the whole winter. Three weeks ago
I had fever for three successive days ....

Evidently. though llis fever bouts came to
an end, so did the ''isolation" because
the chaplaincy was filled by another monk.
Father Wolfgang retu.nied to the priory and
its perennial problems.
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Beyond the Box Office

Mo ira Wa lsh :

Fi lm Ar t "d M or ali ty
By Sister Mary Clare Laune, O.S.B.
This paper was delivered in a panel discussion of the film arts last December at St.
Scholastica Convent in Fort Smith, Arkansas.
The discussion was based on a lecture given
at the University of Missouri in Columbia
by Miss Moira Walsh, film critic for America
magazine and author of Tenets for Movie
Viewers. Other members of the panel were
Sisters Emmanuel Bergup (moderator) , Marce!lyn McNerney, Carla Baltz, Karen Harder,
and Malachy Hess, O.S.B.
HE CONTROVERSY over "What is art"
has raged throughout the centuries.
Film critic Moira Walsh asks if it is possible
to develop a meaningful and at all generally
acceptable artistic tradHion in our pluralistic
society. Art cannot be imposed on a culture.
Will there ever be many who develop a correct critical attitude toward movies as an art
form? Miss Walsh thinks that there are definite possibilities for developing art-consciousness among American moviegoers, and
discusses some of the criteria a serious audience should consider.

T

Wliat is the Message?
For judging the artistic merit of individual
films , the first question Miss Walsh asks is
"What is its message?" It should be noted
right away that Miss Walsh does not mean
by this "Is this a message that is pleasant, or
12

pleases me?" Artistic truth can be quite unsettling at times. Miss Walsh notes that there
are two groups who are likely to be offended
by the serious attempts at making good
movies-they are the fun-lovers and the
moral alarmists. It is obvious why the first
group would reject the artistic truth-ii
makes them uncomfortable . The moral
alarmists reject the movie because they
equate unpleasantnes s with immorality. Miss
Walsh warns strongly against this. Just be·
cause a movie contains evil or has a feW
(so-called) shocking incidents it does not become automatically a bad movie. The viewer
must first ask "What is the message•" before
he can judge the goodness or badness of the
movie.

Probably one of the best examples of a
movie that offended many people because
they equated unpleasantnes s and evil with
immorality was the televized production of
Graham Greene's The Power and The Glory,
Miss Walsh cites the vast amount of protest
that poured in from Catholics as an iodica·
lion that there were quite a few who did not
realize that the message of the movie was
powerful and valid. These viewers were so
indignant over the portrayal of a priest as
a drunkard who had fathered an illegitimate
child that they did not see that the play was
saying 1) the priest was a hero in spite of
his human weaknesses, and 2) the priesthood
is a holy and imperishable institution that
transcends the individual failings of ilS
members.

Another movie of this kind which has a
valid message, but which probably would
unsettle quite a few, is La Dolce Vita. The
message she sees in this movie is an indictment of society by Federico Fellini..
Fellini also shows how apathy, lack of personal responsibility and the quest for sensationalism and vicarious thrills run like a
corrupting thread through the whole fabric
of contemporary civilization." "There is no
doubt in my mind," says Miss Walsh, "that
Fellini intends this film as a salutary moral
warning. There is also no doubt in my mind
that he has exercised masterly artistic control over his material , so that even the most
lurid details are filtered through the lens
of bis distaste and are not at all titillating."
This is an important point. She would call
this characteristic the "double-nega tive outlook on the aspects of contemporary life."
"In other words, they (mov:ies) are concerned
almost exclusively with perfectly deplorable
conduct, but the second negative which joins
with the first to form a kind of affirmative
derives from the implicit distaste with which
the film -makers handle their material." It
is important to note that much of the communication is subliminal, on the level of
emotion rather than intelligence. Thus , many
so-called harmless and diverting movies-the
bedroom comedies-pos sess distorted underlying philosophies, unlike The Power and The
Glo,·y. This is not to say that ev:il can be
freely paraded, but for producers with in11

tegrity and moral vision, evil does not serve
as something with which to entice the audience. Rather it is part of the world around
us, part o[ reality that man bas been coping
with down through the ages and as such is
valid subject matter for the artist.
As an example of a movie that fails to meet
the standards demanded by this first question "What is its message?" Miss Walsh cites
The Umbreltas of Cherbourg, which is based
on a "fundamental ly false artistic premise,
namely, that the--universal quality of young
love can be captured by draining the principals of human iodividuality and interest. . ..
The film is actually conveying a very particular and trivial statement about the silliness
of young love." It might also be pertinent to
mention here that Miss Walsh is quite frequently castigating the producers of the Doris
Day-Rock Hudson type movies with their
shallow and unreal presentation of life-a
steady diet which forms an escape. The insidiousness of these movies lies in the fact
that they tend to ease the audience into an
unrealistic complacency about Life.
Does it succeed?

HE SECOND QUESTION Miss Walsh
T
asks about a film is "How well does it deliver

the message?" Does the method used succeed
in conveying the message-and does it do it
forcefully? The question here is one of unity
and integrity. In speaking of the different
parts that go to make up the art form as a
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whole, Miss Walsh says this: "Motion pictures
are the only new art form devised since ancient times, yet an art form that is frequently
put to disreputable use even today. Regardless of their quality it is as an art form that
movies exercise their impact on the audience.
The camera, the film, the script, the performers, the sound. the sets, the light and shadow,
the music, etc., are tools with which the cinema creator works to convey an implicit, overall statement on life. What gets across to the
audience, to a great extent without the.ir
knowing it, is not the subject matter of the
film, but rather what the creator thjnks
about it."
ln order to convey the message the film
must be a well-construc ted whole. "In a good
comedy, the laughs emerge out of a consistent, artistically controlled approach to reality . This would even be true o[ a completely
wacky comedy, which could be a parody , consistently and unmistakably unrealistic in
approach." The consistent unreality conveys
a certain message about the unreality of the
things parodied.
In another type of film , the movie Darling
by John Schlesinger, the method is "not one
of overt moralizing but of deadly accurate,
objective, satirically underlined observatio1:·
Certainly many of the incidents he recoras
are shocking. They are meant lo be, but they
are valid and even vitally necessary in context. not gratuitous." " Obviously, my reasons
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for admiring the illm are that: 1) I consider
it a brilliant and absorbing piece of movie•
making and 2) I respect the artist's right and
even obligation to call attention to the evils
of contempor ary society, and I am in sub·
stantial agreement with his point of view
and method here."
There are other examples. Carlo Ponti's
Casanova 70 "has a pungent, objective. satiric
point of view seldom achieved in similar do·
mestic productions, and succeeds in indicting
not only lax male sexual standards which is
a common theme. but also deteriorating fe·
male standards, which is not so common."
In speaking of Luis Berlanga's movie Not On
Yom Life , Miss Walsh says that the diredor
can get away with driving some hard satiric
hafts because his artistic vision is obviously
dominated, not by malice, but by affection
for humanity and its foibles.
Thus each film has to be judged this waydoes it in its entirety deliver the message:
does it do this consistently throughout the
UJm? Father Harold Gardiner, S.J., is en·
lightening on this also when he compares
La Dolce Vita with Les Liaisons Dangereuses.
In La Dolce Vita, "the sins grew progressive·
Jy more dehumanized and monstrous . . . but
... the 'message' of the film was the truth
that when vice has been plumbed to the
depth, nothing remains but utter bor_edomin which each sinner is immured in his pri·
vate hell, unable to communicate to others

From The Age Of
Magnificence Comes A
New Magnificence In
Motion Pictures
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even the 'kicks' he has experienced." "The
validity of the realism in La Dolce Vita stems
from the fact that this conclusion grew out
of the whole tone and trend of the film. Contrast this organic character o( the film with
the ending tacked onto Les Liaisons Dangereuses wherein the melodramattc punishment
of the sinners had absolutely nothing to do
with the pornography that preceded."
The question that Miss Walsh really asks
then is "Is everything in the movie geared
to and supportive of the message of the movie?" If there are a lot of loose ends, unimportant subplots, or techniques of filming
that do not add to the impact of the central
message there should probably be doubts by
the viewers about the artistic value of the

rnm.

Is it worthwhile?
There is perhaps even more at stake in the
third question, "Was it worth saying?" In
speaking of John Goldfarb, Please Come
Home, Miss Walsh touches upon lhis aspect
by saying "It is one thing to explore seriously
or to satirize the conduct of men and institutions to assist us to grow in knowledge of
ourselves and the world around us. It is quite
another lo misuse free expression to wallow
in the values of the lowest common denominator of the audience and to convey at least
by implication, the message that nobody
else's values are any better." The "Hollywood
movie" is characterized by technical proficiency and production gloss coupled with unabashed pandering to the wishful thinking
of the most undiscerning and impressionabl e.
There must be an artistry and basic seriousness, plus a respect for human dignHy. The
film artist can turn a study of human degradation into a compelling and even ennobling
experience; he has obligations to integrity
and truth. Unfortunately the average run of
American films that have to do with the
seamy side of life are not concerned with
conveying a human truth so that it stretches
our imaginations and challenges our consciences, but rather with pandering lo our
morbid fascination with the misbehavior o(
others.
ISS WALSH feels quite strongly that
criticism of movies in the past has been
at fault for the general low tone of movie
viewing by modern audiences. Much immaturity in this area is due to the idea that the
audience is to be protected. She (eels it would
certainly be much better for people to come
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away from a film with a feeling of emptiness
and horror for certain kinds of life than to
be carried along by soothing, shallow films.
It is noteworthy hat "the spoof, which deliberately and specifically refrains from making a statement about life. looms as an increasingly attractive thematic 'out' for a producer looking to attract the largest possible
audience."
Because of past emphasis on protecting the
movie viewer (the old Legion of Decency)
instead of preparing him to approach the
movie maturely, informed by good reviews,
many Catholics still assume that any film
dealing graphically with evil must have been
designed to corrupt. According to Miss Walsh,
1t is a quite opposite view which makes better
sense, "namely, that good and evil, truth and
falsehood, are so deceptively and inextricably woven together in our af(]uent, materialistic, post-Christian culture that unwitting
corruption is the almost inevitable consequence of ignorance." Given this premise,
''all manner of human aberrations and evils
become legitimate and potentially valuable
subjects for artistic inquiry."

False Controversy

Directors and producers who agree with
this thinking quickly become "controversia l"
when moral indignation throws a smokescreen over responsible criticism. When film
critics begin to get the good press they deserve, they will be more able to convince
viewers that th1>ir judgments are " not a
matter of arbitrary personal opinion but a
matter of superior knowledge and objective,
ascertainable fact."
In some cases today, Church groups are
trying to recommend the good types of movies but "the kind of 'good' unspeculative
churchgoer who would take a pulpit or religious press recommendat ion seriously is , for
the most part, not attuned to this kind of
film experience. Years of casual, passive moviegoing have conditioned him to think that
a 'good' movie. especially if it carries a
Church recommendat ion. is one that leaves
him bathed in an untroubled, pleasantly rosy
afterglow." The trouble with this is that "the
reason he feels good after all too many movies
is that he has been taken in by a mass-produced daydream of the sort that gradually
erodes Christian and human values." The
trained movie critic must be allowed more
o( a voice in our society, Miss Walsh feels,
if audiences are going to develop the ability
to separate the wheat from the chaff in
■
modern film productions.

~
BREAD OF HEAVEN
"What is all the fuss about at this ungodly
hour in the morning?" Benjie's mother yawned from her bedroll at the back of the tent.
"It's the bread!" squealed Benjie happily,
picking up his basket. "Bread from heaven!
The Most High God has poured it out over
the camp and I'm going to get me some
right now!,,

"Is-is-is there-is there really bread-out there?" stammered Benjie's mother, sitting up suddenly in surprise for a moment.
·'Heaven bread, Mother. Manna. It's while
all over. with no brown crust anywhere, and
it tastes sweet, Like honey," explained Benjie searching through a pile of broken clay
pots until he found the piece he liked best.
"Get out o[ that mess right now!" commanded Benjie's mother sharply, roused
again from her drowsiness by the clatter.
"Isn't it bad enough that the vessels were
broken, without you having to litter up the
whole tent? What do you want a shard for,
anyway?"
"This piece is shaped just nght for scooping up the bread," answered Benjie darting
out of the ten l. "I'm starting righ l here,"
Benjie called through the door as he scraped
up Manna from the side of the lent and poured it into his mouth.
"Mmmmmm !" he called inside to his mother. "This stuff is goo-OOOD!"
For awhile Benjie scraped and ale as fast
as he could swallow. Then he began lo wonder about the Manna on the next lent. It
surely was pretty, so while and shining in
the first rays of early sunlight.
Benjie scooped up the largest helping be
could stuff into his mouth, puffing his cheeks
way out al the sides. This mouthful would
have to last until he could race to the next
lent.

Woops! Benjie slopped his jaws in the
middle of a chew. It was all he could do to
let the Manna melt slowly in his mouth instead of racing his leelh through it and guzz1i.ng it down, like the Red Sea swallowing
up the Egyptians.
"I must be as hungry as the Red Sea,"
Benjie said to himself as he reached the next
tent. With bis shard. Benjie pushed and
scraped down the little white particles into
a good sized mound at the bottom of the tent.
and sat by his pile to feast.
'·Moses said everybody could gather as
much as he could eat, and that means me.
too," he argued to himself as he munched
Manna. "For once, I can eat all I want, and
nobody is going to stop me!"
With Benjie's speed, the mound soon leveled off and he jumped up. Looking across
the camp, he saw his father with other men
and boys and decided to join them.
On the way he passed by Esther's tent, and
she was singing joyfully:
'·The Lord is my strength and my praise: and
he is become salvation to me.
He is my God, and I wit! glo1·ify Him:
The God of my father , and I wiU praise Him·•
As she stopped singing Benjie watched
Esther lay down the flattened stick with
which she had been raking down the Manna.
from the side of the lent, onto a clean cloth
spread over the ground below. What a pile
she had gathered in a hurry! And now all
she had to do was to pick up the cloth and
set it in the basket, with the whole pile
inside!
"Wow, Esther," said Benjie in admiration.
"You could fill a dozen baskets that way in
no time at all!"
"What are you saying, Benjie?" answered
Esther in horror. "The Most High God has

commanded us to gather only wbat we can
eat today, and leave none of it until tomorrnw! This is enough for me, and Mother is
expecting me to take it inside right away.
Have you gathered yours yet?"
"Not yet," replied Benjie looking at his
empty basket. "But I'm on my way right
now to meet my father. See you later!"
Only three men were left in the group with
his father by the ti.me Benjie reached them .
The boys had gone.
"Now see here Aser," said one of the men
grimly. loaded with as many baskets and
skinsful of Manna as he could carry. "This
stuff is lying around here today. but bow
can we be sure there will be any left by
tomorrow? As scarce as bread has been lately. why should we let it go to waste, when
we have a chance to lay it in?"
.. But Moses said-" began Aser.
"We did not hear exactly what Moses said
by the lime tbe word got to our end of the
camp," said another man, strapping a large
basket of Manna to his back. and reaching
for other loaded baskets with each hand. "I
think a mistake was made, and in that case
we have to use our common sense.''
"Benjie," asked hi.s father. "is your basket
filled yet? Let me see how much you have."
Flushed with shame, Benjie showed his
basket.
"Completely empty?·• shouted Benjie's
Cather in anger.
'·Ha! Ha' Ha! Ho! Ho!" laughed the other
men.
"Looks like you'll have lo gather double
measure whether you want to or not," said
Aser to Benjie's father in jest. "Your little
baby can probably out eat you' Hal Ha! Ha!"
Benjie turned around and ran towards bis
tent as fast as he could. His eyes were getting
oozy. If these men saw his eyes leaking they
would call him a crybaby. Baby, huh' He
would show them yet!
1

Reaching the tent, Benjie saw his mother
tediously trying to dip up the Manna with
a spoon.
"Here, Mother,'' said Benjie manfully.
"Let me show you how. Let me gather for
you."

Finding no words for the moment, Benjie's
mother handed him her basket in amazement.
"I'll need a clean cloth, and that nat stick
you use to stir the fleshpot," said Benjie
masterfully.
Benjie's mother brought the objects out
of the tent and handed them to Benjie incredulously . Benjie spread the cloth on the
ground at the back of the tent where the
Manna was still untouched. With the nat
slick, he raked Manna down to the cloth
quickly, and poured from the cloth into the
baskets, filling them.
"Do vou have anv more baskets?" asked
Benjie. ·,,I think we should provide for Father. and for Sisler, in case she comes back
here (rom visiting our brethren, and some
more baskets for the one that might come
with her."
"Yes! Yes! Yes!" agreed Benjie's mother,
finally finding her tongue.
Benjie filled baskets almost as fast as his
mother brought them out.
"That is all we have," said Benjie's mother
finally.
"It is just as well, Mother," said Benjie.
·'The Manna is beginning lo melt now where
the sun has been shining on it for some time.
We better carry these baskets inside right
away." said Benjie, proud of his work.
Just then Benjie's father arrived carrying
two filled baskets.
"Manhu! " he shouted in surprise, seeing
Benjie and his mother with so much manna.
"Just providing for the family , Father,"
said Benjie smugly, with his chest stuck out
as big as he could push it.
(To be continued)

Polly Parade
Glimpses of an early spring were in plenty
of evidence during the middle of February
as the warm, sunny days made their appearance. Nevertheles s, a two-inch snow on
the night of February 22 followed by a few
days of sharp winds has convinced most of
us that winter is here to stay for some time
yet. As the paper goes to press. the sun is

making its appearance again as if to challenge
the snow and wind from its dominant place
in the Arkansas winters.
Constructio n has slowed considerably due
to the unfavorable weather conditions. When
work is permitted. however, progress is
swi[t, at least to the spectator. The econd
Hoor of the dorm is being readied for the
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concrete, while the fieldhouse js rapidly taking shape with the assembling of the steel
framework into its proper place. A group of
curious monks or students are always on
hand to observe the delicate operation. Also
the new driveway coming toward the main
enlrance of the Academy's main building is
half complete with the concrete poured. Only
the wet, cold days of the past weeks have
prevented a quick finish to this particular
job.
Brother Leonard, who spent several weeks
at St. Bernard Abbey jn Cullman. Alabama,
learning the art of operating and runnjng a
kitchen, has returned home to put his newly
acquired knowledge into practice. While at
St. Bernard, Brother Leonard spent much
of his time working with Jerry Meade, the
head of their culinary department, assimilating many varieties of food preparation and
techniques of kitchen management and operation. Since his return two weeks ago, he
has been working in the Abbey kitchen with
the stall who provide our daily meal.
As part of the program to make Lent a
period of positive renewal, we are having a
series of twelve conferences on the decrees
o[ the Second Vatican Council. These are
intended lo increase our grasp of the meaning of the council teachings and to provide
us and the attending laity with ample opportunity for gaining the special Jubilee Indulgences. Father Peter, pastor of St. Benemet parish here, injtiated the talks by giving
a resume of the Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy. Several of the other Fathers of the

monastery will get an opportunity during
the forty days to explain one of the documents to the community.
Fathers Daniel and Jerome and Fraters
Frowin and Ephrem , together with two students from the Christian Doctrine IV Class of
the Academy, traveled to Little Rock on the
night of February 14 to hear a lecture by
Daniel Callahan. Mr. Callahan, an associate
editor of Commonweal and a prominent layman, frequently lectures throughout the
country to various groups on the life of the
Church in the modern world. He spoke on
the current renewal in the Church brought
about by the Vatican Council, and made specific applications on the layman's role in the
renewed Church of today. The lecture was
sponsored by Holy Souls Parish of Little
Rock as part of their Christian Awareness
program.
The Academy's third year Christian Doctrine class has been the scene of several ecumenical ruscussions lately as minjsters of
rufferenl Churches in the area have come to
lecture on the tenets of their faith. The series
of talks is part of a study of he effects of the
Protestant Reformation on present-day
Christianity. The most recent lecturers were
the Reverend Robert L. Veon and the Reverend Carroll CaldweU of Clarksville, pastors
of the First Presbyterian and First Baptist
Churches respectively. At their invitation,
Father Jerome addressed an interfaith youth
group in Clarksville on Youth Sunday in
■
early February

ofil Lending

Library Notes

Re:idcrs are invited to us the free lending
Ubra.a·y service o the Abbey. The books referred
to below are pari of a shelf or several hundred
books avaifable. Additions are constantly being
made to the library. \Vrit.e for any of these books
or ask for a complete list. Address the Lending
Librury, New ubiaco Abbey, ubiaco, Ark.

DAYS OF THE LORD, Vol. I, Winter, edited
by William G. Storey, Herder and Herder,
1965, 219 pages with- reference table, $3.95.
This Ls the first book of a three-volume
"modern breviarv" which follows the liturgical year and i; designed for the Christian
who is actively engaged in the work of the
world. Bishop John J. Wright. in the preface,
classifies it as a "meditation book" which.
thanks to its uniqueness, nevertheless transcends classification. Days of the Lord is a
beautiful manual of devout reflections, fervent prayers, moral exhortations. stirring
homilies and select poems artfully chosen
from the wealth of spiritual writing that
forms our Christian heritage.
All the classics of the early Church are
contained. representatively, in this book of
rnedHation. And choice excerpts from the
merueva]jsts are there too as well as those of
the moderns. From Tertullian to Teilhard;
from Chrvsostom to Aquinas lo Rabner;
there's tl1e" poetry of hymns of Lauds. of Hopkins and Gertrud von le Fort and Emily
Dickinson; there's John of the Cross. John
Milton, John Donne and John XXIU; Athanasius, Irenaeus, Bernard and Paul VI, all of

Th ese imposing
arches w ill
support U1e new
gymnasium.

Frater Eph rem serves book borrowers from far
and wide.

them are there. A sort of spiritual supermarket or smorgasbord where every hungry
soul may come and be filled with "wheat and
wine and oil," reminding us of scenes Uke
"A certajn king prepared a great supper" or
the words of J esus. "I am come that they may
have life."
In a way the most commendable facet of
this emin~ntly practical and literary book
is the title: Days of the Lord. Thal in itself
is a powerful meditation. For us who have
put on Christ through Baptism it says every
day. "For me to lh·e is Christ.'' The whole
mystery of the spiritual life, we are told, is
that Jesus is forever bein_g born in us. All
our days are days of the Lord. We in the
apostolale have no business being busy about
anything unless it is Christ-centered. Days
of the Lord should remind us of the Easter
Vigil's poetic pledge of allegiance: Cht1st
yesterday and today, the Beginning and the
End, Alpha and Omega.
Meditation. mental prayer, call it what
you may, is such a delicately personal achvity that one hesitates e,·en to suggest
material for it. This book tactfully offers
an inviting array of the best. There's something in Days of the Lord for every type
of person and for every day. For the life of
the spirit. meditate we must. This threevolume edition by Storey could well be the
Midas touch to change meditation from a
job to a joy.
-Sister Consuella Bauer. O.S.B.
St. Scholastica Academy
Fort Smith, Arkansas
MARY IN THE BIBLE, by Jean Cantinal,
C.M., The Newman Press. 1965, 245 pages,
$5.50.
The author sets the stage for hjs amazing
amount of information on our Lady by graphically depicting the environment in which
she lived. ThJs sheds 1;gh t on the social
milieu. religious beliefs. hopes and fears of
her people.
Along with this foundation he builds her
descent from David, and recognizes that prefigm·emenl or prophecy of Mary is sparse in
the Old Testament. It is rather that in the
Old Testament a gradual conversion of men's
hearts prepared for Mary and Christ. With
this development Mary becomes "the eschat19

ological completion of Israel, the daughter of
Sion giving birth to the Savior." Here is
somewhat of Pope Paul's idea of the "Mother
of the Church."
Surely no other virtue is so profoundly
emphasized in Mary as her faith. She lived
by [aith as we must do. It was obvious that
the had to have a deep trust in God to progress from belie[ in the Old Law to that of
the Way of her Divine Son. Mary knew what
adaptation meant.
The Annunciation is handled well, stressing her disposition of soul, her oneness of will
with God's Will. The tremendous impact of
her Fiat served as " the sublime counterstroke Lo the fall of our first parents and
opened a whole new era". In Mary is epitomized the fecundity of celibacy.
Though not fully understanding God's plan,
she advanced in faith aided by knowledge
gained through contemplating the mysteries
as they unfolded. This required suffering and
acceptance of God's gradual revelation to her
as tons. St. Luke's remark: "And his mother
kept all these things carefully in her heart"
(Luke 2:51) practically compels us to agree
that she was advancing in faith. "The mys-

tery of her Son was fully revealed to her only
as events unfolded."
As a climax or epilogue to Mary's importance in the Bible and in history. two chapters stress the greatness of woman according
to the teaching of Our Lord and that of the
apostles. So as not to get enmeshed in the
feminist theory or question of the inequality
of the sexes, the author carefully skirts both
by distinguishing carefully between equality
of nature in creation on the one hand, and in
the roles that men and women are destined
to play, on the other, according to their sex.
Women were not included in the priestly
ministry nor in ecclesiastical government but
the dignified role of motherhood was most respected and their womanly services esteemed.
Christ chose to come by way of woman and
placed a sublime price on motherhood
through the Incarnation. What greater moment in history than the one when all the
world hung in the balance waiting for a woman's consent to God's request?
-Sister Benita Wewers, O.S.BNewman Center
Fayetteville, Arkansas

Abbey Farm
rain. Although such heavy rain is unusual
in February, it was beneficial to the dry grain
fields . Aside from the crop benefits, the rai.Il
almost filled the Abbey's lakes whlch provide both the Abbey's and the town of
Subiaco's water supply.
The small grains, our only crop now grow·
I'm going out to fetch the little eat!
ing in the fields, have survived the winter
That's stancling by the mother. It's so young,
without much frost damage. Sowed early and
It totters when she licks it with her tongue.
growing up to a bushy crop, the grain was
I sha'n't. be gone long,-You come too.
in danger of severe, cold weather. However.
Many of these new calves arrived during our snow remained on the ground long
the January and February snows, but they enough to protect the tender plan ts from the
hardly let the new whiteness bother them. near-zero overnight lows.
Safely beside the cows, lhey soon learned
Quite a variety of birds have made the
to run in the snow-€ven though it was a woods around the Abbey farm their tempowith
meeting
first
bit treacherous. Their
rary home. While some are migratory, man)'
humans came when Brother John caught olhers are year-round dwellers. Their beauti·
them while they were only hours old. S ince ful songs add to their charming colors as
they had not yet learned the strength of thev enliven the bare trees. Thls bird-world
their tottering legs, it was easy for him to wa; well described, again by Robert Frost.
tag , inspect, and examine them.
in his poem "Our Singing Spring":
Soon after each of the two J anuary snowln spring more mortal singers than belong
falls had dumped three inches of snow on the
To a ny one place cover us with song.
fields we received a siege of rainy weather,
Thrush, blu e bird, blackbird, sparrow, and robin •
which flooded the fields with five inches of

With the new crop of spring calves growing
daily larger, new life is abounding on the
farm. Despite this growth in number, there
remains the distinctive beauty of every new
calf. Perhaps the nature-loving poet, Robert
Frost, experienced this natural charm when
he wrote in his poem "The Pasture".

Don' lean, do11' lea11 .
Sltoulde1· to sho11lde1·, p1·essure too beauty to bear.
Don' , ti·etch yow· hand out, babe, thinkin' that mine'// be there.
Can you face the days that break babe
Knowin' my snakes will steal yo;ir str~ngtli
And leave you sapped,
No place to land, no hand held in your hancl?
Can you tum from my teai·s, babe,
Wh en l beg a bound love that gnaws at the f1ightP.,1ccl heart?
Can you flee from my feal' in the night, babe~
Eyes shut to to1·tnred tears and hands clutched ti_qht?
You've fallen 011 the l'apids, babeDon' lean.
tay only if yon're stro11r1e1·, b.a-be,
Tha n what ,,uon've ;:een .
~
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LETTERS
(Continued from page 6)

REQUIEM

Dear Editor:
I would like to reply to the open letter on the
Requiem Masses by Mr. D. D. Martin. I believe
and send only the intellectual part to a public
the best way would be to take it point by point
school? As a teacher, do I have a right to dissect
I. ''Why did Christ leave us the Mass? Evithe "Truth as H is known and knowable to the dently as a \\'3Y to apply to us his work of salhuman intellect through human investigation /' and
vation." This I agree with, but I would not want
throw av,ray all the art, literature, history. etc.
to limit 1t to your explanatory sentence: "By dying
pertaining to God? And even itJ were to be forced
on the cross he saved us from our sins and opened
supI
am
what
to offer such deprived education.
the gates of heaven to us." This is just one smaU
posed to do when students a.re unable to fill the
aspect of the place or the liturgy in our lives as
resulting void with observation and experience of
the Constitution on the Sac·red Liturgy tries to
their own, and grope for mine, with honest quesshow:
tions? Must I surrender the empty avenues of
·'For the Liturgy. 'through which the work of
their minds to the very ills and isms we are trying
our redempLi.on is accomplished." most of all in ~be
ultimately to alleviate with our schools?
divine sacsilice of the Eucharist, is the ou tstanding
Whatever official purpose public education is
means whereby the faithfu l may ex-press in their
supposed to have, it cannol escape producing belives and ma nHest to others, the mystery o! Christ
cynibut
nothing
in
if
even
lievers in something,
and ~he real nature of the true Church." (No. 2)
cism, agnosticism. materialism and rebelHon.
The Liturgy is one of the greatest means Christ
Perhaps Mr. Woll should take another look at
has given us of growing in his likeness: not just
loday•s fathers and mothers. Where were they
in his role or suffering and dying to sin, but of
bot·n? In a hospital, likely, and received first by
humility. justice, concern for others. courage_ to
docto1· and nw·se, and fed with a bottle. Many witness t o the truth. and above all Love and Unity,
grew up to look upon stores as the so u rces of food
Christ came to forgive sins, certainly. but this is
and clothing: on movies, dances, sports. etc., as just the beginning of an interior grow~h into
only
the
as
the sources o! amusement, doctors
Chrisilik.eness which St. Paul characterizes as
authority recognized by everybody. repairmen as ''filling up what is lacking in Christ." i.e., what
the only people who could fix anything. teachers
was lacking to the Mystical Body because he was
and policemen as possessing whatever other powe!,
still on the way to perfection (love and unity witb
if any. they were willing to grant, and Ch urch, Jf all men in Christ).
any. as a center of social life. They wen; herd_ed
2. The relation o[ Word and Eucharist (thanks·
through de- emphasizing religion to the pomt of irgiving) in the Sacrifice of the Mass help us to g~ow
relevance, and were dragged from town to to\\rn
m this likeness. St. Paul likes to speak of "bwld·
with changing job locations.
ing'' the Church. For him Lhe Eucharistic Asse~·
Not only have a large number of present parents
bly is the time par excellence when the Chw·ch 15
been deprived or effective use of "basic ability lo
built. He brings this out in his letter to the Cohave
they
children,"
their
to
teach religious truth
rinthians using the word ''buHd up" seven time5
also deprived themselves of chlldren to teach. And
.
j n chapter 14.
the few young tykes who were " planned," and the
The function of the first part or the Mass 1s ~u
mis- tykes who "crept in anyway" are cul off Crom announce to the community assembled what 15
grandparents and other elderly relatives who are
realized in their midst by the reception of tht?
"better cared [or" now in nursing homes and other
bread and wine of life. Thus Pastors are correct
.
havens.
geriatric
111 being zealous that the Mass is not the sa1.11e
As a Catholic of 13½ years, do I have the right every day. The Christian mystery is too great and
lo tell public school teachers. " Explain. everyt~ng
too wonderful to limit the celebration to three or
you dig up about Attila the Hun, and his merciless
four texts. For this reason the Committee for tbe
swo rd. but nothing about Jesus of Nazareth," w_hen
Liturgy Implementation is working on a three
my Church has not produced enough vocations
or four year cycle of texts, with a possible change
to· oner universal Catholic education, and my
everyday, al least during Advent and Lent. Sal·
pocketbook could not finance it i! we had? Do I
vation History is continued by Christ's Mystical
have the right to deny httie ch1ldren what crumbs
Body now in the world, and Lhe members have
of religious truth they could pick up for themto know and live as much as possible of the mY ..
selves. when my own priests can scarcely dish out stery to which they belong.
enough at Masses and special classes for converts?
3. If most parish Masses are otfered so that th,~
A convert parent
dead may enter triumphant into Heaven, shouldn.,
and fo1mer teacher.
we rather celebrate the Easter Mass every d.aY ·
I believe that any deceased soul would say that
a better guarantee for salvation than prayer~ after
NEXT ISSUE:
death is a life of daily or weekly growth m th•
Christian mystery. The texts of lhe Mass do no~
1
affect the efficacy regarding the deceased, bU
they certainly do affect the formation and growih
of the Christian Community.
Thus i1 we celebrate Easter but once a year. and
Christmas but once a year, cannot the occasion o~
a funeral in the Christian community suffice fol
As a parent. just how would I rip up my child
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the growth in depth of that aspect of the Christian
mystery? Certainly the sense of community with
those already in heaven. or maybe on the way,
should be encouraged in the parishes. The people
must be taught to join together to pray for their
loved ones. deceased members of their community.
What better way can be suggested than to include
the name of the deceased in the daily prayer for
the faithful? The purpose of this litany is to bring
before the people the knowledge of the needs of
their community and the Church as a whole. In
this way will the liturgy "daily build up those
who are within into a holy temple of the Lord.
into a dwelling place for God in the Spiri.t. to
the mature measure of the fullness of Christ. at
the same time it marvelously strengthens their
'' (Constitution, No. 2)
power to preach Christ.
Donald Price, O.S.B.
St. Andre Abbey
Bruges, BeJgiwn

Dear Edito1,
Mr. Mar4in's second principle is very true, but
his application is all wrong. The Readings of the
Ms-ss are .. to set the tone of the Mass, to arouse
in us the appropriate sentiments." Mr. Martin
presumes the onJy tone really wo.flth setting is that
of begging God lo keep us out of hell, as in 1he
Requiem Mass. That is only one part of our .faith.
We have different Readings throughout the year
to recall more explicitly the different aspects of
our faitih, in order to appreciate them all more
precisely. The Lord knows we can really concentrate only on one thing at a time, so to avoid a
hazy, superficial grasp of the faith (which we'd
get ii we ,tried lo recall tbe whole faith at every
Mass) , we take one aspect at a time, and offer the
Mass accordingly: thanking God for this particular
Part, asking for help in this area of Christianity,
concentrating on imitating Christ in this particular
way. Th.is is the connection between the Readings
and lhe Sacrifice, and, contrary to Mr. Martin,
this truth demands attention for the weekly Mass,

not the Requiem. For the Mass 1S prjmarily for the
living, not th e dead .
Daniel Geels, O.S.B.
New Subiaco Abbey

ART
Dear Editor.
A~suming our pope a.nd Cardinal Lercaro have
been correctly quoted ("Art For God's Sake,"
February) , your conclusion is certainly ind.Jcated
and justilied. However, assuming the accuracy of
the quotations. you have ignored significant im~
plications.
In the first place, Pope Paul seems to be denying-or denouncing-the system by which St.
Peter's and the Sistine Chapel were decorated.
And in distinguishing between artists and craftsmen. he downgrades Leonardo da Vinci and
Michelangelo from the rank of artists to the rank of
craftsmen. We know that both worked for hire and
we know Lhat when Leonardo's Hali.an market
disappeared. he wenl to France to stage pageants
for Francis I.
Cardinal Lercaro seems to be saying that a good
mass- produced copy of a good work is inferior
to a mediocre original. Wi"th this 1 am sure the
Council fathers would have taken issue.
Throughout the world, many small, financially
insecure parishes can not afford original art of
high quality. Cardinal Lercaro seems to be saying
that they shall have no art or, possibly, no churches
With this, too. the Council Cathers would have
taken issue. Art. 124 of the Constitution on the
Liturgy has this to say: Ordinaries. by the encouragement and favor they show to art which 1s truly
sacred, should stnve after nob1e beauty rather
than sumptuous display. This principle is to apply
also to sacred vestments and ornaments which
ought not to be unduly expensive.
I have seen an inspired pastor use mass-produced wallpaper to transform a bare sanctuary
into a place of rare beauty. I am sure it is not
the intent of Vatican 11 to deny such good taste
and judgment an opportunity to glorify the Lord.
M. J . Handgraa!
Modesto, California

UNITED IN PRAYER
Our Lonl form ed a New Co,•cnant with us and inscribed on our hea.r ts the
New Commandment to ··love on e a noth er.'' We show this love and r emain united
in Christ, as the New Testa ment writers tell us, especial ly by j oining one a noth er
in pra yer .
Below ar e List ed a few of th e gen eral intentions and na.mes of t he recen tl y
deceased submitted to the monks a t u.biaco durin g th e past month fo r rem embrance in prayer . These and th e man y specia l an d personal inten tions we also
received a re suggested for the P3rticipa tion oi our read ers.
Speedy recovery of a mother of twelve children:
For a larger enrollment o[ students in Subiaco
Academy in 1966-67 ; Safety on construction work,
Recovery of Mrs. Theresa Fenlio; Particular intention of T. J . Breen: Peace and unity in Communities.

Sister Ambrose Spanke, O.S.B.: Father Paul
Desmond ; Harry P . Lyman; Father Andrew Didner: Jolu.1 E. Bowen; Father Conrad Herda 1 O.S..B.;
William Newman; Nellie Campbell; C. P Murphy;
Leonard Muehlegg; Mrs. Mary Crotty; Ferdinand
J. Fetsch; Anthony Shudy; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pulte;
Sister Pius, O.S.B., and Rev. James H. Mandelarz.
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March and April Retreats
March 11-13
March 18-20
March 25-27
March 30
April 1-3
April 15-17

Newman Clubs
St. Edward's School of Nursing,
Fort Smith
St. Scholastica Academy ,
Fort Smith
Catholic Women 's Union
St. Agnes Academy , Memphis
Couple

Address:
The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco. Arkansas

DO
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A Meditation

Abbot Michael's Letter

Other Christs

Religious Life and Easter
My dear Friends and Benefactors,
To each one of you a Glorious Easter, full
of joy and hope. How aptly lhe Psalmist _expresses whal is in the heart of ever~, he(1e:1ing Christian on this day of days: Th!s. is
the day the Lord has made; let us reimce
and be glad in it."
On this day, Christ destroyed the power
of death and sin and transformed human life
wilh the glory of new, everlasting life. _ln
Baptism the seed of this risen life of ChriS t
was planted in us. Celebrating Elaster means
for tlle Christian affirmjng with lhe Chu:ch
lhat the "Lord is risen indeed" and re~ewmg
our consecration to the new way of life that
He has bestowed upon us.
Il is interesting to note that the II Vatican
Council affirms lhal religious _life_ "constitutes a special consecration, which is deep!~
rooted in that of Baptism and expresses it
more fully ... and reveals itself as a splendid sign of the heavenly kingdom." "Furth~rmore" the Council asserts, "it not only w1tnesse~ to the fact of a new and eternal life
acquired by the redemption of Christ, but
it foretells the future resurrectton and glory
of the heavenly kingdom."
By their vows, religious freely give up the
good things of earthly liie: personal possession of material things, marriage and ~he
exercise of liberty in determfoing their life.
These sacrifices are made in the hope of possessing more fully and secu rely the heavenly
life and treasures which are begun rn Baptism and are nourished and grow through
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Publish ed tc.~ times a year wtui EcclesiastJcnl approb ati o n by the Be ne dictin e m onks o f New ~ubla co ~bbe!,
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the Sacraments, prayer and the practice of
virtue in fidelity to God's will. But thes_e
spir itual things are perceived and ~xper~enced in a limited and dark manner m this
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By Bernard Schumacher. O.S.B.
Easter is the vindication of Christ. The
resurrection of J esus is the guarantee of His
divinity and the warran ty for his doctrine.
The resurrection of Christ assures our own
resurrection. It is release from any extended
separation of soul and body. Christ is the
architect of our salvation. He is the builder
of the bridge between heaven and earth.

•

*

•

•

What a difference there is between the
suffering Christ and lhe risen Christ. This
difference is reflected al Easter in every
Christian soul. The time of sorrow has passed
and that of joy bas arrived. There is consternation in lhe ranks of those who are trying to wipe out lhe memory of Christ. The
soldiers were bribed to say that while they
were asleep somebody stole away the body
of J esus. Bul Our Lord walked and talked
and ate with his disciples. He prayed with
them. They knew Him, Scripture says. in
the breaking of the bread.

. .

The enemies of Christ wished to erase Him
from the earth and from the memory of men.
Bul the memory of Christ lives on. And what
is more, He Himself lives on. He lives on not
only in heaven but in the ranks of His follo,~ers on earth as He is in heaven. He remains the eternal High Priest. He works
through His fellow human beings. He empowers His fellow human beings to work for
Him. They work as other Christs.

.

.

We must have faith in Christ. The Gospel
is full of accounts of how Christ demands
faith. It was for lack of faith that Christ rebuked St. Thomas shortly after Easter. Bul
even though St. Thomas was weaker in faith
than Christ liked he remained one of lhe
Apostles. He remained one of the faithful
hand-picked men of Our Lord. His name is
immortal. He may have fallered in faith, but
he did nol falter in the love of Our Lord.

Others may have resented the humilfations
that Christ forced on St. Thomas. But S t.
Thomas could only exclaim, "My Lord and
my God."

•

•

The love of Christ is the remedy for many
weaknesses. AU of us have weaknesses. We
may not be aware of them, but that does not
remove them. We can and should overcome
them, bul we can never gel around to completing the whole job. Even after we have
done our best we will see other people-both
friends and enemies-who are far stronger
than we. Our strength even if it excels has
a way of going to pieces with the passage
of time. We have seen this happen to others.
The marvel of il is that we cannot see it happening lo ourselves.

•

•

•

•

But the same process need not and should
not take place in regard to our love of God.
Nobody can take away from us our love for
God. They can only show us how small it
is. But if our love for God is as strong as it
should be those who test il will only increase it.
God is our best hope. We deal with many
uncertainties. We find our way only lo become confused again. We make progress but
never seem lo make it quickly enough. If
we give one thing all the attention it seems
to require something else that we are not
watching goes out of balance. We may think
this is unusual but it is not. Millions have
gone through the same thing before. The:i,
went through it successfully. They dealt
with it by holding on to their love for God
when everything else seemed lost. Our risen
Saviour! We rejoice with you in your victory
over death. You give us a share in your victory 3l the time of our baptism. You have
left us an example and a teaching. Help us
to observe your teaching and follow your
■
example to a glorious resurrection.

EDITORIALS

The act of divine love
by which we were redeemed is the act which
transformed the manhood of Christ, brought
him out of this world of
sin and death , penetrated
him completely with the
Spirit and exalted him as
Lord of the whole creation .
This act has its source in the Trinity. We
were saved by the Father, through the Son
in the Holy Spirit. The redemp_tive drama
enacted by the saving interve~t1on of God
took place first in Christ , but ,t took pl~ce
in Christ in such a way that the act wh1c_h
brought Christ from death to life , from this
existence marked by sin to the order of the
resurrection, is the very act which effects
the same transition in us.
The Father glorified
Christ by the Spirit and
in doing so he glorified
us with the rest of crea tion .
-Charles Davis

Vietnam and Bust?
American citizens have never really been
faced with the issue of war morality until
the present Vietnam conflict. It is no wonder
that we respond with such loud protest, such
illogical pawing of the air. Before, we could
back any military act of our country in loyalty to the defense and pursuit of liberty. It
was enough for our government lo point out
the enemy, and we were already in ranks
and marchfog, courageously giving and risking everything for the preservation of freedom. It was all we knew and it was enough.
This background has not prepared Americans for the war debate that is currently
raging. That the United States might be unjustly involved in a military campaign is
simply unthinkable for many people. They
could just as well imagine that Washington
was a liar and Lincoln a cheat. Conscientious
objection is a very faint murmur in our tradition, so much so that it strikes the majority
of loyal Americans as unpatriotic and basically insincere. Part of the glory of the great
Sergeant York seems to be that he was "converted" from pacifism. This suspicion of unpopular convictions may indicate that during
the nearly two hundred years of the American experiment our "liberty" has penetrated
no deeper than freedom from coercion on
the social and governmental surface. Certainly it does not approach the idea of freedom of conscience and the sacredness of personal decision outlined b,v the Council Fathers last fall.

M

ANY QUALIFIED ANALYSTS have
shown recently that a person's stance
on American involvement in Vietnam cannot be cu I-and-dried by norms of courage,
loyalty and sincerity. It is not clear. as many
found it lo be in the past, that American
military activity is right in principle and
honest men need only to follow the leader.

To maintain this can easily lead to a practical denial of the basic freedoms we are so
eager to protect.
In his editorial in the March issue of The
Catholic World, John B. Sheerin, C.SS.P., examines American involvement in Vietnam
in the light of the demands of the traditional
Catholic doctrine of the just war. To be permissible under this doctrine, a war must
fill the following demands: it must 1) be
a war of self-defense declared for a just and
grave reason, 2) arise from a right intention,
3) be waged according lo natural and international law. with 4) the assurance that the
foreseeable consequences will be more good
than evil.
According to Father Sheerm. it is questionable whether our participation in Vietnam is suificienlly answerable to any of
these criteria. On the first point, as Senator
Fulbright's investigation has shown, it is
not clear whether we are defending South
Vietnam from unjust aggression or meddling
in a civil war. The National Liberation Front
(strongly Communistic but led by a nonCommunist) contends that it is fighting for
the unity of Vietnam as guaranteed by the
Geneva Agreement of 1954. Our Stale Department claims the conflict is an invasion
of South Vietnam by Communists from the
North, though many non-aligned South Vietnames belong lo the NLF.
To validate the second norm for a just
war, Father Sheerin says, we must be sure
the United States is not staying in Vietnam
just to save face. If our intention is to stop
a Red Chinese takeover of all Southeast Asia,
we must disprove the experts who assert
that Red China is still governed by the Confucian myth of "rule by virtue" and has ambitions that far outdistance her prospects.
In the third place, such points as the legitimacy of bombing North Vietnam must be

squared with the demands of international
law. Fourthly, we must ascertain just how
forseeable are the consequences of the war
when the objectives of our involvement have
not been clarified.
HESE CRITICISMS , too skimpily summarized here, typify some of the concrete objections with which observers are
confronting the Administration. They are not
"unpatriotic," "slupid, 11 or "Communistic."
They are serious probes into the conscience
of a nation and deserve the thoughtful consideration of the critizens. That many citizens lashed out blindly against the very
thought of criticism should be a warning to
us that we may lose in Vietnam whether
we achieve military victory or not.
One cannot help noticing that the draftcard-burners were denounced more for nonconformity (and "cowardice") than for invalidity of position or weakness of principles.
It seems that they were wrong because they
would not hand their conscience to the government for safekeeping, as many Germans
did who "went along" during the Nazi
regime.
If this is the way Americans feel, then the
debaters are certainly wasting their time:
the Vietnam war is -0nly a question of territory. The freedom for which America stands
does not really exist except as a figment of
-J.K
constitutional imagination.
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Letters
CHRIST BEFORE GRADES
Dear Editor,
Sister Sarah's articl e ("Teaching Christ in the
Grades.'' February) was especially impressive to
me because we are trying to revitalize the C.C.D.
in our parish, particularly in the area of ParentEducators. We are being instructed by a Sister of
Social Service who is much in touch with what
has come out of Valican JI.
The diocesan director recently pointed out that
school age is much too late to begin teaching religion; a child must "catc.h" it at home long before.
You begin with a great big plus if Mommy and
Daddy love each other, the child, and through all
this, God. Without thIS, I personally feel you could
accomplish little in making Christ real to a child.
In our program, we are trying to have young
fathers and mothers carry the information about.

LIFT THE BUSHEL
A few months ago we asked our readers to
participate by writing letters pro and con
the issues our contributors have treated. The
response bas made it possible for us t-0 put
together a letters column with some interesting dialogue. We hope your letters continue
to come in .
At the same time, it seems that there is
room for a wicieu.ing of this participation by
subscribers to The MESSAGE. This is the
age of speaking out, of giving voice to the
charism that each of us has in varying degrees. So with this issue we solicit more formal articles, poetry, and art as well as the
letters.
The renewal of the Church must search
deeply into homes, business, schools, and all
other important areas of modern life. Unfortunately, many people with ideas in these
places feel too inadequate or inexperienced
to express themselves. Thus ideas are not
shared, the building up of the Kingdom is
slowed. We must let our light shine, so that
Christ will be known and loved the more.
Address material for possible publication
to The Editors, The Abbey MESSAGE , New
Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Arkansas, 72865.

home instruction to others like themselves. In my
own case, I'd like the new approach lo catechetics
so I cou ld begin it at home and it would be a natural step on to First Communion, e tc., in the primary grades. I'd like ways to make the liturgy alive
and understandable, and lots and lots of ways to
give sex instructions. The tTick will be to get
other young parents to see the need for discussion
and training in the education of their preschoolers.
Mrs. Eugene Lazzo
Kansas City. Missouri

THE RETURN

~~

OF AMOS

WHY WEAR WHAT
Dear Editor,
Clare Wolf made a telling point C'Finding a
Garb !or Today," October) when he said, " ..
the real vocation of men and women in religion
is to engage in a special work and apostolate in and
for the benefit of the whole Church." He is simply
saying that our life should be a Living Liturgy.

!Continued on page 23)

By Richard Walz . O.S.B.

Back to close the gap

The prophets of the Lord,
like the word they preach,
are not bound to a certain
time or place. They may return at any time, to haunt
us with unremembered warnings.

HUS SAYS THE LORD: For three
crimes of Israel, and for four, I will
not revoke my word; ... " With these words,
Amos, prophet of Yahweh, plunged to _the
heart of God's message to the disobedient
people of Israel As a prophet speaking the
word of God, Amos and his message are part
of a plan called Salvation History. It is the
history of God's working to bring men back
to the union that existed when God and man
walked together in the Garden of Paradise.
and which was lost through sin.
Long before Amos, God had ma_de a covenant with Israel to bring about this reunion.
But man had always found it hard to keep
his part of the covenant, and the people of
this age were no exception. This is where
Amos and all the prophets fit in. Theirs was
the all-important task of waking these people up-of shocking them back to the real'.ty
of what their sins were doing. Th ey carried
this message of the Lord to their own particular age.
But the truth in God's word is not limited
to a particu Jar age or people. It is spoken
to all men of every age. But, because the
prophets spoke in a language and in a way
which their own people would understand,
we often find jt hard to know just what the
Lord is telling us. To help understand his
word we learn all we can about the people
to whom the message was spoken. For example, "For three crimes . . . , and for
four ..." is not very meaningful to us today,
but is quite simply a way, borrowed from
the Chanaanites, to express the fact that it
is for very many and serious crimes that
condemnation is in store.
There are then two main points to be
considered in studying Amos. First, we must
know something of the historical situation

T

and of the people of Amos' time--the purpose
being to know what Amos meant. And then,
secondly, to use this information to find out
what the message is to us, and how we are
to act upon it.

ISRAEL -

8th CENT. B.C.

HORTL Y BEFORE Amos had come upon
the scene, a strange thing had taken
place in Israel. There were no really dangerous enemies of the country. No army waited
to overrun the land and subject its people
to a foreign king. The two most likely enemies Damascus to the North, and Assyria
to the East, had just finished a war which
had left both too weak to begin a new fight.
This gave Israel a chance to grow wealthy
and to expand her trading operations. As is
too often the case, this prosperity brought
with it many evils. The most significant of
these was a lack of social justice. The rich
people were stealing from the poor. Money
could buy a judge's decision. And in general
the moral sense of the people was so weak
that they became easy prey to any "deal"
that could be worked out.
These conditions bad finally so taken hold
of the people lha t their conscience no longer
could do the job of bringing them back to
God. So, Amos was chosen to help the people
remember. There was not to be anything
pleasant or sweet about it either. Amos was
not one to mince words. Amos was a shepherd,
a rough man who spoke the Lord's mess~ge
in the only way he knew-in its stark reality
stripped of all that would serve to cover over
its burning heart. God made use of this simplicity in Amos to forcefully rem.ind Israel
of the covenant she had with God and to
bring her back to the union he desired.

S

All of this can be found as the background
to the book which contains Amos' prophecy.
More could be said about Amos in a biographical way, but it seems better to know
him through what he has to say. This was
wbat the book of Amos was written for. It
is not primarily a biography, but rather a
collection of the prophet's words to the
people.
As can immediately be seen, the prophets
were not prophesying in the way that we
usually think. Amos does not set himself
up as a fortune-teller. nor as a soothsaver.
He is one who is bringing a message fi-om
God. Amos mentions his credentials at the
very beginning of the book. These are the
words of Amos "which he received in a vision
concerning Israel." The prophets alwavs begin their important statements with: ;,Thus
says the Lord." It is not on their own authority that they speak, but on that of the Lord.
But God usually left it up to the prophet to
find a way Lo get the people to listen to the
word he sent. And among the prophets there
have come down many clever solutions to
this problem. Amos realized that people like
lo hear about the evils that are to fall on
their enemies, so this is the way he began

(1:3-2:5). He drew a crowd by condemning
all the neighbors of Israel. He made short
work of all those nations which had in the
past persecuted God's people. Ah! A prophet
who knew what he was talking about!

Tile hard truth

B

UT THEN THE BOMB FELL. This was
all true, but there was more to it.
Israel was also part of the list. and was in
fact to receh·e the worst punishment. because
even though the Lord had favored her more
than all the others, she had turned on God
(3 :2) . And Amos mentions plenty of the
evidence against Israel. too.
The people lack a sense of justice. In the
following passage Amos lists a few of the
evils that existed and for which Israel was
to be punished: "They sell the just man for
silver, and the poor man for a pair of sandals.
They trample the heads of the weak in to the
dust of the earth, and force the lowlv out of
the way. Son and father go to the sa~e prosslitute, profaning my holy name. Upon garments taken in pledge they recline beside any

altar; and the wine of those who have been
fined they drink in the house of their god"
(2:6-8).
Amos here notes the more blaring evils;
such as the lack of respect for man as the
Lord had created him , so that crooks would
even go so far as lo sell or trade other men
in the same way they use money or sell
shoes. Other evils are scored. Fathers fail to
teach their sons to live a Life with God. and
instead lead them away from the Law of the
Lord. Men steal the very clothes from the
poor. and use them in idolatrous worship;
and the wine extorted through fines becomes the matter for drunken orgies. The
sad thing is, and this a recurring problem.
each time the Lord has set up a rule to follow
it has been erased by these people. "It was
I. . . who raised up prophets among your
sons, and Nazarites among your young men.
Is this not so. 0 men of Israel, says the Lord.
But you gave the Nazarites wine to drink,
and commanded the prophets not to prophesy" (2:11-12).
These evils that existed in daily life were
at odds with what the people proclaimed in
their worship, and God did not care lo hear
words mouthed that had no meaning. It was
justice, not burnt offerings that God desired.
"I hate, I spurn your feasts. I take no pleasure
in your solemnities; .. . But if you would
offer me holocausts, then let justice surge
like water, and goodness like an unfailing
steam" (5:21-25). This is even more strikingly brought out when Amos, speaking for
the Lord, ironically encourages the people
to come to the places of worship to commit
their sins. "Come to Bethel and sin, to Galgal,
and sin the more; each morning bring your
sacrifices, every third day your tithes; burn
leavened food as a thanksgiving sacrifice, proclaim publicly your freewill offerings, for
so you love to do, 0 men of Israel, says the
Lord God" (4:4-5).
J u.stice and worship

HERE IS MUCH meaning in Amos' connection between the sins against justice
and those of false and insincere worship. He
is pointing to the importance of justice in
carrying out the covenant in our lives. This
justice is something which God positively
demands. It is not just a side issue that we
need not particularly worry about as long
as we are not seriously al fault. The necessity of justice arises from God himself. It
is demanded by our covenant with a just
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and holy and good God. "Seek good and not
evil, that you may live; then truly will the
Lord, the God of hosts, be with you as you
claim" (5:14). Amos points out that it is as
easy [or horses to run across a cliff, or to
plow the ocean with oxen, as it is for unjust
men to "be with God." The merchants who
fix their scales or overcharge (8:4-6) and the
rich thieves and lazy women, whom Amos
calls the cows o[ Basan because they remind
one of fat cows, are all going to find i l diificul l plowing the ocean.
Amos uses many pictures to tell the people
of their coming punishment, but they all
boil down to this: "The eyes of the Lord God
are on this sinful kingdom: I will destroy it
from off the face of the earth" (9:8). But
Amos is not a complete pessimist. He points
out a way to escape this punishment. "Hate
evil and love good, and let justice prevail
at the gate; then it may be that the Lord
will have pity on the remnant of Josepb"
(5:15). It is still not a very desirable picture.
But what Amos said did not make for optimism. He spoke the word of the Lord, and
God did not intend lo make it sound good.
Israel's sins of injustice drew her condemnation.

U.S.A. -

Amos and Selma

T

HE EVILS OF OUR OWN DAY are no
less in need of condemnation. Perhaps it is trite to ask questions such as, "How
would Amos react to the racial problems of
the ~Jnited States; for example, to a Selma?"
But 1f we reall y tried to answer this question
Jl would be dtfficult to remain complacent
m the face of the oppression which exists.
How do we differ from the people of Tyre
who were condemned "because they deliv-

ered whole groups captive to Edom and did
not remember the pact of brotherhood"?
~r, how different are we from Edom, who
because he pursued bis brother with the
sword. choking up all pity, (and) because
he persisted in his anger and kept bis wrath
to the end" (1:11 -12) was punished with
death. What would this message from the
Lord be if it were leveled at us?
The answer comes from the Second Vatica': Council just ended, which labeled the
split between ''earthly affairs" and "religious
life" as one of the most serious errors of our
age. The Council bas forcefully repeated
Amos' message that worship apart from
brotherly love and social justice ls insincere
and is displeasing lo God. And if we try to
live religion "in the gap," separated from
daily liie in the modern world. it is no religion al all, but an "extra" tacked to life.
Then the message of Amos has been muffled
and softened and we risk the condemnation
of Israel and her neighbors. If the word has
been softened, we know it was we who did
it, not Amos; Amos always speaks God's
word clearly and faithfully to men of his
own time and to men of ours.
■

20th CENTURY A.D.

OR THE PEOPLE TO WHOM Amos
spoke, his words would be literally a
message of woe. But there is much in Amos'
message which is not lin1ited to the particular circumstances into which it was spoken.
If we were lo sum up this lasting message,
I think it would center on three main points.
First of all, social justice cannot be separated from our religion . It has its roots in
God himself and in the covenant which the
Lord bas made with us. The other two points
follow from this most important first one.
The second would be that the rich have a
responsibility toward the poor. It is unthinkable that the brothers of the covenant should
fight among themselves. And finally , a worship performed in the absence of justice is
displeasing lo God, because it is worship
with the mouth only.
Unfortunately, these three points can be
read without in any way affecting a person.
This sad reality was faced by Amos, and
must be faced by us loo. Being men, it is
not di (ficull for us to admi l to the evil Amos
sees, and remain blind to that which surrounds us. But, if Amos' message has ever
had meaning, it must apply now. In countries
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all over our war-torn world men are dying
of hunger while we toss awav enough to
feed them.
•
_No amount of arguments from economics
will lessen the force of this evil. Amos accepted_ no excesses. He was told by Amasia,
the priest,.. to qu,t p_rophesying and get out
of town, [or this 1s the king's sanctuary
and royal temple" (7:13) · but this just did
not fit_ into God's plan. The fact that neither
the King nor Amasia liked what Amos told
them was not the important point. What
mattered was that the evil which existed
was opposed to the Lord's plan and must be
rooted out.

. _The~ are mistaken who , knowing that we have here no
abiding city but ~eek o~e which is to come , think that they
may th~refore shirk their earthly responsibilities. For they are
forgetting that by the faith itself they are more obliged than
ever to m~asure up to these duties, each according to his proper vocation. No~, on the contrary, are they any less wide of
the mark _who th~nk that religion consists in acts of worship
~Ion~ and in the discha rge of certain moral obligations, and who
imagine the~ can plunge themselves into earthly affairs in such
a w_ay as ~o imply that these are altogether divorced from the
religious life . This split between the faith which many profess
an~ their daily lives deserves to be counted among the most
serious errors of our age .
- Constitution on the Church in the Mode rn World

The action is where?

The Role of the Parish Today

By David Flusche , O.S.B.
Teachlng a housewife how to make a bed, failed , no matter how beautiful its liturgy,
convincing a man that he shouldn't where eloquent its sermons or multiple its comhe has to make ten $10 monthly payments munions. Our Lord often withdrew from the
for a $50 loan , explaining to a tenant his Apostles to pray to the Father, "himself
legal rights-do we think of these things as alone." But he returned to rejoin the Aposparish functions? If not, perhaps we need to tles to pray with them, teach them, and share
think again. The Church must respect and their lives. With the Apostles, and sometimes
promote the complete vocation of the human sending them out too, he prayed with, taught
person and the welfare of society, and in and ministered to all men. Only when the
practical terms that means the parish must Church fulfills all these roles is it extending
the full Christ across the world.
do so.
It is significant that after the Mass and
Unquestionably the primary role of the
parish as a center for worship has never been practically all the sacraments we are admonat
denied, and it still holds first place. The ished in some form to go in peace. Only
Council's Decree on the Pastora! Office of the conclusion of our final trip to the church
Bishops spells it out, "Pastors should see to are we finally permitted and admonished to
it that the celebration of the Eucharistic rest in peace. Our g, ing forth is the extension
Sacrifice is the center and culmination of the
whole life of the Christian community." But
we have come to a deeper understanding of
the Eucharistic Sacrifice, and we see that it
Assuredly, while sacmust animate the whole of life.
red pastors devote themAn outstanding theologian, Dr. Martin
selves to the spiritual
Marty , recently said that secularization is
care of their flocks , they
the product of the withdrawal of the Church
from secular society, and that Christianity
also in fact have regard
is the injection of the Church into secular
for their social progress
society, not as an outside agent, but as an
and prosperity.
inner force , harmonizing with and yet up- Decree on th e Pastoral Office
lifting society.
of B ishops
If the parish sends its Christians away
from the altar with the injunction to come
back next week, then closes the church doors
to life beyond those doors, the parish has

of the Church and the parish into all life.
The parish cannot stop with being a worshiping community. It must also become a
school and a social agency. Through full development of these three functions the parish
becomes complete.
The parish must be a school It would be
inadequate to say that the parish must conduct a school, for teaching is a necessary
parish function even when there is no
"school" connected with the parish. Clearly
the parish must teach all of those things we
think of as being spiritual hut "In the economic and social realms, too, the dignity and
complete vocation of the human person and
the welfare of society as a whole are to be
respected and promoted" (Constitution on
the Chu.rel, in the Modern World) .

Aware of their calling,
may they (Christians )
learn not only how to
bear witness to the hope
that is in them , but also
how to help in the Christian formation of the
world that takes place
when natural powers
viewed in the full consideration of man redeemed by Christ contribute to the good of the
whole society.
- Declaration on Christian Edu cation

Ranking in importance with the parochial
school for children are inquiry classes for
persons interested in knowing more abou t
the Church, lectures in scripture, theological
trends, conciliar decrees or any of the other
broad areas covered by study clubs. Moreover, the parish must look into its own area
to see what special educational programs it
could supply for its people. An adull education program in conjunction with the federal
government's anti-poverty program is only
one of many possibilities.

A slum-area pastor found a lack of knowledge of basic rudiments of cooking and
housekeeping among some of his parishioners.
He set up a program to help them learn,
thereby improving their home lives and their
sense of human and Christian dignity. Another found it advisable to set up a program
of instruction on budgeting and finance in
terms of the people's poverty-level incomes.
A third, through a lawyer parishioner directs
persons with legal problems toward proper
agencies and instructs the parishloners on
basic legal principles affecting their lives.
These are but a few of the ways in which
parishes have become schools in a way far
beyond the general idea of a "parish school."
The Church too must be interested in social
action. Counseling cannot be limited to the
confessional, nor strictly to matters of conscience. It must embrace home and family
life, juvenile problems, employment. Care of
children and the t1~ed, and visits to the lonely
are a part of the extension of Christ into the
world. Recreation and social needs, poverty,
hunger, and desperation must become the interest of the parish. The parish cannot forget
Christ's compassion on the multi tudes.
It would be unrealistic to demand the
super-pastor or the super-parish that could
fulfill all of these educational and social
needs. Besides, we can insist, there are ci ty,
county , state, and federal programs covering
aJJ these areas. True. But the parish can acquaint itself with these programs and direct

May the goods of th is
world be more equ itably
distributed among all
men , and may they in
their own way be conducive to universal progress
in human and Christian
freedom . In this manner,
through the members of
the Church , will Christ
progressively illumine the
whole of human society
with His saving light.
-Constitution on the Church

In the economic and
social realms , too , the
dignity and complete vocation of the human person and the -we'lfare of
society as a whole are to
be respected and promoted . For man is the
source, the center, and
the purpose of all economic and soc ial life .
- Constitut ion on th e Church in
the Modern World

its people toward them. It can show an interest in the people themselves. It can demonstrate to the government agencies a

Christlike concern for all men and cooperate
with these agencies. It can demonstrate that
there should be no competition in giving love
and help to those who need love and help.
It can, to combat a spirit of secularization,
inject Christ into every aspect of life.
Surely it is through social action more so
than in simple preaching or abstract teaching
that the parish will help in the Christian
fo rmation of the world, (or without the social
action the words begin to take on the tones
o( sounding brass or tinkling cymbals.
Again, the parish is the center of divi ne
worship and sacramental reception, but if
the parishioners think they have gone forth
from this worship and completed their Christian duty, they have not understood either
the Mass or the sacraments. They must lend
a hand in teaching and acting out the message of Christ.
0( cou rse we need to be realistic about
what can be done. But too often our realism
is the realism of the apostle who cou nted
only the loaves and fish on hand and (ailed
to include in his calculations the omnipotent
■
compassion of Christ on the multitudes.

Bits and snatches

Report From Nigeria
The busy activities of our Nigerian monks
since the opening of the new school term in
Januru·y sound very much like happenings
here. School work, building, and cooperation
in diocesan efforts of Church renewal are
common themes in our letters back and forth.
On the building scene. a long-awaited event
of April will be the drilling of a new water
well lo accomodale the monastery and Ascension High School at Eleme. In the local parish, currently under the care o( Father
Raphael. work is proceeding on a new church.
The monks have been enlisting ideas for their
own chapel to be built in the future. One ingenious arC'hitectural sketch included the
use of local building patterns and materials,
such as bamboo poles and thatch, but the

Nigerians look down on this as too "bush"
and ask for something more substantial.
Things of the western culture appeal to them,
and Bishop Okoye usually employs concrete
blocks and plaster for building purposes in
the Port Harcourt diocese.
The St. Mukasa community has been working on some preliminary plans for a new
monastery building which would house all
the monks and candidates under the same
roof. According to business manager Father
Lawrence, the other building necessities
make this project seem quite long-range. For
one thing, the tutors' house begun last winter is still under construction.
Data on new personnel to occupy these
prospective buildings is both bad and good.

An early stage in parish church construction.

The bad part is the continuing diliicuJty
of acquiring a science graduate to teach in
the high school. It is hard to interest teachers
without making exorbitant promises. On the
good side are two candidates for the monastery who live with the monks and hope to enter the novitiate soon. maybe this fall. One
oI these is Father Ojefua, a native priest who
received permission from his bishop to investigate the monastic life.
Closer to home for the monks than the
recent military coup of the government was
a full-scale student strike al Stella Maris
high school in Port Harcourt. A minor strike
occurred at Ascension High last year over
the water shortage. The reason for the Stella
Maris strike was reported to be differences
with the administration, especially a rule
which required students to perform routine
chores around the school.
Vacation time for the first four Subiaco
missionaries is coming around this year, and
soon they will begin taking turns returning
to the United States for a few months. The

first vacationer will be Father Basil. who is
scheduled lo lake his leave this spring. Work
loads and government permissions make it
impossible for all to come at the same time.
and Fathers Lawrence, Raphael and Camillus will wait till later this year or next. And
then it will be time for home leaves for Brothers Louis and Paul, who arrived at Eleme
a year later than the others.
An ironical note appeared in one of Father Raphael's recent letters when he mentioned how difficult il has been for them to
acquire the document of the Second Vatican
Council. The decrees on The Church, The
Lil!Lrgy. and Ecumenism they have. but the
others are scarce. One of the "hard-to-get"
documents is the decree On the Missumary
Activity of the Church.
The Mukasans will certainly appreciate
your prayers for their work during these
strenuous times of foundation and growth. If
you wish to write them , the address is: St.
Mukasa Priory; Box 603, Eleme; Port Har■
court. Nigeria.

Coming in May:

The Secular Citq: Happy-man's 1984?

An A ddress

Report on Parish Renewal

III

Do the Liturgical Changes
Get You Down?

Clark sville,
Arka nsas

By Pope Paul VI
Fa th er Bed e Mitche l, O.S.B.

Holy Redeemer Parish in Clarksville, Arkansas, Cirst began to function in the early
1880s through the efforts of Father Matthew
Saettele, O.S.B .. who visHed it monthly on
his missionary rounds. Other Subiaco priests
took over the task as time went on, and the
tirst resident pastor was Father Maurus Rohner. O.S.B., who was appointed for a shor
time in 1902. The present pastor is Father
Bede Mitchel, O.S.B.
Mass facing the people has become foe
rule in Holy Redeemer Church, and the angina! main altar is so arranged that it ~an
be used for the celebration of the Eucharist,
with a second smaller altar forming the background. This smaller altar permits decoration
with extra candles and flowers; the tabernacle is situated about eighteen inches above
its surface to be easily seen by all.
The prayer of the faithful a,nd the Offertory procession have become integral parts
of the Mass. both on Sundays and weekdays.
On Sundays, various members of the parish
are assicrned by the pastor to present the
gifts, and children carry out this _function on
school days. Immediately followmg the Offertory collection, this o[fering is also taken
to the sanctuary by one of the wardens and
placed In receptacle at the side of the altar.
The congregation participates by singing
four hymns from the Peoples' Mass Book
at all Sunday and weekday Masses during
the school year. The Sunday and feastda_y
singing is accompanied by the organ and LS
directed by Sister Jean Mane Albracht,
O.S.B., teacher in Holy Redeemer School.
Commentator-le ctors (or Su,,day are members of the Knights of Columbus.
IG

Benediction is reserved for special occasions and is part of the Holy Hour on First
Thursday evenings along with Mass. The service is conducted in Latin though sometimes
the hymns are in English.
A novena in honor of Our Lady of PerpetunJ Help is held each Tuesday night. Father Bede has introduced the practice of preceding the novena with an evening Mass.
The Confraternity of Christian Doctrine and
Holy Name Society are making joint efforts to
do the follow-up work of the Lay Extens10n
Volunteers. The Christian Mothers' Society i~
affiliated with the Catholic Women's Union
of Northwest Arkansas, and sponsors an annual sewing day for the missions. Members
are also asked to bring one article for the
missions to each monthly meeting, thereby
accumulating a sizeable quantity of mission
goods in the course of the year.
Tithing is practiced by a substantial number of parishioners. Other financial aid is
realized from a share in the weekly bingo
conducted by the KC.
Father Bede shows a special friendliness
toward non-Catholics, and cooperates with
their ministers wherever possible. He is currently president of the local ministerial alliance. One of the methods he employs to
spread knowledge of Christian do_ctrine is
distribution of literature. He visits the
sick and shut-ins frequently, and seeks out
people who have given up the Catholic
■
Wth.

(This report was compiled by Mrs. Frank
Knoedel of Holy Redeemer Parish.)

Firstly, it is inevitable that there should
Cr itics of the liturgical reform say that
there used to be a restful atmosphere; each be at the beginning some bewilderment and
one was free to pray as he wished; one knew some annoyance. For it is in the nature of
everything about the layout of the rite. Now an~• practical reform , other than spiritual,
all is innovation, surprise, change; even the of time-honoured and zealously-observ ed resound of the bell al the Sanctus has been ligious customs, that it should stir up a bit
abolished.
of excitement which will not find favor evThen there are those prayers for which one erywhere.
doesn't know where to look, as well as this
Secondly, any form of explanation whatbusiness of receiving Communion standing soever. any sort of preparation of the people,
or any obliging hand of any kind, soon serves
up; and the end of the Mass-now it
cut off at the Blessing; the whole place ,s to dispel all this disquiet, and at once to
aloud with responses, many are moving generate an appreciation of, and a liking for.
about, there are ceremonies and readings in the new order of things.
a loud voice; in a word, there is no peace any
So, thirdly, there must be no room for the
longer, and one understands less than be- idea that after a while there will be a return
fore . .. and so on.
to the old ways, wHh people as serene and
We are not going to criticise these obser- devout or lazy as they used to be.
vations, for we should be obliged to show
No, the new order of things must be difthat they reveal little or no appreciation of ferent, and it must block and scotch any pasand
the mea ning of the religious ceremonies.
sivity in the faithful who are present at Mass.
as well, that what they allow us to catch a Befo re this it was enough to assist; now there
and
to,
devotion
glimpse of is not at all a true
must be attention and action. Where of old
a true feeling for, the significance and value one could snooze or perhaps have a gossip,
spiritual
distinct
a
rather
of the Mass, but
now that will not do, for one must listen and
indolence that is quite unwilling to expend pray. (We hope, by the way, that the new
sharand
intelligence
of
effort
personal
some
liturgical books will soon be available to
ing, the better to understand and the better celebrants and faithful alike, and that their
to fuUill, this most sacred of religious acts new format will reflect, both in type face
with which we are invited, indeed obliged. and printing, the dignity of those that preto associate ourselves. Instead, we shall sim- ceded them.)
ply repeat what is being stated over and over
again these days by priests who have charge
(T h.is address of Pope Paul VI was given
of souls and by all those splendid teach ers
on March 17, 1965.)
of rel igion.
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library ervice of the Abbey. The books referred
to below are part of a shelf or several hundred
books available. Additions are constantly being
made to the library. \Vrite for any of these books
or ask for a complete list. Address The Lending
Library, New Subiaco Abbey, Subiaco, Ark.

The assembly becomes now a lively and
active gathering; to attend means to allow
the soul to engage in activity, in attentive
listening, in singing, in action. The harmony
of an act that is communal. that is performed
not only with external gestures but also with
an interior movement o( faith and filial zeal.
imparts to the ceremony a particular force
and beauty ; it becomes a choir, ii becomes a
concerto, it has the rhythm of an immense
wind that is flying toward the heights of
mystery and of divine joy.
Enthusiasm and praise, indeed, is the note
sounded by the second category of comments
reaching us in respect of the first Mas. es
celebrated in the new liturgy. Here is a
sample: " at last one is able to grasp and to
follow the complicated and mystenous ceremony; at last some relish is afforded one; al
last the priest speaks to the faithful, and one
can see that he is acting with them and for
them."
Moving evidence has come in from o~dinary people, from boys and young men , from
persons who are devout and seek fervour
and prayer, from men of long and weighty
experience and of deep culture. These are
.
positive witnesses.
Then there is one old and oulstandmg genand
delicate,
a
of
tleman of great spirit, and
hence ever-insatiabl e, spirituality: at the end
of the first celebration of the new liturgy
he felt himself obliged to approach the cele-

brant and tell him candidly of hls happiness
at taking part at long last, perhaps for the
first time in his life, in complete fullness of
spirit in the Holy Sacrifice.
Of course, it may well turn out that expressions of surprise as well as this brand of holy
excitement will soon die down and lose momentum , leaving us with nothing more than
a placid custom all over again. Is there anything whatsoever to which man eventually
does not become accustomed? However, the
new form of the ceremonies of the Mass
claims that it can produce an intensification
of religious values in the faithful. There are
no grounds for believing that this is not an
awareness in the faithful that they must perform to the full, and al one and the same time,
two spiritual acts: one of true and personal
participation in the rite of Mass, with all
that is essentially religious that thls implies;
the other of communion with the assembly
of the faithful with the " Chtuch." Of these
two acts the first is ordered lo the love of
God the second to the love of our neighbor.
H~re, then, is the Gospel of love which is
being put in to practice by the souls of .our
day. In all truth it is a wonderful, beautiful.
new, grand thing, full of light and hope.
But do you quite understand. dearest sons
and daughters? Without your co-operation.
without your willing and whole-hearted participation, this liturgical innovation, this
■
spiritual renascene, cannot come about.

WATCH AND PRAY WITH ME, by Karl
Rabner, S.J., Herder and Herder, 1966, 63
pages, $2. 75.
If you would spend a fruitful holy hour
with Our Lord in the Blessed Sacrament,
be privileged to use this little book as an
aid to some thought provoking meditations.
Written particularly for use during a holy
hour, the first part of this book is devoted
to understanding and realizing the presence
of Jesus, true God and true Man , one person
in two distinct but undivided natures.
We adore him as God, "one being, one
power, one majesty with the eternal Father."
But we are closer to rum as Man, born of
Mary, human as we are human. He was a
child who lived as we did-his childhood is
past, but still at this moment he is someone
who had a childhood. He was a man whose
daily life was much like ours. llis sufferings
are past, his tears are dry, but still at this
moment he is someone who has suffered and
cried. His life was lived in perfection, his
heart and mind and will were ever tuned to
the will of the Father. All virtue grew and
became strong and formed his perfect human
self.
Although be lived nineteen hundred years
ago, he knew each one of us-he knew us,
loved us, and was concerned for us. And so
we were a part of his life. When we are
baptized it is a new chapter in his life, a
continuation of his life through all generations. And if we are to live for him in our
time, we must fasruon our lives after his perfect one, bis image must be manifest in us,
we must become Christ-like.
Then if we are to become Christ-like, if
his life is to be expressed anew in ours, we

cannot merely witness his suffering in the
Garden of Olives, have compassion for himwe, too, must suffer, for his blessed passion
was the decisive event in bis life. We must
suffer for our own salvation and, like him.
for that of the whole world and for the glory
of the Father.
The second part of our holy hour is spent
in contemplation of the seven last words
Christ spoke to us from his cross of suffering.
He begs forgiveness for us because "they
know not what they are doing." It is more
that we do not want to know what we are
doing when we sin. It is his love and mercy
that we do not know fully enough-bis divine
goodness as evidenced in the promise of
Paradise to a miserable sinner who humbly
begged forgiveness-h is boundless love for
us in giving us his Mother, who stood beneath
the cross in our name. who gave her Son
for us.
"My God, My God, why have You forsaken
Me?"-his prayer of anguish, of abandonment. And even in hls abandonment he cries
out, " I thirst"-for us, for our salvation.
"It is finished"-it is fulfilled. llis mission
is done, complete and perfect. It is ours to
accomplish that mission which the Father
has given to us, Christ's followers, so that
one day he will say for us, "Father, into
Your hands I commend his spirit."
These are some of the thoughts Father
Rabner contemplates with us as we watch
and pray with the suffering Christ. Challenging thoughts to be kept in our hearts and
minds and wills as we continue our efforts
to become more Christ-like.
-Miss Patricia Poole
Jackson , Tennessee
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PRIEST IN THE PRESBYTERY, by Bernard
Basset, S.J., Herder and Herder, 1965, 104
pages, $3.50.
SL Augustine once told his parishionenrs:
"A Christian should be an alleluia from head
to toe." Father Basset must have entered
into the famed bishop's frame of mind whenever he sat down to write tbis small book
whlch he subtitled "A Psycho-Ecclesia stical
Extravaganza." The joy that comes to those
who hear and believe Christ's message of
salvation is to be reflected in all things, and
Father Basset concentrates on the insignificant and frustrating events in a priest's first
year as head of a parish.
Plumhampton, a town from which people
come but to which few people in their

senses go, has housekeepers, beggars, nuns,
and youth, all of whom are involved in
the daily life of the parish priest. This
priest is hardly a smashing success in his
various undertakings. His sole contribution
to the ecumenical movement is to exchange
$30.00 for a worthless check with a man posing as an Anglican priest in distress. But one
does not leave the book feeling he is a total
failure either. For, at least in reflection. he
can find some good in all people and some
humor in the most frustrating situations,
which is, no doubt, some of that Christian
joy lealdng from his toes. It is a small extravaganza to be enjoyed by those who can
laugh at men's shortcomings including their
own.

-Regis Buss, O.S.B.

Recent Additions to the Lending Library
CHILDREN ASK ABOUT GOD AND EVERYTHING. by Antoinette Becker Herde1
and Herder, 1966. 221 pages, $4.50.
'Its ability to inspire is th~ great value
of this book," sa:vs s;ane:• C,1\lahan in the
1r,1roduction to thPsc· tal~.s oi lVIrs. Becker
with her children •m tb~ m<,anin;i of God,
Jesus, life and deat h, sexua l love, honesty.
and the sacrament; '.the snirit an<l Uavor of
tl,ese dialogues shouid be helpful lo interested parents of teu-year-ol<ls ar.tl younger.

Capuchin priest treats the genesis of love.
the kinds of love, the meaning, expression,
and fulfillment of love.

ENCOUNTERS WITH SILENCE, by Karl
Rabner. S.J., Newman Press, 1965, 87 pages,

THE CYPRESSES BELIEVE IN GOD, by
Jose Maria Gironella, Knopf. 1955. 1010
pages.
How a group of people behaved in a Spanish village during the years leading up to
the outbreak of the Franco rebellion. Excellent novel.

$.95.
A practical help by the profound theolo-

gian; prayerful and thoughtful.
RAISE HIGH THE ROOF BEAMS, CARPENTERS and SEYMOUR: AN INTRODUCTION, by J.D. Salinger, Bantam, 1965,
213 pages, $. 75.
Two more about the interesting Glass people.
THE FACES OF LOVE, by John B. Terbovich, O.F.M. Cap., Doubleday, 1966, 167
pages.
A commonsense book with a two-fold purpose: to cul through all the misconceptions
about the emotion of love, and to crystallize
a sound Christian concept of love. The young
20

FATHERS AND SONS, by Ivan Turgenev,
Signet. 1961, 1961 , 207 pages, $.50.
This Russian novelist won the acclaim of
Flaubert, Maupassant and Henry James for
using psychological character studies instead
of elaborate plot. The attack on all social
classes in this novel is set in Czarist Russia.

I

II

Beauty cocooned
in a dull gray shell,
isolated in winter cold.
is suspended in a leafless elm.

Beauty armored
in a self-made mask
against the barbed tongues,
is lifted to a sycamore branch.

THE HYMN OF THE UNIVERSE, by Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin, S.J.
Cosmic spirituality by one of the great
Catholic thinkers of this age.

Light, warmth of un
fingers the crusted life,
and the barren tree.
Then gold orange hues flit
gaily in a green backdrop.

Smile of Son of Man
reaches beyond the guard
Zacchaeus wears.
The splendor of a generous
offer mirrors his joy.

DAYS OF THE LORD, Volume II, Spring,
edited by William Storey, Herder and Herder, 1966.
Leading authors of past and present give
insights for better appreciation of Sundays
and feasts . Good.

Beauty butterflies
and leafs
at the touch of a radiant sun.

Beauty of Zacchaeus
revealed
by love of trusting Son.
-Sister Jean Marie Albracht. 0 ..B.

LETTERS

Division from the inside

A Worldwide Attack on War
In order to build up peace, above all the
causes of discord among men, especially injustice, which fomen t wars must be rooted
out. ot a few of these causes come from
excessive economic inequalities and from
putting off the steps needed to remedy them.
Other causes of discord, however, have their
source in the desire to dominate and in a
contempt for persons. And, ii we look for
deeper causes, we find them in human envy,
distrust, pride and other egotistical passions.
Man cannot bear so many ru ptures in the
harmony of things. Consequently, the world
is constantly beset by strife and violence between men, even when no war is being waged.
Besides, since these same evils are present
in the relations between various nations as
well, in order to overcome or forestall them
and to keep violence once unleashed within
limits it is absolutely necessary for countries
lo cooperate more advantageously and more
closely together and to organize together international bodies and to work tirelessly for
the creation of organizations which will
foster peace.
In view of the increasingly close ties of
mutual dependence today between all the
inhabitants and peoples of the earth, the
apt pursuit and efficacious attainment of the
universal common good now require of the
community of nations that it organize itself
in a manner suited to its present responsibilities, especially toward many parts of the
world which are still suffering from unbearable want.
To reach this goal, organizations of the
international community, for their part,
must make provision for men's different
needs, both in the fields of social liie-such
as food supplies, health, education, labor and
also in certain special circumstances which
can crop up here and there, e.g., the need
lo promote the general improvement of developing counties, or to alJeviate the distressing conditions in which refugees dispersed throughout the world find themselves.
or also to assist migrants and their families.
22

Already existing international and regional organizations are cer tainly welldeserving of the human race. These are the
first efforts at laying the foundations on an
international level for a community of all
men to work for the solution to the serious
problems of our times, to encou rage progress
everywh ere, and lo obviate wars of whatever kind. In all of these activi ties the Church
takes joy in the spirit of true brotherhood
flourishing between Ch ristians and nonChristians as it strives to make ever more
strenous efforts to reli eve abundant miser y.
The present solidarity of mankind also
calls for a revival of greater international
cooperation in the economic field. Although
nearly all peoples have become autonomous,
they are far from being free of every form
of undue dependence, and far from escaping
all danger of serious internal difficulties.
The development of a nation depends on
human and financial aids. The citizens of
each country must be prepared by education
and professional training to discharge the
various tasks of economic and social life,
But this in turn requires the aid of foreign
specialists who, when they give aid, will not
act as overlords. but as helpers and fe!Iowworkers. Developing nations will not be able
to procure material assistance unless radical
changes are made in the established procedures of modern world commerce. Other aid
should be provided as well by advanced nations in the form of gifts, loans, or financial
investments. Such help should be accorded
with generosity and without greed on the
one side, and received with complete honesty
on the other side.
If an authentic economk order is to be
established on a world-wide basis, an end
will have to be put to profiteering, to national ambitions, to the appetite for political
supremacy, to militaristic calculations and
to machi nations for the sake of spread ing
and imposing ideologies.
(This is an e:rcerpt from the Second Vatica11 Council's Constitution on the Church in
the Modern World.)

( Continued from pag e 6 )
As for garb - well, the garb that the Son of God
chose when he first came to live on our planet
was a human body and its life and actions. Surely His life was one that bore witness to all that
is escha tological as we are clahnii'lg to do. Or
were His actions less effective because He didn't
come in that mark of distinction, a garb of cloth?
Maybe if He hadn't been so like us we would have
recognized Him. If only He had come in unilorm !
The religious must be a revelation to others
by what he believes and does, not by what he
wears. Perhaps we are inclined to use the garb
as a substitute for the reality we so long to experience. "Oh. but others can see at first glance
that we stand for something special." How true
is this? Are we recognized as persons or only as
symbols?
A great deal of the misunderstanding about
religious life comes because we have tried to split
our baptismal vocation into two parts, lay and religious. We have forgotten that there is one abiding call from God, but many ways of participating
in it. Every Christian by bis life and actions should
be an expression of Christ. a true son or God. All
the Living Liturgies aten·t in religious orders.
Wasn't that an astonishing statement made by the
anonymous Canadian correspondent in the February MESSAGE : "If religious look like the laity
they will in general be treated like the Jally." Is
tltere something disgraceful in being treated like
the laity? Surely we aren't going to stoop so low
as to demand special treatment because of our
garb.
I am shaken by the fact that so many of our
young people are questioning the value of religious life in our day. The questions they raise are
sincere and honest and very fair. Just what are
we accomplish.ing in convents and monasteries today? Some of the medieval.ism that still persists
can easily make young people want to get out and
get with it. UnJortunalely lhey don't always understand their zeal and forget that there is a
s trength in community that they may never find
on their own. As a resu1t much of this lively
young talent is lost. perhaps because we as a community have tailed them.
A major factor for the renewal of religious life,
as Mr. Wolf pomts out. has to be a new awareness by both religious and laity of the great power
of the baptismal character whkh enlivens us and
underpins the work of all of us. Why is it that in
so many religious communities one may easiJy obtain perrrussion to attend a brother's ordination
and first Mass. but not so the marriage of one's
brother or sisler? We make it hard for others (and
for ourselves) to believe what the Council is saying when we continue this sacramental juggling.
I believe that religious li!e in our day has great
possibilities and if we can see 1t through these
difficult days of change and renewal we are bound
to see some wonderful results in our lifetime. But
we who claim to be a Living community have the
grave responsibility of doing everything we can
to show our Christian vigor to the world. And
that's where the garb comes in. We might be too
black and too long for our own good. We have

even been known lo scare people. The debate over
the habit is necessary, with or without all lhe
problems it arouses. And these problems must not
force us into what some might term a liberalconservative compromise; then we might run the
risk of our last state being worse than the nrst,
that of looking like we're neither fish nor flesh.
The anonymous writer criticised Mr. Wolf's concept or religious life as man-centered rather than
God-centered. Rather. Mr. Wolf seems aware of
lhe communion that must exist between man and
man if we are ever to hope for an encounter with
God. We can't just shove away man in order to
find God. Our aim should be a constant "meeting
with G.:,ct·• in order to find Him and bring Him to
Life in others. All our updating should be directed
toward that.
Sister Macrina Wiederkehr
St. Jo eph School
Ada, Oklahoma

LITTLE OLD LADIES
Dear Editor.
Thank you for the LnSpu'ing editorial "ln Defense of Little Old Ladies" (March). You brought
home the point that love of God, neighbor and
devotion to God along with obeying the Commandments are steps toward Heaven.
I cannot understand any priest or layman ~
uncharitable as to look down on any devotion to
God and the Blessed Mother.
The virtue of Charity is certautly Jacking today.
Since all the Commandments are based on Charity perhaps folks wnuld better dwell on this rather
than on the manner in which anyone worships
at Mass.
Anonymous
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Confessors of the Faith
Listed below are the names of departed mem-

e:~:~~s°~e ~~~~~lrru:·i:n~~.:e~ ::c~~
Aloysi us Wu est, O..B.

B erna rd Aufd e rmauer, O.S.B.

Eugen e Knoff, O.S.B.
Meinrad Epp, 0 . .B.
Fintan Kra emer, O. . 8 .
Rich ard Eveld, O.S.B.
Conrad pirig, O.. B.
Anthon y Weder, O.S.B.
Gall D'Aujourd 'hui, O.S.B.
Ma urus trobel, 0 . .B.
Frowin Koe rdt , O.. B.
Ignatius tallein, 0 . .B .,
Joseph Buwy ler, O.S.B.
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We 71teat fl-e4eea
LIKE THOSE OLD FRIENDS
WE DEARLY LOVED
IN YEARS PAST
BUT HAVE GRADUALLY
LOST TRACK OF.
THOUGH WE HAD
NOTHING AGAINST THEM
AND DIDN'T MEAN
TO BREAK OFF,
WE LET CIRCUMSTANCES
DRIVE US APART.
- Louis Evely

For retreat information, write :

The Abbey Retreat
The Coury House
New Subiaco Abbey
Subiaco, Arkansas 72865

